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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

This matter should never have gotten this far.  In November 2016, the Campaign Legal 

Center made specific allegations in its Complaint that GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. (“GCH”) 

“was awarded a total of $266,666 in U.S. government contracts in Fiscal Year 2015”1 and made 

impermissible contributions to certain independent expenditure-only political committees (“Super 

PACs”).  In January 2018, the Commission voted to find “reason to believe” on the basis of 

assertions made by the Complainant that certain NLRB documents identified GCH as a “federal 

contractor.”  GCH’s response provided clear and convincing evidence to OGC that it did not hold 

any federal contracts despite the referenced language in the NLRB filing.  This matter should have 

stopped then and there with OGC making a recommendation to dismiss.  Instead, and seemingly 

without Commission authorization, OGC embarked on years of extensive discovery and 

depositions pursuing a theory of liability which did not even form the basis for the Commission’s 

reason to believe finding.  Now, OGC submits a probable cause recommendation based on a 

spurious theory it developed after GCH repeatedly demonstrated that the specific factual 

allegations in the Complaint were incorrect.   

GCH holds no federal contracts and has not violated the federal contractor 

prohibition as it is written in the Act and Commission regulations.  The General Counsel seeks 

to attribute the federal contractor status of other entities – either GCH’s parent holding company, 

or GCH’s wholly-owned subsidiaries – to GCH by applying an alter ego “rule” that does not appear 

in the Act or Commission regulations.  The Act specifically forbids this.  Even if the General 

Counsel’s alter ego theory could escape application of the Act’s “rule of law” provision, the 

 
1 Attachment A, MUR 7180, Complaint at 4.  In a supplemental Complaint filed the following month, the Complainant 
added that GCH was listed as an “operator” and/or “employer” at three specific facilities and that GCH was “a 
contractor under 11 CFR 115.1(a)(1)(i).”  Attachment A, MUR 7180, Supplemental Complaint at 2-3, 5. 
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General Counsel’s application of that theory in this matter is inconsistent with Commission and 

judicial precedent.  In addition, the standard applied by the General Counsel is precisely the sort 

of highly subjective “facts-and-circumstances” test that the Supreme Court has previously 

forbidden the Commission from using.  Finally, even if all of these noted disqualifying 

considerations are disregarded, application of the federal contractor prohibition to an entity that 

makes a contribution to an independent expenditure-only committee is unconstitutional under 

Citizens United and Speechnow.org.  The Commission should dismiss this matter for any or all of 

these reasons. 

II. HISTORY OF THIS PROCEEDING 

In our Response to the Complaint, we explained that the Complainant “misidentifies the 

contracting party, mischaracterize[s] GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. as a federal contractor, and 

premises its Initial Complaint on a contract that is not a federal contract.”2  We explained that 

certain information found on USAspending.gov was inaccurate, just as the respondent in MUR 

6726 (Chevron) had done, and set forth the actual facts supported with sworn affidavits.3  We 

explained that the contract identified in the Complaint was not a contract with the federal 

government at all (it was a contract with a State of Louisiana agency).4  We explained that certain 

NLRB documents referenced by the Complainant incorrectly identified GCH as an employer in 

certain matters and set forth those facts in sworn affidavits.5   

OGC did not accept our explanation and instead decided to read the sworn affidavits 

selectively, quibbled with the tense of certain affirmations, and recommended the Commission 

 
2 Attachment B, Response of GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. at 2.  The Campaign Legal Center filed a 
“supplemental complaint” to address the sloppy research of the first compliant and respond to a GEO spokesman’s 
statement with additional commentary and legal claims. 
3 Id. at 3. 
4 Id. at 8-9. 
5 Id. at 3-4. 
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find reason to believe primarily on the basis of certain NLRB documents.6  In what we believe 

was a hastily taken vote prompted by the Complainant’s 120-day lawsuit, the Commission 

accepted OGC’s recommendation.7  The Factual and Legal Analysis describes the basis for the 

vote as follows:  

As set forth below, the available information, including GC Holdings’ 
representation in an unrelated National Labor Relations Board (‘NLRB’) 
proceeding that it is a federal contractor, suggests that GC Holdings may have 
been a federal contractor when it made its contributions to RAN and to other 
committees.8  

 
In response to the Commission’s reason to believe finding, we filed a second Response on 

March 5, 2018, addressing every issue raised in the Factual and Legal Analysis.  This Response 

included a copy of the actual contract for the operation of the D. Ray James Detention Facility 

showing that the contracting party was Cornell Companies, Inc., and not GCH, along with further 

explanation for the mistaken employer identifications in the NLRB matters.9  These additional 

materials bolstered what had already been stated in the initial Response and in its accompanying 

sworn affidavits, but which OGC chose to disregard or disbelieve.  The General Counsel’s Brief 

acknowledges, albeit buried in a footnote, that “GCH has subsequently provided contracts 

relating to each of these matters demonstrating that GCH was not the named party on the 

relevant federal contracts.”10  Thus, as of our first post-RTB submission, filed March 5, 2018, 

 
6 See Attachment C, MUR 7180, Notification with Factual and Legal Analysis. 
7 The Campaign Legal Center filed suit against the Commission on January 10, 2018, alleging violations of 52 
U.S.C. § 30109(a)(8)(A).  The Commission voted to find reason to believe on January 23, 2018.  The Campaign 
Legal Center’s complaint was dismissed for lack of standing on May 26, 2020.  On June 4, 2020, the Campaign 
Legal Center filed a notice of appeal.  As of the date of this filing, that case remains pending at the D.C. Circuit.  
8 Attachment C, MUR 7180, Factual and Legal Analysis at 2 (emphasis added); see also id. at 7 n.33 (“Because the 
GEO Respondents cannot sufficiently rebut why GC Holdings asserted that it was the employer for the federal 
facility in its statement before the NLRB, the Commission believes that the facts support a reasonable inference that 
GC Holdings was a federal contractor for as long as the Georgia Detention Facility has been under the GEO Group’s 
ownership.”). 
9 Attachment D, Response of GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. (March 5, 2018) at 1-3. 
10 General Counsel’s Brief at 1 n.2 (emphasis added); see also General Counsel’s Brief at 18 n.88 (“GCH has provided 
contracts relating to each of these matters demonstrating that GCH was not the named party on the relevant federal 
contracts.”). 
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the question of whether GCH was in fact a party to any federal contract was conclusively settled.  

Then and there, this matter should have been closed.  Instead, OGC spent the next two years 

chasing its alter ego theory without apparent authorization by the Commission and notwithstanding 

the fact that OGC’s alter ego theory does not appear in the Act or Commission regulations, and 

has never served as the basis for finding a federal contractor violation.   

By letter dated May 1, 2018, OGC requested extensive additional information concerning 

“GC Holdings’ role in these [NLRB] matters and its role in any federal contract related to these 

matters,” along with extensive document requests.11  Our response letter, dated June 22, 2018, 

objected to OGC’s abusive requests and obstinate refusal to acknowledge the fact that GCH was 

not a federal contractor even after we submitted sworn statements and the actual contract that was 

the subject of the Complaint.  We stated that OGC’s letter “expands the scope of the Commission’s 

inquiry and requests additional materials that have nothing to do with the specific matters raised 

in the Complaint and addressed in the Factual and Legal Analysis.”12  We further explained that 

we had already demonstrated, consistent with past matters, that GCH is a “separate and distinct 

legal entity” and that any finding to the contrary would exceed the Commission’s authority, as 

held in FEC v. Swallow.13  Throughout its investigation, OGC repeatedly sought to rehabilitate the 

Complaint after its specific allegations and the factual questions raised in the Factual and Legal 

Analysis were definitively refuted (as OGC now admits), and, in the process, greatly expanded the 

scope of this matter beyond what was alleged in the Complaint.  Nevertheless, we remained 

 
11 Attachment E, OGC Letter from Nicholas Mueller to Jason Torchinsky and Michael Bayes (May 1, 2018). 
12 Attachment F, Letter of Jason Torchinsky and Michael Bayes to Nicholas Mueller (June 22, 2018) at 2.  This letter 
serves as the basis for our belief that the investigation conducted by OGC may not have been fully authorized by the 
Commission. 
13 Id. 
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hopeful that one more submission of documents would satisfy OGC and we provided the requested  

additional information along with a USB drive containing thousands of pages of documentation. 

Our hope was clearly misplaced.  On August 6, 2018, OGC yet again requested additional 

information, including a list of all federal contracts that were being negotiated or performed in 

2015 or 2016 that were negotiated by employees of GCH, along with information about each such 

contract.14  OGC requested yet more information about collective bargaining agreements.  As it 

was clear that OGC was determined to justify a violation regardless of any explanation or 

documentation we provided, we submitted the requested information without additional comment 

on September 6, 2018.15 

By letter dated May 3, 2019, OGC forwarded a deposition subpoena signed by Chair 

Weintraub.16  OGC deposed Amber Martin, The GEO Group, Inc.’s Executive Vice President, 

Contract Administration, on June 10, 2019, and Marcel Maier, The GEO Group, Inc.’s Executive 

Vice President, Tax, on October 8, 2019.17  A review of the transcripts makes clear that OGC’s 

sole purpose during these depositions was to elicit information it could use in presenting its alter 

ego theory.  Virtually every subject probed by OGC during the depositions appears in the General 

Counsel’s Brief as part of its theory of the case.   

On December 4, 2019, OGC informed us that it was “nearing the conclusion of the 

investigation and considering potential recommendations to the Commission,” and asked “whether 

 
14 Attachment G, Letter of Nicholas Mueller to Jason Torchinsky and Michael Bayes (August 6, 2018).  The 
Complaints identified specific contracts as the basis for its allegations, and the Respondent conclusively demonstrated 
that those contracts were either not federal contracts or were not held by GCH.  Whether OGC had authority to expand 
its investigation beyond the specific matters raised in the Complaint is unclear.   
15 See Attachment H, Letter of Jason Torchinsky and Michael Bayes to Nicholas Mueller (September 6, 2018). 
16 See Attachment I, OGC Letter of Nicholas Mueller to Jason Torchinsky and Michael Bayes (May 3, 2019); 
Deposition Subpoena.   
17 See Attachment J, Deposition Transcript of Ms. Martin (June 10, 2019); Attachment K, Deposition Transcript of 
Mr.  Maier (October 8, 2019). 
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your client is interested in resolving this matter through pre-probable cause conciliation.”18  We 

agreed to discuss the matter with OGC, and spoke by telephone on January 14, 2020.  OGC’s 

attorneys, however, would not disclose with any specificity what OGC was prepared to 

recommend in terms of a violation, nor even confirm the legal basis for its recommendations.  

Rather, we were simply offered the opportunity to plead guilty to unspecified charges based on 

unspecified legal grounds.  On February 5, 2020, we informed Mr. Mueller that our client declined 

to participate further in “conciliating” this matter. 

On May 15, 2020, OGC provided us with the General Counsel’s Brief.  In it, for the first 

time in the agency’s history, the General Counsel seeks to impute “federal contractor” status – and 

the accompanying ban on the ability to make contributions and exercise First Amendment rights – 

to an entity that does not actually hold a federal contract.   

III. THE GENERAL COUNSEL’S APPLICATION OF THE ALTER EGO THEORY 
IS IMPERMISSIBLE 

 
 The fact most significant to this matter is never mentioned in the main body of the General 

Counsel’s Brief.  Rather, only in dense footnotes does the General Counsel actually concede that 

GCH did not hold any federal contract at the times the contributions at issue in this matter 

were made.19  GCH’s contributions did not violate the terms of the Act or Commission 

regulations.  The General Counsel resorts to its alter ego theory precisely because GCH does not 

hold any federal contract (and never has) and thus has not violated the terms of the Act or 

Commission regulations.  OGC’s proposal to apply the alter ego theory here is an attempt to 

 
18 Attachment L, OGC Letter of Nicholas Mueller to Jason Torchinsky and Michael Bayes (December 3, 2019).  
19 General Counsel’s Brief at 1 n.2 (“GCH has subsequently provided contracts relating to each of these matters 
demonstrating that GCH was not the named party on the relevant federal contracts.”); see also General Counsel’s 
Brief at 18 n.88 (“GCH has provided contracts relating to each of these matters demonstrating that GCH was not the 
named party on the relevant federal contracts.”). 
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expand the scope of the Act, and to the best of our knowledge, the Commission has never used 

this theory to find a federal contractor violation.  Doing so for the first time in an enforcement 

matter would be unprecedented and is prohibited by the Act. 

A. The Alter Ego Theory Violates the Act’s “Rule of Law” Provision and Exceeds 
the Limited Scope of the Commission’s Statutory Authority 

 
OGC’s alter ego theory is apparently derived from a handful of advisory opinions, although 

neither the Commission nor OGC has ever explained, in any context, why it believes this alter ego 

theory applies in Section 30118 (formerly Section 441b) and Section 30119 (formerly Section 

441c) cases.  The Act and its legislative history do not include any language suggesting Congress 

intended to expand the scope of either provision to purported “alter egos.”  Rather, the Commission 

simply grafted the corporate law concept onto a Section 441b analysis in a 1980 advisory opinion 

and the theory has lived on and grown in subsequent advisory opinions and enforcement matters.  

The Commission has never attempted to codify its alter ego theory through formal rulemaking 

proceedings, and to the best of our knowledge, has never recommended that Congress implement 

the alter ego theory with legislative changes.  

Against this background, OGC does not purport to base its recommendations on any 

provision of the Act or Commission regulation.  The General Counsel’s Brief rests solely on the 

application of an alter ego theory derived from an advisory opinion.  This violates the basic rule 

that “[w]here the law is of uncertain application, advisory opinions cannot be used as a sword of 

enforcement.”20  The Act’s “rule of law” provision specifically forbids the Commission from 

enforcing the law as proposed in the General Counsel’s Brief:   

 
20 1996 Presidential Audits, Statement of Reasons of Vice Chairman Darryl R. Wold and Commissioners Lee Ann 
Elliott, David M. Mason, and Karl J. Sandstrom at 3, 
https://transition.fec.gov/audits/1996/Title_26/BobDole1996PresPrimary.pdf; MUR 5625 (Aristotle International, 
Inc.); Statement of Reasons of Chairman Matthew S. Petersen and Commissioners Caroline C. Hunter and Donald F. 
McGahn at 2 n.3 (“Of course, it is well-established that advisory opinions cannot be used as a sword, but instead 
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Any rule of law which is not stated in this Act or in chapter 95 or chapter 96 of title 
26 may be initially proposed by the Commission only as a rule or regulation 
pursuant to the procedures established in section 30111(d) of this title.21   

 
Four Commissioners explained that “Congress included an express prohibition in the 

FECA against the Commission using advisory opinions to establish rules of conduct” and “absent 

controlling regulations or the authoritative interpretations of the courts, the Commission’s 

enforcement standard [must] be the natural dictate of the language of the statute itself.”22  As one 

Commissioner further explained:  

The statute expressly requires a rule of law to be initially proposed only as a rule 
or regulation.  This statutory mandate serves to protect the regulated community 
from being judged by interpretations of the law that did not flow naturally and 
foreseeably from the law itself, but were the mere product of administrative 
convenience or preference.23   
 

Having never been proposed as a regulation pursuant to the Act’s rulemaking requirements, 

application of the alter ego theory in this matter is prohibited by the Act. 

In addition to violating the Act’s “rule of law” requirement, the expansion of the federal 

contractor prohibition through an alter ego theory is beyond the Commission’s authority.  As one 

court was recently forced to explain, “[t]he FEC’s authority exists no further than the boundaries 

of the law it was created to enforce.”24  In Swallow, the court invalidated a regulation “which 

 
merely a shield from burdensome Commission enforcement action.”); see also MUR 5799, Response of Respondent 
Senator John McCain by Trevor Potter (Sept. 20, 2007) at 9 n.8 (“When enforcing the law, the Commission must 
recognize that rules of general applicability stem from the statute and duly promulgated regulations, not Advisory 
Opinions.  2 U.S.C. § 437f(b).  While an Advisory Opinion can protect a particular person from a sanction the FEC 
might otherwise impose where that person relies in good faith on such opinion, 2 U.S.C. § 437f(c)(2), the FEC should 
not attempt to rely on Advisory Opinions as a sword, for they are not a statutory or regulatory rule of law.”). 
21 52 U.S.C. § 30108(d); 11 C.F.R. § 112.4(e).  The “rule of law” requirement applies to enforcement matters as well.  
See MUR 5642, Statement of Reasons of Vice Chairman Matthew S. Petersen and Commissioners Caroline C. Hunter 
and Donald F. McGahn II at 4 (“the Commission, by statute and regulation, is prohibited from establishing new 
regulatory requirements through this or any enforcement matter”). 
22 1996 Presidential Audits, Statement of Reasons of Vice Chairman Darryl R. Wold and Commissioners Lee Ann 
Elliott, David M. Mason, and Karl J. Sandstrom at 2, 3. 
23 MURs 4553, 4671, 4407, 4544, and 4713, Statement of Reasons of Commissioner Karl J. Sandstrom at 6. 
24 FEC v. Swallow, 304 F. Supp. 3d 1113, 1118 (D. Utah 2018). 
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imposed liability under FECA on secondary actors” not mentioned in the Act.25  The 

Commission’s alter ego theory serves exactly the same purpose – to impose liability on secondary 

actors that the Act itself does not.  If the Commission “had no authority to write a regulation that 

went beyond the Act itself,”26 then the Commission most certainly has no authority to impose an 

equitable doctrine with no underlying statutory basis and that has never been implemented as a 

regulation or even a statement of policy.  That the FEC has purported to apply an alter ego theory 

for many years has no bearing on its validity.  As the Swallow court opined:  

The fact that the FEC is fond of enforcing its own creation is not surprising, nor is 
it surprising that a number of people accused of providing assistance to others who 
violated the statute would submit to the Agency’s will, but such administrative 
proceedings do nothing to inform whether the Commission had the power to make 
and enforce the regulation in the first place. The fact that an independent agency 
that is not within any of the three constitutional branches of government can subject 
private citizens to its will is not remarkable.  What is troubling is that the Agency 
can so easily exercise such improper authority.27 
 
The Commission lacked the authority to expand the scope of the federal contractor 

provision when it first purported to incorporate the alter ego theory into that provision, and its 

continued application of that theory is unlawful. 

B. The Alter Ego Theory Is Void for Vagueness and Contrary to Wisconsin Right 
to Life 

 
Even if the General Counsel were to concoct some theory for why the “rule of law” 

requirement in Section 30108(d) does not or should not apply here, the proposed application of 

OGC’s alter ego theory nevertheless raises clear due process concerns.  Indeed, the General 

Counsel’s Brief acknowledges that “the Commission has not articulated a test setting forth 

factors that an entity must satisfy but has instead made the determination based on the 

 
25 Id. 
26 Id. at 1115. 
27 Id. at 1117-1118. 
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specific facts and circumstances presented.”28  This approach, however, is void for vagueness 

and its use is otherwise prohibited under Wisconsin Right to Life.   

With respect to the void for vagueness doctrine, the Supreme Court explained:  
 

Even when speech is not at issue, the void for vagueness doctrine addresses at least 
two connected but discrete due process concerns: first, that regulated parties should 
know what is required of them so they may act accordingly; second, precision and 
guidance are necessary so that those enforcing the law do not act in an arbitrary or 
discriminatory way.  When speech is involved, rigorous adherence to those 
requirements is necessary to ensure that ambiguity does not chill protected 
speech.29 

 
The Due Process Clause “requires the government to advise precisely what conduct is impacted 

so that the public may tailor its behavior accordingly.”30  The Commission’s existing alter ego 

doctrine – for which rudimentary standards have been referenced over the years, but no violation 

has ever been found and articulated – “fails to provide a person of ordinary intelligence fair notice 

of what is prohibited, [and] is so standardless that it authorizes or encourages seriously 

discriminatory enforcement.”31  The Commission – which is “unique among federal administrative 

agencies [because] it has as its sole purpose the regulation of core constitutionally protected 

activity” – operates in an area in which “vagueness and notice concerns carry special weight, since 

courts must be especially vigilant to prevent the chilling of First Amendment speech.”32  

Even if OGC’s alter ego theory could somehow be grounded in the Act (and it cannot be), 

and even if it were not “void for vagueness” (which it is), the Supreme Court has repeatedly told 

the Commission that it may not use complex “facts and circumstances” tests to determine whether 

an entity may engage in protected speech.  When undertaking an alter ego inquiry, “[c]ourts 

 
28 General Counsel’s Brief at 10 (emphasis added). 
29 FCC v. Fox TV Stations, Inc., 567 U.S. 239, 253-254 (2012) (internal citation omitted). 
30 United States v. Hoffert, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 171400, *11 (W.D. Pa. Oct. 4, 2018). 
31 United States v. Williams, 553 U.S. 285, 304 (2008). 
32 Campaign Legal Ctr. v. FEC, 312 F. Supp. 3d 153, 164-165 (D.D.C. 2018) citing AFL-CIO v. FEC, 333 F.3d 168, 
170 (D.C. Cir. 2003). 
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consider a laundry list of factors,”33 but the standard is not deemed satisfied simply “where a set 

list of factors are established.”34  In Wisconsin Right to Life v. FEC, the Court rejected intent- and 

effect-based approaches to identifying the functional equivalent of express advocacy, and 

explained that any standard “must entail minimal if any discovery” and “eschew the open-ended 

rough-and-tumble of factors which invites complex argument in a trial court and a virtually 

inevitable appeal.”35  Furthermore, “contextual factors … should seldom play a significant role in 

the inquiry” and “the need to consider such [basic] background [information] should not become 

an excuse for discovery or a broader inquiry of the sort we have just noted raises First Amendment 

concerns.”36  Subsequently, in Citizens United v. FEC, the Court again rejected “an interpretation 

that requires intricate case-by-case determinations to verify whether political speech is banned.”37 

This case is a perfect example of what happens when the agency acts wholly unconstrained 

by any statutory or regulatory text.  When OGC was unable to identify a violation on the basis of 

the Act or Commission regulations alone, its investigation nevertheless continued and quickly 

devolved into general discovery that itself was not bounded by any written law and appears to have 

strayed far beyond the specific issues identified in the Factual and Legal Analysis.  OGC now 

claims to have discovered an alter ego federal contractor “violation” – for the first time in the 

agency’s history – by employing a “facts and circumstances” standard that consists of cherry-

picked factors, some of which the Commission has never mentioned before, drawn from a judicial 

equitable remedy.  Finally, when the “standard” employed consists of a free flowing “facts and 

circumstances” test, nothing prevents OGC from pursuing one case doggedly (e.g., the present 

 
33 Laborers’ Pension Fund v. Lay-Com, Inc., 580 F.3d 602, 610 (7th Cir. 2009). 
34 Taylor Steel, Inc. v. Keeton, 417 F.3d 598, 606 (6th Cir. 2005). 
35 FEC v. Wis. Right to Life, Inc., 551 U.S. 449, 469 (2007). 
36 Id. at 473-474. 
37 Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 329 (2010). 
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matter) while appearing to apply far less scrutiny to a very similar matter (e.g., MUR 6726 

(Chevron)).  Taken together, this is a formula for standardless and arbitrary decision making that 

is not in any way authorized by the Act or Commission regulation.  As the Fourth Circuit explained 

in the context of a state campaign finance matter, a “‘we’ll know it when we see it approach’ 

simply does not provide sufficient direction to either regulators or potentially regulated entities.  

Unguided regulatory discretion and the potential for regulatory abuse are the very burdens to which 

political speech must never be subject.”38 

IV. GEO’S OVERALL CORPORATE STRUCTURE IS A FUNCTION OF THE GEO 
GROUP’S REIT STATUS  

 
The General Counsel’s brief largely omits discussion of overall GEO corporate structure, 

of which GCH, a wholly owned subsidiary, is just one part.  As of January 1, 2013, The GEO 

Group, Inc. was organized and operating as a Real Estate Investment Trust (“REIT”).39  GEO’s 

overall corporate structure is a function of the company’s REIT status, which is governed by 

complex Internal Revenue Service rules and regulations requiring the separation of certain 

functions within the broader corporate structure.   

The statutory definition of a “Real Estate Investment Trust” totals approximately 33 pages, 

including commentary and history.  Treasury Department regulations governing REITs occupy 

 
38 N.C. Right to Life, Inc. v. Leake, 525 F.3d 274, 290 (4th Cir. 2008). 
39 See The GEO Group, Inc. 2019 Annual Report, Part II at 4 (“We have been a leading owner, lessor and operator 
of correctional, detention and reentry facilities and provider of community-based services and youth services in the 
industry since 1984 and began operating as a REIT for federal income tax purposes effective January 1, 2013. As a 
result of the REIT conversion, we reorganized our operations and moved non-real estate components into TRSs. 
Through the TRS structure, the portion of our businesses which are non-real estate related, such as our managed-
only contracts, international operations, electronic monitoring services, and other non-residential and community 
based facilities, are part of wholly-owned taxable subsidiaries of the REIT. Most of our business segments, which 
are real estate related and involve company-owned and company-leased facilities, are part of the REIT. The TRS 
structure allows us to maintain the strategic alignment of almost all of our diversified business segments under one 
entity. The TRS assets and operations will continue to be subject to federal and state corporate income taxes and to 
foreign taxes as applicable in the jurisdictions in which those assets and operations are located.”).  The 2019 Annual 
report is available at http://investors.geogroup.com/Cache/IRCache/bede2101-0a2d-3bf8-b4f5-
9a1b08af6a45.PDF?O=PDF&T=&Y=&D=&FID=bede2101-0a2d-3bf8-b4f5-9a1b08af6a45&iid=4144107.   
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approximately 50 pages of the Code of Federal Regulations.40  In total, regulations applicable to 

REITs and their structure appear in some 112 provisions scattered throughout the Code of Federal 

Regulations.  To say that the regulations governing REITs are “complex” is an understatement.  

With respect to The GEO Group, Inc., a set of very specific and complex structural relationships 

is necessary for IRS compliance.  For example, there are IRS rules about subsidiaries that hold real 

estate, subsidiaries that have employees, prohibitions on certain kinds of services (such as certain 

health care related functions), and myriad other rules, regulations and restrictions.41   

As explained by Mr. Maier during his deposition, GEO’s corporate structure is divided into 

two basic parts: one part that qualifies for REIT taxation status and one part that does not.42  

Whether or not a particular entity qualifies for REIT status is largely dependent on whether the 

entity owns and leases out real estate.  The part that does not qualify for REIT status consists of 

“taxable REIT subsidiaries” (“TRSs”).  The REIT side of the structure is entitled to more favorable 

tax treatment, while the TRSs are subject to ordinary corporate taxation.  The TRS side of GEO’s 

overall structure includes entities that do not base their businesses around real estate holdings, such 

as GEO’s technology subsidiary, which focuses on electronic monitoring and tracking hardware 

and related software.  GCH does not qualify for REIT status (it does not hold real estate) and is 

instead a taxable REIT subsidiary.   

Mr. Maier’s deposition testimony made clear that the employee sharing agreement that is 

the focus of the General Counsel’s inquiry a function of GEO’s transition to, and current status as, 

a REIT.43  “[A] REIT is not allowed to provide services with respect to other entities,” meaning 

that employees of The GEO Group, Inc. could only provide services to a taxable REIT subsidiary 

 
40 See 26 C.F.R. 1.857 et seq. 
41 See, e.g., 26 U.S.C. §§ 856, 857, 858 and 859. 
42 Attachment K, Maier Dep. at 19. 
43 Id. at 38-39. 
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subject to “certain thresholds … that would be very difficult to administer.”44  However, a TRS 

may provide services to a REIT.  Thus, corporate employees are employed by GCH, and they may 

permissibly provide services to The GEO Group, Inc., which “reimburses [GCH] at arm’s length 

… on a reasonable basis.”45  This structure allows for more efficient use of labor resources, as 

common corporate functions can be shared among the various businesses.  For example, rather 

than each business maintaining its own accounts payable or payroll staff, GCH employees 

performing those functions can be utilized by each entity on an as-needed basis.  This type of cost-

sharing arrangement is common in large corporations, including REITs.   

The IRS has issued numerous Private Letter Rulings discussing the tax treatment of cost 

sharing arrangements between REITs and their TRSs.46  For example, in 2015, the IRS issued  a 

Private Letter Ruling to a corporation that intended to reorganize as a REIT.  Among the issues 

raised was the following employee sharing arrangement: 

For administrative convenience and to avail itself of economies of scale with 
respect to employment costs, Taxpayer [the REIT] intends to have certain 
employees who will perform services both for Taxpayer and for its TRSs.  Taxpayer 
and its TRSs will enter into employee sharing agreements under which these 
employees will be shared and the employing entity will be reimbursed for an 
allocable share of the employee costs, including salaries, benefits, and other 
compensation, costs associated with payroll administration, and allocable overhead 
costs including office supplies, furniture and equipment.  The reimbursement will 
be solely for costs, determined on the basis fo the relevant amount of time such 
employees spend performing services on behalf of each employer or a similar 
reasonable allocation method.47 

 
44 Id. at 39. 
45 Id. at 42. 
46 See, e.g., IRS Private Letter Ruling 200510002 (discussing “[t]he amounts paid by Trust to the TRSs as 
reimbursement for Trust’s allocable share of expenses related to personal, general, and administrative overhead, as 
well as Trust’s share of the costs of customary services performed by the TRSs on the Trust’s behalf pursuant to the 
reimbursement and cost sharing arrangements”); see also IRS Private Letter Rulings 201528006, 201537020, 
200028014, 200525013, 201314002. 
47 IRS Private Letter Ruling 201537020 (Sept. 11, 2015); see also IRS Private Letter Ruling 201528006 (July 10, 
2015) (“For administrative convenience and to avail itself of economies of scale with respect to employment costs, 
certain employees may perform services for both Controlled [the proposed REIT] and Controlled Sub [the proposed 
TRS] following the Transactions [allowing for REIT election].  For example, Distributing 1 expects that 
Controlled’s collective human resources, legal, accounting, and other administrative departments will be located in 
either Controlled or Controlled Sub, and the personnel in those departments will provide services to both Controlled 
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The IRS approved this arrangement and noted that “neither Taxpayer nor the TRS will 

profit under any cost-sharing arrangement,” and thus, reimbursement payments received 

under such cost-sharing arrangements will not be treated as gross income for purposes of 

tax provisions that require a REIT to derive specified percentages of its gross income from 

specified real estate sources.48 

Critically, the GEO corporate group is not structured for any of the illicit purposes 

identified in piercing the veil cases (e.g., to defraud creditors or allow shareholders to treat the 

companies as their personal piggy banks), but rather, to efficiently further the group’s overarching 

interests in a manner that complies with applicable tax laws.49  To the best of our knowledge, OGC 

has never considered a REIT structure in this context before, so naturally, the facts do not align 

perfectly with past matters.  But, rather than consider the underlying purposes of the piercing the 

veil doctrine, OGC has instead chosen to unreasonably conclude that any fact that differs from 

previous matters, no matter how slightly and no matter the reason, must necessarily be treated as 

evidence of alter ego status. 

The General Counsel’s Brief takes the position that an entity that does not actually hold a 

federal contract is nevertheless disqualified from exercising its First Amendment rights because of 

the nature of the corporate structure within which it exists, merely because another entity within 

that structure does hold federal contracts.  Yet, that organizational structure reflects, and was 

designed to comply with, federal tax laws.  Thus, legal compliance with one set of laws serves as 

 
and Controlled Sub pursuant to an employee sharing agreement (the ESA). . . . The service recipient will reimburse 
the employer for the service receipient’s allocable share of the employee’s costs . . . . The amount of the 
reimbursements will be computed periodically and will be determined on the basis of the relative amount of time the 
employees spend performing services on behalf of the employer versus the service recipient (or pursuant to another 
reasonable allocation method).”). 
48 See IRS Private Letter Ruling 201537020 (Sept. 11, 2015). 
49 A copy of The GEO Group’s organizational chart is included as Attachment N.   
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the basis for finding that the Respondents cannot comply with another set of laws.  The General 

Counsel does not attempt to explain this bizarre result, where it uses tax compliance as the 

justification for using a corporate law doctrine to find a campaign finance violation. 

V. PIERCING THE VEIL AND ALTER EGO DOCTRINE GENERALLY 
 
 As the Commission acknowledged in Advisory Opinion 1998-11 (Patriot Holdings), the 

alter ego theory derives from law related to piercing the corporate veil.  As a matter of corporate 

law, “piercing the veil” is an equitable remedy imposed by courts as an exception to the general 

rule of limited liability.50  It is used under circumstances where the court believes some sort of 

fraud or other wrongdoing has occurred to allow a creditor to access the funds of a corporation’s 

owners where a corporate liability exists that the corporation itself cannot pay.51  As one professor 

explained: 

As a general principle, corporations are recognized as legal entities separate from 
their shareholders, officers, and directors. Corporate obligations remain the liability 
of the entity and not of the shareholders, directors, or officers who own and/or act 
for the entity. “Piercing the corporate veil” refers to the judicially imposed 
exception to this principle by which courts disregard the separateness of the 
corporation and hold a shareholder responsible for the corporation’s action as if it 
were the shareholder’s own.  The boundaries of this exception are usually stated in 
broad terms that offer little guidance to judges or litigants in subsequent cases.52   

 
 How and why the Commission injected a judicial equitable remedy into two statutory 

provisions establishing two contribution source prohibitions has never been fully explained.  This 

 
50 See Johnson v. Ross, 419 Fed. Appx. 357, 363 (4th Cir. 2011) (“Piercing the corporate veil is an equitable remedy, 
the propriety of which must be examined on an ad hoc basis.”) (internal citation omitted); McKinney v. Gannett Co., 
817 F.2d 659, 666 (10th Cir. 1987) (“Piercing the veil through the alter ego doctrine is an equitable remedy.”); 
(Gardemal v. Westin Hotel Co., 186 F.3d 588, 594 (5th Cir. 1999) (“the alter ego doctrine is an equitable remedy 
which prevents a company from avoiding liability by abusing the corporate form”). 
51 See David K. Millon, Piercing The Corporate Veil, Financial Responsibility, and the Limits of Limited Liability, 56 
Emory L.J. 1305, 1325 (2007) (“Under certain circumstances, courts will disregard or puncture the limited liability 
shield to hold shareholders personally responsible for obligations the corporation itself lacks the capacity to 
discharge.”). 
52 Robert B. Thompson, Piercing The Corporate Veil: An Empirical Study, 76 Cornell L. Rev. 1036 (July 1991). 
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lack of any explanation, however, plays a significant role in the Commission’s inconsistent 

application of the theory over the years. 

A. The History of an Alter Ego Theory at the Commission  
 
The Commission’s alter ego theory has no basis in the Act and has never been codified in 

Commission regulations.  It first appeared, gratuitously, in a 1980 advisory opinion and has 

persisted over the years in advisory opinions and the occasional enforcement matter.  The 

Commission has never described the contours of this jurisdictional expansion in detail, and until 

very recently, the agency never even attempted to premise a violation on this extra-statutory theory.     

1. Federal Contractor Provisions in the Act and Commission Regulations 

The Act makes it “unlawful for any person … [w]ho enters into any contract with the 

United States or any department or agency thereof … directly or indirectly to make any 

contribution of money or other things of value, or to promise expressly or impliedly to make any 

such contribution to any political party, committee, or candidate for public office  or to any person 

for any political purpose or use.”53  The Act defines a “person” as “an individual, partnership, 

committee, association, corporation, labor organization, or any other organization or group of 

persons.”54  The Act imposes liability only on the “person” who “enters into any contract” with 

the federal government; there is absolutely nothing in the Act that suggests that any other person 

is capable of violating the contractor provision.   

The limited scope of the Act should not be regarded as an inadvertent oversight or an 

invitation to unilaterally amend the statute.  Congress could easily have written or amended the 

contractor provision to apply to corporate affiliates that meet certain criteria, but did not.  More 

 
53 52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(1). 
54 Id. § 30101(11). 
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recently, Congress demonstrated that it knows exactly how to impose secondary liability.  For 

example, BCRA’s “soft money” provisions apply not only to federal candidates and officeholders, 

but also to their “agents” and any entities that are “directly or indirectly established, financed, 

maintained or controlled” by those candidates and officeholders.55  No such language appears in 

the federal contractor provision.    

Commission regulations generally track the statutory language and provide that “[i]t shall 

be unlawful for a Federal contractor, as defined in § 115.1(a), to make, either directly or indirectly, 

any contribution or expenditure of money or other thing of value, or to promise expressly or 

impliedly to make any such contribution or expenditure to any political party, committee, or 

candidate for Federal office or to any person for any political purpose or use.  This prohibition 

does not apply to contributions or expenditures in connection with State or local elections.”  The 

regulations define a “Federal contractor” using the language of the Act, see 11 C.F.R. § 115.1(a), 

and “person” is defined using the Act’s language verbatim, see 11 C.F.R. § 100.10.  Like the Act, 

there is nothing in the regulation that suggests that federal contractor status can be imputed to 

another person. 

There is one significant difference between the Act and the Commission’s regulation: the 

Act refers only to contributions, but the regulation refers to both contributions and expenditures.  

In the 1977 Explanation and Justification, this expansion is linked to the Act’s inclusion of the 

term “indirectly”: 

It is the Commission’s opinion that the use of the term “indirectly” and the phrase 
“to any person for any political purpose or use” in the original statutory language 
indicates a Congressional intent to include expenditures as now defined in the Act 
. . . The inference is that, by the use of the term indirect, Congress intended the 
prohibition to extend to the spending of funds by a government contractor for 

 
55 52 U.S.C. § 30125(e)(1). 
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campaign purposes regardless of whether the funds were given to the candidates or 
spent by the government contractor.56 
 
The Commission has never suggested that the term “indirectly” refers to anything other 

than expenditures.57  Any suggestion that the alter ego theory may be lurking in the statutory term 

“indirectly” is foreclosed by the Commission’s 1977 Explanation and Justification.  

  2. Development of Alter Ego Theory in Commission Advisory Opinions 
 
The Commission appears to have first referenced an “alter ego” theory in a series of early 

1980s advisory opinions involving questions of whether the subsidiaries of Congressionally 

chartered corporations or national banks could make state or local contributions.  In the first of 

these opinions, the Commission explained:  

Although 2 U.S.C. 441b prohibits a federally chartered corporation from making 
contributions or expenditures in connection with an election for any political office, 
there is no language in the statute indicating that the prohibition extends to 
subsidiary corporations which are not themselves federally chartered 
corporations. 

Generally, a subsidiary corporation is considered a distinct legal entity, an entity in 
its own right, apart from its parent.  However, where circumstances are such that 
one corporation is merely an agent, instrumentality, or alter ego of another 
corporation the notion of separate corporate existence of parent and subsidiary will 
not be recognized.  See 18 AM. JUR. 2d Corporations §17 for a discussion of parent 
and subsidiary corporations. 

In view of the general rule regarding parent-subsidiary corporations, and the Act’s 
failure to expressly extend the prohibitions on federally chartered corporations to 
their state chartered subsidiary corporations, the Commission concludes that absent 
circumstances which would result in characterizing Central Capital (the subsidiary 
state-chartered corporation) and Central Federal (the parent federally chartered 
corporation) as one entity, Central Capital would not be subject to the prohibition 
of 441b governing federally chartered corporations.58 

 

 
56 Explanation and Justification for 1977 Amendments to the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 (April 13, 
1977) at 121. 
57 See MUR 6403 (Alaskans Standing Together), First General Counsel’s Report at 19 n.6 (“the term ‘expenditure’ 
was specifically placed in the regulation based on historical use of the term ‘indirect contribution’ as meaning 
‘expenditure’”) (emphasis added). 
58 Advisory Opinion 1980-07 (California Savings and Loan League).   
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The Commission specifically recognized that “there is no language in the statute indicating that 

the prohibition extends to subsidiary corporations which are not themselves federally chartered 

corporations.”  The inquiry should have ended here, but for reasons unclear, the Commission went 

beyond the text of the statute and offered commentary on “the general rule regarding parent-

subsidiary corporations” and suggested that an additional, extra-statutory consideration might 

apply where parent and subsidiary corporations could be “characterize[ed] … as one entity.”  

However, there is no evidence in the advisory opinion that the Commission actually conducted 

any sort of alter ego analysis of the requestors. 

In Advisory Opinion 1981-49 (Great Western Financial Corporation), the Commission 

once again noted that “there is no language in 441b indicating that the prohibition extends to parent 

holding companies which are not themselves Federally chartered corporations.”  The Commission 

then observed that a wholly owned subsidiary “has other business operations distinct from the 

operation of [parent corporation] and further, has sources of revenue separate from [parent 

corporation’s] assets.”  Advisory Opinion 1981-61 (Commercial Bankstock, Inc.) involved  similar 

facts and the Commission “conclude[d] in this instance that for purposes of the Act, the holding 

company may make the proposed contribution to the [state party] only if the contribution is made 

from funds other than those resulting from the operations of the [national bank], and provided that 

the contribution will not be made or used, directly or indirectly, in connection with any Federal 

election.”   

In 1995, the Commission summarized its earlier decisions as follows: “In Advisory 

Opinions 1981-61, 1981-49 and 1980-7, the Commission permitted a holding company of a 

national bank, a holding company of a federally chartered savings and loan association, and a 

wholly owned subsidiary of a federally chartered savings and loan association, respectively, to 
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make contributions in connection with state and local elections, provided that the funds used to 

make the contributions did not result from the operation of the federally-chartered entities.”59  

With respect to the 1995 request, the Commission said only that its “conclusion is predicated upon 

the presumption that the parent, subsidiary, and sister companies you describe are distinct legal 

entities, and not merely the agents, instrumentalities or alter egos of their associated state or 

Federal banks.  See Advisory Opinion 1980-7.”60  The Commission did not conduct any sort of 

alter ego inquiry and the separateness of the entities was presumed (consistent with the courts’ 

approach to piercing the veil).   

Advisory Opinion 1998-11 (Patriot Holdings) appears to be the first instance in which the 

Commission considered parent and subsidiary companies in the federal contractor context.  The 

Commission chose to apply the same approach taken in the opinions cited above, and explained:  

The Commission reasoned in these opinions that a holding company is considered 
a distinct legal entity in its own right, apart from its subsidiaries, and that there is 
no language in section 441b indicating that the prohibition (as to contributions in 
any election, including State or local elections) extends to parent holding 
companies which are not themselves national banks, or Federally chartered 
corporations or banks.61   

The applicable legal standard for when the Commission would disregard the general rule of 

separateness of parent and subsidiary, as well as the statutory silence that the Commission 

interpreted as reflecting this rule, was described in two sentences:   

The Commission premised this position on the separate identity of a holding 
company from a subsidiary and the absence of facts which indicated the subsidiary 
was merely an agent, instrumentality, or alter ego of the holding company.  See 
Advisory Opinions 1995-32, 1995-31 and 1980-7.  The Commission has further 
required that the permitted political contributions of the holding company be funded 
only from revenue not derived from subsidiaries that are prohibited from the same 
activity by section 441b.  See Advisory Opinions 1995-32, 1995-31, 1981-61 and 
1981-49.62 

 
59 Advisory Opinion 1995-32 (Chicago Host Committee).   
60 Id. 
61 Advisory Opinion 1998-11 (Patriot Holdings) at 4.   
62 Id. 
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In Advisory Opinion 1998-11, the Commission did not base its conclusion on the statute’s 

silence with respect to separate parent or subsidiary companies.  Rather, the Commission’s 

statement of the “law” appears to have derived solely from the gloss applied in prior advisory 

opinions: “As is the case with section 441b, the prohibitions of 2 U.S.C. §441c would not extend 

to an LLC holding company as long as it is, in fact, a separate and distinct legal entity from its 

Federal contractor subsidiaries.”63 

Advisory Opinion 1998-11 refers to the alter ego theory, but contains very little explanation 

of the application of that theory.  The Commission merely states:  

The facts in the request do not indicate that ASM or PCS are merely agents, 
instrumentalities, or alter egos of PH.  For example, you have stated that PH does 
not pay the salaries or expenses of either of its Federal contractor subsidiaries.  
More importantly, the Government contracts entered into by ASM and PCS do not 
contain clauses or terms which would hold PH liable for breaches by ASM and 
PCS.  The same is true for all the other contracts of the PH subsidiaries.64   
 

In the factual recitations, it is noted that PH “has 90% ownership” of the two subsidiaries at issue.  

(The remaining 10% of each subsidiary was owned by the other subsidiary.65)  Other facts that 

might have been deemed relevant were omitted altogether from the Advisory Opinion.  For 

example, the Commission did not mention “[t]he officers and executives of PH direct and control 

the activities of ASM and PCS and are in fact also the officers and executives of those companies.  

Additionally, all three companies share the same office.”66  The advisory opinion contains no 

discussion of these “overlapping control” considerations.  Instead, the Commission emphasized 

that the entity which owned and controlled two subsidiaries that held federal contracts (Patriot 

Holdings) was not itself subject to the federal contractor prohibition, but “the source for these 

 
63 Advisory Opinion 1998-11 at 5. 
64 Id. 
65 See Advisory Opinion Request 1998-11. 
66 Id. 
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Federal contributions must be revenue other than that resulting from the operations of ASM and 

PCS.”67  Overall, almost no attention was paid to the supposed alter ego factors, and the primary 

consideration was whether the company had revenues separate and apart from its federal contractor 

subsidiaries.68  So long as a separate source of revenues existed, the Commission appeared to be 

satisfied. 

Advisory Opinion 1998-11 is also notable because it is the first instance in which the 

Commission acknowledged that when it applies its alter ego theory, what it is really doing is 

examining whether it should “pierce the corporate veil” and impute one entity’s legal status and 

obligations to another.  The Commission observed in a footnote that “[t]he corporate concept of 

‘alter ego’ otherwise known as ‘piercing the corporate veil’ has been held to apply to LLCs.”69  

The advisory opinion cites to Hollowell v. Orleans Regional Hospital and refers the reader to this 

decision “[f]or an outline of the factors that can lead to piercing the corporate veil.”70   

Further inquiry reveals that the Commission’s most extensive explanation of the alter ego 

theory up to that time is a citation to a pre-trial motion decision discussing piercing the veil law in 

Louisiana.  The list of factors referenced in Hollowell looks nothing like the factors discussed in 

the General Counsel’s Brief.  According to Hollowell: 

Under Louisiana law, an individual may be held liable for the debts of a corporation 
under certain circumstances.  Thus, while the WARN Act may not provide direct 
liability for individuals, under Louisiana law an individual may be held liable for 
damages sustained as a result of a corporation’s unlawful acts, if the business entity 
is merely an “alter ego” of the individual.  In United States v. Clinical Leasing 
Servs., 982 F.2d 900 (5th Cir. 1992), the Fifth Circuit noted that Louisiana courts 
focus on the following five elements in deciding whether in fact a corporation is 
merely an “alter ego” of an individual: 

 
67 Advisory Opinion 1998-11 at 5. 
68 See Advisory Opinion 1999-32 (Tohono) at 6 n.9 (noting that in Advisory Opinion 1998-11 “the holding company 
had to use revenues other than those provided by its subsidiary Federal contractor companies to make its 
contributions”).   
69 Advisory Opinion 1998-11 at 5 n.3.   
70 Id. 
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(1) commingling of corporate and shareholder funds; 
(2) failure to follow statutory formalities for incorporation and the 
transaction of corporate affairs; 
(3) undercapitalization of the corporation; 
(4) failure to provide separate bank accounts and bookkeeping records; 

 and 
(5) failure to hold regular shareholder or director meetings. 
 

Clinical Leasing Servs., 982 F.2d at 902.  In this manner, Louisiana law permits 
plaintiffs to hold individuals liable for the debts of a corporation.  See generally 
Glenn G. Morris, Piercing the Corporate Veil in Louisiana, 52 LA L.REV. 271 
(1991).  Louisiana law also permits plaintiffs to hold individual shareholders of a 
corporation liable for the debts of a corporation where the individuals act through 
the corporation to “commit fraud or deceit on a third party.”  McDonough Marine 
Servs. v. Doucet, 694 So. 2d 305, 308 (La. Ct. App. 1st Cir. 1996).71 

 
Upon reading the cited Hollowell decision, the obvious question to ask is what any 

of this has to do with the federal contractor contribution prohibition and why the 

Commission and OGC ever believed it appropriate to read a judicially-created equitable 

remedy from corporate law into the Act’s federal contractor provision.  The Commission’s 

dubious experience purporting to apply the alter ego standard in a small number of 

enforcement matters simply reinforces these questions, and the General Counsel’s Brief 

stands as a high-water mark in this increasingly lawless experiment that has never been 

explained in any detail.  

The General Counsel’s Brief includes a disturbing acknowledgment that should give 

everyone pause: 

In determining whether an entity is ‘separate and distinct’ from a related 
entity, the Commission has not articulated a test setting forth factors that an 
entity must satisfy but has instead made the determination based on the 
specific facts and circumstances presented.72  

 

 
71 Hollowell v. Orleans Reg'l Hosp., 1998 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 8184, *27 (E.D.La. May 29, 1998). 
72 General Counsel’s Brief at 10.   
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This is a critical, as well as fatal, acknowledgement.  OGC proposes to find probable cause against 

Respondents on the basis of a legal test that the Commission has never articulated.  Administrative 

agencies in general, and the FEC in particular, may not enforce their statutes on the basis of the 

“specific facts and circumstances presented” in light of unarticulated legal standards.  The Act’s 

mandatory rulemaking procedures and “rule of law” requirements are intended to preclude 

precisely the sort of “we’ll know it when we see it” enforcement practice that the General Counsel 

proposes here. 

 B.  Judicial Piercing the Veil Doctrine is an Inscrutable Equitable Remedy 

 
The piercing the veil doctrine is an equitable remedy that was created by the courts to “do 

justice” where the law is supposedly inadequate.  As Judge Easterbrook wrote:  

Courts occasionally allow creditors to “pierce the corporate veil,” which means that 
shareholders must satisfy creditors’ claims.  “Piercing” seems to happen freakishly.  
Like lightning, it is rare, severe, and unprincipled.  There is a consensus that the 
whole area of limited liability, and conversely of piercing the corporate veil, is 
among the most confusing in corporate law.73   
 
Piercing the veil doctrine also has been criticized as consisting of “a dismal morass of 

repetitive rhetoric masking conclusory evaluation” that has produced “an unprincipled 

hodgepodge of seemingly ad hoc and unpredictable results.”74   

In 2013, the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia explained:  
 

Generally, a corporation is treated as a separate and distinct juridical entity, 
independent of its owner.  Even if it is wholly owned by one individual or entity, a 
corporation is recognized as an autonomous being.  Whether one corporation is the 
alter ego of another is a question of law to be decided by the court.  
 
To pierce the corporate veil of two corporations and thereby for the purpose of 
establishing that one is the alter ego of the other, Plaintiff must show by affirmative 

 
73 Frank H. Easterbrook and Daniel R. Fischel, Limited Liability and the Corporation, 52 U. Chi. L. Rev. 89 (Winter 
1985).   
74 David K. Millon, Piercing The Corporate Veil, Financial Responsibility, and the Limits of Limited Liability, 56 
Emory L.J. 1305, 1311, 1327 (2007). 
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evidence that there is not only unity of ownership and interest between the two 
corporations, but also use of the corporate form to perpetrate fraud or wrong. 
 
[***] 
 
To assess whether there is a unity of ownership and interest, the court may consider 
the following factors: (1) the nature of the corporate ownership and control; (2) 
failure to maintain corporate minutes or records; (3) failure to maintain corporate 
formalities; (4) commingling of funds and assets; (5) diversion of one corporation’s 
funds to the other’s uses; and (6) use of the same office or business location.  
Piercing the corporate veil of a corporate parent and its subsidiary corporation with 
separate identities is a rare exception grounded in equity considerations.  
Therefore, the factor that predominates will vary in each case and the decision to 
pierce will be influenced by considerations of who should bear the risk of loss and 
what degree of legitimacy exists for those claiming the limited liability protection 
of a corporation.75 
 
Where “the decision to pierce [is] influenced by considerations of who should bear the risk 

of loss and what degree of legitimacy exists for those claiming the limited liability protection of a 

corporation,”76 then a court is ultimately free to reach whatever outcome it believes is “just.”  This 

is, fundamentally, what it means to be an “equitable remedy.”   

The federal circuit courts of appeals have all issued summaries of the alter ego factors that 

they consider, and many have acknowledged that clear rules do not exist.77  The circuits are in 

agreement that piercing the corporate veil is a harsh result driven by equitable considerations to 

which no one factor, or even a set of factors, controls.  Thus, while courts frequently produce list 

of factors and allegedly relevant considerations, these factors and considerations are never 

dispositive, and the end result is inherently unpredictable and outcome-oriented.  Many, perhaps 

 
75 Alkanani v. Aegis Def. Servs., LLC, 976 F. Supp. 2d 1, 8-9 (D.D.C. 2013) (internal citations and quotations 
omitted) (emphasis added). 
76 Vuitch v. Furr, 482 A.2d 811, 815-816 (D.C. Ct. of App. 1984) (emphasis added). 
77 See, e.g., DeWitt Truck Brokers, Inc. v. W. Ray Flemming Fruit Co., 540 F.2d 681, 685 (4th Cir. 1976); Secon 
Serv. Sys. v. St. Joseph Bank & Trust Co., 855 F.2d 406, 414 (7th Cir. 1988); NetJets Aviation, Inc. v. LHC 
Communs., LLC, 537 F.3d 168, 177 (2d Cir. 2008) (“Instead of a firm rule, the general principle guiding courts in 
determining whether to pierce the corporate veil has been that liability is imposed when doing so would achieve an 
equitable result.”); United States v. Jon-T Chemicals, Inc., 768 F.2d 686, 694 (5th Cir. 1985) (“[T]here is no litmus 
test for determining whether a subsidiary is the alter ego of a parent.”). 
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most, of the numerous factors cited in case law have never been mentioned by the Commission.  

For example, the General Counsel’s Brief purports to examine the “finances” of the respondents, 

but makes no mention of undercapitalization, dividends, or siphoning of funds.78  How can OGC 

claim to have uncovered an “alter ego” when it has not examined what the courts say are the most 

important factors in making such a determination?  OGC has simply taken the facts at hand, reverse 

engineered a good-for-this-case-only version of the alter ego standard, and proclaimed that this 

“standard” yields OGC’s preferred result.  If the Commission permits this now, then it should 

expect to see a wholly new standard the next time OGC believes a violation should be found.  

While some courts openly acknowledge this is how the piercing the veil doctrine works in 

practice,79 the Commission is subject to different requirements, including the requirement that it 

announce in advance the rules it will apply with a certain degree of specificity.  

Applying the equitable remedy of piercing the corporate veil falls within the exclusive 

jurisdiction of the courts.80  Courts apply the doctrine to produce a “fair result” when the law is 

deemed, in a court’s subjective view, to be inadequate because it does not produce what the court 

believes is the right outcome.81  OGC’s manufactured version of the alter ego standard bears only 

 
78 Entities within the GEO corporate structure file hundreds of tax returns every year at the federal, state and local 
level – including income tax, employment tax, and property tax filings.  OGC requested only a handful of tax 
returns, and given OGC’s apparent lack of familiarity with corporate finance and tax matters, we are surprised by 
the breadth of OGC’s assertions. 
79 See, e.g., Flame S.A. v. Freight Bulk Pte Ltd., 807 F.3d 572, 587 (4th Cir. 2015) (“because numerous factors can 
support the conclusion that corporations are alter egos, the inquiry is fact-intensive and specific facts may be 
relevant in one case and irrelevant in another”); In re Hillsborough Holdings Corp., 176 B.R. 223, 248 (M.D. Fla. 
1994) (“A court is not required to examine all factors, and the facts of each case will help dictate those factors that 
are most relevant to a court’s inquiry.”). 
80 See, e.g., United States v. Jon-T Chemicals, Inc., 768 F.2d 686, 691 (5th Cir. 1985) (“[i]n such cases, the subsidiary 
is considered the “alter ego,” “agent,” or “instrumentality” of the parent company, and the district court, acting in its 
equitable capacity, is entitled to pierce the corporate veil.”) (emphasis added); see also McKinney v. Gannett Co., 817 
F.2d 659, 666 (10th Cir. 1987) (“Nevertheless, the district court concluded that in these circumstances equity required 
it to ignore the separate identity of the two corporations and find that Gannett was the alter ego of The New Mexican.”). 
81 See Taylor Steel, Inc. v. Keeton, 417 F.3d 598, 606 (6th Cir. 2005) (“piercing the corporate veil is an equitable 
remedy, available not where a set list of factors are established but where maintaining the corporate form would work 
injustice upon an innocent party.”). 
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a faint resemblance to the piercing the veil doctrine that courts apply.  It is little more than a vague 

notion found in a small handful of advisory opinions and enforcement matters.  While the 

Commission has some discretion in enforcing the Act, it has no authority to impose an equitable 

remedy in order to expand the scope of the statute to find a violation that would not otherwise 

exist.  In other words, the Commission has no authority to declare the Act inadequate and appeal 

to equity.  The Commission is an administrative agency that has no authority to declare violations 

in the interest of its own sense of “equity.”  In short, this version of alter ego theory is exclusively 

within the equity law domain of the courts to administer and has no place whatsoever in the 

enforcement domain of a regulatory agency. 

VI. THE GENERAL COUNSEL MISAPPLIES THE ALTER EGO THEORY IN THIS 
MATTER 

 
The General Counsel’s Brief divides its “alter ego” argument into three broad categories: 

(1) management and employee sharing; (2) finances; and (3) policies.  As discussed below, nearly 

all of the factors that the General Counsel claims demonstrate the “alter ego” status of GCH have 

previously been considered by the Commission in matters where no alter ego was found to exist, 

and OGC makes little or no reference to The GEO Group, Inc’s status as a REIT and the impact 

of that status on the structure and role of GCH.  In addition to departing from Commission 

precedent, the General Counsel’s position is inconsistent with actual piercing the veil case law.  

As one federal court explained:  

Ties through “stock ownership, shared officers, financing arrangements, and the 
like” do not, by themselves, establish an alter-ego relationship.  Thus, “one-hundred 
percent ownership and identity of directors and officers are, even together, an 
insufficient basis for applying the alter ego theory to pierce the corporate veil.”  
Rather, “the degree of control exercised by the parent must be greater than that 
normally associated with common ownership and directorship.”82 

 
 

82 Global 360, Inc. v. Spittin’ Image Software, Inc., 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 4092, *28 (N.D. Tex. March 17, 2005) 
(internal citations omitted).   
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The General Counsel’s Brief does not discuss in any way what a “normal” degree of control might 

be or how the complexities of the underlying REIT structure and accompanying regulations might 

impact the present matter.  These failures demonstrate quite clearly that the “alter ego” standard 

applied by OGC does not conform to the actual doctrine used by courts.   

For example, in a piercing the veil case involving Westin Hotel Company and its subsidiary 

Westin Mexico, the plaintiff claimed “that Westin owns most of Westin Mexico’s stock; that the 

two companies share common corporate officers; that Westin maintains quality control at Westin 

Mexico by requiring Westin Mexico to use certain operations manuals; that Westin oversees 

advertising and marketing operations at Westin Mexico through two separate contracts; and that 

Westin Mexico is grossly undercapitalized.”  The court, however, found that “[t]he record, even 

when viewed in a light most favorable to [the plaintiff], reveals nothing more than a typical 

corporate relationship between a parent and subsidiary.”83   

The General Counsel’s understanding of how parent and subsidiary companies must 

function in order to comply with the Commission’s unwritten rule appears to exist in a vacuum 

that gives no consideration to common business practices that are routine and routinely accepted 

by courts as insufficient to pierce the corporate veil under an alter ego theory.  Furthermore, OGC 

fails entirely to assess the impact of the federal government’s REIT rules on the structure, functions 

and operations of GCH. 

 A. GEO Management Structure and Employee Sharing 
 

1. GEO’s Overall Management Structure Is Consistent with Ordinary 
Parent-Subsidiary Business Practices 

 
According to the General Counsel, the fact that a parent/subsidiary relationship “has been 

structured such that management decisions are made for the benefit of the whole group of 

 
83 Gardemal v. Westin Hotel Co., 186 F.3d 588, 593 (5th Cir. 1999). 
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companies pursuant to a unified set of interests, rather than distinct entities each seeking its own 

ends” is essentially dispositive of their veil piercing theory.84  OGC’s claim suggests a fundamental 

misunderstanding of the law of veil piercing generally.  Whether accurate or not with respect to 

the Respondents, it is an observation that applies to every corporate group.  As the Supreme Court 

recognized in an antitrust case:  

A parent and its wholly owned subsidiary have a complete unity of interest. Their 
objectives are common, not disparate; their general corporate actions are guided or 
determined not by two separate corporate consciousnesses, but one.  They are not 
unlike a multiple team of horses drawing a vehicle under the control of a single 
driver. . . . But in reality a parent and a wholly owned subsidiary always have a 
“unity of purpose or a common design.” They share a common purpose whether or 
not the parent keeps a tight rein over the subsidiary; the parent may assert full 
control at any moment if the subsidiary fails to act in the parent’s best interests.85 

 
This observation was made 36 years ago.  A more recent decision of the Seventh Circuit similarly 

recognized that corporate group integration is a normal business practice that does not provide 

grounds for piercing the veil.  The court wrote: 

The plaintiffs seem to think that unless a corporate group erects a Chinese wall 
between affiliates, each affiliate is responsible for the other’s debts. That is 
nonsense.  It is true that one corporation will sometimes own another corporation 
purely as an investment, with no desire to achieve economies of scale or scope by 
integrating various functions, such as borrowing, legal advice, back-office 
operations, personnel policies, and higher management. But that is not the usual 
case, and is certainly not a condition of limited liability.  The corporate veil is 
pierced, when it is pierced, not because the corporate group is integrated … but (in 
the most common case) because it has neglected forms intended to protect creditors 
from being confused about whom they can look to for the payment of their claims.86 

 
84 General Counsel’s Brief at 12; see also id. at 18 (“The GEO family of companies has been structured such that 
management decisions are made for the benefit of the whole rather than each entity seeking its own ends.”).   
85 Copperweld Corp. v. Independence Tube Corp., 467 U.S. 752, 771-772 (1984); see also United States v. Jon-T 
Chemicals, Inc., 768 F.2d 686, 691 (5th Cir. 1985) (“In some sense, every subsidiary is the alter ego of its parent 
company.  Where the subsidiary is wholly-owned by the parent and has the same directors and officers, operating 
the subsidiary independently of the parent company not only has little practical meaning, it would also constitute a 
breach both of the subsidiary’s duty to further the interests of its owner, and of the directors’ and officers’ duty 
towards the parent company. Nevertheless, our cases are clear that one-hundred percent ownership and identity of 
directors and officers are, even together, an insufficient basis for applying the alter ego theory to pierce the corporate 
veil. … Instead, we maintain the fiction that an officer or director of both corporations can change hats and represent 
the two corporations separately, despite their common ownership.”) (internal citations omitted). 
86 Papa v. Katy Indus., 166 F.3d 937, 943 (7th Cir. 1999). 
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The version of the alter ego doctrine that appears in the General Counsel’s Brief does not reflect 

basic business practices or the courts’ acceptance of such practices within the framework of the 

piercing the veil doctrine. 

OGC concludes that the structuring of the “GEO family of companies … such that 

management decisions are made for the benefit of the whole” “indicates that for purposes of the 

Act, GCH is not separate and distinct from the GEO Group or other related entities.”87  Unless it 

it OGC’s position that some different alter ego/piercing the veil standard exists “for purposes of 

the Act,” then OGC’s position is plainly contrary to the cases cited above and reflects a failure to 

recognize that piercing the veil doctrine must accommodate common and ordinary business 

practices.88  For instance, one court recognized that a parent corporation may exercise “prudent 

oversight of its subsidiary’s budgets and recurring expenditures in order to track its investments,” 

and “[s]uch parental oversight of a subsidiary falls within the range of normal parent/subsidiary 

conduct as a matter of law.”89  This court also indicated that a parent company’s oversight of a 

subsidiary must be “eccentric” or “contrary to ordinary corporate norms” before it would run afoul 

of the Supreme Court’s Bestfoods standard.90  The General Counsel does not even attempt to show 

that GEO’s practices are in any way “contrary to ordinary corporate norms.”  In fact, OGC seems 

to completely ignore GEO’s REIT structure and the various requirements to which GEO entities, 

including GCH, must adhere. 

 

 

 
87 General Counsel’s Brief at 18 (emphasis added). 
88 If it is OGC’s position that a different alter ego standard applies “for purposes of the Act,” then OGC is simply 
fabricating the “law.” 
89 S.C. Elec. & Gas Co. v. UGI Utils., Inc., 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 61487, *34 (D. S.C. April 11, 2012). 
90 Id. 
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  2. GEO’s Employee Sharing Agreement is an Ordinary Business Practice 
 

The General Counsel’s Brief devotes considerable space to GCH’s employee sharing 

arrangements with other entities within the corporate group.  For example, the General Counsel’s 

Brief claims that “[a]ll of the senior managers throughout the domestic entities in the GEO family 

work pursuant to this employee sharing agreement,” and “[t]hough they are employees of GCH 

alone, each of these executives holds the same title with, and performs work for most, if not all, 

domestic entities in the GEO family.”91  GCH is not the sole employer for the entirety of the GEO 

corporate group.  Rather, GCH employs approximately 250 management and corporate employees, 

but within the larger corporate group, there are “almost two dozen employers.”92  In total, GEO 

entities combined employ nearly 23,000 people.93  OGC does not attempt to examine why just 250 

of 23,000 employees might be shared, or whether there is anything unusual about the arrangement.  

In IRS Private Letter Ruling 200510002, the agency addressed the following circumstances: 

Currently, all of the employees of [Real Estate Investment] Trust are maintained on 
the payroll of three or more taxable REIT subsidiaries (the TRSs) of Trust.  Trust 
is charged an overall management fee by the TRSs, and reimburses the TRSs for 
the actual costs of the employees who perform services on behalf of Trust. . . . For 
customary services that may be performed by the employees of the Trust’s TRSs 
on behalf of the Trust, the Trust and the respective TRS may enter into 
reimbursement or cost sharing arrangements for the payment of these employees’ 
services.  Trust will be responsible for the payment of its share of the cost of these 
services and expenses.  The payments made by Trust are intended to make the TRSs 
whole and not to generate a profit. 

 
There is nothing unusual about the employee sharing agreements that exist within the GEO 

corporate group, and the IRS has opined on their tax implications on numerous occasions.   

 The General Counsel’s Brief faults GCH for “not mak[ing] a profit from its participation 

in [the employee sharing] agreement” and contends that “the absence of a similar markup” over 

 
91 General Counsel’s Brief at 6.       
92 Attachment K, Maier Dep. at 73. 
93 See The Geo Group, Inc., Careers, https://www.geogroup.com/Careers. 
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costs “indicates that the employee sharing agreement is not an arm’s length arrangement.” OGC, 

in turn, contends this arrangement “[f]urther underscor[es] the integration between the GEO Group 

and GCH.”94  OGC’s analysis on this point is incorrect for multiple reasons.  First, the General 

Counsel’s Brief incorrectly presumes that an “arms length arrangement” must necessarily contain 

a cost mark up.  No such rule of law exists.  Second, OGC incorrectly presumes that the entities 

within a corporate group are somehow required to profit from one another in order to be truly 

distinct entities.  This is an absurd assumption for which OGC provides no evidence.  In the present 

matter, the “at cost” arrangement is another function of the rules that govern the relationships 

between a REIT and its TRSs.  As the Private Letter Ruling quoted above demonstrates, an “at 

cost” employee sharing arrangement in which a REIT reimburses its TRS for employee services 

is not unique to the present matter, and has been approved by the IRS.  There are practical business 

reasons for engaging in this practice.  Were GCH to “mark up” employee costs, thereby causing 

The GEO Group, Inc., to pay it more than actual cost for services, the effect would be to transfer 

non-taxed income from The GEO Group, Inc., to GCH,  which would then be required to pay taxes 

on funds that would otherwise go untaxed or be taxed at a lower rate.  The arrangement is 

administratively convenient for all involved, allows for economies of scale to be captured, and 

results in more favorable tax treatment.  OGC’s conclusions regarding the employee sharing 

agreements reflect a complete failure to understand the tax and business considerations behind the 

GEO corporate organizational chart.    

The General Counsel’s Brief further claims that GCH “plays a central role in the 

management and control of the GEO Group and many other domestic GEO companies.”  This 

assertion disregards the GEO corporate group organizational chart.  GCH is a wholly owned 

 
94 General Counsel’s Brief at 16. 
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subsidiary of The GEO Group, Inc., not vice versa.  Through the employee sharing agreement, 

The GEO Group effectively purchases management and administrative services from GCH, but in 

no way does GCH manage or control The GEO Group, Inc. 

Courts have recognized that shared employees are common among affiliated companies 

and that cost sharing allocations actually exist to preserve the separateness of the entities.  As one 

court explained: 

The Special Master is aware that it is not uncommon in the case of affiliated 
companies, often with total or partial common ownership, for employees to perform 
work for more than one of the entities (as well as sometimes to share other assets 
such as office space).  However, when that is the case, and when the affiliated 
entities want to maintain their separate corporate natures (so as to avoid a 
piercing or alter ego claim), there usually exists some type of cost sharing 
allocation, often accomplished by either an actual payment by one entity to the 
other, or by an accounting adjustment between the subject entities.95 

 
This is, of course, exactly what the GEO companies have done, and OGC draws exactly the wrong 

conclusions about the employee sharing agreements. 

The Commission has considered overlapping management in past matters – and always 

found it did not matter.  This conclusion is consistent with the case law, in which “courts have 

uniformly held that … shared corporate officers and directors is insufficient as a matter of law to 

meet the mere instrumentality test.”96  The Supreme Court explained that “it is entirely appropriate 

for directors of a parent corporation to serve as directors of its subsidiary, and that fact alone may 

not serve to expose the parent corporation to liability for its subsidiary’s acts.”97  According to the 

Tenth Circuit, “[g]enerally, the separate corporate status of a parent corporation and its subsidiary 

will be recognized. This is true even where the parent corporation owns all the shares in the 

 
95 United States ex rel. Donnelly v. Mortgage Investors Corp., 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 219340, *10-11 (N.D. Ga. Jan. 
31, 2017). 
96 Bulletin Broadfaxing Network, Inc. v. Times Mirror Co., 1992 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6399, *19 (D.D.C. May 13, 1992). 
97 United States v. Bestfoods, 524 U.S. 51, 69 (1998) quoting American Protein Corp. v. AB Volvo, 844 F.2d 56, 57 
(2d Cir. 1988), cert. denied, 488 U.S. 852 (1988). 
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subsidiary and the two enterprises share directors and officers as here.”98  “It is considered a 

normal attribute of ownership that officers and directors of the parent serve as officers and directors 

of the subsidiary.”99   

In the past, the Commission’s approach to overlapping management and employees was 

consistent with the federal courts’ treatment of the issue, although no extensive analysis has ever 

appeared in a public document issued by the Commission.  For example, in the request for 

Advisory Opinion 1998-11, it was noted that “[t]he officers and executives of [Patriot Holdings] 

direct and control the activities of [subsidiaries] ASM and PCS and are in fact also the officers and 

executives of those companies.”100  The Commission apparently found these facts so insignificant 

that they were relegated to a footnote and dismissed with a statement that “[t]he fact that PH, ASM 

and PCS share common officers and directors, absent other factors, would be insufficient to 

establish that ASM And PCS were the alter egos of PH.”101  In MUR 6726 (Chevron), the 

companies at issue shared a CEO,102 just like the companies in this matter.  The General Counsel’s 

Brief, however, represents a stark departure from this precedent insofar as overlapping 

management and employee sharing appear to be the most significant factors for the General 

Counsel. 

3. GEO’s Employee Time Tracking Methods are Reasonable and 
Reviewed by Accountants 

 
 The General Counsel’s Brief incorrectly asserts that “shared employees do not track the 

time they work for one GEO entity as opposed to another.”103  OGC cites to Mr. Maier’s deposition 

 
98 McKinney v. Gannett Co., 817 F.2d 659, 665-666 (10th Cir. 1987); see also In re Alper Holdings USA, 2008 Bankr. 
LEXIS 522, *10 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. Feb. 25, 2008) (“the fact that a parent company and its subsidiary share common 
employees is insufficient to impose liability on the part of the parent for acts of the subsidiary”).  
99 Sonora Diamond Corp. v. Superior Court, 83 Cal. App. 4th 523, 548-549 (Cal. Ct. App. 2000). 
100 See Advisory Opinion Request 1998-11.   
101 Id. at 5 n.3.   
102 See Attachment M, MUR 6726 (Chevron), First General Counsel’s Report at 9. 
103 General Counsel’s Brief at 7.   
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for this claim, but Mr. Maier stated exactly the opposite.  Mr. Maier testified that shared 

employees:  

identify broadly what they’re doing for the various entities and that is being kept 
track of, but it’s not by the minute, like an attorney would do . . . . So essentially, 
the individual will – one of the key aspects is to differentiate time or performance 
that is made between our vis-à-vis (phonetic) particular to the GEO Group, Inc. and 
our other subsidiaries, particularly we call, refer to as, taxable [REIT] subsidiaries, 
and essentially an ongoing effort is made to track broadly where the time is 
spent, in a way that is, that allows us to, on a reasonable basis track the time 
across those two entities.104   

 
Mr. Maier further explained that total work product, the number of the entities for which work is 

performed, and how time-consuming particular projects may be are also tracked and taken into 

consideration for purposes of creating appropriate cost allocations.105  Thus, time is in fact tracked 

for work performed for different entities, just not on the billable hour basis with which attorneys 

in private practice are familiar.  The GEO corporate group has a time tracking and allocation 

method in place that allows it “to achieve a reasonable allocation.”106  This allocation methodology 

is reviewed by an outside public accounting firm which provides assistance and “a report that they 

agree that this is done on a reasonable basis.”107  To the best of our knowledge, the Commission 

has never addressed time tracking methodologies in this context, much less declared that a specific 

method is required to avoid an alter ego finding.  In REIT-related matters, the IRS has considered 

similar time-tracking and reimbursement methods and approved them for tax purposes.  For 

example, in Private Letter Ruling 201528006, it was noted that under a proposed employee sharing 

arrangement, “[t]he amount of the reimbursements will be computed periodically and will be 

determined on the basis of the relative amount of time the employees spend performing services 

 
104 Attachment K, Maier Dep. at 15 (emphasis added).   
105 Id. at 16-17.   
106 Id. at 17.  Mr. Maier provided examples of how different departments make cost-sharing allocation 
determinations.  See id. at 72. 
107 Id. at 71. 
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on behalf of the employer versus the service recipieint (or pursuant to another reasonable allocation 

method).”  The time-tracking and allocation method at issue in this matter is entirely consistent 

with this description.  

Where the Commission has addressed tracking employee time, the required method closely 

resembles GEO’s method.  Under 11 C.F.R. § l06.7(d)(1), state and local party “[c]ommittees must 

keep a monthly log of the percentage of time each employee spends in connection with a Federal 

election.”  When the Commission has considered state party time logs in the enforcement context, 

the issue has always centered on whether or not the state party kept logs at all.  To the best of our 

knowledge, the Commission has never scrutinized the time keeping and allocation methods of the 

state parties.  Insofar as the General Counsel’s Brief faults GCH’s employee time allocation 

methods for being insufficiently precise, we note that in the context of state party committee 

employee logs, the Commission rejected a proposal that would have required a “direct 

proportionality allocation scheme” on the grounds that it “would be complex and likely to 

engender confusion, and would be unduly burdensome to State party committees.”108  Thus, in the 

most analogous situation, the Commission has rejected precisely the reporting method that OGC 

contends is needed to avoid alter ego status.       

In a variety of other contexts, the Commission routinely calls for the use of a “reasonable 

accounting method.”109  The fact that an outside public accounting firm advises the Respondents 

 
108 Final Rule on State, District and Local Party Committee Payment of Certain Salaries and Wages, 70 Fed. Reg. 
75,379, 75,382 (Dec. 20, 2005). 
109 See, e.g., 11 C.F.R. § 300.36(a)(1) (requiring non-federal entities to “demonstrate through a reasonable 
accounting method” sufficient federal funds); MUR 7246 (Carter), First General Counsel’s Report at 11 (“Thus, if 
the State Committee used a reasonable accounting method to identify federally permissible funds, it would be 
permissible for the State Committee to use those funds for non-federal campaign contributions made after Carter 
became a federal candidate.”); Advisory Opinion 2007-26 (Schock) at 3 (“For example, in Advisory Opinions 2006-
38 (Casey State Committee), 2006-25 (Kyl), 2006-21 (Cantwell 2006), and 2006-06 (Busby), the Commission stated 
that the method described in 11 CFR 110.3(c)(4), which is known as the ‘last in, first transferred’ method, is a 
reasonable accounting method. . . . This does not preclude the Schock Committee from using a different reasonable 
accounting method that employs generally accepted accounting principles when identifying remaining donations in 
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specifically on this matter, and has affirmed that its allocations are “done on a reasonable basis,”110 

confirms that the Respondents have a “reasonable accounting method” in place to track employee 

time allocations.  Respondents’ method is consistent with relevant time-keeping guidance issued 

by both the Commission and the IRS. 

  4. Contract Negotiation 
 
 The General Counsel asserts “that employees of GCH seek and negotiate federal contracts 

on behalf of other GEO entities pursuant to the employee sharing agreement.  Further, GCH 

employees also decide when to bid on a particular contract.”111  The government contractor 

provision set forth in the Act is wholly unconcerned with who decides to bid and negotiate a federal 

contractor.  Rather, the Act refers to “any person … who enters into any contract with the United 

States or any department or agency thereof.”112  Under the Act, it is entirely irrelevant who “seeks 

and negotiates federal contracts.”  To the best of our knowledge, the Commission has never raised 

this issue in any previous matter.  

The General Counsel’s claim also ignores the “separate hat” presumption that the Supreme 

Court has found must be respected.  The Court, in a case cited in the General Counsel’s Brief, 

explained that “courts generally presume ‘that the directors are wearing their ‘subsidiary hats’ and 

not their ‘parent hats’ when acting for the subsidiary.’”113  When asked whether he “distinguish[es] 

whether [he is] working for GCH at a given moment or the GEO Group at a given moment,” Mr. 

Maier explained, “if I sign a tax return for the GEO Group, Inc., I do that as an officer of the GEO 

 
its campaign account and determining what funds are Federally permissible.); Advisory Opinion 2006-15 
(TransCanada) at 4 (“The Commission opined that such donations were permissible, provided the subsidiary could 
demonstrate through a reasonable accounting method that it had sufficient funds in its accounts, other than funds 
given or loaned by its foreign national parent corporation, from which the donations were made.”). 
110 Attachment K, Maier Dep. at 71. 
111 General Counsel’s Brief at 8. 
112 52 U.S.C. § 30119(a) (emphasis added). 
113 U.S. v. Bestfoods, 524 U.S. 51, 69 (1998). 
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Group, Inc.  If a sign a tax return for GCH or other entities, I do that with respect to that entity.  If 

I sign a power of attorney for a particular entity, I sign it for that particular entity.”114  When an 

individual who is employed by GCH acts on behalf of another entity pursuant to the employee 

sharing agreement, that individual is acting on behalf of the other entity in his or her capacity as a 

representative of that other entity. 

The Fifth Circuit explained that courts “maintain the fiction that an officer or director of 

both corporations can change hats and represent the two corporations separately, despite their 

common ownership.”115 This should be a concept familiar to the Commission, as it is the same 

multiple hat theory used in the Act’s agency rules.  The Supreme Court stated that “the 

presumption that an act is taken on behalf of the corporation for whom the officer claims to act is 

strongest when the act is perfectly consistent with the norms of corporate behavior, but wanes as 

the distance from those accepted norms approaches the point of action by a dual officer plainly 

contrary to the interests of the subsidiary yet nonetheless advantageous to the parent.”116  Here, 

there is no evidence suggesting that any corporate officer employed by GCH has acted “plainly 

contrary to the interests of [GCH] yet nonetheless advantageous to [The GEO Group, Inc.].”  In 

the absence of evidence to the contrary, the Commission may not disregard the Supreme Court’s 

presumption. 

 B. Corporate Finances 

OGC asserts that “GCH does not provide goods or services to any entity outside the GEO 

family.”117  In this regard, the matter is no different than the Chevron matter.  There, OGC noted 

 
114 Attachment K, Maier Dep. at 13. 
115 United States v. Jon-T Chemicals, Inc., 768 F.2d 686, 691 (5th Cir. 1985). 
116 U.S. v. Bestfoods, 524 U.S. 51, 70 n.13 (1998); see also Trinity Indus. v. Greenlease Holding Co., 2014 U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 61223, *44 (W.D. Pa. May 2, 2014) (“A party arguing in favor of piercing the corporation veil must point to 
evidence to show the directors purportedly acting for the benefit of the subsidiary corporation were—in actuality—
acting solely for the benefit of the parent corporation.”). 
117 Id. at 8. 
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that “[t]he Response indicates that Chevron, ‘[a]s a general matter … does not sell any goods or 

services.’”118  Chevron’s response indicated that it “owns shares in, allocates capital to, reviews 

financial and performance goals for, monitors the performance of, and provides general policy 

guidelines to numerous global subsidiaries and affiliates ….”119  Chevron Corporation “derives 

most of its income from the dividends” of “stock of other companies.”120  As Mr. Maier explained, 

GCH’s income derives from its investments in other taxable REIT subsidiaries and includes 

dividend income.121  

OGC next contends that “GCH and the GEO Group have jointly undertaken substantial 

debt obligations by entering into a joint credit agreement that provides a $296.3 million loan and 

$700 million of revolving credit.”122  Both GCH and The GEO Group, Inc. use the credit 

agreement for daily, monthly, and longer-term borrowing.123  Each borrows in its own name, and 

neither has ever paid a debt owned under the borrowing agreement for the other.124  That neither 

has paid the other’s debts under this arrangement is strong evidence that GCH is not “underfunded 

or undercapitalized,” which is generally regarded as a “critical factor” in any piercing the veil 

analysis.125 

The Commission has previously considered similar arrangements and never before found 

them disqualifying under its alter ego standard.  For example, in Advisory Opinion 1998-11 the 

Commission noted that “PH has a $10 million line of credit from a bank which is secured by the 

government contract account receivables held by ASM, and PCS.”126  The request indicated “that 

 
118 Attachment M, MUR 6726 (Chevron), First General Counsel’s Report at 3 (quoting Chevron Response at 2). 
119 Id. 
120 Id at 4. 
121 Attachment K, Maier Dep. at 22, 52. 
122 General Counsel’s Brief at 8. 
123 Attachment K, Maier Dep. at 74. 
124 Id. at 75. 
125 See Gardemal v. Westin Hotel Co., 186 F.3d 588, 593, 594 (5th Cir. 1999). 
126 Advisory Opinion 1998-11 (Patriot Holdings) at 5 n.4. 
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the purpose of the credit line is to cover the cash flow needs arising from the ASM and PCS 

Government contracts.”127  The Commission, however, did not suggest that this “joint borrowing 

agreement”128 was evidence of alter ego status, but rather, merely warned that the line of credit 

could not be used “to fund PH’s political activity … because the line of credit is underwritten and 

made possible by the Government contract activity of ASM and PCS.”129  In Advisory Opinion 

2005-01 (Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians), the Commission considered an indemnity 

agreement that “obligate[d] the Tribe … to act as co-indemnitor (along with IKBI) for any losses 

and liabilities on the bonds.”130  This did not prevent the Commission from finding that the entities 

involved were “separate and distinct.”  Based on the Commission’s prior guidance, these types of 

agreements have never before led to, or been part of, alter ego findings.   

Finally, OGC finds it significant that “a number of GCH’s subsidiaries, including 

undisputed federal contractor GEO Reentry, were organized until 2017 as disregarded entities for 

federal tax purposes.  As a result of this particular tax status, GCH acknowledges that during this 

period of time when many of the contributions at issue were made, the revenues resulting from 

GEO Reentry’s federal contracts were reported directly on GCH’s federal tax return.”131  This is 

irrelevant for several reasons.   

First, under the Commission’s precedent, there has never been a rule that the parent or 

subsidiary company that makes a contribution must have no federal contract-derived revenue in 

its accounts.  Instead, the Commission’s standard has always been that “the permitted political 

contributions of the holding company be funded only from revenue not derived from subsidiaries 

 
127 Id. 
128 General Counsel’s Brief at 8. 
129 Advisory Opinion 1998-11 (Patriot Holdings) at 5 n.4. 
130 Advisory Opinion 2005-01 (Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians) at 2. 
131 General Counsel’s Brief at 20.   
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that are prohibited from the same activity.”132  Thus, even if GCH had revenues sourced from other 

companies that derived revenue from federal contracts, that in and of itself would make no 

difference.  The relevant question still would be whether GCH had adequate revenue from other 

sources to make its contributions, and there is no question that it did.  In 2016, approximately 80% 

of GCH’s revenue derived from non-federal contracting sources. 

Second, the District Court for the District of Columbia has considered exactly this 

circumstance in a piercing the veil case and found it meaningless.  As the court explained: 

Plaintiff also failed to provide any case law supporting his theory of attributing 
liability to Aegis LLC because of the existence of a pass-through tax structure of a 
disregarded entity.  Between 2006 and 2008, when 100% of Aegis LLC’s shares 
were owned by Aegis UK, Aegis LLC was treated as a disregarded entity by the 
IRS and the taxable income earned by Aegis LLC was reflected in federal and 
District of Columbia tax returns filed by Aegis UK.  In the case of a limited liability 
corporation with only one owner, the limited liability corporation must be classified 
as a disregarded entity.  26 C.F.R. § 301.7701-2(c)(2).  Instead of filing a separate 
tax return for the limited liability corporation, the owner would report the income 
of the disregarded entity directly on the owner’s tax return.  Id. Moreover, 
determining whether corporate formalities have been disregarded requires more 
than just recognizing the tax arrangements between a corporation and its 
shareholders.133 
 

What OGC has observed is merely a requirement of tax law and not a significant factor for veil 

piercing purposes. 

 C. Corporate Policies 
 

The General Counsel contends that “GCH does not have an independent set of corporate 

policies,” and “[i]nstead, the GEO Group’s corporate policies flow down through all GEO 

entities.”134  According to OGC, “the single set of corporate policies flowing down from the GEO 

 
132 Advisory Opinion 1998-11 (Patriot Holdings) at 5; see also Attachment M, MUR 6726 (Chevron), First General 
Counsel’s Report at 8 (“and has sufficient revenue not derived from its contractor subsidiary to make a 
contribution”). 
133 Alkanani v. Aegis Def. Servs., LLC, 976 F. Supp. 2d 1, 9-10 (D.D.C. 2013) (internal citations omitted).   
134 General Counsel’s Brief at 9. 
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Group demonstrates that the GEO family of companies acts as a collective rather than as a set of 

related but distinct entities for purposes of the Act’s contractor prohibition.”135  The Commission 

has never made any such declaration and the General Counsel’s Report appears to ascribe far more 

significance to corporate policies than the Commission has in the past. 

The issue of corporate policies was not raised in Advisory Opinion 1998-11.  The case 

cited in Advisory Opinion 1998-11 “[f]or an outline of the factors that can lead to piercing the 

corporate veil” does not mention corporate policies.136  The first mention of corporate or personnel 

policies appears to be in Advisory Opinion 1999-32 (Tohono O’odham Nation) where the 

requestor offered separate personnel policies as evidence of its “separate and distinct” status.  The 

Commission accepted this as relevant to its decision to overlook the fact that the Tohono O’odham 

Nation Utility Authority was not separately incorporated.  Later, in MUR 6726 (Chevron), where 

the parent and subsidiary were separately incorporated, the Commission found the entities at issue 

to be “separate and distinct” notwithstanding the fact that the parent holding company “provides 

general policy guidelines to numerous global subsidiaries and affiliates.”137  The Commission has 

never before suggested that separate and varying corporate policies is particularly important, much 

less required.138 

In addition to breaking with Commission precedent, the General Counsel’s attempt to make 

“the presence or absence of separate corporate policies” a significant factor is inconsistent with 

judicial treatment of that consideration in the parent-subsidiary context.  For example, in a 2012 

decision, the court noted that “the plaintiffs emphasize the existence of a ‘Code of Conduct’ 

 
135 Id. at 20. 
136 See Hollowell v. Orleans Reg'l Hosp., 1998 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 8184 (E.D. La. May 29, 1998). 
137 Attachment M, MUR 6726 (Chevron), First General Counsel’s Report at 3. 
138 Nor does OGC explain how varying sets of personnel policies would be advisable, logically or legally, as a 
business matter. 
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outlining general corporate policy, which was ‘approved by the Verizon Board of Directors’ and 

issued to all Verizon’ employees . . . . Such policies, however, are hallmarks of an ordinary parent-

subsidiary relationship and, without more, cannot justify piercing the corporate veil or establishing 

personal jurisdiction over a parent corporation.”139  Similarly, in Gardemal, the court remarked 

that a parent company’s requirement that a subsidiary “use certain operations manuals” was part 

of an overall relationship that was “nothing more than a typical corporate relationship between a 

parent and subsidiary.”140   

This treatment of corporate policies is perfectly sensible, for if “one-hundred percent 

ownership and identity of directors and officers are, even together, an insufficient basis for 

applying the alter ego theory to pierce the corporate veil,”141 then it would make little sense to 

ascribe much significance to the corporate policies these same directors and officers develop and 

approve. 

VII. THE GENERAL COUNSEL’S ACTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS IN THIS 
MATTER ARE INCONSISTENT WITH PAST ENFORCEMENT MATTERS  

 
The General Counsel’s handling of this matter stands in stark contrast with its handling of 

another recent matter, MUR 6726 (Chevron).  The differences in treatment are so glaring and 

obvious as to raise due process concerns.  As the DC Circuit explained, “[a] long line of precedent 

has established that agency action is arbitrary when the agency offers insufficient reasons for 

treating similar situations differently.”142  The Commission has no “license to … treat like cases 

differently.”143 

 
139 Byard v. Verizon W. Va., Inc., 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 44339, *34 (N.D. W.Va. March 30, 2012). 
140 Gardemal v. Westin Hotel Co., 186 F.3d 588, 593 (5th Cir. 1999). 
141 United States v. Jon-T Chemicals, Inc., 768 F.2d 686, 691 (5th Cir. 1985). 
142 County of Los Angeles v. Shalala, 192 F.3d 1005, 1022 (D.C. Cir. 1999) quoting Transactive Corp. v. U.S., 91 F.3d 
232, 237 (D.C. Cir. 1996). 
143 Airmark Corp. v. Federal Aviation Admin., 758 F.2d 685, 691 (D.C. Cir. 1985) quoting U.S. v. Diapluse 
Corporation, 748 F.2d 56, 62 (2d Cir. 1984). 
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In MUR 6726 (Chevron), the Commission was confronted with a similar parent/subsidiary 

relationship and an allegation of a federal contractor violation.  The contributing entity, Chevron 

Corporation, did “not sell any goods or services to anyone.”144  Rather, it held stock in other 

affiliated companies and “its income is primarily derived from the dividends of those 

companies.”145  Chevron Corporation’s activities included “review[ing] financial and performance 

goals for, monitor[ing] the performance of, and provid[ing] general policy guidelines to numerous 

global subsidiaries and affiliates, which are separate holding or operating companies.”146  The role 

of the Chevron Corporation was very similar to the role played by GCH within the GEO corporate 

group.  Like the Chevron Corporation, GCH derives its revenues from other entities within its 

corporate group and provides management-related services to those entities.  In MUR 6726, 

however, OGC did not inquire further and recommended the Commission find no reason to believe 

a violation occurred. 

With respect to the funds used to make the contributions at issue, Chevron briefly explained 

that “Chevron Corporation derived revenue in 2012 from subsidiaries other than Chevron U.S.A. 

Inc. substantially greater than the sum it contributed to the Congressional Leadership Fund.”147  

OGC agreed, and noted that “Chevron appears to have had sufficient funds not derived from 

revenue of subsidiaries with federal contracts to make the $2.5 million contribution to CLF.”148  

GCH has made the same showing, and provided extensive documentation in support of this 

showing, although the General Counsel’s Brief fails to mention this. 

 
144 Attachment M, MUR 6726, Response of Chevron Corporation at 2. 
145 Id. 
146 Id. 
147 Attachment M, MUR 6726, Response of Chevron Corporation at 12. 
148 Attachment M, MUR 6726, First General Counsel’s Report at 9. 
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In MUR 6726, OGC accepted Chevron’s explanation that Chevron Corporation did not 

hold any federal contracts without requiring extensive investigation and without requiring Chevron 

to prove this negative.  For example, OGC noted that “[a]lthough we found one contract that could 

arguably be attributed to Chevron during the relevant time period …, Chevron states that the true 

vendor for this contract was its subsidiary, Chevron U.S.A. Product Company.”149  A comparison 

of how OGC responded to this “one contract” in Chevron and the NLRB matters in this case is 

galling.  When compared to the present matter, OGC displayed a total lack of curiosity in MUR 

6726 and simply accepted Chevron’s explanation of which entity was “the true vendor for this 

contract.”  Here, the respondents provided sworn statements, as well as the actual contracts at 

issue, to demonstrate that the references in the NLRB matters were erroneous, yet OGC still treats 

the issue as evidence of its alter ego theory.  Even after being forced to acknowledge “that GCH 

was not the named party on the relevant federal contracts,” the General Counsel nevertheless 

speculates that “[i]n light of the overlap between corporate staff throughout the domestic GEO 

family, the representation to the NLRB is a further indication that GCH did not, in practice, act as 

a distinct entity from its parent or subsidiaries.”150 

In comparing the records of the two matters, what is clear is that the Office of General 

Counsel accepted Chevron’s response, notwithstanding its almost cursory explanations in places, 

but rejected, disregarded, and quibbled with almost everything the Respondents in this matter 

submitted.  In MUR 6726, OGC produced a relatively fair assessment of the facts that was 

consistent with the level of scrutiny applied in past matters.  Here, OGC has acted as a prosecutor 

determined to find a violation, even if its recommendation would be unprecedented and 

unsupported by law or regulation.  We are accustomed to agency staff exhibiting a bias toward 

 
149 Id. at 8. 
150 General Counsel’s Brief at 18 n.88 
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enforcement, but OGC has never before recommended finding a federal contractor violation on 

the basis of the alter ego theory.  As MUR 6726 involved substantially similar facts, the respondent 

in this matter should not be treated differently than the last respondent.151  The General Counsel’s 

Brief fails to carry its burden of justifying this disparate treatment.   

VIII. THE FEDERAL CONTRACTOR PROHIBITION CANNOT BE 
CONSTITUTIONALLY APPLIED TO ENTITIES THAT MAKE 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURE-ONLY COMMITTEES  
 
The General Counsel believes it was illegal for GCH to make a federal contribution 

because GCH is the “alter ego” of one or more federal contractors.  Setting aside the question of 

whether the Commission has the authority to impute the contribution of one entity to another, the 

question of whether a federal contractor may make a contribution to an independent expenditure-

only committee is one that no court has yet addressed.   

The General Counsel’s Brief claims that “[t]he recognized anticorruption and merit-based 

public administration interests that underlie Congress’s decision to prohibit contributions by 

federal contractors would be undermined if, as GCH contends, an entity such as GCH could make 

federal contributions while functioning as a single entity with its federal contractor affiliates.”152  

The General Counsel cites to Wagner v. FEC in support of its contention, but as the General 

Counsel certainly knows, Wagner has no applicability to the matter at hand.   

Wagner upheld the federal contractor contribution ban as it applied to individual 

contractors who sought to make federal contributions to “candidates, parties, or traditional PACs 

 
151 See MUR 6081 (American Issues Project, Inc.), Statement of Reasons of Vice Chairman Donald F. McGahn and 
Commissioners Caroline C. Hunter and Matthew S. Petersen at 23 (“In the absence of such notice from the 
Commission, the public should be able to rely upon past Commission actions and statements when attempting to 
comply with the law.”); MUR 5651 (Gallagher), Statement of Reasons of Chairman Michael E. Toner and 
Commissioners David M. Mason and Hans A. von Spakovsky at 8 (“it is important than the Commission enforce 
FECA consistently, rather than reach different results in matters with materially indistinguishable facts”). 
152 General Counsel’s Brief at 14-15.   
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that make contributions to candidates and parties.”153  Wagner specifically cautions that the 

plaintiffs did not “challenge the law as the Commission might seek to apply it to donations to 

PACs that themselves make only independent expenditures, commonly known as ‘Super 

PACs.’”154  This distinction is of critical importance because the same court, also sitting en banc, 

held in 2010 that contributions to committees now known as “Super PACs” cannot be limited 

because “the government has no anti-corruption interest in limiting independent 

expenditures.”155  Thus, “[i]n light of the [Supreme] Court’s holding as a matter of law that 

independent expenditures do not corrupt or create the appearance of quid pro quo corruption, 

contributions to groups that make only independent expenditures also cannot corrupt or create the 

appearance of corruption.”156  It is similarly difficult to see how “merit-based public administration 

interests” are implicated by contributions to independent expenditure-only committees that play 

no role in the administration of federal funds, budgets or contracts and are legally prohibited from 

coordinating activities with candidates and political parties. 

While no court has yet ruled on this issue directly, the writing is on the wall.  If the anti-

corruption rationale does not apply in the independent expenditure context, then there is no viable 

rationale in support of upholding the federal contractor prohibition as it applies to contributions 

made to Super PACs.  The longtime President of the Complainant in this matter, former 

Commissioner Trevor Potter, set forth this argument in 2010 in a response filed in MUR 6403.157  

 
153 Wagner v. FEC, 793 F.3d 1, 4 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (en banc).   
154 Id.   
155 SpeechNow.org v. FEC, 599 F.3d 686, 693 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (emphasis added). 
156 Id. at 694.   
157 See MUR 6403, Response of Artic Slope Regional Corporation by Trevor Potter at 3, 5 (“[B]anning ASRC’s 
contributions to Alaskans Standing Together in this context would violate fundamental First Amendment rights 
recently articulated in Citizens United. . . . “2 U.S.C. § 441c(a) is void to the extent it is read to restrict ARSC’s 
sponsorship of independent expenditures because no ‘compelling interest’ undergirds the provision in this context.  
Citizens United found that anti-corruption aims cannot justify independent-speech restrictions.  Other potential 
‘compelling interests’ are simply not implicated here.  ASRC and its Alaska Native shareholders possess a 
constitutional right to use non-appropriated funds to independently voice their opinions on elections.”).  The General 
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If the federal contractor prohibition cannot be constitutionally applied to contributions to Super 

PACs, then this matter must be dismissed because any entity within the larger GEO corporate 

group, whether it held a federal contract or not, could have lawfully made the contributions at 

issue. 

Thus, even if one were to set aside the question of whether the Commission operates 

beyond its jurisdiction when purporting to apply its alter ego test, and then concede for the sake of 

argument that the General Counsel’s alter ego analysis is correct, the Commission still cannot find 

a violation here because applying the federal contractor prohibition in this matter would be 

unconstitutional.  As explained above, however, the Commission has many available options in 

this matter that would avoid presenting this constitutional issue before the courts. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

For any or all of the reasons contained herein, this matter should be dismissed.  OGC 

acknowledges that GCH does not, and did not, hold any federal contracts.  After the Complainant’s 

specific allegations were shown to be incorrect, OGC nonetheless subjected the Respondents to 

extensive, abusive discovery requests.  The Respondents have amply demonstrated that GCH is 

legally separate and distinct from any affiliated entity that may hold a federal contract, and that 

GCH’s contributions were lawful under applicable Commission precedent. This brief 

demonstrates that application of the alter ego standard violates the Act’s rule of law provision.  We 

show in this brief that OGC seeks to convert a judicial rule of equity into an administrative rule of 

law; however, in doing so, in addition to violating the Act’s rule of law provfision, the standard is 

rendered void for vagueness and violates the Due Process Clause.  Finally, we show that the federal 

 
Counsel’s assessment of this argument appears to be redacted from public view in the First General Counsel’s Report, 
see pages 21-22, but it appears likely that the General Counsel included these constitutional considerations in its 
recommendation to exercise prosecutorial discretion and dismiss under Heckler v. Cheney. 
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contractor provision cannot be constitutionally applied to a corporation that makes a contribution 

to an independent expenditure-only committee, even if that corporation does hold a federal 

contract.      

 

 

 
Date:  July 29, 2020    Respectfully submitted, 

    
Jason Torchinsky  Michael Bayes 

 
Holtzman Vogel Josefiak Torchinsky PLLC 
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 

GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 
One Park Place, Suite 700 
621 N. W. 53rd Street 
Boca Raton, FL 33487 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

NOV -� 2016 

RE: MUR 7180 

The Federal Election Commission received a complaint that indicates GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc., may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the 
"Act"). A copy of the complaint is enclosed. We have numbered this matter MUR 7180. 
Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 

The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be 
taken against GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., in this matter. If you wish to file a response, you 
may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission's 
consideration of this matter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by 
persons with relevant knowledge. Your response, which should be addressed to the General 
Counsel's Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt of this letter. If no response is 
received within 15 days, the Commission may take further action based on the available 
information. 

This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and 
§ 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notifY the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be 
made public. Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information 
regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with 
other law enforcement agencies. 1 

If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission 
by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such 
counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications 
from the Commission. Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, 
records and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are 
notified that the Commission has closed its file in this matter. See 18 U.S.C. § 1519. 

The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the 
Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(aX5XC), and to report information 
regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. /d § 30 I 07(a)(9). 
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Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to 
one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
by email): 

Federal Election Commission 
Office of Complaints Examination 

and Legal Administration 
Attn: Mary Beth deBeau, Paralegal 
999 E Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20436 

Email 
CELA@fec.gov 

If you have any questions, please contact Mary Beth deBeau at (202) 694-1650 or toll 
free at 1-800-424-9530. For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the 
Commission's procedures for handling complaints. 

Enclosures: 
1. Complaint 
2. Procedures 
3. Designation of Counsel Statement 

cc: Corporate Creations Network, Inc. 
11380 Prosperity Farrns Road, #221E 
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410 

Assistant General Counsel 
Complaints Examination & 
Legal Administration 

Mail 

Sincere) , 

// 
' 

~ 

~ff :-Jordan 
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��EC:.:IVED 
FEDEF:AL ELECTION 

r· �"l'!''''ION ...... ) '- •' . '\,- .. -

BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 

CAMPAIGN LEGAL CENTER 
1411 K Street, NW, Suite 1400 
Washington, DC 20005 
(202) 736-2200 

CATHERINE HINCKLEY KELLEY 
1411 K Street, NW, Suite 1400 
Washington, DC 20005 
(202) 736-2200 

v. 

REBUILDING AMERICA NOW 
Ryan Call, Treasurer 
P.O. Box 26141 
Alexandria, VA 22313 

2016 r·�v -I PM 2: 57 

OFFICE OF GENERAL 
.' 'r r: 1 

GEO CORRECTIONS HOLDINGS, INC. 
621 NW 53rd St, Suite 700 
Boca Raton, FL 33487 

COMPLAINT 
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1. This complaint is filed pursuant to 52 U.S. C. § 30109(a)(l )  and is based on information 

and belief that GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. has made, and Rebuilding America Now 

(ID: C00618876) may have solicited and has received, contributions from a person who 

has received a federal government contract, in violation of the Federal Election 

Campaign Act ("FECA"), 52 U.S.C. § 30101, et seq. 

2. Specifically, based on published reports, complainants have reason to believe that GEO 

Corrections Holdings, Inc. violated FECA 's prohibition on any federal contractor making 

a contribution to a political committee while negotiating or performing a federal contract, 

52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(l ), and that Rebuilding America Now may have violated the ban on 

MUR No. 'llW 

c::::, 

er. 
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knowingly soliciting a federal contractor to make such a contribution, 52 U .S.C. 

§ 30119(a)(2). 

3. "If the Commission, upon receiving a complaint ... has reason to believe that a person 

has committed, or is about to commit, a violation of [the FECA] ... [t]he Commission 

make an investigation of such alleged violation .... " 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(2) 

(emphasis added); see also II C.F.R. § 111.4(a). 

FACTS 

4. Rebuilding America Now is an independent expenditure-only political committee (i.e., a 

"super PAC") that filed its statement of organization with the Commission on June 2, 

2016. 1 Rebuilding America Now was formed and is led by two former high-level Trump 

staffers, who appear to have helped develop its communications fewer than 50 days after 

first joining the campaign, despite the so-called "120 day rule" limiting a campaign 

staffer's work for a super PAC within 120 days of leaving a campaign. See II CFR § 

109.2!(d)(5). 2 Rebuilding America Now was formed at the request of the then-campaign 

manager of presidential candidate Donald J. Trump, and the Trump campaign has 

encouraged donors to contribute to Rebuilding America Now, 3 and its website 

Rebuilding America Now Statement of Organization, FEC Form I (filed June 2, 2016), 

2 Complainants have previously filed a complaint with the Commission alleging 
Rebuilding America Now has violated FECA by making in-kind contributions to Donald J. 
Trump for President, Inc. in the form of"coordinated communications," II CFR § 109.21, and 
republished campaign materials, id. § 109.23. See MUR 7146. Complainants alleged that 
Rebuilding America Now's in-kind contributions exceeded FECA's $2,700 limit on 
contributions by a non-multicandidate political committee to a candidate committee, 52 U.S.C. § 
301!6(a)(l )  and violated FECA's prohibition on contributions to a candidate committee using 
corporate funds, 52 U.S.C. § 30!18(a) and (b)(2). 
3 Alex Isenstadt and Kenneth P. Vogel, Trump Blesses Major Super PAC Effort, POLITICO 
(Jul. 20, 2016), 

2 

shall 

http:// docguery. fee. gov /pd£! 1 86/201607169020674186/2016071690206 7 4186.pdf#navpanes""0. 

http://www.politico.com/story/2016/07 /trump-super-pac-donors-
225892#ixzz4KkGO0311. 
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features an endorsement from Trump's running 

mate stating that contributing to the super PAC is "one of the best ways to stop Hillary 

Clinton and help elect Donald Trump our next president." Trump has publicly expressed 

a willingness to headline fundraisers for Rebuilding America Now, 4 and Donald Trump 

Jr. is known to have done so.5 

5. GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the private prison 

company GEO Group, Inc. Both GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. and GEO Group, Inc. 

are incorporated in Florida at the address 621 N.W. 53rd St., Suite 700, Boca Raton, FL 

33487.6 George Zoley is the CEO of both GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. and GEO 

Group, Inc.7 According to GEO Group, Inc.'s 2015 Annual Report, forty-five percent of 

the company's annual revenues come from federal contracts.8 

6. GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. operates the D. Ray James Detention Facility in 

Folkston, Georgia, according to labor relations cases filed with the National Labor 

4 Matea Gold, Trump Reverses His Opposition to Super P A Cs and Is Now Willing to 
Headline Events for a Big Money Group, WASH. POST (Jul. 21, 2016), 

5 Alex Isenstadt, Trump Super PACs Revving Up for Final Stretch, POLITICO (Sept. 19, 

6 See Florida Department of State Division of Corporations, "Search by Entity Name," 
("GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc." 

and "The GEO Group, Inc."). 
7 !d. Nine ofGEO Correction Holdings, Inc.'s eleven directors and officers are shared with 

GEO Group, Inc. !d. 
8 GEO Group, 2015 Annual Report at 79, (Feb. 25, 2016), 

/www .snl.com/interactivellookandfeel/4144 1 07/20 I The 201 5 Annual 
Report also indicates that GEO Group, Inc. and GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. are both shared 
borrowers in a credit agreement consisting of a $296.3 million loan and a $700 million revolving 
credit facility. Id. at 19. 

3 

(http://www.rebuiJdingamericanow.com) 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-politics/wp/2016/07 /2 I /trurnp-reverses-his
opposition-to-super-pacs-and-is-now-willing-to-headline-events-for-a-bi g-money-group. 

2016), http://www.politico.com/story/2016/09/trump-super-pac-rebuilding-america-now-228213. 

http://search.sunbiz.org/Inguiry/CorporationSearch/ByName 

https:/ 5Annua1Report.pdf. 
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Relations Board (NLRB).9 A union certification vote at the facility, listing GEO 

Corrections Holdings, Inc. as the employer, was certified on December 3, 2013.10 

According to the Federal Bureau of Prisons website the D. Ray James Detention Facility 

is a contracted correctional institution which houses 1,913 federal offenders." 

Additionally, according to USAspending.gov, a U.S. government website that lists some 

federal contracts and grants, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. was awarded a total of 

$266,666 in U.S. government contracts in Fiscal Year 2015.12 

7. On August 18, 2016, the Obama administration announced that it would be ending the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons' use of private prisons, instructing officials to either decline to 

renew the contracts for private prison operators when they expire or "substantially 

reduce" the contracts' scope. 13 That same day, GEO Group Inc.'s stock dropped 40 

percent.14 

8. On August 19, 2016, GEO CEO George Zoley told investors that the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons had initially extended the company's contract to manage the D. Ray James 

facility through 2018, then rescinded it; however, according to the South Florida Sun-

9 See documents filed in GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., Case No. 12-RC-097792, 
available at 
10 /d. 

II Federal Bureau of Prisons website, "CI D. Ray James," 
/www 

See Recipient Profile: GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. (FY 2015), USAspending.gov, 

241 &Fisca1Year=2015. 
Matt Zapotosky and Chico Harlan, Justice Department Says It Will End Use of Private 

Prisons, WASH. POST (Aug. 18, 2016), 
16/08/ 
terrn=.e5a9890dcd44. 

4 Evelyn Cheng, Prison Stocks Plunge After Report Justice Department Will End Use of 
Private Prisons, CNBC (Aug. I 8, 2016), .cnbc.com/20 

4 

https://www.nlrb.gov/case/12-RC-097792 . 

https:/ 
12 

. bop.gov/locations/ci/drj/ 

https://www.usaspending.gov/transparency/Pages/RecipientProfile.aspx?DUNSNumber=079242 

nation/wp/20 
rrisons/?utm 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-
18/justice-dg,artment-says-it-will-end-use-of-private-

http://www 16/08/l 8/prison-stocks-
J2lunge-after-rg,ort-justice-de12artment-will-end-use-of-12rivate-prisons.htm1. 
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Sentinel, "Zoley indicated that negotiations would likely continue." 15 Zoley told 

investors on a conference call that GEO had a "written commitment of interest to extend 

the [D. Ray James] contract ... It looks like [the Bureau of Prisons] would like to discuss 

terms and conditions of extension."16 The Justice Department similarly told the Wall 

Street Journal that the D. Ray James contract had been rescinded and would be 

renegotiated. 17 

9. That same day, August 19, 2016, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. contributed $100,000 

to Rebuilding America Now.18 

10. Trump has praised private prisons ("I do think we can do a lot of privatizations and 

private prisons. It seems to work a lot better")19 whereas his opponent Hillary Clinton has 

called for their elimination ("I'm glad that we're ending private prisons in the federal 

system. I want to see them ended in the state system. You shouldn't have a profit 

motivation to fill prison cells with young Americans")?0 According to a September 29, 

15 Marcia Heroux Pounds, Boca's Geo Group Expects Contract Renewals Despite Federal 
Plan to End Private Prison Operation, CEO Says, SUN SENTINEL (Aug. 19, 2016), 

16 ld. 
17 Austen Hufford, GEO Announced a Prison Contract Extension but U.S. Rescinded It, 
WALL ST. JOURN. (Aug. 19, 2016), 

Rebuilding America Now, 2016 Quarterly Report at 33, FEC Form 3X (filed October 15, 
2016), 0159032869661/20161 One 
week earlier, on August II, 2019, the GEO Group Inc. PAC made a $50,000 contribution. /d. at 
54. 
19 Full Transcript: MSNBC Town Hall With Donald Trump Moderated by Chris Matthews, 
MSNBC (Mar. 30, 2016), 

Paul R. LaMonica, Clinton Call for End of Private Prisons Sinks Jail Stocks, CNN 
MONEY (Sept. 27, 2016), 

see also Dina Gusovsky, A Billion
Dollar-Plus Industry Clinton May Sentence to Death, CNBC (Mar. 4, 2016), 

5 

http://www.sun-sentinel.com/business/careers/tl-geo-prisons-response-20160819-story.htmL 

http://www.wsj.com/articles/geo-sa)!s-u-s-rescinded-a
contract-extension-it-just-announced-1471617584. 
18 

http://docquery.fec.gov/pd£l661/20161 0159032869661.pdf. 

http://info.msnbc.com/ news/2016/03/30/35330907-full-transcript
msnbc-town-hall-with-donald-trump-moderated-by-chris-matthews?lite. 
20 

http:! /money.cnn.com/2016/09/27 /investing/prison-stocks-hillary
clinton-debate-corrections-corporation-america-geo-grgup/; 
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2016 article in The Daily Beast, "a Trump victory could be a much-needed lifeline for the 

industry-while a Clinton win could cripple the businesses that contract with the feds to 

house prisoners."21 

SUMMARY OF THE LAW 

II. "Contribution" is defined as "any gift ... of money or anything of value made by any 

person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office." 52 U.S.C. § 

301 01(8)(A)(i). 

12. Federal law prohibits a federal contractor from making any "contribution to any political 

party, committee, or candidate for public office" at any time between the commencement 

of negotiations for a federal contract and the completion of performance or termination of 

negotiations for the contract. 52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(l ). 

13. Federal law additionally prohibits any person from knowingly soliciting such a 

contribution from a federal contractor. 52 U.S.C. § 30!19(a)(2). 

14. This statutory federal contractor ban is implemented by the regulation at I I  C.P.R. 

§ 115.2, which provides that it is unlawful for a "Federal contractor ...  to make, either 

directly or indirectly, any contribution or expenditure of money or other thing of value, or 

to promise expressly or impliedly to make any such contribution or expenditure to any 

political party, committee, or candidate for Federal office or to any person for any 

political purpose or use." !d. The prohibition applies during the period between when a 

request for proposals is sent out (or when contractual negotiations commence) and the 

.cnbc.com/20 16/03/04/ 
death.html. 
21 Betsy Woodruff, Is Donald Trump Private Prison Companies' Last Hope?, DAILY BEAST 
(Sept. 29, 20 16), 

6 

http://www a-billion-dollar-plus-industry-clinton-may-sentence-to-

http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/09/29/is-donald-trump-private
prison-companies-last-hope.html. 
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completion of performance of the contract or the termination of negotiations. I I  C.P.R. 

§ 115.I (b)(I-2). 

15. Commission regulations define a "federal contractor" as any person who "[e]nters into 

any contract with the United States or any department or agency thereof" for "[t]he 

rendition of personal services" or for "furnishing any material, supplies, or equipment," 

I I  C.P.R. § 115.1 (a)(l )(i-ii), and where payment for performance of the contract is 

"made in whole or in part from funds appropriated by the Congress," !d.§ 115.1(a)(2). 

16. The prohibition applies equally to a federal contractor making contributions to political 

parties, political committees, and candidates. 52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(l), II C.P.R.§ 115.2. 

In 20 I I ,  the Commission ruled that the government contractor prohibition applies to 

federal contractors who make contributions to independent expenditure-only political 

committees (i.e., "super PACs") following the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in Citizens 

United v. FEC22 and the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals decision in SpeechNow.org v. 

FEC.23 MUR 6403 (Alaskans Standing Together) Notification with Factual and Legal 

Analysis to Ahtna, Inc. and NANA Regional Corporation, Inc. (Nov. 10, 2011), at 5, 9?4 

The Commission emphasized that a contractor making a contribution to a political 

committee to fund independent expenditures is not itself making an expenditure; 

therefore, a contribution to such a committee falls "squarely within the statute's 

prohibitions." !d. at 9. 

17. The federal contractor ban was recently upheld unanimously by the en bane D.C. Circuit 

22 
23 
24 

in Wagner v. Fed. Election Comm 'n, 793 F.3d I (D.C. Cir. 2015) (en bane), cert. denied 

130 S.Ct. 876 (201 0). 
599 F.3d 686 (D.C. Cir. 2010). 
Available at II 

7 

http://eqs.fec.gov/eqsdocsMUR/ 044304942.pdf. 
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sub nom. Miller v. Fed. Election Comm 'n, 136 S. Ct. 895 (2016). In a decision authored 

by Judge Merrick Garland, the en bane court stressed that "the record offers every reason 

to believe that, if the dam barring contributions were broken, more money in exchange 

for contracts would flow through the same channels already on display." !d. at 18. 

CAUSES OF ACTION 

COUNT 1: GEO GROUP HAS VIOLATED THE BAN ON FEDERAL 

CONTRACTORS MAKING CONTRIBUTIONS 

18. Federal law and Commission regulations prohibit a federal contractor from making any 

contribution to any political committee during the period in which a federal contract is 

being negotiated or performed. 52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(l ), 11 C.F.R. Part 115. 

19. Based on U.S. government websites and published reports, supra -,r 6, GEO Corrections 

Holdings, Inc. is a federal contractor within the meaning of FECA and its implementing 

regulations. See 11 C.F.R. §§ l lS. l (a-b). 

20. GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. appears to have been performing and/or negotiating 

federal contracts at the same time that it made its $100,000 contribution to Rebuilding 

America Now, based on that political committee's reports filed with the Commission. 

Specifically, on the same day the contribution was made, George Zoley-CEO of both 

GEO Group Inc. and GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc.-told shareholders and reporters 

that the company was continuing to negotiate a contract extension for a facility operated 

by GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., the D. Ray James facility in Georgia.25 

21. Therefore, based on public information, there is reason to believe that GEO Corrections 

Holdings, Inc., as a federal contractor, violated the federal contractor contribution ban by 

25 Pounds, Boca's Geo Group Expects Contract Renewals Despite Federal Plan to End 
Private Prison Operation, CEO Says, SUN SENTINEL (Aug. 19, 2016), supra note IS. 

8 
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making a "contribution to any political ... committee," namely Rebuilding America Now, 

during the period its federal contracts were being negotiated and/or performed. 52 U .S.C. 

§ 30119(a)(l). 

22. More generally, the contribution in this instance implicates the issues that the 

longstanding federal contractor contribution ban has sought to prevent. GEO Corrections 

Holdings, Inc. made its contribution just one day after the U.S. Department of Justice 

announced it would be phasing-out its contracts with private prison companies, and on 

the same day that the DOJ announced that it was rescinding and renegotiating a contract 

at a GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. facility. By contributing to a super PAC closely 

associated with Donald J. Trump26-the only presidential nominee to endorse private 

prisons--GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. presumably sought to influence the federal 

government contracting process and to ensure that under the next administration the 

federal government would continue to offer it contracts. 

23. As the Wagner court noted, the contractor contribution ban is particularly salient in 

presidential elections, because "[t]he Executive Branch is ... an obvious site of potential 

corruption in the contracting process, since its agencies are the ones that ultimately award 

contracts." 793 F .3d 15-16. In this instance, the next president will set administration 

policy on contracting with private prisons-including whether to maintain the Obama 

administration's plans to phase-out private prison contracts. Additionally, the en bane 

Wagner court noted that the FECA Amendments of 1974 and 1976, which strengthened 

the contractor contribution ban and incorporated it into FECA, were enacted in response 

26 See 'lf4, supra. Additionally, as described supra at note 2 and the complaint filed in MUR 
7146, there is reason to believe that Rebuilding America Now's expenditures have constituted 
coordinated communications that under FECA are treated as in-kind contributions to the Trump 
campaign. 

9 
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to the "disturbing examples" of former President Richard Nixon channeling contracts to 

political supporters and extracting contributions from existing contractors, 793 F.3d 12-

16, and that "in government contracting, the risk of quid pro quo corruption and its 

appearance, and of interference with merit-based administration, has not dissipated," id. 

at 18. 

COUNT II: REBUILDING AMERICA NOW MAY HAVE VIOLATED THE BAN ON 

SOLICITING CONTRIBUTIONS FROM FEDERAL CONTRACTORS 

24. Federal law and Commission regulations prohibit any person from knowingly soliciting a 

federal contractor to make any "contribution to any political ... committee" while the 

contractor is negotiating a federal contract or during the performance of their contract. 52 

U.S.C. § 30119(a)(2), II C.F.R. §§ 115.2(c). 

25. GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. is a federal contractor that was performing and/or 

negotiating federal contracts at the time that it made a $100,000 contribution to 

Rebuilding America Now. The company's status as a contractor is widely known, as its 

business model relies largely on federal and state government contracts. GEO Corrections 

Holdings, Inc.'s contribution was made on the same day as several other contributions 

from Florida-based corporations, suggesting that the contribution was made at a Florida 

fundraiser where Rebuilding America Now agents solicited contributions. 

26. Therefore, there is reason to believe that Rebuilding America Now may have violated the 

ban on knowingly soliciting a federal contractor to make a "contribution to any political . 

. . committee" while the contractor is negotiating a federal contract or during the 

performance of their contract. 52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(2), I I  C.P.R.§§ 1 15.2(c). 

10 

• 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

27. Wherefore, the Commission should find reason to believe that GEO Corrections 

Holdings, Inc. and Rebuilding America Now have violated 52 U.S.C. § 30101, et seq. 

and Commission regulations, and conduct an immediate investigation under 52 U.S.C. 

§ 30109(a)(2). Further, the Commission should determine and impose appropriate 

sanctions for any and all violations, should enjoin the respondents from any and all 

violations in the future, and should impose such additional remedies as are necessary and 

appropriate to ensure compliance with the FECA. 

November 1, 2016 

Lawrence M. Noble 
Brendan M. Fischer 
The Campaign Legal Center 
1411 K Street, NW, Suite 1400 
Washington, DC 20005 

Counsel to the Campaign Legal Center 

Respectfully submitted, 

1411 K Street, NW, Suite 1400 
Washington, DC 20005 
(202) 736-2200 

atherine Hinckley Kelle 
1411 K Street, NW, Suite 1400 
Washington, DC 20005 
(202) 736-2200 

11 

~~ 
Campaign Legal Center, by 
Lawrence M. Noble 
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VERIFICATION 

The complainants listed below hereby verify that the statements made in the attached 

Complaint are, upon their information and belief, true. 

Sworn pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1001. 

For Complainant Campaign Legal Center 

Lawrence M. Noble 

to and subscribed before me this _l_ day of November 2016. 

Notary Pu lie 

For Complainant Catherine Hinckley Kelley 

atherine Hinckley Kelley 

cribed before me day of November 2016. 

12 
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IH:SCIUPTION OF PRELIMINARY I'ROCEDtJIU:S 

FOR I'HOCESSING COMPLAINTS FILIW WITII TilE 
I'EIJERAL ��U:CTION COM.VIISSION 

99'! E Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20463 

FAX (202) 21 '!-3923 

Complaints filed with the Federal Election Commission shall be referred to the 

hlf(>rcemcnt Divi.sion of the Or!icc or the General Counsel, where they are assigned a MUR 
(Matter llndcr Review) number and forwarded to Complaints Examination & Legal 
Administration ("CFLA") f(>r processing. Within live days of receipt of the complaint, the 
Commission shall notify all respondents referenced in the complaint, in writing, that the complaint 
has been tiled, and shall include with such notification a copy ofthe complaint. Simultaneously, 
the complainant shall be notified that the complaint has been received. The respondents shall then 
have 15 days to demonstrate, in writing, that no action should be taken against them in response to 
the complaint. If additional lime is needed in which to respond to the complaint, the respondents 

may request an extension of time. The request must be in wt·iting and demonstrate good cause as to 
why an extension should be granted. Please be advised that not all requests arc granted. 

After the response period has elapsed, cases are prioritized and maintained in CELA. 
Cases warranting the use of Commission resources are assigned as staff becomes available. Cases 
not warranting the usc of Comrnission resources arc dismissed. 

lf a case is ass igned to a staff person, the Office of the General Counsel shall repot·t to the 
Commission, making recommendations based upon a preliminary legal and f(lctual analysis of the 
comp l aint and any submiss ion made by the respondent. The report may recommend that the 
Commission: (a) lind reason to believe that the complaint sets torth a possible violation of the 

Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended, (hereinafter the "Act"); or (b) find oo reason 

to believe that the complaint sets l(n·th a possible violation of the Act and, accordingly, close the 
tile. 

If, by an affirmative vote of four Commissioners, the Commission detennincs that there is 
reason to be lieve tl1at a respnndent has committed or is about to commit a violation of the Act, the 
Office of the General Counsel shall open an investigation into the matter. During the 

investigation, the Commissiot1 has the power to subpoena documents, to subpoena individuals to 
appear for deposition, and to order written answers to interrogatories. A respondent may be 
contacted more than once by the Commission during this phase. 

rr during this period of investigation, a respondent indicates a desire to enter intn 
conciliation, the Oflicc of the General Counsel may recommend that the Commission enter into 
conciliation prior to a fmding of probable cause to believe that a violation has been commitlcd. 

Conciliation is an attempt to correct or prevent a violation of the Act by informal methods of 
conference and persuasion. Most often, the result of conciliation is an agreement signed by the 
Commission and the respondent. The Conciliation Agreement must be ad opted by four voles ol· 
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the Commission in order to becornc final. Afkr signature by the Com1nission and the rcsprllldent, 
the Conciliation Agreement is made public within :JO days of closing of the entire frlc. 

If the invcstige1tion warrantsJ and no conciliation agreetnent ha.s been entered into prior to a 

probable cause to believe linding, the General Counsel must notify the respondent of his/her intent 

to recommend that the Commission proceed to a vole on probable cause to believe that a violatron 
of the Act has been committed or is about to be committed. The General Counsel shall send the 
respondent a brief setting forth his/her position on the legal and factual issues of the case. A 
response brief stating respondent's pos ition on the issues may be submitted within 15 days or 
receipt of the General Counsel's Brief. Holh briefs arc then filed with the Commission Secre.tary 

and considered by the Commission. Thereafter, if the Commission determines, by an aflrrmative 
vote of four Commissioners, that there is probable cause to believe that a violation of the Act has 
been committed or is about to be committed, the Commission must conciliate wilh the respondent 
f(H a periorl of at least30 days, but not more than 90 days. If the Commission is unable to correct 
or prevent any violation through conciliation, the Office of the General Counsel may recommend 
that the Commission lrle a civil suit to enforce lhc Act against the respondent Therefore, the 

Commission may, upon the afflnnativc vote of four Commissioners, instrtute civil m:tion for relief 
in the United States District Cour1. 

,';'ee 52 U.S.C. § 30109 and 11 C:.F.R. Part 11 L 

September 20 14 

2 
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MUR# 

'• ' 

FEDERAL ELECTlON C:OMMlSSION 
999 E Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20463 

STATEMENT OF DESlGNATION OF COUNSEL 

FAX 202-219-3923 

Name of Counsel 

Finn: 

Address: 

Telephone : Fax: 

E-mail: 

The above-named i ndividual and/or fum is hereby designated as my counsel and is authorized to receive any 

notifications and other communications from the Commission and to act on my behalf before the 

Commission. 

Date 

RESPONDENT: 

Mailing Address: 
(Please Print) 

Telephone (H): 

E-mail: 

Signature (Respondent/ Agent) Title 

(Committee Namcf Company Name/Individual Named in NotifLcation Letter) 

(W): 

This fom1 relates to a Federal Election Commission matter that is subject to the confidentiality provisions of 52 U.S.C. § 30 109(a)( l 2)(A). 
TI1is section prohibits rnaking public any notification or investigation conducted by the Federal Election Commission without the express 
written consent of the person under inve�tigation. 

Rev. 20[4 

Provide one form for each Resnondent/Witnes~ 
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 

Jason T orchinsky, Esq. DEC 2 7 2016 
Michael Bayes, Esq. 
Steve Roberts, Esq. 
Holtzman Vogel Josefiak Torchinsky, PLLC 
45 North Hill Drive, Suite 100 
Warrenton, VA 20186 

RE: MUR 7180 
GEO Corrections Holding, Inc. 
The GEO Group, Inc. 

Dear Messrs. Torchinsky, Bayes, and Roberts: 

On November 4, 2016, your clients were notified that the Federal Election Commission 
received a complaint alleging violations of ce1iain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act 
of 1971, as amended. At that time, your clients were given a copy of the complaint and informed 
that a response to the complaint should be submitted within 15 days of receipt of the notification. 

On December 20, 2016, the Commission received additional information from the 
complainant pertaining to the allegations in the complaint. Enclosed is a copy of this additional 
information. If you wish to consider this information in your response to the allegations, you are 
hereby afforded an additional 15 days to do so, or we will assume any previous response is also 
intended for this correspondence. 

Any correspondence sent to the Commission must be addressed to one of the following 
(note, if submitting via email, this Office will provide an electronic receipt by email): 

Mail 
Federal Election Commission 
Office of Complaints Examination 
and Legal Administration 
Attn: Mary Beth deBeau, Paralegal 
999 E Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20463 

OR Email 
CELA@fec.gov 
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If you have any questions, please contact Mary Beth deBeau on our toll-free telephone 
number, (800) 424-9530. Our local telephone number is (202) 694-1650. 

Enclosure 
1. Complaint Supplement 

Sincerely, 

-r:r (~-To rJ ~0 1~1 
Jeff S. Jordan 
Assistant General Counsel 
Complaints Examination & 
Legal Administration 
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1411 K Street, NW, Suite 1400 • Washington, DC 20005 

tel (202) 736-2200 • fax (202) 736-2222 

www.campaignlegalcenter.org 

December 20, 2016 

Submitted via email 
Federal Election Commission 
Office of Complaints Examination 

and Legal Administration 
Attn: Mary Beth deBeau, Paralegal 
999 E Street NW 
Washington, DC 20463 
CELA@fec.gov 

RE: MUR 7180 

Dear Ms. deBeau: 

C ?J AM fQ: 33 

CELA 

On November 1, 2016 the Campaign Legal Center filed a complaint (MUR 7180) with 

the Commission alleging that GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. had made, and the political 

committee Rebuilding America Now may have solicited and had received, contributions 

from a person who has received a federal government contract, in violation of 52 U.S.C. 

§ 30119(a)(l) and (2). We write today to provide additional information relevant to the 

Commission's consideration of this case. 

The complaint described how GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., a wholly-owned 

subsidiary of the private prison company GEO Group, Inc., had contributed $100,000 to 

Rebuilding America Now on August 19, one day after the federal Bureau of Prisons 

announced it would be ending its use of private prisons. Subsequent reports indicate that 

GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. contributed an additional $125,000 to Rebuilding 

America Now on November 1, 2016. 1 

Rebuilding America Now, 2016 Post-General Report at 13, FEC Form 3X (filed 
December 08, 2016), 
http://docquery.rcc.gov/pdt'l740/20 I 6 I 2089039950740/20 l 612089039950740.pdf. 
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Other reports filed with the Commission indicate that GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 

additionally gave $200,000 to the Senate Leadership Fund on September 27, 2016,2 and 

previously gave $100,000 to Conservative Solutions PAC on April 17, 2015. 3 

Published reports also provide further information as to the nature of GEO Corrections 

Holdings, Inc. 's status as a federal government contractor. 

CLC's November 1 complaint described how, according to publicly-available records, 

GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. appears to be a federal contractor as that term is defined 

at 11 C.F.R. § 115.l(a). GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. operates the D. Ray James 

Detention Facility in Folkston, Georgia, according to labor relations cases filed with the 

National Labor Relations Board (NLRB).4 A union certification vote at the facility, 

listing GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. as the employer, was certified on December 3, 

2013. 5 

A brief filed by GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. in those proceedings states that the 

entity: 

is a large operator of prisons and other correctional facilities. (Tr. 20:4 11 ). It has 
contracts with several state and federal agencies, such as the Federal Bureau of 
Prisons and Immigration and Customs Enforcement, Department of Homeland 
Security. (Id.) The D. Ray James Detention Facility is a secure facility and is 
operated pursuant to a contract with the Federal Bureau of Prisons. (Id.)6 

2 Senate Leadership Fund, 2016 October Monthly at 17, FEC Form 3X (filed October 20, 
2016), htlp://do\:J]Ucry Jee.gov/pd f/799/201610209034170799/201610209034170799 .pelf. 
3 Conservative Solutions PAC, 2015 Mid-Year Report at 14, FEC Form JX (filed July 31, 
2016), http://docquerv.fec.gov/pdli'272/20I507319000511272/20150731900051 l 272.pdf. 
4 See documents filed in GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. v. Int'/ Union, Security, Police, 
& Fire Professionals of America (SPFPA), Case No. 12-RC-097792, available at 
hltps://www.nlrb.gov!l.:ase/12-RC-097792. 
5 Id. 
6 Br. in Supp. Of GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc.'s Exceptions to the H'rg Officer's 
Report & Recommendations on Objections to Election at I, 3, NLRB Case No. 12-RC-097792 
(May 28, 2016), bJlp:/hmps.nlrb.gov/link/clocurnent.aspx/0903 l d458126047e. Attached as Ex. A 
(emphasis added). 
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In response to press inquiries about the complaint, GEO spokesperson Pablo Paez 

claimed that the union had made an "error" in identifying GEO Corrections Holdings as 

the employer in the NLRB proceedings, telling the Daily Beast: 

''The D. Ray James facility's federal contract has never been with GEO 
Corrections Holdings; nor have any of our contracts ... The entity houses all of 
our administrative functions and as a holding company it has no operations. GEO 
Corrections Holdings employs all of our corporate employees. GEO Corrections 
Holdings does not employ any of our facility employees."7 

Yet, if the union made an error in identifying GEO Corrections Holdings Inc. as the 

respondent employer in NLRB proceedings, GEO had the opportunity to correct that 

"mistake," yet failed to do so. Instead, GEO acknowledged in signed documents that 

GEO Corrections Holdings Inc. was the facility's "employer" and declared that it has 

"contracts with several state and federal agencies, such as the Federal Bureau of Prisons 

and Immigration and Customs Enforcement." 8 

Additionally, a review of public documents on the NLRB website shows that-despite 

Paez's claim that "GEO Corrections Holdings does not employ any of our facility 

employees"-GEO Corrections Holdings Inc. has been listed as the "employer" in 

multiple labor relations cases in federally-contracted facilities,9 including a union 

certification vote 10 at the Tacoma, Washington "Northwest Detention Center," an 

immigration detention facility operated by GEO under contract with U.S. Immigration 

and Customs Enforcement. 11 

Betsy Woodruff, Did Private Prison Operator Illegally Boost Trump?, DAILY BEAST 

(Dec. 14, 2016), hli12://www.thedailybeasl.com/mticles/2016/12/ 14/did-private~prison-contracw
j lleg<Jlly-boosl-lrumr.html. 
8 See supra note 6 and Ex. A. 
9 See NLRB case page, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. v. SP FPA Local 126, Case No. 
12-CA-118124, https://www.nlrb.gov/case/12-CA- l 18 I 24; GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., 
Case No. 12-CA-115020, h11ps://www.nlrb.gov/case/12-CA-l 15020. 
10 See NLRB case page, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. v. SPFPA Local 445, Case No. 
l 9-RC-099484, hJJJ)s;//www.nlrb.gov/casc/ I 9-RC-099484. 
11 See GEO Group website (archived), "Northwest Detention Center," htlps://wcb-
bct,1.archive.org(wcb/20 I 60208164922/http://www.geogroup.com/maps/locationdc1ails/52; see 
also Miriam Jordan, Immigrant Detention System Could Be in Line for an Overhaul, WALL ST. 
JOURN. (Sept. 27, 2016), (noting "ICE signed a new contract last year with GEO Group to operate 
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Paez also told the Daily Beast: 

"although GEO Corrections Holdings Inc., the company that made the donation, 
is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the GEO Group, it is a non-contracting legal 
entity and has no contracts with any governmental agency." 12 

However, available records indicate that GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. is indeed a 

contracting legal entity that holds contracts with multiple government agencies. 

In addition to the NLRB cases described above, the Florida Department of Financial 

Services website (https://facts.f1dfs.com/Search/ContractSearch.aspx) lists GEO 

Corrections Holdings, Inc. as the "Vendor" for at least six contracts with the State of 

Florida valued at tens of millions of dollars. 

Additionally, a class action employment lawsuit filed in California in 2014 described 

GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. as an "operator of detention and community re-entry 

facilities in California." 13 In its answer to that complaint, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 

did not contest this description of its operations, but instead claimed that it did not 

employ the plaintiff nor any other member of the class. 14 

What's more, even if GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. is the administrative arm ofan 

entity that holds federal contracts (since according to Paez it "houses all of our 

administrative functions"), it is still a federal contractor for purposes of PECA. If GEO 

Corrections Holdings, Inc. is executing the administrative functions of a federal contract, 

the Northwest Detention Center in Washington for another decade, renewable each year") 
_h I lp:/ /www.wsi.com/arti clc:;;/imm igrnn l-dctcnt ion-syslem-cou I d-be-in-line-fbr-un-ovcrhau l-
1475004244. 
12 Woodruff, supra note 7. 
13 See Exhibit B, Deel. of Michelle Rapoport in Supp. Of Def. 's Notice of Removal, Victor 
Lopez v. GEO Group, Inc. et al, No. 2:14-cv-14-06639 at 4-5, C.D. Cal. (attaching Class Action 
Complaint for Violations of the California Labor Code and Wage Orders, and California Business 
and Professions Code§§ 17200, et seq. in the Superior Court of California in and for the County 
of Los Angeles (Case No. BC 552481)) (emphasis added). 
14 See id. at 29 (attaching Def.'s Answer to the Compl.)(emphasis added); see also id. at 40-
41 (attaching Def. 's Notice of Errata, which declines to correct plaintiff's description of GEO 
Corrections Holdings, Inc. as an "operator of detention and community re-entry facilities"). 
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using funds appropriated by Congress, it is involved in the rendition of personal services 

to the federal government, and is thus a contractor under 11 CPR 115.l(a)(l)(i). 

Finally, even if GEO Corrections Holdings Inc. were to offer evidence that it does not 

itself hold federal contracts, and is not rendering personal services pursuant to a federal 

contract, its contribution is nonetheless prohibited under the federal contractor ban. 

This case is distinguishable from MUR 6726, where the Commission held that a 

contribution from the parent company Chevron was not rendered impermissible based on 

its subsidiary Chevron U.S.A. holding a federal contract. MUR 6726, Factual and Legal 

Analysis (Mar. 11, 2014). In that case, the Commission found that the parent company 

was legally distinct from i~s subsidiary given that it was registered in a different state and 

that its directors and officers did not overlap, and since the parent company contributor 

earned only a small percentage of its revenue from federal contracts. Id. at 6-7. 

Here, in contrast, the subsidiary and parent are nearly indistinguishable. Both are 

incorporated at the same address, in the same state, 15 and with significant overlap 

between officers and directors. 16 The contribution here is coming from a subsidiary, 

rather than the parent company, and the parent company derives nearly half of its revenue 

from government contracts. 17 Indeed, GEO Group Inc. tells investors that "we are 

dependent on government appropriations." 18 Because GEO's business model depends on 

IS Both GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. and GEO Group, Inc. are incorporated at the 
address 621 N.W. 53rd St., Suite 700, Boca Raton, FL 33487. See Florida Department of State 
Division of Corporations, "Search by Entity Name," 
!1ttp://search.sunbi1..org/lnquiry/CorpnrationSearch/ByNnrnc ("GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc." 
and "The GEO Group, Inc."). 
16 Nine of GEO Correction Holdings, Inc.'s eleven directors and officers are shared with 
GEO Group, Inc. Id. George Zoley is the CEO of both GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. and GEO 
Group, Inc. Id. 
17 The GEO Group, Inc., 2015 Annual Repott at 79, (Feb. 25, 2016), 
hllps://www.snl.co111/intcrac1ivc/lookandfecl/4144107/2015Annua1Rcport.pdf'. The 2015 Annual 
Report also indicates that GEO Group, Inc. and GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. are both shared 
borrowers in a credit agreement consisting of a $296.3 million loan and a $700 million revolving 
credit facility. Id. at 19. 
18 The GEO Group, Inc. Annual Report (Form 10-K), at 35, (Feb. 25, 2016), 
hltps://www.s,x.gov/ 1\ n.:hivcs/cdgar/<lala/9~37%/00011931251 (i,J78864/d43877d I Ok.him. 
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government contracts, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc.'s revenue presumably is derived 

in large part from federal contracts. 

As noted in the original complaint, "By contributing to a super PAC closely associated 

with Donald J. Trump-the only presidential nominee to endorse private prisons-GEO 

Corrections Holdings, Inc. presumably sought to influence the federal government 

contracting process and to ensure that under the next administration the federal 

government would continue to offer it contracts." (Compl.122.) 

Now that Trump has won the election, the President-elect is in the process of setting 

policy on contracting with private prisons like those operated by GEO-including 

whether to maintain the outgoing Obama administration's plans to phase-out private 

prison contracts. 

It is critical that the Commission expedite the resolution of this matter in order to protect 

the integrity of the contracting process and the purposes behind the 75-year-old 

contractor contribution ban. 

As the en bane D.C. District Court noted in Wagner v. FEC when it unanimously upheld 

the federal contractor contribution ban in 2015, "[t]he Executive Branch is ... an obvious 

site of potential corruption in the contracting process, since its agencies are the ones that 

ultimately award contracts." 793 F .3d 1, 15-16 (D.C.Cir. 2015) ( en bane) cert. denied sub 

nom. Miller v. Fed. Election Comm'n, 136 S. Ct. 895 (2016). 

Please do not hesitate to contact us if we can provide any additional information. 
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Lawrence M. Noble 
Brendan M. Fischer 
The Campaign Legal Center 
1411 K Street, NW, Suite 1400 
Washington, DC 20005 

Counsel to the Campaign Legal Center 

Campaign Legal Center, by 
Lawrence M. Noble 
1411 K Street, NW, Suite 1400 
Washington, DC 20005 
(202) 736-2200 

\ 'I- efLI. i11 r1ilC0riYut;;, :~c?.,~ 
/ '~ 

. .;Af11erinc Hinckley Kelley / 
1411 K Street, NW, Suite 14'00 
Washington, DC 20005 
(202) 736-2200 
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VERIFICATION 

The complainants listed below hereby verify that the statements made in the 

attached Complaint are, upon their information and belief, true. 

Sworn pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § I 001. 

For Complainant Campaign Legal Center 

Lawrence M. Noble 

For Complainant Catherine Hinckley Kelley 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD 

REGION 12 

GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., 

Employer, 

v. CASE 12-RC-097792 

International Union, Security, Police and 
Fire Professionals of America (SPFPA), 

Petitioner. 

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF GEO CORRECTIONS HOLDINGS, INC. 'S 
EXCEPTIONS TO THE HEARING OFFICER'S REPORT AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS ON OBJECTIONS TO ELECTION 

Pursuant to Section 102.69 of the Rules and Regulations of the National Labor Relations 

Board, Employer GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. ("GEO" or "Company") respectfully files this 

Brief in support of its Exceptions to the Hearing Officer's Report and Recommendations on 

Objections to Election ("Report") issued in the above-captioned matter. 

I. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

This matter arises out of a representation election conducted on March 20, 2013 by 

Region 12 of the National Labor Relations Board ("the Board") among employees of GEO at its 

D. Ray James Detention Facility in Georgia to determine whether the International Union, 

Security, Police and Fire Professionals of America ("SPFP A" or "Union") would become the 

employees' bargaining representative. Prior to the election, Regional Director Margaret J. Diaz 

approved a Stipulated Election Agreement ("Agreement") between GEO and the SPFPA which 

set forth the details of the election, including identifying the following job classifications that 

were eligible to vote: 
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Included: All full time and regular part time corrections officers, food service 
officers and transportation officers employed by the Employer at its facilities 
located at 3262 Highway 252, Folkston, Georgia. 

Excluded: All other employees, office clerical employees, professional 
employees and supervisors as defined in the act. 

(Stipulated Election Agreement, Board's Ex. l(i)), 

On March 27, 2013, GEO timely filed Objections to the Conduct of the Election and 

Conduct Affecting the Election. GEO's objections are as follows: 

Objection 1: SPFPA, by its agents, representatives, and/or supporters, interfered 
with the fair operation of the election process and destroyed the necessary 
laboratory conditions by coercing and intimidating employees during the critical 
period before the election, which interfered with the employees' ability to 
exercise their free and uncoerced choice in the election. 

Objection 2: During the election, and during the critical period before the 
election, SPFPA, by its agents, representatives, and/or supporters interfered with 
the fair operation of the election process and destroyed the necessary laboratory 
conditions by advising employees and GEO's designated observer that certain 
employees who were included in the unit pursuant the Stipulated Election 
Agreement were not eligible to vote in the election. 

Objection 3: During the election, one of SPFPA's designated observers 
interfered with the fair operation of the election process and destroyed the 
necessary laboratory conditions by improperly monitoring employee voting and 
discriminatorily challenging only those votes SPFP A perceived as "no" votes. 

Objection 4: During the election, one of SPFP A's designated observers abused 
the NLRB processes and intimidated employees by challenging all perceived "no" 
votes, so that employees who did not support SPFP A would be required to include 
their names on votes, thereby losing their right to a secret ballot election, which 
such conduct interfered with the employees' ability to exercise their free and 
uncoerced choice in the election and interfered with the conduct of the election. 

Objection 5: By the foregoing and other unlawful misconduct, SPFPA and its 
agents, representatives and/or supporters destroyed the necessary laboratory 
conditions and interfered with the holding of a free and fair election among the 
employees on March 20, 2013, and such conduct substantially and materially 
affected the outcome of the election. 
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On April 10, 2013, the Regional Director issued its Report on Objections and Order Directing a 

Hearing. A hearing was held in Jacksonville, Florida on April 24-27 before Hearing Officer 

Gregory Powell from Region 11. The Hearing Officer's Report, issued on May 14, 2013, 

recommended that all of the Employer's objections be overruled. GEO files these Exceptions to 

the Hearing Officer's finding that the Petitioner did not engage in objectionable conduct 

requiring the overturning of the election results and rerun of the election. 

II. BRIEF ST A TEMENT OF THE FACTS 

A. Background 

GEO is a large operator of prisons and other correctional facilities. (Tr. 20:4-11 ). 1 It has 

contracts with several state and federal agencies, such as the Federal Bureau of Prisons and 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement, Department of Homeland Security. (Id.) The D. Ray 

James Detention Facility is a secure facility and is operated pursuant to a contract with the 

Federal Bureau of Prisons. (Id.) The D. Ray James Facility houses approximately 2,800 

inmates. (Tr. 21 :1-2). 

B. The Stipulated Unit 

On February 15, 2013, more than one month prior to the election, GEO and the Union 

entered into a Stipulated Election Agreement which provided that three classifications of GEO 

employees would be permitted to vote in the election: corrections officers, food service officers, 

and transportation officers. (See Board Ex. l(i)). Corrections officers at the D. Ray James 

Detention Facility are charged with maintaining the general security of the facility. (Tr. 19: 13. 

16). These officers are posted at various stations throughout the facility, including inmate 

dormitories, the entry point, the outside grounds, the drug testing and investigation unit, and the 

1 Citations to the Report are denoted as "Report p._"; Transcript citations are denoted as "Tr._"; 
Board Exhibits are denoted as "Board Ex._" and Employer Exhibits are denoted as "Co. Ex._". 
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armory, among other locations. (Tr. 20:14-16; 21:8-13; 149:20-24; 152:4-6; 193:16-20; 200:20-

24). The officers perform varying duties, such as monitoring prisoners during recreational time 

and supervising prisoners on work duty, including but not limited to inmate grounds keeping. 

(Tr. 152:4-6, 14-16; 200:20-24). Rotation of duty post varies as some posts are rotated weekly 

and others only every few months. (Tr. 174-24). Despite varying job duties for each post, all of 

the employees are classified as corrections officers. (Tr. 152: 14-16; 193: 16-20). Accordingly, 

all the corrections officers were covered by the Stipulated Election Agreement and were eligible 

to vote in the election. 

The two remaining employee job classifications in the Stipulated Election Agreement 

were the food service officers and the transportation officers. The food service officer job duties 

include supervising inmates who are assigned to cafeteria duty and monitoring inmates during 

meal periods. (Tr. 19: 17-18). The transportation officers, who are armed at all times, are 

charged with monitoring employees while moving them on and off the secure facility. (Tr. 

19:18-20; 21:19-21). 

C. The Union's Objectionable Conduct 

In the days and weeks prior to the election, Officer Pamela Paolantonio and several 

Union supporters harassed and coerced GEO employees to vote in favor of SPFPA in the 

election. For example, in the days prior to the election, Officer Cynthia Moody was cornered by 

Officers Linda Dowling and Paolantonio in the control room on two occasions and prohibited 

from gaining access to the facility until she talked to them about the Union. (Tr. 326: 15 -

327: 18; 327: 22 - 328:25). Officer Lisa Kirkland was harassed and intimidated by Union 

supporters Officers Paolantonio, Kimberly Harmon, Amanda Newman and Elizabeth Peeples 

both on Facebook and while on her post to vote in favor of the Union. (Tr. 100:8 - 101:7; 

104:10-16; 103:18-23). Officer Laurie Zawadowicz was harassed and intimidated by Union 
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supporters in person, at work and over the Internet, and, as a result of the Union's conduct did 

not vote in the election. (Tr. 377: 18-24), 

It is undisputed that in the weeks prior to the election, several Union supporters, 

including Officers Paolantonio, Newman, and Holcomb, told the food service officers they were 

not eligible to vote, despite the fact that the Stipulated Election Agreement clearly stated that 

these employees were included in the Stipulated Unit. (Tr. 51:18-23; 276:12-22), Union election 

observer Officer Paolantonio also told GEO's election observer, Aaron Jolly, in the days prior to 

the election, that food service officers were not pennitted to vote in the election. (Tr. 28: 19 -

29:5), When Mr. Jolly disagreed, Ms. Paolantonio responded that Mr. Jolly was incorrect. (Id.) 

On the day of the election, Officer Paolantonio challenged all but two of the food service 

officers votes and defended her actions by stating she had her "marching orders." (Tr. 32:4-16). 

Although the plan to discourage food service officers from voting in the election was carried out 

by Ms. Paolantonio, and several other Union supporters within the facility, it was endorsed by 

the Local SPFP A President. Indeed, SPFPA Local President Daniel Lloyd admitted to GEO 

employee Sandra Goodwin that although the Union knew the food service officers were covered 

by the Stipulated Election Agreement, the Union challenged the food service officers because it 

was unsure of how they would vote in the election. (Co. Ex. 2). 

D. Election Results 

The election took place on March 20. The initial results of the election were 114 votes in 

favor of the Union, 85 votes against the Union, 31 votes challenged, and 31 employees did not 

vote. (Tr. 22:9-15). Of the challenges, 30 were entered by the Union and one was entered by the 

Board Agent. The Union and GEO were able to resolve some of the challenges resulting in the 

final tally being 117 votes in favor of the Union; 102 votes against the Union, 11 votes remaining 

challenged, and 31 employees did not vote. (Tr. 22:9-15). GEO filed these objections as a result 
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of the Union supporters' conduct on the day of and immediately prior to the election. 

III. ARGUMENT 

The above facts prove a pattern of deceptive and manipulative conduct proliferated by 

Union agents and third-party SPFP A supporters who unlawfully influenced the outcome of the 

election. These employees actively spread false rumors about voting eligibility and harassed and 

intimidated employees to support the Union, thereby interfering with the election process in an 

effort to ensure a higher turnout of pro-Union employees. 

In spite of irrefutable record evidence demonstrating numerous instances of Union 

misconduct during the critical period which affected the results of the election, the Hearing 

Officer overruled each of GEO's Objections. Upon close examination, it is evident that the 

Report is fraught with erroneous conclusions. The Hearing Officer misapplied controlling law 

concerning agency status and the standard for third-party conduct, and failed to give due 

consideration to testimony he credited from Company witnesses. In light of these faulty 

conclusions, the Board must reverse the Hearing Officer's findings, set aside the election results, 

and order a new election. 

A. The Hent·ing Officer Enoneously Concluded that Officer Pameln 
Paolantonio's Conduct did not Reasonably Tend to Interfere with 
Employees' Free and Uncoerced Choice in the Election. 

1. The Hearing Officer Erroneously Concluded that Officer Pamela 
Paolantonio was not a Union Agent. 

GEO excepts to the Hearing Officer's conclusion that Union Election Observer Pamela 

Paolantonio was not a Union agent. (Report p. 5). The Hearing Officer's contention that Ms. 

Paolantonio could not be a SPFP A agent because she was not employed by the Union and did 

not admit to being directed by the Union simply ignores the legal standards for determining 

whether an individual is an agent of the Union. (Id.) 
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In deciding whether an individual is an agent of the Union, the Board applies common 

law agency principles. Dr. Rico Perez Products, 353 NLRB 452, 463 (2008). Courts have 

concluded that under the National Labor Relations Act (the "Act"), agency principles must be 

expansively construed, particularly when questions of union responsibility are presented. Pratt 

Towers, Inc., 338 NLRB No. 8, slip op. at 12 (2002). The question of whether the specific acts 

performed were actually authorized or subsequently ratified by the Union is not controlling; 

rather, the final inquiry is always whether the amount of association between the Union and the 

employee organizers is significant enough to justify charging the Union with the conduct. See 

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, 343 NLRB 1486, 1498 (2004). If there is 

apparent authority or a reasonable basis for the belief that the union authorized the alleged agent 

to perform the acts in question, then agency principles impute liability to the union. Bloomfield 

Health Care Center, 352 NLRB 252, 256 (2008). When the individuals committing misconduct 

are union agents, the Board will set aside the election results when the conduct "reasonably 

tend[ed) to interfere with the employees' free and uncoerced choice in the election." Id. 

Notably, during the three-day hearing, the Union did not refute GEO's evidence that 

Officer Paolantonio was instrumental in discouraging food service officers from voting, 

recruiting employees to sign Union authorization cards and attend union events, challenging 

employees covered both by the Stipulated Election Agreement and the _Excelsior List, and asking 

GEO employees how they planned to vote. (Tr. 32:4-16; 102:12-21; 103:12-17; 312:21-25; 

363:18-24; 423:15 - 424:4). 103:11-15; Tr. 423:11-23). Such actions gave GEO employees 

reasonable basis to believe Ms. Paolantonio acted as an agent of the Union. See Beaird-Poulan 

Division, Emerson Electric Co., 247 NLRB 1365, 1380-01 (1980) ("Alone among the union 

adherents, Williams enjoyed a position in which employees looked to him as a spokesman for the 
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Union when he pm-ported to speak on its behalf Williams helped to initiate the campaign ... he 

was looked upon by the employees as a person who spoke with inside infonnation and some 

degree of authority. Therefore, Williams can fairly be considered as a Union agent in making 

such statements."). See Cornell Forge Company and International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, 

339 NLRB 733, **5 (2003) (in-plant organizers may be agents of the union when they serve as 

the primary conduits for communication between the union and other employees or are 

substantially involved in the election campaign). Furthermore, the Union confirmed that Ms. 

Paolantonio was an agent of the Union when the Local President condoned Ms. Paolantonio's 

actions and told Officer Goodwin the SPFPA challenged the food service officers because the 

Union did not know how they would vote. See Kitchen Fresh, Inc. v. NLRB, 716 F.2d 351, 355 

(6th Cir. I 983) (an individual can be held to be a union agent if the union instigated, authorized, 

solicited, ratified, condoned, or adopted the individual's actions or statements or clothed the 

individual with apparent authority to act on behalf of the union); see also NLRB v. L&J Equip. 

Co. Inc., 745 F.2d 224,233 (3rd Cir. 1984) (agency relationship exists between an employee and 

a union if "the union cloaked the employee with sufficient authority to create a perception among 

the rank-and-file that the employee acts on behalf of the union" and did not repudiate the 

employee's statements or actions). 

The Hearing Officer's Report all but ignored testimony from GEO's witnesses that 

demonstrated Officer Paolantonio acted with apparent authority to represent the Union. 

However, the subjective view among employees about whether an employee is a representative 

of a union is relevant to the analysis. Battle Creek Health Sys., 341 NLRB No. 882, 894 (2004). 

Here, the evidence supports a finding that GEO employees reasonably believed Ms. Paolantonio 

was an agent for the Union. For example, Officer Jolly testified that when Officer Paolantonio 
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challenged all but two of the food service officers' votes, she defended her actions to by stating 

she had her "marching orders," which he understood to mean the Union told her who to 

challenge. (Tr. 32:4-16). Ms. Paolantonio similarly told Officer Paul Degener that she 

challenged his vote because she had her "marching orders," which he understood to mean the 

Union told her who to challenge. (Tr. 312:21-25). She also told Brandi Manning she was "just 

doing my job" by challenging Ms. Manning's vote, which Ms. Manning understood to mean the 

Union told Ms. Paolantonio who to challenge. (Tr. 363:18-24). In addition, Darryl Mendyk 

testified that he believed Ms. Paolantonio received her objections list from the Union. (Tr. 199 :3-

13). Christina Davis testified that the "Union Director," meaning Ms. Paolantonio, told her prior 

to the election that the food service officers' votes would be challenged. (Tr. 236:1-7). Finally, 

Laurie Zawadowicz testified Ms. Paolantonio repeatedly questioned her as to why she did not 

attend Union meetings. (Tr. 371:14-25). 

In sum, the Hearing Officer erroneously held that Ms. Paolantonio was not a Union 

agent. The clear preponderance of the relevant evidence demonstrates that Paolantonio was an 

authorized agent acting on behalf of the Union, and that employees reasonably understood her to 

be the same. 

2. The Hearing Officer Improperly Analyzed the Conduct of Ms. 
Paolantonio under the "Third-Party" Conduct Standard. 

The Hearing Officer's conclusion that Ms. Paolantonio was a third-party rather than a 

Union agent taints his analysis of her conduct. Where misconduct is attributable to third parties 

the Board will overturn an election only if the misconduct is "so aggravated as to create a general 

atmosphere of fear and reprisal rendering a free election impossible." Westwood Horizons Hotel, 

270 NLRB 802, 803 (1984). Certainly this standard sets the bar mu~h higher for parties seeking 

to overturn election results, as compared to the agency standard outlined above. This standard is 
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more restrictive, and fundamentally different than the agency standard, which again requires only 

that the comments and actions by the Union agents "reasonably tend[ed] to interfere with the 

employees' free and uncoerced choice in the election." Bloomfield Health Care Center, 352 

NLRB at 256. 

3. Ms. Paolantonio's Conduct Interfered with the Employees' Free and 
Uncoerced Choice in the Election. 

The Board takes a hardline approach toward improper behavior by an agent of a party to 

the election. Orleans Mfg. Co., 120 NLRB 630, 633 (1958). "A free and fair choice is 

impossible if the atmosphere surrounding the election is poisoned by coercive conduct which 

induces employees to base their vote not upon conviction, but 'upon fear or ... any other 

improperly induced consideration.'" NLRB v. L&J Equip. Co., Inc., 745 F.2d 224, 236 (5th Cir. 

1984). The Board has long recognized that coercive or intimidating conduct that destroys 

laboratory conditions, and interferes with employees' free and uncoerced choice in the election, 

warrants overturning an election. Sewell Mfg. Co., 1962 NLRB Lexis 147, *11 (1962); Baja's 

Place, Inc., 268 NLRB 868 (1984). 

Here, Officer Paolantonio sought to prevent the food service officers from voting in the 

election by intentionally telling them, up through the actual date of the election, that they were 

not eligible to vote. (Tr. 351:21-352:5), Officer Paolantonio likewise intimidated her coworkers 

in an effort to coerce them to vote for the Union. To that end, in the days prior to the election, 

Ms. Paolantonio cornered Officer Moody in the control room of the facility on two occasions and 

prohibited her from gaining access to the facility until Ms. Moody agreed to discuss the Union. 

(Tr. 326:15 - 327:18; 327: 22 - 328:25). During these meetings, Officer Paolantonio quoted 

scripture to Ms. Moody in an effort to intimidate her and told Ms. Moody she would be left 

behind and not protected if she failed to support the Union. (Tr. 328:16-25). The harassment 
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made Ms. Moody concerned for her safety while at work. (Tr. 330: 18-23). Ms. Paolantonio also 

made sexually explicit and inappropriate comments to Officer Wessinger to intimidate her to 

vote for the Union, stating "you need to get off of your knees and get your own opinion. You 

need to vote yes." (Tr. 135:6-21). Finally, Ms. Paolantonio harassed and intimidated several 

other employees, including Officer Lisa Kirkland, to vote for the Union. (Tr. 102:12-21; 103:5-

15, 104:10-21). 

The Hearing Officer also wrongly concluded that Ms. Paolantonio's challenges of 17 

food service officers and 5 corrections officers were reasonable and for cause. (Report p. 6, 7, 

11, 13, 14, 16). In reaching this determination, the Hearing Officer indicated that Ms. 

Paolantonio challenged the corrections officers working in grounds services "because she did not 

believe these two men were corrections officers," challenged the corrections officer working in 

the armory "because he basically repaired locks and assisted food service officers in the chow 

hall facility," and challenged food service officers because they wore different colored uniforms 

than Paolantonio did. (Report at 16). Importantly, Ms. Paolantonio never testified at the hearing 

and her reasoning for challenging the employees is nowhere on the record. Accordingly, the 

Hearing Officer's conclusions are based purely on his own speculation and conjecture regarding 

Ms. Paolantonio's motives. 

Ms. Paolantonio's aforementioned conduct interfered with these employees' free and 

uncoerced choice in the election and, because Ms. Paolantonio is ari agent of the Union, 

warranted overturning the election. Because the Hearing Officer analyzed the conduct of Ms. 

Paolantonio under the incorrect - and more severe - third-party actor legal standard, his analysis 

and conclusions must be set aside, 
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B. The Hearing Officer Erroneously Concluded that the Conduct of Third~ 
Party Union Supporters did not Create a General Atmosphere of Fear and 
Reprisal Rendering a Free Election Impossible. 

GEO excepts to the Hearing Officer's finding that the conduct of third-party Union 

supporters Harmon, Smith, Peeples, Newman and Huggins did not create an atmosphere of fear· 

and reprisal among GEO's employees. (Report at 12). The Hearing Officer concluded that there 

was no basis to set aside the election because the employees made no threats of bodily harm. 

(Report at I 0). However, there is no such requirement that a third-party threaten physical bodily 

hann to employees or their families to set aside an election. Indeed, the Board has reversed 

elections for third-party conduct short of threatening physical harm. See Smithers Tire & Auto. 

Testing, 308 NLRB 72, 73 (l 992)(sustaining an Employer's objections and ordering a new 

election after pro-union employees threatened to flatten the tires of employee's automobile), 

"Realistically speaking, and in order to near if not arrive at the highly desired laboratory 

conditions for an election, this is the most workable approach. Parties to an election and their 

well wishers are thus put on notice that prohibited conduct engaged in by anyone may forfeit an 

election. This then will serve to put a premium on proper deportment by all parties." Teamsters 

Local 980 (Landis Morgan), 177 NLRB 579, 584 (1969). Conduct which violates the Act is, a 

fortiori, conduct which interferes with an election unless it is so de minimis that it is virtually 

impossible to conclude that the violation could have affected the results of the election. 

Airstream. Inc., 304 NLRB 151, 152 (1991); Dal-Tex Optical Co., 137 NLRB 1782, 1786 

(1962). Therefore, prohibited conduct, including improper deportment, engaged in by anyone 

may forfeit an election . .Landis Morgan, 177 NLRB at 584. 

GEO further excepts to the Hearing Officer's findings that only one employee testified 

that altercations with the Union were heated. (Report at 9). During the hearing, multiple GEO 

employees, including Officers Wessinger, Grayson, Kirkland, Moody and Zawadowicz, testified 
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that they were harassed and intimidated to vote for the Union by Officers Paolantonio, Smith, 

Newman, Huggins, and Peeples. Surprisingly, the Hearing Officer's Report did not address the 

testimony of any of these witnesses. (Report at 9). The flaw is critical to the Hearing Officer's 

Report. Officers Kirkland, Moody and Wessinger each testified that the actions of the Union 

supporters caused them to fear for their safety and protection from inmates at work. (Tr. 370: 16 

- 371:6; 372:23 - 373:15; 375:10-17; 375:23 -376:3; 104:17-25; 330:2-23). Officers Kirkland 

and Grayson both testified that they were bullied and harassed by the Union supporters on 

Facebook and at work. (Tr. 57:17 - 76:11; 104:10-21). Officers Moody, Grayson, Kirkland, 

Wessinger and Shawn Woods each testified that Union supporters confronted them regarding the 

votes and subsequently belittled them, called them names, or threatened them with isolation. (Tr. 

54:14 - 55:11; 75:17 - 76:11; 135:8 - 136:9; 222:2-23). In addition, the Union supporters 

vandalized the property of Officer Berke, a known opponent of the Union. (Tr. 120:2-10; 

124: 13-25). 

Moreover, contrary to the Hearing Officer's findings, rumors of these acts of intimidation 

and vandalism were widely disseminated at the facility, and several employees testified that they 

were aware of the constant harassment of employees. (Tr. 105:6-25; 309:10-21; 320:1-9; 346:22 

- 347: 14). Officers Gordon and Moody testified that they were concerned that in the event of an 

emergency at the facility, Union supporters would refuse to assist those employees who did not 

vote for the Union. (Tr. I 04: 11-23; 347:3~8). The Union supporters' conduct had a significant 

effect on the election and caused Officers Zawadowicz and Porschia Fluker not to vote in the 

election. (Tr. 80:23 - 81:4; 377:6-24). If these two Officers did not vote due to the Union's 

conduct, the Region cannot say with certainty that the other 31 Officers who did not vote - a 

number which could have affected the outcome of the election - did not do so because of the 
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Union's harassment and intimidation. 

C. The Hearing Officer Erroncouslv Concluded that the Union's Attempts to 
Prohibit Food Service Officers from Votint! did not Disturb the Laboratorv 
Conditions of the Election. 

GEO excepts to the Hearing Officer's conclusion that the attempts of the Union and its 

third-party supporters to inhibit food service officers and several corrections officers from voting 

in the election did not disturb the election results. (Report at 6, 7, 11, 15). At the hearing, the 

Union did not deny that it intentionally told food service officers they were ineligible to vote, nor 

did it present any witnesses to refute or explain the admission from SPFPA Local President 

Daniel Lloyd, that SPFPA only challenged the food service officers because it was unsure of 

how those Officers planned to vote. The Union did not deny that it challenged only the ballots of 

perceived no voters in an effort to intimidate those other non-Union supporters from voting in 

the election. Incredibly, despite these tacit admissions of a Union-endorsed plan to 

disenfranchise voters, the Hearing Officer concluded that these actions did not affect the course 

of the election, and therefore did not merit setting the election results aside. (Report p. 12, 16). 

In support of his conclusion, the Hearing Officer first determined that food service 

officers could not have been inhibited from voting based on the Union's actions for two reasons: 

( 1) during the time period prior to the election "there was an issue as to which job classifications 

would be included in the bargaining unit;" and (2) the Company held meetings and sent letters to 

the bargaining unit members disabusing them of the Union's misinformation. (Report at 6, 7). 

The first reason is factually inaccurate. The parties entered into the Stipulated Election 

Agreement on February 15, more than one month prior to the election. The Agreement clearly 

stated that the unit included "corrections officers, food service officers, and transportation 

officers." (Board Ex. 1 (i)). Thus there was no dispute regarding the bargaining unit during the 

critical period prior to the election, other than the one falsely created by the Union. As to the 
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second reason, although it is true that the Company communicated to food service officers that 

they were permitted to vote, it does not follow that the Union's conduct could not have 

compromised the results of the election. Indeed, despite the fact that the Company made several 

efforts to clarify voter eligibility, the Union repeatedly undermined those efforts. After Officer 

Gordon received clarification from a supervisor that he could vote in the election, Ms. 

Paolantonio repeated to him that food service officers would not be allowed to vote, and, if he 

voted, she would challenge his ballot and it would be rejected. (Tr. 349: 18 - 350:8). On a 

separate occasion three days prior to the election, Officer Huggins told Officer Grayson that she 

was not allowed to vote in the election and if she voted, the Union would challenge her vote so 

she would not be counted. (Tr. 58: 13 - 54:22). Union supporters continued to tell Food Services 

Officers they were ineligible to vote up to and on the date of the election. (Tr. 35 l :21 - 352:5). 

Thus, it is quite probable that the remaining food service officers who did not vote in election did 

so because they were uncertain of their eligibility and concerned their votes would be 

challenged. 

The Hearing Officer also erred when he determined that Union's confessed conduct could 

not have affected the outcome of the election because the Union followed all of the proper 

procedures for challenging ballots. (Report p. 16). This conclusion overlooks that the Union, 

through its Local President, admitted to strategically challenging all perceived "no" votes. (See 

Co. Ex. 2). Although the Board's procedures may permit parties to challenge votes, it certainly 

cannot condone challenging employees in bad faith to sway an election or disenfranchise voters. 

That is precisely what the Union did here. The Union's strategy to disenfranchise voters was 

successful as evidenced by Officer Zawadowicz's testimony that she did not vote in the election 

because of this conduct. (Tr. 377:6-24). 
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Importantly, the Board has made clear that the success or failure of the Union's conduct 

does not determine whether there has been improper interference with employees' Section 7 

rights. Garment Workers, ILGWU (.Q~.Qrgetown Dress Corp.), 214 NLRB 706 (1974). Rather, 

the misconduct is measured by whether it might interfere with, restrain or coerce employees in 

the exercise of the rights guaranteed them in the Act. Id., see also Steelworkers. Local Union 

550, 223 NLRB 854, 855 (1976). Because the Union's conduct might have interfered with or 

restrained the food service officers' Section 7 rights, the election must be set aside. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

For all the foregoing reasons, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. respectfully requests that 

the Region decline to adopt the Hearing Officer's Report and Recommendations, that it sustain 

the Employer's Objections, and that it order a second election. 

By: 

Date: May 28, 2013 

Respectfully submitted, 

LITTLER MENDELSON, P.C. 

~/Zr1 1h 11.t,vn l t-& /~,;;r 
~M. Branciforte I 
Jennifer Thomas 
Littler Mendelson, P.C. 
1150 17th Street, NW, Suite 900 
Washington, DC 20036 
(202) 842-3400 phone 
(202) 842-0011 fax 
Jbranciforte@littler.com 
Jwthomas@littler.com 

Counsel for Employer 
GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 
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Elizabeth Staggs Wilson, Bar No. 183160 
Michelle Rapop_o1t Bar No. 247459 
LITTLER MENDbLSON, P.C. 
633 West 5th Street 
63rd Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
Telephone: 213.443.4300 
Fax No.: 213.443.4299 

Attorneys for Defendants 
THE GEO GROUPA INC. D/B/ A GEO 
CALIFORNIA INc., GEO 
CORRECTIONS HOLDINGS, INC., AND 
GEO CORRECTIONS AND DETENTION, 
LLC . 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

VICTOR LOPEZ on behalf of 
himself and on behalf of all other 
similarly situated individuals, 

Plaintiff, 

V. 

THE GEO GROUP INC. D/B/A 
GEO CALIFORNIA, IN~.; GEO 
CORRECTIONS HOLDI1"lGS. 
INC.; GEO CORRECTIONS AND 
DETENTION, LLC; and DOES 1-
50, inclusjve, 

Defendants. 

Cl\fs11tf·-66 ~ o ~<;;VVL: ·~ 
DECLARA noN" 6F MICHELLE 
RAPOPORT IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' NOTICE OF 

I REMOVAL 

COMPLAINT FILED: July 22, 2014 

21 I, Michelle Rapoport, declare as follows: 

22 1. I am an attorney at law duly licensed to practice in the State of 

23 California. I am an Associate with the law firm of Littler Mendelson, P.C., counsel of 

24 record for defendants The GEO Group, Inc., d/b/a GEO California, Inc., GEO 

25 Corrections Holdings, Inc., and GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC ("Defendants") 

26 in this action, and make this declaration in support of Defendants' Notice of Removal. 

27 All of the information set forth herein is based on my personal knowledge and, if 

28 called as a witness, I could competently testify thereto. 
umER MENDELSON, P.C, 

633 Wesl 51h Sboo\ 
63'dF!oo< 

LosAngel'9,CA 00071 DECLARATION OF MICHELLE RAPOPORT ISO DEFENDANTS' NOTICE OF REMOVAL 
213443.4300 
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2. On July 22, 2014, Plaintiff filed an unverified Class Action Complaint 

2 for Violations of the California Labor Code and Wage Orders, and California 

3 Business and Professions Code§§ 17200, et seq. in the Superior Court of California in 

4 and for the County of Los Angeles (Case No, BC 552481 ). Attached hereto as Exhibit 

5 A is a true and correct copy of Plaintiff's Summons and Complaint in this matter. 

6 3. On July 24, 2014, Plaintiff filed the Proof of Service of Summons in the 

7 Superior Court of California in and for the County of Los Angeles. 

8 4. Defendants filed their Answer to the Complaint in the Superior Court of 

9 the State of California in and for the County of Los Angeles on August 21, 2014, a 

IO true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

11 5. Defendants filed a Notice of Errata to Defendants' Answer to the 

12 Complaint in the Superior Court of the State of California in and for the County of 

13 Los Angeles on August 22, 2014, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto 

14 as Exhibit C. 

15 6. On August 22, 2014, Defendants will file with the Clerk for the Superior 

16 Court for the State of California in and for the County of Los Angeles a Notice to 

17 State Court of Removal to Federal Court in this action, together with a copy of 

18 Defendants' Notice to Federal Court of Removal. A true and correct copy of the 

19 Notice to State Court of Removal to Federal Court is attached hereto as Exhibit D. 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
LITTLER MENDELSON. P.C. 

633 Wes\ 5th Strvel 
63rdFIOOI 

Loe ,v,gelos, CA 90071 
213.4•3 4300 

7. This declaration sets forth all the process, pleadings, and orders filed or 

to be filed (to Defendants' current knowledge) in this action to the present date. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of 

America that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed this 22nd day of August 2014, at Los Angeles, California. 

2. 
DECLARATION OF MlCHELLE RAPOPORT ISO DEFENDANTS' NOTICE OF REMOVAL 
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Eric D. Rouen, Esq. (SBN 242341) 
TH B DOWf'ltY LAW FIRM, LLC ( 0/ Counsel) 
P.O. Box 1021 
Unionville, PA 19375 
Tel: (610) 324-2848 
Pax: (610) 813-4579 

Cf00C{5 
A(,0'2L\ 

PILED 
Superior Oourt of Oalifornla 

Countv of Los Anoe/es 

JUL 2 2 2014 
SherriR.% & . 
lly_ ,,,er, '~Officcr/Cl,ik 

u.,.. 10 _, lltpu1y 

downey1ustice@gm all .com 

Attorneys for Plaintiff and the proposed Class QC,, W 1."\1.-t;'-< 
'Q.-3\ \ s 'f\~l.'t--!1..0 . IN 

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

) Case No, BC552481 VICTOR LOPEZ, on behalfofhimselfand on 
behalf of all other similarly situated individuals, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

THE GEO GROUP, INC. D/B/A GEO ) 

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT FOR 
VIOLATIONS OF THE CALIFORNIA 
LABOR CODE AND WAGE ORDERS, 
AND CALIFORNIA BUSINESS AND 
PROFESSIONS CODE §§17200, et seq. 

CALIFORNIA, INC,; GEO CORRECTIONS ) 
HOLDINGS, !NC,; GEO CORRECTIONS AND ) DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
DETENTION, LLC; and DOES 1-50, inclusive, ) 

Defenda:nts_. _ _ __ _ ) 

Plaintiff, on behalfofhimselfand all other slmi;arly situated indiv!~ual~Xn ,~~tion 

and belief and the investigation of counsel, alleges as follows: 

INTRODUCTION 

1, This is a class action against The GEO Group, Inc. d/b/a GEO California, Inc., 

GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC, and Does 1-50 

(collectively "GEO" or "Oefendants") to ch,,Jlenge their policy and practice of requiring their non-

exempt employees to work substantial amounts of time without pay and failing to provide their 

non-exempt employees with the tncal and rest periods to which they are entitled by law afjrj ! 
facilities in California. g 5? c; jij@ ~ e ] 

2. Plaintiff and Class Members arc non-exempt, hourly ernployeeJ? fffc8 ·· v, :? ::' .. !>Ir, 
Defendants' wage compensation syst~m, Defendants do not pay Plaintiff and Class Membef,l -~ 1-g 

~JN 

all required pre-shift work activities that are necessary and integral to their overall employrifo}lt@ 

• 1 -

,_. 
0 .... 
(;J .... 

:.;. 
co ,,,, "',,,, 1t 

0 0 O t./ 1----------,------,.----,-:,:-:::---=.,.,..,.,-=----,-,--~:c..-~"'---"'f:C,r-.,d--
CL,ASS ACTION COMPL.MNHOR V!Ot,ATIONS OP CALIT'ORNIA LA~ §')8£ 0 

Lopez. v. The OEO Group, Inc, d/b/aOEO Callfomls, l~c., et a/, 

Exhibit A 
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responsibilities, such as submitting to searches fol' banned materials. 

3. The lime that Defendants require their employees to work without compensation is 

substantial, and deprives Plaintiff and Class Members of many hours' worth of wages (both 

straight-time and overtime) per Week: Addltlonally, since employees must arrive at work cal'ly to 

submit to unpaid searches, employees are not afforded a meal period within tivo hours of the start 

of work activities, Also, if employees leave Defendants' facllltles during their meal or rest 

periods, they must submit to a search during such periods before remrni ng to work. 

4. As a result of these violations, Defendants are also liable for various other pen allies 

under the Labor Code, and for violation the Unfair Business Practices Act (''UCL"), Business and 

Professions Code§§ I 7200, et seq, 

5. Plaintiff seeks full compensation on behalf of himself and all others simlh.irly 

situated for all unpaid wages, unpaid overtime, denied meal and rest periods, and walling time 

penalties. Plaintiff further seek penalties, on behalf of himself and the proposed California-law 

Class, for Defendants' vlolations of the Labor Code and California Industrial Welfare Commission 

("TWC") wage orders, as set forth belO\\'., Plaintiff also seeks declaratory and injunctive relief, 

including restitution. Finally, Plalntiffseeks reasonable attorneys' fees and costs under the 

California Labor Code, California Code of Civil Procedure § I 021.5, and/or other applicable law. 

PARTIES 

6. :Plaintiff, Victor Lopez, had been employed by Defendants at their McFarland, 

California correctional facility within the statutory period in this case. Plaintiff is a resident of 

Kern County, Cnllfomia, 

7. Defendant, The GEO Group, Inc, d/b/a GEO California, Inc., is a Florida 

corporation, and at all times relevant to this complaint has been, upon information and belief, an 

operator ofcorrectional, detention and community re-entry facilities in California with a principal 

place of business In Los Angeles County. 

8. Defendant, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., is a Florida corporation, and at all 

times relevant to this complaint has been, upon lnfonnat!on and belief, an operator of correctional, 

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT FOR VIOLATIONS Of CALJl'ORNIA LABOR CODE 
Lope,: v. Tho GEO Oroup, Jno. d/bla GEO California, Inc .. ,, al. 
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detention and community re•entry facilities In California. 

9. Defendant, GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC, is a Florida l!m ited II ability 

company, and at all times relevant to this complaint has been, upon information and belief, an 

operator of correctional, detention and communlt-y re-entry facilities in California. 

10, The true names and capacities, whether individual, corporate, associate, or 

otherwise of.Does 1-50, Inclusive, are unknown to Plaintiff, who therefore sues the Doe 

Defendants by fictitious names, Plaintiff is informed, believes, and thereon alleges that each of 

these fictitiously-named Defendants is responsible In some manner for the occurrcmcl.ls and 

Plaintiff's and the Class' damages as herein alleged, Plalntiffwill amend this.Complaint to show 

their true names and capacities when they have been ascertained, 

11. At all relevant tlm es, upon information and be! fef, Defendants have done bus I ness 

under the Jaws of Callfornla, have had places of business in California, Including in this judicial· 

district, and have employed Class Members in this judicial district, At all relevant times, 

Defendants have exercised control over the wages, hours and/or working ·conditions of Plaintiff 

and Class Members, suffered or pennitted Plaintfffond Class Members to work, and/or engaged 

Plaintiff and Class Members, thereby creating II common law employment relationship. 

Defendants are "persons" as defined in California Labor Code §18 and California Busfoess and 

Professions Code § l 720 l. Defendants are also "employers'' as that tenn ls used in the California 

Labor Code and the IWC's Orders regulating wages, hours and working conditions. 

JURISDICTION 

\2. This Court hasJurisdictloo over Plaintiff's and Class Members' ch!.ims for unpaid 

wages and denied meal and rest periods pursuant to the California Labor Code, in•c_luding Labor 

Code §§218 and 1194, and the wage orders of the IWC. Jurisdiction Is proper in this Court 

because alleged damages exceed $25,000,00 and because Plaintiff seeks equitable relief. 

13, This Court has Jurisdiction over Plaintiff's and Class Members' claims for 

injunctive relief, including restitution of earneii wages and benefit's, which are the money and 

property of Plalntlfl' and Class Members, arising from Defendants' unfair competition under 

-3-

CLASS ACTION COMPl,AINT l'OR VJOLATlONS OF CALIFORNIA LABOR CODE 
Lopez. v, The OEO Group, Jnc. cl/b/a 0£0 Callfomfa, Inc,, ~, al. 
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Business & Professions Code §§ 17203 and 17204. This Court also has jurisdiction over Plaintiff's 

and Class Members' claims for penalties in violation of the Labor Code pursuant to Business and 

Professions Code § l 7202, as well as pursuant to the applicable Labor Code provisions. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

14, The policies and practices of Defendants, including failure to pay for all hours 

worked, the fni.Jure to pay overtime wages, failure to afford legalty-compl!ant meal and rest 

periods, and failure to pay wages upon termination of employment, at all relevant times have been 

substantially similar for Plaintiff and Class Members. 

15. At the beginning of each work day, prior to the start of paid time, Plaintiff and . 

Class Members spend substantial amounts oftime, for which they are not compensated, waiting to 

be searched, and being searched, for banned materials. As a result of this required, 

uncompensated work activity which must be performed prior to the start of paid t{me, employees 

regularly are forced to arrive at Defendants' facilities well before the start of their shifts a.nd are 

not credited for all time spent working on behalf·of Defendants. 

I 6. Defendants uniformly failed to afford Plaintiff and Class Members the opportunity 

~o take duty-free 30-minute meal periods within 5 hours of the start ofwor\c activities. Even 

assuming that meal periods commenced within 5 hours of the start of paid time, which they 

uniformly did not, Defendants required Plaintiff and Class Members to subrn it to searches if they 

left Defendants' facilities, meal periods were not duty•free as req\.lired'by law. Defendants 

continued to exercise control over Plaintiff and Class Memb_ers during meal periods. Therefore, 

Plaintiff and Class Members were denied the opportunity to ta.ke legally-compliant 30-minute 

meal periods. 

17. Plaintiff and Class Members were provided IO-minute rest periods, However, since 

Defendants required Plaintiff and Class Members to submit to searches if they left Defendants' 

facilities, rest periods were not duty-free as required by law. Defo_ndants continued to exercise 

control over Plnintiffand Class Members during rest periods. Therefore, Plaintiff and Class 

Members we1·e denied the opportUnlty to take legally-compliant ten-minute rest periods. 

-4-
Cl,ASS ACTION COMPLAINT FOR VIOLATIONS Of CAl.lfORNl/\ LABOR CODE. 

Lopez v. Th~ <:JEO Croup, Inc. d/b/a OEO California, Inc., st al. 
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18, Defendants' unlawful conduct has been widespread, repeated, and willful 

throughout their California facilities, Defendants knew, or should have known, that their policies 

and practices have been unlawful and unfair. 

CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS 

19, Plaintiff brings this case as a class action on behalf of himself and all others 

6 similarly situated pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure ("CCP") §382. The Class that 

7 Plaintiff seeks to represent is defined as follows: 

8 All Individuals who are currently employed, or former!)' have been employed, as 

9 nonexempt hourly employees at Defendants' facilities in California, at any lime within four_years 

10 prior to the fillng of the original complaint until resolution of this action. 

II 20. Class Members are so numerous thatjoinder is impracticable. Although the exact 

12 number of Class Membe.rs is unknown to Plaintiff, Plaintiff avers, upon infom,ation and belief, 

13 that the Class includes hundreds, if not thousands, of employees. 

14 2 I, This action has been brought and may properly be maintained as a class action 

15 under CCP §382 because there ls II well-defined community of interest in the litigation and the 

16 proposed class is easily ascertainable, 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

22. 

following: 

Questions ~flaw and fact common to the Class include, but are not limited to, the 

i. Whether Defendants, through their policy of requiring their non-exempt 

hourly employees to perform substantial work prior to the start of paid time, 

failed to pay Class Members all of the wages they are owed in violation of 

the California Labor Code; 

ii. Whether Defendants, through their policy of requiring their non-exempt 

hourly employees to perform substantial work prior to the start of paid time, 

failed to pay Class Members all of the overtime wages they are owed in 

violation of the California Labor Code; 

iii. Whether Defendants, through their policy of requiring their non-exempt 

-S -
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hourly employees to perform substantial work prior to the start of paid time, 

failed to pay Class Members all of the overtime wages they are owed in 

violation ofBusiness and Professions Code§ 17200 et seq,; 

iv, Whether Defend on ts, through their policy of requiring their non-exernp\ 

hourly employees to perform substantial work prior to the start of paid work 

time rc:su lted In Plaintiff ~nd Class Members not being afforded their first 

meal period within 5 hours of the start of work activities; 

v. Whether Dc:fendanls, through their policy ofrequiring their non-exempt 

hourly employees to work in excess of five hours per day without affording 

a duty-free 30•minute meal period, failed to afford Class Members with the 

meal periods to which they are entitled In violation of Business and 

Professions Code §17200 et seq,; 

vi. Whether Defendants, through their policy of requiring employees to submit 

to searches during meal periods if they left Defendants' facilities resulted In 

a failure to afford Plaintiffs and Class Members with duty-free 30-minute 

meal periods in violation of the California Labor Code; 

vii, Whether Defendants, through their policy ofrequiring their non-exempt 

hourly employees to submit to searches during rest periods if they left 

Defendants' facilities, failed to afford Plaintiff and Class Members the 

opportunity to takll duty-free t~n-minute rest periods is in violation oflhe 

California Labor Code; 

viii. Whether Defendants' systemic failure to afford Plaintiff and Class Members 

off-duty meal perlods and rest periods was an unlawful, unfair or fraudulent 

business act or practice in vlola[ion of Business and Professions Code§ 

17200 et seq.; 

ix, Whether Defendants pay, work and meal• and rest-period policies were in 

violation of Business and Professions Code § 17200 et seq.; 

. 6-
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x. Whether Defendants' policy and practice of failing to pay Class M;mbers 

all wages due upon the end of their employment violated the C11llfomia 

Labor Code; 

xi. Whether Defendanls' potrcy of failing to record all hours worked, and 

failing to record and compensate non-compliant meal and rest periods, 

resulted in Plaintiff and Class Members being paid with non-comp la.int 

wage statements in violation ofthe California Labor Code; and 

x:li. Whether Defendants' policy and practice of falling to pay Class Members 

all wages due upon the end ofthi::lr employment has been an unlawful, 

unfair or fraudulent business ac~ or practice in violation of Business and 

Professions Code§ 17200 ~I seq. 

2J. Typicality; Plaintiff's claims are typical of the cl a.I ms of the Class, Defendants' 

common course of conduct in violation oflaw ns alleged herein has caused Plaintiff and Class 

Members to sustain the same or similar injuries and damages. Plaintiff's cl~ims are thereby 

representative of and co-extensive with the claims of the Class, 

24. Adequacy of Representation: Plaintiff is a member of the Class, does not have any 

conflicts of interest with other Class Members, and will prosecute the case vigorously on behalf of. 

the Class. Counsel representing Plaintiff and the Class are competent and experienced in litigating 

large employment class actions, Including large minimum-wage and overtime class actions. 

.Plaintiff will fairly and adequately represent and protect the interests of Class Members. 

25, Superiority of Class Action: A class action is superior to other available mean~ for 

the fair and efficient adjudication of this controversy. Individual joinder of all Class Members is 

not practicable, and questions oflaw and fact common to the Class predominate: over any 

questions affecting only individual Class Members, Each Class Member has been damaged and is 

entitled to recovery by reason of Defendants' illegal policies and/or practices. Class action 

treatment will allow those similarly situated persons lo litigate their claims in the mnnner that is 

most efficient and economical for the parties and the judicial system. 

-7-
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FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 

Failure to Pay Minimum Wages 

(Against All De£end1mts) 

26. Plainti~ re-alleges and incorporates the foregoing paragraphs as though ful ty set 

forth herein, 

27. .From lit least the last four years prior to the filing of this complaint to the present, 

Defendants, and each of them, employed Plaintiff and Class Members e.s nonexempt hourly 

employees, 

28, During the period beginning from at least four years prior to the filing of this 

complaint to the present, Defendants, and each of them, paid Plaintiff' and Class Members less 

than the applicable minimum wage for all hours worked. 

29. Pursuant to Labor Code§§ 510, 558, ll 94 and l l 98, Wage Order No. 4-2001 

and/or other applicable Wage Orders, and S CCR§ l l 080, Defendants, and each of them, were 

obligated to pay Plaintiff and Class Members at least the minimum wage for all hours worke\J 

during the period beginning from at least four years prior to the filing of this complaint to present. 

30. Pursuant to Labor Code § I l 94, Plaintiff and Class Members are entitled to recover 

unpaid minimum ages, subject to proof at trial, plus interest at the legal rate (Civil Code§§ 3287 

and 3289) and attorneys' fees and costs. 

3 l. Pursuant to Labor Code § I l 94.2, Plaintiff and Cl11ss Members are entitled to 

recover liquidated damages in the amount of unpaid minimum wages proved at trial plus interest 

thereon. 

J2. PUrsuant to Labor Code §558, Defendants, and each of them, are employers and/or 

per~ons acting on behalf of an employer, who violated, and who caused to be violated, Labor Code 

§§ 1194, et seq,, Wage Order No. 4 and/or other applicable Wage Orders, and 8 CCR§ I 1080, 

among other provisions regulating hours and days of work, and are individually subject to civll 

penalties as follows: (1) For any initial violation, fifty dollars ($50) for each underpaid employee 

for each pay period for which the employee was underpaid in addition to an amount sufficient to 

·8-
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recover underpaid wages; (2) For each subsequent violation, one hundred dollars (.Ii J 00) for each 

underpaid employee for each pay period for which the employee was underpaid in addition to an 

amount sufficient to recover underpaid wages. 

33. Wherefore, Plaintiff and the Class request relief as hereinafter provided. 

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 

Failure to Compensate f~: All Hours Worked 

(Against All Defendants) 

34. Plain ti ff re-alleges and inco;porates the fore_going paragraphs as though fully set 

forth herein. 

35. Clllifomia Labor Code §204 provides that wages for all work performed must be 

paid "twice during each calendar month, on days designated in advance by the employer as the 

regular paydays." 

36. Plaintiff and the Class were required by Defendant:S to work without compensation 

for work they perfonned. Thus, Plaintiff and Class Memb~rs were forced to perform work for the 

benefit of Defendants without compensation. 

37. In violation of state law, Defendants knowingly and willfully refused to perform 

their obligations to provide Plaintiff and the Class with compensation for all time worked as 

required by California law. Defendants committed the acts alleged herein knowingly and 

will fully, with the wrongful and deliberate intention of injuring Plaintiff and the Class, with 

improper motives amounting to malice, and in conscious disregard of the rights of Plaintiff and the 

Class, Plaintiff and the Class are thus entitled to recover nominal, actual, compensatory, punitive, 

and exemplary damages in amounts according to proof at time of trial. 

3S. As a proximate result of the aforementioned violations, Plaintiff and the Class have 

been damaged in an amount according to proof at time of trial. Pursuant to Labor Code § 2 I 8.5 

and 218 .6, Plaintiff and Class Members are entitled to an award of reasonable attorneys' fees and 

costs and to interest on all due imd unpaid wages, 

39. Pursuant to Labor Code §558, Defendants, and each of them, are employers and/or 

CLASS ACflON COMPLAINT fOR VIOl,ATlONS OF CAL,JfORNIA LABOR. CODE 
Lopez v. Th~ OBO Oroup, lno, d/b/a GEO Cnllfornh1, lno., al al, 
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persons acting on behalf of an employer, who violated, and who caused to be violated, Labor Code 

§§ I 194, el seq., Wage Order No. 4 and/or other appl!cable Wage Orders, and 8 CCR § 11080, 

among other provisions regulating hours and days ofwork, and are individually subject to civil 

penaltfes as follows; (I) For any Initial violation, fifty dollars ($50) for each underpaid employee 

for each pay period for which the employee was underpaid in addition to an amount sufficient to 

recover underpaid wages; (2) For each subsequent violation, one hundred dollars ($100) for each 

underpaid employee for each pay period for which the employee was underpaid in addition to an 

amount sufficient to recover underpaid wages. 

40. Wherefore, Plaintiff and the Class request relief as hereinafter provided. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 

Failure to Pa-y Overtime Wages 

(Against All Defendants) 

41. Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the foregoing paragraphs as though fully set 

forth herein. 

42. California Labor Code §510(a) provides as follows: 

Bight ho\lrs of lsbor cons ti tut-es a day's work. Any work In excess of eight hours in 
one workday and any work (n e;,ccess of 40 hours In any one workweek nnd the first 
elght hours worked on the seventh day of work In nny one workweek shall be 
compensated ot the rate orno less thon one and one-half times the regulnr rate of 
pay for an employee. Any work in c;,ccess of 12 hours in one day shall be 
compensated at the rate ofno less than twice the regular rate of pa)' for an 
employee. ln addition, any work in excess of eight hours on any seventh day of a 
workweek shall be compensated at the rate ofno less than twice the regular rote of 
pay ofan employee •. Nothing in this section requires an employor to combine more 
than one rate of overtime compensation in order to calculate the amount to be paid 
to an employee for any hour of overtime work . 

43. The !WC Wage Order 4-2001(3)(A)(I) states: 

The following overtime provisions are applicable to employees 18 years of age or 
over t1nd to employees 16 or 17 years of age who are not required by law to attend 
school and arc not otherwise prohibited by law from engagii1g In the subject work. 
Such employees shall no! be employed more than eight (8) hours in any workdny or 
more than 40 hours In uny workweek unless the employee receives one and one
half (I 112) times such employee's regular rate of pay for all hours worked over 40 

-10-
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hours in the workweek, Eight (8) hours oflabor constitutes a day's work. 
Employment b~yond e!g~t (B) hou:s in any workday or more than six (6) days in 
any workweek 1s perm1ss1ble provided the employee is compensated for such 
overtime, 

44. California Labor Code *1 l94(a) provides as follows: 

Notwithstanding any agreement to work for a lesser wage, any employee receiving 
less than the legal minimum wage or the legal overtime compensntion applicoble to 
the employee is entilled to recover in a civil action the unpnid balance of the full 
amount of this minimum wage or overtime compensation, Including interest 
thereon, reasonable nltorney's fees, and cost.s of suit. 

45. California Labor Code §200 defines wages as "all amounts for labor perfonned by 

employees of every description, whether the amount Is fixed or ascertained by the stapdard of 

time, task, piece, commission basis or other method ofcalcuh1tion. 11 All such wages are subject to 

California's overtime requirements, including those set forth above. 

46, Defendants' across-the-board policy of requiring Plaintiff and the Class to perform 

substantial uncompensated work has been unlawful. As a result ofthls unlawful policy, Plaintiff 

and Class Members have worked overtime hours for Defendants without being paid overtime 

premiums In violation of the California Labor Code, lWC wage orders and other applicable law. 

47, Defendants have knowingly and wlllfully refused to perform their obligations to 

compensate Plaintiff and the Class for all pretnlum wages for overtime work. As a proximate 

result of the aforementioned violations, Defendants have damaged Plaintiff and the Class in 

amounts to be detennlned according to proof at time of trial, but in an amount if') excess of the 

jurisdictional requirements of this Court. 

4B, Defendants are liable to Plaintiff and the Class alleged herein for unpaid overtime 

and civil penalties, with interest thereon. Furthermore, Plaintiff.is entitled to an award of 

attorneys' fees and costs as set forth below, 

Ill 

1/1 

II/ 

49, Wherefore, Plaintiff and the Cl~s request relief as hereinafter provided, 

• ll -
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FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Failure to Provide Legally-Compliant Meal and Rest Periods 

(Against All Defend11nts) 

50. Plaintiff re-alleges and Incorporates the foregoing paragraphs as though fully set 

fm1h herein, 

51, California Labor Code §§226.7 and S 12 and the applicable IWC wage orders 

require Defendants to provide meal and rest periods to their nonexempt, hourly employees. Labor 

Code §§226,7 and 512 and the IWC wage orders prohibit employers from employing an employee 

for more than tlve hours without a meal period of not less than 30 minutes, and from employing an 

employee more than ten hours per day without providing the employee with a second meal period 

of not less than 30 minutes, Section 226.7 and the applicable wage orders also require employers 

to provide employees ten m loutes of nel rest tl111e per four hours or major fraction thereof of work, 

and to pay employees their fu(I wages during those rest periods. Unless the employee is relieved 

of all duty during the 30-minute meal period and ten-minute rest period, the employee is 

considered "on duty" and the meal orrest period is counted as time worked under the applicable 

wage orders. 

52. Under §226.7(b) and the applicable wage orders, an employer who fails to provide 

a required meal period must, as compensation, pay the employee one hour of pay at the 

employee's regular rate of compensation for each workday that the meal period was not provided. 

Similarly, an employ\lr must pay an employee denied a required rest period one hour of pay at the 

employee's regular rate ofcompcnsa.tion for each workday that the rest period was not provided. 

53. Despite these requlrements, Defendants have knowingly and willfully refused to 

perform their obligations to afford Plaintiff and the Class an opportunity to take an uninterrupted 

30-mlnute meal period within 5 hours ofhaving commenced work activities. Moreover, even after 

eventually being released for B meal period, Plaintiff and Class Members were still require~ to 

work, and thus were never afforded u full, uninterrupted 30-minute meal period. Additionally, 

Defendants continued to exercise control over Plaintjff and Class Members during meal and/or 

-12-
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rest periods. Defendants have also failed to pay Plaintiff and the Class one hour of pay for each 

off-duty meal and/or rest period that they were not afforded. Defendants' conduct described herein 

violated Celifomia Labor Code §§226,7 and 512, and the applicable wage orders. Therefore, 

pursuant to Labor Code §226.7(b), Plaintiff and the Class are entitled to compensation for the 

failure to provide meal and rest periods, plus Interest, attorney5 1 fees, expenses and costs of suit, 

54. Pursuant to Lab.or Code §558, Defendants, and each of them, are employers and/or 

persons acting on behalf ofan employer, who violated, and who caused to be violated, Labor Code 

§§ 1194, el seq., Wage Order No, 4 and/or other applicable Wage Orders, ond 8 CCR§ 11080, 

among other provisions regulating hours and days ofwork, and are individually subject to civil 

penalties as follows: (1) For 11ny initial violation, fifty dollars (li50) for each underpaid employee 

for each pay period for which the employee was underpaid in addition to an amount sufficient to 

recover underpaid wages; (2) For each 5ubsequent violation, one hundred dollars ($100) for each 

underpaid employcc for each pay period for which thc employee was underpaid In addition to an 

amount sufficient to recover underpaid wages. 

55. Wherefore, Plaintiff and tho Class request relief as hereinafter provided, 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Unpaid Wages and Waiting Time Penalties Pursuant to Labor Code §§201-203 

(Agaipst All Defendants) 

56, Plaintiff re-alleges and Incorporates the foregoing paragraphs as though fully set 

forth herein, 

57. Labor Code §201 provld~s: 

If an employer discharges an employee, the wages earned and unpaid at the 
time of discharge arc due nnd puyahle lmmedlately. 

58. Labor Code §202 provides; 

lfan empl~yee not having a written contract for a definite period quits his or her 
employment, his or her wages shall becon\e due and payable not later than 72 hours 
thereafter, unless the employee has given 72 hours previous notice of his or 

• 13-
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her intention to quit, in which case the employee is entitled to his or her wages at 
the time of qulttlng, 

59. Labor Cod1;1 §203 provides, In relevant p&rt: 

If an employer willfully falls to pay, without abatement or reduction, in 
accordance with Sections 201,201.5, 202, and 205.5, any wages ofan 
employee who Is discharged or who quits, the wages of the employee shall 
continue os a penalty from the due date thereof at the same rate until paid or 
unti I an action therefore is commenced; but the wages shall not continue for 
more than 30 days. 

60. Plaintiff and Class Members have left their employment with Defendants 

during the statutory period, at which time Defendants owed them their unpaid wages. 

Defendants have willfully refused, and continue to refuse, to pay Plaintiff and Class 

Members all the wages that were due and owing them upon the end of their employment. 

As a result of Defendants' actions, the Class has suffered and continues to suffer substantial 

losses, including lost earnings and Interest. 

61. Defendants' willful failure to pay Plaintiff and Class Members the wages due 

and owing them constitutes a violation of Labor Code §§201-202, As a result, Defendants 

are liable to Plaintiff and Class Members for all penalties owing pursuant to Labor Code §§201-

203. 

62. Additionally, §20'.l provides that an employee's wages will continue as a 

penalty up to thirty (30) days from the time the wages were due. Therefore, the Class is 

entitled to penalties pursuant to Labor Code §203, plus interest. 

63. Plaintiff is entitled to an award ofattomeys' fees and costs as set forth below. 
64. Wherefore, Plaintiff and the Closs request reliefas hereinafter provided. 

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

California Wage Stntement Class for Failure to Properly Itemize Pay Stubs 

In Violation of California Labor Code §§226(a) and 226(e) 

(Against All Defendants) 

65. Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the foregoing paragraphs as though fully set 

forth herein. 

· l4-
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66. At all times relevant to this Complaint, California Labor Code section 226 was in 

effect and provided (fnteY alia) that, upon paying and employee h!s or her wages, the employer 

must: 

furnish each of his or her employees ... an itemized statoment in writing showing 
(I) gros& wages earned, (2) total hours worked by the employee, except for any 
employee whose compensation is solely based on a salary ,ind who is exempt frorn 
payment of ovenime under subdMsion (u) of Section 515 or any applicable order 
of the Industrial Welfare Commission, (3) the number ofplece--ratc units earned and 
nny applicable piece rate if the employee is paid on a piece-rate bnsis, (4) all 
deductions, provided, that all deductions made on·wl'ittcn orders of the employee 
may be aggrcguted and shown as one item, (S) net wages earned, (6) the inclusive 
dntes of the pay period for whlch the employ<:o Is paid, (7) the name of the 
employee and his or her social security number, (8) the name and address of the 
legal entity that Is the employer, and (9) all applicable hourly rates in effect during 

. the pay period and the corresponding number of hours worked at each hourly rate 
by the employee. 

67. Plaintiff believes, and therefore alh:ges, that Defendants failed to furnish h(m, and 

all others sim!iarly-sltuated, with proper and accurate itemized written statements containing 

(without limitation): all the hours that Phiintiff(and others similarly-situated) worked; gross 

wages earned; net wages earned; total hours worked; and due and owing meal- and rest-period 

premiums. 

68. Plaintiff alleges that Defendants' failure to furnish him with proper itemized wage 

statements was done knowingly and intentionally, and that he (and others simi!nrly•situatcd) 

suffered injury thereby. Thus, under California Labor Code section 226(e), Plaintiff (and others 

similarly-situated) are "entitled to recover greater of all actual damages or fifty dollars ($50) for 

the initial pay period In which a violation occurs and one hundred dollars ($ l 00) per employee for 

each violation in a subsequent pay period, not ex.ceedlng an aggregate penalty of four thousand 

dollars ($4,000) [per employee] ... " 

69, Plaintiff is also entith:d to, and seeks on behalf of himself and all other similarly 

situated individuals, all reasonable attorneys' fees and costs of suit pursuant to Labor Code section 

226(e). 

Ill 

Ill 
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SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

Violatiou of California Business and Professions Code §§17200, et seq. 

(Against All Defendants) 

70, Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the foregoing paragraphs as though fully set 

forth herein, 

71. California Business and Professions Code§§ 17200 et seq. (a)so referred to herein 

as the "Unfair Business Practices Act," "Unfair Competition Law," or "UCT,") prohibits unfair 

competition in the form of any unlawful, unfair or fraudulent business acts or practices. 

72. Cal iforn!a Business and Professions Code § 17204 al lows a person Injured by the 

unfair business acts or practices to prosecul~ 11 civil action for violation of the UCL, 

73. Labor Code §90,5(a) states it is the public policy ofCnlifornla to vigorously 

enforce minimum labor standards in order to ensure employees are not required to work under 

substandard and unlawful conditions, and to protect employers who comply with the law from 

those who attempl to gain competitive advantage at the expense of their workers by failing to 

comply with minimum ·tabor standards. 

74. .Beginning at an exact date unknown to Plaintiff, but at least since the date four 

years prior lo the filing of this suit, Defendants have committed acts of unfair competition as 

defined by the Unfair Business Practices Act, by engaging In the unlawful, unfair and fraudulent 

business practices and acts described in this Complaint, Including, but not limlti;d to: 

a. violations ofLabor Code §204 pertaining to the payment of wages for all 

hours worked; 

b. violations of Labor Code §§5 IO and 1194 and 1WC wage orders pertaining 

to overtime; 

c. violations of Labor Code §§226,7 and 512 and JWC wnge orders pertaining 

to meal and rest periods; and 

d. violations of Labor Code §§201-203, 

75, The violations of these laws and regulations, as well as of the fundamental 

• 16-
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California public policies protecting wages and discouraging ~vertime labor underlying them, 

serve as unlawful predicate acts and practices for purposes of Business and Professions Code 

§§ 17200, et seq. 

76, The acts and practices described above constitute unfair, unlawful and fraudulent 

business practices, and unfair competftion, within the meaning of Business and Professions Cade 

§§ 17200, el seq. A111ong other things, the acts and practices have taken from Plaintiff and the 

Class wages rightfully earned by them, while enabling Defendants to gain an unfair competitive 

advantage over law-abiding employers and competitors, 

77, Business and Professions Code§ 17203 provides that a court may make such 

orders or judgments as may be necessary to prevent the use or employment by any person of any 

practice which constitutes unfair competition, Injunctive relief is necessary and appropriate to 

prevent Defendants from repeating their unlawful, unfair and fraudulent business acts and business 

practices alleged above, 

78. As a direct and proximate result of the aforementioned acts and practices, Plaintiff 

and Class Members have suffered it loss of money and property, in the form of unpaid wages that 

are due and payable to them. 

79, Business and Professions Code § 17203 provides that the Court may restore to any 

person in interest any money or property that may have been acquired by means of such unfair 

competition. Plaintiff and the Class are entitled to restitution pursuant to Business and Professions 

Code § 17203 for al\ wages and payments unlawfully withheld from employees during the four• 

year period prior to the filing of this Complaint. 

80. Business ond Professions Code§ 17202 provides: ''Notwithstanding Section 3369 

of the Civil Code, specific or preventive relief may be granted to enforce a penalty, forfeiture, or 

penal law In a case of unfair competition." Plaintiff and Class Members are entitled to enforce all 

applicnble penalty provisions of the Labor Code pursuant to Business and Professions Code § 

17202, 

81. Plaintiff's su~cess In this action wil\ enforce Important rights affecting the public 

-17-
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interest and rn that regard Plaintiff sues on behalf of himself as well as others similarly sit1Jated, 

Pia inti ff and the Class seek, and are entitled to, unpaid wages, declaratory and injunctive relief, 

and all other equitable remedies owing to them. 

82. Plaintiff herein takes upon himself enforcement of these laws and lawful claims. 

There ls a financial burden involved in pursuing this action, the action is seeking to vindicate a 

public right, and it would be against the interests of justice to penalize Plaintiff by forcfng him to 

pay.att~rneys' foes from the recovery in this action, Attorneys' fees are appropriate pursuant to 

Code of Civil Procedure §1021.5 and otherwise, 

83. Wherefore, Plaintiff and the Class request relief as hereinafter provided. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHBREFORE, Plaintiff prays for relief as follows: 

I. Damages and restitution according to proof at trial for all unpaid wages, unpaid 

minimum wages, unpaid overtime, and other injuries, us provided by the California Labor Code; 

2. For a declarator)' judgment that Defendants have violated the California Labor 

Code and public policy as all~ged herein; 

3, For a declaratory Judgment that Defendants have violated Business and Professions 

Code§§ 17200 el seq. as a n:sult of the aforementioned violations of the Labor Code and 

California public policy protecting wages; 

4. For preliminary, permanent and mandatory injunctive relief prohibiting Defendants, 

their officers, agents and all those acting in conce-rt with them1 from committing In the future the 

violations of law herein nlleged; 

S, For an equitable accounting to Identify, locate and restore to all current and former 

employees the wages they are due, with interest thereon; 

6, for an order awarding Plaintiff and Class Members compensatory damages, 

Including lost wages, earnings' and other employee benefits and all other sums of monc::y owed to 

Plaintiff and Class Members, together with interest on these amounts, according to proof; 

7. For an order awarding Plaintiff and the Class penalties, with interest thereon; 

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT l'OR VIOLATIONS OP CAL1l'ORN1A t.ABOR CODE 
t..opn: v. The OBO Oroup, Inc. dlb/a oeo California, Inc., er (J/, 
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8, For an award of reasonable attorneys' fees as provided by the California Labor · 

2 Code; California Code of Civil Procedure§ 1021,5; and/or other 11pplicablti law; 
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9, For all costs of suit; and 

l 0. For such other and further relief as this Court deems just and proper, 

Respectfully sub~itted, 

The Downey Law Firm, LLC 

~ 
bf Counsel 
Counsel for the Plaintiff and the putative class 

Dated: July 22, 2014 
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DEMANDFORJURYTRIAL 

2 Phiintiffhereby demands a jury trial on all claims and issues for which Plalntlffis entitled 

3 to a jury. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

The Downey Law Filill, LLC 

E~ 
OJ Counsel ' 
Counsel for the Plaintiff and the putative class 

Dated: July22,2014 
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BLIZABETH STAGGS WILSON,cfuitihl~-e;l~k~Oees Due 
MICHELLE RAPOPORT, Bar No, 247459 ' 
LITTLER MENDELSON, P.C. 
633 West 5th Street 
63rd Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
Telephone: 213.443.4300 
Fax No.: 213.443.4299 

CONFORMED COPY 
ORIGINAL FILED 

superior Court or Oal11ornf;, 
County of Los Ani;,<Jlr;,,; 

AUG 2 1 2014 

Attorneys for Defendants THE GEO CROUP, INC. 
D/B/A GEO CALIFORNIA, INC., GEO 
CORRECTIONS HOLDINGS, INC., AND GEO 
CORRECTIONS AND DETENTION, LLC 

Shem A. Carier, eXOCUliVtl OlliCl:if/CIOJ'~ 
By: Kandece Bennett, IJaoutv 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES-CENTRAL CIVIL WEST 

VICTOR LOPEZ, on behalf of himself and 
on behalfofall other similarly situated 
individuals, 

Plaintiff, 

V, 

Case No. BC55248 l 

ASSIGNED FOR ALL PURPOSES TO TI-IE 
HON JUDGE SHEPARD WILEY, JR. 
DEPT311 

[CLASS ACTION] 

THE GEO GROUP, INC. D/8/A OEO 
CALIFORNIA, INC.; GEO 
CORRECTIONS HOLDINGS, INC.; GEO 
CORRECTIONS AND DETENTION, 
LLC; and DOES 1-50, inclusive, 

DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO 
PLAINTIFF'S UNVERIFIED CLASS 
ACTION COMPLAINT 

Tdal Date; Not set 

Defendants. 
Complaint Filed: July 22, 2014 

Defendants The GEO Group, Inc,, d/b/a OEO California, Inc., OEO Corrections Holdings, 

Inc., and GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC ("Defendants"} hereby submit their answer to 

Plaintiff Victor Lopez's ("Plaintiff') Unverified Class Action Complaint (the "Complaint"). 

II 

II 

II 

II 

DEFBNDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAl'NTIFP'S COMPLAINT 

Exhibit B 
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GENERAL DENIAL 

2 Defendants generally and specifically deny each and every allegation of the Complaint, and 

3 the whole thereof, pursuant to section 431.30 of the California Code of Civil Procedure and further 

4 deny that Plaintiff or any class that he purports to represent has been damaged in any sum or at all. 

5 Defendants' general denial is based on the factual contentions which include, but are not 

6 limited to, the following: (I) Defendants properly and timely paid employees, including Plaintiff, for 

7 all regular and overtime hours worked; (2) Defendants provided employees, including Plaintiff, with 

8 legally-compliant meal and rest breaks: (3) Defendants provided employees, including Plaintiff, with 

9 complete and accurate wage statements; (4) Defendants' alleged misconduct did not injure or 

I 0 otherwise damage employees, including Plaintiff; (5) Defendants did not engage in unlawful 

11 business acts or practices in violation of California Business and Professions Code sections 17200 el 

12 seq.; (6) Plaintiff's definition of the proposed class is unreasonably broad and over-reaching (" All 

13 individuals who are currently employed, or formerly have been employed, as 110nexempt hourly 

14 employees at Defendants' facilities in California, at any time within four years prior to the fili11g of 

15 the original complaint until resolution of this action."); and (7) Plaintiff will be unable to establish 

l 6 the prerequisites for class ce1tification, including, but not limited to: standing, numerosity, 

17 commonality (questions of law or fact common to the class), typicality (Plaintiffs claims are typical 

18 of the class}, superiority (of the class action mechanism), and class action manageability (of the trial 

19 plan). 

20 Defendants reserve their due process rights to receive a determination regarding class 

21 certification, and contend tliat class certification is not appropriate in this instance for the reasons set 

22 forth herein as well as for public policy reasons. 

23 Further, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., and GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC did not 

24 employ Plaintiff or any member of the purported putative class, during the relevant time period. 

25 Finally, given the conclusory natme of the Complaint, Defendants hereby reserve their right 

26 to amend or supplement their answer upon further investigation and discovery of facts supporting 

27 their defenses, 

28 
UTTlER ME>C0.SOII. P.C. 

$33Wod&fl,Vc,tl 
O'J<d-

u,r /lnQlllllr, CA 90011 
,111a.o1m 

2. 

DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAfNT 
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Ali'FIRMA TIVE DEFENSES 

2 Defendants assert the following affirmative defenses. In so doing, Defendants do not concede 

3 that they have the burden of production or proof as to any affirmative defense asserted below. 

4 Further, Defendants do not presently know all focts concerning the facts of this case sufficient to 

5 state all affirmative defenses at this time. Accordingly, Defendants will seek leave of this Court to 

6 amend this Answer should they later discover facts demonstrating the existence of additional 

7 affirmative defenses. 

8 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

9 (Facts Insufficient to State Any Cause of Action) 

1. The Complaint as a whole, and each purported cause of action alleged therein, fall to 

11 state facts sufficient to constitute any cause of action against Defendants upon which relief may be 

12 granted. 

13 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

14 (Statute of Limitations) 

15 2. The Complaint as a whole, and each purported cause of action alleged therein, are 

16 barred in whole or in part by the applicable statute of limitations, including but not limited to 

17 California Labor Code section 203(b), California Code of Civil Procedure sections 338(a) and 

18 340(a), and California Business and Professions Code section 17208. 

19 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

20 (Class Action - Standing) 

21 3. Plaintiff's class allegations are barred, in whole or in part, because Plaintiff lacks 

22 standing to assert them, 

23 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

24 (No Equitable or Injunctive Relief) 

25 4. Plaintiff and putative class members are not entitled to any equitable or injunctive 

26 relief as prayed for in the Complaint to the extent that Plaintiff and putative class members are not 

27 currently employed by Defendants and have an adequate remedy at law for the alleged conduct of 

28 Defendants. 
Ulllffi MENIJEl!lON, P,C. 3 , 

8.Jl w11,1 Wl Slrolt\ 

Lot~1~QOOn DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT 
1:llH3.ilXI 
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2 

3 5. 

SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Failure to Mitigate) 

Without admitting any facts pied by Plaintiff, Defendants allege that if Plaintiff and 

• 4 any purported class members have sustained any loss, injury, or damages either as alleged in the 

5 Complaint or at all, which Defendants expressly deny, the same were directly and proximately 

6 caused or exacerbated by Plaintiffs and all purported class member's own conduct, promises, and 

7 representations to Defendants, and failure to take actions to mitigate these losses, injuries, or 

8 damages. 

9 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

10 (Wniver) 

11 6. The Complaint, and each purported cause of action alleged therein, are barred 

12 because Plaintiff and all purported class members have expressly or impliedly waived the right to 

13 assert such causes of action by virtue of their conduct. 

14 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

15 (Estoppcl) 

16 7. By virtue of their conduct, Plaintiff and all purported class members are estopped 

17 from asserting any of the causes of action in the Complaint against Defendants. 

18 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

19 

20 I 8, 

(Laches) 

Plaintiff and all pu1'po1ied class members are barred from proceeding with this action 

21 because Plaintiff and all purported class members are guilty of !aches in failing to timely commence 

22 this action, which has prejudiced Defendants in their ability to discover adequate witnesses, 

23 testimony, facts, and evidence to support Defendants' defenses. 

24 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

25 (Unclean Hands) 

26 

27 

28 
llffiER MOORSON, P,C. 

e.33\VUIMISll,ot 
OJ<dflo<, 

l.ofMgo.lo,CA 800H 
211<'3.Wl 

9, Defendants are infonned and believe and thereon allege that Plaintiff and all 

purported class members, by theil' own conduct, are guilty of unclean hands, which completely bars 

or reduces recovery, if any, to which they may be entitled, in accordance with proof at trial. 

4. 

DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAfNT 
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2 

3 10, 

SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Consent) 

The Complai11t, and each purported cause of action alleged therein, are barred 

4 because at all times alleged in the Complaint, Plaintiff and all purported class members expressly or 

5 impliedly assented to or ratified the conduct alleged to be unlawful. 

6 SEP ARA TE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

7 (Failure to Exhaust Administrative Remedies) 

8 11. Plaintiff and all purported class members failed to exhai1st available administrative 

9 remedies and are therefore precluded from obtaining any relief under their alleged causes of action 

10 in the Complaint. 

11 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

12 (Offset) 

13 12, Defendants allege that they have suffered damages by reason of Plaintiff's and all 

14 purported class members' conduct, and Defendants have a right to offset their damages against the 

15 damages, if any, of Plaintiff and each purported class member. 

16 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

17 (Release) 

18 13. The Complaint, and each purported cause of action alleged therein, is barred on the 

19 ground that Plaintiff or putative class members have released and waived any and all claims they 

20 may have against Defendants. 

21 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

22 (NLRA Preemption) 

23 14. The Corn.plaint, and each purported cause of action contained therein, are preempted 

24 by section 301 of the Labor Management Relations Act because the resolution of Plaintiffs claims 

25 are substantially dependent on analysis of a collective bargaining agreement that governs Plaintiffs 

26 and some or all of the putative class members' employment. 

27 

28 
LITTlER MEmEtSOff, P.C. 

6Jl Wn160i ~~OIi 
6:Wf\00' 

\.OiMOIKu..CA 90011 
113.•4:Ux,J 

5, 

DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTlFF'S COMPLAINT 
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2 

3 15. 

SEP ARA TE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(De Minimus) 

The Complaint, and each purported cause of action alleged therein, are barred 

4 because some or all of the disputed time for which Plaintiff seeks to recover wages purportedly owed 

5 is not compensable pursuant to the de mlnimis doctrine. 

6 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

7 (Res Judicntn nnd Collaternl Estoppel) 

8 16. The Complaint, and each purported cause of action alleged therein, are barred by the 

9 doctrines of res judicata or collateral estoppel. 

10 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

11 (Doctrine of Avoidable Consequences) 

12 17. The Complaint, and each pw·ported cause of action alleged therein, are barred by the 

13 doctrine of avoidable consequences. 

14 SEP ARA TE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

15 (Discharge) 

16 18. The Complaint, and each purported cause of action alleged therein, are barred 

17 because all or a portion of the wages, overtime premiums, Interest, attorneys' fees, penalties, or other 

18 relief sought by Plaintiff or any putative class members were, or will be before the conclusion of this 

19 action, paid or collected, and therefore, Plaintiff's claims have been partially or completely 

20 discharged. 

21 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

22 (Accord and Satisfaction) 

23 19, The Complaint, a11d each pmported cause of action alleged therein, are barred by the 

24 doctrine of accord and satisfaction, to the extent that Plaintiff or any putative class members have 

25 received, or will receive, compensation · for any outstanding wages, penalties, or damages 

26 purportedly due. 

27 

28 
LITTlERll!NJELSOI\ P,C. 

&,3) w,v1 so, ,~Qtt 
8311IF'IDOI 

L~Ang&1~1,CA. $OOH 
Zl)Hal300 

6. 

DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT 
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2 

3 20. 

SEP AR.ATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(UCL Unconstitutionally Vague) 

Plaintiffs seventh cause of action is barred because Business and Professions Code 

4 section 17200, et seq., is unconstitutionally vague and overbroad as applied to the facts and 

5 circumstances of this case, and the Complaint is barred because the prosecution of this action by 

6 Plaintiff as representatives of persons allegedly similarly situated or of the general public would 

7 constitute a denial of Defendants' due process rights, both procedural and substantive, in violation of 

8 the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution and the Constitution and laws of the 

9 State of California. 

IO SEP ARA TE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

11 (Good Faith) 

12 21. The Complaint, and each purported cause of action alleged therein, are barred 

13 because at all materiel times, Defendants acted reasonably, in good faith, and without malice based 

14 upon all relevant facts and circumstances known by Defendants at the time. All actions taken by 

1 S Defendants were based on lawful, substantial, and reasonable business concerns or business 

16 necessity. 

17 SEP ARA TE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

18 (Bona Fide Dispute) 

19 22. As a separate and affirmative defense to Plaintiff's fifth cause of action, Defendants 

20 allege that the Complaint fails to state a claim for waiting time penalties under California Labor 

21 Code section 203 because at all times relevant and material herein, there was a bona fide, good faith 

22 dispute as to Defendants' obligation to pay any wages that may be found to be due. 

23 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

24 (Still Employed) 

25 23. The Complaint, and each purported cause of action alleged therein, are b1:med to the 

26 extent that any putative class member seeks to recover waiting time and other statutory penalties, to 

27 the extent that they remain employed by Defendants as of the time of the filing of this action. 

28 
umEAMENOE\.SON,P.C, 

illW•d&hS~Hl 
DdA~ 

l.ortv,,;Jlo110I\SOOJ1 
~1\l1Ql0 
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2 

3 24. , 

SEP ARA TE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(No Damage or Harm) 

The Complaint, and each purported cause of action alleged therein, are barred 

4 because neither Plaintiff nor any putative class member has suffered any cognizable damage or other 

5 harm as a result of any act or omission of Defendants, 

6 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

7 (Causation) 

8 25. The Complaint, and each ptirported cause of action alleged therein, are barred 

9 because the alleged losses or harms sustained by Plaintiff and the putative class members, if any, 

l O resulted from causes other than any act or omission of Defendants, or from the acts or omiss[ons of 

11 Plaintiff or putative class members, 

12 SEP ARA TE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

13 (Outside Scope of Authority) 

14 26. As a separate and affirmative defense to all causes of action, Defendants allege that 

15 any unlawful or other wrongful acts of any person(s) employed by Defendants were outside of the 

16 scope of his or her authority and such acts, if any, were not authorized, ratified, or condoned by 

17 Defendants, nor did Defendants know or have reason to be aware of such alleged conduct. 

18 SEP ARA TE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

19 (Certification Would Be Denial ofD~e Process) 

20 27. As a separate and affirmative defense to all causes of action, Defendants allege that 

21 certification of a class, as applied to the facts and circumstances of this case, would constitute a 

22 denial of Defendants' procedural and rights to trial by jury and to substantive and procedural due 

23 process, in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution and the Due 

24 Process and Equal Protection Clauses of the California Constitution. 

25 SEP ARA TE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

26 (Multiple Penalties Unconstitutional) 

27 

28 
unux 1<1:100.tO!i, P.c. 

Ul\Wit&.\SYHI 
6)1if'oo< 

l4tM(~'M.CAto:IH 
m.;,ll:l>l 

28, As a separate and affirmative defense, Defendants allege that tl1e claims in the 

Complaint that seek the imposition of multiple penalties or exemplary damages for the same basic 

8. 
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wrongs are w1constitutional in that such relief violates the Due Process clauses of the Constitutions 

2 of both the United States and the State of California. 

3 SEP ARA TE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

4 (Constitutionnl Violations) 

5 29. As a separate and affirmative defense, Defendants allege that the claims in the 

6 Complaint for exemplary or punitive damages ca1111ot be sustained because an award of exemplary or 

7 pw1itive damages under Califomia law without the same protections that are accorded to all penal 

8 defendants, including protection against unreasonable searches and seizures, double jeopardy and 

9 self-incrimination and the rights to confront adverse witnesses, a speedy trial and the effective 

10 assistance of counsel would violate Defendants' rights under the Fourteenth Amendment to the 

11 United States Constitution a11d the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amendments as incorporated into the 

12 Fourteenth Amendment, and Defendants' rights under analogous provisions of the California 

13 Constitution. 

14 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

15 (Claims Subject to Arbitration) 

16 30. As a separate and affirmative defense, Defendants allege that Plaintiff's claims are 

17 barred in whole or in part because some or all of those with whom he is allegedly "similarly 

J 8 situated" entered into an agreement to submit all employment related claims to binding arbitration. 

19 Defendants do not waive their right to enforce the signed arbitration agreements of any alleged 

20 putative class members 

21 SEP ARA TE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

22 (Claims Subject to Arbitration on Individual Basis) 

23 31. Plaintiffs claims are barred in whole or in part because some or all of the alleged 

24 putative class may have entered into an agreement to submit all employment related claims to 

25 binding arbitration, which included a valid class action waiver provision. See AT&T Mobility, LLC 

26 v. Concepcion, 131 S. Ct. 1740 (201 l). Defendants do not waive their right to enforce the signed 

27 arbitration agreements of any alleged putative class members. 

28 
llTTltR l\l;OOal!OII. PC, 

l>JJYl8'11/J15""1 
O)dfloo< 

U,S "'91\ls, CA 90011 
213.4-0.4.XlO 
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2 

3 32, 

SEP ARA TE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(Federal Enclave Doctrine) 

As a separate and affirmative defense, Defendants are informed and believe that 

4 further investigation and discovery will reveal, and on thal basis alleges, that Plaintiffs Complaint 

5 and each cause of action set forth therein, or some of them, are barred by the federal enclave 

6 doctrine. 

7 SEP ARA TE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

8 (Unjust Enrichment) 

9 33. As a separate and affirmative defense, Defendants allege that Plaintiff or members of 

10 the members of the putative class members he seeks to represent would be unjustly enriched if 

11 allowed to recover on the Complaint. 

12 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

13 (No Knowledge of Work) 

14 34. As a separate and affirmative defense, Defendants allege that if either Plaintiff or any 

15 putative class member "worked" hours for which compensation was not paid, Defendants had no 

16 knowledge, or reason to know, of such "work" and such overtime "work" was undertaken without 

I 7 the consent or permission of Defendants. 

18 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

19 (Failure to Take Breaks Provided) 

20 35. As a separate and affomative defense, Defendants allege that Plaintiff or members of 

21 the putative class Plaintiff purports to represent has no right to a premium payment under California 

22 Labor Code section 226. 7 because, to the extent, if any, that person did not take breaks, it was 

23 because he/she: (1) failed to take breaks that were provided to him/her in compliance with California 

24 law; (2) chose not to take rest breaks that were authorized crnd permitted; 01· (3) waived his/her right 

25 to meal breaks under Califomia Labor Code section 512(a). 

26 

27 

28 
UTilER lll;IIOElSO!l, ~.C, 

~WortGh Bh1I 
6llrlFb~ 

lolMQG\lt,CAVOOTI 
213.<-U.<1l<> 
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2 

3 36. 

SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

(No Employment Relationship) 

As a separate and affirmative defense, Defendants GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., 

4 and GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC each allege that there was no employment relationship 

5 between each of them and Plaintiff or any of the putative class Plaintiff purports to represent; 

6 therefore, the Complaint, and each of its purported claims, fails to state a claim upon which relief 

7 can be granted as to these defendants. 

8 SEPARATE AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 

9 (Reservation of Rights) 

37. Defendants may have additional, as yet unstated, defenses available. Defendants 

l l reserve the right to assert additional affirmative defenses in the event discowry indicates that they 

12 would be appropriate, 

13 

14 WHEREFORE, Defendants pray that: 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
um ER l,<!'ll)aSO,>l, P,O, 

Gl'.IW01l!lf!St111l 
~31d Floor 

LGI MptlH, CA 90071 
21:1.-10.® 

1. The Complaint be dismissed in its entirety with prejudice, and that Plaintiff and any 

putative class members take nothing by the Complaint; 

2. 

3. 

Judgment be entered against Plaintiff and in favor of Defendants; 

Defendants be awarded its costs of suit and reasonable attorneys' fees if allowable by 

law; and 

4, The Court award Defendants such other and further relief as it deems appropriate. 

Dated: August 21, 2014 

~E#.Af?~W-IL_S_O_N_~-
MICHELLE RAPOPORT 
LITTLER MENDELSON, P.C. 
Attorneys for Defendants THE GEO GROUP, 
INC. D/'BIN GEO CALIFORNIA, INC,; GEO 
CORRECTIONS HOLDINGS, INC.; AND 
GEO CORRECTIONS AND DETENTION, 
LLC 

11. 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

2 STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 

3 COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 
) ss: 
) 

4 I am employed in the County of Los Angeles, State of California. l am over the age 

5 of 18, and not a party to the within action. My business address is 633 West Fifth Street, 63rd Floor, 

6 Los Angeles, CA 90071. 

7 On August 21, 2014, I served the within documents described as: 

8 DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S UNVERIFIED CLASS ACTION 

9 COMPLAINT 

10 

I 1 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

~ BY MAIL: I caused such envelope, with postage thereon fully prepaid, to be placed in 
the United States mail at Los Angeles, California. I am readily familiar with the 
practice of Littler Mendelson for collection and processing correspondence for maillng. 
Undol' that practice, it wot1ld be deposited with the United States Postal Service on that 
same day with postage thereon fully prepaid at Los Angeles, California in the ordinary 
course of business. ram aware that on motion of the party served, service is presumed 
invalid if postal cancellation date or postage meter date is more than one day after date 
of deposit for mailing in affidavit. 

on the interested parties by placing a true and correct copy thereof in a sealed envelope(s) addressed 

as follows: 

Attorneys/of' Plaintiff. VICTOR LOPEZ 

Eric D. Roucn, Bsq. (SBN 242341) 
THE DOWNEY LAW ffRM, LLC (Of Counsel) 
P.O. Box l 021 
Unionville, PA 19375 
Telephone: 610.324.2848 
Facsimile: 610.8 I 3 .4579 
Email: dov{JIDju~tlce@g1J1Ril.com 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

above is tnie and correct. Executed on August J _;:°14, at Los Angel/7~:~:~:ti. ~ ,, 
Lf!!Jf f 1.,&~ d)g-& 

Finnwldc; 128384426.2 059218.1000 

llTllER U81DaSON, P,C, 
e:).JWuiC601Slool 

12. 

DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT """""' L01kl111lt1,0A 90071 
21:J..f4U)'JQ 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

JO 

/22/201'1 By Fss-Aca Attomoy Service (213) 623-7527 

, ,_> •l • \\ j ( :·: ~// 
IJ : ' ' ( 

ELIZABETH STAGGS WILSON, Bur No, 183160 
MICHELLE RAPOPORT, Bar No, 247459 
LITTLER MENDELSON, P.C, 
633 West 5th Street 
63rd Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
Telephone: 213.443.4300 
Fax No.: 213.443.4299 

Attorneys for Defendants THE GEO GROUP, INC. 
D/B/A GEO CALIFORNIA, INC., GEO 
COR!IBCTIONS HOLDINGS, INC., AND GEO 
CORRECTIONS AND DETENTION, LLC 

SUPERlOR COURT OF nm STATE OF CALIFORNTA 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES-CENTRAL CIVIL WEST 

I l VICTOR LOPEZ, on bchalfofhimselfand 
on behalf of oil other similarly situated 

Case No. BC552481 

1 or 3 

12 individuals, 

13 Plaintiff, 

ASSIGNED FOR ALL PUR.POSBS TO THE 
HON JUDGE SHEPARD WILEY, JR. 
DEPT 31 l 

14 V. 

15 THE GEO GROUP, INC, D/B/A GEO 
CALIFORNIA, lNC.; GEO 

16 CORRECTIONS HOLDINGS, INC.; GEO 
CORRECTIONS AND DETENTION, 

17 LLC; and DOES 1-50, inclusive, 

18 Defendants, 

19 

[CLASS ACTION] 

NOTICE OF ERRATA TO DEFENDANTS' 
ANSWER TO PLAfNTIFF'S UNVERIFIED 
CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 

Trial Date: Not set . 
Complaint Filed: July 22, 2014 

'20 TO ALL PARTIES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE A ITORNEY(S) OF RECORD: 

21 PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants The GEO Group, lno., d/b/a GEO California, Inc., 

22 GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc,, and GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC ("Defendants") tiled 

23 their Answer to Plaintiff's Unverified Class Action Complaint on August 21, 20Jtl, and 

24 misidentified the defendants that may have employed Plaintiff or putative class members in the 

25 Genernl Denial and In their thirty•sixth separate and affiima1ive defense ("No Employment 

26 Relationship"), 

27 /// 

28 /// 
0\11..E11Ntrflat,Qf(PA 

mYl•ISft[il'"°" 

lff~~go&yi NOTICE. OF ERRATA TO DEFENDANTS' ANSWER. TO PLAINTlFP'S COMPLAINT ,.....,,,., 

Exhibit C 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
umERMENOELIOll,PC. 

6JJ Wett &h Swtl 
l}Jtdfb.11 

L.os~lo',CA.WJ71 
21J ~434300 

The third paragraph of the General Denial should read: 

"Further, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. did not employ Plaintiff or 

any member of the purported putative class during the relevant time 

period." (Answer, p. 2, lines 23-24.) 

The thirty-sixth separate and affirmative defense should read as follows: 

"As a separate and affinnative defense, Defendant GEO Corrections 

Holdings, Inc, alleges that there was no employment relationship 

between it and Plaintiff or any of the putative class Plaintiff purports to 

represent; therefore, the Complaint, and each of its purported claims, 

fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted as to this 

defendant." (Answer, p. 11, lines 3-7,) 

Dated: August 22, 2014 

2. 

Respectfully submitted, 

•LIZABETH 'A . S WILSON 
MICHELLE RAPOPORT 
LITTLER MENDELSON, P.C. 
Attorneys for Defendants THE GEO GROUP, 
JNC, DIB/AI GEO CALIFORNIA, INC.; GEO 
CORRECTIONS HOLDINGS, INC.; AND 
GEO CORRECTIONS AND DETENTION, 
LLC 

NOTICE OP ERRATA TO DEFENDANTS' ANSWER. TO PLAINTIPP'S COMPLAINT 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

2 STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 

3 COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 
) ss: 
) 

4 I am employed in the County of Los Angeles, State of California. ram over the age 

5 of 18, and not a party to the within action. My business address is 633 West Fifth Street, 63rd Floor, 

6 Los Angeles, CA 90071. 

7 On August 22, 2014, I served the within documents described as: 

8 NOTICE OF ERRATA TO DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S 

9 UNVERIFIED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
LlffiER Ml,\OELSOH, P.C. 
~ Woll 51h Sl101I 

63,0FloD< 
lo, An(Jl)fo,, CA 90011 

213 .•• 3.~300 

BY MAIL: I caused such envelope, with postage thereon ft.Illy prepaid, to be placed in 
the United States mail at Los Angeles, California. lam readily familiar with the 
practice of Littler Mendelson for collection and processing correspondence for mailing. 
Under that practice, it would be deposited with the United States Postal Service on thut 
some day with postage thereon fully prepaid at Los Angeles, California in the ordinary 
course of business. I om aware that on motion of the pnrty served, service is presumed 
invalid if postal cancellation date or postage meter date is more than one day after date 
of deposit for mailing in affidavit. 

on the interested parties by placing a trne and correct copy thereof in a sealed envelope(s) addressed 

as follows: 

Attorneysj'o1· Plaintiff, VICTOR LOPEZ 

Eric D. Rauen, Esq. (SBN 242341) 
THE DOWNEY LAW FIRM, LLC (Of Counsel) 
P.O. Box 1021 
Unionville, PA 19375 
Telephone: 610.324.2848 
Facsimile: 610.813.4579 
Email; ~Jgwneyjustice@g_mni!.cgm 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

above is true and correct. 

Finnwide: 128576959, I 05921 B. 1000 

Executed on August 22/2014, at Los Angeles, California, 

·~~ 
3. 
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ELIZABETH STAGGS WILSON, Bar No. 183160 
MICHELLE RAPOPORT, Bar No. 247459 

2 LITTLER MENDELSON, P.C. 
633 West 5th Street 

3 63rd Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 

4 Telephone: 213.443.4300 
Fax No.: 213.443.4299 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Attorneys for Defendants THE GEO GROUP, INC. 
D!BIN GEO CALIFORNIA, INC., GEO 
CORRECTIONS HOLOlNGS, INC., AND GEO 
CORRECTIONS AND DETENTION, LLC 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

11 VICTOR LOPEZ, on behalf of himself and Case No. BC552481 
on behalf of all other similarly situated 

12 individuals, 

13 Plaintiff, 

ASSIGNED FOR ALL PURPOSES TO THE 
HON JUDGE SHEP ARD WILEY, JR. 
DEPT 311 

14 v. DEFENDANTS' NOTICE OF FILING 
NOTICE OF REMOVAL 

15 THE GEO GROUP, INC. D/B/A GEO 
CALIFORNIA, INC.; GEO 

16 CORRECTIONS I-IOLDlNGS, INC.; GEO 
CORRECTIONS AND DETENTION, 

17 LLC; and DOES 1-50, inclusive, 

18 

19 

Defendants. 

Complaint Filed: July 22, 2014 

20 TO THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 

21 PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on August 22, 2014, Defendants The GEO Group, Inc., d/b/a/ 

22 GEO California, Inc., GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., and GEO CmTections imd Detention, LLC, 

23 filed in the United States District Court for the Central District of California a Notice of Removal 

24 (the "Notice"), a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

25 PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that, by the filing of the Notice, the above-entitled 

26 action has been removed from this Court to the United States District Court for the Central District 

27 

28 
um ER t.1£NDEiSON, p.C. 

&J.1We,s161ttS~ea1 
63/dAOOI 

Lo•~,. CA 90011 
211,~J."JOO 

NOTJCE or FILING NOTICE OF REMOVAL 
Exhibit D 
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of California pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1446, and this Court may proceed no fmiher unless and until 

2 the action is remanded. 

3 Dated: August 22, 2014 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
LlffiER ME!IDB.SON, P,C. 

6l3Wttll50l9VH! 
•~mw 

los:Mglf1s,C/t i0071 
713.C4l4:00 

2. 

ELIZABETH STAGGS WILSON 
MICHELLE RAPOPORT 
LITTLER MENDELSON, P.C. 
Attorneys for Defendants THE GEO GROUP, 
INC. D/B/A/ GEO CALIFORNIA, INC.; GEO 
CORRECTIONS HOLDINGS, INC.; AND 
GEO CORRECTIONS AND DETENTION, 
LLC 

NOTICE OF FILING NOTICE OF REMOVAL 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

I am a resident of the State of California, over the age of eighteen years, 
and not a party to the within action. My business address is 633 West Fifth Street 
63rd Floor, Los Angeles, California 90071. On August 22, 2014, I served the withi~ 
document(s): 

DECLARATION OF MICHELLE RAPOPORT IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' NOTICE OF REMOVAL 

by placing a true copy of the document(s) listed above for collection 
and mailing following the firm's ordinary business practice in a sealed 
envelope with postage thereon fully prepaid for deposit in the United 
States mail at Los Angeles, California addressed as set forth below. 

Attorneys for Plaintiff, VICTOR LOPEZ 

Eric D. Rouen, Esq. (SBN 242341) 
THE DOWNEY LAW FIRM, LLC {Of Counsel) 
P.O. Box 1021 
Unionville, PA 19375 
Telephone: 610.324.2848 
Facsnnile: 610.813 .4579 
Email: downeyjustice@gmail.com 

I am readily familiar with the firm's practice of collection and processing 
correspondence for mailing and for shipping via overnight delivery service. Under 
that practice it would be deposited with the U.S. Postal Service or if an overnight 
delivery service shipment, deposited in an overnight delivery service pick-up box or 
office on the same day with postage or fees thereon fully prepaid in the ordinary 
course of business. 

I declare that I am employed in the office of a member of the bar of this 
court at whose direction the service was made. 

Executed on August 22, 2014, at Los Angeles, California. 
~ 

25 Firmwidc: 128384453.1 059218.1000 

26 

27 

28 
LlffiER MEND~.LSON, r.c. 

63J Wa~ 5th S~ool 
63rd Floor 

Los Angol&s, CA 00071 
2t3.4l3.4300 

45. 
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January 20, 2017 

 
Jeff Jordan, Esq. 
Assistant General Counsel 
Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
Office of General Counsel 
Federal Election Commission 
999 E Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20463 
 

Re: Response of The GEO Group, Inc., GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., and GEO  
  Reentry Services, LLC, in MUR 7180 
 
Dear Mr. Jordan,  
 
 This response is submitted by the undersigned counsel on behalf of The GEO Group, 
Inc., GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., and GEO Reentry Services, LLC, in connection with 
Matter Under Review 7180.  The Complainant submitted an Initial Complaint in early November 
2016, which was received by the Respondents on November 7, 2016.  The Complainant filed a 
Supplemental Complaint in late December 2016, a copy of which was received from the 
Commission on December 29, 2016.  Prior to receiving the Supplemental Complaint, the 
Commission granted a second extension of time to respond until January 20, 2017. 
 
 The Initial Complaint alleges that GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., violated 52 U.S.C. 
30119(a)(1) when it made a contribution to Rebuilding America Now.  The Supplemental 
Complaint identifies a second contribution made by GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., to 
Rebuilding America Now on November 1, 2016, in the amount of $125,000 which was disclosed 
on the Post-General Election Report of Rebuilding America Now filed on December 8, 2016.  
The Supplemental Complaint also identifies two contributions made by GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc., on September 27, 2016 ($200,000 to Senate Leadership Fund) and April 17, 2015 
($100,000 to Conservative Solutions PAC), that the Complainant apparently overlooked earlier.1   
 
 The Complainant’s conclusion that GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. violated the federal 
contractor contribution prohibition is incorrect.  First, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. was not a 
federal contractor during the relevant period.  The entity that was a party to the sub-grant 
contract identified in the Initial Complaint was GEO Reentry Services, LLC.  The Supplemental 
Complaint does not identify any other contract that is alleged to be a federal contract.  Second, 
the entity that was a party to the contract identified in the Initial Complaint, GEO Reentry 
                                                 
1 Commission records show that GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., contributed a total of $645,000 to five 
committees during 2015-2016. 

HOLTZMANVOGELJOSEFIAKTORCHINSKY PLLC 
Attorneys at Law 

45 North Hill Drive • Suite 100 • Warrenton, VA 20186 
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Services, LLC, did not contract with the federal government, but rather with the Louisiana 
Department of Public Safety and Corrections.  The contract that the Complainant identifies in the 
Initial Complaint is not a federal contract for purposes of 52 U.S.C. § 30119.   
 
 The Complainant misidentifies the contracting party, mischaracterize GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc. as a federal contractor, and premises its Initial Complaint on a contract that is not 
a federal contract.  Recent comments made to the press suggest that the Complainant is either 
unaware of the applicable law, or has simply chosen to ignore it for the sake of garnering media 
coverage.2  The Supplemental Complaint further clouds the record with several pages of 
irrelevant information, suggests that other contracts might be at issue without identifying any of 
those other contracts, and offers at least three theories of liability while providing only the most 
cursory explanation of how those theories might apply to the often misstated “facts” at hand. 
 
 Both the Initial Complaint and the Supplemental Complaint should be dismissed.  The 
Complainant’s factual allegations are incorrect, irrelevant, and/or incomplete.  There is no basis 
for the Complainant’s legal accusations because the underlying factual presentation is inadequate 
to provide any reason to believe any violation occurred.  The Complainant’s poorly-researched 
and convoluted legal claims may have generated press coverage, but are insufficient to warrant 
any reason to believe finding by the Commission.  As demonstrated below, GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc. is not a federal contractor, and its contributions to federal committees did 
not violate the federal contractor contribution prohibition.    
 
 
I. BACKGROUND 
 
 A. GEO Corrections Holding, Inc. Contributions to Rebuilding America Now 
 
 GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., wrote a contribution check to Rebuilding America Now 
in the amount of $100,000 on August 17, 2016, see attached, and that check was evidently 
received by Rebuilding America Now on August 19, as reflected on Rebuilding America Now’s 
quarterly report.3  GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. contributed an additional $125,000 to 
Rebuilding America Now on November 1, 2016.  Rebuilding America Now is registered with the 
Commission as an independent expenditure-only committee and may lawfully accepted 
unlimited contributions from corporations pursuant to Citizens United v FEC, SpeechNow.org v. 
FEC, Advisory Opinion 2010-11 (Commonsense Ten), and Advisory Opinion 2010-09 (Club for 
Growth).   

                                                 
2 Betsy Woodruff, Did Private Prison Contractor Illegally Boost Trump?, The Daily Beast (Dec. 14, 
2016), http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/12/14/did-private-prison-contractor-illegally-boost-
trump.html (“The Campaign Legal Center argues that this is a distinction without a difference, and that 
the federal contractor ban should apply to the company’s subsidiary.  ‘GEO Corrections Holdings Inc. 
and its parent company are indistinguishable,’ Fischer said.”).  Mr. Fischer’s statement ignores 
longstanding Commission precedent, as well as basic tenets of tax and corporate law. 
 
3 The Complainant’s alleged timeline is inaccurate.  GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., wrote the check at 
issue on August 17, 2016, prior to the Department of Justice’s announcement.  See Initial Complaint at  
¶ 7. 
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 The Complainant alleges that the contributions made by GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 
to Rebuilding America Now violated the Act’s prohibition on contributions by federal 
government contractors at 52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(1).  The Supplemental Complaint also identifes 
a 2015 contribution to Conservative Solutions PAC, and a 2016 contribution to Senate 
Leadership Fund.  During the period in which these contributions were made (April 2015 – 
November 2016), GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., did not have, and was not seeking, any 
contracts with the federal government.  To the extent that information obtained by the 
Complainant at USAspending.gov indicates that GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. entered into or 
held a federal contract in 2015, that information is incorrect. 
 
 B. Contract Identified By Complainant 
 
 As noted by Complainant, USAspending.gov indicates that GEO Corrections Holdings, 
Inc. received a “grant” of $266,666, which is characterized as a “sub-award transaction,” during 
fiscal year 2015.  As has been the case in past enforcement matters, information found on 
USAspending.gov is not always accurate.   
 
 The transaction in the amount of $266,666 derives from a state government contract 
between the Louisiana Department of Public Safety and Corrections and GEO Reentry Services, 
LLC.  See attached contract.  On November 30, 2015, the U.S. Department of Justice, Office of 
Justice Programs, issued a “prime award” grant of $700,000 to the Louisiana Department of 
Public Safety and Corrections for the “Louisiana Capital Area Regional Reentry Initiative.”  A 
“sub-award” grant of $266,666 then made by the Louisiana Department of Public Safety and 
Corrections to GEO Reentry Services, LLC to provide certain community reentry services in 
Baton Rouge.  GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. was not a party to this contract, and the contract 
with GEO Reentry Services, LLC, was not a federal contract at all.  
 
 C. D. Ray James Detention Facility, Georgia 
 
 The Complainant asserts that “GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. operates the D. Ray 
James Detention Facility in Folkston, Georgia, according to labor relations cases filed with the 
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB).”  Initial Complaint at ¶ 6.  This assertion is factually 
incorrect.  (It is unclear why GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. is identified as the employer in the 
NLRB action referenced in the Complaint at Paragraph 6.) 
 
 The federal government’s contract for services in connection with the D. Ray James 
Detention Facility is not with GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., but with Cornell Companies, Inc.  
Cornell Companies, Inc. contracts with, and receives funds from, the U.S. Department of Justice.  
See Affidavit of Ambert Martin at ¶ 2. 
 
 Cornell Companies, Inc. was acquired by The GEO Group, Inc. via a “reverse-triangular 
merger”4 in 2010, and is now a wholly-owned subsidiary of The GEO Group, Inc.  The GEO 
Group, Inc. is the sole shareholder of Cornell Companies, Inc.  Within The GEO Group family of 
                                                 
4 Details of this transaction were reported to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, and are 
available at https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/923796/000095012310036325/0000950123-10-
036325-index.htm. 
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companies, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. and Cornell Companies, Inc., are both “first level” 
subsidiaries that are wholly-owned by The GEO Group, Inc.  See Affidavit of Marcel Maier at ¶¶ 
2, 6.  Neither GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., nor GEO Reentry Services, LLC, is a party to any 
federal contract involving the D. Ray James Detention Facility.  See Affidavit of Amber Martin 
at ¶ 3.  GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. and GEO Reentry Services, LLC are both legally 
separate and distinct from Cornell Companies, Inc.   
 
 Contrary to Complainant’s assertions, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. does not operate 
the D. Ray James Detention Facility, and GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. does not hold any 
contract, federal or otherwise, to provide services in connection with the D. Ray James Detention 
Facility.  See Affidavit of Amber Martin at ¶ 4.  (For the same reasons, Complainant’s 
characterization of the D. Ray James Detention Facility as a “GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 
facility” is also incorrect.  See Initial Complaint at ¶ 22.) 
 
 D. The GEO Group, Inc. – Corporate Structure 
 
 As was the case with “Chevron” in MUR 6726 (Chevron Corporation), “GEO” is not a 
single “integrated organization,” but rather, it is a family of subsidiaries and wholly-owned 
entities that are separate and distinct legal entities.  See MUR 6726 (Chevron Corporation), First 
General Counsel’s Report at 3-4. 
 
 The GEO Group, Inc. sits at the top of the larger GEO corporate structure.  Beneath The 
GEO Group, Inc. are several wholly-owned subsidiaries, including GEO Corrections Holdings, 
Inc. and Cornell Companies, Inc.  Both GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. and Cornell Companies, 
Inc. have their own subsidiary companies.  For example, GEO Reentry Services, LLC is a 
subsidiary of GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 
 
 In 2013, The GEO Group family of companies underwent an internal corporate 
restructuring as part of a complex conversion to a Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT).  This 
conversion required, among other things, a reorganization of certain operations into separate 
legal wholly-owned operating business units known as “taxable REIT subsidiaries.”  Through 
this structure, non-real estate related businesses are housed within wholly-owned taxable 
subsidiaries of the REIT, while business segments that are real estate related are part of the 
REIT.5  For present purposes, we note that the existence of various legally separate wholly-
owned subsidiaries within The GEO Group, Inc. family of companies is directly related to this 
REIT restructuring.   
 
  1. GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 
 
 GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. is incorporated in the State of Florida.  GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of GEO Group, Inc., and is a holding company for 
several operating subsidiaries within The GEO Group family of companies.  These subsidiaries 
are involved in operation, management, and construction of private correctional and detention 
                                                 
5 Additional details of this structure are included in the company’s first quarter 2013 publication “Geo 
World,” which is attached hereto, and is also available at http://www.geogroup.com/userfiles/337e14c1-
4d30-4723-a85d-a02f51816e54.pdf. 
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facilities, community reentry facilities, inmate transportation, and electronic monitoring and 
tracking.  See Affidavit of Amber Martin at ¶ 5.   
 
 GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. houses and performs a number of administrative 
functions on behalf of The GEO Group family of companies.  For instance, GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc. is the employer of those individuals engaged in administration and management 
functions at The GEO Group’s corporate headquarters in Boca Raton, Florida.  Pursuant to a 
formal management services agreement, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. performs a variety of 
management services for The GEO Group family of companies.  See Affidavit of Marcel Maier 
at ¶ 7.  GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. does not contract with any government entities, and does 
not provide services of any kind to any entities outside The GEO Group family of companies.6  
Accordingly, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. has no government contracts of any kind.  See 
Affidavit of Amber Martin at ¶ 6.  The Complainant’s insistence to the contrary is incorrect.  See 
Supplemental Complaint at 4 (“available records indicate that GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., 
is indeed a contracting legal entity that holds contracts with multiple government agencies”). 
 
 As noted, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. does not generate income through the sale of 
goods or services to persons beyond The GEO Group family of companies.  Rather, all GEO 
Corrections Holdings, Inc. revenue derives from its subsidiaries and its intercompany agreements 
with other entities within the The GEO Group family of companies.7  GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc., has receipts in excess of $250 million annually.  These funds are received by 
other companies within The GEO Group family of companies from their customers and 
transferred to GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., for tax, administrative and management purposes.  
See Affidavit of John Tyrrell at ¶ 2. 
 
 The annual receipts of GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. far exceed the amount of the 
federal contributions at issue in this matter, even after receipts from entities with federal 
contracts are set aside.8  See Affidavit of John Tyrrell at ¶ 3.  
 
  2. GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC 
 

GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC, a wholly-owned subsidiary of GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc., has numerous state and local government contracts, but does not contract with the 
federal government.  See Affidavit of John Tyrrell at ¶ 4.  For instance, in 2016, GEO 
Corrections and Detention, LLC earned in excess of $7.8 million from the State or Florida for the 

                                                 
6 GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., is similar to Chevron Corporation in this regard.  As noted in MUR 
6726 (Chevron Corporation), Chevron Corporation “[a]s a general matter … does not sell any goods or 
services.”  MUR 6726 (Chevron Corporation), Factual and Legal Analysis at 2. 
 
7 See MUR 6726 (Chevron Corporation), Factual and Legal Analysis at 2 (“Chevron’s primary assets 
consist of stock of other companies, and Chevron derives most of its income from the dividends of those 
companies”). 
 
8 See MUR 6726 (Chevron Corporation), Factual and Legal Analysis at 7 (“Chevron appears to have 
sufficient funds not derived from revenue of subsidiaries with federal contracts to make the $2.5 million 
contribution to CLF”) (emphasis in original). 
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company’s operation of Graceville Correctional Facility.  See Affidavit of John Tyrrell at ¶ 4.   
Although this non-federal contract (among others) was erroneously attributed to GEO 
Corrections Holdings, Inc., we note that the revenue derived from this contract far exceeds the 
total amount of federal contributions at issue. 
 
  3. GEO Reentry Services, LLC 
 
 As noted above, the government contract valued at $266,666 that is referenced in the 
Initial Complaint is held by GEO Reentry Services, LLC.  GEO Reentry Services, LLC (then 
known as GEO Reentry Services, Inc.), was previously a wholly-owned corporate subsidiary of 
The GEO Group, Inc.  In December 2012, as part of the REIT conversion process, GEO Reentry 
Services, Inc., was converted to its present LLC form, and 100% interest in the entity was 
transferred from The GEO Group, Inc. to GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., making GEO 
Corrections Holdings, Inc. the sole member of GEO Reentry Services, LLC.  See Affidavit of 
Marcel Maier at ¶ 3.   
 
 GEO Reentry Services, LLC contracts with the federal government, as well as with state 
and local governments.  GEO Reentry Services, LLC is licensed to do business in 18 states, 
including Louisiana.  See Affidavit of Marcel Maier at ¶ 5.  GEO Reentry Services, LLC 
employs its own personnel, including operational staff at approximately 25 facilities, and owns 
office-related property (furniture, computer equipment, office supplies, etc.).  GEO Reentry 
Services, LLC, does not own real property.  See Affidavit of Marcel Maier at ¶ 4.   
 
  4. Cornell Companies, Inc. 
 
 Cornell Companies, Inc. was acquired by The GEO Group, Inc. in 2010, and Cornell 
Companies, Inc. became a wholly-owned subsidiary of The GEO Group, Inc.  See Affidavit of 
Marcel Maier at ¶ 2. 
 
 Cornell Companies, Inc. remains separately incorporated in the State of Delaware.  As 
noted above, Cornell Companies, Inc. and GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. are both “first level” 
subsidiaries that are wholly-owned by The GEO Group, Inc.  Cornell Companies, Inc. and GEO 
Corrections Holdings, Inc. do not have direct financial arrangements with one another, and no 
revenue from Cornell Companies, Inc. (including revenue derived from federal contracts) is 
delivered directly to GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc.  See Affidavit of John Tyrell at ¶ 5  (It is 
possible that Cornell Companies, Inc. pays money to one (or more) subsidiary companies within 
The GEO Group family of companies in exchange for services, and that subsidiary subsequently 
delivers funds to GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc.)  GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. has multiple 
wholly-owned subsidiaries, including GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC, that do not contract 
with the federal government, and which generate their revenue from sources unrelated to any 
federal contracts.  See Affidavit of John Tyrell at ¶ 4.  Thus, the funds held by GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc. that were drawn upon to make the contribution to Rebuild America Now 
unquestionably included funds from sources without any federal contracts that far exceeded the 
contribution amounts.   
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II. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
 
 As explained below, the Initial Complaint should be dismissed on any or all of the 
following grounds.  The Federal Election Campaign Act, as amended, prohibits a person “[w]ho 
enters into any contract with the United States or any department or agency thereof” from 
making a contribution to any political party, committee, or candidate for public office.  52 U.S.C 
§ 30119(a)(1); 11 C.F.R. § 115.2.  The federal contractor contribution prohibition is effective 
during “the time between the earlier of the commencement of negotiations or when the requests 
for proposals are sent out, and the later of – (1) The completion of performance under; or (2) The 
termination of negotiations for, the contract or furnishing of materials, supplies, equipment, land, 
or buildings, or the rendition of personal services.”  11 C.F.R. § 115.2(b). 
 
 “When determining whether a committee has received, or that an entity has made, a 
contribution in violation of [52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(1)], the Commission looks first to whether the 
entity met the statutory and regulatory definition of government contractor at the time the 
contribution was made.”  MUR 6403 (Alaskans Standing Together), First General Counsel’s 
Report at 14-15.   
 
 A. GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., Was Not a Federal Contractor 
 
 As noted above, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. does not hold any government contracts 
(federal, state, or local), and was not a federal contractor at the time the contributions at issue 
were made.  The entry found by Complainant at USAspending.gov is inaccurate.  The identified 
contract was not held by GEO Corrections Holding, Inc., but by GEO Reentry Services, LLC, 
and the contracting party was not the federal government, but the Lousiana Department of Public 
Safety and Corrections.  See attached contract. 
 
 The Complainant claims that “GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. appears to have been 
performing and/or negotiating federal contracts at the same time that it made its $100,000 
contribution to Rebuilding America Now ….”  Initial Complaint at ¶ 20; see also Initial 
Complaint at ¶ 25.  This is incorrect, as GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. does not perform or 
negotiate any federal contracts.  See Affidavit of Amber Martin at ¶ 6. 
 
 Information presented in the Supplemental Complaint pertaining to National Labor 
Relations Board proceedings and a class-action lawsuit in California,9 see Supplemental 

                                                 
9 The Complainant’s characterization of the Respondents’ answer to a class-action complaint filed in 
California is intentionally dishonest and misleading.  The Complainant claims that “[i]n its answer to that 
complaint, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. did not contest this description of its operations [that it is ‘an 
operator of detention and community re-entry facilities in California’], but instead claimed that it did not 
employ the plaintiff nor any other member of the class.”  See Supplemental Complaint at 2 – 4.  The 
referenced answer, which the Complainant attached as an exhibit to its Supplemental Complaint, begins 
with the following sentence: “Defendants generally and specifically deny each and every allegation of 
the Complaint, and the whole thereof, pursuant to section 431.30 of the California Code of Civil 
Procedure and further deny that Plaintiff or any class that he purports to represent has been damaged in 
any sum or at all” (emphasis added). 
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Complaint at 2 – 4, is irrelevant to the question of whether GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 
sought, held, or performed a federal contract at the time the contributions at issue were made.  
How GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. might be characterized in proceedings before another 
government agency has no bearing on whether GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. actually is a 
“federal contractor” for purposes of FECA and Commission regulations.10  See Supplemental 
Explanation and Justification on Political Committee Status, 72 Fed. Reg. 5595,  5599 (Feb. 7, 
2007) (“the use of the Internal Revenue Code classification to interpret and implement FECA is 
inappropriate’). 
 
 B. The Initial Complaint Does Not Identify A Federal Contract 
 
 As noted above, the contract referenced in the Initial Complaint consisted of a sub-award 
grant from the Louisiana Department of Public Safety and Corrections to GEO Reentry Services, 
LLC.  The contracting parties to the service agreement are Louisiana Department of Public 
Safety and Corrections, a state agency, and GEO Reentry Services, LLC.  Under FEC 
regulations, this is not a federal contract.  Commission regulations state:  
 

The basic contractual relationship must be with the United States or any 
department or agency thereof.  A person who contracts with a State or local 
jurisdiction or entity other than the United States or any department or agency 
thereof is not subject to this part, even if the State or local jurisdiction or entity is 
funded in whole or in part from funds appropriated by the Congress. 

 
11 C.F.R. § 115.1(d). 
 
 The original 1977 Explanation and Justification for this provision indicates that this 
bright-line distinction between federal and state contracts is the product of a 1974 Conference 
Report discussion of the Medicaid program and questions about whether doctors who received 
Medicaid payments for services qualified as federal contractors.  The Conference Report 
concludes they are not and explained: 
 

Under so-called Medicaid programs, it is true that doctors may have specific 
contractual agreements to render medical services, but such agreements are with 
State agencies and not with the Federal Government.  Medicaid programs are 
administered by State agencies using Federal funds.  The House committee did 
not believe that section 611 prohibiting political contributions by government 
contractors has any application to doctors rendering medical services pursuant to 
a contract with a State agency.  

 
Communication From the Chairman, Federal Election Commission, Explanation and 
Justification of Part 115 – Federal Contractors at 120 (Jan. 12, 1977) citing S. Conf. Report 93-
1237, 93d Congress, 2d Sess., 68-69 (1974).  Like Medicaid programs, criminal justice programs 
                                                 
10 More specifically, the term “employer” as used in labor law and by the National Labor Relations Board 
obviously does not equate with “federal contractor,” as used in federal campaign finance law and by the 
Commission.  Compare, for example, the definition of “employer” found in the National Labor Relations 
Act at 29 U.S.C. § 152(2) with the federal contractor prohibition at 52 U.S.C. § 30119. 
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are often “administered by State agencies using Federal funds.”  Entities that contract with these 
state agencies are not federal contractors.  See also Advisory Opinion 1980-26 (Stenholm) (“the 
prohibitions of 441c would not apply to a situation where, as here, the contractual relationship of 
the contributor is with another entity that is, in turn, under contract with the Federal Government 
or an agency thereof”); Advisory Opinion 1975-110 (Treen) (“the Commission concludes that 
where an individual contracts with a non-Federal agency, he does not become subject to the 
prohibition of § 611 even if the agency receives Federal aid”). 
 
 C. The Supplemental Complaint References Other Specific Contracts, But Still 
  Does Not Identify Any Federal Contract  
 
 The Supplemental Complaint alleges that GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. is listed “as 
the ‘Vendor’ for at least six contracts with the State of Florida valued at tens of millions of 
dollars.”  Supplemental Complaint at 4.  Contracts with the State of Florida, of course, are 
irrelevant for purposes of the federal contractor prohibition, so it is unclear why the Complainant 
would include this information.  Furthermore, the Complainant failed to note in its Supplemental 
Complaint that a few more “clicks” on the cited Florida Department of Finanical Services 
website (https://facts.fldfs.com/Search/ContractSearch.aspx) reveals that the “Vendor” listing is 
inaccurate and that five of the six referenced contracts were not made with GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc., but with either The GEO Group, Inc. or GEO Corrections and Detention LLC.  
(The remaining entry is for a non-contractual purchase order for copies of records in the amount 
of $35.93.)  All of this information was readily available to the Complainant, and it is unclear 
why the Complainant chose to mislead the Commission on an entirely irrelevant point. 
 
 In short, neither the Initial Complaint nor the Supplemental Complaint identifies any 
specific federal contract. 
 
 D. GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. Is a Separate and Distinct Legal Entity 
 
 After inquiring “whether the entity met the statutory and regulatory definition of 
government contractor at the time the contribution was made,” the Commission next considers 
the special considerations that arise in the context of related entities.  See MUR 6403 (Alaskans 
Standing Together), First General Counsel’s Report at 15 (“In the case of a parent company 
contributor, if it can demonstrate that it is, in fact, a separate and distinct legal entity from its 
government contractor subsidiaries, and that it had sufficient funds to make the contributions 
from non-subsidiary income, then the prohibition on contributions by government contractors 
would not extend to the parent company.”) 
 
 The allegations in the Initial Complaint are relatively specific, but as is explained herein, 
the specific allegations made in the Initial Complaint do not pertain to a federal contractor, and 
the contract identified in the Initial Complaint is actually a state government contract.   
 
 The allegations in the Supplemental Complaint are considerably less specific, but it 
appears that the Complainant has shifted its focus to the relationship between GEO Corrections 
Holdings, LLC (the subsidiary) and The GEO Group, Inc. (the parent), and recognizes that GEO 
Corrections Holdings, Inc., “does not itself hold federal contracts.”  Supplemental Complaint at 
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5.  The Complainant appears to assume that The GEO Group, Inc. is a federal contractor for 
purposes of the Act, but the Complainant does not identify any specific federal contract that The 
GEO Group, Inc. allegedly holds.  The Complainant has not met its burden of “set[ting] forth 
sufficient specific facts, which, if proven true, would constitute a violation of the FECA.”  MUR 
4960 (Clinton), Statement of Reasons of Commissioners Mason, Sandstrom, Smith, and Thomas.  
 
 The GEO Group, Inc. does not deny that it is a federal contractor for purposes of the Act, 
although we maintain that the complaints do not establish that point by identifying an actual 
federal contract held by any Respondent. 
 
  1. Separate and Distinct Legal Entity Analysis 
 
 The facts alleged in the Initial and Supplemental Complaints involve (at least) five 
different legal entities, several of which the Complainant is unaware: (1) GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc.; (2) GEO Reentry Services, LLC; (3) The GEO Group, Inc., (4) Cornell 
Companies, Inc.; and (5) GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC. 
 
 Each of these companies is a “separate and distinct legal entity.”  GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc. holds no federal contracts, and to the extent that any other legal entity within The 
GEO Group’s broader corporate structure does have a federal contract, that does not convey 
federal contractor status on GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc.  See Advisory Opinion 1998-11 
(Patriot Holdings) (“the prohibitions of 2 U.S.C. § 441c would not extend to an LLC holding 
company as long as it is, in fact, a separate and distinct legal entity from its Federal contractor 
subsidiaries”). 
 
 Federal contractor status does not extend from a parent company to a subsidiary company 
when only the parent company contracts with the federal government, so long as the parent and 
subsidiary are separate and distinct legal entities and the non-contracting subsidiary had 
sufficient income from its own operations to make the contribution at issue.11  The 
Commission’s “separate and distinct legal entities” standard has been considered in three basic 
contexts: (1) corporate parents and subsidiary companies; (2) holding companies and 
subsidiaries; and (3) entities created by Indian tribes.  The legal standard is the same in each 
case. 
 
 With respect to the first context: 
 

The Commission has recognized that if a parent company has an ownership 
interest in a subsidiary that is a federal contractor, the parent company may make 
a contribution without violating section [30119] if it is a “separate and distinct 
legal entity” from its federal contractor subsidiary and has sufficient revenue not 
derived from its contractor subsidiary to make a contribution.  See, e.g., MUR 
6403 (Aleut Corp. et al.); Advisory Op. 2005-01 (Mississippi Band of Choctaw 
Indians); Advisory Op. 1998-11 (Patriot Holdings LLC) (superseded on other 
grounds).  If, however, the subsidiary is merely an agent, instrumentality, or alter 

                                                 
11 The Commission’s “separate and distinct entity” standard has been informed by corporate “alter ego” 
and “piercing the veil” considerations.  See Advisory Opinion 1998-11 (Patriot Holdings) at 5 n.3. 
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ego of the holding company, then the parent company is prohibited from making a 
contribution.  Advisory Op. 1998-11 at 5. 

 
MUR 6726 (Chevron Corporation), First General Counsel’s Report at 8; see also MUR 6726 
(Chevron Corporation), Factual and Legal Analysis at 6. 
 
 With respect to the second context, the Commission applied the same basic principles to 
holding companies and their subsidiaries, and reached the same result: 
 

In past opinions, the Commission permitted a holding company of a national 
bank, a holding company of a Federally chartered savings and loan, and a wholly 
owned subsidiary of a Federally chartered savings and loan association, to make 
contributions in connection with State and local elections and to make donations 
to committees associated with national political party conventions. See Advisory 
Opinions 1995-32, 1995-31, 1981-61, 1981-49, and 1980-7. The Commission 
reasoned in these opinions that a holding company is considered a distinct legal 
entity in its own right, apart from its subsidiaries, and that there is no language in 
section 441b indicating that the prohibition (as to contributions in any election, 
including State or local elections) extends to parent holding companies which are 
not themselves national banks, or Federally chartered corporations or banks. See 
id.  
 
The Commission premised this position on the separate identity of a holding 
company from a subsidiary and the absence of facts which indicated the 
subsidiary was merely an agent, instrumentality, or alter ego of the holding 
company. See Advisory Opinions 1995-32, 1995-31 and 1980-7. The 
Commission has further required that the permitted political contributions of the 
holding company be funded only from revenue not derived from subsidiaries that 
are prohibited from the same activity by section 441b. See Advisory Opinions 
1995-32, 1995-31, 1981-61 and 1981-49.  
 
The Commission is of the opinion that this analysis should apply in PH’s 
situation. The fact that PH and its subsidiaries are LLC’s rather than corporations 
is not a significant distinction. As is the case with section 441b, the prohibitions 
of 2 U.S.C. §441c would not extend to an LLC holding company as long as it is, 
in fact, a separate and distinct legal entity from its Federal contractor subsidiaries.  

 
Advisory Opinion 1998-11 (Patriot Holdings) at 4-5 (superseded by LLC regulations). 
 
 Finally, in the third context, the Commission has recognized that corporate entities 
created by Indian tribes are “separate and distinct” from the tribes themselves for purposes of the 
federal contractor prohibition.  For instance, in 2005, the Commission determined that the 
Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians was not prohibited from making federal contributions after 
it “established and chartered” a for-profit corporation (IKBI, Inc.) for the purpose of seeking and 
obtaining federal construction contracts.  The Commission explained: 
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In two advisory opinions the Commission has considered whether the Federal 
contractor status of subordinate tribal enterprises limits the ability of Indian tribes 
to make contributions.  See Advisory Opinions 1999-32 and 1993-12.  The 
Commission concluded that if circumstances demonstrate that the tribal enterprise 
has a distinct and separate identity from the Indian tribe itself, then the Act does 
not prohibit a tribe from making contributions because of the Federal contractor 
status of the tribal enterprise.  See Advisory Opinion 1999-32.  
 
The facts in this request are substantially similar to the facts considered in 
Advisory Opinion 1999-32. As in Advisory Opinion 1999-32, circumstances 
indicate that IKBI is a separate and distinct entity from the Tribe. These include 
the separate incorporation of IKBI, the separate leasing and ownership of 
property, the fact that no member of the Tribal council may serve on the IKBI 
board, and that IBKI has a separate legal counsel, bank account, tax identification 
number and separate employees, personnel and benefit policies from the Tribe. 
Further, as in Advisory Opinion 1999-32, funds from the Tribal enterprise that is 
a Federal contractor are not intermingled with other Tribal funds. The 
Commission notes that revenues from IKBI may not be used to make 
contributions to Federal candidates or political committees.  
 
Accordingly, when IKBI qualifies as a Federal contractor, its status as Federal 
contractor does not confer Federal contractor status on the Tribe and therefore 
will not affect the Tribe’s political activities under 2 U.S.C. 441c [now 52 U.S.C 
§ 30119]. 

 
Advisory Opinion 2005-01 (Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians) at 4. 
 
  2. Facts and Circumstances Determinations 
 
 “In determining whether a parent company is ‘separate and distinct’ from its subsidiary, 
the Commission has not articulated a specific test but has instead made determinations based on 
the facts and circumstances presented in each matter.”  MUR 6726 (Chevon Corporation), First 
General Counsel’s Report at 9.  In past matters, facts and circumstances taken into consideration 
include: 
 

• Are the parent and subsidiary companies separately incorporated?12 
• Do the entities have separate tax identification numbers?13 
• Are the companies under the direction and control of separate management?14 
• Does the parent company pay the salaries or expenses of its subsidiary?15 
• Does the subsidiary’s government contract contain clauses or terms which would hold the 

parent company liable for breaches by the subsidiary?16 

                                                 
12 MUR 6726 (Chevon Corporation), Factual and Legal Analysis at 6. 
13 Advisory Opinion 2005-01 (Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians) at 2. 
14 MUR 6726 (Chevon Corporation), Factual and Legal Analysis at 6. 
15 Advisory Opinion 1998-11 (Patriot Holdings) at 5. 
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• Did the contributing parent entity have sufficient funds not derived from revenue of 
subsidiaries with federal contracts to make the contribution?17 

• In the case of an Indian tribe, does the tribe’s Utility Authority have its own bank 
account, employees, personnel policies, employee benefits, and legal counsel?18 

• Does the entity lease or own its own property?19 
 
 The presence or absence of particular factors is not necessarily determinative.  For 
instance, two entities may have common officers and directors and still be “separate and distinct 
legal entitites.”  See Advisory Opinion 1998-11 (Patriot Holdings) at 5 n.3 ([“The fact that PH, 
ASM and PCS share common officers or directors, absent other factors, would be insufficient to 
establish that ASM and PCS were the alter egos of PH.” ); MUR 6726 (Chevron Corporation), 
Factual and Legal Analysis at 6 (“publicly available information indicates that Chevron and 
Chevron U.S.A. may share the same CEO”).  An entity may also be deemed “separate and 
distinct” despite being financially dependent on another entity.  For example, in Advisory 
Opinion 2005-01 (Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians), the tribal corporation at issue, IKBI, 
was not financially independent from the tribe, and “[a]s a condition for issuing the bonds, the 
bonding agent will require the Tribe … to sign an ‘agreement of indemnity.’  This obligates the 
Tribe … to act as co-indemnitor (along with IKBI) for any losses and liabilities on the bonds.”  
Advisory Opinion 2005-01 (Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians) at 2.  
 
 In its Supplemental Complaint, the Complainant argues that GEO Corrections Holdings, 
Inc. and The GEO Group, Inc. “are nearly indistinguishable” because “[b]oth are incorporated at 
the same address, in the same state, and with significant overlap between officers and directors.”  
Supplemental Complaint at 5.  This claim is both factually confused and legally incorrect.   
 
 Neither the Initial Complaint nor the Supplemental Complaint identifies a federal 
contract that is actually held by either GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., or The GEO Group, Inc.  
The Initial Complaint incorrectly alleged that “GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. is a federal 
contractor” that “operates the D. Ray James Detention Facility in Folkston, Georgia.”  Initial 
Complaint at ¶¶ 19, 6.  The Supplemental Complaint acknowledges this error, and then offers an 
alternative theory of liability.  See Supplemental Complaint at 5 (“Finally, even if GEO 
Corrections Holdings Inc. were to offer evidence that it does not itself hold federal contracts, and 
is not rendering personal services pursuant to a federal contract, its contribution is nonetheless 
prohibited under the federal contractor ban.”).  In past matters, the Commission analyzes a 
situation in which the parent company holds a federal contract while the contributing subsidiary 
company does not, and the inquiry focuses on wehther the subsidiary is a separate and distinct 
legal entity.  But if there is no evidence on the record that one or the other holds a federal 
contract, there is nothing for the Commission to analyze.  The Complainant does not identify a 
federal contract allegedly held by The GEO Group, Inc., and the contract that the Complainant 
                                                                                                                                                             
16 Advisory Opinion 1998-11 (Patriot Holdings) at 5; Advisory Opinion 2005-01 (Mississippi Band of 
Choctaw Indians) at 2. 
17 MUR 6726 (Chevon Corporation), Factual and Legal Analysis at 7; Advisory Opinion 1998-11 (Patriot 
Holdings) at 5. 
18 Advisory Opinion 1999-32 (Tohono O’odham Nation) at 5; Advisory Opinion 2005-01 (Mississippi 
Band of Choctaw Indians) at 2. 
19 Advisory Opinion 2005-01 (Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians) at 2. 
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attributes to GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. was not actually held by GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc., and was not a federal contract.  The Complainant submitted two complaints but 
failed to identify a single federal contract.   
 
 However, if we concede that The GEO Group, Inc. is a federal contractor – even though 
that fact is not established in either the Initial or Supplemental Complaint – it is still clear that 
GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. is separate and legally distinct from The GEO Group, Inc.  The 
Complainant claims that GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. and The GEO Group, Inc. “are nearly 
indistinguishable” and that MUR 6726 (Chevron Corporation) is distinguishable.  The 
Complainant misstates the relevant law.  “Being incorporated at the same address, in the same 
state” is irrelevant.  The relevant legal question is whether the two companies are “separately 
incorporated.”  See MUR 6726 (Chevron Corporation), Factual and Legal Analysis at 6.  The 
Commission has never suggested that the incorporator’s address or state of incorporation have 
any bearing on the issue at hand.  In fact, the very matter that the Complainant cites, MUR 6726 
(Chevron Corp.), specifically notes that “Chevron and Chevron U.S.A. are located at the same 
street address.”  MUR 6726 (Chevron Corp.), Factual and Legal Analysis at 6.  GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc. and The GEO Group, Inc. are separately incorporated. 
 
 In fact, each of the entities discussed above is separately organized, either as a 
corporation or limited liability company, and each has a different federal tax identification 
number.  While the operations of The GEO Group family of companies is complex and 
overlapping in some regards, the companies within that structure are separate and legally 
distinct, as is required by complex REIT-related statutes and regulations found in the federal tax 
code.  Separate entities within The GEO Group family of companies may have overlapping 
leadership, but as the Commission previously determined, “[t]he fact that [Entity 1, Entity 2, and 
Entity 3] share common officers or directors, absent other factors, would be insufficient to 
establish that  [Entity 2] and [Entity 3] were the alter egos of [Entity 1].”  Advisory Opinion 
1998-11 (Patriot Holdings) at 5 n.3.  The Commission reiterated this holding in MUR 6726 
(Chevron Corp.).  See MUR 6726 (Chevron Corp.), Factual and Legal Analysis at 6-7 (citing 
Advisory Opinion 1998-11 for the proposition that “overlapping officers and directors between a 
parent company and its subsidiaries was insufficient to establish that the subsidiaries were alter 
egos of the parent company”). 
 
 Finally, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. “had sufficient funds not derived from revenue 
of [related organizations] with federal contracts” to make the contributions identified in the 
Initial and Supplemental Complaint.  MUR 6726 (Chevron Corp.), Factual and Legal Analysis at 
7.  GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. has annual receipts in excess of $250 million, and it had 
sufficient funds not derived from revenues of related organizations with federal contracts far in 
excess of the total amount of federal contributions at issue in this matter. 
 
 In sum, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., did not at the relevant times (and does not 
currently) hold any federal contract.  GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. is separate and 
legally distinct from other entities within The GEO Group family of companies that may 
derive revenue from federal contracts.  GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. had sufficient 
revenue derived from sources other than related entities with federal contracts to make the 
contributions at issue in this matter. 
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 D. The Constitutionality of the Federal Contractor Prohibition Is Not At Issue  
  In This Matter 
 
 The Complainant argues in support of the continued constitutional validity of the federal 
contractor prohibition with respect to contributions to any political committee, including an 
independent expenditure-only committee.  We believe the Complainant’s position is incorrect as 
a matter of law, but that the issue need not be addressed in this matter. 
 
 The question of whether the federal contractor prohibition may be applied 
constitutionally to independent expenditure-only committees has not been definitively and 
specifically resolved.  Wagner v. FEC does not address contributions to independent 
expenditure-only committees, and specifically notes that the plaintiffs in that case did not 
challenge the prohibition with respect to contributions made to independent expenditure-only 
committees.  Wagner v. FEC, 793 F.3d 1, 4 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (“Nor do [plaintiffs] challenge the 
law as the Commission might seek to apply it to donations to PACs that themselves make only 
independent expenditures, commonly known as ‘Super PACs.’”).  The logic of Citizens United v. 
FEC and SpeechNow.org. v. FEC – that independent expenditures are not corrupting as a matter 
of law, and contributions to committees that make only independent expenditures cannot be 
corrupting as a matter of law – leads to the unavoidable conclusion that the federal contractor 
prohibition may not be applied constitutionally with respect to a contribution to an independent 
expenditure-only committee.  We acknowledge the Commission’s position taken in MUR 6403 
(Alaskans Standing Together), but respectfully suggest this position will be rejected by the courts 
when the issue is squarely presented. 
 
 The issue, however, need not be reached in this matter.  As explained above, the 
contribution at issue was not made by a federal contractor, so there is no statutory or regulatory 
violation.    
 
 
III. CONCLUSION 
 
 There is no reason to believe that GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. violated 52 U.S.C.  
§ 30119.  The Complainant’s allegations rest on a series of factual errors and misstatements of 
the law.  While GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. made the reported contributions to Rebuilding 
America Now, Senate Leadership Fund, and Conservative Solutions PAC, GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc. is not, and was not at the time, a federal contractor.  The contract that the 
Complainant attributes to GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. was, in fact, held by GEO Reentry 
Services, LLC.  That contract was not a federal contract, but rather, was a contract with the 
Louisiana Department of Public Safety.  The GEO Group, Inc., GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., 
GEO Reentry Services, LLC, GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC, and Cornell Companies, 
Inc. are all separate and distinct legal entities, so the contracting activities of any one of these 
entities does not confer federal contractor status on any other entity. 
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 In sum, the Complainant has failed to demonstrate the basic elements of a violation of the 
federal contractor prohibition and there is no reason to believe a violation of the Act occurred.  
This Complaint should be dismissed expeditiously. 
 
      Sincerely, 

      
      Jason Torchinsky 
      Michael Bayes 
           Counsel to Respondents 
 
Attachments 
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AFFIDAVIT OF AMBER MARTIN 

PERSONALLY came and appeared before me, the undersigned Notary, the within named 
AMBER MARTIN, and makes this his Statement and General Affidavit upon oath and 
affinnation of belief and personal knowledge that the following matters, facts and things set forth 
are true and correct to the best of his knowledge: 

1. I am Amber Martin, Executive Vice President, Contract Administration, for The GEO 

Group, Inc. I oversee government contracting matters for The GEO Group, Inc. family of 
compames. 

2. The federal government's contract for services at the D. Ray James Detention Facility is 
with Cornell Companies, Inc. Cornell Companies, Inc., contracts with, and receives 
funds from, the U.S. Department of Justice. 

3. Neither GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. nor GEO Reentry Services, LLC is a party to 

any federal contract involving the D. Ray James Detention Facility. 

4. GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. does not operate the D. Ray James Detention Facility, 
nor does it hold any contract, federal or otherwise, to provide services in connection with 
the D. Ray James Detention Facility. 

5. GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., a Florida corporation, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
The GEO Group, Inc., and is a holding company for several operating subsidiaries within 
The GEO Group family of companies. These subsidiaries are involved in operation, 
management, and construction of private correctional and detention facilities, community 
reentry facilities , inmate/detainee transportation, and electronic monitoring and tracking. 

6. GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. does not seek, negotiate, hold, or perfonn any federal 
government contracts, or any government contracts of any kind. 

[Signature Page Follows] 
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DA TED this the ii_ day of January, 2017 

SWORN to subscribed before me, this J.9.. day of January, 2017 

My Commission Expires: 

911012019 

lfurron ~Q WillU_ 
NOTARY PUBLIC 

SHANNON RENEE WEUER 

•

NOTARYPUlllC 
STATE OF FLORIDA 
Comm# FF158987 
Expires 911°'2018 
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AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN TYRRELL 

PERSONALLY came and appeared before me, the undersigned Notary, the within named JOHN 
TYRRELL, and makes this his Statement and General Affidavit upon oath and affirmation of 
belief and personal knowledge that the following matters, facts and things set forth are true and 
correct to the best of his knowledge: 

I . I am John Tyrrell , Director of Finance for The GEO Group, Inc. I am directly involved in 
the financial operations of The GEO Group, Inc. and various subsidiaries, including GEO 
Corrections Holdings, Inc. 

2. GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. has receipts in excess of $250 million annually. These 
funds are received by other GEO subsidiaries from customers and transferred to GEO 
Corrections Holdings, Inc. for tax, administrative and management purposes. 

3. The annual receipts of GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., far exceed the amount of the 
contributions made to Rebuilding America Now ($225,000), Senate Leadership Fund 
($200,000), and Conservative Solutions PAC ($100,000), even after receipts from entities 
with federal contracts are set aside. 

4. GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC, a wholly-owned subsidiary of GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc., has numerous state and local government contracts, but does not contract 
with the federal government. In 2016, GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC earned in 
excess of $7 .8 million from the State of Florida for its operation of Graceville 
Correctional Facility, providing GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. with sufficient revenue 
from non-federal contractor subsidiaries to fund its political contributions. 

5. Cornell Companies, Inc. and GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. do not have direct financial 
arrangements with one another, and no revenue from Cornell Companies, Inc. (including 
revenue derived from its federal contracts) is delivered directly to GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc. Funds received by Cornell Companies, Inc. pass to The GEO Group, Inc. 

[Signature Page Follows] 
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DATED this the -19_ day of January, 2017 

SWORN to subscribed before me, this l.9_ day of January, 2017 

My Commission Expires: 

obonmff rn <l l L)Qll.Qr 
NOTARY PUBLIC 

•

SHANNON RENEE WELLER 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF FLORIDA 
CcrnrTIJ FF158987 
Expires 9/1012018 
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AFFIDAVIT OF MARCEL MAIER 

PERSONALLY came and appeared before me, the undersigned Notary, the within named 
MARCEL MAIER, and makes this his Statement and General Affidavit upon oath and 
affirmation of belief and personal knowledge that the following matters, facts and things set forth 
are true and correct to the best of his knowledge: 

1. I am Marcel Maier, Vice President, Tax, for The GEO Group, Inc. I oversee all tax 
matters for The GEO Group, Inc. and its various subsidiaries, including GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc. 

2. Cornell Companies, Inc. was acquired by The GEO Group, Inc. via merger in 2010, with 
Cornell Companies, Inc. becoming a wholly-owned subsidiary of The GEO Group, Inc. 

3. Prior to December 2012, GEO Reentry Services, Inc. was a wholly-owned corporate 
subsidiary of The GEO Group, Inc. In December 2012, GEO Reentry Services, Inc. was 
converted to its present LLC fonn and renamed, and 100% ownership interest in the 
entity was transferred from The GEO Group, Inc. to GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. As 
a result of this transfer of interest, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. became the sole 
member of GEO Reentry Services, LLC. 

4. GEO Reentry Services, LLC employs its own personnel, including operational staff at 
approximately 25 facilities, and owns office-related property (furniture, computer 
equipment, office supplies, etc.). GEO Reentry Services, LLC, does not own real 
property. 

5. GEO Reentry Services, LLC, is licensed to do business in 18 states, including Louisiana. 

6. Within The GEO Group family of companies, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. and 
Cornell Companies, Inc. are both "first level" subsidiaries that are wholly-owned by The 
GEO Group, Inc. 

7. Pursuant to a management services agreement with The GEO Group, Inc., employees of 
GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. perform administrative functions for The GEO Group 
family of companies. 

[Signature Page Follows} 
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DATED this the fl_ day of January, 2017 

SWORN to subscribed before me, thisl_g_ day of January, 2017 

My Commission Expires: q (ID/ 20 \?, 

cShaomnhnQJ u}_LLQ.f 
NOTARY PUBLIC 

•

SHANNON RENEE WEUER 
NOTARY PU8UC 
STATE Of FLORIDA 
Comm# FF158987 
Expires 9/10/2018 
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 

Jason Torchinsky, Esq. 
Michael Bayes, Esq. 
Steve Roberts, Esq. 
Holtzman Vogel Josefiak Torchinsky, PLLC 
45 North Hill Drive, Suite 100 
Warrenton, VA 20186 
jtorchinsky@hvjt.law 
mbays@hvjt.law 
sroberts@hvjt.law 

Dear Messrs. Torchinsky, Bayes, and Roberts: 

RE: 

JAN 3 i 2018 

MUR 7180 
GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 

On November 4, 2016, the Federal Election Commission (the "Commission") notified 
your client, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., of a complaint alleging violations of certain 
sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the "Act"). A copy of the 
complaint was forwarded to your client at that time. On December 27, 2016, you were notified 
of a supplement to the original complaint and a copy of that supplement was forwarded to you at 
that time. 

Upon review of the allegations contained in the complaint, supplemental complaint, and 
information supplied by your client, the Commission, on January 23, 2018, found that there is 
reason to believe your client violated 52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(l) and 11 C.F.R. § l 15.2(a). The 
Factual and Legal Analysis, which formed a basis for the Commission's finding, is enclosed for 
your information. 

You may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the 
Commission's consideration of this matter. Please submit such materials to the Office of the 
General Counsel within 15 days of receipt of this notification. Where appropriate, statements 
should be submitted under oath. In the absence of additional information, the Commission may 
find probable cause to believe that a violation has occurred and proceed with conciliation. See 
52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4). 

Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records and 
materials relating to this matter until such time as you are notified that the Commission has 
closed its file in this matter. See 18 U.S.C. § 1519. 
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If you are interested in pursuing pre-probable cause conciliation, you should make such a 
request by letter to the Office of the General Counsel. See I I C.F.R. § 111.18( d). Upon receipt 
of the request, the Office of the General Counsel will make recommendations to the Commission 
either proposing an agreement in settlement of the matter or recommending declining that 
pre-probable cause conciliation be pursued. The Office of the General Counsel may recommend 
that pre-probable cause conciliation not be entered into in order to complete its investigation of 
the matter. Further, the Commission will not entertain requests for pre-probable cause 
conciliation after briefs on probable cause have been delivered to the respondent. Requests for 
extensions of time are not routinely granted. Requests must be made in writing at least five days 
prior to the due date of the response and good cause must be demonstrated. In addition, the 
Office of the General Counsel ordinarily will not give extensions beyond 20 days. Pre-probable 
cause conciliation, extensions of time, and other enforcement procedures and options are 
discussed more comprehensively in the Commission's "Guidebook for Complainants and 
Respondents on the FEC Enforcement Process," which is available on the Commission's website 
at http://wvvw.fec.gov/em/respondent guide.pdt~ 

Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding 
an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law 
enforcement agencies. 1 

This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and 
30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be 
made public. If you have any questions, please contact Nicholas Mueller, the attorney assigned 
to this matter, at (202) 694-1650 or nmueller@fec.gov. 

On behalf of the Commission, 

Enclosure 
Factual and Legal Analysis 

The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the 
Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), 
and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law 
enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
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I 
2 
3 

4 RESPONDENT: 
5 

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS 

GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 

6 I. INTRODUCTION 

MUR 7180 

7 This matter was generated by a complaint filed with the Federal Election Commission by 

8 Campaign Legal Center. 1 The Complaint makes allegations that GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 

9 ("GC Holdings") violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended, (the "Act") 

IO when GC Holdings, purportedly a federal contractor, made contributions to Rebuilding America 

11 Now ("RAN"), an independent expenditure-only political committee.2 Specifically, the 

12 complaint alleges that on August 19, 2016, GC Holdings contributed $100,000 to RAN while it 

13 was a federal contractor. 3 In a supplement, the complainants alleged that GC Holdings also 

14 violated the Act by making a second contribution to RAN on November I, 2016, in the amount 

15 of$125,000, a $200,000 contribution to Senate Leadership Fund on September 27, 2016, and a 

16 $100,000 contribution to Conservative Solutions PAC on April 17, 2015.4 

17 Respondents admit that GC Holdings made the contributions in question but deny they 

18 violated the law. GC Holdings and its related entities, The GEO Group, Inc. (the "GEO Group") 

19 and GEO Reentry Services, LLC ("GEO Reentry") ( collectively the "GEO Respondents")5 

20 submitted a joint response contending that GC Holdings was permitted to make contributions 

2 

4 

Comp!. (Nov. I, 2016); See 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(l). 

Comp!. at 1-2. 

Id. at 5. 

Supp. Comp!. at 1-2 (Dec. 20, 2016). 

Though the complainant makes no allegations against the related entity GEO Reentry, GEO Reentry joined 
the response of GC Holdings and GEO Group. 
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because it is not a federal contractor and is a separate and distinct legal entity from other 

2 companies in the GEO family that are federal contractors. 6 

3 As set forth below, the available information, including GC Holdings' representation in 

4 an unrelated National Labor Relations Board ("NLRB") proceeding that it is a federal contractor, 

5 suggests that GC Holdings may have been a federal contractor when it made its contributions to 

6 RAN and to other committees. 

7 Accordingly, the Commission finds reason to believe that GC Holdings made 

8 contributions in violation of 52 U.S.C. § 301 l 9(a)(l) and 11 C.F.R. § l 15.2(a) and authorizes an 

9 investigation to deterrriine whether GC Holdings was a federal contractor at the time it made its 

10 contributions in 2015 and 2016. 

11 

12 

II. FACTS 

A. GEO Respondents 

13 The GEO family of companies operates correctional and detention facilities and provides 

14 related services throughout the world. 7 The GEO Group is the parent company, and it is 

15 incorporated in Florida. 8 

16 GC Holdings, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the GEO Group, is also incorporated in 

17 Florida. 9 According to the GEO Respondents, GC Holdings "houses and performs a number of . 

18 administrative functions on behalf of The GEO Group family of companies" and generates no 

6 GEO Resp. at 7, 9. 

7 See GEO Resp. at 3-4; The GEO Group, Inc., 2015 Annual Report at2 (Feb. 25, 2016), 
https://www.snl.com/interactive/lookandfeel/4144107120 l 5Annua!Report.pdf ( cited in Comp!. at n. 8) . 

• 
9 

GEO Resp. at 4; Comp!. at 3. 

GEO Resp. at 4. , 
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I income "through the sale of goods or services to persons beyond the GEO Group family of 

2 companies."10 GEO Respondents state that despite GC Holdings not having outside sources of 

3 revenue, it "has receipts in excess of$250 million annually" and that "[t]hese funds are received 

4 by other companies within The GEO Group family of companies from their customers and 

5 transferred to GEO Correcting Holdings, Inc., for tax, administrative and management 

6 purposes. "11 

7 GEO Reentry bills itself as "the nation's leader in safe, secure alternatives to detention 

8 and reentry services for offenders released to community treatment and supervision,'"12 and it 

9 contracts with federal, state, and local governments. 13 Prior to December 2012, GEO Reentry 

IO was a wholly-owned subsidiary of the GEO Group, but it was converted to its current form as a 

11 single member LLC, and I 00% of the LLC's equity interest was transferred to GC Holdings. 14 

12 Thus, GC Holdings is the sole member of GEO Reentry. 

13 Cameli Companies, Inc. ("Cornell Companies") was acquired by the GEO Group in 20 I 0 

14 and became both a wholly-owned subsidiary of the GEO Group and a sister company to GC 

15 Holdings. 15 It is incorporated in Delaware. 16 According to the GEO Respondents, Cornell 

11 

12 

13 

14 

16 

Id. at 5. 

Id. 

See http://www.georeentry.com/about/. 

GEO Resp. at 6. 

Id. at 6. 

GEO Resp. at 6. 

Id. 
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1 Companies has no direct financial arrangements with GC Holdings. 17 While Complainants 

2 allege that GC Holdings operates a federal contract in connection with the D. Ray James 

3 Detention Facility in Folkston, Georgia (the "Georgia Detention Facility"), GEO Respondents 

4 assert that Cornell Companies holds the federal contract for services at this facility .18 

5 The following chart illustrates the corporate structure of the relevant GEO entities. 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

17 Id. 

18 Id. at 3. 

I 

The GEO Group 
Parent Corporation 

GC Holdings 
Subsidiary and Contributor to 

Rebuilding American Now 

GEO Reentry 
GC Holdings Subsidiary 

Cornell Companies 
Subsidiary 
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B. Rebuilding American Now 

2 RAN is an independent-expenditure-only committee. 19 According to its website, RAN 

3 describes itself as "a Super PAC supporting Donald Trump in the 2016 general election."20 

4 According to the GEO Respondents, on August 17, 2016, GC Holdings issued a $100,000 

5 contribution check to RAN, 21 and RAN reported that it accepted$ I 00,000 from GC Holdings on 

6 August 19, 2016.22 Further, on November I, 2016, GC Holdings made another contribution 

7 totaling$ 125,000 to RAN.23 

8 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 

9 
10 
11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

A. The Act's Prohibition of Contributions By Federal Contractors 

The Act prohibits federal contractors from "directly or indirectly" making a contribution 

to any political party, political committee, federal candidate, or "any person for any political 

purpose or use."24 A federal contractor includes any person who is negotiating or performing a 

contract with the federal government or its agencies for certain enumerated purposes, including 

the "rendition of personal services."25 In addition, the Act prohibits any person from knowingly 

19 RAN, Statement of Organization, 
http://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/838/201606029017 459838/201606029017 459 83 8.pdf. 

20 See https://rebuildingamericanow.com/about-our-organization/. 

21 GEO Resp. at 2. The response indicates that a copy of this dated check is attached but a copy of the check 
is not among the attachments. 

22 RAN, October Quarterly Report, 
http://docquery.fec.gov/pdf/661/201610159032869661/201610159032869661.ru!f. 

23 Supp. Comp!. at 1; RAN, Post-General Report, 
http://docqilery.fec.gov/pdf/740/20161208903 99 507 40/20 161208903 99507 40.pdf. · 

24 

25. 

52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(l); 11 C.F.R. § 115.2(a). 

Id 
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1 soliciting a contribution from any person who is negotiating or performing a contract with the 

2 United States government.26 "When determining whether an entity has made a contribution in 

3 violation of [52 U.S.C. § 30119], the Commission first looks to whether the entity met the 

4 statutory and regulatory definition of government contractor at the time the contribution was 

5 made."27 

6 With respect to a parent company that has an ownership interest in a federal-contractor 

7 subsidiary, the Commission has recognized that such parent company may make a contribution 

8 without violating section 30119 if it is a "separate and distinct legal entity" from its federal-

9 contractor subsidiary and "has sufficient revenue derived from sources other than its contractor 

10 subsidiary to make a contribution."28 If, however, the subsidiary is merely an agent, 

11 instrumentality, or alter ego of the holding company, the~ the parent company is prohibited from 

12 making a contribution. 29 

13 
14 
15 
16 

B. GC Holdings Appears to be Subject to the Act's Prohibition Against 
Contributions by Federal Contractors 

1. GC Holdings May Be a Federal Contractor 

17 In support of their allegations, complainants assert that GC Holdings is a federal 

18 contractor based on documents GC Holdings filed with the NLRB in which it represented that it 

26 52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(2); 11 C.F.R. § 115.2(c). 

27 Factual and Legal Analysis at 5, MUR 6403 (Aleut Corp., et aT). 

28 Factual and Legal Analysis at 6, MUR 6726 (Chevron) (citing MUR 6403) (Alaskans Standing Together. et 
al.). See also Advisory Op. 2005-01 (Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians); Advisory Op. 1998-11 (Patriot 
Holdings LLC) (superseded on other grounds). 

29 Advisory Op. 1998-11 (Patriot Holdings LLC) at 5. 
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holds federal contracts.Jo Complainants also rely on information on a government website, 

2 USAspending.gov, that indicates GC Holdings has a federal contract in Louisiana.Jr 

3 Complainants maintain that in a matter before the.NLRB in 2013, GC Holdings is 

4 identified as the employer and contractor for the Georgia Detention Facility, a federal prison.J2 

5 Indeed, according to its brief in that matter, GC Holdings explicitly affirms that it was a federal 

6 contractor: 

7 [GC Holdings] is a large operator of prisons and other correctional facilities. It 
8 has contracts with several state and federal agencies, such as the Federal Bureau 
9 of Prisons and Immigrations and Customs Eriforcement, Department of Homeland 

10 Security. The D. Ray James Detention Facility [Georgia Detention Facility] is a 
11 secure facility and is operated pursuant to a contract with the Federal Bureau of 
12 Prisons. The D. Ray James Facility houses approximately 2,800 inmates.J3 

13 
14 In addition, the brief describes in detail GC Holdings' negotiations with employees who were 

15 members of a union at the Georgia Detention Facility. 

16 The GEO Respondents do not dispute that GC Holdings made those factual 

17 representations before the NLRB. Instead, they argue that Cornell Companies, not GC Holdings, 

18 holds the contract for the Georgia Detention Facility and receives funds from the U.S. 

30 

31 

Campi. at 3-4. 

Id. at 4. 

32 Id. at 3-4 (citing GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. (Employer) v. International Union, Security, Police, and 
Fire Professionals of America (Petitioner), Case No. 12-RC-097792, available at https://www.nlrb.gov/case/12-RC-
097792). 

33 GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., Brief in Support ofExcepiions at 3, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 
(Employer) v. International Union, Security, Police, and Fire Professionals of America (Petitioner), Case No. 12-
RC-097792 (May 28, 2013), available at https://www.nlrb.gov/case/12-RC-097792 (also available as Supp. Comp!., 
Ex A) ( emphasis added, internal citations omitted). Although GC Holdings filed its brief in 2013, prior to making 
its contributions in 2015 and 2016, the GEO Group obtained ownership of the Georgia Detention Facility when it 
acquired Cornell Companies in 20 I 0, and the contract with the federal government appears to have been ongoing 
since then. See GEO Resp. at 3. Because the GEO Respondents cannot sufficiently rebut why GC Holdings 
asserted that it was the employer for the federal facility in its statement before the NLRB, the Commission believes 
that the facts support a reasonable inference that GC Holdings was a·federal contractor for as long as the Georgia 
Detention Facility has been under the GEO Group's ownership. 
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1 Department of Justice.34 In support, they rely upon the Affidavit of Amber Martin, Executive 

2 Vice President for Contract Administration for the parent company, The GEO Group.35 Martin's 

3 Affidavit states, "GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. does not seek, negotiate, hold or perform any 

4 federal government contracts, or any government contracts of any kind."36 Martin's averrnents, 

5 however, post-date the contributions mentioned in the Complaint and Supplement, and they are 

6 all phrased in the present tense, leaving open the possibility that GC Holdings was the contractor 

7 at the time of the contributions. Further, the affidavit lacks supporting information, including 

8 any contemporaneous evidence regarding the negotiation, formation, or execution of the contract 

9 in question. 37 

10 With respect to the matter filed with the NLRB, the GEO Respondents contend that the 

11 Complaint's assertion that GC Holdings operates the Georgia Detention Facility is "factually 

12 incorrect."38 Respondents state that "[i]t is unclear why GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. is 

13 identified as the employer in the NLRB action referenced in the Complaint at Paragraph 6."39 

14 GEO Respondents do not, however, explain why GC Holdings filed a brief representing to the 

15 NLRB that it was the employer and a federal contractor. Moreover, GC Holdings' identification 

34 GEO Resp. at 3. 

35 Martin Aff.1] 2 ("The federal government's contract for services at the D. Ray James Detention Facility is 
with Cornell Companies, Inc. Cornell Companies, Inc., contracts with, and receives funds from, the U.S. 
Department of Justice."). 

36 Id. 11 6. 

37 See La Botz v. FEC, 889 F. Supp.2d 51, 61-62 (D.D.C. 2012) (reversing and remanding Commission 
decision that relied on summary,post hoc affidavit that also was contradicted by contemporaneous document 
because Commission's decision was not based on "Substfilltial evidence"). 

38 

39 

GEO Resp. at 3. 

Id. 
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as an employer is not limited to the NLRB proceeding above, as Complainants note that GC 

2 Holdings has been identified as such in three other matters before the agency.40 

3 The GEO Respondents claim that GC Holdings' statement regarding its federal 

4 contractor status before another federal agency should have no bearing on this matter,41 but they 

5 do not explain how the definition of the term "federal contractor" in the Act and the 

6 Commission's regulations is inconsistent with those of other federal agencies. Consequently, 

7 because respondents do not sufficiently rebut complainants' allegations or sufficiently explain 

8 GC Holdings' own statements to the NLRB, the available information indicates that GC 

9 Holdings may be a federal contractor. 

IO With respect to the information in USAspending.gov, which indicates that GC Holdings 

11 was the recipient of$266,000 in federal contracts in Fiscal Year 2015, GEO Respondents state 

12 that the information on that site is not accurate and reflects a "sub-award transaction" between 

13 GC Holdings' wholly-owned subsidiary, GEO Reentry, and the Louisiana Department of Public 

14 Safety and Corrections ("LDPSC").42 In support, GEO Respondents provided a copy of this 

15 contract confirming that the parties to the contract were GEO Reentry and LDPSC.43 Because 

16 Commission regulations provide that state contracts, even when the funds are derived from 

17 federal grants, do not subject a person the federal contractor contribution ban,44 this contract does 

40 Supp. Comp!. at 3, n. 9-10 (citing GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. v. SPFPA Local 126, Case No. 12-CA-
118124; GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., Case No. 12-CA-115020; GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. v. SPFPA 
Local 445, Case No. l 9-RC-099484). 

4[ 

42 

43 

44 

GEO Resp. at 8. 

Id. at 3. 

Id., Attach. 4. 

See 11 C.F.R. § 115.l(d). 
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1 not demonstrate that GC Holdings is a federal contractor.45 It is notable, however, that 

2 Respondents attached documents proving that the contract for services in Louisiana was not a 

3 federal contract, but they did not attach similarly probative documents regarding the contract at 

4 the Georgia Detention Facility. 

5 2. Conclusion 

6 The facts here indicate that GC Holdings may have been prohibited from making a 

7 political contribution as a federal .contractor. Therefore, the Commission finds reason to believe 

8 that GC Holdings violated 52 U.S.C. § 30119(a)(l) and 11 C.F.R. § 115.2(a). 

45 Complainants also rely upon a class action complaint filed against GC Holdings, among other defendants. 
See Supp. Campi., Ex. B. While that Complaint identified GC Holdings as an operator of correctional facilities in 
California, GEO Respondents note in their response, GC Holdings and the other defendants denied all allegations in 
the complaint, and the Commission has found no information indicating whether those facilities in California 
involved federal or state contracts. GEO Resp. at 7, n. 9. 
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March 5, 2018 

 

Nicholas Mueller, Esq. 

Office of General Counsel 

Federal Election Commission 

999 E Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20463 

 

Re: Response of GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. in MUR 7180 

 

Dear Mr. Mueller,  

 

In our Response of January 20, 2017, we submitted information and sworn affidavits 

demonstrating that the allegations made in the Complaint were factually incorrect and that GEO 

Corrections Holdings, Inc. (GCH), was not a federal contractor and had not violated the federal 

contractor contribution prohibition.  Nevertheless, the Commission found that “the available 

information … suggests that [GCH] may have been a federal contractor when it made its 

contributions to RAN and to other committees.”  MUR 7180, Factual and Legal Analysis (FLA) 

at 2 (emphasis added).  The Commission found reason to believe and “authorize[d] an 

investigation to determine whether [GCH] was a federal contractor at the time it made its 

contributions in 2015 and 2016.”  Id. 

 

Please find below additional information and explanation regarding the present matter.  

We reiterate that GCH was not a federal government contractor when it made the contributions 

at issue. 

 

I. GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. Does Not Contract with the Federal Government 

As previously explained in the Response, “[t]he federal government’s contract for 

services in connection with the D. Ray James Detention Facility is not with GEO Corrections 

Holdings, Inc., but with Cornell Companies, Inc (Cornell).  Cornell Companies, Inc. contracts 

with, and receives funds from, the U.S. Department of Justice.  See Affidavit of Amber Martin at 

¶ 2.”  The FLA appears to ignore this specific sworn statement, and instead focuses on the more 

general Paragraph 6 of Ms. Martin’s affidavit, where she states: “GEO Corrections Holdings, 

HOLTZMANVOGELJOSEFIAKTORCHINSKY PLLC 
Attorneys at Law 

45 North Hill Drive • Suite 100 • Warrenton, VA 20186 
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Inc. does not seek, negotiate, hold, or perform any federal government contracts, or any 

government contracts of any kind.”   

 

With respect to Ms. Martin’s sworn statements, the FLA finds that they “are all phrased 

in the present tense, leaving open the possibility that [GCH] was the contractor at the time of the 

contributions.”  Id.  The phrasing of Ms. Martin’s averments simply reflects the fact that the 

federal contract to operate the D. Ray James Detention Facility was originally entered into by 

Cornell Companies, Inc. and that the contract continues with Cornell at present.  GEO 

Corrections Holdings, Inc., is not now, and was not at the time of the contributions at issue, a 

federal government contractor.   

 

In order to remove any doubt the Commission may have, we attach federal contract 

number DJB1PC012, for the operation of the D. Ray James Detention Facility.  See Exhibit A.  

This contract conclusively demonstrates that the contracting party was not at any time, and is not 

at present, GCH.  Rather, this contract was awarded to Cornell Companies, Inc. in January 2010, 

has been in effect since that time, and expires later this year.  Id.; see also Response of January 

20, 2017 at 3 (“The federal government’s contract for services in connection with the D. Ray 

James Detention Facility is not with GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., but with Cornell 

Companies, Inc.  Cornell Companies, Inc. contracts with, and receives funds from, the U.S. 

Department of Justice.  See Affidavit of Amber Martin at ¶ 2.”); Response of January 20, 2017 at 

4 (“Neither GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., nor GEO Reentry Services, LLC, is a party to any 

federal contract involving the D. Ray James Detention Facility.  See Affidavit of Amber Martin 

at ¶ 3.”); Response of January 20, 2017 at 4 (“GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. does not operate 

the D. Ray James Detention Facility, and GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. does not hold any 

contract, federal or otherwise, to provide services in connection with the D. Ray James Detention 

Facility.  See Affidavit of Amber Martin at ¶ 4.”); Response of January 20, 2017 at 5 (“GEO 

Corrections Holdings, Inc. does not contract with any government entities, and does not provide 

services of any kind to any entities outside The GEO Group family of companies.  Accordingly, 

GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. has no government contracts of any kind.  See Affidavit of 

Amber Martin at ¶ 6.”); Response of January 20, 2017 at 7 (“GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 

does not hold any government contracts (federal, state, or local), and was not a federal contractor 

at the time the contributions at issue were made.”); Response of January 20, 2017 at 14 (“GEO 

Corrections Holdings, Inc., did not at the relevant times (and does not currently) hold any federal 

contract.”).  

 

The GEO Group, Inc., acquired Cornell Companies, Inc., on August 12, 2010 via a 

“reverse-triangular” merger.  Cornell has been a wholly-owned subsidiary of The GEO Group 

since that time.  See Response of January 20, 2017 at 3 (“Cornell Companies, Inc. was acquired 

by The GEO Group, Inc. via a “reverse-triangular merger” in 2010, and is now a wholly-owned 

subsidiary of The GEO Group, Inc.”) (footnote omitted).  (GCH was not incorporated until 

December 26, 2012.) 
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On December 31, 2012, Cornell Companies, Inc., entered into an inter-company services 

agreement with CCG I, LLC, a former Cornell subsidiary also acquired by GEO in the 2010 

merger, in order to subcontract performance of the D. Ray James contract.  From December 31, 

2012 through December 31, 2017, CCG I, LLC was the employer for all “GEO” personnel at D. 

Ray James.  On December 31, 2017, CCG I, LLC merged into GEO Corrections and Detention, 

LLC, and GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC has been the personnel employer for the facility 

since that date. 

 

Also attached are two modifications to the D. Ray James contract that identify the 

contracting party as Cornell Companies, Inc.  The first, Modification 53, dated October 10, 2014, 

incorporates the collective bargaining agreement between The GEO Group, Inc. and the 

International Union, Security, Police and Fire Professionals of America (SPFPA).  See Exhibit B.  

The second modification, Modification 88, dated January 25, 2018, incorporates the replacement 

collective bargaining agreement between the union and GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC.  

See Exhibit C.  Both modifications further demonstrate that Cornell Companies, Inc., not GCH, 

was the federal contractor during the entire course of the D. Ray James contract. 

 

The collective bargaining agreement, attached as Exhibit D, incorporated into the 

contract via Modification 53 is the end result – that is, the final outcome – of the 2013 NLRB 

complaint cited in the Complaint.  The collective bargaining agreement is between The GEO 

Group, Inc. and the SPFPA.  GCH was not a party to the collective bargaining agreement that 

resolved the referenced NLRB matter.  In addition, this collective bargaining agreement was 

entered into by and between a private company and a non-governmental labor union on behalf of 

non-governmental employees.  Thus, this collective bargaining agreement does not make GCH – 

or any other entity – a federal government contractor. 

 

II. GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. – Contracts Generally 

 

GCH maintains a series of “inter-company” employee sharing and service agreements 

with a number of subsidiaries and affiliates of The GEO Group, Inc.  Under these contracts, 

GCH provides corporate administrative and employee-related services to the various subsidiaries 

and affiliates.  See Response of January 20, 2017 at 5.  In preparing the Response of January 20, 

2017, the Respondent performed a thorough review of all contracts to which GCH was a party 

during the period at issue.  Nearly all of GCH’s contracts were (or are) with other subsidiaries 

and affiliates of The GEO Group, Inc.  During the period 2015-2016, GCH had only two 

contracts with “external” parties (i.e., entities other than subsidiaries and affiliates of The GEO 

Group, Inc.).   

 

One of these “external” contracts was a collective bargaining agreement with the United 

Government Security Officers of America International Union (UGSOA) and its Local #840, 

effective from January 24, 2014 through January 23, 2017.  The second “external” contract was a 

collective bargaining agreement with the UGSOA and its Local #880, effective from July 3, 
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2015 to July 2, 2018.  None of these entities are units of the federal government, and the union 

employees covered by these CBAs are not federal government employees.   

 

GCH entered into both collective bargaining agreements as the nominal employer of 

unionized personnel at U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) facilities in Aurora, 

Colorado and Adelanto, California.  By their incorporation into the contracts for the facilities, 

both agreements were assigned to GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC, which has operated the 

facilities involved in the agreements at all times relevant to this proceeding.  The Aurora 

agreement was incorporated into The GEO Group, Inc.’s contract with ICE on September 11, 

2014 (retroactively effective to January 24, 2014).  The Adelanto agreement was incorporated 

into the intergovernmental services agreement between the City of Adelanto and ICE on 

September 1, 2015. 

 

III. National Labor Relations Board Matter 

The FLA also indicates that the Commission seeks additional information regarding 

representations made in a 2013 National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) matter.  According to 

the FLA,  

 

[b]ecause the GEO Respondents cannot sufficiently rebut why [GCH] asserted 

that it was the employer for the federal facility in its statement before the NLRB, 

the Commission believes that the facts support a reasonable inference that [GCH] 

was a federal contractor for as long as the Georgia Detention Facility has been 

under The GEO Group’s ownership. 

   

FLA at 7 n.33.  The referenced NLRB filings are from 2013, pre-date the contributions at issue, 

and simply do not provide a reason to believe that GCH was a federal contractor two and three 

years later.  Nevertheless, and as noted above, GCH was not a federal contractor at the time of 

the NLRB filings, despite what those filings may indicate.  

 

The petition filed with the NLRB that initiated the 2013 matter was submitted by the 

SPFPA against GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC.  See Exhibit E.  The documents filed in 

the matter identified GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC as the “employer.”  The Respondent 

previously acknowledged that “[i]t is unclear why GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., is identified 

as the employer in the NLRB action referenced in the Complaint.”  Response of January 20, 

2017 at 3.  Upon further review, it appears that the statements at issue were simply a matter of 

confusion.  The NLRB action was filed on February 6, 2013.  Approximately one month earlier, 

The GEO Group, Inc., underwent a conversion to a real estate investment trust (REIT).  As part 

of this conversion, employees were “reallocated” among The GEO Group, Inc. and various 

operating subsidiaries, including GCH, GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC, and CCG I, LLC.  

We believe that the sweeping changes caused by the corporate restructuring contributed to some 

uncertainty in the NLRB matter, and the counsel involved in that matter may have been unaware 

of the inter-company agreement between Cornell Companies, Inc., and CCG I, LLC, referenced 

above, and simply identified the wrong “employer” in the action. 
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Nevertheless, as previously mentioned, the outcome of the NLRB matter was a collective 

bargaining agreement between The GEO Group, Inc.,1 and the SPFPA, effective January 24, 

2014.  See Exhibit D.  A contract modification dated September 11, 2014, was executed by 

Cornell Companies, Inc., the facility contractor, which incorporated the CBA into Cornell’s 

contract, and assigned the collective bargaining agreement to Cornell (and by extension, CCG I, 

LLC, who actually employed the unionized officers).  See Exhibit B.  GCH has never been the 

employer at D. Ray James.  And, as the D. Ray James contract and its modifications make clear, 

Cornell Companies, Inc. was, at all relevant times, the legal entity that holds the contract with the 

federal government.   

 

 Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions or require any additional 

information in this matter. 

 

      Sincerely, 

 
      Jason Torchinsky 

      Michael Bayes 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 The GEO Group, Inc. was neither the actual nor the named employer in this matter.  The GEO Group, 

Inc. negotiated the CBA as the corporate parent company for the sake of efficiency.  The CBA was then 

assigned to the appropriate subsidiary company by incorporating the CBA into the underlying 

government contract.  The fact that the CBA was initially negotiated by The GEO Group, Inc. did not 

make The GEO Group, Inc. the employer or the government contractor. 
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AWARD/CONTRACT 
1. fHIS CONTHACf IS A RATED ORDER UNDER IRAllllG I 0\18 Clearance Co'llrol 
DPAS (15 CFR 700) Number : 1103-00 18 

2 CON l RAcr iProc Inst Iden( ) NO 3. t•~ECTIVE OATE I ~. Rc:au1StTONIPURC.-iASE RE ouEST1PROJEC r NO 

DJHIPC'0l2 01 /12/2010 
5 ISSUED BY CODt I co 6. ACMlNISTERED BY/If orror than i1cm s; CODE I 
DEPARTYI.ENT Of JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BURE/\U OF PRISONS 
PRIVATIZED COllli.ECTlO:'\S CONTRACTl\'\G 
320 FIRS1 STREET, NW - ROOM 5005 
WAS1HNG1 ON, DC 20534 

7 '!AME A,' jQ ADDRESS or CONTRACTOR (No. slrocL county, Stt!te iJ/ld ZIP Code} 8 DEU'/E~Y 

□FOB OR GIN [R] OTHER (See !,(:Jowl 

CORNELL COMPANIES. l'IIC. 9 DISCOUNT F )R PROMPT PAYMt NT 

1700 WES l LOOP SOUTH, STE 1500 
NEl 30 HOUSTON, TX 77027-3089 

10. SUBMIT INv JICES (4 11!:M 
cop,cs ~cs ot !Ct'W7Sc 

I FACILITY COOF. 797470549 
specified/ TO TH: ADDRtSS 

C:OOE· 760433642 SHOWN IN 

11 . SHIP TO.MARK rOR CODE I 12. PAYMEN ( 'MLL BE MADE BY CODE co 
federal Bureau of Prisuns 
PRIVATIZATION YI.ANAGEMENT HRANCII 
400 FIRST STRE ET, W SECOND FLOOR 
WASlUNGTO , DC 20534 

13 Al. TI IORITY FOR USING OTHER . HAN FJLL M 'J OPEi\ COVPETITION· 14 ACCOUNTl'IG ANO APPROPRIATION DA TA 

□ CUS.C. 2:l04(c) 1) □ 41 U.S C ,53(c) ( / Sec Schedule 

15A. II EM NO. ·ss. SUPPUES/SERVICCS 5C CUANTITV 15D UNIT 15E. UNIT PRJ ;E \Sr A.Y.Oul'iT 

PROVIDE SEP.VlCES fOR THE 
MANAGF.M.ENT AND OPERA'! !ON OF/\ 
CORRECTIONAi. FAClUTY 1 
ACCORDANCE WlTII RFP-PC'C-0014. 

See' ContiJlu;;tion Shcet(s) 

15G. TOTAL AMOUNT O F CON1' l1ACT $206,5 JO, i87 . 25 
16 TABLE OF CONTENTS 

(A) SEC DcSCRIPTION I PAGE(S) (X} ls[c. I DESCRIPl ION I PAGE(S) 

PART I - SCHEOUlE PART 11- CONTRAC CI.AUSES 

X A S''tlCITATll'\,>,j.frnNT<>4 r;T FORM I X I rnNn><1CT C'..lAUSES I 80 
X 8 SUPPLIES OR srRVtCES Afl.0 PRICE.SiCOSTS 4 PART IJI. LIST OF DOCUMl:NTS, EXr !BITS AND OTH[R ATTACri 

X C DESCR1Pf10NISPFCS ,WOR-< STAIE,..Efl. f 10 X J I usr OF ATTACHMENTS 99 
X 0 PAC-<AGING A>IO MAf<KltsG 64 PART IV· REPRESENTATION£ ANO INSTRUCTIONS 

X E INSPECTION A:,,fD ACC" ~1 A "Ct: 65 K RI:PAESENTATIONS CERTIFICA' IONS AND 011-iER 
X F O!-LIVEH,tS OR Pf.RF Q'lMANCE 69 STATEMENTS OF OFFERORS 

X G CON! RACT ADVl'll .STRATION O"lA i i L INSTRS. CONDS. ANO NO Tl CFS 10 OFFE:RORS 

X H SPECIAL CO!\ TRACT ~FQUIRFMFNl S 75 M EVALUAl'lON F,._CTORS FOR AW \RD 
CONTRACTING 0/-rlctR W!U. COMPLETE ITEM 17 OR 18 AS APPUCA&.E 

17. [Kl CON TRACTORS NEGOTIA TEO AGREEMENT (Contractor i~ reqwed lo sign 
this documor>t and return 2 copies to isswng off•co) Cont·actor agrees lo fu rnish 
and deliver all ltemsor p8rtorm a.I the serv1ces set forth or otnorw,se idon1tf1ed above 
and on any conl1nuat1on sheets for the consi<101at1on stated herein. fhe nghts and 
obligations of the parties to this contract shall oe sub,ecl to and governed by the 
follow,ng documents: (a) this award/contract, (b) the sohc11at•on, 11 ary. and (c) s~ch 
:iroV1sions, reprasentat,ons. certifications, and spec1f1cat1ons, as aru attac'led or 
,ncorooratect b tolerance here·, 'Atlac/1mants are hslect h1Jro1n 

19C OAlE SIGNED 

18. D AWARD (Contractor 1s not requirf.d :o sign th,s document.) Your offer 
on Sohotation Number RFP-PCC-00 14 • ir.cludmg UHi add•llons or 
changes made by you wfi:ch addrt1ons or c 1anges are set forth 1n full aoove, is 
hereby accepted as to the items hsted abO\ a and on any condition shwts. This 
award consummates t. e contract wr1ch cor sis1s of tne follow1n1; documents: (a) 
the Government's sol,c1tation and your off 1r, and (b) this award /contr1tcl No 
further contractual docJment 11 necessary. 

20A. NAME OF CONTRACTING OFFICE!{ 

Doug Martz 

20C DATC 
SIGNED 

Ol /1 2/2010 

STAUDARD FORM 26 (REV . 412008) 
Pn scr11lod by GSA· FAA f48 CFR) 53 ?14(~) 
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Standard Form {SF) 26- Continuation Page 

Contract Number: DJB1PC012 Solicitation Number:RFP-PCC-0014 

***Block 15G of SF-26 is the total estimated amount Eor the four 
year base period and is contingent upon FAR 52.232-18 
Availability of Funds*** 

In accordance with Item 17 - Contractor's Negotiated Agreement, 
the rights and obligations of the parties to this contract shall 
also be subject to and governed by the following: 

I. Incorporated Changes: 

D. Section J - List of Attachments 
1. The following sections were removed: 

a . J-10 Business Management Quesionnaire 
b. J-12 Question Submittal Form 
c. J-13 Offerer's Intent to Propose 
d. J-15 Procedural Guidance Complying With 

National Environmental Policy Act 
Requirements 

II. Items Incorporated Into Contract DJB1PC012: 

A. Amendments to solicitation RFP-PCC-0014 

1. Amendment 1 to solicitation RFP-PCC-0014, dated 
6/12/2008 

2 • Amendment 2 to solicitation RFP-PCC-0014, dated 
6/30/2008 

3 . Amendment 3 to solicitation RFP-PCC-0014, dated 
7/30/2008 

4. Amendment 4 to solicitation RFP-PCC-0014, dated 
8/8/2008 

5. Amendment 5 to solicitation RFP-PCC-0014, dated 
8/27/2008 

6. Amendment 6 to solicitation RFP-PCC-0014, dated 
3/18/2009 

7 . Amendment 7 to solicitation RFP-PCC-0014, dated 
6/08/2009 

DJB1PC012 Page 2 
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8. Amendment 8 to solicitation RFP-PCC-0014, dated 
8/27/2009 

9. Amendment 9 to solicitation RFP-PCC-0014, dated 
9/29/2009 

10. Amendment 10 to solicitation RFP-PCC-0014, dated 
10/22/2009 

11. Amendment 11 to solicitation RFP-PCC-0014, dated 
11/23/2009 

B. Cornell's Price Proposal Revision dated 12/7/2009 

c. Cornell's Subcontracting Plan Revision datEid 4/14/2009 
and approved 12/5/2009 

III. Items Incorporated by Reference: 

A. Cornell's Offer and Other Documents 

1. Initial Proposal dated 9/16/2008 

B. Cornell's Technical Proposals 

1 . Initial Proposal dated 9/16/2008 
2. Revisions dated 4/14/2009 
3. Revisions dated 12/7/2009 
4. Clarifications dated 12/10/2009 

C. Cornell's . Final Proposal Revision Letter dated 
12/7/2009 

I V. In the event a conflict exists between the contract terms 
(including the statement of work) and Cornell's proposal, 
the contract terms shall take precedence. 

V. The base period of the contract shall be 48 months from the 
date the Notice to Proceed is issued. 

VI. The total amount of the contract as set forth i~ Block 15G. 
of the SF 26 is estimated amount for the four-year base 
period. 

//Last Item// 
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CCGI Corporation
1700 West Loop South, Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77027

Benjamin E. Erwin
Senior Vice President, Corporate Development

8/1/08

1 1. CONTRACT ID CODE I PAGE OF PAGES 
AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION/MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT I I I 

2. AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION NO. 3. EFF. DATE I 4 
REau1smoNJPURCHASE REO. NO. I 5. PROJECT NO. (II applicable) 

I 6112/2008 

6. ISSUED BY CODE 7, ADMINISTERED BY (dotherlhanftemf/ CODE I 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

PRIVATIZED CORRECTIONS CONTRACTING PRIVATIZED CORRECTIONS CONTRACTING 

320 FIRST STREET, NW 320 FIRST STREET, NW 

ROOM 5006 ROOM5006 

WASHINGTON DC 20534 WASHINGTON DC 20534 

8. NAME AND AODRESS OF CONTRACTOR {No .. street, county, State and Zip Code) 9A. AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION NO. 

X RFP-PCC-0014 

98. DATED (SEE ITEM 11) 06/12/2008 

10A. MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT/ORDER NO. 

I 

CODE I FACILITY CODE 108. DATED (SEE ITEM 13) 

11. THIS ITEM ONLY APPLIES TO AMENDMENTS OF SOLICITATIONS 

X The above numbered SOliCit.atiOt\ is amended as sec forth In Item 14. The hour and date specified ror receipt of oners Is extended, X is not 

extended. Offet1 MIJSI aelCnowledge receipt of this amendment priot to the hour ancJ date spe,ci(ied in tne SQliciUtllon or as emended, by one of the 6olowing methO<ls: 

(a) By complOting ~ms 8 and 1 S, and rO!uming -~-copies of the amendment (b) By acknowledging receipt ot this amendment on each oopy of the offer 
sublTitted: or {C} By se:p,rate letter or tetegramwNch lndude1 a reference to the solicitation and amendrMnl number$ FAILURE OF YOUR ACKNOWLEOGEMEN'T 
TO ee RECEIVED AT THE PLACE DESIGNATED FOR THE RECEIPT OF OFFERS PRIOR TO IBE HOUR AND DATE SPEO FIEO MAY RESULT IN REJECTION OF 
YOUR OFFER If by virtue of this amendmenl you desire to Chenge-' oner elreacfy submitted, such change may be made by teleg'anl or leNer, p,ovided each 
telegram or letter ~es ~ferenee to the s.oieitaliOn and this amendment. and Is reOM'ed prior to the opening hour al'ld date ,peeifie<I 

12. ACCOUNTING AND APPROPRIATION DATA (If required/ 

13. THIS ITEM APPLIES ONLY TO MODIFICATIONS OF CONTRACTS/ORDERS, 
IT MODIFIES THE CONTRACT/ORDER NO. AS DESCRIBED IN ITEM 14. 

A THIS CHANGE ORDER IS ISSUED PtJRSUANT TO'. (Specify atnhority) THE CHANGE$ SET FORTH IN ITEM 14 ARE MADE IN THE CONTRACT 
ORDER NO 1N ITEM 10A 

8 . THE ABOVE NUM8EREO CONTRACT/ORDER IS MODlFIEO TO REFLECT THE ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES {Suet> es cri,nges irt paying otrioe, 
epproptfStlon date. etc.) SET FORTH IN ITEM 14, PURSUANT TO THE AUIBORITY OF FAR 43.103 {b). 

C. THIS SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT IS ENTERED INTO PURSUANT TO AUTHORITY OF: 

O. OTHER (S,,.cify type of modi(,cation 4nd outhotffy) 

E IMPORTANT; Contr•c:tor I I is h01 I I it re<iuited to sign thi$ doo.iment and te1um copies to issuing Office. 

14. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION (Orpanfzed by UCF section headings, including solicitationkoot.rxt ,uOject m,tter ~ feasible.) 

The purpose of this amendment is to revise the cover letter of the solicitation. 
The second sentence of the second paragraph shall read as follows: 

"Either solicitation may result in awards up to approximately 2,650 beds; 
however, the combined resulting awards from both solicitations will not exceed a 
maximum award of approximately 3,814 beds." 

All other terms and conditions remain the same . 

//Last item// 
except as pro-.,lded herein, 81 terms and conditions of the documeM referenced t) Item 9A or 10~ as heretofOle chanQed, rella\& u~ and in full force <'Ind enect. 

15A NAME AND TITLE OF SIGNER (Type or print/ 

158. CONTRACTOR/OFFEROR 

(Signature of person authorized to sign) 

NSN 7540-01-152-8070 
PREVIOUS EDITION UNUSABLE 

15C. DATE 
SIGNED 

16A. NAME AND TITLE OF CONTRACTING OFFICER /Type or print) 

16B. 

BY 

AMANDA J. PENNEL 

Officer/ 

16C. DATE 
SIGNED 

6112/2008 

D FORM 30 (REV. 10-83) 
Prescribed by GSA FAR (48 CFR) 53.243 

MUR718000666



AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION/MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT
PAGE   OF    PAGES

3.  EFF. DATE 5.  PROJECT NO. (If applicable)2.  AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION NO.

7.  ADMINISTERED BY (If other than Item 6) CODE

FACILITY CODECODE

6.  ISSUED BY CODE

8.  NAME AND ADDRESS OF CONTRACTOR (No., street, county, State and Zip Code)

10B. DATED (SEE ITEM 13)

10A.  MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT/ORDER NO.

9B. DATED (SEE ITEM 11)

9A. AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION NO.

11.  THIS ITEM ONLY APPLIES TO AMENDMENTS OF SOLICITATIONS

NSN 7540-01-152-8070
PREVIOUS EDITION UNUSABLE 

STANDARD FORM  30  (REV. 10-83)
Prescribed by GSA FAR  (48 CFR)  53.243

1.  CONTRACT ID CODE

16B.  UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 16C.  DATE 
        SIGNED

15B.  CONTRACTOR/OFFEROR 15C.  DATE 
         SIGNED

BY

(Signature of Contracting Officer)(Signature of person authorized to sign)

15A  NAME AND TITLE OF SIGNER  (Type or print) 16A.  NAME AND TITLE OF CONTRACTING OFFICER (Type or print)

        The above numbered solicitation is amended as set forth in Item 14.  The hour and date specified for receipt of Offers 

extended.  Offers must acknowledge receipt of this amendment prior to the hour and date specified in the solicitation or as amended, by one of the following methods:

is not

(a)  By completing Items 8 and 15, and returning                     copies of the amendment; (b) By acknowledging receipt of this amendment on each copy of the offer 
submitted; or (c) By separate letter or telegram which includes a reference to the solicitation and amendment numbers.  FAILURE OF YOUR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
TO BE RECEIVED AT THE PLACE DESIGNATED FOR THE RECEIPT OF OFFERS PRIOR TO THE HOUR AND DATE SPECIFIED MAY RESULT IN REJECTION OF
YOUR OFFER.  If by virtue of this amendment you desire to change an offer already submitted, such change may be made by telegram or letter, provided each 
telegram or letter makes reference to the solicitation and this amendment, and is received prior to the opening hour and date specified.

12.  ACCOUNTING AND APPROPRIATION DATA (If required)

14.  DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION  ( Organized by UCF section headings, including solicitation/contract subject matter where feasible.)

13.  THIS ITEM APPLIES ONLY TO MODIFICATIONS OF CONTRACTS/ORDERS,
IT MODIFIES THE CONTRACT/ORDER NO. AS DESCRIBED IN ITEM 14.

B.  THE ABOVE NUMBERED CONTRACT/ORDER IS MODIFIED TO REFLECT THE ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES  (Such as changes in paying office, 
     appropriation date, etc. )  SET FORTH IN ITEM 14, PURSUANT TO THE AUTHORITY OF FAR 43.103 (b).

    E.  IMPORTANT:    Contractor                 is not                   is required to sign this document and return

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions of the document referenced in Item 9A or 10A, as heretofore changed, remains unchanged and in full force and effect.

A.  THIS CHANGE ORDER IS ISSUED PURSUANT TO:  (Specify  authority) THE CHANGES SET FORTH IN ITEM 14 ARE MADE IN THE CONTRACT 
     ORDER NO. IN ITEM 10A.

C.  THIS SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT IS ENTERED INTO PURSUANT TO AUTHORITY OF:

D.  OTHER (Specify type of modification and authority)

 is extended, 

copies to issuing office.

4.  REQUISITION/PURCHASE REQ. NO.

/

I I 1 I 
2 06/30/2008 I I 

I 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 

PRIVATIZED CORRECTIONS CONTRACTING PRIVATIZED CORRECTIONS CONTRACTING 
320 FIRST STREET NW 320 FIRST STREET NW 
ROOM5006 ROOM5006 
WASHINGTON DC 20534 WASHINGTON DC 20534 

X RFP-PCC-0014 

06/12/2008 

I 

□ 

□ □ 
THE PURPOSE OF THIS AMENDMENT IS TO CLARIFY LANGUAGE WITHIN THE COVER LETTER OF 
THE SOLICITATION. THE SECOND PARAGRAPH WAS REVISED AS FOLLOWS: 

2ND SENTENCE REMOVES THE FOLLOWING LANGUAGE, "EITHER SOLICITATION MAY RESULT 
IN AWARDS UP TO APPROXIMATELY 2,650 BEDS." 

- THE FOLLOWING SENTENCE WAS ADDED: "THE BOP ANTICIPATES DATE OF AWARD ON OR 
ABOUT MARCH 2009." 

THE ATTACHED REVISED COVER LETTER REPLACES THE ORIGINAL IN ITS ENTIRETY. 

AMANDA J. PENNEL 

//SIi 

2 

6/30/2008 

MUR718000667



AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION/MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT - Continuation

STANDARD FORM  30  (REV. 10-83)

1.  CONTRACT ID CODE

PAGE   OF    PAGES2.  AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION NO. 3.  EFF. DATE 4.  REQUISITION/PURCHASE REQ. NO.

14.  DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION  ( Organized by UCF section headings, including solicitation/contract subject matter where feasible.)

2 06/30/2008 

THE PRESOLICITATION NOTICE FOR RFP-PCC-0014 HAS ALSO BEEN AMENDED. 

ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN THE SAME. 

//LAST ITEM// 

2 2 
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CCGI Corporation
1700 West Loop South, Suite 1500
Houston,  TX 77027

Benjamin E. Erwin
Senior Vice President, Corporate Development

8/1/08

AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION/MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT 
11. CONTRACT ID CODE I PAGE OF PAGES 

I I I 

2. AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION NO. 3. EFF. DATE I 4. REQUISITION/PURCHASE REQ. NO.I 5. PROJECT NO. (If applicable) 
3 7/30/2008 

6. ISSUED BY CODE 7. ADMINISTERED BY (If other than Item 6) CODE I 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
PRIVATIZED CORRECTIONS CONTRACTING PRIVATIZED CORRECTIONS CONTRACTING 
320 FIRST STREET, NW 320 FIRST STREET, NW 
ROOM 5006 ROOM5006 
WASHINGTON DC 20534 WASHINGTON DC 20534 

8. NAME AND ADDRESS OF CONTRACTOR (No., street, county, State and Zip Code) 9A. AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION NO. 
X RFP-PCC-0014 

9B. DATED (SEE ITEM 11) 06/12/2008 

10A. MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT/ORDER NO. 

I 

CODE l FACILITY CODE 108. DATED (SEE ITEM 13) 

11. THIS ITEM ONLY APPLIES TO AMENDMENTS OF SOLICITATIONS 

[8J The above numbered solicitation is amended as set forth in Item 14. The hour and date specified for receipt of Offers X is extended, is not 

extended. Offers must acknowledge receipt of this amendment prior to the hour and date specified in the solicitation or as amended, by one of the following methods: 

(a) By completing Items 8 and 15, and returning copies of the amendment; (b) By acknowledging receipt of this amendment on each copy of the offer 
submitted: or (c) By separate letter or telegram which includes a reference to the solic~ation and amendment numbers. FAILURE OF YOUR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
TO BE RECEIVED AT THE PLACE DESIGNATED FOR THE RECEIPT OF OFFERS PRIOR TO THE HOUR AND DATE SPECIFIED MAY RESULT IN REJECTION OF 
YOUR OFFER. If by virtue of this amendment you desire to change an offer already submitted, such change may be made by telegram or letter, provided each 
telegram or letter makes reference to the solicitation and this amandment, and ls received prior to the opening hour and date specified. 

12. ACCOUNTING AND APPROPRIATION DATA (If required) 

13. THIS ITEM APPLIES ONLY TO MODIFICATIONS OF CONTRACTS/ORDERS, 
IT MODIFIES THE CONTRACT/ORDER NO. AS DESCRIBED IN ITEM 14. 

A. THIS CHANGE ORDER IS ISSUED PURSUANT TO: (Specify authority) THE CHANGES SET FORTH IN ITEM 14 ARE MADE IN THE CONTRACT 
ORDER NO. IN ITEM 10A. 

B. THE ABOVE NUMBERED CONTRACT/ORDER IS MODIFIED TO REFLECT THE ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES (Such as changes in paying office, 
appropriation date, etc.) SET FORTH IN ITEM 14, PURSUANT TO THE AUTHORITY OF FAR 43.103 (b). 

C. THIS SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT IS ENTERED INTO PURSUANT TO AUTHORITY OF: 

D. OTHER (Specify type of modification and authority) 

E. IMPORTANT: Contractor D is not I I is required to sign this document and return copies to issuing office. 

14. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION (Organized by UCF section headings, including solicitation/contract subject matter where feasible.) 

This amendment hereby extends the due date for receipt of proposals . Proposals 
must be received by t he Contracting Officer by 2:00 PM Eastern Time, Tuesday, 
September 16, 2008. 

All other terms and conditions remain the same . 

//Last Item// 

Except as provided herein, all terms and cond~ions of the document referenced in Item 9A or 10A, as heretofore changed. remains unchanged and in full rorcP. ~net effect. 

15A NAME AND TITLE OF SIGNER (Type or print) 

15B CONTRACTOR/OFFEROR 

(Signature of person authorized to sign) 

NSN 7540-01-152·8070 
PREVIOUS EDITION UNUSABLE 

15C. DATE 
SIGNED 

16A. NAME AND TITLE OF CONTRACTING OFFICER (Type or print) 

Amanda J. Pennel 

ICA 16C. DATE 
SIGNED 

7/30/2008 

STANDARD FORM 30 (REV. 10-83) 
Prescribed by GSA FAR (48 CFR) 53.243 

MUR718000669
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200521156 
REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER I U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT j EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION 

By direction of the secretary of Labor WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 

WASHINGTON D.C. 20210 

wage Determination No.: 2005-2115 

Shirley F.Ebbesen Division of Revi s i on No.: 6 

Director wage Determinations! Date of Last Revision: 05/29/2008 

States: Florida, Georgia 

Area: Florida counties of Baker, clay, Columbia, Duval, Hamilton, Lafayette, 
Madison, Nassau, Putnam, saint Johns, Suwannee, Taylor 

Georgia counties of Brantley, Camden, Charlton, Glynn, Pierce 

**Fringe Benefits Required Follow the Occupational Listing** 

OCCUPATION CODE - TITLE 

01000 - Administrative Support And clerical occupations 

01011 - Accounting Clerk I 

01012 - Accounting clerk II 

01013 - Accounting Clerk III 

01020 - Administrative Assistant 

01040 - court Reporter 

01051 - Data Entry operator I 

01052 - Data Entry Operator II 

01060 - Dispatcher, Motor vehicle 

01070 - Document Preparation Clerk 

Page 1 

MINIMUM WAGE RATE 

12.06 

12.83 

16.03 

17.65 

14.34 

11.02 

13 .15 

16.74 

11.31 

MUR718000672



200521156 
01090 - Duplicating Machine Operator 

01111 - General clerk I 

01112 - General cl erk II 

01113 - General clerk III 

01120 - Housing Referral Assistant 

01141 - Messenger courier 

01191 - order clerk I 

01192 - order clerk II 

01261 - Personnel Assistant (Employment) I 

01262 - Personnel Assistant (Employment) II 

01263 - Personnel Assistant (Employment) III 

01270 - Production control Clerk 

01280 - Receptionist 

01290 - Rental clerk 

01300 - scheduler, Maintenance 

01311 - secretary I 

01312 - secretary II 

01313 - secretary III 

01320 - service order Dispatcher 

01410 - supply Technician 

01420 - survey worker 

01531 - Travel clerk I 

01532 - Travel Clerk II 

01533 - Travel Clerk III 

01611 - word Processor I 

01612 - word Processor II 

01613 - word Processor III 

05000 - Automotive service occupations 

05005 - Automobile Body Repairer, Fiberglass 

05010 - Automotive Electrician 

05040 - Automotive Glass Installer 

05070 - Automotive worker 
Page 2 

11.31 

10.37 

11.80 

18.09 

15.84 

10.89 

11.14 

12.65 

13.07 

14.62 

16.30 

18 . 78 

10. 56 

10.75 

12.70 

12 . 70 

14. 21 

15.84 

14.62 

17 . 65 

12 . 51 

11. 42 

12 . 45 

13.42 

12.42 

15.29 

17.11 

18.96 

16.74 

14.73 

14.73 
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200521156 

05110 Mobile Equipment servicer 

05130 - Motor Equipment Metal Mechanic 

05160 - Motor Equipment Metal worker 

05190 - Motor vehicle Mechanic 

05220 - Motor vehicle Mechanic Helper 

05250 - Motor vehicle Upholstery worker 

05280 - Motor vehicle wrecker 

05310 - Painter, Automotive 

05340 - Radiator Repair specialist 

05370 - Tire Repairer 

05400 - Transmission Repair specialist 

07000 - Food Preparation And Service occupations 

07010 - Baker 

07041 - Cook I 

07042 - Cook II 

07070 - Dishwasher 

07130 - Food service worker 

07210 - Meat cutter 

07260 - waiter/ Waitress 

09000 - Furniture Maintenance And Repair occupations 

09010 - Electrostatic spray Painter 

09040 - Furniture Handler 

09080 - Furniture Refinisher 

09090 - Furniture Refinisher Helper 

09110 - Furniture Repairer, Minor 

09130 - Upholsterer 

11000 - General Services And support Occupations 

11030 - cleaner, vehicles 

11060 - Elevator Operator 

11090 - Gardener 

11122 - Housekeeping Aide 

Page 3 

12.68 

17.19 

14.73 

17.18 

12.01 

13.71 

14.73 

15 . 73 

14.73 

11. 70 

17.19 

10.68 

9 . 54 

10.72 

7.78 

9. 21 

12.74 

8.20 

15.02 

9.62 

15.02 

11.17 

13.09 

15 .02 

9.07 

9.07 

12.04 

9.33 
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200521156 
11150 - Janitor 

11210 - Laborer, Grounds Maintenance 

11240 - Maid or Houseman 

11260 - Pruner 

11270 - Tractor operator 

11330 - Trail Maintenance Worker 

11360 - Window cleaner 

12000 - Health occupations 

12010 - Ambulance Driver 

12011 - Breath Alcohol Technician 

12012 - certified occupational Therapist Assistant 

12015 - Certified Physical Therapist Assistant 

12020 Dental Assistant 

12025 - Dental Hygienist 

12030 - EKG Technician 

12035 - Electroneurodiagnostic Technologist 

12040 - Emergency Medical Technician 

12071 - Licensed Practical Nurse I 

12072 - Licensed Practical Nurse II 

12073 - Licensed Practical Nurse III 

12100 - Medical Assistant 

12130 - Medical Laboratory Technician 

12160 - Medical Record clerk 

12190 - Medical Record Technician 

12195 - Medical Transcriptionist 

12210 - Nuclear Medicine Technologist 

12221 - Nursing Assistant I 

12222 - Nursing Assistant II 

12223 - Nursing Assistant III 

12224 - Nursing Assistant IV 

12235 - Optical Dispenser 

12236 - Optical Technici an 
Page 4 

9.92 

10.60 

8.15 

10.07 

11.51 

10.60 

10.89 

15.60 

17 . 67 

24.19 

18 . 43 

14.78 

27 . 39 

17.81 

17.81 

14.96 

15 .80 

17.67 

18 .47 

11.84 

16. 54 

12. 77 

14.72 

13.71 

32.30 

9.27 

10.43 

11.39 

12 . 77 

15.98 

12.12 
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12250 - Pharmacy Technician 

12280 - Phlebotomist 

12305 - Radiologic Technologist 

12311 - Registered Nurse I 

12312 - Registered Nurse II 

200521156 

12313 - Registered Nurse II, specialist 

12314 - Registered Nurse III 

12315 - Registered Nurse III, Anesthetist 

12316 - Registered Nurse IV 

12317 - Scheduler (Drug and Alcohol Testing) 

13000 - Information And Arts Occupations 

13011 - Exhibits specialist I 

13012 - Exhibits Specialist II 

13013 - Exhibits Specialist III 

13041 - Illustrator I 

13042 - Illustrator II 

13043 - Illustrator III 

13047 - Librarian 

13050 - Library Aide/clerk 

13054 - Library Information Technology systems Administrator 

13058 - Library Technician 

13061 - Media specialist I 

13062 - Media Specialist II 

13063 - Media Specialist III 

13071 - Photographer I 

13072 - Photographer II 

13073 - Photographer III 

13074 - Photographer IV 

13075 - Photographer V 

13110 - video Teleconference Technician 

14000 - Information Technology Occupations 

Page 5 

12.22 

12. 77 

22.36 

20.99 

25.69 

25.69 

31.09 

31.09 

37 . 23 

20. 51 

16.11 

19.95 

24.41 

16.11 

19 .95 

24 . 41 

22.10 

11.09 

20 .85 

12 .87 

14.40 

16. 11 

17.96 

12.92 

16.00 

18 . 79 

22.98 

27 .81 

15 .10 
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14041 - computer operator I 

14042 - computer operator II 

14043 - computer Operator III 

14044 - computer operator IV 

14045 - computer Operator V 

14071 - Computer Programmer I (1) 

14072 - Computer Programmer II (1) 

14073 - computer Programmer III (1) 

14074 - computer Programmer IV (1) 

200521156 

14101 - computer Systems Analyst I (1) 

14102 - computer systems Analyst II (1) 

14103 - computer systems Analyst III (1) 

14150 - Peripheral Equipment Operator 

14160 - Personal Comput er support Technician 

15000 - Instructional occupations 

15010 - Aircrew Training Devices Instructor (Non-Rated) 

15020 - Aircrew Training Devices Instructor (Rated) 

15030 - Air crew Training Devices Instructor (Pilot) 

15050 - computer Based Training specialist/ Instructor 

15060 - Educational Technologist 

15070 - Flight Instructor (Pilot) 

15080 - Graphic Artist 

15090 - Technical Instructor 

15095 - Technical Instructor/course Developer 

15110 - Test Proctor 

15120 - Tutor 

16000 - Laundry, Dry-cleaning, Pressing And Related occupations 

16010 - Assembler 

16030 - Counter Attendant 

16040 - Dry cleaner 

16070 - Finisher, Flatwork, Machine 

16090 - Presser, Hand 
Page 6 

13.41 

14.44 

16.96 

20.82 

23.11 

22 . 00 

15 . 41 

20.82 

25.63 

31.00 

34. 10 

24 . 27 

21 . 78 

34. 10 

20 . 70 

18 . 93 

23 .16 

15 . 29 

15. 29 

8.12 

8.12 

10.36 

8 .12 

8.12 
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16110 - Presser, Machine, Drycleaning 

16130 - Presser, Machine, Shirts 

16160 - Presser, Machine, wearing Apparel, Laundry 

16190 - Sewing Machine operator 

16220 - Tailor 

16250 - washer, Machine 

19000 - Machine Tool operation And Repair occupations 

19010 - Machine-Tool Operator (Tool Room) 

19040 - Tool And Die Maker 

21000 - Materials Handling And Packing occupations 

21020 - Forklift Operator 

21030 - Material coordinator 

21040 - Material Expediter 

21050 - Material Handling Laborer 

21071 - order Filler 

21080 - Production Line worker (Food Processing) 

21110 - shipping Packer 

21130 - shipping/Receiving clerk 

21140 - Store worker I 

21150 - Stock clerk 

21210 - Tools And Parts Attendant 

21410 - warehouse specialist 

23000 - Mechanics And Maintenance And Repair occupations 

23010 - Aerospace Structural welder 

23021 - Aircraft Mechanic I 

23022 - Aircraft Mechanic II 

23023 - Aircraft Mechanic III 

23040 - Aircraft Mechanic Helper 

23050 - Aircraft, Painter 

23060 - Aircraft servicer 

23080 - Aircraft worker 

Page 7 

8.12 

8 . 12 

8 . 12 

11.04 

11.72 

8.84 

16.70 

21.00 

13.90 

18.78 

18 . 78 

11.90 

10.40 

13. 90 

13. 53 

13 . 53 

9.06 

12.91 

13 .90 

13.90 

22.54 

21.46 

22 . 54 

23 .66 

13 .64 

18 . 68 

15.99 

17 .17 
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23110 - Appliance Mechanic 

23120 - Bicycle Repairer 

23125 - cable Spl icer 

23130 - carpenter, Maintenance 

23140 - Carpet Layer 

23160 - Electrician , Maintenance 

23181 - Electronics Technician Maintenance I 

23182 - Electronics Technician Maintenance II 

23183 - Electronics Technician Mai ntenance III 

23260 - Fabric worker 

23290 - Fi re Alarm syst em Mechanic 

23310 - Fi re Extinguisher Repairer 

23311 - Fuel Dist r i bution syst em Mechanic 

23312 - Fuel Distribution System operator 

23370 - General Maintenance worker 

23380 - Ground support Equipment Mechanic 

23381 - Ground support Equipment servi cer 

23382 - Ground support Equipment worker 

23391 - Gunsmith I 

23392 - Gunsmith II 

23393 - Gunsmith III 

23410 - Heating, Ventilation And Air-Conditioning Mechanic 

15 .85 

12 .87 

22 . 36 

15 .90 

15 .91 

18. 39 

20.59 

22 .67 

24.00 

15 . 41 

17.39 

14. 25 

21. 25 

18. 23 

15.08 

21.46 

15. 99 

17 . 17 

16.81 

18 .67 

20.74 

17.70 

23411 - Heating, ventilation And Air contditioning Mechanic (Research Facility) 
18. 58 

23430 - Heavy Equipment Mechanic 

23440 - Heavy Equipment Operator 

23460 - Instrument Mechanic 

23465 - Laboratory/Shelter Mechanic 

23470 - Laborer 

23510 - Locksmi t h 

23530 - Machinery Maintenance Mechanic 

23550 - Machinist, Maintenance 
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17.49 

18 . 30 

23.23 

17. 71 

11.90 

15.02 

22.01 

18.36 
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23580 - Maintenance Trades Helper 

23591 - Metro logy Technician I 

23592 - Metrology Technician II 

23593 - Metrology Technician III 

23640 - Millwright 

23710 - office Appliance Repairer 

23760 - Painter, Maintenance 

23790 - Pipefitter, Maintenance 

23810 - Pl umber, Maintenance 

23820 - Pneudraulic Systems Mechanic 

23850 - Rigger 

23870 - scale Mechanic 

23890 - sheet-Metal worker, Maintenance 

23910 - small Engine Mechanic 

23931 - Telecommunications Mechanic I 

23932 - Telecommunications Mechanic II 

23950 - Telephone Lineman 

23960 - welder, combination, Maintenance 

23965 - well Driller 

23970 - woodcraft worker 

23980 - Woodworker 

24000 - Personal Needs Occupations 

24570 - child care Attendant 

24580 - child care center clerk 

24610 - chore Aide 

24620 - Family Readiness And Support services coordinator 

24630 - Homemaker 

25000 - Plant And system operations occupations 

25010 - Boiler Tender 

25040 - sewage Plant Operator 

25070 - Stationary Engineer 

25190 - Ventilation Equipment Tender 
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11.17 

23.23 

24.38 

25.60 

19.60 

19.74 

15.02 

18 . 12 

17.03 

18 .87 

19.65 

16.55 

19.44 

14.06 

22.88 

24.29 

20.88 

16.07 

16.82 

18.87 

12 .11 

8 .70 

12.73 

8. 31 

13 . 37 

18 . 59 

21.43 

20.45 

21.43 

14.87 
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25210 - Water Treatment Plant Operator 

27000 - Protective Service occupations 

27004 - Alarm Monitor 

27007 - Baggage Inspector 

27008 - corrections officer 

27010 - court security officer 

27030 - Detection Dog Handler 

27040 - Detention Officer 

27070 - Firefighter 

27101 - Guard I 

27102 - Guard II 

27131 - Police officer I 

27132 - Police officer II 

28000 - Recreation occupations 

28041 - carnival Equipment Operator 

28042 - carnival Equipment Repairer 

28043 - carnival Equpment worker 

28210 - Gate Attendant/Gate Tender 

28310 - Lifeguard 

28350 - Park Attendant (Aide) 

28510 - Recreation Aide/Health Facility Attendant 

28515 - Recreation Specialist 

28630 - sports official 

28690 - swimming Pool operator 

29000 - Stevedoring/Longshoremen occupational services 

29010 - Blocker And Bracer 

29020 - Hatch Tender 

29030 - Line Handler 

29041 - Stevedore I 

29042 - stevedore II 

30000 - Technical Occupations 
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20 . 45 

15 . 11 

9 .62 

13.12 

13.12 

13.68 

13.12 

12.05 

9 .62 

13 .68 

18.34 

20.39 

10.06 

10.21 

8 .18 

12.73 

11.01 

14.24 

10.13 

17.10 

11.34 

14.87 

17 . 26 

17.26 

17. 26 

16.11 

18.46 
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30010 - Air Traffic Control Specialist, center (HFO) (2) 

30011 - Air Traffic control Specialist, Station (HFO) (2) 

30012 - Air Traffic Control Specialist, Terminal 

30021 - Archeological Technician I 

30022 - Archeological Technician II 

30023 - Archeological Technician III 

30030 - cartographic Technician 

30040 - Civil Engineering Technician 

30061 - Drafter/CAD Operator I 

30062 - Drafter/CAD operator II 

30063 - Drafter/CAD Operator III 

30064 - Drafter/CAD operator rv 

30081 - Engineering Technician I 

30082 - Engineering Technician II 

30083 - Engineering Technician III 

30084 - Engineering Technician IV 

30085 - Engineering Technician v 

30086 - Engineering Technician VI 

30090 - Environmental Technician 

30210 - Laboratory Technician 

30240 - Mathematical Technician 

30361 - Paralegal/Legal Assistant I 

30362 Paralegal/Legal Assistant II 

30363 - Paralegal/Legal Assistant III 

30364 Paralegal/Legal Assistant IV 

30390 - Photo-Optics Technician 

30461 Technical writer I 

30462 - Technical writer II 

30463 - Technical writer III 

30491 - unexploded ordnance (UXO) Technician 

30492 - Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) Technician 

30493 - unexploded ordnance (UXO) Technician 
Page 11 

I 

II 

III 

(HFO) (2) 

33 .96 

23.42 

25.79 

14. 14 

15.82 

19.60 

19.60 

20. 58 

14.76 

18 . 27 

20.00 

21.71 

11. 79 

15 .06 

18.49 

21. 71 

26.51 

32 .13 

17.83 

20. 56 

21. 52 

16. 52 

20.72 

25.34 

30.68 

21.52 

19.12 

23.38 

27.29 

21. 58 

26.11 

31.30 
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30494 - Unexploded (UXO) safety Escort 

30495 - unexploded (UXO) sweep Personnel 

30620 - weather observer, combined Upper Air or surface Programs (2) 

30621 - weather observer, senior (2) 

31000 - Transportation/Mobile Equipment operation occupations 

31020 - Bus Aide 

31030 - Bus Driver 

31043 - Driver courier 

31260 - Parking and Lot Attendant 

31290 - shuttle Bus Driver 

31310 - Taxi Driver 

31361 - Truckdriver, 

31362 - Truckdriver, 

31363 - Truckdriver, 

31364 - Truckdri ver, 

99000 - Miscellaneous 

99030 - cashier 

99050 - Desk clerk 

99095 - Embalmer 

Light 

Medium 

Heavy 

Tractor-Trailer 

occupations 

99251 - Laboratory Animal caretaker I 

99252 - Laboratory Animal caretaker II 

99310 - Mortician 

99410 - Pest Controller 

99510 - Photofinishing worker 

99710 - Recycli ng Laborer 

99711 - Recycling special ist 

99730 - Refuse collector 

99810 - sales clerk 

99820 - school crossi ng Guard 

99830 - survey Party chief 

99831 - surveyi ng Aide 
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21. 58 

21. 58 

19 . 59 

21. 78 

13.82 

17.28 

14. 66 

7 . 86 

15 . 41 

10.31 

15.41 

18.16 

18.36 

18.36 

8.29 

9. 58 

23.86 

9.89 

10.39 

24.27 

14.06 

12 . 21 

12 . 61 

17 . 03 

11. 19 

12.00 

10.36 

18.02 

10.21 
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99832 - Surveying Technician 13 .99 

99840 - vending Machine Attendant 11 .62 

99841 vending Machine Repairer 14.63 

99842 - vending Machine Repairer Helper 11 .62 

D 

ALL OCCUPATIONS LISTED ABOVE RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS: 

HEALTH & WELFARE: $3.24 per hour or $129.60 per week or $561.60 per month 

VACATION: 2 weeks paid vacation after 1 year of service with a contractor or 
successor; 3 weeks after 8 years, and 4 weeks after 15 years. Length of service 
includes the whole span of continuous service with the present contractor or 
successor, wherever employed, and with the predecessor contractors in the 
performance of similar work at the same Federal facility. (Reg. 29 CFR 4.173) 

HOLIDAYS: A minimum of ten paid holidays per year, New Year's Day, Martin Luther 
King Jr's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor 
Day, Columbus Day, Veterans' Day, Thanksgivi ng Day, and Christmas Day. (A 
contractor may substitute for any of the named holidays another day off with pay in 
accordance with a plan communicated to the employees involved.) (See 29 CFR 4174) 

THE OCCUPATIONS WHICH HAVE PARENTHESES AFTER THEM RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS (as 

numbered): 

1) Under the SCA at section 8(b), this wage determination does not apply to any 
employee who individually qualifies as a bona fide executive, administrative, or 
professional employee as defined in 29 C.F.R. Part 541. Because most computer 
system Analysts and computer Programmers who are compensated at a rate not less than 

$27.63 (or on a salary or fee basis at a rate not less than $455 per week) an hou r 
would likely qualify as exempt computer professionals, (29 C.F.R. 541.400) wage 
rates may not be listed on this wage determination for all occupations within those 
job families. In addition, because this wage determination may not list a wage rate 

for some or all occupations within those job families if the survey data indicates 
Page 13 
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that the prevailing wage rate for the occupati on equal s or exceeds $27.63 per hour 
conformances may be necessary for certain nonexempt employees . For example, if an 
individual employee is nonexempt but nevertheless performs duties within the scope 
of one of the computer Systems Analyst or Computer Programmer occupations for which 
this wage determination does not specify an SCA wage rate, then the wage rate for 
that employee must be conformed in accordance with the conformance procedures 
described in the conformance note included on this wage determination. 

Additionally, because job titles vary widely and change quickly in the computer 
industry, job titles are not determinative of the application of the computer 
professional exemption. Therefore, the exemption applies only to computer employees 

who satisfy the compensation requirements and whose primary duty consists of: 

(1) The application of systems analysis techniques and procedures, including 
consulting with users, to determine hardware, software or system functional 
specifications; 

(2) The design, development, documentation, analysis, creation, testi ng or 
modification of computer systems or programs, including prototypes, based on and 
related to user or system design specifications ; 

(3) The design , documentation, testing, c reation or modification of computer 
programs related to machine operating systems; or 

(4) A combination of the aforementioned duties, the performance of which 
requires the same l evel of skills. (29 C.F.R. 541.400). 

2) AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS AND WEATHER OBSERVERS - NIGHT PAY & SUNDAY PAY: If you 
work at night as part of a regular tour of duty, you will earn a night differential 
and receive an additional 10% of basic pay for any hours worked between 6pm and 6am. 

If you are a full-time employed (40 hours a week) and Sunday is part of your 
regularly scheduled workweek, you are paid at your rate of basic pay plus a Sunday 
premium of 25% of your basic rate for each hour of Sunday work which is not overtime 

(i . e . occasional work on Sunday outside the normal tour of duty is considered 
overtime work) . 

HAZARDOUS PAY DIFFERENTIAL: An 8 percent differential is applicable to employees 
employed in a position that represents a high degree of hazard when workin9 with or 
in close proximity to ordinance, explosives , and incendiary materials . This 
includes work such as screening, blending, dying, mixing, and pressing of sensitive 
ordance, explosives, and pyrotechnic compositions such as lead azide, black powder 
and photoflash powder. All dry-house activities involving propellants or 
explosi ves. Demil i tarization, modification, renovation, demolition, and maintenance 

operations on sensitive ordnance, explosives and incendiary materials. 
operations involving regrading and cleaning of artillery ranges . 

All 

A 4 percent differential is applicable to employees employed in a position that 
represents a low degree of hazard when working with 1 or in close proximity to 
ordance, (or employees possibly adjacent to) explosives and incendiary materials 
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which involves potential injury such as laceration of hands, face, or arms of the 
employee engaged in the operation, irritation of the skin, minor burns and the 
like; minimal damage to immediate or adjacent work area or equipment bei ng used . 
All operations involving, unloading, storage, and hauling of ordance, explosive, and 

incendiary ordnance material other than small arms ammunition . These differentials 
are only applicable to work that has been specifically designated by the agency for 
ordance, explosives, and incendiary material differential pay. 

** UNIFORM ALLOWANCE** 

If employees are required to wear uniforms in the performance of this contract 
(either by the terms of the Government contract, by the employer, by the state or 
local law, etc.), the cost of furnishing such uniforms and maintaining (by 
laundering or dry cleaning) such uniforms is an expense that may not be borne by an 
employee where such cost reduces the hourly rate below that required by the wage 
determination. The Department of Labor will accept payment in accordance with the 
following standards as compliance: 

The contractor or subcontractor is required to furnish all employees with an 
adequate number of uniforms without cost or to reimburse employees for the actual 
cost of the uniforms. In addition, where uniform cleaning and maintenance is made 
the responsibility of the employee, all contractors and subcontractors subject to 
this wage determination shall (in the absence of a bona fide collective bargaining 
agreement providing fo r a different amount, or the furnishing of contrary 
affirmative proof as to the actual cost), reimburse all employees for such cleaning 
and maintenance at a rate of $3.35 per week (or $ . 67 cents per day). However, in 
those instances where the uniforms furnished are made of "wash and wear" 
materials , may be routinely washed and dried with other personal garments, and do 
not require any special treatment such as dry cleaning, daily washing, or commercial 

l aundering in order to meet the cleanliness or appearance standards set by the terms 

of the Government contract, by the contractor, by law, or by the nature of the work, 

t here is no requirement that employees be reimbursed for uniform maintenance costs. 

The duties of employees under job titles listed are those described in the 
"service contract Act Directory of occupations", Fifth Edition, April 2006, 
unless otherwise indicated. copies of the Directory are available on the Internet. A 

links to the Directory may be found on the WHO home pa~e at 
http://www.dol .gov/esa/whd/ or through the Wage Determinations on-Line (WOOL) web 
site at http://wdol.gov/. 

REQUEST FOR AUTHORIZATION OF ADDITIONAL CLASSIFICATION AND WAGE RATE {Standard Form 
1444 (SF 1444)} 

conformance Process : 
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The contracting officer shall require that any class of service employee which is 
not listed herein and which is to be employed under the contract (i.e., the work to 
be performed is not performed by any classification listed in the wage 
determination) , be classi fied by the contractor so as to provide a reasonable 
relationship (i.e., appropriate level of skill comparison) between such unlisted 
classifications and the classifications listed in the wage determination . such 
conformed classes of employees shall be paid the monetary wages and furnished the 
fringe benefits as are determined . such conforming process shall be initiated by 
the contractor prior to the performance of contract work by such unlisted class(es) 
of employees . The conformed classification, wage rate, and/or fringe benefits shall 

be retroactive to t he commencement date of the contract. {See section 4.6 (C)(vi)} 
when multiple wage determinations are included in a contract, a separate SF 1444 
should be prepared for each wage determination to which a class(es) is to be 
conformed. 

The process for preparing a conformance request is as follows : 

1) when preparing the bid, the contractor identifies the need for a conformed 
occupation(s) and computes a proposed rate(s) . 

2) After contract award, the contractor prepares a written report listing in order 
proposed classification title(s), a Federal grade equivalency (FGE) for each 
proposed classification (s), job description(s), and rationale for proposed wage 
rate(s), including information regarding the agreement or disagreement of the 
authorized representative of the employees involved, or where there is no authorized 

representative, the employees themselves. This report should be submitted to the 
contracting officer no later than 30 days after such unlisted class(es) of employees 

performs any contract work . 

3) The contracting officer reviews the proposed action and promptly submits a report 

of the action, together with the agency's recommendations and pertinent 
information including the position of the contractor and the employees, to the wage 
and Hour Division, Employment Standards Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 
for review. (See section 4.6(b)(2) of Regulations 29 CFR Part 4). 

4) Within 30 days of receipt, the wage and Hour D1v1s1on approves, modifies, or 
disapproves the action via transmittal to the agency contracting officer, or 
notifies the contracting officer that additional time will be required to process 
the request. 

5) The contracting officer transmits the wage and Hour decision to t he contractor. 

6) The contractor informs the affected employees. 
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Information required by the Regulations must be submitted on SF 1444 or bond paper. 

when preparing a conformance request, the "service contract Act Directory of 
occupations" (the Directory) should be used to compare job definitions to i nsure 
that duties requested are not performed by a classification already listed in the 
wage determination. Remember, it is not the job title, but the required tasks that 
determine whether a class is included in an established wage determination. 
conformances may not be used to artificially split, combine, or subdivide 
classifications listed in the wage determination. 
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RFP-PCC-0014, Section B, Page 4 of 6

OFFEROR:              LOCATION:             
PRICING SCHEDULE - BASE PERIOD

90% CONTRACT BEDS: Number of Contract Beds___________
100% CONTRACT BEDS: Number of Contract Beds__________
115% CONTRACT BEDS:  Number of Contract Beds___________

FIUP will apply when the average number of inmates, in a monthly payment period,

exceeds 90% of the contract beds (See FIUP calculation explanation, page 6)

BASE YEAR #1 (12 MONTHS)(includes Ramp Up Price)

 Inmates up to (50%)

Monthly Ramp Up Price
(Estimated 3 months):
$               Per month

(50%+1) Inmates to(90%)

Monthly Operating Price
(MOP)(Estimated 9 months):
$                  Per month

(90%+1) Inmates (115%)

Fixed Incremental Unit Price
(FIUP) Per Inmate Day:
$                   Per day 

Total Price/AOP (Ramp Up X 3 Months)+(MOP X 9 Months)+(FIUP to 115%):$                

FIUP Can only apply to the nine month period and should be calculated as such.

BASE YEAR #2 (12 MONTHS)

Inmates up to(90%)

Monthly Operating Price 
(MOP): 
$                                 

(90%+1)Inmates up to (115%)

Fixed Incremental Unit Price (FIUP)
Per Inmate Day: 
$                                   

Total Price/AOP (MOP x 12 Months)+(FIUP to 115%): $                                  

BASE YEAR #3 (12 MONTHS)

Inmates up to(90%)

Monthly Operating Price
(MOP):
$                                

(90%+1)Inmates up to (115%)

Fixed Incremental Unit Price (FIUP)
Per Inmate Per Day: 
$                                  

Total Price/AOP (MOP x 12)+(FIUP to 115%): $                                  

BASE YEAR #4 (12 MONTHS)

Inmates up to(90%)

Monthly Operating Price 
(MOP): 
$                                

(90%+1)Inmates up to (115%)

Fixed Incremental Unit Price (FIUP) 
Price Per Inmate Day: 
$                              

Total Price/AOP (MOP x 12)+(FIUP to 115%): $                                   
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RFP-PCC-0014

PART II - CONTRACT CLAUSES

SECTION I - CONTRACT CLAUSES

I.1 52.252-2  CLAUSES INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE (FEB 1998)

This contract incorporates one or more clauses by reference,
with the same force and effect as if they were given in full
text. Upon request, the Contracting Officer will make their
full text available. Also, the full text of a clause may be
accessed electronically at this/these address(es):

http://www.arnet.gov/far/

I.   FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION (48 CFR CHAPTER 1)      
CLAUSES

NUMBER   DATE   TITLE

 52.202-1 JUL 2004 DEFINITIONS
52.203-3 APR 1984 GRATUITIES
52.203-5 APR 1984 COVENANT AGAINST CONTINGENT FEES
52.203-6 SEP 2006 RESTRICTIONS ON SUBCONTRACTOR

SALES TO THE GOVERNMENT
52.203-7 JUL 1995 ANTI-KICKBACK PROCEDURES
52.203-8 JAN 1997 CANCELLATION, RESCISSION, AND

RECOVERY OF FUNDS FOR ILLEGAL OR
IMPROPER ACTIVITY

52.203-10 JAN 1997 PRICE OR FEE ADJUSTMENT FOR
ILLEGAL OR IMPROPER ACTIVITY

52.203-12 SEP 2007 LIMITATION ON PAYMENTS TO
INFLUENCE CERTAIN FEDERAL
TRANSACTIONS

52.203-13 DEC 2007 CONTRACTOR CODE OF BUSINESS ETHICS
AND CONDUCT

52.204-4 AUG 2000 PRINTED OR COPIED DOUBLE-SIDED ON
RECYCLED PAPER

52.204-7 APR 2008 CENTRAL CONTRACTOR REGISTRATION
52.204-9    SEP 2007   PERSONAL IDENTITY VERIFICATION OF   

        CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL 
52.204-10 SEP 2007 REPORTING SUBCONTRACT AWARDS
52.209-6 SEP 2006 PROTECTING THE GOVERNMENT’S

INTEREST WHEN SUBCONTRACTING WITH
CONTRACTORS DEBARRED, SUSPENDED, OR
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PROPOSED FOR DEBARMENT
52.215-2 JUN 1999 AUDIT AND RECORDS-NEGOTIATION
52.215-8   OCT 1997   ORDER OF PRECEDENCE--UNIFORM       

     CONTRACT FORMAT 
52.215-11 OCT 1997 PRICE REDUCTION FOR DEFECTIVE COST

OR PRICING DATA-MODIFICATIONS
52.215-13 OCT 1997 SUBCONTRACTOR COST OR PRICING

DATA-MODIFICATIONS
52.215-14 OCT 1997 INTEGRITY OF UNIT PRICES
52.215-15 OCT 2004 PENSION ADJUSTMENTS AND ASSET

REVERSIONS
52.215-18 JUL 2005 REVERSION OR ADJUSTMENT OF PLANS

FOR POSTRETIREMENT BENEFITS (PRB)
OTHER THAN PENSIONS

52.215-21 OCT 1997 REQUIREMENTS FOR COST OR PRICING
DATA OR INFORMATION OTHER THAN COST
OR PRICING DATA–MODIFICATIONS

52.217-2   OCT 1997   CANCELLATION UNDER MULTIYEAR        
           CONTRACTS 

52.219-8 MAY 2004 UTILIZATION OF SMALL BUSINESS
CONCERNS

52.219-9 APR 2008 SMALL BUSINESS SUBCONTRACTING PLAN
Alternate II (OCT 2001)

52.219-16 JAN 1999 LIQUIDATED DAMAGES–SUBCONTRACTING
PLAN

52.219-25 APR 2008 SMALL DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS
PARTICIPATION PROGRAM–DISADVANTAGED
STATUS AND REPORTING

52.219-28 JUN 2007 POST-AWARD SMALL BUSINESS PROGRAM
REPRESENTATION

52.222-1   FEB 1997   NOTICE TO THE GOVERNMENT OF LABOR  
           DISPUTES 

52.222-3 JUN 2003 CONVICT LABOR
52.222-4 JUL 2005 CONTRACT WORK HOURS AND SAFETY

STANDARDS ACT–OVERTIME
COMPENSATION

52.222-21  FEB 1999   PROHIBITION OF SEGREGATED           
 FACILITIES 

52.222-26   MAR 2007  EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 
52.222-35 SEP 2006 EQUAL OPPORTUNITY FOR SPECIAL

DISABLED VETERANS, VETERANS OF THE
VIETNAM ERA, AND OTHER ELIGIBLE
VETERANS

52.222-36  JUN 1998   AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FOR WORKERS W   
           WITH DISABILITIES 

52.222-37 SEP 2006 EMPLOYMENT REPORTS ON SPECIAL
DISABLED VETERANS, VETERANS OF THE
VIETNAM ERA, AND OTHER ELIGIBLE
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VETERANS
52.222-41  NOV 2007   SERVICE CONTRACT ACT OF 1965 
52.222-43 NOV 2006 FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT AND

SERVICE CONTRACT ACT–PRICE
ADJUSTMENT (MULTIPLE YEAR AND
OPTION CONTRACTS)

52.222-50  AUG 2007   COMBATING TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS 
52.223-6 MAY 2001 DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE
52.223-12 MAY 1995 REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT AND AIR

CONDITIONERS
52.223-14 AUG 2003 TOXIC CHEMICAL RELEASE REPORTING
52.224-1   APR 1984   PRIVACY ACT NOTIFICATION 
52.224-2   APR 1984   PRIVACY ACT 
52.225-13   JUN 2008   RESTRICTIONS ON CERTAIN FOREIGN    

           PURCHASES 
52.227-1 DEC 2007 AUTHORIZATION AND CONSENT
52.227-2 DEC 2007 NOTICE AND ASSISTANCE REGARDING

PATENT AND COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT
52.229-3 APR 2003 FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL TAXES 
52.232-1   APR 1984   PAYMENTS 
52.232-8   FEB 2002   DISCOUNTS FOR PROMPT PAYMENT 
52.232-9 APR 1984 LIMITATION ON WITHHOLDING OF

PAYMENTS
52.232-11  APR 1984   EXTRAS 
52.232-17 JUN 1996 INTEREST
52.232-18  APR 1984   AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS 
52.232-23 JAN 1986 ASSIGNMENT OF CLAIMS
52.232-25  OCT 2003   PROMPT PAYMENT 
52.232-33  OCT 2003   PAYMENT BY ELECTRONIC FUNDS        

    TRANSFER-- CENTRAL CONTRACTOR      
      REGISTRATION 

52.233-1   JUL 2002   DISPUTES Alternate I (DEC 1991) 
52.233-3   AUG 1996   PROTEST AFTER AWARD
52.233-4 OCT 2004 APPLICABLE LAW FOR BREACH OF

CONTRACT CLAIM
52.237-3 JAN 1991 CONTINUITY OF SERVICES
52.242-1 APR 1984 NOTICE OF INTENT TO DISALLOW COSTS
52.242-13 JUL 1995 BANKRUPTCY
52.243-1   AUG 1987   CHANGES - FIXED-PRICE Alternate I  

          (APR 1984) 
52.244-6 MAR 2007 SUBCONTRACTS FOR COMMERCIAL ITEMS
52.246-4 AUG 1996 INSPECTION OF SERVICES - FIXED

PRICE
52.248-1 FEB 2000 VALUE ENGINEERING
52.249-2   MAY 2004 TERMINATION FOR CONVENIENCE OF THE 

           GOVERNMENT (FIXED-PRICE) 
52.249-8 APR 1984 DEFAULT (FIXED-PRICE SUPPLY AND

SERVICE) 
52.253-1   JAN 1991   COMPUTER GENERATED FORMS 
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[End of Clause]

I.2  52.203-14 DISPLAY OF HOTLINE POSTER(S) (DEC 2007)

(a) Definition.
“United States,” as used in this clause, means the 50

States, the District of Columbia, and outlying areas. 
(b) Display of fraud hotline poster(s). Except as provided

in paragraph (c)— 
(1) During contract performance in the United States,

the Contractor shall prominently display in common work
areas within business segments performing work under
this contract and at contract work sites— 

(i) Any agency fraud hotline poster or Department

of Homeland Security (DHS) fraud hotline poster
identified in paragraph (b)(3) of this clause; and

(ii) Any DHS fraud hotline poster subsequently

identified by the Contracting Officer. 
(2) Additionally, if the Contractor maintains a company

website as a method of providing information to
employees, the Contractor shall display an electronic
version of the poster(s) at the website. 
(3) Any required posters may be obtained as follows:

Office of the Inspector General (OIG)
Fraud Detection Office
Attn: Poster Request

1300 N. 17  Street, Ste 3200th

Arlington, VA 22209
Each request for posters must state the contract number
and awarding component/bureau, provide a point of
contact (with telephone number), mailing and/or Fed Ex
address, and the quantity of posters requested. 
Although Department of Homeland Security (DHS) posters
are mentioned, always use the DOJ poster developed by
our OIG.

(c) If the Contractor has implemented a business ethics and

conduct awareness program, including a reporting mechanism,
such as a hotline poster, then the Contractor need not
display any agency fraud hotline posters as required in
paragraph (b) of this clause, other than any required DHS
posters. 
(d) Subcontracts. The Contractor shall include the substance
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of this clause, including this paragraph (d), in all
subcontracts that exceed $5,000,000, except when the
subcontract— 

(1) Is for the acquisition of a commercial item; or 

(2) Is performed entirely outside the United States. 

[End of Clause] 

I.3  52.215-19 NOTIFICATION OF OWNERSHIP CHANGES (OCT 1997)

(a) The Contractor shall make the following notifications in
writing:

(1) When the Contractor becomes aware that a change in
its ownership has occurred, or is certain to occur,
that could result in changes in the valuation of its
capitalized assets in the accounting records, the
Contractor shall notify the Administrative Contracting
Officer (ACO) within 30 days.

(2) The Contractor shall also notify the ACO within 30
days whenever changes to asset valuations or any other
cost changes have occurred or are certain to occur as a
result of a change in ownership.

(b) The Contractor shall --

(1) Maintain current, accurate, and complete inventory
records of assets and their costs;

(2) Provide the ACO or designated representative ready
access to the records upon request;

(3) Ensure that all individual and grouped assets,
their capitalized values, accumulated depreciation or
amortization, and remaining useful lives are identified
accurately before and after each of the Contractor’s
ownership changes; and

(4) Retain and continue to maintain depreciation and
amortization schedules based on the asset records
maintained before each Contractor ownership change.

(c) The Contractor shall include the substance of this
clause in all subcontracts under this contract that meet the
applicability requirement of FAR 15.408(k).

[End of Clause]
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I.4  52.217-8 OPTION TO EXTEND SERVICES (NOV 1999)

The Government may require continued performance of any
services within the limits and at the rates specified in the
contract.  These rates may be adjusted only as a result of
revisions to prevailing labor rates provided by the
Secretary of Labor.  The option provision may be exercised
more than once, but the total extension of performance
hereunder shall not exceed 6 months.  The Contracting
Officer may exercise the option by written notice to the
Contractor prior to the expiration of the current period.

[End of Clause]

I.5  52.217-9  OPTION TO EXTEND THE TERM OF THE CONTRACT (MAR
2000)

(a)The Government may extend the term of this contract by
written notice to the Contractor prior to the expiration of
the current contract period; provided that the Government
gives the Contractor a preliminary written notice of its
intent to extend at least 60 days before the contract
expires.  The preliminary notice does not commit the
Government to an extension.

(b)If the Government exercises this option, the extended
contract shall be considered to include this option clause.

(c)The total duration of this contract, including the
exercise of any options under this clause, shall not exceed
10 years.

[End of Clause]

I.6  52.219-4 NOTICE OF PRICE EVALUATION PREFERENCE FOR HUBZONE   
   SMALL BUSINESS CONCERNS (JUL 2005)

(a) Definition. HUBZone small business concern, as used in
this clause, means a small business concern that appears on
the List of Qualified HUBZone Small Business Concerns
maintained by the Small Business Administration.

(b) Evaluation preference. 

(1) Offers will be evaluated by adding a factor of 10
percent to the price of all offers, except—

(i) Offers from HUBZone small business concerns that

--
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have not waived the evaluation preference; and

(ii) Otherwise successful offers from small business
concerns.

(2) The factor of 10 percent shall be applied on a line
item basis or to any group of items on which award may
be made. Other evaluation factors described in the
solicitation shall be applied before application of the
factor.

(3) A concern that is both a HUBZone small business
concern and a small disadvantaged business concern will
receive the benefit of both the HUBZone small business
price evaluation preference and the small disadvantaged
business price evaluation adjustment (see FAR clause
52.219-23). Each applicable price evaluation preference
or adjustment shall be calculated independently against
an offeror’s base offer. These individual preference
amounts shall be added together to arrive at the total
evaluated price for that offer.

(c) Waiver of evaluation preference. A HUBZone small
business concern may elect to waive the evaluation
preference, in which case the factor will be added to its
offer for evaluation purposes. The agreements in paragraph
(d) of this clause do not apply if the offeror has waived
the evaluation preference.

__ Offer elects to waive the evaluation preference.

(d) Agreement. A HUBZone small business concern agrees that
in the performance of the contract, in the case of a
contract for 

(1) Services (except construction), at least 50 percent
of the cost of personnel for contract performance will
be spent for employees of the concern or employees of
other HUBZone small business concerns;

(2) Supplies (other than procurement from a
nonmanufacturer of such supplies), at least 50 percent
of the cost of manufacturing, excluding the cost of
materials, will be performed by the concern or other
HUBZone small business concerns;

(3) General construction, at least 15 percent of the
cost of the contract performance incurred for personnel
will be spent on the concern’s employees or the
employees of other HUBZone small business concerns; or 
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(4) Construction by special trade contractors, at least
25 percent of the cost of the contract performance
incurred for personnel will be spent on the concern’s
employees or the employees of other HUBZone small
business concerns.

(e) A HUBZone joint venture agrees that in the performance
of the contract, the applicable percentage specified in
paragraph (d) of this clause will be performed by the
HUBZone small business participant or participants;

(f) A HUBZone small business concern nonmanufacturer agrees
to furnish in performing this contract only end items
manufactured or produced by HUBZone small business
manufacturer concerns. This paragraph does not apply in
connection with construction or service contracts.

[End of clause]

I.7  52.222-39 NOTIFICATION OF EMPLOYEE RIGHTS CONCERNING PAYMENT
OF UNION DUES OR FEES (DEC 2004)

(a) Definition. As used in this clause--

“United States” means the 50 States, the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Northern Mariana Islands,
American Samoa, Guam, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and Wake
Island.

(b) Except as provided in paragraph (e) of this clause,
during the term of this contract, the Contractor shall post
a notice, in the form of a poster, informing employees of
their rights concerning union membership and payment of
union dues and fees, in conspicuous places in and about all
its plants and offices, including all places where notices
to employees are customarily posted. The notice shall
include the following information (except that the
information pertaining to National Labor Relations Board
shall not be included in notices posted in the plants or
offices of carriers subject to the Railway Labor Act, as
amended (45 U.S.C. 151-188)).

Notice to Employees

Under Federal law, employees cannot be required to join a
union or maintain membership in a union in order to retain
their jobs. Under certain conditions, the law permits a
union and an employer to enter into a union-security
agreement requiring employees to pay uniform periodic dues
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and initiation fees. However, employees who are not union
members can object to the use of their payments for certain
purposes and can only be required to pay their share of
union costs relating to collective bargaining, contract
administration, and grievance adjustment.

If you do not want to pay that portion of dues or fees used
to support activities not related to collective bargaining,
contract administration, or grievance adjustment, you are
entitled to an appropriate reduction in your payment. If you
believe that you have been required to pay dues or fees used
in part to support activities not related to collective
bargaining, contract administration, or grievance
adjustment, you may be entitled to a refund and to an
appropriate reduction in future payments.

For further information concerning your rights, you may wish
to contact the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) either
at one of its Regional offices or at the following address
or toll free number:

National Labor Relations Board
Division of Information
1099 14th Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20570
1-866-667-6572
1-866-316-6572 (TTY)

To locate the nearest NLRB office, see NLRB's website at
http://www.nlrb.gov

(c) The Contractor shall comply with all provisions of
Executive Order 13201 of February 17, 2001, and related
implementing regulations at 29 CFR Part 470, and orders of
the Secretary of Labor.

(d) In the event that the Contractor does not comply with
any of the requirements set forth in paragraphs (b), (c), or
(g), the Secretary may direct that this contract be
cancelled, terminated, or suspended in whole or in part, and
declare the Contractor ineligible for further Government
contracts in accordance with procedures at 29 CFR part 470,
Subpart B--Compliance Evaluations, Complaint Investigations
and Enforcement Procedures. Such other sanctions or remedies
may be imposed as are provided by 29 CFR Part 470, which
implements Executive Order 13201, or as are otherwise
provided by law.

(e) The requirement to post the employee notice in paragraph
(b) does not apply to--
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(1) Contractors and subcontractors that employ fewer
than 15 persons;

(2) Contractor establishments or construction work sites
where no union has been formally recognized by the
Contractor or certified as the exclusive bargaining
representative of the Contractor's employees;

(3) Contractor establishments or construction work sites
located in a jurisdiction named in the definition of the
United States in which the law of that jurisdiction
forbids enforcement of union-security agreements;

(4) Contractor facilities where upon the written request
of the Contractor, the Department of Labor Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Labor-Management Programs has
waived the posting requirements with respect to any of
the Contractor's facilities if the Deputy Assistant
Secretary finds that the Contractor has demonstrated
that--

(i) The facility is in all respects separate and
distinct from activities of the Contractor related to
the performance of a contract; and

(ii) Such a waiver will not interfere with or impede
the effectuation of the Executive order; or

(5) Work outside the United States that does not involve
the recruitment or employment of workers within the
United States.

(f) The Department of Labor publishes the official employee
notice in two variations; one for contractors covered by the
Railway Labor Act and a second for all other contractors.
The Contractor shall--

(1) Obtain the required employee notice poster from the
Division of Interpretations and Standards, Office of
Labor-Management Standards, U.S. Department of Labor,
200 Constitution Avenue, NW, Room N-5605, Washington, DC
20210, or from any field office of the Department's
Office of Labor-Management Standards or Office of
Federal Contract Compliance Programs;

(2) Download a copy of the poster from the Office of
Labor-Management Standards website at
http://www.olms.dol.gov; or

(3) Reproduce and use exact duplicate copies of the
Department of Labor's official poster.

(g) The Contractor shall include the substance of this
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clause in every subcontract or purchase order that exceeds
the simplified acquisition threshold, entered into in
connection with this contract, unless exempted by the
Department of Labor Deputy Assistant Secretary for Labor-
Management Programs on account of special circumstances in
the national interest under authority of 29 CFR 470.3(c).
For indefinite quantity subcontracts, the Contractor shall
include the substance of this clause if the value of orders
in any calendar year of the subcontract is expected to
exceed the simplified acquisition threshold. Pursuant to 29
CFR Part 470, Subpart B--Compliance Evaluations, Complaint
Investigations and Enforcement Procedures, the Secretary of
Labor may direct the Contractor to take such action in the
enforcement of these regulations, including the imposition
of sanctions for noncompliance with respect to any such
subcontract or purchase order. If the Contractor becomes
involved in litigation with a subcontractor or vendor, or is
threatened with such involvement, as a result of such
direction, the Contractor may request the United States,
through the Secretary of Labor, to enter into such
litigation to protect the interests of the United States.

[End of Clause]

I.8  52.222-42  STATEMENT OF EQUIVALENT RATES FOR FEDERAL HIRES
(MAY 1989)

In compliance with the Service Contract Act of 1965, as
amended, and the regulations of the Secretary of Labor (29
CFR Part 4), this clause identifies the classes of service
employees expected to be employed under the contract and
states the wages and fringe benefits payable to each if they
were employed by the contracting agency subject to the
provisions of 5 U.S.C. 5341 or 5332.
THIS STATEMENT IS FOR INFORMATION ONLY:  IT IS NOT A WAGE
DETERMINATION.

EMPLOYEE CLASS MONETARY WAGE-FRINGE BENEFITS

Warehouse Specialist WS-5 $16.62
Chief Cook/Steward WS-8 $21.20
Instructor GS-11 $23.07
Secretary IV GS-7 $15.59
Secretary III GS-6 $14.03
Corrections Officer GS-5 $12.58
Personnel Assistant IV GS-7 $15.59
Personnel Assistant II GS-5 $12.58
Nursing Assistant GS-7 $15.59
Carpenter, Maintenance WS-8 $21.20
Automotive Worker WS-8 $21.20
Librarian GS-11 $23.07
Paralegal/Legal Assistant GS-11 $23.07
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Stationary Engineer WS-8 $21.20
Licensed Practical Nurse GS-7 $15.59

[End of Clause]

I.9  52.222-49 SERVICE CONTRACT ACT - PLACE OF PERFORMANCE
UNKNOWN (MAY 1989)

(a) This contract is subject to the Service Contract Act,
and the place of performance was unknown when the
solicitation was issued.  In addition to places or areas
identified in wage determinations, if any, attached to the
solicitation, wage determinations have also been requested
for the following:

Unavailable at this time.
__________
__________
__________

The Contracting Officer will request wage determinations for
additional places or areas of performance if asked to do so
in writing by or within 15 days of the release of the
solicitation.

(b) Offerors who intend to perform in a place or area of
performance for which a wage determination has not been
attached or requested may nevertheless submit bids or
proposals.  However, a wage determination shall be requested
and incorporated in the resultant contract retroactive to
the date of contract award, and there shall be no adjustment
in the contract price.

[End of Clause]

I.10  52.237-7 INDEMNIFICATION AND MEDICAL LIABILITY INSURANCE
(JAN 1997)

(a) It is expressly agreed and understood that this is a
nonpersonal services contract, as defined in Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 37.101, under which the
professional services rendered by the Contractor are
rendered in its capacity as an independent contractor. The
Government may evaluate the quality of professional and
administrative services provided, but retains no control
over professional aspects of the services rendered,
including by example, the Contractor’s professional medical
judgment, diagnosis, or specific medical treatments. The
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Contractor shall be solely liable for and expressly agrees
to indemnify the Government with respect to any liability
producing acts or omissions by it or by its employees or
agents. The Contractor shall maintain during the term of
this contract liability insurance issued by a responsible
insurance carrier of not less than the following amount(s)
per specialty per occurrence: $1,000,000.00.

(b) An apparently successful offeror, upon request by the
Contracting Officer, shall furnish prior to contract award
evidence of its insurability concerning the medical
liability insurance required by paragraph (a) of this
clause.

(c) Liability insurance may be on either an occurrences
basis or on a claims-made basis. If the policy is on a
claims-made basis, an extended reporting endorsement (tail)
for a period of not less than 3 years after the end of the
contract term must also be provided.

(d) Evidence of insurance documenting the required coverage
for each health care provider who will perform under this
contract shall be provided to the Contracting Officer prior
to the commencement of services under this contract. If the
insurance is on a claims-made basis and evidence of an
extended reporting endorsement is not provided prior to the
commencement of services, evidence of such endorsement shall
be provided to the Contracting Officer prior to the
expiration of this contract. Final payment under this
contract shall be withheld until evidence of the extended
reporting endorsement is provided to the Contracting
Officer.

(e) The policies evidencing required insurance shall also
contain an endorsement to the effect that any cancellation
or material change adversely affecting the Government’s
interest shall not be effective until 30 days after the
insurer or the Contractor gives written notice to the
Contracting Officer. If, during the performance period of
the contract the Contractor changes insurance providers, the
Contractor must provide evidence that the Government will be
indemnified to the limits specified in paragraph (a) of this
clause, for the entire period of the contract, either under
the new policy, or a combination of old and new policies.

(f) The Contractor shall insert the substance of this
clause, including this paragraph (f), in all subcontracts
under this contract for health care services and shall
require such subcontractors to provide evidence of and
maintain insurance in accordance with paragraph (a) of this
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clause. At least 5 days before the commencement of work by
any subcontractor, the Contractor shall furnish to the
Contracting Officer evidence of such insurance.

[End of Clause]

I.11 DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (DOJ) RESIDENCY REQUIREMENT - BUREAU
OF PRISONS CLAUSE (JUN 2004)

For three of the five years immediately prior to submission
of an offer/bid/quote, or prior to performance under a
contract or commitment, individuals or contractor employees
providing services must have:

1. legally resided in the United States (U.S.);

2. worked for the U.S. overseas in a Federal or military
capacity; or

3. been a dependent of a Federal or military employee
serving overseas.

If the individual is not a U.S. citizen, they must be from a
country allied with the U.S.  The following website provides
current information regarding allied countries:
http://www.opm.gov/employ/html/citizen.htm

By signing this contract or commitment document, or by
commencing performance, the contractor agrees to this
restriction.

[End of Clause]

I.12 NOTICE OF CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL SECURITY REQUIREMENTS (OCT
2005)

Compliance with Homeland Security Presidential Directive-12
(HSPD-12) and Federal Information Processing Standard
Publication 201 (FIPS 201) (See Note i) entitled "Personal
Identification Verification (PIV) for Federal Employees and
Contractors," Phase I.

(1)  Long-Term Contractor Personnel:

In order to be compliant with HSPD-12/PIV I, the following
investigative requirements must be met for each new long-
term (See Note ii) contractor employee whose background
investigation (BI) process begins on or after October 27,
2005:
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(a) Contractor Personnel must present two forms of
identification in original form prior to badge
issuance (acceptable documents are listed in Form
I-9, OMB  No. 1615-0047, "Employment Eligibility
Verification," and at least one document must be a 

valid State or Federal government-issued picture
ID);

(b) Contractor Personnel must appear in person at least
once before a DOJ official who is responsible for
checking the identification documents. This
identity proofing must be completed sometime during
the clearance process but prior to badge issuance
and must be documented by the DOJ official;

(c) Contractor Personnel must undergo a BI commensurate
with the designated risk level associated with the
duties of each position. Outlined below are the
minimum BI requirements for each risk level:

-- High Risk - Background Investigation (5 year
scope)

-- Moderate Risk - Limited Background
Investigation (LBI) or Minimum Background
Investigation (MBI)

-- Low Risk - National Agency Check with Inquiries
(NACI) investigation

(d) The pre-appointment BI waiver requirements for all
position sensitivity levels are a:

(1)  Favorable review of the security questionnaire 
       form;

(2)  Favorable fingerprint results;

(3)  Favorable credit report, if required; (See     
        Note iii)

(4)  Waiver request memorandum, including both the  
        Office of Personnel Management schedule date  
       and position sensitivity/risk level; and
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(5)  Favorable review of the National Agency Check  
       (NAC) (See Note iv) portion of the applicable  
       BI that is determined by position              
       sensitivity/risk level.

A badge may be issued following approval of the above
waiver requirements.

If the NAC is not received within five days of OPM's
scheduling date, the badge can be issued based on a
favorable review of the Security Questionnaire and
the Federal Bureau of Investigation Criminal History
Check (i.e., fingerprint check results).

(e) Badge re-validation will occur once the investigation
is completed and favorably adjudicated. If the BI
results so justify, badges issued under these
procedures will be suspended or revoked.

(2)  Short-Term Contractor Personnel:

It is the policy of the DOJ that short-term contractors
having access to DOJ information systems and/or DOJ
facilities or space for six months or fewer are subject to
the identity proofing requirements listed in items 1a. and
1b. above. The pre-appointment waiver requirements for
short-term contractors are:

(a) Favorable review of the security questionnaire      
    form;

(b) Favorable fingerprint results;

(c) Favorable credit report, if required; (See Note     
 v) and

(d) Waiver request memorandum indicating both the      
position sensitivity/risk level and the      
duration of the appointment. The commensurate      
BI does not need to be initiated.

A badge may be issued following approval of the above waiver
requirements and the badge will expire six months from the
date of issuance. This process can only be used once for a
short-term contractor in a twelve month period. This will
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ensure that any consecutive short-term appointments are
subject to the full PIV-I identity proofing process.

For example, if a contractor employee requires daily access
for a three or four-week period, this contractor would be
cleared according to the above short-term requirements.
However, if a second request is submitted for the same
contractor employee within a twelve-month period for the
purpose of extending the initial contract or for employment
under a totally different contract for another three or
four-week period, this contractor would now be considered
"long-term" and must be cleared according to the long-term
requirements as stated in this interim policy.

(3)  Intermittent Contractors:

An exception to the above-mentioned short-term requirements
would be intermittent contractors.

(a) For purposes of this policy, "intermittent" is
defined as those contractor employees needing
access to DOJ information systems and/or DOJ
facilities or space for a maximum of one day per
week, regardless of the duration of the required
intermittent access. For example, the water
delivery contractor that delivers water one time
each week and is working on a one-year contract.

(b) Contractors requiring intermittent access should
follow the Department's escort policy. Please
reference the August 11, 2004, and January 29,
2001, Department Security Officer policy memoranda
that conveys the requirements for contractor
facility escorted access.

(c) Due to extenuating circumstances, if a component
requests unescorted access or DOJ IT system access
for an intermittent contractor, the same pre-
employment background investigation waiver
requirements that apply to short-term contractors
are required.

(d) If an intermittent contractor is approved for
unescorted access, the contractor will only be
issued a daily badge. The daily badge will be
issued upon entrance into a DOJ facility or space
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and must be returned upon exiting the same facility
or space.

(e) If an intermittent contractor is approved for
unescorted access, the approval will not exceed one
year. If the intermittent contractor requires
unescorted access beyond one year, the contractor
will need to be re-approved each year.

(4) An individual transferring from another department or
agency shall not be re-adjudicated provided the individual
has a current (within the last five years), favorably
adjudicated BI meeting HSPD-12 and DOJ's BI requirements.

(5)  The DOJ's current escorted contractor policy remains
unchanged by this acquisition notice

________________________________________________________
NOTES:

 i  FIPS 201 is available at:
www.csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips201/FIPS-201-
022505.pdf

ii  Under HSPD-12, long-term contractors are contractors
having access to DOJ information systems and/or DOJ
facilities or space for six months or longer. The PIV-I
identity proofing process, including initiation and
adjudication of the required background investigation, is
required for all new long-term contractors regardless of
whether it is the current practice to issue a badge. The
second phase of HSPD-12 implementation (PIV-II) requires
badge issuance to all affected long-term contractors.

iii  For contractors in position sensitivity/risk levels
above level 1, a favorable review of a credit check is
required as part of the pre-appointment waiver package.

iv  In order to avoid a delay in the hiring process,
components should request an Advance NAC Report when
initiating investigations to OPM. Per OPM's instructions,
to obtain an Advance NAC Report, a Code "3" must be placed
in block "B" of the "Agency Use Only" section of the
investigative form. This report is available for all case
types.

v  For contractors in position sensitivity/risk levels
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above level 1, a favorable review of a credit check is
required as part of the pre-appointment waiver package. 

[End of Clause]

I.13 CONTINUING CONTRACT PERFORMANCE DURING A PANDEMIC INFLUENZA
OR OTHER NATIONAL EMERGENCY (MAY 2008)

During a Pandemic or other emergency, we understand that our
contractor workforce will experience the same high levels of
absenteeism as our Federal employees. Although the Excusable
Delays and Termination for Default clauses used in
Government contracts list epidemics and quarantine
restrictions among the reasons to excuse delays in contract
performance, we expect our contractors to make reasonable
effort to keep performance at an acceptable level during
emergency periods.

The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) has provided
guidance to Federal managers and employees on the kinds of
actions to be taken to ensure the continuity of operations
during emergency periods. This guidance is also applicable
to our contract workforce. Contractors are expected to have
reasonable policies in place for continuing work
performance, particularly those performing mission critical
services during a pandemic influenza or other emergency
situation.

The types of actions a Federal contractor should reasonably
take to help ensure performance are:

• Encourage employees to get inoculations or follow other
preventive measures as advised by the public health service.

• Contractors should cross-train workers as backup for all
positions performing critical services. This is particularly
important for work such as guard services where telework is
not an option.

• Implement telework to the greatest extent possible in the
workgroup so systems are in place to support successful
remote work in an emergency.

• Communicate expectations to all employees regarding their
roles and responsibilities in relation to remote work in the
event of a pandemic health crisis or other emergency.

• Establish communication processes to notify employees of
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activation of this plan.

• Integrate pandemic health crisis response expectations
into telework agreements.

• With the employee, assess requirements for working at home
(supplies and equipment needed for an extended telework
period). Security concerns should be considered in making
equipment choices; agencies or contractors may wish to avoid
use of employees’ personal computers and provide them with
PCs or laptops as appropriate.

• Determine how all employees who may telework will
communicate with one another and with management to
accomplish work.

• Practice telework regularly to ensure effectiveness.

• Make it clear that in emergency situations, employees must
performance all duties assigned by management, even if they
are outside usual or customary duties.

• Identify how time and attendance will be maintained.

It is the contractor’s responsibility to advise the
Government Contracting Officer if they anticipate not being
able to perform and to work with the Bureau of Prisons (BOP)
to fill gaps as necessary. This means direct communication
with the Contracting Officer or in his/her absence, the
Contracting Officer’s Technical Representative, via
telephone or e-mail messages acknowledging the contractor’s
notification. The incumbent contractor is responsible for
assisting the BOP in estimating the adverse impacts of
nonperformance and to work diligently with the BOP to
develop a strategy for maintaining continuity of operations.

The BOP does reserve the right in such emergency situations
to use Federal employees, employees of other agencies,
contracting support from other existing contractors, or to
enter into new contracts for critical support services. Any
new contracting efforts would be acquired following the
guidance in the Office of Federal Policy issuance “Emergency
Acquisitions”, dated May 2007 and Subpart 18.2, Emergency
Acquisition Flexibilities, of the Federal Acquisition
Regulations.

[End of Clause]

[End of Section]
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PART III - LIST OF DOCUMENTS, EXHIBITS, AND OTHER
ATTACHMENTS

SECTION J - LIST OF ATTACHMENTS

Attachment
No.

Title Page No.

J-1 Wage Determinations 2

J-2
Evaluation Techniques for Quality Assurance of
Contractor Performance

3-4

J-3 Performance Requirements Summary Table (PRST) 5-9

J-4 Contractor Quality Control 10-11

J-5 Award Fee Determination Plan 12-14

J-6 Standards of Conduct 15-18

J-7
Scope and Coverage of a Limited Background
Investigation (LBI)

19-21

J-8
Scope and Coverage of a Periodic
Reinvestigation-Residence (PRIR)

22-23

J-9
Adjudication Standards for Resolving Limited
Background Investigation (LBI) and Periodic
Reinvestigation

24-30

J-10 Business Management Questionnaire 31-35

J-11 Subcontracting Plan 36-46

J-12 Question Submittal Form 47

J-13 Offeror’s Intent to Propose 48

J-14 Required Government Space 49-50

J-15
Procedural Guidance Complying With National
Environmental Policy Act Requirements

51-61

J-16 SENTRY Rules of Behavior 62

J-17
Federal Bureau of Investigation Criminal Justice
Information Services Security Addendum

63-78

J-18
Qualifying Federal Offenses for Purposes of DNA
Sample Collection

79-86

J-19 Information Systems Equipment 87-91

J-20
Procedures for Implementation of Walsh Act Civil
Commitment of Sexually Dangerous Persons

92-101
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RFP-PCC-0014

SECTION L - INSTRUCTIONS, CONDITIONS AND NOTICES TO
OFFERORS

L.1 52.252-1 SOLICITATION PROVISIONS INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE
     (FEB 1998)

This solicitation incorporates one or more solicitation
provisions by reference, with the same force and effect as
if they were given in full text.  Upon request, the
Contracting Officer will make their full text available. 
The offeror is cautioned that the listed provisions may
include blocks that must be completed by the offeror and
submitted with its quotation or offer.  In lieu of
submitting the full text of those provisions, the offeror
may identify the provision by paragraph identifier and
provide the appropriate information with its quotation or
offer.  Also, the full text of a solicitation provision may
be accessed electronically at this/these address(es): 
http://www.arnet.gov/far/

I. FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION (48 CFR CHAPTER 1)
PROVISIONS

NUMBER DATE TITLE

52.207-1 MAY 2006 NOTICE OF STANDARD COMPETITION
52.215-1 JAN 2004 INSTRUCTIONS TO OFFERORS--     

COMPETITIVE ACQUISITION
Alternate II (OCT 1997)

52.219-24 OCT 2000 SMALL DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS
PARTICIPATION PROGRAM--TARGETS

52.222-24 FEB 1999 PREAWARD ON-SITE EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY COMPLIANCE
EVALUATION

[End of Provision]

L.2 52.216-1 TYPE OF CONTRACT (APR 1984)

The Government contemplates award of a fixed price with
award-fee contract with a 4-year base period and three
2-year options resulting from this solicitation.  The award
fee will be awarded by the Government solely at its
discretion.

[End of Provision]
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L.3 52.233-2 SERVICE OF PROTEST (SEP 2006)

(a) Protests, as defined in section 33.101 of the Federal
Acquisition Regulation, that are filed directly with an
agency, and copies of any protests that are filed with
the General Accounting Office (GAO), shall be served on
the Contracting Officer (addressed as follows) by
obtaining written and dated acknowledgment of receipt
from:

Procurement Executive
Federal Bureau of Prisons
320 First Street, N.W. 
Room 5006
Washington, DC  20534

(b) The copy of any protest shall be received in the office
designated above within one day of filing a protest
with the GAO.

[End of Provision]

L.4 PROTESTS FILED DIRECTLY WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE -
JUSTICE ACQUISITION REGULATION 2852.233-70 (JAN 1998)

(a) The following definitions apply in this provision:

(1) "Agency Protest Official" means the official,
other than the Contracting Officer, designated to
review and decide procurement protests filed with
a contracting activity of the Department of
Justice.

(2) "Deciding Official" means the person chosen by the
protestor to decide the agency protest; it may be
either the Contracting Officer or the Agency
Protest Official.

(3) "Interested Party" means an actual or prospective
offeror whose direct economic interest would be
affected by the award of a contract or by the
failure to award a contract.

(b) A protest filed directly with the Department of Justice
must:

(1) Indicate that it is a protest to the agency.
(2) Be filed with the Contracting Officer.
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(3) State whether the protestor chooses to have the
Contracting Officer or the Agency Protest Official
decide the protest.  If the protestor is silent on
this matter, the Contracting Officer will decide
the protest.

(4) Indicate whether the protestor prefers to make an
oral or written presentation of arguments in
support of the protest to the deciding official.

(5) Include the information required by FAR
33.103(d)(2):

(i) Name, address, facsimile number and
telephone number of the protestor.

(ii) Solicitation or contract number.
(iii) Detailed statement of the legal and

factual grounds for the protest, to
include a description of resulting
prejudice to the protestor.

(iv) Copies of relevant documents.
(v) Request for a ruling by the agency.
(vi) Statement as to the form of relief

requested.
(vii) All information establishing that the

protestor is an interested party for the
purpose of filing a protest.

(viii) All information establishing the
timeliness of the protest.

(c) An interested party filing a protest with the
Department of Justice has the choice of requesting
either that the Contracting Officer or the Agency
Protest Official decide the protest.

(d) The decision by the Agency Protest Official is an
alternative to a decision by the Contracting Officer.
The Agency Protest Official will not consider appeals
from the Contracting Officer's decision on an agency
protest.

(e) The deciding official must conduct a scheduling
conference with the protestor within five (5) days
after the protest is filed.  The scheduling conference
will establish deadlines for oral or written arguments
in support of the agency protest and for agency
officials to present information in response to the
protest issues.  The deciding official may hear oral
arguments in support of the agency protest at the same
time as the scheduling conference, depending on
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availability of the necessary parties.

(f) Oral conferences may take place either by telephone or
in person.  Other parties may attend at the discretion
of the deciding official.

(g) The protestor has only one opportunity to support or
explain the substance of its protest.  Department of
Justice procedures do not provide for any discovery. 
The deciding official may request additional
information from either the agency or the protestor. 
The deciding official will resolve the protest through
informal presentations or meetings to the maximum
extent practicable.

(h) An interested party may represent itself or be
represented by legal counsel.  The Department of
Justice will not reimburse the protester for any legal
fees related to the agency protest.

(i) The Department of Justice will stay award or suspend
contract performance in accordance with FAR 33.103(f).
The stay or suspension, unless over-ridden, remains in
effect until the protest is decided, dismissed, or
withdrawn.

(j) The deciding official will make a best effort to issue
a decision on the protest within twenty (20) days after
the filing date.  The decision may be oral or written.

(k) The Department of Justice may dismiss or stay
proceeding on an agency protest if a protest on the
same or similar basis is filed with a protest forum
outside the Department of Justice.

[End of Clause]

L.5 FAITH-BASED AND COMMUNITY-BASED ORGANIZATIONS (AUG 2005)

Faith-based and Community-based organizations can submit
offers/bids/quotations equally with other organizations for
contracts for which they are eligible.

[End of Provision]
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L.6 CONTRACTOR CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL TAX
REQUIREMENTS (MAR 2008)

By submitting a response to a solicitation or accepting a
contract award, the contractor certifies that, to the best
of its knowledge and belief, the contractor has filed all
Federal tax returns required during the three years
preceding certification, has not been convicted of a
criminal offense under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986,
and has not more than 90 days prior to certification, been
notified of any unpaid Federal tax assessment for which the
liability remains unsatisfied, unless the assessment is the
subject of an installment agreement or offer in compromise
that has been approved by the Internal Revenue Service and
is not in default, or the assessment is the subject of a
non-frivolous administrative or judicial proceeding.

[End of Provision]

L.7 PROPOSAL PREPARATION INSTRUCTIONS - GENERAL

Proposals are expected to conform to and be prepared in
accordance with FAR 52.215-1, Instructions to Offerors--
Competitive Acquisition (contained in this solicitation). 
To aid in evaluation, proposals shall be clearly and
concisely written as well as neat, indexed (cross-indexed as
appropriate) and logically assembled.  All pages of each
part shall be appropriately numbered and identified with the
name of the offeror, date and Request for Proposal (RFP)
number to the extent practicable.  Unless explicitly stated
otherwise, the proposal text shall be typed, using Courier
New, Size 12, 1.5 spaced and printed (unreduced in size) on
8 ½ x 11 inch paper.

The overall arrangement of the proposal shall be as follows:

• The overall proposal shall consist of four physically
separate volumes, individually entitled as stated
below.  The required quantity of each volume is shown
in the matrix below.  Each copy of each volume shall be
numbered sequentially.

• The first copy of each Volume #1 shall contain the
signed original of all documents requiring signature by
the offeror.

• Offerors may submit more than one proposal in response
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to the RFP.  Offerors shall submit a separate Volume #1
for each proposal submitted in the number of copies
listed below.  Offerors may avoid submitting redundant
information in Volume #2 by following instructions at
L.9 C.  Offerors need only make one submission of
Volume #3 information, regardless of the number of
proposals offered.     

Proposal Volume Total Copies Required
Volume #1 2 (1 copy with original   

signatures)
Volume #2 10 (paper copies accompanied by

multi-media - see L.9)  
 Volume #3 1 (multi-media - see L.10)

Volume #4 3 (paper copies accompanied by
multi-media - see L.11)

L.8 PROPOSAL PREPARATION INSTRUCTIONS - VOLUME #1:  OFFER AND
OTHER DOCUMENTS 

Volume #1 consists of the actual offer to enter into a
contract to perform the desired work.  It also includes
required representations, certifications, other statements
of the offeror and any other administrative information. 

A. Format and Content - The volume shall include the
following documents in the order listed:

1. Fully executed Standard Form 33 (SF 33),
Solicitation, Offer and Award;

2. Pricing schedules (extracted from Section B);

3. Fully executed Offeror Representations,
Certifications and Other Statements (extracted
from Sections G, J, K and L as applicable);

4. Decisional rule criterion (in accordance with
Section L.8 C);

5. Bureau of Prisons’ (BOP) Contract Business
Management Questionnaire (from Section J); and

6. Small Business Subcontracting Plan (from Section
J).
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B. Proposal Form -

1. Use of the Form.  SF 33, Solicitation, Offer and
Award, which is Section A of the RFP, shall be
fully executed by the offeror and shall be the
first page of each copy of Volume #1.

2. Acceptance Period.  The acceptance period shall be
no less than the period of time entered by the
Government on the SF 33 in Block 12.

3. Signature Authority.  The individual signing the
SF 33 shall provide proof they have the authority
to commit the offeror to all requirements of the
proposal, fully recognizing the Government has the
right, by terms of the RFP, to make award without
further discussions if it so elects.  This
individual shall also be required to attend any
and all negotiations and pre-performance
conferences, etc.

C. Decisional Rule Criterion - The preparation of this
information is critical.  If the proposal does not meet
the requirements of the decisional rule criterion as
defined in Section M, it shall not be evaluated.  The
decisional rule criterion must be sufficient unto
itself for a determination of whether or not the
proposal meets the relevant criteria.  The BOP does not
intend and has no obligation to refer to other volumes
if the decisional rule criterion is not met.

To be considered, the offeror submitting the proposal
must clearly demonstrate the following criteria at the
time of proposal submission:

1. The proposed institution meets the definition of
an existing institution as defined in Section C -
Statement of Work (Page Limitation - 5 pages)

2. The offeror has corporate experience operating
secure corrections/detention facilities for a
continuous three-year period as of the date the
RFP was issued. (Page Limitation - 5 pages)

D. Notification of State Authorities - The offeror shall
submit proof the chief law enforcement officer (state
Attorney General, State’s Attorney, etc.) of the state
in which the proposed facility is located has been
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notified of the contractor’s intent to manage and
operate a correctional institution as identified in the
solicitation.

The proof shall be a signed copy of the notification
sent via registered or certified mail to the applicable
state’s chief law enforcement officer.  The
notification shall provide an accurate description of
the program services the contractor will provide under
any prospective contract to include, but not be limited
to:  size of the proposed facility/population, specific
address of the proposed facility and type of offender
the solicitation indicates could be placed at the
proposed facility.

The proof of notification and a copy of the contents of
the notification material submitted to state officials
shall be part of the offeror’s response to this
solicitation.
The offeror shall submit a copy of any document it
receives in response to the notification.  The
offeror’s duty to submit such documentation shall
continue until award.

L.9 PROPOSAL PREPARATION INSTRUCTIONS - VOLUME #2:  TECHNICAL
PROPOSAL

Volume #2 consists of the offeror's technical approach to
performing the requirement, offeror's technical capabilities
and technical effort the offeror would apply to satisfy the
requirements of the Statement of Work (SOW) (Section C). 
Since each offeror's technical proposal will be evaluated in
accordance with Section M, it should be practical and
prepared simply and economically, providing a
straightforward, concise delineation of what it is the
offeror will do to satisfy the requirements of the RFP.

  
Proposal page limitations will be strictly enforced.
Proposal content exceeding the specified page limitation
will not be evaluated.

The proposal should not merely offer to perform work in
accordance with the SOW but shall describe the actual work
proposed as specifically as practical.  The SOW reflects the
requirements and objectives of the program under
consideration; therefore, repeating or paraphrasing the SOW
without sufficient elaboration is not acceptable.
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Technical proposals shall be submitted in both paper copies
and electronic format.  Electronic copies may be submitted
on compact disk (CD-ROM) in one of the following formats:
WordPerfect (read only); Adobe Acrobat (PDF format);
Visioneer Paperport (MAX file). 

A. Format and Content - Volume #2 shall include the
following components:

1. Table of contents;

2. List of attachments, tables and figures; and

3. Technical discussion.

B. Technical Discussion - This section shall describe the
offeror's approach to performing the requirement.  It
must clearly address each issue identified below in as
much detail as practical.

C. Multiple Locations - Offerors may identify multiple
locations in a single proposal.  To avoid submitting
redundant information, the proposal shall include a
single Volume #2-A.  Offerors shall submit a Volume #2-
B for each performance location identified in the
proposal.  Any contract award will be for work
performed at a single site - population cannot be split
among locations.

VOLUME #2-A:  TECHNICAL PROPOSAL

A. Administration and Management -

1. Quality Control Program.  The offeror shall
describe its approach to evaluating and monitoring
the operation of the facility during contract
performance and how the offeror’s Quality Control
Program will be coordinated with the Quality
Assurance Plan administered by the BOP.  (Page
Limitation - 5 pages)

2. Organizational Structure.  Each offeror shall
provide a diagram of the proposed organizational
structure.  The diagram shall detail the corporate
and facility lines of authority for this effort
(including all proposed subcontracting and lease-
hold relationships) and the relationship of the
organizational structure to both the BOP and the
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offeror’s corporate office.  (Page Limitation - 3
pages)

3. Personnel and Staff Development.  The offeror
shall submit a plan for the employment and
retention of qualified staff and identify the
offeror’s goals for equal employment opportunity.
The offeror shall discuss the approach to staff
development and its ability to manage inmates of
various cultures found in a criminal alien
population.  (Page Limitation - 5 pages)

B. Institution Operations -

1. The offeror shall describe its approach for
maintaining accountability of all offenders
assigned to the institution.  (Page Limitation - 3
pages)

2. The offeror shall describe its approach to
responding to institution emergencies, including
assistance from local and/or state authorities. 
(Page Limitation - 10 pages)

C. Institution Services -

1. The offeror shall discuss its approach to
providing food services to the inmate population. 
(Page Limitation - 3 pages) 

2. The offeror shall discuss its approach to the
institution medical program.  (Page Limitation - 6
pages)

D. Inmate Programs -

1. The offeror shall submit a detailed plan of all
work, education and recreation programs.  Each
identified program shall include a brief
description of the characteristics.  (Page
Limitation - 5 pages)

2. The offeror shall discuss its approach to
maintaining inmate family ties (i.e., visiting,
mail and telephone procedures).  (Page 
Limitation - 3 pages)
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VOLUME #2-B:  TECHNICAL PROPOSAL

A. Contract Activation - The offeror shall submit:

1. A detailed schedule of the activation process
identifying anticipated dates from contract award
to issuance of the Notice to Proceed (NTP);

2. A staff activation schedule to include hiring,
clearances and training; and

3. A complete list of all contractor policies to be
developed and implemented.  The list shall include
the date each policy will be submitted for BOP
review.

(Schedules shall reflect project calendar days, track
task start/finish/duration, identify individual tasks
and their relationship to other tasks.)  (Page
Limitation - 15 pages)

B. Staffing -

1. Human Resources.  The offeror shall submit a
staffing plan of all personnel necessary for the
performance of the contract.  The plan shall be
organized by department and clearly and concisely
illustrate:  each position title; number of
working days per week; number of staff per shift;
relief factor; total number of full time
equivalents for each position title, department
and total complement; applicable hourly rate; and
annual pay schedule.  (Page Limitation - 6 pages)

C. Physical Plant -

1. The offeror shall specify the location of the
proposed facility by providing the address and
identifying the site on a general location map and
a local area map.

2. The offeror shall identify the rated and total
capacity of the proposed facility. 

3. The offeror shall submit a brief DVD/video tour
(15-30 minutes) of the proposed site and
buildings. 
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4. The offeror shall submit half size prints of
facility site plan (scale of original document:
minimum 1" = 100 feet) showing the location of
buildings, roads, fences, parking lots and
walkways.

5. The offeror shall submit half-size prints (scale
of original document:  1/8" = 1 foot) of
architectural floor plans for each building
showing:

a) Name/function of all rooms;
b) Total gross square footage of each program

area and entire facility;
c) Entry into the secure perimeter by means of a

secure entry point;
d) Physical plant security details, including,

but not limited to:  secure walls, security
doors, secure ceilings, control center, sally
ports and the secure perimeter; and

e) Location of required Government-occupied
space as detailed in Section J.

6. The offeror shall explain the proposed facility’s
compliance status with the following:

a) Handicapped accessability requirements;
b) Building code requirements;
c) Fire safety and life safety requirements; 

and provide appropriate substantiation for each
(e.g., certificates, licenses, etc.).  If the
facility is presently noncompliant, the offeror
shall explain what action it will take to become
compliant prior to the date scheduled for issuance
of the NTP.

L.10 PROPOSAL PREPARATION INSTRUCTIONS - VOLUME #3:  PAST
PERFORMANCE AND EXPERIENCE INFORMATION 

The past performance and experience proposal shall serve to  
gather information regarding the quality of an offeror's 
past performance and the extent of an offeror's experience
performing secure corrections/detention type services.

Offerors shall submit past performance and experience
information in electronic format.  The information may be
submitted on compact disk (CDROM) in one of following
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formats:  WordPerfect (read only); Adobe Acrobat (PDF
format); Visioneer Paperport (MAX file). 

Offerors are encouraged to submit past performance and
experience information prior to the due date for proposals
to assist the Government in reducing the evaluation period. 

A. Format and Content - At a minimum, the submission shall
contain the information specified below in accordance
with the following general format:

1. Table of contents;

2. List of tables and exhibits;

3. Past performance information; and

4. Corporate experience.

B. Past Performance - Offerors shall submit a list of all
contracts and subcontracts related to secure
corrections/detention services completed during the
past three years and all contracts currently in
progress.  Contracts listed shall include those entered
into with the federal government, agencies of state and
local governments’ customers.

Include the following information for each contract and
subcontract:

1. Name of contracting activity;

2. Contract number;

3. Contract type (i.e., cost reimbursement,
fixed-price);

4. Date of contract award and expiration;

5. Total contract value and per diem rate(s);

6. Definition of contract work;

7. Contracting officer and telephone number;

8. Program manager and telephone number;

9. Administrative contracting officer (if different
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from #7 above) and telephone number; and

10. List of prime contractor or major subcontractors 
with contact names, addresses and telephone
numbers.

C. Corporate Experience - The offeror shall provide the
following information for each contract listed above:

1. If the contract was competitive or sole source and
if the present contract was awarded as a follow-on
contract;

2. Identify any change orders/modifications to the
contract subsequent to award, basis of the
change(s) and dollar value;

3. Identify if the operation has been accredited by
the American Correctional Association, The Joint
Commission and/or other professional organizations
and the date of each accreditation;

4. In a brief narrative describe the extent to which
the contract was/is similar to the requirements
identified by this RFP (i.e., population quantity,
population security level, size and complexity of
staff complement, quality control approach) (a
technical description sufficient to permit
assessment must be provided to support the
similarity);

5. Provide data representing the number of
occurrences for the following listed incidents
(include negative responses):

a) Escape;
b) Food/Work strike; and
c) Disturbances involving ten offenders or more;

and

6. Provide information on problems encountered on the
identified contracts and the corrective actions
taken.

L.11 PROPOSAL PREPARATION INSTRUCTIONS - VOLUME #4: 
ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION

Volume #4 consists of the offeror's environmental
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documentation which identifies the potential environmental
impacts, proposed mitigation and any other relevant
information pertaining to the impacts of the offeror’s
proposal.  The documentation shall be completed in
accordance with Section J.  Each offeror's environmental
documentation will be evaluated in accordance with 
Section M.

Documentation shall be submitted in both paper copies and
electronic format.  Electronic copies may be submitted on
compact disk (CD-ROM) in one of the following formats:
WordPerfect (read only); Adobe Acrobat (PDF format);
Visioneer Paperport (MAX file). 

Disclosure of information:  Information submitted by any
potential offeror in Volume #4 shall not be considered
“Proprietary Information.”  The Government reserves the
right to publicly disclose any information submitted.

L.12 FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT

The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and its amendments
have resulted in an increasing number of requests to federal
agencies for copies of technical and business proposals from
other than Government sources.

The offeror should identify information in its proposals the
offeror believes should be withheld from these sources on
the basis the proposals consist of "trade secrets and

 commercial or financial information obtained from a person
and privileged or confidential" (exemption (b)(4) of the
FOIA).  This identification will assist in the decision by a
responsible federal official to disclose or withhold the
requested information.

If an offeror considers elements of its proposal to be
exempt under FOIA, ensure the following notice is annotated
on the title page of the proposal:  “Elements of this
document, as identified on individual pages, are considered
by the submitter to be privileged or confidential trade
secrets or commercial or financial information not subject
to mandatory disclosure under the Freedom of Information
Act.  Material considered privileged or confidential on this
basis is contained on pages       .”

The offeror must annotate each individual item it considers
privileged or confidential under the FOIA exemption with the
following notice:  “The data or information is considered
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confidential or privileged and not subject to mandatory
disclosure under the FOIA.”

All information in an offeror's proposal not designated
exempt may be subject to automatic public disclosure if it
is requested under the FOIA.  It must be emphasized that
under the FOIA no information is automatically exempt from
public disclosure.  However, no disclosures will be made
without careful evaluation, giving due regard to the need
for safeguarding material considered privileged or
confidential by the offeror.  It is the policy of the
Department of Justice to withhold, whenever possible,
material that is genuinely privileged or confidential.

L.13 DISPOSITION OF PROPOSALS

Following selection of the successful contractor and
contract award, unsuccessful proposals will be disposed of
by retaining one copy at the contracting office having
issued the solicitation and destroying the remaining copies
by shredding.

[End of Section]
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SECTION M - EVALUATION FACTORS FOR AWARD

M.1 52.252-1 SOLICITATION PROVISIONS INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE
(FEB 1998)

This solicitation incorporates one or more solicitation
provisions by reference, with the same force and effect as
if they were given in full text.  Upon request, the
Contracting Officer will make their full text available. 
The offeror is cautioned that the listed provisions may
include blocks that must be completed by the offeror and
submitted with its quotation or offer.  In lieu of
submitting the full text of those provisions, the offeror
may identify the provision by paragraph identifier and
provide the appropriate information with its quotation or
offer.  Also, the full text of a solicitation provision may
be accessed electronically at this/these address(es): 
http://www.arnet.gov/far/

I. FEDERAL ACQUISITION REGULATION (48 CFR CHAPTER 1)
PROVISIONS

NUMBER DATE TITLE

52.217-5     JUL 1990 EVALUATION OF OPTIONS  

[End of Provision] 

M.2 DECISIONAL RULE CRITERION

Unless otherwise stated, proposals must clearly demonstrate
at the time of submission that offerors meet the following
decisional rule criterion.  Proposals will be reviewed on a
go/no-go basis for the decisional rule criterion.  Offerors
whose proposals do not meet the decisional rule criterion
shall be advised of their elimination from the procurement. 
Only those proposals which meet the decisional rule
criterion shall be evaluated for award.

1. Qualification As An Existing Institution
Offerors must clearly demonstrate at the time of
proposal submission that the proposed facility meets
the definition of an existing institution as defined in
Section C - Statement of Work, of the solicitation. 
The Government reserves the right to eliminate
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proposals based on the adequacy of the documentation
provided by the offeror to support the claim of
qualifying as an existing institution.

2.  Corporate Experience
Offerors must clearly demonstrate at the time of
proposal submission they have corporate experience
operating secure corrections/detention facilities for a
continuous three-year period as of the date the
solicitation was issued.

M.3 EVALUATION OF PROPOSALS

Award will be made to the responsible offeror whose
proposal, conforming to this solicitation, is the most
advantageous to the Government.  The Government reserves the
right to make multiple awards resulting from this
solicitation.

M.4 OVERALL RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF OTHER (NON-PRICE) EVALUATION
CRITERIA AND PRICE

NON-PRICE EVALUATION CRITERIA

The non-price evaluation criteria are listed below in
descending order of importance with Environment,
Notification and Small Disadvantage Business Utilization all
being equal in order of importance:

1.  Past Performance   
2.  Technical Proposal
3.  Environment
4.  Notification

     5.  Small Disadvantaged Business Utilization 

The combined non-price evaluation criteria are significantly
more important than price.  Price becomes a major factor in
award selection when other criteria are substantially equal.

The Government reserves the right to award a contract to an
offeror other than the offeror proposing the lowest price
when the Government’s evaluation determines a proposal is
significantly superior from a non-price standpoint and
warrants payment by the Government of a premium. 

1. PAST PERFORMANCE
Each offeror will be evaluated on its performance under
existing and prior contracts for similar services. 
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Performance information will be used for evaluating
proposals and responsibility determinations.  The
evaluation will focus on information which demonstrates
quality of performance relative to the size and
complexity of the procurement under consideration. 
References other than those identified by the offeror
may be contacted.

Information utilized may be obtained from the
references listed in the proposal, other customers
known to the Government or of whom it becomes aware,
consumer protection organizations and any others who
may have useful and relevant information.  Information
may also be considered regarding significant
subcontractors, corporate personnel and essential
personnel.

Past performance will be examined to ensure corrective
measures have been implemented where problems in
performance have occurred.  Prompt corrective action in
isolated instances may not outweigh overall negative
trends.

Past performance will be evaluated to determine the 
quality control, business relations and customer
satisfaction in the areas of security, personnel,
health services, facility maintenance, inmate programs
and institution services the offeror has delivered
during its performance of prior and existing contracts
for similar services.  All factors are of equal
importance.  

Assessment of the offeror's experience will be one
means of evaluating the viability of the offeror's
proposal and its relative capability to meet the
solicitation’s performance requirements.

2. TECHNICAL PROPOSAL
Technical proposals will be evaluated to determine the
soundness and anticipated effectiveness of the
offeror’s approach to perform the requirements
identified in the Statement of Work and in Section L.
Available points will be distributed equally among the
following technical elements identified within the
proposal instructions:

• Administration and Management 
• Institution Operations 
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• Institution Services 
• Inmate Programs 
• Activation and Staffing 
• Physical Plant

3.   ENVIRONMENT
Information will be requested of offerors regarding
past environmental activities and the environmental
condition of proposed sites and institutions. 
Environmental documentation and other information will
be required in order to comply with the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 prior to contract
award. 

The Government will independently evaluate and verify
the accuracy of the environmental documentation
submitted in accordance with Sections J and L.  Greater
consideration will be given to the proposal which
represents the “environmentally preferable”
alternative.  Environmentally preferable alternative
means the proposal that has lesser or reduced
environmental impacts or adverse environmental effects
when compared with competing proposals.

The Government reserves the right to eliminate
proposals based on the adequacy of the documentation
provided by the offeror or the potential impact to the
quality of the human environment.

The Government reserves the right to disclose or make
public any environmental documentation or other
information provided under this section.  Such
disclosures would typically occur in Environmental
Impact Statements, Environmental Assessments, public
hearings, comment periods and other public forums.

4. NOTIFICATION
Greater consideration will be given to proposals
including positive or neutral responses from the chief
law enforcement officer of the state in which the
proposed facility is located.  Failure to receive a
response or receipt of a negative response will result
in a lower score.

5.   SMALL DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS (SDB) UTILIZATION 
The offeror proposing the highest SDB participation,
expressed as dollars and percentages of total contract
value, shall receive the most points for this category. 
A proportionate amount of points will be awarded to
each offeror below the highest ranked offeror in this
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category.

PRICE

Prices proposed for each year of the base period and option
periods will be evaluated in total.  Award is based on best
value.  Although non-price factors are more important than
price, as non-price factors become more equal, price becomes
more important and may be the deciding factor for award.

[End of Section]
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Attachment J-2

EVALUATION TECHNIQUES FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE
OF CONTRACTOR PERFORMANCE

General:  In accordance with the Inspection of Services--Fixed-
Price clause, the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) may choose to
apply a program review inspection process to either assess the
contractor’s performance or determine the amount of payment or
both.  The following is a description of the program review
process.

Program Review is a system for inspecting performance, testing
the adequacy of the internal quality controls and assessing risks
for all program and administrative areas of contract performance.

The review guidelines will be based on the contractor’s Quality
Control Program (QCP), Statement of Work (SOW), professional
guidelines referenced by the SOW, applicable BOP policy and any
other appropriate measure within the contract’s scope of work.

Contract requirements will be divided into various disciplines,
each of which has a number of vital functions.  Successful
performance in a vital function is essential to successful
performance of the related discipline.  Each discipline comprises
a specific percentage of the overall contract requirement. 
Deductions will be based on these percentages applied to the
overall monthly invoice.  

The BOP may, consistent with the scope of contract performance
requirements, unilaterally change the vital functions identified
in the Performance Requirements Summary Table (PRST).  A minimum
of 30 calendar days before the beginning of each evaluation
period, the Contracting Officer (CO) will notify the contractor
of any changes.  If the contractor is not provided with the
notification, the existing vital functions will continue in
effect for the next evaluation period unless the contractor
agrees to accept the proposed changes.

The BOP reserves the right to develop and implement new
inspection techniques and instructions at any time during
contract performance without notice to the contractor.

Management Assessment:  Subsequent to award, the CO will convene
a meeting in which the BOP and the contractor will cooperatively
assess the contractor’s QCP and the BOP’s Quality Assurance Plan
(QAP).  The assessment process is intended to facilitate the
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identification of strategic issues important to the QAP and QCP
and a mutual understanding of both by BOP and contractor staff.

Program Review Steps:  Review steps will utilize the findings of
the contractor’s QCP reports submitted to the BOP and direct
observations, interviews and analytical determinations.   

Generally, program reviews will be of two types:

1. Systematic - These reviews will be scheduled
inspections focusing on a specific discipline. 
Inspections may be performed by onsite BOP monitors or
by other parties designated by the CO as
representatives of the BOP.

2. Ad-Hoc - These reviews will be conducted as a result of
special interests arising from routine monitoring of
the contractor’s QCP, an unusual occurrence pertaining
to the contract or other BOP concerns.  These reviews
could utilize established program review steps or an
entirely different inspection approach.

Program Review Findings:  At the conclusion of each review, a
report (Contract Facility Monitoring Report) will be written
documenting any findings identified during the monitoring.

Contractor Progress Report:  The contractor shall receive a
Contractor Progress Report within 60 days of the end of the six-
month evaluation period.
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INTRODUCTION1

2 This Statement of Work (SOW) sets forth the contract performance
3 requirements for the management and operation of a contract
4 correctional institution(s) to accommodate up to 3,814 beds for a
5 low security adult male population consisting primarily of
6 criminal aliens.  The criminal alien population will ordinarily
7 be low security non-U.S. citizen, primarily Mexican, adult males
8 with 90 months or less remaining to serve on their sentences.  

9 The proposed facility(ies) shall be an existing institution to
10 accommodate approximately 900-2,650 beds on a daily basis.  An
11 existing institution is defined as a secure facility which was
12 complete and ready for occupancy prior to the date the Pre-
13 solicitation Notice was released (May 28, 2008).  A facility in
14 which construction or expansion began prior to May 28, 2008, and
15 in which such construction or expansion will be completed by
16 October 1, 2010, is considered to be an existing facility.  Any
17 facility in which construction or expansion begins after 
18 May 28, 2008, is not considered to be an existing facility and
19 will not be considered.

20 The facility must be able to meet all of the requirements of the
21 solicitation.  The proposed facility(ies) must be located
22 anywhere in the continental United States.  Offerors are
23 prohibited from housing any other inmate population within the
24 same fence perimeter; however, multiple populations at a prison
25 complex with separate fence lines would be acceptable.  Shared
26 services within each fence line is not acceptable. 

27 The institution shall include a Special Housing Unit (SHU) with a
28 capacity of at least 10% of the accepted number of contract beds. 
29 The contractor will be required to house a daily population up to
30 15% over the accepted number of contract beds. 

31 The contractor shall ensure the facility operates in a manner
32 consistent with the mission of the Bureau of Prisons (BOP).  The
33 BOP's mission is the protection of society by confining offenders
34 in the controlled environments of prisons and community-based
35 facilities which are safe, humane, cost efficient, appropriately
36 secure and provide work and other self-improvement opportunities
37 to assist inmates in becoming law abiding citizens.

38 The contractor shall be ready to begin accepting inmates and
39 assume full responsibility for the operation, maintenance and
40 security of the institution no later than October 1, 2010. 

41 Prior to issuance of the NTP, the BOP will perform numerous 
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1 assessments to ensure the contractor is prepared to accept
2 responsibility for performing all requirements of the contract.

3 The contractor shall notify the CO in writing when it is ready to
4 accept inmates and assume full responsibility for the operation,
5 maintenance and security of the institution 30 days prior to the
6 contractor’s expected NTP date.  

7 Unless otherwise specified, all plans, policies and procedures,
8 including those identified in the most current edition of 
9 American Correctional Association Standards for Adult

10 Correctional Institutions (ACA/ACI Standards), shall be developed
11 by the contractor and submitted in writing to the Contracting
12 Officer’s Representative (COR) for review and concurrence prior
13 to issuance of the NTP.  Once concurrence has been granted, these
14 plans, policies and procedures shall not be modified without the
15 prior written concurrence of the COR.

16 The NTP will be issued subsequent to receiving the contractor’s
17 notification it is prepared to receive inmates and the BOP’s sole
18 determination the contractor is capable of accepting inmates. 
19 The contractor shall be prepared to accept inmates immediately
20 upon issuance of the NTP.

21 It is anticipated the BOP will predominantly designate non-U.S.
22 citizens with deportation orders to the institution.  However,
23 the BOP may designate any inmate within its custody utilizing the
24 same designation criteria as used at other BOP low security
25 facilities.  P.S. 5100.08, Inmate Security Designation and
26 Custody Classification, dated 9/12/06, outlines the procedures
27 for designating inmates.

28 Inmate movement to the institution is anticipated to occur at an
29 estimated rate of 180 inmates per week.  The estimated weekly
30 movement to the institution would result in a population of
31 approximately 900-2,650 inmates in 5-15 weeks.  The institution
32 activation schedule of 180 inmates per week is an estimate only. 
33 Actual movement will depend upon many factors, including, but not
34 limited to, the contractor's ability to provide services in
35 accordance with the contract, sentencing by the federal courts
36 and the BOP designation process.

37 The contractor does not have a right of refusal and shall accept
38 all designations from the BOP.  

39 The contractor is prohibited from constructing any additional bed
40 space or facilities at the contract location after award without
41 the prior written approval of the CO.  
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1 The contractor shall furnish all personnel, management,
2 equipment, supplies and services necessary for performance of all
3 aspects of the contract.  Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the
4 contractor is responsible for all costs associated with and
5 incurred as part of providing the services outlined in this
6 contract.
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1 EXPLANATION OF STATEMENT OF WORK TERMS

2 ACA/ACI - American Correctional Association - Adult Correctional
3 Institution.  The private, nonprofit organization that
4 administers the only national accreditation program for all
5 components of adult and juvenile corrections.  Its purpose is to
6 promote improvement in the management of correctional agencies
7 through the administration of a voluntary accreditation program
8 and the ongoing development and revision of relevant, useful
9 standards. 

10 BOP - Federal Bureau of Prisons.

11 CO - Contracting Officer.  A Government employee, who by virtue
12 of a Contracting Officer’s Warrant, is the only Government
13 employee authorized to obligate, negotiate, award, administer,
14 cancel or terminate contracts on behalf of the United States
15 Government.  Contracting Officers are responsible for:  ensuring
16 performance of all necessary actions for effective contracting,
17 ensuring compliance with the terms of the contract and
18 safeguarding the interest of the Government in its contractual
19 relationships.

20 Contract Award Date - The date the CO signs the contract.

21 Contract Day - A “day” is considered a calendar day.

22 Contractor - The entity to whom the Government has awarded the
23 contract.
24
25 COR - Contracting Officer's Representative.  The Government
26 employee, designated in writing by the CO, authorized to perform
27 certain limited functions on behalf of the CO.  The extent of COR
28 responsibilities are outlined in Section G of the contract and
29 the COR Designation Letter which will be provided to the
30 contractor.  Typically, the COR is the Privatization Field
31 Administrator.
32  
33 COTR - Contracting Officer's Technical Representative. 
34 Government staff, designated in writing by the CO, who assist the
35 CO and COR in the performance of duties.  The extent of COTR
36 responsibilities are outlined in Section G of the contract.  COTR
37 responsibilities are delineated in writing by the CO and will be
38 provided to the contractor.  Typically, the COTR is the Senior
39 Secure Institution Manager. 
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1 Credentials - Documents permitting primary source verification
2 regarding qualifications, including education, training,
3 licensor, experience and board certification of an employee.

4 DHO - Discipline Hearing Officer.  The Government trained and
5 certified contractor employee responsible for conducting
6 disciplinary hearings.

7 DOJ - Department of Justice.

8 Emergency - Any significant disruption of normal institution
9 procedure, policy or activity caused by inmate disturbances, work

10 or food strikes, food borne illnesses, escapes, fires, natural
11 disasters, employee strikes or work stoppages or other serious
12 incidents.

13 EOIR - Executive Office for Immigration Review.  A component of
14 the Department of Justice with responsibility for interpreting
15 and administering federal immigration law by conducting
16 immigration court proceedings, appellate reviews and
17 administrative hearings.  The organization adjudicates
18 immigration cases involving detained aliens, criminal aliens and
19 aliens seeking asylum as a form of relief from removal.

20 FBI - Federal Bureau of Investigation.

21 FOIA Exempt - Information which is exempt from release under the
22 Freedom of Information Act, 5 United States Code (USC) 552.

23 Former Inmate - A person who has been found guilty of committing
24 a felony or misdemeanor for whom less than one year has elapsed
25 since release from custody or any type of supervision.

26 HSU - Health Services Unit.  The organizational unit providing
27 routine and emergency health care.  The HSU is the designated
28 part of a facility delivering health care to inmates.

29 ICE - United States Immigration and Customs Enforcement.

30 Inmate - An individual confined under the auspices and authority
31 of the BOP or under supervision of a federal court.

32 Inmate Records - Information concerning an inmate's personal,
33 criminal and medical history, behavior and activities while in
34 custody.  This may include detainers, personal property receipts,
35 visitor lists, photographs, fingerprints, disciplinary
36 infractions and actions taken, grievance reports, work 
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1 assignments, program participation, miscellaneous correspondence
2 and forms prescribed by Government policy, etc.

3 Lethal Force - The force a person uses with the purpose of
4 causing or which they know or should know would create a
5 substantial risk of causing death or serious bodily harm.

6 MOAR - Minimum Operational Availability Rate.  The monthly rate
7 for computer services/resource components which is a percentage 
8 calculated by dividing the accumulated monthly down time hours by
9 the total number of hours of operation for a given month.

10 Negative Pressure Room - A room where the direction of air flow
11 is controlled by creating a lower (negative) pressure in the area
12 into which flow of air is desired.

13 NTP - Notice To Proceed.  The official written notice signed and
14 issued by the CO which authorizes the contractor to proceed with
15 the contract and begin providing services under the contract. 
16 The contractor shall be prepared to accept inmates immediately
17 upon issuance of the NTP.

18 OIG - Office of the Inspector General, Department of Justice.

19 P.S. - Program Statement.  A BOP written directive that
20 establishes policy in a given area. 

21 Records Office - The office responsible for maintaining records,
22 coordination of movement and other related functions.

23 Safety Equipment - Including, but not limited to, fire fighting
24 equipment (e.g., chemical extinguishers, hoses, nozzles, water
25 supplies, alarm systems, portable breathing devices, gas masks,
26 fans, first aid kits, stretchers).  

27 Sensitive But Unclassified - Information which is unclassified
28 information of a sensitive, proprietary or personally private
29 nature which must be protected against release to unauthorized
30 individuals.

31 SENTRY - The BOP’s online real-time database system used
32 primarily for maintaining information about federal inmates.  It
33 contains information about sentencing, work assignments,
34 admission/release status and other special assignments for
35 monitoring inmate status.  The SENTRY system also includes
36 property management and other modules which address most aspects
37 of incarceration. 
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1 Subcontract - Any agreement entered into by the contractor who
2 was awarded the contract (“prime contractor”) with another entity
3 to provide services and supplies to accomplish performance of the
4 contract.

5 Subcontractor, Full Time - An individual performing work in the
6 contract facility which requires performance in excess of 29 or
7 more total days or 232 hours which can be accrued incrementally
8 (i.e., 2 hours per week, 3 days per week) or in a one month
9 period. 

10 Subcontractor, Part Time - An individual performing work in the
11 contract facility which requires performance of 29 total days or
12 232 hours or less which can be accrued incrementally (i.e., 2
13 hours per week, 3 days per week) in a 29 day period.  Part-time
14 subcontractors shall be escorted at all times while in the
15 institution or when outside the institution if the possibility

exists of coming into contact with inmates.16

17 USMS - United States Marshals Service.

18 Warden - The contractor's official, regardless of title (e.g.,
19 Chief Executive Officer), who has ultimate onsite responsibility
20 for the overall management and operation of a facility.

21 Additional definitions are contained in the ACA/ACI Standards and
22 Standards Supplement. 
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1 PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

A.  Contract Performance2

3 All services and programs shall comply with the SOW; United
4 States Constitution; all applicable federal, state and local laws
5 and regulations; applicable Presidential Executive Orders (E.O.);
6 all applicable case law; and court orders.  Should a conflict
7 exist between any of the aforementioned standards, the most
8 stringent shall apply.  When a conflict exists and a conclusion
9 cannot be made as to which standard is more stringent, the CO

10 shall determine the appropriate standard.  The contractor shall
11 comply with and implement any applicable changes to BOP policy,
12 Department of Justice (DOJ) regulation, Congressional mandate,
13 federal law, DC law or E.O.  Should the Government invoke such
14 changes, the contractor retains rights and remedies (i.e.,
15 equitable adjustment) under the terms and conditions of the
16 contract. 

17 BOP reserves the right to have various staff on site to monitor
18 contract performance.  The Government reserves its right to
19 conduct announced and unannounced inspections of any part of the
20 institution at any time and by any method to assess contract
21 compliance.

B.  General Administration22

23 The contractor is required to perform in accordance with the most
24 current edition of the ACA/ACI Standards.  The contractor shall
25 obtain ACA accreditation within 24 months of the NTP and shall
26 maintain continual compliance with all ACA/ACI Standards during
27 the performance of the contract unless otherwise specified by the
28 CO.  Once full accreditation has been obtained, the contractor
29 shall maintain this accreditation throughout the life of the
30 contract, inclusive of any option periods exercised.  Failure to
31 perform in accordance with contract requirements and to obtain
32 ACA accreditation within 24 months of the NTP may result in a
33 reduction of the monthly operating price in accordance with the
34 contract terms.

35 Accomplishment of some ACA/ACI Standards is augmented by BOP
36 policy and/or procedure.  In these instances, the SOW identifies
37 and provides direction for the enhanced requirements. 
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1 The contractor is responsible for development and administration
2 of a comprehensive Quality Control Program (QCP) which ensures
3 all requirements of this contract are achieved.  The specific
4 requirements for the QCP are detailed in Section J.

5 Several sections of this SOW require the contractor to maintain a
6 system of records identical to the BOP.  The contractor shall not
7 establish a separate system of records without prior written
8 approval of the CO.  All records related to contract performance
9 shall be retained in a retrievable format for the duration of the

10 contract.  Except as otherwise expressly provided in this SOW,
11 the contractor shall, upon completion or termination of the
12 resulting contract or upon request, transmit to the Government
13 any records related to performance of the contract.

14 The contractor shall comply with all statutes, regulations and
15 guidelines from the National Archives and Records Administration. 
16 Records and information management functions are required and
17 mandated by the following regulations:  44 USC 21, 29, 31 and 33;
18 36 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Chapter 12, Sub-chapters A
19 and B; Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-130; and
20 DOJ Order 2710.8C, Removal and Maintenance of, and Access to,
21 Documents.  Criminal penalties for unlawfully destroying,
22 damaging or removing federal records is addressed in 18 USC 2071,
23 793, 794 and 798.

24 The contractor shall protect, defend, indemnify, save and hold
25 harmless the Government, BOP and its employees or agents from and
26 against any and all claims, demands, expenses, causes of action,
27 judgments and liability arising out of, or in connection with,
28 any negligent acts or omissions of the contractor, its agents,
29 subcontractors, employees, assignees or any one for whom the
30 contractor may be responsible.  The contractor shall also be
31 liable for any and all costs, expenses and attorneys fees
32 incurred as a result of any such claim, demand, cause of action,
33 judgment or liability, including those costs, expenses and
34 attorneys fees incurred by the Government, BOP and its employees
35 or agents.  The contractor’s liability shall not be limited by
36 any provision or limits of insurance set forth in the resulting
37 contract.

38 In awarding the contract, the Government does not assume any
39 liability to third parties, nor will the Government reimburse the
40 contractor for its liabilities to third parties, with respect to
41 loss due to death, bodily injury or damage to property resulting 
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1 in any way from the performance of the contract or any
2 subcontract under this contract.

3 The contractor shall be responsible for all litigation, including
4 the cost of litigation, brought against it, its employees or
5 agents for alleged acts or omissions.  The CO/COR shall be
6 notified in writing of all litigation pertaining to this contract
7 and provided copies of any pleadings filed or said litigation
8 within five working days of the filing.  The contractor shall
9 cooperate with Government legal staff and/or the United States

10 Attorney regarding any requests pertaining to federal or
11 contractor litigation.

12 Policies and procedures shall be developed to ensure a positive
13 relationship is maintained with all levels of the federal
14 judiciary.  The contractor’s procedures shall ensure a tracking
15 system is established which mandates all judicial inquiries and
16 program recommendations are responded to in a timely and accurate
17 manner.  All judicial inquiries and contractor responses
18 specifically related to an inmate shall be made part of the
19 inmate's central file.

20 The contractor shall notify the COR immediately when a request is
21 made by a member of the United States Congress for information or
22 to visit the institution.  All responses to Congress shall be
23 cleared, in advance, by the COR.

24 The COR shall be notified when a request is made for inmate or
25 employee interviews or visits to the institution by any
26 representative of the media as defined by P.S. 1480.05, News
27 Media Contacts, dated 9/21/00.  The contractor shall permit
28 inmate interviews by legitimate media consistent with P.S.
29 1480.05. 

30 The contractor shall coordinate, in advance, all public
31 information related issues with the CO prior to NTP and the COR
32 after NTP.  All press statements and releases shall be cleared,
33 in advance, with the CO prior to NTP and the COR after NTP.

34 The contractor shall promptly make public announcements stating
35 the facts of unusual newsworthy incidents to local media. 
36 Examples of such events include, but are not limited to, deaths
37 by other than natural causes, escapes from custody and
38 institution emergencies.
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1 The contractor shall ensure employees agree to use appropriate
2 disclaimers clearly stating the employees' opinions do not
3 necessarily reflect the position of the BOP or DOJ in any public
4 presentations they make or articles they write which relate to
5 any aspect of contract performance or the facility operations.

6 C.  Fiscal Management

7 Commissary Operation

8 A commissary shall be operated by the contractor as a privilege
9 for inmates.  The commissary shall have items available for

10 purchase which are not required to be furnished by the contractor
11 in accordance with the objectives of the contract.  Inmates shall
12 have the opportunity to purchase from the commissary at least
13 once a week.  A copy of the commissary inventory shall be
14 provided to the BOP upon request.

15 The contractor shall ensure inmates spend no more on purchases
16 than the BOP’s current national spending limitation for
17 commissary sales.  The contractor shall not sell or stock items
18 which are prohibited by the BOP as defined in P.S. 4500.05, Trust
19 Fund/Deposit Fund Manual, dated 1/22/07, Chapter 3.4.

20 The selling price of each item ordered and sold in the commissary
21 shall be calculated based on the cost of each sellable unit.  The
22 markup of merchandise shall be no more than the following:  0%
23 for postage stamps, religious items, education course/resource
24 requirements; 5% for Special Purchase Orders (SPO) purchased at
25 retail cost; 30% on standard/SPOs purchased at non-retail cost;
26 preprinted sales prices printed on packaging will be sold at the
27 preprinted price.  Once an item is marked up, any applicable
28 sales tax will need to be added and the total price rounded to
29 the next highest nickel.

30 The contractor shall establish procedures to maintain
31 accountability of all trust fund monies and property to prevent
32 waste, fraud and abuse.  

33 The contractor shall review commissary inventories for excessive
34 inventory differences and to ensure the commissary remains within
35 acceptable tolerance levels.  The tolerance level for inventory
36 differences is calculated by multiplying .0025 times the last six
37 months sales at cost.  
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1 The contractor shall establish procedures in accordance with P.S.
2 4500.05, Trust Fund/Deposit Fund Manual, dated 1/22/07, Chapter
3 3, when disposing of commissary merchandise when it is damaged,
4 unfit for resale or destroyed.  The total of unsaleable
5 merchandise at cost cannot exceed .0015 times the actual regular
6 commissary semi-annual sales at cost in any one inventory period.

7 Inmate Benefit Fund

8 Any revenues earned in excess of those needed for commissary
9 operations shall be used to provide benefit to all inmates via an

10 inmate benefit fund.  The contractor may use P.S. 4500.05,
11 Chapter 2, as a guide for appropriate expenditures from this
12 fund.  However, prohibited items, as defined by the BOP, shall
13 not be purchased with commissary revenues.  Individual
14 expenditures from the inmate benefit fund that exceed $10,000
15 shall be approved by the contractor’s corporate office.  Records
16 of inmate benefit fund expenditures shall be maintained on site
17 at the contract facility and available for review by the BOP.  At
18 the conclusion of the contract, the inmate benefit fund shall
19 revert back to the Government.  Any interest earned on this fund
20 shall be credited to the inmate benefit fund.

21 Inmate Funds

22 If inmate funds are placed in an interest bearing account, the
23 interest earned must be credited to the inmate. 

24 Procedures shall be established for transferring inmate personal
25 funds upon release from the institution, transfer to another
26 institution or when an inmate requests a funds transfer to an
27 outside source.  The contractor shall ensure all inmates who are
28 scheduled for removal to foreign destinations are given all funds
29 immediately prior to release from the institution.  Transfer of
30 inmate funds shall occur within five working days upon release
31 from the institution, transfer to another institution or when an
32 inmate requests a funds transfer to an outside source.  

33 Inmates who transfer to a BOP institution shall have their funds
34 sent to the BOP National Lockbox address below in accordance with
35 the procedures defined in P.S. 4500.05, Chapter 9.6:
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1 Federal Bureau of Prisons

2 Insert Inmate Eight Digit Register Number 

3 Insert Inmate’s Committed Name 
4 PO Box 474701
5 Des Moines, IA  50947-0001

6 Unclaimed Inmate Funds

7 The contractor shall exhaust all avenues to locate inmates and
8 forward their inmate account balances.  If after three months the
9 inmate cannot be located, the contractor shall forward the inmate

10 account balance to the BOP as instructed below:

11 1) Check made payable to the individual inmate must
12 contain the inmate’s committed name and register
13 number.  The sender’s name must be included on the
14 check and/or mailing envelope.
15 2) Check made payable to the BOP for the purposes of
16 consolidating several inmate account balances must be
17 accompanied by a Field Submission Form provided by the
18 BOP.

19 3) Field Submission Forms shall list the inmate’s
20 committed name, register number and amount to be
21 credited to the inmate.  One Field Submission Form
22 shall be completed for each check.
23 4) Signed memorandum must accompany each Field Submission
24 Form certifying all avenues to locate the inmate(s)
25 listed on the form have been exhausted.
26 5) Unclaimed funds shall be sent to the following address:
27
28 Federal Bureau of Prisons

29 Insert Inmate Eight Digit Register Number 

30 Insert Inmate’s Committed Name 
31 Trust Fund Branch/Deposit Fund
32 320 First Street, NW
33 Room 5005
34 Washington, DC  20534  

D.  Personnel35

36 For purposes of the Personnel portion of the contract, the terms
37 “employee,” “subject” and “applicant” refer to any person
38 applying to work for the contractor as an employee or
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1 subcontractor, or who may already be employed by the contractor,
2 who has not previously completed the personnel security
3 requirements detailed in this section of the contract and who has
4 not received a favorable suitability adjudication from the BOP.

5 The contractor shall develop written procedures for the security
6 and supervision of employees and subcontractors who work on this
7 contract in accordance with the Notice of Contractor Personnel
8 Security Requirements Clause and with the requirements of
9 Homeland Security Presidential Directive-12 (HSPD-12) located in

10 Section I of the contract.  The procedures shall include record
11 keeping, identification badges and escort protocols.  The
12 contractor shall include these procedures in the contractor’s
13 Personnel Policy Manual.  

14 Staffing Plan

15 The contractor may restructure the staffing plan in any manner
16 that does not reduce the minimum performance requirements of the
17 contract and does not eliminate essential personnel or personnel
18 as required by the most current version of ACA/ACI Standards.
19  
20 The contractor shall provide the CO with a staffing plan and
21 subsequent changes to the staffing plan. 
22     
23 Employment Procedures

24 The Warden or designee shall be the contractor’s contact person
25 for all matters regarding the processing of contractor personnel.

26 Prior to employees entry on duty (EOD) at the facility, the
27 contractor shall ensure the following steps are completed for
28 each applicant, full or part time, as listed below:

29 1) Conduct a credit check for employment purposes as
30 described in the Fair Credit Reporting Act;

31 2) Conduct a pre-employment interview;

32 3) Complete an Employment Eligibility Verification (Form
33 I-9);

34 4) Voucher the applicant’s employment record for the past
35 five years;
36 5) Perform a Law Enforcement Agency Check for the past
37 five years;

38 6) Certify the applicant is a U.S. citizen (see below -
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1 Other Requirements);
2 7) Certify the applicant has met the residency
3 requirements (see below - Other Requirements);
4 8) Applicant shall complete Questionnaire for Public Trust
5 Positions (SF-85P) or approved equivalent;

6 9) Complete and submit FBI fingerprint form (FD-258); 
7 10) Coordinate the process for BOP staff to conduct
8 criminal history checks from the National Crime
9 Information Center (NCIC) and National Law Enforcement
10 Telecommunication System (NLETS).

11 The contractor shall also ensure the following HSPD-12
12 requirements are completed for each applicant who requires access
13 to federal information systems, i.e., SENTRY:

14 • Employment Eligibility Verification (Form I-9) must be
15 verified by a BOP official;
16 • Coordinate the process with the BOP for a National
17 Agency Check with Inquiries (NACI);
18 • Questionnaire for Public Trust Positions (SF-85P) and
19 FBI fingerprint form (FD-258) shall be submitted to the
20 Office of Personnel Management (OPM). 
21   
22 The determination for employment suitability must be made using
23 the BOP’s current Guidelines of Acceptability (Guidelines). 
24 Based on steps #1-8 and the Guidelines, the contractor will
25 determine if the applicant is suitable for employment.  The
26 Warden shall certify steps #1-8 have been completed with
27 satisfactory results and submit this certification with the
28 applicant’s information to the BOP for conditional approval.  The
29 applicant’s information shall include the following:  full name,
30 date of birth, driver’s license number and issuing state, social
31 security number and position applied for. 

32 The contractor shall also certify the HSPD-12 requirements listed
33 above have been completed for applicants requiring access to
34 federal information systems.  The contractor’s request for
35 conditional approval for these applicants must include the 
36 schedule date for the OPM-NACI investigation and indicate the
37 request is for a moderate risk level position.  

38 After receiving the BOP’s conditional approval, the contractor
39 shall complete the following steps:
40
41 11) Conduct a urinalysis in accordance with P.S. 3735.04, 
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1 Drug Free Workplace, dated 6/30/97;

2 12) Applicant shall complete Supplemental Questionnaire for
3 Selected Positions (OPM SF-85P-S) or approved
4 equivalent;

5 13) Notify COR of Limited Background Investigation (LBI)
6 initiation.

7 Positions requiring the OPM SF-85P-S or equivalent are those
8 employees required to carry firearms during the course of their
9 employment.

10 Contractor responsibilities subsequent to EOD date:
11

12 14) Notify COR within 24 hours of actual EOD;

13 15) Receipt and review of LBI report (Section J).
14  
15 The BOP retains authority to approve all contractor staff,
16 subcontractor employees and volunteers who work or have contact
17 with federal inmates under the terms of this contract.  No
18 individual who is under supervision or jurisdiction of any
19 parole, probation or correctional authority shall be employed. 

20 The contractor shall develop procedures to coordinate with the
21 COR to process and initiate NCIC/NLETS functions in accordance
22 with P.S. 1280.11, JUST, NCIC, and NLETS Telecommunication
23 Systems (Management and Use), dated 1/7/00, for criminal history
24 checks to maintain institution security.  NCIC/NLETS may not be
25 utilized for Justice Employment checks.  The contractor shall
26 adhere to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Criminal
27 Justice Information Services (CJIS) Security Addendum as included
28 in Section J of the contract.  The contractor shall ensure use of
29 NCIC/NLETS is performed only to the direct benefit and
30 furtherance of the contract.

31 The contractor shall develop procedures to coordinate with the
32 COR to process and submit the forms required to obtain a NACI in
33 accordance with the provisions of HSPD-12 as located in Section I
34 of the contract and as required by OPM.    

35 Within one year of each onsite employee’s EOD, the contractor
36 shall obtain, review, identify and resolve derogatory information
37 contained on the LBI results using the Adjudication Standards for
38 Resolving Limited Background Investigations and Periodic
39 Reinvestigations outlined in Section J.  The contractor shall 
40 determine the employee’s suitability for employment under this
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1 contract.  Investigations with little or no derogatory
2 information will be reviewed and forwarded to the COR within 90
3 days of the investigation completion date.  Investigations
4 requiring resolution of derogatory information will be forwarded
5 within 180 days of the investigation completion date.  Extended
6 adjudication time frames on a case-by-case basis may be requested
7 from the COR. 

8 The contractor shall ensure all employees and full-time
9 subcontractor employees are reinvestigated as prescribed in the

10 Scope and Coverage of a Periodic Reinvestigation in Section J of
11 the contract. 

12 Upon receipt, review and resolution of any derogatory information
13 contained in the reinvestigation report, the Warden shall forward
14 to the COR a written final determination regarding the employee’s
15 continued employment under this contract.  A copy of the
16 reinvestigation report results shall be attached. 

17 The contractor shall maintain all personnel records on site for
18 the duration of the contract and make these records available to
19 the BOP upon request.  

20 Waivers

21 If the applicant does not meet the BOP’s current Guidelines and
22 is still a desirable employee, the contractor may request a
23 written waiver to the Guidelines, submitted to the COR, which
24 includes:

25 1) details and circumstances of the applicant’s behavior
26 which is outside the Guidelines;
27 2) reason(s) why the applicant should receive further
28 consideration; and
29 3) availability of other suitable applicants.   

30 Other Requirements
31   
32 The contractor shall not employ any individual who has a felony
33 or misdemeanor conviction of domestic violence.

34 The contractor shall not employ any individual who is not a U.S.
35 citizen unless otherwise approved by the CO.  Citizens of the
36 United States include those who were:  born in the United States
37 (the fifty states, District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam (since
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1 1950) or the United States Virgin Islands); born outside the
2 United States to parents who are citizens of the United States,
3 one of which was physically present in the United States or one
4 of its outlying possessions for a continuous period of one year
5 at any time prior to the birth of the person (in some situations
6 only one person has to be a citizen); naturalized as a U.S.
7 citizen; or otherwise granted citizenship under authorities
8 described in law, beginning at 8 USC 1401.  For non-citizen
9 applicants of subcontractors, the contractor must seek approval

10 from the CO.  Non-citizen applicants of subcontractors must be
11 citizens of an allied nation as defined by OPM (see

http://www.opm.gov/employ/html/Citizen.htm).  12

13 All applicants or subcontractors (U.S. citizen or otherwise) must
14 have, immediately prior to applying for a position:  

15 1) resided in the United States three of the past five
16 years; 
17 2) worked for the United States overseas in a federal or
18 military capacity; or 
19 3) been a dependent of a federal or military employee
20 serving overseas. 

21 The CO has final approval authority for non-citizen and non-
22 residency employment for all potential employees and
23 subcontractors.

24 The contractor shall maintain verification of training and
25 experience which shall include credentials for all professional
26 staff.  All credentials shall be kept current and maintained for
27 the duration of the individual’s performance under the contract.  

28 Employment Agreement

29 In the absence of a collective bargaining agreement, the
30 contractor must enter into a written employment agreement with
31 each employee assigned to work at the contractor’s facility. 
32 This agreement must provide, in recognition of the public safety
33 requirements for uninterrupted services at the contractor’s
34 facility and in return for adequate consideration, including
35 grievance procedures, the contractor employee agrees not to
36 strike or otherwise interrupt normal operations at the
37 contractor’s facility without giving 30 days advance written
38 notice. 
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1 The contractor must ensure a contingency plan covering work
2 actions or strikes is developed and maintained in a secure
3 location.

4 In the event the contractor negotiates collective bargaining
5 agreements applicable to the work force under the contract, the
6 contractor must use its best efforts to ensure such agreements
7 contain provisions designed to ensure continuity of services. 
8 All such agreements entered into during the contract period of
9 performance should provide grievances and disputes involving the

10 interpretation or application of the agreement will be settled
11 without resorting to strike, lockout or other interruption of
12 normal operations.

13 For this purpose, each collective bargaining agreement should
14 provide an effective grievance procedure with arbitration as its
15 final step unless the parties mutually agree upon some other
16 method of assuring continuity of operations.  As part of such
17 agreements, management and labor should agree to cooperate fully
18 with the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service.  The
19 contractor shall include the substance of this clause (paragraph,
20 provision, etc.) in any subcontracts for protective services.
21
22 Staffing

23 The following are essential personnel with respective minimum
24 qualification requirements and are critical for performance of
25 the contract.  The contractor may use other titles.  Within 15
26 days of contract award, the contractor shall submit a written
27 request (to include a resume) to the COR for conditional
28 contractor employment approval of the Project Coordinator,
29 Warden(s) and Associate Warden(s).  The 15-day period may be
30 extended for the Warden(s) and Associate Warden(s) positions if
31 requested in writing by the contractor and approved by the CO.

32 Project Coordinator - Knowledge and experience within the
33 last five years in planning and executing similar contract
34 requirements as contained within this SOW. 

35 Warden(s) - Knowledge of program objectives, policies,
36 procedures and requirements for managing a secure
37 correctional facility.  A minimum of ten years experience in
38 corrections or related field with experience in the
39 management of a correctional facility at the Associate
40 Warden level or above.
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1 Associate Warden(s) - Knowledge of program objectives,
2 policies, procedures and requirements for managing a
3 correctional facility.  A minimum of ten years experience in
4 corrections or related field with five years experience in
5 the field of corrections at the level of mid-management.

6 The essential personnel listed below are critical for the
7 performance of this contract: knowledge of program objectives,
8 policies, procedures and requirements specific to their
9 department.  A minimum of five years experience specific to their

10 department is required.

11 Administrator, Religious Services     
12 Case Management Coordinator
13 Chief, Correctional Services
14 Computer Services Manager
15 Correctional Shift Supervisors
16 Facilities Manager/Administrator
17 Food Service Administrator
18 Human Resource Manager
19 Inmate Systems/Records Office Manager
20 Intelligence Officer
21 Medical Services Administrator 
22 Quality Control Specialist 
23 Safety/Environmental Specialist

24 The Administrator, Religious Services shall meet the
25 certification standards of the American Correctional Chaplains
26 Association.

27 The CO may reduce the monthly invoice for salaries and benefits
28 on any unfilled essential position.

29 Subcontractors

30 Full-time Subcontractors:  The contractor shall complete steps
31 #1-15, as outlined in Employment Procedures above, for each full-
32 time subcontractor employee.  Any full-time subcontractor
33 requiring SENTRY access must also have the HSPD-12 requirements
34 completed.

35 Part-time Subcontractors:  The contractor, at a minimum, shall
36 complete the following for all part-time subcontractors:
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1 1) Employment Eligibility Verification (Form I-9);
2 2) Coordinate the process for BOP staff to conduct
3 criminal history checks - NCIC/NLETS.

4 Any part-time subcontractor requiring SENTRY access must also
5 have the HSPD-12 requirements completed.  

6 The contractor shall use the BOP’s current Guidelines when
7 determining subcontractor employment.  In addition, the
8 contractor shall not hire any subcontractor, full time or part
9 time, who under the following circumstances:  knows any person or
10 has any relatives who are currently incarcerated in the facility;
11 has any criminal charges currently pending; or is currently under
12 any incarceration order, probation or court supervision.

13 Subcontractor employees are required to adhere to the
14 contractor’s Standards of Conduct mentioned below.  The BOP has
15 the authority to approve all subcontractors who have contact with
16 federal inmates under the terms of this contract. 

17 Volunteers

18 The contractor shall develop written procedures for the use, 
19 security and supervision of volunteers.  The procedures shall
20 outline record keeping, identification badges and escort
21 protocols.  The contractor shall include these procedures in the
22 Personnel Policy Manual.
23
24 Volunteers must be 18 years old or older.  Ex-offenders with at
25 least three years of crime-free conduct after release, or with a
26 favorable report upon completion of probation or parole, may be
27 utilized as volunteers.  Volunteers shall not be granted waivers
28 for unescorted status or passes.  

29 The contractor shall complete the following for each volunteer
30 working in the facility:

31 1) Full name and personal information, (e.g., address,
32 date of birth, driver’s license number and issuing
33 state, social security number);
34 2) Complete and submit FBI fingerprint form (FD-258); 
35 3) Coordinate the process for BOP staff to conduct
36 criminal history checks - NCIC/NLETS.
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1 The contractor, at a minimum, shall review the volunteer’s
2 personal information.  The COR will review any criminal
3 background information to determine if the applicant is suitable
4 in accordance with BOP’s current Guidelines for entrance into the
5 facility.

6 Volunteers are required to adhere to the contractor’s Standards
7 of Conduct mentioned below.  The BOP has the authority to approve
8 all volunteers who have contact with federal inmates under the
9 terms of this contract. 

10 Standards of Conduct

11 The contractor shall develop written Standards of Conduct on
12 employee conduct, ethics and responsibility.  The contractor’s
13 Standards of Conduct shall include those standards defined in
14 Section J.  These standards shall be a part of the Personnel
15 Policy Manual.  The contractor shall document and ensure all
16 employees review the Standards of Conduct annually.  In addition
17 to employees, subcontractors and volunteers are also required to
18 adhere to the Standards of Conduct at all times.  Employees,
19 subcontractors and volunteers shall receive Standards of Conduct
20 Training as part of their individual institutional
21 familiarization and annual training.  Notices explaining
22 employees rights to report misconduct and contact information for
23 all investigative authorities of competent jurisdiction shall be
24 prominently displayed.

25 The contractor shall refer allegations of employee, subcontractor
26 or volunteer misconduct in accordance with procedures defined by
27 the BOP.  The contractor shall cooperate fully with the cognizant
28 authority in any investigation of alleged misconduct. 

29 The Government reserves its right, consistent with its
30 obligations under applicable law, to conduct investigations of
31 any alleged misconduct which has the potential to adversely
32 impact the programs or operations of the DOJ and BOP, including
33 the care, custody, health and safety of inmates and BOP staff or,
34 where applicable, the correctional institution and to withdraw
35 final employment approval authority for any employee as warranted
36 by Standards of Conduct violations. 

E.  Training and Staff Development37

38 The Government will provide specialized training to assist the
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1 contractor in performing some specialized requirements.  The
2 training will be provided to the contractor at no cost and on a
3 one-time basis only.  Contract employees’ travel/lodging expenses
4 will not be paid by the BOP.  To receive the training, the
5 contractor must submit a written request to the COR outlining the
6 training participants and time frame for training. 

7 1.  Records Office (Records Office Staff)
8 Training
9 a. Movement Coordination Training - 6 hours
10 b. Principles of Sentence Computation (includes
11 maintenance, retirement and disposal of inmate files) -
12 32 hours 
13 c. Advanced Sentence Computations - 32 hours

14 Self Study Courses and Modules
15 a. Mail Room Self Study and Survival Skills Guide
16 b. Receiving and Discharge Self Study and Survival Skills
17 Guide
18 c. Processing Inmates In-Out Module
19 d. Detainers, Writs and IAD Module
20 e. Mailroom Management Module
21 f. Sentence Computation and Judgement and Commitment File
22 Module

23 2. Correctional Programs (Affected Staff)
24 a. Case Management/Central Inmate Monitoring (includes
25 Victim Notification System) -  24 hours
26 b. Inmate Discipline Training - 24 hours
27 c. Disciplinary Hearing Officer (DHO) Training - 24 hours 
28 d. Joint Automated Booking System (JABS) - 16 hours
29 e. NCIC/NLETS (Practitioner/Administrator) - training disk
30 f. Adam Walsh Training - 4 hours
31
32 3. Other
33 a. Human Resource Management (includes background
34 investigation issues) - 24 hours
35 b. Basic SENTRY - 2 hours
36 c. Central Inmate Monitoring Certification Correspondence
37 Course 

38 The contractor may request, at its expense and subject to the
39 approval of the COR, additional Government training to supplement
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1 the initial training outlined above or other training as it
2 applies to BOP-mandated contract performance.

3 The contractor shall develop and implement a comprehensive staff
4 training program addressing the institution’s sexual
5 abuse/assault prevention and intervention program.  Written
6 policy, procedure and practice shall provide all staff, to
7 include volunteers, receive such training prior to assumption of
8 duties and on an annual basis as part of the institution’s in-
9 service training plan. 

10 Pre-service and in-service training shall be augmented with
11 specialized training and continuing education for appropriate
12 staff (e.g., case managers, counselors, psychology services
13 staff, chaplaincy staff, correctional officers, investigatory
14 officials, health/mental health care providers, etc.).

15 The contractor shall provide disturbance control training to
16 appropriate staff.  
17

F.  Case Records18

19 Inmate Files

20 All inmate files (e.g., central files, medical files, judgment
21 and commitment (J&C) files, etc.) are to be prepared, maintained
22 and disposed of in accordance with BOP format and procedures.  

23 Policy and procedures shall be developed to ensure the
24 confidentiality and security of all inmate central files (e.g.,
25 J&C files, central files, United States Parole Commission mini-
26 files) in accordance with P.S. 5800.13, Inmate Systems Management
27 Manual, dated 6/28/02,  P.S. 5800.11, Inmate Central File,
28 Privacy Folder, and Parole Mini-Files, dated 12/31/97, and in
29 accordance with all applicable federal provisions (e.g., 5 USC
30 552 and 552a).

31 Records Office Procedures

32 The contractor shall interact with other agencies to satisfy
33 outstanding inmate obligations, including, but not limited to: 

34 1) processing of federal and state writs; 
35 2) administration of the Interstate Agreement on
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1 Detainers; 
2 3) detainer inquiries; 
3 4) lodging and removal of detainers; 
4 5) notification requests from other agencies; and 
5 6) coordination of transfer/inmate movement in and out of
6 the facility in accordance with P.S. 5800.13, Inmate
7 Systems Management Manual, dated 6/28/02, Chapter 8;
8 P.S. 5875.12, Transfer of Inmates to State Agents for
9 Production on State Writs, dated 7/31/03; and P.S.

10 5800.12, Receiving and Discharge Manual, dated 8/17/98.

11 No BOP inmate shall be admitted to the institution unless
12 designated by the BOP.  No BOP inmate shall be permanently
13 released from custody without BOP written approval. 

14 Sentence computations shall be completed in accordance with P.S.
15 5800.13, Inmate Systems Management Manual, dated 6/28/02; P.S.
16 5880.28, Sentence Computation Manual (CCA of 1984), dated
17 7/20/99; 28 CFR 523; and federal criminal code and rules prior to
18 being submitted to the BOP for review.  

19 The contractor shall use SENTRY for the following procedures:
20 admissions and releases; inmate counts; medical data; inmate
21 work, housing assignments, classification and programming;
22 education data; discipline data; victim/witness program; sentence
23 computations, including good time; and United States Parole
24 Commission actions.  The contractor has the option to use SENTRY
25 for any other procedures as approved by the COR. 

26 The contractor shall:  maintain inmate J&C files; maintain file
27 accountability and security; respond to inmate inquiries; respond
28 to outside requests for information; compute sentences and
29 determine release dates; enter sentence computations in SENTRY;
30 update sentence computations according to amended court orders;
31 post good conduct time for sentence computations; verify release
32 methods and dates prior to an inmate's release; scan all J&C file
33 documents and electronically submit to BOP; and make any changes
34 as directed by the BOP. 

35 The contractor shall sign the Release Authorization after
36 certification and final audit has been performed by BOP staff. 
37 In instances of immediate release, the BOP will certify the
38 contractor’s sentence computation.

39 The contractor shall comply with the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 USC
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1 552a) and 28 CFR Parts 16 and 513. 

2 Pre-Sentence Investigation Reports

3 An inmate’s Pre-Sentence Investigation Reports (PSR) and
4 Statements of Reasons (SOR) from criminal judgments are provided,
5 where authorized by the court, to the contractor to facilitate
6 sentence administration functions only (e.g., classification,
7 designation, programming, sentence calculation, pre-release
8 planning, escape apprehension, prison disturbance response,
9 sentence commutation, pardon and deportation proceedings of the

10 inmate).  The contractor is prohibited from disclosing copies of,
11 or information from, these documents to persons unrelated to the
12 inmate’s sentence administration.  Requests for access to these
13 documents from any persons unrelated to the offender’s sentence
14 administration should be referred to the BOP in accordance with
15 28 CFR 513.

16 The contractor must provide inmates local access to review their
17 own PSRs and SORs but is prohibited from allowing inmates to
18 obtain and/or possess photocopies.  Local access means contractor
19 staff must provide inmates reasonable opportunities to locally
20 review their PSRs and SORs as staff time and official duties
21 permit.  During local reviews, inmates are allowed to make
22 handwritten notes, including hand copying the document word-for-
23 word.  Only the photocopy replication of these documents is
24 prohibited.

25 PSRs and SORs are part of the inmate's central file, and the
26 contractor shall manage these documents in accordance with P.S.
27 5800.11, Inmate Central File, Privacy Folder, and Parole
28 Mini-Files, dated 12/31/97.  For example, when inmates are
29 transferred from the contractor facility to another facility, the
30 entire inmate central file shall be transferred to the new
31 facility.  Similarly, when an inmate is released from the
32 sentence, the entire inmate central file shall be archived as a
33 BOP record.

G.  Information Systems and Research34

35 Information Systems

36 The BOP information system environment includes mainframe,

37 Local Area Network (LAN) and Wide Area Network (WAN) components.
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1 The BOP mainframe software environment exists in an internally
2 developed application named SENTRY which is used to support
3 facility operations.  The contractor shall provide and maintain
4 hardware and software to access SENTRY in the manner referenced
5 in Section J to operate the facility.  

6 The contractor shall appoint a SENTRY security manager who shall
7 be the contractor’s point of contact for SENTRY use at the
8 institution.  It is suggested the SENTRY security manager be a
9 collateral duty appointment.  All contractor and subcontractor

10 staff being granted access to SENTRY shall sign a SENTRY Rules of
11 Behavior form located in Section J.  The SENTRY security manager
12 shall keep these on file. 

13 The technical hardware environment in which computer services are
14 to be performed consists of IBM-compatible Personal Computers
15 (PC) operating on a LAN.  In addition to providing for the inter-
16 connection of PC workstations, the LAN also provides connections
17 to a BOP centralized gateway which connects to an IBM-compatible
18 mainframe computer located in a DOJ data center.

19 All network operating system hardware furnished by the
20 contractor shall be compatible with BOP equipment throughout
21 the life of the contract at the contractor’s expense.  The
22 network switching infrastructure must be Cisco hardware and
23 software.  BOP National Network Communications staff must be
24 provided enable password access to all the Cisco infrastructure
25 equipment.

26 The contractor is required to provide the hardware and software
27 contained in Section J in order to participate in the BOP’s
28 information system environment.

29 All network operating system software, applications software and
30 configurations not furnished by the Government shall be the same
31 release, version and configuration currently specified by the
32 contract.  The contractor shall adhere to P.S. 1237.14, Personal
33 Computers and Network Standards, dated 5/7/07, and its associated
34 Technical Bulletins. 

35 The contractor shall ensure the inmate “automated system of
36 records” is compatible with standard BOP facility and operational
37 requirements. 
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1 If it is technically feasible and if approved by the BOP Chief
2 Information Officer (CIO), the contractor shall be permitted
3 access to the following programs:  Victim Notification System
4 (VNS), Centra, Web 106, Joint Automated Booking System (JABS) and
5 the Magic Help Desk (one license per facility).  Access shall be
6 coordinated through the COTR and COR. 

7 The contractor shall adhere to P.S. 1237.13, Information
8 Security, dated 3/31/06, which governs such areas as:  security
9 for and access to sensitive information and systems; minimum

10 personnel security pre-requisites for computer system users and
11 administrators; and security and access to computer rooms, etc.

12 The contractor shall ensure fundamental information technology
13 resources (computer hardware, network and operating system
14 software and telecommunications facilities) used in performance
15 of this contract function properly and are maintained in good
16 operating condition.  A minimum Operational Availability Rate
17 (OAR) of 97% is required for all such resource components.  The
18 contractor shall ensure such resources are compatible with
19 existing BOP equipment, systems and data exchange functions.

20 GroupWise shall be configured as an external domain to the BOP
21 primary domain and shall have no physical or logical connections
22 to any internal or external mail system other than the BOP.  

23 Unless specifically approved by the BOP CIO and the COR, the
24 contractor’s network shall have no physical or logical
25 connectivity to any external systems except to the BOP WAN.

26 The contractor shall have video conferencing capabilities which
27 can be utilized for Government supplied training, inmate legal
28 hearings as required by the Government, conferences, etc.  In
29 order to support video conferencing, the video teleconference
30 device must be approved by the Computer Services and User Support
31 Branch prior to purchase.  The device must be statically
32 addressed with an address provided by the BOP National Network
33 Communications (NNC) Branch.  The LAN port used for the video
34 unit must be capable of fixed speed and duplex configuration and
35 verified by NNC.      
36
37 Research

38 Advance approval from the COR shall be obtained for all proposed
39 research projects.  These include projects conducted by the
40 contractor, subcontractors or any other party.  The COR shall be
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1 advised of the progress of all research projects, have total
2 access to all documents and be provided a copy of the final
3 report prior to any publication.

4 The contractor is required to participate in any research task
5 pursued by the Government and shall gather and provide any
6 information requested.  Contractor participation is anticipated
7 to be primarily in the area of gathering and submitting
8 statistical information. 

9 At the discretion of the Government, an independent evaluator, 
10 compensated by the Government, may interview and/or administer
11 surveys to staff and inmates.

H.  Physical Plant12

13 The facility shall be operated and maintained to ensure inmates
14 are housed in a safe, secure and humane manner.  All equipment,
15 supplies and services shall be contractor furnished except as
16 otherwise noted in this contract.

17 The facility shall be designed, constructed, operated and
18 maintained in accordance with all applicable federal, state and
19 local laws, regulations, codes, guidelines and policies.  In the
20 event of a conflict between federal, state or local laws, codes,
21 regulations or requirements, the most stringent shall apply.  In
22 the event there is more than one reference to a safety, health or
23 environmental requirement in an applicable law, standard, code,
24 regulation or Government policy, the most stringent requirement
25 shall apply.

26 The contractor shall provide and maintain an electronic security
27 alarm system which will identify any unauthorized access to the
28 institution’s secure perimeter.

29 The facility shall comply with the International Code Council
30 (ICC) family of codes, including, but not limited to, the
31 following: 

32 1) International Building Code (IBC);
33 2) International Plumbing Code (IPC);
34 3) International Mechanical Code (IMC); and
35 4) International Energy Conservation Code (IECC). 
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1 The contractor shall comply with the National Electric Code
2 (NEC).  Fire protection and life safety issues shall be governed
3 by the latest edition of the National Fire Protection Association
4 (NFPA) 101, Code for Safety to Life from Fire in Buildings and
5 Structures, and applicable National Fire Codes (NFC).  Should
6 conflicts occur between other codes and NFC, NFC shall apply. 
7 The contractor shall comply with state and local building codes
8 to the maximum extent possible.

9 The facility shall comply with the Seismic Safety of Federal and
10 Federally Assisted or Regulated New Building Construction (E.O.
11 12699).  The seismic safety requirements, as set forth in the ICC
12 family of codes, are the minimum standards.  Should the code
13 applicable for the state in which the facility is located be more
14 stringent than the other codes set forth herein, the state code
15 shall prevail.  If the code cannot be applied, then the locally
16 adopted codes would prevail for building standards and seismic
17 acceptability.

18 The facility shall comply with the requirements of the American
19 with Disabilities Act (ADA).  All areas of the buildings and site
20 shall meet these requirements. 

21 Activities implemented, in whole or in part, with federal funds,
22 must comply with applicable legislation and regulations
23 established to protect the human or physical environment and to
24 ensure public opportunities for review.  The contractor shall
25 remain in compliance with federal statutes during performance of
26 the contract to include, but not be limited to, the Clean Air
27 Act, Clean Water Act, Endangered Species Act, Resource
28 Conservation and Recovery Act and other applicable laws,
29 regulations and requirements.  The contractor shall also comply
30 with all applicable limitations and mitigation identified in any
31 Environmental Assessment or Environmental Impact Statement
32 prepared in conjunction with the contract pursuant to the
33 National Environmental Policy Act, 42 USC 4321.

34 The contractor shall be responsible for and shall indemnify and
35 hold the Government harmless for any and all spills, releases,
36 emissions, disposal and discharges of any toxic or hazardous
37 substance, pollutant or waste, whether sudden or gradual, caused
38 by or arising under the performance of the contract or any
39 substance, material, equipment or facility utilized therefore. 
40 For the purposes of any environmental statute or regulation, the
41 contractor shall be considered the “owner and operator” for any
42 facility utilized in the performance of the contract and shall
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1 indemnify and hold the Government harmless for the failure to
2 adhere to any applicable law or regulation established to protect
3 the human or physical environment.  The contractor shall be
4 responsible in the same manner as above regardless of whether
5 activities leading to or causing a spill, release, emission or
6 discharge are performed by the contractor, its agent or designee,
7 an inmate, visitor or any third party.

8 Should any spills or releases of any substance into the
9 environment occur, the contractor shall immediately report the

10 incident to the CO.  The liability for the spill or release of
11 such substances rests solely with the contractor and its agents.

12 A safety program shall be maintained in compliance with all
13 applicable federal, state and local laws, statutes, regulations
14 and codes.  The contractor shall comply with the requirements of
15 the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, 29 USC 651, et
16 seq., and all codes and regulations associated with 29 CFR 1910
17 and 1926. 

18 All fire detection, communication, alarm, annunciation,
19 suppression and related equipment shall be operated, inspected,
20 maintained and tested in accordance with the most current edition
21 of NFPA 72, National Fire Alarm Code.  Contractor shall provide
22 proof of testing and inspections as listed in NFPA 72 and NFPA
23 13, Installation of Sprinkler Systems, when required.

24 Promptly after the occurrence of any physical damage to the
25 institution (including disturbances), the contractor shall report
26 such damage to the COR.  It shall be the responsibility of the
27 contractor to repair such damage, rebuild or restore the
28 institution consistent with the master design and construction
29 specifications for the facility at no cost to the Government. 
30 Any deviation from the original design and construction
31 specifications shall require the prior written concurrence of the
32 CO.

33 The BOP anticipates a nominal number of BOP staff will be on site
34 to monitor contract performance and manage other BOP interests
35 associated with operation of the facility.  With BOP concurrence,
36 the contractor shall designate approximately 2,500 square feet of
37 secure administrative office space for BOP staff operations as
38 indicated in Section J.  BOP office space shall be located within
39 close proximity to the administrative office space for the
40 contractor’s staff. 
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1 The contractor shall provide operational space for the Executive
2 Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) and United States
3 Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) operations.  EOIR and
4 ICE will require appropriate space to accommodate video
5 conferencing equipment for use in immigration removal processing. 
6 Space requirements should, at a minimum, allow for the use of
7 video conferencing equipment for small groups of inmates and
8 escorting staff and one office for ICE.  With BOP concurrence,
9 the contractor shall designate an area or multiple use space to

10 accommodate a video courtroom equal to approximately 300 square
11 feet and a separate office space for ICE at 150 square feet to be
12 located near each other and inside the secure perimeter of the
13 facility as indicated in Section J. 

14 All office and multiple use space shall be climate controlled and
15 complete with appropriate electrical, communication and phone
16 connections.  The contractor shall be responsible for all
17 maintenance, security and costs associated with space designated
18 for Government staff.

19 The contractor shall provide no less than 10 parking spaces for
20 Government use.

I.  Security and Control21

22 Use of Force

23 Any use of force by the contractor shall at all times be
24 consistent with all applicable policies of the Government.  All
25 use of lethal force by the contractor or any other authority
26 shall be in compliance with P.S. 5500.12, Correctional Services
27 Procedures Manual, dated 10/10/03, Chapter 7, Section 702, Use of
28 Firearms.  All use of less lethal force by the contractor or any
29 other authority shall be in compliance with P.S. 5566.06, Use of
30 Force and Application of Restraints, dated 11/30/05.  

31 All use of force incidents shall be reported in accordance with
32 P.S. 5500.12, Correctional Services Procedures Manual, dated
33 10/10/03, Chapter 6, Sections 602, 604 and 605, After-Action
34 Review and Reporting.

35 Arrest Authority

36 The contractor shall have appropriate arrest authority in order
37 to maintain the security of the correctional institution. 
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1 The contractor shall ensure the arrest authority meets the
2 following standards so an officer or employee of the contractor
3 may:

4 1) make arrests on or off facility property without
5 warrant for the following violations regardless of
6 where the violation may occur:  assaulting staff,
7 escape, attempted escape and assisting escape;
8 2) make arrests on facility property without warrant for
9 the following violations:  theft, depredation of
10 property, contraband, mutiny and/or riot and trespass;
11 and

12 3) arrest without warrant for any other offense committed
13 on facility property if necessary to safeguard
14 security, good order or Government property

15 if such officer or employee of the contractor has reasonable
16 grounds to believe the arrested person is guilty of such offense
17 and if there is likelihood of such person’s escaping before an
18 arrest warrant can be obtained.  If the arrested person is a
19 fugitive from custody, such inmate shall be returned to custody.

20 Inmate Accountability

21 SENTRY shall be used for reporting all official counts. 
22 Documentation shall be maintained to support all counts.

23 Key Control

24 The contractor shall develop policy and procedures for the
25 maintenance and security of keys and locking mechanisms to
26 include:  method of inspection to expose compromised locks or
27 locking mechanisms; method of replacement for damaged keys and/or
28 locks; preventative maintenance schedule for servicing locks and
29 locking mechanisms; restrictions on removal of keys from the
30 facility and issuance of emergency keys.  The contractor shall
31 notify the BOP in the event any key or locking mechanism is lost
32 or compromised.  

33 Tool Control

34 All controlled tools, equipment and hazardous materials shall be
35 classified by security risk.  
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1 Inmate Transportation

2 The contractor is responsible for the movement/transportation of
3 all inmates within a 400 mile radius of the contract facility.  
4 The contractor shall utilize restraint equipment identical to the
5 BOP’s [Handcuffs:  stainless, nickel-plated steel, 10oz/12oz; Leg
6 Irons:  standard, nickel-plated steel, with approximately a 14 x
7 ½ inch chain; Martin Chain (Waist Chain):  chains shall be of
8 case- hardened variety with a minimum breaking strength of
9 approximately 800 pounds; American Padlock with a PTKB-1 key-way

10 code to be provided by on-site staff] when one-for-one equipment
11 exchange is required (e.g., airlifts). 

12 Intelligence Operations

13 Policy and procedures for collecting, analyzing, disseminating
14 and safeguarding intelligence information regarding issues
15 affecting safety, security and the orderly operation of the
16 facility shall be developed. 

17 The contractor shall have a position at the institution dedicated
18 to intelligence operations.  The position shall be known as an
19 Intelligence Officer (IO). 

20 The contractor shall develop a urine and alcohol surveillance
21 program at the facility which complies with P.S. 6060.08, Urine
22 Surveillance and Narcotic Identification, dated 3/8/01, and CFR
23 28.550.10.  Only laboratories certified by the Substance Abuse
24 and Mental Health Services Administration, Department of Health
25 and Human Services, shall be used for urine surveillance.  

26 If authorized to do so under applicable law, the IO shall be
27 responsible for administration of the inmate telephone monitoring
28 program.  These responsibilities include, but are not limited to: 
29 gathering intelligence from monitored inmate telephone calls and
30 producing concise intelligence summaries of the calls; subject
31 matter expertise on inmate telephone monitoring procedures; and
32 use of telephone monitoring equipment.  

33 All requests by law enforcement authorities, other than BOP
34 staff, regarding inmate telephone monitoring shall be immediately
35 referred to the COR. 

36 The IO office shall have SENTRY access.  The IO will be required
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1 to utilize various BOP information data bases in the performance
2 of required duties.  All IO computer hardware/software and
3 related telephone recording equipment/monitoring media shall be
4 designated as "Sensitive But Unclassified."  Areas containing
5 such equipment shall be designated as "Restricted" and "Limited
6 Access" areas.  Inmates are prohibited from entering or working
7 in the IO office and the inmate telephone monitoring and
8 telephone media library rooms.
9       

10 The IO shall submit information and reports as requested by the
11 BOP.  The IO shall provide the BOP with quarterly intelligence
12 updates relating to intelligence gathered by using the Automated
13 Intelligence Management System (AIMS).  The IO shall participate
14 in meetings and training as requested by the BOP.

15 Intervention Equipment

16 The contractor shall submit to the COR a proposed inventory of 
17 intervention equipment for approval (e.g., weapons, munitions,
18 chemical agents, electronics/stun technology, etc.) intended for
19 use during performance of this contract 30 days prior to NTP.  
20 The contractor shall submit any changes to the intervention
21 equipment inventory to the COR for approval prior to use. 

22 The use and carrying of weapons for training shall meet all
23 federal, state and local laws and regulations.

24 Reporting

25 The contractor shall report all criminal activity related to the
26 performance of this contract to the BOP and the appropriate law
27 enforcement investigative agency (e.g., state/local authorities,
28 Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Marshals Service).

29 The contractor shall telephonically report immediately any
30 serious incident to the COR and submit a report of the incident
31 using Report of Incident (Form BP-A583) by the next business day. 
32 Serious incidents include, but are not limited to: activation of
33 disturbance control team(s); disturbances (including gang
34 activities, group demonstrations, food boycotts, work strikes,
35 work-place violence, civil disturbances/protests); staff use of
36 force, including use of immediate, calculated lethal and less
37 lethal force; inmates in restraints more than eight hours;
38 assaults on staff/inmates resulting in injuries requiring medical
39 attention (does not include routine medical evaluation after the
40 incident); fights resulting in injuries requiring medical
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1 attention; fires; full or partial lock down of the facility;
2 escapes; weapons discharge; suicide attempts; deaths; hunger
3 strikes; adverse incidents that attract unusual interest or
4 significant publicity; adverse weather (e.g., hurricanes, floods,
5 ice/snow storms, heat waves, tornadoes); fence damage; power
6 outages; bomb threats; central inmate monitoring cases (non-
7 separation) transported to a community hospital; significant
8 environmental problems that impact the facility operations;
9 transportation accidents (airlift, bus, etc.) resulting in

10 injuries, death or property damage; and inmate sexual assaults.  

11 An After-Action Review Report (Form BP-A586) shall be generated
12 for all major incidents in accordance with P.S. 5500.12,
13 Correctional Services Procedures Manual, dated 10/10/03.

14 Attempts to apprehend escapee(s) shall be in accordance with the
15 contractor’s established emergency plans and procedures set forth
16 in P.S. 5553.07, Escapes/Deaths Notifications, dated 2/10/06, and
17 Report of Incident (Form BP-A583).

18 Investigations

19 The Government may investigate any incident pertaining to
20 performance of this contract.  The contractor shall cooperate
21 with the Government on all such investigations.

22 Sexual Assault

23 The contractor shall comply with the policies and procedures for
24 establishment of a sexual abuse/assault program as contained in
25 P.S. 5324.06, Sexually Abusive Behavior Prevention and
26 Intervention Program, dated 4/27/05.

J.  Discipline27

28 The contractor shall comply with the policy and procedures for
29 inmate discipline as contained in 28 CFR 541 and P.S. 5270.07,
30 Inmate Discipline and Special Housing Units, dated 3/20/06.  All
31 data regarding the discipline incident report process for inmates
32 shall be entered into SENTRY.

K.  Inmate Rights33

34 In addition to the contractor’s grievance policy, the contractor
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1 shall develop procedures for inmates to file administrative
2 remedy appeals in accordance with 28 CFR Part 542 for issues
3 outside the contractor’s scope of responsibility as determined by
4 the BOP.  The contractor shall accept and respond to the appeal
5 to the extent possible with further appeal to the BOP.  Appeals
6 to the BOP must be submitted in the English language.

7 The contractor shall stock and provide inmates with BOP
8 administrative remedy forms.  The contractor shall utilize SENTRY
9 to facilitate the administrative remedy process.  When relief is

10 granted upon appeal, the contractor shall take corrective action
11 as indicated in the response.  

12 The contractor shall comply with the Religious Freedom
13 Restoration Act of 1993, 42 USC 2000bb, et seq., and ensure the
14 religious services programs are consistent with this Act.

L.  Reception and Orientation15

16 Admission and Release Procedures

17 The contractor shall comply with P.S. 5800.12, Receiving and
18 Discharge Manual, dated 8/17/98, when entering inmate admission
19 and release data.

20 The search of inmates admitted to the facility or released to any
21 authority shall include a strip search performed by contractor
22 staff.  The search shall be conducted by persons of the same
23 gender except in urgent circumstances.

24 Inmates shall be fingerprinted using Government supplied forms
25 and submitted to the FBI in accordance with P.S. 5800.12,
26 Receiving and Discharge Manual, dated 8/17/98.

27 The intake process shall include, at a minimum, medical, social
28 and psychological screening within 24 hours of inmate arrival at
29 the facility and prior to inmate release to the general
30 population.  For all newly committed inmates, a psychological
31 assessment shall be completed within 14 days of arrival at the
32 facility.  For inmates transferring from a BOP institution, a
33 psychological update of the inmate is sufficient in lieu of the
34 psychological assessment. 

35 The contractor shall ensure all requirements related to P.S.
36 5180.04, Central Inmate Monitoring System, dated 8/16/96, are
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1 maintained.

2 In cases where inmates are being transferred to or from foreign
3 countries, 28 CFR 527 and 18 USC 4100, et seq., shall be
4 followed.

5 P.S. 5580.07, Personal Property, Inmate, dated 12/28/05, provides
6 procedures related to inmate property.  Property of inmates
7 transferred to other facilities shall meet the requirements of
8 the above Program Statement.  In the event property outside the
9 scope of P.S. 5580.07 accompanies an inmate departing the

10 contract facility, the property shall be returned to the facility
11 for disposition at the contractor’s expense.  All inmate personal
12 property shall be inventoried and an Inmate Personal Property
13 Record (Form BP-A383) completed upon inmate admission or
14 discharge.

15 DNA Analysis Procedures

16 The contractor shall develop and implement procedures to comply
17 with the DNA Analysis Backlog Elimination Act of 2000 (P.L. 106-
18 546) and USA Patriot Act (P.L. 107-560).  These laws require DNA
19 samples to be obtained from inmates convicted of qualifying
20 federal offenses as determined by the Attorney General.  A list
21 of qualifying offenses, subject to change by determination of the
22 Attorney General, is included as an attachment in Section J. 
23 Subsequent changes to the list of qualifying offenses shall be
24 disseminated to the contractor by the COTR.  The law applies to
25 inmates with current or past qualifying offenses.  The contractor
26 shall develop procedures to identify inmates currently in custody
27 who meet the statutory requirement for DNA testing.  Inmates
28 coming into custody will have DNA requirements identified by the
29 BOP.  

30 The FBI will supply standardized DNA collection kits to the
31 contractor.  The FBI analyzes the collected samples and maintains
32 the Combined DNA Index System (CODIS).

33 The contractor shall adhere to the SENTRY instructions for DNA
34 collection as provided by the BOP.  Inmates found to have
35 qualifying offenses will be identified thru SENTRY.  DNA sampling
36 must occur prior to an inmate release.  If an inmate has already
37 provided a DNA sample as identified in SENTRY, another sample is
38 not required.  

39 The contractor shall provide notification using a BOP approved
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1 format of the Notice of Release and Arrival (Form BP-A714) to the
2 appropriate authorities (United States Probation or Court
3 Services or Offender Supervision Agency) of each inmate releasing
4 to a term of community supervision and subject to this law,
5 indicating if a DNA sample has been collected.   

M.  Classification6

7 Inmates shall be housed in a unit where the contractor shall
8 ensure appropriate supervision, informal interaction and early
9 problem identification and resolution is provided.

10 Unit team members shall be accessible from the housing unit and
11 available to the population.  Individual and group counseling
12 shall be available.

13 Programming shall be reviewed with individual inmates on a
14 regular basis.

15 The contractor shall enter and keep current all required SENTRY
16 transactions and written documentation related to the
17 classification and program review of inmates, progress reports
18 and Central Inmate Monitoring System.  A system of records and
19 review to ensure compliance with P.S. 5100.08, Inmate Security
20 Designation and Custody Classification, dated 9/12/06, and 28 CFR
21 shall be maintained. 

22 The contractor shall follow all applicable provisions related to
23 the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 (P.L.
24 103-332) ensuring all notification requirements are accomplished
25 for appropriate inmates.

26 The facility shall develop and maintain a financial
27 responsibility system to assist the inmate in developing a
28 financial plan to meet legitimate financial obligations in
29 accordance with 28 CFR 545.10.

30 The contractor shall develop policy and procedures for the
31 facility concerning victim and/or witness notification for
32 appropriate inmates which meet the requirements outlined in 
33 28 CFR 551 Subpart M, §551.150-551.153; Victim and Witness
34 Protection Act of 1982 (P.L. 97-291); Crime Control Act of 1990
35 (P.L. 101-647); and Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act
36 of 1994 (P.L. 103-332).
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1 The contractor shall develop policy and procedures to comply with
2 the provisions of the Adam Walsh Child Protection and Safety Act
3 of 2006 (H.R. 4472) as outlined in the Procedures for
4 Implementation of Walsh Act Civil Commitment of Sexually
5 Dangerous Persons located in Section J of the contract.

6 The procedures shall ensure the contractor reviews all inmate
7 files to determine qualifying conduct for establishing an
8 appropriate Adam Walsh Case Management Assignment (CMA)
9 assignment.  No inmate shall be released without a Walsh CMA

assignment.10

11 N.  Health Care

12 The contractor shall provide all essential health care services
13 while meeting the applicable standards and levels of quality
14 established by the ACA and the designated BOP National Health
15 Care Accreditation Provider, The Joint Commission.  In addition,
16 the contractor shall adhere to all applicable federal, state and
17 local laws and regulations governing delivery of health services.

18 The contractor’s facility shall obtain full accreditation by the
19 BOP’s accepted medical accreditation organization within 24
20 months of the NTP and shall maintain continual compliance with
21 the accreditation standards during performance of the contract. 
22 The BOP’s current medical accreditation is by The Joint
23 Commission.  

24 Failure to perform in accordance with contract requirements and
25 to obtain full accreditation by the BOP’s accepted medical
26 accreditation organization within 24 months of the NTP may result
27 in a reduction of the monthly operating price in accordance with
28 the contract terms.

29 The BOP has established standards of medical care to be provided
30 to all individuals for whom they are responsible, regardless of
31 the setting in which they receive such care.  These standards are
32 articulated through BOP Program Statements (P.S.), Operations
33 Memoranda (OM), Technical Reference Manuals (TRM) and clinical
34 practice guidelines.  The contractor shall establish policies,
35 procedures and protocols which assure the services it provides
36 meet these standards.  

37 The list below is provided for reference.  There are portions of
38 particular BOP Program Statements included in this list for which
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1 compliance is mandatory (e.g., mortality review, testing for
2 tuberculosis and other infectious diseases).  The sections and
3 the specific requirements are outlined later in the SOW.  

4 P.S. 5310.12 Psychology Services Manual, dated 3/7/95 
5 P.S. 6010.01 Psychiatric Treatment and Medication,
6 Administration Safeguards for, dated 9/21/95 
7 P.S. 6010.02 Health Services Administration, dated 1/15/05
8 P.S. 6013.01 Health Services Quality Improvement, dated
9 1/15/05

10 P.S. 6027.01 Health Care Provider Credential Verification,
11 Privileges, and Practice Agreement Program,
12 dated 1/15/05
13 P.S. 6031.01 Patient Care, dated 1/15/05
14 P.S. 6080.01 Autopsies, dated 5/27/94
15 P.S. 6090.01 Health Information Management, dated 1/15/05
16 P.S. 6190.03 Infectious Disease Management, dated 6/28/05
17 P.S. 6270.01 Medical Designations and Referral Services
18 for Federal Prisoners, dated 1/15/05
19 P.S. 6340.04 Psychiatric Services, dated 1/15/05
20 P.S. 6360.01 Pharmacy Services, dated 1/15/05
21 P.S. 6370.01 Laboratory Services, dated 1/15/05
22 P.S. 6400.02 Dental Services, dated 1/15/05
23 PRG  G6000I.04 Program Review Guidelines - Health Services
24 Institution, dated 4/26/06
25 TRM  6001.03 SENTRY Sensitive Medical Data/Medical Duty
26 Status/Acuity Status, dated 6/8/99
27 TRM  6501.06 Pharmacy, dated 2/28/01

28 Administration 

29 Whenever possible, health care services shall be provided within
30 the facility Health Services Unit (HSU).  The contractor shall
31 establish arrangements with local health care providers for
32 emergency and medical services necessary for outpatient and
33 inpatient health care not provided within the facility. 

34 The contractor shall provide a minimum of one negative pressure
35 room within the institution with the ventilation rate a minimum
36 of 12 air exchanges per hour.  The room shall also have an
37 exhaust system to direct flow of air from the room to the
38 outdoors or through High-Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA)
39 filters.  The contractor shall have a negative pressure sensor
40 device that will continuously monitor the pressure within the
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1 room.

2 The contractor shall provide adequate space for examination and
3 treatment of the patient population, along with medical equipment
4 to provide care required by the population.  Space allocations
5 shall include:

6 C space for privacy in consultation and physical
7 examination,
8 C facilities for providing urgent care, 
9 C storage and disposal of biohazardous waste, 
10 C dental treatment area, 
11 C secure pharmacy area, 
12 C specimen collection area, and
13 C secure medical record storage. 

14 Medical equipment should allow providers to conduct routine
15 physical examinations, diagnose and treat minor injuries,
16 evaluate emergency conditions and life support equipment as
17 appropriate to the setting (e.g., automatic external
18 defibrillators or other similar device).  The contractor shall
19 maintain a medical equipment preventive maintenance plan.

20 Services

21 The contractor shall have written plans, procedures and
22 associated protocols for:

23 • routine (ambulatory) health care, mental health and
24 dental services; 
25 • 24/7 access to urgent/emergency medical treatment,
26 including medical, mental health and dental
27 emergencies; 
28 • utilization of infirmary or “observation units” if they
29 exist; 
30 • initial health screening; 
31 • health appraisal examination; 
32 • daily triage of complaints; 
33 • access to care procedures (scheduling appointments,
34 consultations, diagnostic or treatment procedures, how
35 care is provided in segregation or detention areas); 
36 • special medical programs and services for, but not
37 limited to: 
38 • management of chronic and acute medical
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1 conditions; 
2 • convalescent care; 
3 • mental health and substance abuse services; 
4 • health care specialists; 
5 • physical therapy services;
6 • ancillary services - radiology, laboratory, etc.; 
7 • dental services (routine and emergency); 
8 • pharmaceutical services and supplies; 
9 • optometry services to include the provision of
10 medically necessary eyeglasses; 
11 • health education; 
12 • medical diets; 
13 • medical management related to the use of force and
14 restraints;
15 • medical management of hunger strikes;
16 • surveillance, control, diagnosis and treatment of
17 infectious diseases; and 
18 • quality assurance/improving organizational performance
19 provider licensure, credentialing, peer review.

20 Staffing  

21 The contractor shall submit written plans and procedures for
22 health care staffing of the facility.  The plan will:
23  
24 C specify the duties and responsibilities of all staff
25 providing clinical services;  
26 C specify the numbers and mix of staff providing
27 services;
28 C define the supervision of staff providing services;
29 C ensure all duties and responsibilities of the clinical
30 staff are consistent with applicable state licensing
31 laws or regulations covering the practice of medicine,
32 nursing, dentistry or other regulated clinical
33 professions;
34 C ensure duties and responsibilities do not exceed the
35 scope of practice as defined for any provider;
36 C define the mechanism by which the contractor will
37 ensure staff performing medical services are licensed
38 or certified as required by law or regulation;
39 C define the procedures for primary source verification
40 of credentials;
41 C define the process for granting privileges to licensed
42 independent practitioners and how other providers are
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1 authorized to carry out their duties (agreements,
2 protocols, standing orders, etc.).

3 Pharmacy Services

4 The contractor shall adhere to Part 1 of the Pharmacy TRM, the
5 BOP National Formulary.  The contractor shall obtain signed
6 informed consents for medications used for psychiatric treatment
7 which is located in the Pharmacy TRM.

8 Infectious Disease Management Program

9 The contractor shall comply with all Occupational Safety and
10 Health Administration (OSHA) regulations in the delivery of
11 health care services.  The contractor shall ensure all inmates
12 are tested in accordance with P.S. 6190.03, Infectious Disease
13 Management, dated 6/28/05.  

14 The contractor shall comply with the most recent Centers for
15 Disease Control and Prevention/Morbidity and Mortality Weekly
16 Report (CDC/MMWR) “Prevention and Control of Tuberculosis in
17 Correctional Facilities:  Recommendations of the Advisory Council
18 for the Elimination of Tuberculosis” and “Guidelines for
19 Preventing Transmission of Mycobacterium Tuberculosis in Health-
20 care Facilities.”

21 The contractor shall comply with the most recent Department of
22 Health and Human Services (DHHS) and United States Public Health
23 Service (USPHS) guidelines related to the treatment of HIV and

AIDS.  These guidelines are available at www.aidsinfo.nih.gov.24
25 Specific guidelines include: 

26 • “Guidelines for the Use of Antiretroviral Agents in
27 HIV-Infected Adults and Adolescents”
28 • “Guidelines for the Prevention of Opportunistic
29 Infections in Persons Infected with HIV”
30 • “Guidelines for the Management of Occupational
31 Exposures to HBV, HCV, and HIV and Recommendations for
32 Postexposure Prophylaxis”
33 • “Management of Possible Sexual, Injecting-Drug-Use, or
34 Other Nonoccupational Exposure to HIV, Including
35 Considerations Related to Antiretroviral Therapy”
36 • Prevention and Treatment of Tuberculosis Among Patients
37 Infected with Human Immunodeficiency Virus:  Principles
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1 of Therapy and Revised Recommendations” 

2 The contractor shall comply with the most recent National
3 Institutes of Health (NIH) “Consensus Development Conference
4 Statement on the Management of Hepatitis C.”

5 Preventive Health Services

6 The contractor shall provide preventive health care to include
7 immunizations and medical screening procedures consistent with
8 those recommended by the United States Preventive Health Task
9 Force.

10 Management of Chronic Medical Conditions

11 For the treatment of chronic diseases, the contractor shall use
12 current evidence-based clinical treatment guidelines promulgated
13 by nationally recognized sources, such as the National Asthma
14 Education Program; Joint National Committee on Prevention,
15 Detection, Evaluation and Treatment of High Blood Pressure;
16 National Cholesterol Education Program; American Diabetes
17 Association; and American Psychiatric Association.  The BOP
18 Health Services Division has issued clinical treatment guidelines
19 from the Office of the Medical Director based upon these and
20 other nationally recognized guidelines and tailored to the
21 correctional environment.  These are available from the Health

Services Division or at www.nicic.org.  The contractor shall22
23 specify which guidelines it has chosen to use and will be
24 benchmarked against those guidelines.

25 Quality Improvement

26 The contractor shall establish a clinical care quality assessment
27 and improvement program along with a quality measurement system
28 for health care services.  The quality of services shall be
29 assessed through this program, and the findings shall be
30 available to the BOP upon request.
31
32 Organ Donations/Transplants

33 All issues related to organ donations/transplants will be
34 immediately reported to the COR for consultation with the BOP
35 Medical Director who will evaluate on a case-by-case basis.
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1 Inmate Death

2 In the event of inmate death, the contractor shall immediately
3 notify the COTR and submit a written report to the COR and BOP
4 Medical Director via GroupWise at BOP-HSD\Assistant Director
5 within 24 hours.  Also, a copy of this report must be sent to the
6 BOP Office of Quality Management (OQM) via GroupWise at BOP-
7 HSD\Quality Management.  The written report shall include, at a 
8 minimum:  name of the deceased, age, register number, date of
9 death, preliminary cause of death, place of death, narrative

10 containing brief clinical synopsis of events leading to death
11 (including staff response and hospitalization) and past medical

history.  If an autopsy is to be performed, this information12
13 should be included.  If the death occurred in the community
14 hospital, length of hospitalization or emergency care must be
15 included. 

16 If death is due to violence, an accident surrounded by unusual or
17 questionable circumstances or is sudden and the deceased has not
18 been under immediate medical supervision, the contractor shall
19 notify the coroner of the local jurisdiction to request review of
20 the case and, if necessary, examination of the body (e.g.,
21 autopsy).  The contractor shall obtain the autopsy report if one
22 is performed and submit it along with the Mortality Review Report
23 mentioned below.  If the autopsy, toxicology or tissue analysis
24 is not completed by the coroner in the 30-day time frame
25 mentioned below, the contractor will notify OQM via GroupWise and
26 forward the results as soon as they are available.  The
27 contractor shall establish coroner notification procedures
28 outlining such issues as performance of an autopsy, who will
29 perform the autopsy, obtaining state-approved death certificates
30 and local transportation of the body.  

31 Within 30 days of an inmate death, the Mortality Review Committee
32 will complete the Mortality Review Report in its entirety and
33 send it, accompanied by the original health record, to the Health
34 Services Division, Office of Quality Management.  Final autopsy
35 reports, toxicology studies, death certificates, etc. are to be
36 forwarded to OQM via trackable mail immediately upon receipt. 
37 The contractor is required to conduct the mortality review using
38 the Multi-Level Mortality Review (Form BP-A563) and to submit to
39 the BOP Medical Director via GroupWise with a copy to the COR. 
40 P.S. 6013.01, Health Services Quality Improvement, dated 1/15/05,
41 should be consulted for guidance.  The BOP will have an external
42 consultant review the report and provide written recommendations
43 to the contractor via the Medical Director.  
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1 If the Mortality Review Committee finds opportunities to improve
2 the quality of care, the plan of action for improvement should be
3 considered and, if appropriate, incorporated into the
4 contractor’s Quality Control Program.  If the external consultant
5 recommends improvement action, the contractor must address each
6 recommendation and report any actions taken to the BOP Medical
7 Director within 90 days of receipt of the recommendations.

8 The contractor is responsible for preparation and transportation
9 of the body to the designated family member, nearest of kin or

10 Consular Officer of the inmate’s country of legal residence.

11 Personal property of the deceased inmate shall be inventoried and
12 forwarded to the designated family member, nearest of kin or
13 Consular Officer of the inmate’s country of legal residence.

14 Medical Records

15 Consistency in content and format of medical records of inmates
16 transferring between contract and BOP facilities is a critical
17 component of care for inmates. 

18 The contractor shall adhere to P.S. 6090.01, Health Information
19 Management, dated 1/15/05, in preparing, formatting, documenting,
20 maintaining, releasing of information and all medico-legal
21 aspects of an inmate’s medical record.  The contractor is
22 responsible for supplying medical record folders, consistent with
23 the specification provided by the BOP, only for those inmates who
24 are new designations into the facility or in cases where
25 transferred medical records cannot be located.  The Government
26 shall provide the contractor a copy of all applicable Government
27 forms necessary to document an inmate’s medical record.  

28 Data Collection and Management

29 The contractor shall comply with P.S. 6031.01, Patient Care,
30 dated 1/15/05, on Sensitive Medical Data/Medical Duty Status
31 (SMD/MDS) for the reporting and accountability of medical data on
32 all inmates assigned to the facility, including utilizing the
33 SMD/MDS TRM.

34 Data collected for the assessment of the quality of care or for
35 accreditation purposes will be made available to the BOP upon
36 request.
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1 Medical Redesignation Requests

2 The contractor shall comply with P. S. 6270.01, Medical
3 Designations and Referral Services for Federal Prisoners, dated
4 1/15/05, regarding transfers and medical designations of inmates
5 assigned to the facility.  Medical designations to BOP medical
6 centers or other Government facilities will be at the sole 
7 discretion of the BOP.  In order to transport, the inmate must be
8 medically cleared and stable for their mode of travel. 

O.  Work and Correctional Industries                              9

10 Inmate labor shall be used in accordance with the inmate work
11 plan developed by the contractor.  The inmate work plan may
12 include work or program assignments for industrial, maintenance,
13 custodial, service or other jobs.     

14 Inmates shall not be used to perform the responsibilities or
15 duties of an employee of the contractor.  Appropriate safety/
16 protective clothing and equipment shall be provided to the inmate
17 population as appropriate.  Inmates shall not be assigned work
18 considered hazardous or dangerous.  This includes, but is not
19 limited to, areas or assignments requiring great heights, extreme
20 temperatures, use of toxic substances or unusual physical
21 demands.  

22 As applicable, inmates shall be paid identical rates of pay as
23 those established by the BOP.  Current established rates are in
24 P.S. 5251.06, Inmate Work and Performance Pay, dated 10/1/08, and
25 28 CFR 545.20.  The contractor shall develop procedures whereby
26 inmates receiving performance pay who are found through the
27 disciplinary process to have committed a level 100 or 200 series
28 drug- or alcohol-related prohibited act will have performance pay
29 reduced to maintenance pay level.

P.  Academic and Vocational Education 30

31 The contractor may provide voluntary educational programs (e.g.,
32 English-as-a-Second-Language).

33 The contractor shall comply with the Protection of Children from
34 Sexual Predators Act of 1998 (P.L. 105-314).  Inmates shall be
35 restricted from access to interactive computer services.

36 Newspapers and other reading materials in languages applicable to
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1 the inmate population shall be provided in sufficient quantity
2 and in a timely manner.

3 The contractor shall develop and make available to all inmates an
4 education program which addresses the subject of sexual
5 assault/sexual abuse.  The content of the educational program
6 must include topics such as:  recognizing behaviors that are
7 inappropriate, harassing or assaultive; how to seek protection;
8 privacy rights; medical/psychological programs for victims of
9 abuse; and how to make confidential reporting of sensitive issues

10 to institution staff, BOP or DOJ Office of Inspector General
11 (OIG).  The contractor shall augment the educational program by
12 distributing informational posters and pamphlets to the inmate
13 population.

Q.  Recreation and Activities14

15 The contractor shall comply with Section 611 of P.L. 104-208,
16 Title I, Section 101(a)(the Zimmer Amendment), which addresses
17 use of recreational equipment and materials by federal inmates. 
18 The contractor shall develop adequate and meaningful recreation
19 programs for inmates at the facility. 

20 The contractor shall not permit any of the restricted items or
21 practices identified in Sections 612 and 615 of The Commerce,
22 Justice, State Appropriations Act of 2000 (P.L. 106-113), as
23 amended or re-authorized, in the facility.
24

R.  Telephone 25

26 The contractor shall provide a telephone system for inmates
27 capable of accommodating both debit and collect telephone calls. 
28 The contractor shall establish procedures that permit inmates to 
29 make telephone calls, including in cases of emergency or
30 indigence.  

31 The contractor shall implement telephone limitations as directed
32 by the BOP.

33 Inmates in the Special Housing or Control Unit are entitled to a
34 minimum of one social call per month.

35 The system shall prevent inmates from calling any telephone
36 number not included on the inmate’s official telephone list. 
37 Once an inmate submits the initial list, it must be processed
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1 (ordinarily within five work days) and may contain up to 30
2 telephone numbers the inmate is authorized to call.  Calls may be
3 made via debit or collect procedures except as otherwise
4 authorized by the Warden of the facility for good cause.  The
5 contractor shall ensure any individual (United States residents
6 only) placed on an inmate’s telephone list receives notice they
7 have been placed on such a list and document same.  The
8 contractor shall ensure the individual is provided with the means
9 to remove themselves from the list.

10 A telephone number for a victim or a witness (as identified on
11 the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report or as otherwise verified by
12 staff) or telephone numbers assigned to any BOP institution,
13 office or component or any telephone number of a recently
14 separated or current contract/BOP employee may not be placed on
15 an inmate's telephone list without the Warden's express written
16 permission.

17 The contractor shall allow each inmate the opportunity to update
18 their telephone list no more than three times per month except as
19 otherwise authorized by the Warden of the facility for good
20 cause.

21 If authorized to do so under applicable law, the contractor shall
22 monitor and record inmate telephone conversations.  The
23 contractor shall provide notice to inmates of the potential for
24 monitoring.  However, the contractor shall also provide
25 procedures at the facility for inmates to be able to place
26 unmonitored telephone calls to their attorneys of record.

27 Telephone rates shall not exceed the dominant carrier residential
28 tariff rate and shall conform to all applicable federal, state
29 and local telephone regulations.

30 Any income received by the contractor as a result of inmate
31 telephone calls which is in excess of expenses incurred (to
32 include refunds/rebates from carriers) shall offset the cost of
33 this contract.  The contractor shall provide the CO with copies
34 of any contracts between the contractor and the inmate telephone
35 system provider(s).  The contractor shall provide the CO with all
36 documentation in support of any agreement the contractor has
37 regarding income, refunds, rebates and other monetary or non-
38 monetary reimbursements involving the inmate telephone system. 
39 The contractor shall also provide the CO and COR with copies of 
40 all invoices and other documentation of expenses incurred and
41 income received in regards to the inmate telephone system with
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1 its monthly request for contract payment and apply the credit
2 against the monthly payment.  The CO and COR shall have total
3 access to all telephone operation records.

4 [End of Section]
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RFP-PCC-0014

SECTION H - SPECIAL CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS

H.1 CHANGE IN ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL 
 

Following contract award, any change in essential personnel
during contract performance is subject to the review and
approval of the Contracting Officer’s Representative.  The
contractor shall submit evidence that the qualifications of
the prospective replacement personnel are equal to or
greater than personnel vacating the positions.  Such
requests for review and approval shall be in writing. 
Failure of the contractor to timely fill any essential
position may result in an invoice reduction from the day of
the vacancy.  

 
The following positions are considered essential personnel: 

Project Coordinator
Warden(s)
Associate Warden(s)
Administrator, Religious Services
Case Management Coordinator
Chief, Correctional Services 
Computer Services Manager
Correctional Shift Supervisors
Facilities Manager/Administrator
Food Service Administrator
Human Resource Manager
Inmate Systems/Records Office Manager
Intelligence Officer
Medical Services Administrator
Quality Control Specialist
Safety/Environmental Specialist

H.2 POST-AWARD PERFORMANCE CONFERENCE

A post-award performance conference between the Bureau of
Prisons (BOP) and the contractor will be held prior to
issuance of the Notice to Proceed.

The purpose of the post-award performance conference is to:
discuss and develop a mutual understanding concerning
scheduling and administering the work; introduce BOP and
contractor staff; and resolve as many potential problems as
possible before performance.
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Contractor participation in the post-award performance
conference is required.  The Project Coordinator, and other
contractor personnel as identified by the Contracting
Officer, will be required to attend the post-award
performance conference.

[End of Section]
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Attachment J-19
INFORMATION SYSTEMS EQUIPMENT

The contractor’s information systems must conform to:

1. P.S. 1237.13, Information Security, dated 3/31/06; 
2. P.S. 1237.14, Personal Computers and Network Standards,

dated 5/7/07; 
3. P.S. 1237.15, Information Resources Protection, dated

12/31/07; 
4. P.S. 1280.11, JUST, NCIC, and NLETS Telecommunication 

Systems (Management and Use), dated 1/7/00; and 
5. DOJ 2640.2F, Information Technology Security, dated

11/26/08.

The above program statements and DOJ order detail the
requirements.  The following requirements, however, highlight
information which may not be included in the above documents.

All of the software listed below is a requirement.  The Local
Area Network (LAN) workstation equipment list details the minimum
requirements for new purchases.  Please note:  equivalent
software versions must be maintained as required by Bureau of
Prison (BOP) policy (i.e., technical bulletins) throughout the
life of the contract.

The BOP shall provide the following:

Circuit to the BOP's Network Control Center (Channel Service
Unit/Data Service Unit, Router, Dial-up Modem) will be ordered by
the BOP.

For connection to the BOP Wide Area Network (WAN), the contractor
is required to provide:

1. Any required extension of the telecommunications Dmarc
(including any inside wiring).

2. 100 MB Ethernet connection from the Cisco infrastructure LAN
to the WAN contractor provided router to allow connection to
the BOP WAN.

3. Future wide area network enhancements may necessitate
additional changes.

To connect to the BOP LAN, the contractor shall provide the
following:

1. Ethernet cable plant which consists of single-mode and/or
multi-mode fiber backbone and category 6 cable lobes.  (If
existing cabling is different, it must be approved through
National Network Communications.)
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2. Administrative file server.  

Suggested server specifications:  Proliant ML 370 G5 HPM
Tower or Rack Model with Dual Xeon 5160 3Ghz CPU's and
minimum of 6 x 146GB hard drives, including Hard Drive
Retention. 

Configuration details:  Dual Processor Proliant ML 370 G5,
Two (2) x Dual Core Intel XEON 5160 3.00Ghz CPU with 1333Mhz
FSB, 4GB PC2-5300 (4 x 1GB DIMM's spread between 2 memory
boards for 4:1 interleaving support), 2nd memory board, 4MB
Cache per CPU, 5U Rack Chassis, embedded dual 100/1000
NIC's, 6 x 146GB 10k rpm SAS drives, PCI-e P400 DAC w/512MB
RAM, RAID 5 with on-line spare, Novell OES 2 certified,
redundant fans and power, DVD-ROM and floppy disk drive,
Integrated Advanced Lights Out II, Insight Manager, rapid
deploy rails, 9 total IO slots: 2 PCI-x, 6 PCI-Express, 1
PCI Express for RAID Controller, 3 Yr 24x7 4HR NBD On-Site
Warranty.  Also includes PCI-e U320 SCSI controller card to
provide 1 external SCSI 68-pin connection for use with
external tape backup.

Annual Novell software maintenance and support is required.

2a. A Windows 2003 Server to be used as an application server
for Anti-Virus functions and to serve as a Microsoft Windows
Software Update Services (WSUS)Server. This can be a desktop
class machine with a minimum of 1 GB of RAM.

3. Cisco Ethernet switches for new and existing facilities
protected by an Uninterruptible Power Supply.  The switches
must be a Cisco 3560 switch - standard image with strong
crypto.  The router must be a Cisco 2811 for layer 3 with a
Flash Upgrade from 64MB to 128MB (Factory Installed) and the
Advanced Security 3DES/AES Feature Set.

4. Network interface cards, cables and UPS’s for the servers
and workstations on the LAN.

5. Network backup:  Spectra Logic 2K AIT-5 tape backup library
with (Syncsort Backup Express Version 3.x, compatible with
Suse Linux 10 SP2; and Novell OES 2 SP1, appropriate
application agents as needed such as GroupWise are also
required.

6. For workstations and printers, there will be no static IP
addresses.  Most addresses should be obtained via a BOP DHCP
server. Any necessary static addresses will be assigned by
National Network Communications.  No public IP addresses are
authorized.

 
7. Multiple network segments will be connected by Cisco

Ethernet switches.
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8. A detailed diagram of all network cable runs, drops and
equipment will be provided to National Network
Communications.

All contractor network operating system software and
configurations, including servers and workstations, applications
and configurations, shall be of the same release, version and
configuration used by the BOP throughout the life of the
contract.  The contractor shall be advised of changes to
hardware/software and configuration requirements by the BOP in
the same manner as BOP facilities are notified (typically email). 
Minimum software requirements include:

1. Novell Open Enterprise Server(OES 2(SP1)SuSE Linux 10 SP 2),
E-DIR 8.8.4, Novell LDAP V3,all are 64 bit Version.

2. GroupWise 7 SP 3.

3. Windows XP Professional SP3 with maintenance and Microsoft
Internet Explorer Browser 7 128 bit encryption. 
Additionally, all workstations will be required to have the
DOJ security Baseline configuration know as the FDCC
security policies.

4. Norton Anti-Virus Corporate Edition Version 10.1 MR 6 or
higher (as specified by OIS technical bulletins) for
Windows.  This version will be run on the Windows 2003
application server to provide anti-virus functions for the
Windows desktops only.

4a. McAffee Anti-Virus (MFE VirusScan En Linux W/P:1 GL (P+)) to
be used on the OES2 servers to provide anti-virus functions
ONLY on the Linux servers. 

5. Minimum of Corel Office Suite X4 or current edition,
including WordPerfect, Quattro Pro and Presentations.

6. Network Software Associate's NS Elite Win 95/NT clients,
required until web SENTRY implementation.  Supplied by BOP.

7. Microsoft SNA Client.  Supplied by BOP.

8. Screen Pass 5.1 or higher.

9. Novell Client 4.91 SP5 or higher.

10. Adobe 8 Reader or higher.

11.  Microsoft Internet Explorer 7 128 bit encryption.

All Internet protocol addresses shall be obtained from the BOP. 
The local BOP Network shall not be connected to any other
external or corporate network.  
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The GroupWise system shall be a stand-alone primary domain that
will connect up to the Bureau GroupWise system as an external
domain.  Shared Network printers shall connect directly to the
network.

1. All contractor standard LAN workstations shall include:

Desktop computer specifications:  

Current BOP configuration:
Windows XP Pro SP3 required.  
HP dc7800 Minitower with 17" monitor:  CMT chassis, Intel
Core 2 Duo E6600 Processor, 2.4Ghz CPU, 4MB L2 cache,
1066Mhz FSB, 1GB PC2-5300 DDR2 667Mhz RAM - 1 DIMM, 80GB
7200rpm SATA HDD, 48X/32X DVD/CDRW Combo Drive, 1.44MB
Floppy Drive, Integrated Intel GMA 3000 with 256MB shared
video, 10/100/1000 integrated NIC, internal speaker, USB
Keyboard/Optical Mouse, 4 PCI Slots all full height (2 x
PCI, 1 x PCIe, 1 x PCIx), 8 USB slots, serial, parallel,
choice of Windows XP Pro SP3 or Vista Business 32-bit , 3 Yr
NBD On-Site Warranty with Hard Drive Retention.  (Note on
choice of OS:  Vista Business license includes full
downgrade rights to XP for subsequent upgrade back to
Vista).  Currently Windows XP Pro SP3 is the BOP standard
OS.  

Headsets w/microphone (optional, but required for Centra
training sessions).

2. Fully 100% HP-compatible Laser/Inkjet network/local
printers.  Network print servers must be NDPS aware and
OES2/SuSE Linux compliant with iPrint implementation.  

3. Only one NIC (Network Interface Card) shall be attached to
the workstation connected to the BOP WAN.  No connection to
an external system is authorized.  Only BOP-approved
hardware and software shall be connected to or installed on
any device attached to the BOP WAN/LAN.  No other hardware
or software may be connected without prior written approval
by the BOP Chief Information Officer or Chief, Network
Management Branch.

Additional requirements:

User ID Network naming standards:  must use the following 7
character format; no duplicates are allowed.

The ID will consist of the facility code and any 4 digit number
in sequential series (e.g., 1001,1002, etc.).  Tracking of
sequential numbers used will be a local responsibility.

All network user accounts that have not been logged on for 90
days must be disabled.
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NOTE:  BOP is currently in the process of renaming all Non-SENTRY
BOPNet accounts from the seven (7) character format to an eight
(8) character format.  The new format will consist of the
traditional three (3) character facility code followed by a five
(5) character alpha numeric string.   

User ID Network naming standards, security and passwords must
follow standard BOP requirements and are subject to change in
keeping with government security requirements.

Currently, Network/BOPNet passwords will have the following form:
- User-selected;
- Minimum length of 12 characters;
- Must contain at least 1 alphabetic character in any

position;
- DOJ baseline configuration does not like a number or special

character in the first position of the password and,
therefore,

- Must contain at least 1 numeric character in position 2
through 10;

- Must contain at least 1 special character in position 2
through 10.

- Example:  sw#32456sand

The above are mandatory Office of Management and Budget and
Department of Justice password requirements.

Recommended password configuration/enforcement software is Novell
Modular Authentication Services (NMAS).  However, Netvision
Synchronicity is also acceptable.

Passwords shall be unique and will have a maximum lifetime of 60
days.  Additional requirements are specified in PS 1237.14.

BOP is currently migrating SENTRY to new web technology and
migrating the BOPNet network server operating environment to
Novell SuSE Linux, Open Enterprise Server, both of which may
require additional software purchases in the near future.  BOP
will provide specific requirements as needed.

The following equipment is recommended in order for the BOP to
assist the contractor with network problem resolution:

1. NetScout Distributed Sniffer.  Note:  The Sniffer software
is installed on a customer supplied PC with two NIC cards. 

2. Cisco Works 2000 Switch management software.

3. 10/100 Ethernet PCI NIC cards.
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REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER I U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT I EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION 

By direction of the Secretary of Labor j WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 
I WASHINGTON D.C. 20210 
I 
I 
I 
I Wage Determination No.: 2005-2115 

Shirley F. Ebbesen Division of I Revision No.: 8 
Director Wage Determinations! Date Of Last Revision : 07/17/2009 

States: Florida, Georgia 

Area: Florida Counties of Baker, Clay, Columbia, Duval, Hamilton, Lafayette , 
Madison, Nassau, Putnam, Saint Johns,, Suwannee, Taylor 

Georgia Counties of Brantley, Camden, Charlton, Glynn, Pierce 

•••Fringe Benefits Required Follow the Occupational Listing** 

OCCUPATION CODE-TITLE FOOTNOTE 

01000 - Administrative Support And Clerical Occupations 
01011 - Accounting Clerk I 
01012 - Accounting Clerk II 
01013 - Accounting Clerk Ill 
01020 - Administrative Assistant 
01040 - Court Reporter 
01051 - Data Entry Operator I 
01052 - Data Entry Operator II 
01060 - Dispatcher, Motor Vehicle 
01070 - Document Preparat on Clerk 
01090 - Duplicating Machine Operator 
01111 - General Clerk I 
01112 - Generar Clerk 11 
01113 - General Clerk Ill 
01120 - Housing Referral Assistant 
01141 - Messenger Courier 
01191 - Order Clerk I 
01192 - Order Clerk II 
01261 - Personnel Assistant (Employment) I 
01262 - Personnel Assistant (Employment) II 
01263- Personnel Assistant (Employment) Ill 
01270 - Production Control Clerk 
01280 - Receptionist 
01290 - Rental Clerk 
01300 - Scheduler, Maintenance 
0131 1 - Secretary I 
01312 - Secretary II 
01313 - Secretary Ill 
01320 - Service Order Dispatcher 
01410 - Supply Technician 
01420 - Survey Worker 

12.06 
13.29 
16.03 

17.65 
14.34 

11 .02 
13.15 

16.75 
11 .31 
11 .31 

10.69 
11.80 
18.09 

16.37 
10.89 

11.99 
13.08 

13.07 
14.62 
16.30 

18.78 
11 .14 
11 .53 

13.12 
13.12 
14.67 
16.37 

14.63 
17.65 

13.76 

RATE 
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01531 - Travel Clerk I 
01532 - Travel Clerk 11 
01533 -Travel Clerk Ill 
01611 - Word Processor I 
01612 - Word Processor II 
01613 - Word Processor Ill 

05000 - Automotive Service Occupations 
05005 - Automobile Body Repairer, Fiiberglass 
0501 O - Automotive Electrician 
05040 - Automotive Glass Installer 
05070 - Automotive Worker 
05110 - Mobile Equipment Servicer 
05130 - Motor Equipment Metal Mechanic 
05160 - Motor Equipment Metal Worker 
05190 - Motor Vehicle Mechanic 
05220 - Motor Vehicle Mechanic Helper 
05250 - Motor Vehicle Upholstery Worker 
05280 - Motor Vehicle Wrecker 
05310 - Painter, Automotive 
05340 - Radiator Repair Specialist 
05370 - Tire Repairer 
05400 - Transmission Repair Speciali:st 

07000 - Food Preparation And Service Occupations 
0701 o - Baker 
07041 - Cook I 
07042 - Cook II 
07070 - Dishwasher 
07130 - Food Service Worker 
07210 - Meat Cutter 
07260 - Waiter/Waitress 

09000 - Furniture Maintenance And Repair Occupations 
09010 - Electrostatic Spray Painter 
09040 - Furniture Handler 
09080 - Furniture Refinisher 
09090 - Furniture Refinisher Helper 
09110 - Furniture Repairer, Minor 
09130 - Upholsterer 

11000 - General Services And Support Occupations 
11030 - Cleaner, Vehicles 
11060 - Elevator Operator 
11090 - Gardener 
11122 - Housekeeping Aide 
11150 - Janitor 
11210 - Laborer, Grounds Maintenance 
11240 - Maid or Houseman 
11260 - Pruner 
11270 - Tractor Operator 
11330 - Trail Maintenance Worker 
11360 - Window Cleaner 

12000 - Health Occupations 
1201 O - Ambulance Driver 
12011 - Breath Alcohol Technician 
12012 - Certified Occupational Therapist Asststant 
12015 - Certified Physical Therapist Assistant 
12020 - Dental Assistant 
12025 - Dental Hygienist 

11.83 
12.92 
13.92 

12.42 
15.29 
17.11 

18.96 
16.74 

14.73 
14.73 

12.68 
17.19 

14.73 
17,18 

12.01 
13.71 

14.73 
15.73 

14.73 
11.70 

17.19 

11 .75 
9.87 

11.09 
8.00 

9.21 
12.87 

9.02 

15.02 
9.62 
15.02 

11 .17 
13.09 

15.02 

9.69 
9.69 

12.04 
10.26 

10.43 
10.60 

8 .69 
10.07 

11 .51 
10.60 

11 .45 

15.60 
17.67 

25.24 
20.27 

15.58 
27.39 
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12030 - EKG Technician 
12035 - Electroneurodiagnostic Technologist 
12040 - Emergency Medical Technician 
12071 - Licensed Practical Nurse I 
12072 - Licensed Practical Nurse II 
12073 - Licensed Practical Nurse Ill 
12100 - Medical Assistant 
12130 - Medical Laboratory Technician 
12160 - Medical Record Clerk 
12190 - Medical Record Technician 
12195 - Medical Transcriptionist 
12210 - Nuclear Medicine Technologist 
12221 - Nursing Assistant I 
12222 - Nursing Assistant II 
12223 - Nursing Assistant Ill 
12224 - Nursing Assistant IV 
12235 - Optical Dispenser 
12236 - Optical Technician 
12250 - Pharmacy Technician 
12280 - Phlebotomist 
12305 - Radiologic Technologist 
12311 - Registered Nurse I 
12312 - Registered Nurse II 
12313 - Registered Nurse II, Specialist 
12314 - Registered Nurse Ill 
12315 - Registered Nurse Ill, Anesthetist 
12316 - Registered Nurse IV 
12317 - Scheduler (Drug and Alcohol Testing) 

13000 - Information And Arts Occupations 
13011 - Exhibits Specialist I 
13012 - Exhibits Specialist II 
13013 - Exhibits Specialist 111 
13041 - Illustrator I 
13042 - Illustrator II 
13043 - Illustrator 111 
13047 - Librarian 
13050 - Library Aide/Clerk 
13054 - Library Information Technolooy Systems 
Administrator 
13058 - Library Technician 
13061 - Media Specialist I 
13062 - Media Specialist II 
13063 - Media Specialist 111 
13071 - Photographer I 
13072 - Photographer II 
13073 - Photographer Ill 
13074 - Photographer IV 
13075 - Photographer V 
13110 - Video Teleconference Technician 

14000 - Information Technology Occupations 
14041 - Computer Operator I 
14042 - Computer Operator II 
14043 - Computer Operator Ill 
14044 - Computer Operator IV 
14045 - Computer Operator V 
14071 - Computer Programmer I 

19.59 
19.59 
15.15 

15.80 
17.67 
18.47 

13.02 
17.02 

12.80 
14.72 

14.59 
32.90 

9.85 
11.07 
12.08 
13.56 

17.58 
13.33 

13.44 
13.56 

23.35 
22.03 
26.95 

26.95 
32.61 

32.61 
39.09 

20.51 

17.28 
21.41 
26.19 

17.28 
21.41 
26.19 
23.72 

11.27 

(see 1) 

12.87 
15.45 
17.28 
19.28 
12.92 
16.00 
18.79 
22.98 
27.81 

21.41 

15.10 

13.44 
15.03 
16.96 
20.82 
23.11 

24.20 
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(see 1) 
(see 1) 
(see 1) 
(see 1) 
(see 1) 
(see 1) 

14072 - Computer Programmer II 
14073 - Compl.lter Programmer Ill 
14074 • Computer Programmer IV 
14101 - Computer Systems Analyst I 
14102 - Computer Systems Analyst II 
14103 - Computer Systems Analyst 1111 

14150 - Peripheral Equipment Operat,or 
14160 - Personal Computer Support Technician 

15.41 
20.82 

15000 - Instructional Occupations 
15010 - Aircrew Training Devices lnstmctor (Non-Rated) 
15020 - Aircrew Training Devices lnstmctor (Rated) 
15030 - Air Crew Training Devices Instructor (Pilot) 
15050 - Computer Based Training Specialist/ Instructor 

28.19 
34.10 

37.51 
26.70 

15060 - Educational Technologist 
15070 - Flight Instructor (Pilot) 
15080 - Graphic Artist 
15090 - Technical Instructor 

23.96 
37.51 

20.70 
20.05 

15095 - Technical Instructor/Course Developer 24.53 
15110 - Test Proctor 16.18 
15120 - Tutor 16,18 

16000 - Laundry, Dry-Cleaning, Pressing And Related Occupations 
16010 - Assembler 8.37 
16030 - Counter Attendant 8.37 
16040 - Dry Cleaner 10.67 
16070 - Finisher, Flatwork, Machine 8.37 
16090 - Presser, Hand 8.37 
16110 - Presser, Machine, Drycleanin!g 
16130 - Presser, Machine, Shirts 
16160 - Presser, Machine, Wearing AIPparel, Laundry 
16190 - Sewing Machine Operator 
16220 - Tailor 
16250 - Washer, Machine 

12.08 

8.37 
8.37 

11.38 

9.11 

8.37 

19000 - Machine Tool Operation And Repair Occupations 
19010 - Machine-Tool Operator (Tool Room) 16.70 
19040 - Tool And Die Maker 

21000 - Materials Handling And Packinig Occupations 
21020 - Forklift Operator 
21030 - Material Coordinator 
21040 - Material Expediter 
21050 - Material Handling Laborer 
21071 - Order Filler 
21080 - Production Line Worker (Foocl Processing) 
2111 O - S[lipping Packer 
21130 - Shipping/Receiving Clerk 
21140 - Store Worker I 
21150 - Stock Clerk 
21210 - Tools And Parts Attendant 
21410 - Warehouse Specialist 

21 .00 

13.90 
18.78 

18.78 
12.35 

10.66 

14.88 
14.88 

9.34 
13.30 

13.90 
13.90 

13.90 

23000- Mechanics And Maintenance And Repair Occupations 
23010 - Aerospace Structural Welder 
23021 - Aircraft Mechanic I 
23022 - Aircraft Mechanic II 
23023 - Aircraft Mechanic Ill 
23040 - Aircraft Mechanic Helper 
23050 - Aircraft, Painter 
23060 - Aircraft Servicer 

23.79 
22.43 
23.79 
25.17 

14.26 
19.52 
16.71 
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23080 - Aircraft Worker 
23110 -Appliance Mechanic 
23120 • Bicycle Repairer 
23125 - Cable Splicer 
23130 - Carpenter, Maintenance 
23140 - Carpet Layer 
23160 - Electrician, Maintenance 
23181 - Electronics Technician Maintenance I 
23182 - Electronics Technician Maintenance II 
23183 - Electronics Technician Maintenance Ill 
23260 - Fabric Worker 
23290 - Fire Alarm System Mechanic 
2331 0 - Fire Extinguisher Repairer 
23311 - Fuel Distribution System Mechanic 
23312 - Fuel Dis1ribution System Operator 
23370 - General Maintenance Worker 
23380 - Ground Support Equipment Mechanic 
23381 - Ground Support Equipment Servicer 
23382 - Ground Support Equipment Worker 
23391 - Gunsmith I 
23392 - Gunsmith II 
23393 - Gunsmith Ill 
23410 - Heating, Ventilation And Air-Conditioning 
Mechanic 
23411 - Heating, Ventilation And Air Contditioning 
Mechanic (Research Facility) 
23430 - Heavy Equipment Mechanic 
23440 - Heavy Equipment Operator 
23460 - Instrument Mechanic 
23465 - Laboratory/Shelter Mechanic 
23470 - Laborer 
23510 - Locksmith 
23530 - Machinery Maintenance Mechanic 
23550 - Machinist, Maintenance 
23580 - Maintenance Trades Helper 
23591 • Metrology Technician I 
23592 - Metrotogy Technician II 
23593 - Metrology Technician Ill 
23640 - Millwright 
2371 O - Office Appliance Repairer 
23760 - Painter, Maintenance 
23790 - Pipefitter, Maintenance 
2381 O - Plumber, Maintenance 
23820 - Pneudraulic Systems Mechanic 
23850 - Rigger 
23870 - Scale Mechanic 
23890 - Sheet-Metal Worker, Maintenance 
23910 - Small ~ngine Mechanic 
23931 - Telecommunications Mechaniic I 
23932 - Telecommunications Mechaniic ll 
23950 - Telephone Lineman 
23960 - Welder, Combination, Maintenance 
23965 - Well Driller 
23970 - Woodcraft Worker 
23980 - Woodworker 

24000 ~ Personal Needs Occupations 

17.95 
16.96 

12.87 
23.36 

17.22 
16.67 

18.88 
21 .28 
22.78 
2427 

15.41 
17.39 

14.36 
23.1 3 

18.23 
15.16 

22.43 
17.59 
18.89 

16.81 
18.67 
20.74 

18.10 

19.20 

17.54 
18.30 

23.23 
17.84 

12.35 
16.48 

20.21 

22.01 
18.36 

11.17 
23.23 
24.38 
25.60 

21 .11 
15.02 
18.29 

17.19 
19.01 

19.65 
16.67 

19.44 
14.74 

23.22 
24.63 

20.88 
16.28 

18.50 
19.01 

12.11 
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24570 - Child Care Attendant 
24580 - Child Care Center Clerk 
24610 - Chore Aide 
24620 - Family Readiness And Supp01rt Services 
Coordinator 
24630 - Homemaker 

25000 - Plant And System Operations Occupations 
25010 - Boiler Tender 
25040 - Sewage Plant Operator 
25070 - stationary Engineer 
25190 - Ventilation Equipment Tender 
25210 - Water Treatment Plant Operator 

27000 - Protective Service Occupations 
27004 - Alarm Monitor 
27007 - Baggage Inspector 
27008 - Corrections Officer 
27010 - Court Security Officer 
27030 - Detection Dog Handler 
27040 - Detention Officer 
27070 - Firefighter 
27101 • Guard I 
27102 - Guard II 
27131 - Police Officer I 
27132 - Police Officer 11 

28000 - Recreation Occupations 
28041 - Carnival Equipment Operator 
28042 - Carnival Equipment Repairer 
28043 - Carnival Equpment Worker 
2821 O - Gate AttendanUGate Tender 
28310 - Lifeguard 
28350 - Park Attendant (Aide) 
28510 - Recreation Aide/Health Facility Attendant 
28515 - Recreation Specialist 
28630 - Sports Official 
28690 - Swimming Pool Operator 

9.12 
13.34 

9.13 

19.49 

22.27 

14.20 

20.90 
22.27 

15.47 
20.90 

15.78 
10.42 

14.43 
14.43 

13.68 
14.43 

13.26 
10.42 
13.68 

19.58 
21.77 

10.23 
10.38 
8.32 

12.73 
11.01 

14.24 

17.10 
11.34 

10.13 

14.87 
29000 - Stevedoring/Longshoremen Occupational Services 

2901 O - Blocker And Bracer 18.99 
29020 - Hatch Tender 
29030 - Line Handler 
29041 - Stevedore I 
29042 - Stevedore II 

30000 - Technical Occupations 

18.99 
18.99 
17.72 
20.31 

3001 O - Air Traffic Control Specialist, Center (HFO) (see 2) 
30011 - Air Traffic Control Specialist, Station (HFO) (see 2) 
30012 - Air Traffic Control Specialist, Terminal (HFO) (see 2} 
30021 - Archeological Technic;lan I 15.55 

17.40 
21.56 
21.56 

30022 - Archeological Technician II 
30023 - Archeological Technician Ill 
30030 - Cartographic Technician 
30040 - Civil Engineering Technician 
30061 - Drafter/CAD Operator I 
30062 - Drafter/CAD Operator II 
30063 - Drafter/CAD Operator Ill 
30064 - Drafter/CAD Operator IV 
30081 - Engineering Technician I 
30082 - Engineering Technician II 

22.04 
16.01 
18.27 
20.00 
23.88 
12.97 
16.57 

35.15 
24.24 

26.69 
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30083 - Engineering Technician Ill 
30084 - Engineering Technician IV 
30085 - Engineering Technician V 
30086 - Engineering Technician VI 
30090 - Environmental Technician 
30210 - Laboratory Technician 
30240 - Mathematical Technician 
30361 - Paralegal/Legal Assistant I 
30362 - Paralegal/Legal Assistant II 
30363 - Paralegal/Legal Assistant Ill 
30364 - Paralegal/Legal Assistant IV 
30390 - Photo-Optics Technician 
30461 - Technical Writer I 
30462 - Technical Writer II 
30463 - Technical Writer Ill 
30491 - Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) Technician I 
30492 - Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) Technician II 
30493 - Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) Technician Ill 

20.34 
23.88 
29.16 
35.34 
19.61 

20.56 
22.18 

18.17 
22.79 
27.87 
33.75 
22.18 

21 .03 
25.72 
30.02 

22.34 
27.03 
32.40 

30494 - Unexploded (UXO) Safety Escort 22.34 
30495 - Unexploded (UXO) Sweep Personnel 
30620 - Weather Observer, Combined Upper Air Or 
Surface Programs 

(see 2) 
22.34 

19.97 

30621 - Weather Observer, Senior (see 2) 22.18 
31000 - Transportation/Mobile EquipmErnt Operation Occupations 
31020 - Bus Aide 13.82 
31030 - Bus Driver 17 .28 
31043 - Driver Courier 14.66 
31260 - Parking and Lot Attendant 8.62 
31290 - Shuttle Bus Driver 15.41 
31310 - Taxi Driver 10.31 
31361 - Truckdriver, Light 15.41 
31362 - Truckdtiver, Medium 18.16 
31363 - Truckdriver, Heavy 18.36 
31364 - Truckdriver, Tractor-Trailer 18.36 

99000 - Miscellaneous Occupations 
99030 - Cashier 
99050 - Desk Clerk 
99095 - Embalmer 
99251 - Laboratory Animal Caretaker I 
99252 - Laboratory Animal Caretaker II 
99310 - Mortician 
9941 O - Pest Controller 
9951 O - Photofinishing Worker 
99710 - Recycling Laborer 
99711 - Recycling Specialist 
99730 - Refuse Collector 
99810 - Sales Clerk 
99820 - School Crossing Guard 
99830 - Survey Party Chief 
99831 - Surveying Aide 
99832 - Surveying Technician 
99840 - Vending Machine Attendant 
99841 - Vending Machine Repairer 
99842 - Vending Machine Repairer Helper 

8.36 
9.58 
24.27 

24.27 
14.06 

10.44 
11.35 

13.43 
13.87 
17.70 

12.31 
12.31 

10,67 
18.66 

10.57 
14-49 

11.62 
14.63 

11 .62 
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ALL OCCUPATIONS LISTED ABOVE RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS· 

HEAL TH & WELFARE: $3.35 per hour or $134.00 per week or $580.66 per month 

VACATION: 2 weeks paid vacation after 1 year of service with a contractor or 
successor; 3 weel<s after 8 years, and 4 weeks after 15 years. Length of service 
includes the whole span of continuous service with the present contractor or 
successor, wherever employed, and with the predecessor contractors in the 
performance of similar work at the same Federal facility. (Reg. 29 CFR 4.173) 

HOLIDAYS: A minimum of ten paid holidays per year, New Year's Day, Martin Luther 
King Jr's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor 
Day, Columbus Day, Veterans' Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day. (A 
contractor may substitute for any of the named holidays another day off with pay in 
accordance with a plan communicated to the employees involved.) (See 29 CFR 4174) 

THE OCCUPATIONS WHICH HAVE NUMBERED FOOTNOTES IN PARENTHESES RECEIVE THE 
FOLLOWING: 

1) COMPUTER EMPLOYEES: Under the SCA at section 8(b), this wage determination does 
not apply to any employee who individually qualifies as a bona fide executive, 
administrative, or professional employee as defined in 29 C.F.R. Part 541. Because 
most Computer System Analysts and Computer Programmers who are compensated at a rate 
not less than $27.63 (or on a salary orfee basis at a rate not Jess than $455 per 
week) an hour would likely qualify as exempt computer professionals, (29 C.F .R. 541. 
400) wage rates may not be listed on this wa_ge determination for all occupations 
within those job familles. In addition, because this wage determination may not 
list a wage rate for some or all occupations within those job families if the survey 
data indicates that the prevalllng wage rate for the occupation equals or exceeds 
$27.63 per hour conformances may be necessary for certain nonexempt employees. For 
example, if an individual employee is nonexempt but nevertheless performs duties 
within the scope of one of the Compute!r Systems Analyst or Computer Programmer 
occupations for which this wage determination does not specify an SCA wage rate, 
then the wage rate for that employee must be conformed in accordance with the 
conformance procedures described in the conformance note included on this wage 
determination. 

Additionally, because job titles vary wiclely and change quickly in the computer 
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industry, job titles are not determinative of the application of the computer 
professional exemption. Therefore, the exemption applies only to computer employees 
who satisfy the compensation requirements and whose primary duty consists of: 

(1) The application of systems analysis techniques and procedures, including 
consulting with users, to determine ha11dware, software or system functional 
specifications; 

(2) The design, development, documentation, analysis, creation, testing or 
modification of computer systems or programs, including prototypes, based on and 
related to user or system design specifications; 

(3) The design, documentation, testing, creation or modification of computer 
programs related to machine operating systems; or 

(4) A combination of the aforementioned duties, the performance of which 
requires the same level of skills. (29 C:.F.R. 541 .400). 

2) AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS AND WEATHER OBSERVERS· NIGHT PAY & SUNDAY PAY: If 
you 
work at night as part of a regular tour of duty, you will earn a night differential 
and receive an additional 10% of basic pay for any hours worked between 6pm and 6am. 
If you are a full-time employed (40 hours a week) and Sunday is part of your 

regularly scheduled workweek, you are paid at your rate of basic pay plus a Sunday 
premium of 25% of your basic rate for 1each hour of Sunday work which is not overtime 
(i.e. occasional work on Sunday outsid13 the normal tour of duty is considered 
overtime work). 

HAZARDOUS PAY DIFFERENTIAL: An 8 percent differential is applicable to employees 
employed in a position that represents a high degree of hazard when working with or 
in close proximity to ordinance, explosives, and incendiary materials. This 
includes work such as screening, blendling, dying, mixing, and pressing of sensitive 
ordance, explosives, and pyrotechnic compositions such as lead azide, black powder 
and photoflash powder. All dry-house 1activities involving propellants or explosives. 

Demilitarization, modification, renovation, demolition, and maintenance operations 
on sensitive ordnance, explosives and incendiary materials. All operations 
involving regrading and cleaning of artillery ranges. 

A 4 percent differential is applicable to employees employed in a position that 
represents a low degree of hazard when working with, or in close proximity to 
ordance, (or employees possibly adjacent to) explosives and incendiary materials 
which involves potential injury such as laceration of hands, face, or arms of the 
employee engaged in the operation, inritation of the skin, minor burns and the 
like; minimal damage to immediate or adjacent work area or equipment being used. 
All operations involving, unloading, storage, and hauling of ordance, explosive, and 
incendiary ordnance material other than small arms ammunition. These differentials 
are only applicable to work that has been specifically designated by the agency for 
ordance, explosives, and Incendiary m,aterial differential pay. 
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- UNIFORM ALLOWANCE .,. 

If employees are required to wear uniforms in the performance of this contract 
(either by the terms of the Government contract, by the employer, by the state or 
local law, etc.) , the cost of furnishing such uniforms and maintaining (by 
laundering or dry cleaning) such uniforms is an expense that may not be borne by an 
employee where such cost reduces thei hourly rate below that required by the wage 
determination. The Department of Labor will accept payment in accordance with the 
following standards as compliance: 

The contractor or subcontractor is required to furnish all employees with an 
adequate number of uniforms without cost or to reimburse employees for the actual 
cost of the uniforms. In addition, where uniform cleaning and maintenance is made 
the responslbllity of the employee, all contractors and subcontractors subject to 
this wage determination shall (in the absence of a bona fide collective bargaining 
agreement providing for a different amount, or the furnishing of contrary 
affirmative proof as to the actual cost), reimburse all employees for such cleaning 
and maintenance at a rate of $3.35 per week (or $.67 cents per day). However, in 
those instances where the uniforms furnished are made of "wash and wear" 
materials, may be routinely washed and dried with other personal garments, and do 
not require any special treatment such as dry cleaning, daily washing, or commercial 
laundering in orderto meet the cleanliness or appearance standards set by the terms 
of the Government contract, by the contractor, by law, or by the nature of the work, 
there is no requirement that employees be reimbursed for uniform maintenance costs. 

The duties of employees under job titles listed are those described in the 
"Service Contract Act Directory of Occupations", Fifth Edition, April 2006, 
unless otherwise indicated. Copies of tlhe Directory are available on the Internet. A 
links to the Directory may be found on the WHO home page at http://www.dol. 
gov/esa/whd/ or through the Wage Determinations On-Line (WOOL) Web site at 
http://wdol.gov/. 

REQUEST FOR AUTHORIZATION OF ADDITIONAL CLASSIFICATION AND WAGE RATE {Standard 
Form 
1444 (SF 1444)} 

Conformance Process: 

The contracting officer shall require that any class of service employee which Is 
not listed herein and which is to be employed under the contract (i.e .• the work to 
be performed is not performed by any classification listed in the wage 
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determination}, be classified by the contractor so as to provide a reasonable 
relationship (i.e., appropriate level of skill comparison) between such unlisted 
classifications and the classifications listed in the wage determination. Such 
conformed classes of employees shall be paid the monetary wages and furnished the 
fringe benefits as are determined. Such conforming process shall be initiated by 
the contractor prior to the performance of contract work by such unlisted class(es) 
of employees. The conformed classification, wage rate, and/or fringe benefits shall 
be retroactive to the commencement dlate of the contract. {See Section 4.6 (C)(vi)} 
When multiple wage determinations are included in a contract, a separate SF 1444 
should be prepared for each wage determination to which a class(es) is to be 
conformed. 

The process for preparing a conformance request is as follows: 

1) When preparing the bid, the contractor identifies the need for a conformed 
occupation(s) and computes a proposed rate(s). 

2) After contract award, the contractor prepares a written report listing in order 
proposed classification title(s), a Federal grade equivalency (FGE) for each 
proposed classiflcation(s), job description(s), and rationale for proposed wage 
rate(s), including infonnation regarding the agreement or disagreement of fhe 
authorized representative of the employees involved, or where there is no authorized 
representative, the employees themselves. This report should be submitted to the 
contracting officer no later than 30 days after such unlisted class(es) of employees 
performs any contract work. 

3) The contracting officer reviews the proposed action and promptly submits a report 
of the action, together with the agency's recommendations and pertinent 
information including the position of the contractor and the employees, to the Wage 
and Hour Division, Employment Standards Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 
for review. (See section 4.6(b)(2) of R1egulations 29 CFR Part 4). 

4) Within 30 days of receipt, the Wage and Hour Division approves, modifies, or 
disapproves the action via transmittal to the agency contracting officer, or 
notifies the contracting officer that additional time will be required to process 
the request. 

5) The contracting officer transmits the Wage and Hour decision to the contractor. 

6) The contractor informs the affected employees. 
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Information required by the Regulations must be submitted on SF 1444 or bond paper. 

When preparing a conformance request, the "Service Contract Act Directory of 
Occupations" (the Directory) should be used to compare job definitions to insure 
that duties requested are not performed by a classification already listed in the 
wage determination. Remember, it is 1not the job title, but the required tasks that 
determine whether a class is included 1in an established wage determination. 
Conformances may not be used to arti'ficially split, combine, or subdivide 
classifications listed in the wage determination. 
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AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION/MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT 
1. CONTRACT ID CODE 

11 Nov 23, 2009 

6. ISSUill BY cooc: 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
PRIVATIZED CORRECTIONS CONTRACTING 
320 FI RST STREET, NW ( 5005 ) 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20534 

8. NAME AND ADDRESS OF CONTRA OR (No. srreer, counl)I, Srore ond ZIP o e 

. NO. 

7, ADMINISTER[D BY (llorh~r mon Item 6} 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF PRISONS 
PRIVATI ZED CORRECTIONS CONTRACTING 
320 FIRST STREET, NW (5005) 
WASHINGTO, D.C. 20534 

9A. AMENDMENT OF SOUOATION NO. 

FP -PCC-0 014 
DATED (S I EM II) 

Jun 12, 2008 
/OR CRNO. 

CODE 

[El The above numbered solicita1ion Is amended as setfonh In Item 14. The hour and date specified for receipt of Offers D Is extended, [El Is not extended. 

Offers must acknowledge receipt ohhls amendment prior 10 the hour and date specified In the solicitation or as amended, by one of the following methods: 
!a)By comp!eilng hems 8 and 15, and returning copies of the amendment; (b) By nl<nowledging receipt or this amendment on each copy of the offer submined; 

or (c) By sepamt lener or t~egram which lndudes areference to the solicitation and amendment numbers. FAlLURC OF YOUR ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO BC RECEIVED AT THE PLACE 
DESIGNATED FOR THE RECCIPT OF OFFCRS PRIOR TO THC HOUR AND DATE SPECIFICD MAY RESULT I RLJCCTION OF YOUR OFf(R. If by vinue of this amendmem your desire to change an offer 
already submlned, such.chang~ may b made by 1eleQra"' or letter, Plollided each tele9ram or letter makes rererence to the sollcltatlon and this 
ameMment. and ,s received prior td tho opening hou7 and dat~ specltied. 

12. ACCOUNTING ANDAPPROPIRATION DATA (If required/ 

13. THIS ITEM ONl V APPLIES TO MODIFICATION OF CONTRACTS/ORDERS. 
IT MODIFIES THE CONTRACT/ORDER NO. AS DESCRIBED IN ITEM 14. 

CHECK ON[ A. THIS CHANG[ OR IS ISSUED PURSUAN TO: ANGES SET FORTH IN I 
NO. IN ITEM ! OA. 

THE ABOVE NUMBERED CONTRACT/ORDER IS MODIREO TO REFLECT THE ADMINISTRATIVE OIANGES (tuch m chonget In paying otria, 
)SET FORTH 

E. IMPORTANT: Contractor IE:I is not, D is required to sign this document and return copies to the issuing office. 

14. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION ( Organized by UCF 1ec1/on headings, induding sollcirarion/conrracr 1116/ecr morrer where lemible./ 

AMENDMENT 11 IS HEREBY I SSUED TO I NCORPORATE THE FOLLOWING UPDATED DEPARTMENT OF LABOR WAGE 
DETERMINATION INTO RFP - PCC-0014. 

WAGE DETERMINATIO NO. : 
2005 - 2362 

REVISION NO. 
10 

DATE OF LAST REVISIO 
10/29/2009 

ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED. 

//LAST ITEM// 

Ciu:eptu p,ovided herein. all terms and conditions or the document referenced In hem 9A or 101\, as heretofore changed. remain• unchanged and In full force and effea.. 

15A. LE OF ypeorpr,nrJ 1 . AND TIT N A I O ypeorpr,nl 

Ryan Wynne 

Contract Specialist 
156.CONTRACTO OFFEROR 1 SC. DATE SIG to 16B. I CO STAiEs OF AMCRICA 

(S!gnatu,e of pe,son authorized 10 sign) (Slgnorurr of Contracting Officer) 

DATE SIGNED 

NSN 7540-01-152•8070 
Previous edition unusable 

STANDARD FORM 30 (Rt:V. 10-83) 
Prescribed by GSA FAR (48 CFR) SJ.243 
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AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION/MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT 1
1

· CONTRACT ID CODE 
PAGE OF PAGES 

I I II 
2. AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION NO. 3. EFFECTIVE DATE 4. REQUISITION/ PURe'h'k3~'r-l?ci'hO" I 'r R85E\5T'7.0;/,,'J(p/Jncaor&/·' 

0053 See Block 16C N/A 32A 

6. ISSUED BY CODE 7. ADMINISTERED BY (If other than Item 6) CODE 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
Privatized Corrections Contracting James J.C.L. Spence 
D. Ray James Correctional Facility Contracting Officer 
Highway 252 East (912) 496-6981 
Folkston, Georgia 31537 

8. NAME AND ADDRESS OF CONTRACTOR (No., street, county, State and ZIP Code) 9A. AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION NO 

Cornell Companies, Inc. 
One Park Place, Suite 700 

98. DATED (See Item 11) 

621 Northwest 53rd Street 10A. MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT/ORDER NO. 
Boca Raton, Florida 33487 

X DJB1PC012 / 

CODE : Tax ID# 760433642 I FACILITY CODE: DUNS #797470549 108. DATED (See Item 13) 
01/12/2010 

11. THIS ITEM ONLY APPLIES TO AMENDMENTS OF SOLICITATIONS 
] The above number solicitation is amended as set forth in Item 14. The hour and date specified for receipt of Offers [ ] is ex1ended, [ ] is not ex1ended. 

Offers must acknowledge receipt of this amendment prior to the hour and date specified in the solicitation or as amended, by one of the following methods. 

(a) By completing Items 8 and 15, and returning ___ copy of the amendment; (b) By acknowledging receipt of this amendment on each copy of the offer submitted; or (c) By 
separate letter or telegram which includes a reference to the solicitation and amendment numbers. FAILURE OF YOUR ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO BE RECEIVED AT THE PLACE 
DESIGNATED FOR THE RECEIPT OF OFFERS PRIOR TO THE HOUR AND DATE SPECIFIED MAY RESULT IN REJECTION OF YOUR OFFER. If by virtue of this amendment 
you desire to change an offer already submitted, such change may be made by telegram or letter, provided each telegram or letter makes reference to the solicitation and this 
amendment, and is received prior to the opening hour and date specified. 

12. ACCOUNTING AND APPROPRIATION DATA (If required) 
N/A 

xx 

13. THIS ITEM APPLIES ONLY TO MODIFICATIONS OR CONTRACTS/ORDERS, 
IT MODIFIES THE CONTRACT/ORDER NO. AS DESCRIBED IN ITEM 14. 

A. THIS CHANGE ORDER IS ISSUED PURSUANT TO: (Specify Authority) THE CHANGES SET FORTH IN ITEM 14 ARE MADE IN THE CONTRACT ORDER NO. IN ITEM 10A. 

8 . THE ABOVE NUMBERED CONTRACT/ORDER IS MODIFIED TO REFLECT THE ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES (such as changes in paying office, appropriation data, etc.) SET FORTH IN 
ITEM 14, PURSUANT TO THE AUTHORITY OF FAR 43.103(b). 

C . THIS SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT IS ENTERED INTO PURSUANT TO AUTHORITY OF: 

D . OTHER (Specify type of modification and authority) 

Unilateral - (FAR 52.223-43) Fair Labor Standards Act and Service Contract Act - Price Adjustment (Multiple Year and Option Year 
Contracts) 

14. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION (Organized by UCF section headings, including solicitation/contract subject matter where feasible). 

Contract DJB1 PC012 is hereby unilaterally modified as follows: Wage Determination No. CBA-2014-7174 and 2005-2115, Revision No. 14 of the 
Department of Labor (DOL) Wage Rates (attached page 1 of 1, and pages 1-10), are incorporated into the contract. These wage rates replace the 
current DOL Wage Determination Nu: LOW-"i"i~ ~i!:>;Ulri~u: j•j~ "i'i~tfl°"fu\.ii11l!"J'di.'5'.ri• iililS',~~ .. '1:!lmff1i.•ilS','i:!'ilu-a'\.ii11l!"itr~\.itru\!'1•3·1', ~M~. 

The Contractor shall provide any request for equitable adjustment to the Contracting Officer, no later than November 10, 2014. 

Except as provided herein, all items and conditions of the document referenced in item 9A or 1 0A, as heretofore changed, remains unchanged and in full force and effect 

15A. NAME AND TITLE OF SIGNER (Type or print) 

158. CONTRACTOR/OFFEROR 

(Signature of person authorized to sign) 

NSN 7540-01-152-8070 
PREVIOUS EDITION UNUSABLE 

15C. DATE 
SIGNED 

16A. NAME AND TITLE OF CONTRACTING OFFICER (Type or print) 

James J.C.L. Spence 
Contracting Officer 

168. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BY 
kSt)natt)re bf Contracting Officer) 

16C. DATE 
SIGNED 

10/10/ .201tf 

STANDARD FORM 30 (REV 10-83) 
Prescribed by GSA FAR (48 CFR) 53.243 

I 
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REGISTER" op.· .J:i!{GE · VET'Em-r:rr1A"TID'NT uNfilK i 0: ;:,~. ill!.'PA¥l'F'IE.'Nr 01'~ L""i-iliU}(' 

THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT !EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION 
By direction of the Secretary 

of Labor 

Diane Koplewski 
Director 

Division of 
Wage Determinations! 

WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 
WASHINGTON D.C. 20210 

Wage Determination No.: CBA-2014-7174 
Revision No. : 0 

Date Of Last Revision: 10/10/2014 
___________________ ! __________________ _ 
State: Georgia 

Area: Charlton 

Employed on Federal Bureau of Prisons contract for Operation of a Privatized Prison. 

Collective Bargaining Agreement between contractor: Cornell Companies, Inc (The GEO Group), and 
union: International Union, Security, Police and Fire Professionals of, effective 5/30/2014 through 
7/30/2017. 

In accordance with Section 2(a) and 4(c) of the Service Contract Act, as amended, employees employed 
by the contractor(s) in performing services covered by the Collective Bargaining Agreement(s) are to 
be paid wage rates and fringe benefits set forth in the current collective bargaining agreement and 
modified extension agreement(s). 

http://www.wdol.gov/DisplayT4CWD.aspx?WDNo=CBA-2014-7174 10/ 10/2014 
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WD 05-2115 (Rev.-14) was first posted on www.wdol.gov on 08 / 05 /2 014 
************************************************************************************ 
REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATIONS UNDER I 

THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT I 
By direction of the Secretary of Labor I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Diane C. Koplewski Division of I 
Director Wage Determinations! 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION 

WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 

Wage Determination No.: 2005-2115 
Revision No.: 14 

Date Of Revision: 07 /2 5 / 2014 
______________________ I ________________________ _ 
States: Florida, Georgia 

Area: Florida Counties of Baker, Clay, Columbia, Duval, Hamilton, Lafayette, 
Madison, Nassau, Putnam, Saint Johns, Suwannee, Taylor 
Georgia Counties of Brantley, Camden, Charlton, Glynn, Pierce 

**Fringe Benefits Required Follow the Occupational Listing** 
OCCUPATION CODE - TITLE FOOTNOTE 
01000 - Administrative Support And Clerical Occupations 

01011 
01012 
01013 
01020 
01040 
01051 
01052 
01060 
01070 
01090 
01111 

- Accounting Clerk I 
Accounting Clerk 
Accounting Clerk III 
Administrative Assistant 
Court Reporter 

- Data Entry Operator I 
- Data Entry Operator II 
- Dispatcher, Motor Vehicle 
- Document Preparation Clerk 
- Duplicating Machine Operator 
- General Clerk I 

01112 - General Clerk II 
01113 - General Clerk III 
01120 - Housing Referral Assistant 
01141 - Messenge:':'.' C'c".ff2._52'."_ 
01191 - Order Clerk I 
01192 - Order Clerk II 
01261 - Personnel Assistant (Employment) 
01262 - Personnel Assistant (Employment) 
01263 - Personnel Assistant (Employment) 
01270 - Production Control Clerk 
01280 - Receptionist 
01290 - Rental Clerk 
01300 - Scheduler, Maintenance 
01311 - Secretary I 
01312 - Secretary II 
01313 - Secretary III 
01320 - Service Order Dispatcher 
01410 - Supply Technician 
01420 - Survey Worker 
01531 - Travel Clerk I 
01532 - Travel Clerk II 
01533 - Travel Clerk III 
01611 - Word Processor I 
01612 - Word Processor II 
01613 - Word Processor III 

05000 - Automotive Service Occupations 

I 
II 
III 

05005 - Automobile Body Repairer, Fiberglass 
05010 - Automotive Electrician 

http://www.wdol.gov/wdol/scafiles/std/05-2115.txt?v= 14 

RATE 

12.14 

16.03 
18.33 
15.07 
11. 53 
13 .15 
16.75 
11. 81 
11.81 
10.83 
11.82 
18.09 
16.80 

12.79 
13.69 
13.47 
15.07 
16.80 
18.80 
11. 93 
12.50 
13 .47 
13 .47 
15.07 
16.80 
14.63 
18.33 
14.09 
12.32 
13 .45 
14. 49 
12.58 
15.29 
17.11 

18. 96 
16.74 

10/ 10/2014 
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05040 - Automotive Glass Installer 
05070 - Autome~i~ ;1~~.:5'T 

05110 - Mobile Equipment Servicer 
05130 - Motor Equipment Metal Mechanic 
05160 - Motor Equipment Metal Worker 
05190 - Motor Vehicle Mechanic 
05220 - Motor Vehicle Mechanic Helper 
05250 - Motor Vehicle Upholstery Worker 
05280 - Motor Vehicle Wrecker 
05310 - Painter, Automotive 
05340 - Radiator Repair Specialist 
05370 - Tire Repairer 
05400 - Transmission Repair Specialist 

07000 - Food Preparation And Service Occupations 
07010 - Baker 
07041 - Cook I 
07042 - Cook II 
07070 - Dishwasher 
07130 - Food Service Worker 
07210 - Meat Cutter 
07260 - Waiter / Waitress 

09000 - Furniture Maintenance And Repair Occupations 
09010 - Electrostatic Spray Painter 
09040 - Furniture Handler 
09080 - Furniture Refinisher 
09090 - Furniture Refinisher Helper 
09110 - Furniture Repairer, Minor 
09130 - Upholsterer 

11000 - General Services And Support Occupations 
11030 - Cleaner, Vehicles 
11060 - Elevator Operator 
11090 - Gardener 
11122 - Housekeeping Aide 
11150 - Janitor 
11210 - Laborer, Grounds Maintenance 
11240 - Maid or Houseman 
11260 - Pruner 
11270 - Tractor Operator 
11330 - Trail Maintenance Worker 
11360 - Window Cleaner 

12000 - Health Occupations 
12010 - Ambulance Driver 
12011 - Breath Alcohol Technician 
12012 - Certified Occupational Therapist Assistant 
12015 - Certified Physical Th£~~~~c~ ~cc~c~~~~ 
12020 - Dental Assistant 
12025 - Dental Hygienist 
12030 - EKG Technician 
12035 - Electroneurodiagnostic Technologist 
12040 - Emergency Medical Technician 
12071 - Licensed Practical Nurse I 
12072 - Licensed Practical Nurse II 
12073 - Licensed Practical Nurse III 
12100 - Medical Assistant 
12130 - Medical Laboratory Technician 
12160 - Medical Record' GerK 
12190 - Medical Record Technician 
12195 - Medical Transcriptionist 
12210 - Nuclear Medicine Technologist 
12221 - Nursing Assistant I 
12222 - Nursing Assistant II 

http://www.wdol.gov/wdol/scafiles/std/05-2115.txt?v=l 4 
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14.73 

12.68 
17.19 
14.73 
17.18 
12.01 
13. 71 
14.73 
15.73 
14.73 
11. 70 
17.19 

11.75 
10.86 
12.20 

8.18 
9.21 

13.65 
9.87 

16.52 
10.58 
16.52 
12.29 
14.40 
16.52 

10.02 
10.02 
12.83 
11.17 
11.17 
11 . 30 

8.91 
10.07 
12.66 
11. 30 
12.59 

15.60 
17.67 
27.76 

16.28 
27.39 
21. 26 
21.26 
15.15 
15.80 
17.67 
18.89 
13. 57 
17.22 

15.38 
15.65 
32.90 
10.38 
11.67 

10/10/2014 
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12223 - Nursing Assistant III 
12224 - Nursing Assistant IV 
12235 - Optical Dispenser 
12236 - Optical Technician 
12250 - Pharmacy Technician 
12280 - Phlebotomist 
12305 - Radiologic Technologist 
12311 - Registered Nurse I 
12312 - Registered Nurse II 
12313 - Registered Nurse II, Specialist 
12314 - Registered Nurse III 
12315 - Registered Nurse III, Anesthetist 
12316 - Registered Nurse IV 
12317 - Scheduler (Drug and Alcohol Testing) 

13000 - Information And Arts Occupations 
13011 - Exhibits Specialist I 
13012 - Exhibits Specialist II 
13013 Exhibits Specialist I~~ 
13041 - Illustrator I 
13042 - Illustrator II 
13043 - Illustrator III 
13047 - Librarian 
13050 - Library Aide/Clerk 
13054 - Library Information Technology Systems 
Administrator 
13058 - Library Technician 
13061 - Media Specialist I 
13062 - Media Specialist II 
13063 - Media Specialist III 
13071 - Photographer I 
13072 - Photographer II 
13073 - Photographer III 
13074 - Photographer IV 
13075 - Photographer V 
13110 - Video Teleconference Technician 

14000 - Information Technology Occupations 
14()41 - camp11ter 
14042 - Computer 
14043 - Computer 
14044 - Computer 
14045 - Computer 

Operator 
Operator 
Operator 
Operator 
Operator 

I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 

14071 - Computer Programmer I 
14072 - Computer Programmer II 
14073 - Computer Programmer III 
14074 - Computer Programmer IV 
14101 - Computer Systems Analyst I 
14102 - Computer Systems Analyst II 
14103 - Computer Systems Analyst III 
14150 - Peripheral Equipment Operator 
14160 - Personal Computer Support Technician 

15000 - Instructional Occupations 
15010 - Aircrew Training Devices Instructor (Non-Rated) 
15020 - Aircrew Training Devices Instructor (Rated) 
15030 - Air Crew Training Devices Instructor (Pilot) 
15050 - Computer Based Training Specialist / Instructor 
15060 - Educational Technologist 
15070 - Flight Instructor (Pilot) 
15080 - Graphic Artist 
15090 - Technical Instructor 
15095 - Technical Instructor / Course Developer 
15110 - Test Proctor 

http://www.wdol.gov/wdol/scafiles/std/05-2115 .txt?v= 14 
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12.74 
14.29 
19.34 
14.66 
14.44 
14.29 
23.35 
23.41 
28.64 
28.64 
34.65 
34.65 
41.52 
20.99 

18.14 
22.48 
L. I • :, U 

18.79 
23.29 
28.49 
24.89 
12.40 
22.40 

13 .25 
16.22 
18.14 
20.53 
13.56 
16.00 
18.80 
23.00 
27.82 
15.58 

1 3 44 
15.03 
16.96 
20.82 
23 .11 
24.20 

(see 1) 
(see 1) 
(see 1) 
(see 1) 
(see 1) 
(see 1) 

15 . 41 
20.82 

28.19 
34.10 
39.61 
26.70 
23.96 
37.51 
22.77 
20.53 
25 .11 
16.56 

10/10/2014 
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15120 - Tutor 
16000 - Laundry, Dry-Cleaning, Pressing And Related Occupations 

16010 - Assembler 
16030 - Counter Attendant 
16040 - Dry Cleaner 
16070 - Finisher, Flatwork, Machine 
16090 - Presser, Hand 
16110 - Presser, Machine, Drycleaning 
16130 - Presser, Machine, Shirts 
16160 - Presser, Machine, Wea~i_._,;,n:, 2}~~~1_.__, r.cR..'~m~~:~ 
16190 - Sewing Machine Operator 
16220 - Tailor 
16250 - Washer, Machine 

19000 - Machine Tool Operation And Repair Occupations 
19010 - Machine-Tool Oper..!~'c.z.S!' /:1z.1!-~ ~z.1!.m•:• 
19040 - Tool And Die Maker 

21000 - Materials Handling And Packing Occupations 
21020 - Forklift Operator 
21030 - Material Coordinator 
21040 - Material Expediter 
21050 - Material Handling Laborer 
21071 - Order Filler 
21080 - Production Line Worker (Food Processing) 
21110 - Shipping Packer 
21130 - Shipping/ Receiving Clerk 
21140 - Store Worker I 
21150 - Stock Clerk 
21210 - Tools And Parts Attendant 
21410 - Warehouse Specialist 

23000 - Mechanics And Maintenance And Repair Occupations 
23010 - Aerospace Structural Welder 
23021 - Aircraft Mechanic I 
23022 - Aircraft Mechanic II 
23023 - Aircraft Mechanic III 
23040 - Aircraft Mechanic Helper 
23050 - Aircraft, Painter 
23060 - Aircraft Servicer 
23080 - Aircraft Worker 
23110 - Appliance Mechanic 
23120 - Bicycle Repairer 
23125 - Cable Splicer 
2 313 0 - Ca.l:'_p2>t,~ .. ~,;,d.nt,~rdl',l~ 
23140 - Carpet Layer 
23160 - Electrician, Maintenance 
23181 - Electronics Technician Maintenance I 
23182 - Electronics Technician Maintenance II 
231~~~ - ~~~~:;~~.~~=--- r::i~m.~~2J:o.~. !'i'!i2,~2.~~.:o.."L~~ ~~~ 

23260 - Fabric Worker 
23290 - Fire Alarm System Mechanic 
23310 - Fire Extinguisher Repairer 
23311 - Fuel Distribution System Mechanic 
23312 - Fuel Distribution System Operator 
23370 - General Maintenance Worker 
23380 - Ground Support Equipment Mechanic 
23381 - Ground Support Equipment Servicer 
23382 - Ground Support Equipment Worker 
23391 - Gunsmith I 
23392 - Gunsmith II 
23393 - Gunsmith III 
23410 - Heating, Ventilation And Air-Conditioning 
Mechanic 

http://www.wdol.gov/wdol/scafiles/std/05-2115.txt?v=14 
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16.56 

8.67 
8.67 

11.05 
8.67 
8.67 
8.67 
8.67 
'1, .. 'i,'7, 

11.79 
12.51 

9.44 

21.00 

15.29 
18.80 
18.80 
12.93 
10.98 
15.29 
14.88 
14.88 

9.85 
14.02 
15.29 
15.29 

25.15 
23.72 
25.15 
26.71 
15 . 08 
20.64 
17.67 
18.98 
18.66 
12.87 
23.45 
2.:7 '· ~r£'·, 
17.55 
20.10 
22.35 
23.94 

16.35 
19 .13 
15.12 
23 .13 
18.23 
15.63 
23.72 
17.67 
18.98 
16 . 81 
18.67 
20.74 
19.33 
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23411 - Heating, Ventilation And Air Contditioning 
Mechanic (Research Facility) 
23430 - Heavy Equipment Mechanic 
23440 - Heavy Equipment Operator 
23460 - Instrument Mechanic 
23465 - Laboratory/Shelter Mechanic 
23470 - Laborer 
23510 - Locksmith 
23530 - Machinery Maintenance Mechanic 
23550 - Machinist, Maintenance 
23580 - Maintenance Trades Helper 
23591 Metrc:fi.\;;gy· re-drrr.i:c-.i:,:rrr .i:" 

23592 - Metrology Technician II 
23593 - Metrology Technician III 
23640 - Millwright 
23710 - Office Appliance Repairer 
23760 - Painter, Maintenance 
23790 - Pipefitter, Maintenance 
23810 - Plumber, Maintenance 
23820 - Pneudraulic Systems Mechanic 
23850 - Rigger 
23870 - Scale Mechanic 
23890 - Sheet-Metal Worker, Maintenance 
23910 - Small Engine Mechanic 
23931 - Telecommunications Mechanic I 
23932 - Telecommunications Mechanic II 
23950 - Telephone Lineman 
23960 - Welder, Combination, Maintenance 
23965 - Well Driller 
23970 - Woodcraft Worker 
23980 - Woodworker 

24000 - Personal Needs Occupations 
24570 - Child Care Attendant 
24580 - Child Care Center Clerk 
24610 - Chore Aide 
24620 - Family Readiness And Support Services 
Coordinator 
24630 - Homemaker 

25000 - Plant And System Operations Occupations 
25010 - Boiler Tender 
25040 - Sewage Plant Operator 
25070 - Stationary Engineer 
25190 - Ventilation Equipment Tender 
25210 - Water Treatment Plant Operator 

27000 - Protective Service Occupations 
27004 
27007 
27008 
27010 
27030 
27040 
27070 
27101 

- Alarm Monitor 
Baggage Inspector 
Corrections Officer 
Court Security Officer 
Detection Dog Handler 
Detention Officer 
Firefighter 
Guard I 

27102 - Guard II 
27131 - Police Officer I 
27132 - Police Officer II 

2 8 0 0 0 - R~i::~~t--i...'Y.'. Qr ..r.J ~-i...tY.11~. 

28041 - Carnival Equipment Operator 
28042 - Carnival Equipment Repairer 
28043 - Carnival Equpment Worker 
28210 - Gate Attendant/Gate Tender 

http:/ /www.wdoLgov/wdol/scafiles/std/05-21 l 5 .txt?v= 14 
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20.50 

18.39 
20.02 
24.25 
18.79 
12.93 
16.48 
22.01 
18.54 
12.29 
z4·.z5 
25.81 
27.31 
20.21 
21.11 
16.52 
19.16 
18.01 
20.02 
19.65 
17.55 
19.44 
14.74 
23.49 
25.00 
21.89 
16.90 
20.02 
20.02 
12.71 

9.49 
13. 34 

9.44 
14.20 

19.49 

22.27 
22.26 
22.27 
15.47 
22.26 

15.83 
10.51 
15.87 
15.87 
13. 68 
15.87 
13 .26 
10.51 
13.68 
19.58 
21.77 

10.32 
10.47 

8.39 
12.73 
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28310 - Lifeguard 
28350 - Park Attendant (Aide) 
28510 - Recreation Aide/Health Facility Attendant 
28515 - Recreation Specialist 
28630 - Sports Official 
28690 - Swimming Pool Operator 

29000 - Stevedoring/Longshoremen Occupational Services 
29010 - Blocker And Bracer 
29020 - Hatch Tender 
29030 - Line Handler 
29041 - Stevedore I 
29042 - Stevedore II 

30000 - Technical Occupat~n,= 
30010 - Air Traffic Control Specialist, Center (HFO) 
30011 Air Traffic Control Specialist, Station (HFO) 
30012 Air Traffic Control Specialist, Terminal (HFO) 
30021 Archeological Technician I 
30022 Archeological Technician II 
30023 Archeological Technician III 
30030 Cartographic Technician 
30040 Civil Engineering Technician 
30061 Drafter/CAD Operator I 
30062 Drafter/CAD Operator II 
30063 Drafter/CAD Operator III 
30064 Drafter/CAD Operator IV 
30081 - Engineering Technician I 
30082 - Engineering Technician II 
30083 - Engineering Technician III 
30084 - Engineering Technician IV 
30085 - Engineering Technician V 
30086 - Engineering Technician VI 
30090 - Environmental Technician 
30210 - Laboratory Technician 
30240 - Mathematical Technician 
30361 - Paralegal/Legal Assistant I 
30362 - Paralegal/Legal Assistant II 
30363 - Paralegal/Legal Assistant III 
30364 - Paralegal/Legal Assistant IV 
30390 - Photo-Optics Technician 
30461 - Technical Writer I 
30462 - Technical Writer II 
30463 - Technical Writer III 
30491 - Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) Technician I 
30492 - Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) Technician II 
30493 - Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) Technician III 
30494 - Unexploded (UXO) Safety Escort 
30495 - Unexploded (UXO) Sweep Personnel 
30620 - Weather Observer, Combined Upper Air Or 
Surface Programs 

(see 2) 
(see 2) 
(see 2) 

(see 2) 

30621 - Weather Observer, Senior (see 2) 
31000 - Transportation/Mobile Equipment Operation Occupations 

31020 - Bus Aide 
31030 - Bus Driver 
31043 - Driver Courier 
31260 - Parking and Lot Attendant 
31290 - Shuttle Bus Driver 
31310 - Taxi Driver 
31361 - Truckdriver, Light 
31362 - Truckdriver, Medium 
31363 - Truckdriver, Heavy 
31364 - Truckdriver, Tractor-Trailer 

http://www.wdol.gov/wdol/scafiles/std/05-2115. txt?v= 14 
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11. 29 
14.24 
10.13 
17.10 
11. 34 
14.87 

18.99 
18.99 
18.99 
17.72 
22 .13 

35.77 
24.66 
27.16 
16.46 
18.41 
22.82 
22.82 
22.04 
16.46 
18.41 
20.54 
25.27 
13. 90 
16.57 
20.34 
23.88 
29.16 
35.34 
21. 21 
20.56 
22.18 
18.17 
22.79 
27.87 
33.75 
22.82 
22.03 
26.95 
32.60 
22.74 
27.51 
32.97 
22.74 
22.74 
20.54 

22.82 

13. 82 
18 .11 
15.41 

9.32 
15.41 
10.42 
15.41 
18.16 
19.44 
19.44 
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99000 - Miscellaneous Occupations 
99030 - Cashier 
99050 - Desk Clerk 
99095 - Embalmer 
99251 - Laboratory Animal Caretaker I 
99252 - Laboratory Animal Caretaker II 
99310 - Mortician 
99410 - Pest Controller 
99510 - Photofinishing Worker 
99710 - Recycling Laborer 
99711 - Recycling Specialist 
99730 - Refuse Collector 
99810 - Sales Clerk 
99820 - School Crossing Guard 
99830 - Survey Party Chief 
99831 - Surveying Aide 
99832 - Surveying Technician 
99840 - Vending Machine Attendant 
99841 Vending Mach~~~ ~~i~-Y~ 
99842 - Vending MarJJ.i__Da 1?.P-~i__i::~i:: Ba7...~i:: 

ALL OCCUPATIONS LISTED ABOVE RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS: 

Page 7 of 10 

8.57 
9.66 

24.27 
10.44 
11. 35 
24.27 
14.06 
13.91 
15.26 
19.47 
13 . g',f 

12.62 
11.25 
20.53 
11.63 
15.94 
11. 62 
:i:--!'.,E>' 

VACATION: 2 weeks paid vacation after 1 year of service with a contractor or 
successor; 3 weeks after 8 years, and 4 weeks after 15 years. Length of service 
includes the whole span of continuous service with the present contractor or 
successor, wherever employed, and with the predecessor contractors in the 
performance of similar work at the same Federal facility. (Reg. 29 CFR 4.173) 

HOLIDAYS: A minimum of ten paid holidays per year, New Year's Day, MaL 1....i.11 Lu1...i1eL 
King Jr's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor 
Day, Columbus Day, Veterans' Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day. (A 
contractor may substitute for any of the named holidays another day off with pay in 
accordance with a plan communicated to the employees involved.) (See 29 CFR 4174) 

THE OCCUPATIONS WHICH HAVE NUMBERED FOOTNOTES IN PARENTHESES RECEIVE THE FOLLOWING: 

1) COMPUTER EMPLOYEES: Under the SCA at section 8(b), this wage determination does 
not apply to any employee who individually qualifies as a bona fide executive, 
administrative, or professional employee as defined in 29 C.F.R. Part 541. Because 
most Computer System Analysts and Computer Programmers who are compensated at a rate 
not less than $27.63 (or on a salary or fee basis at a rate not less than $455 per 
week) an hour would likely qualify as exempt computer professionals, (29 C.F.R. 541. 
400) wage rates may not be listed on this wage determination for all occupations 
within those job families. In addition, because this wage determination may not 
list a wage rate for some or all occupations within those job families if the survey 
data indicates that the prevailing wage rate for the occupation equals or exceeds 
$27.63 per hour conformances may be necessary for certain nonexempt employees. For 
example, if an individual employee is nonexempt but nevertheless performs duties 
within the scope of one of the Computer Systems Analyst or Co~putc~ ~rsgcr~~mo~ 
occupations for which this wage determination does not specify an SCA wage rate, 
then the wage rate for that employee must be conformed in accordance with the 

http://www.wdol.gov/wdol/scafiles/std/05-2115.txt?v=14 10/10/2014 
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conformance procedures described in the conformance note included on this wa~ 
determination. 

Additionally, because job titles vary widely and change quickly in the computer 
industry, job titles are not determinative of the application of the computer 
professional exemption. Therefore, the exemption applies only to computer employees 
who satisfy the compensation requirements and whose primary duty consists of: 

(1) The application of systems analysis techniques and procedures, including 
consulting with users, to determine hardware, software or s y stem functional 
specifications; 

(2) The design, development, documentation, analysis, creation, testing or 
modification of computer systems or programs, including prototypes, based on and 
related to user or system design specifications; 

(3) The design, documentation, testing, creation or modification of computer 
programs related to machine operating systems; or 

(4) A combination of the aforementioned duties, the performance of which 
requires the same level of skills. (29 C.F.R. 541.400). 

2) AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS AND WEATHER OBSERVERS - NIGHT PAY & SUNDAY PAY: If you 
work at night as part of a regular tour of duty, you will earn a night differential 
and receive an additional 10% of basic pay for any hours worked between 6pm and 6am. 
If you are a full-time employed (40 hours a week) and Sunday is part of your 

regularly scheduled workweek, you are paid at your rate of basic pay plus a Sunday 
premium of 25% of your basic rate for each hour of Sunday work which is not overtime 
(i.e. occasional work on Sunday outside the norfffii'~ ;:-~," or ,fu:;:-y l:s OJtTSl:d'e.c-ai' 
overtime work) . 

HAZARDOUS PAY DIFFERENTIAL: An 8 percent differential is applicable to employees 
employed in a position that represents a high degree of hazard when working with or 
in close proximity to ordinance, explosives, and incendiary materials. This 
includes work such as screening, blending, dying, mixing, and pressing of sensitive 
ordance, explosives, and pyrotechnic compositions such as lead azide, black powder 
and photoflash powder. All dry-house activities involving propellants or explosives. 

Demilitarization, modification, renovation, demolition, and maintenance operations 
on sensitive ordnance, explosives and incendiary materials. All operations 
involving regrading and cleaning of artillery ranges. 

A 4 percent differential is applicable to employees employed in a position that 
represents a low degree of hazard when working with, or in close proximity to 
ordance, (or employees possibly adjacent to) explosives and incendiary materials 
which involves potential injury such as laceration of hands, face, or arms or cne 
employee engaged i 1 :t:imr 6£,='fle s klu, llliribt bufris afia "tn: 
like; minimal damage to immediate or adjacent work area or equipment being used. 
All operations involving, unloading, storage, and hauling of ordance, explosive, and 
incendiary ordnance material other than small arms ammunition. These differentials 
are only applicable to work that has been specifically designated by the agency for 
ordance, explosives, and incendiary material differential pay. 

** UNIFORM ALLOWANCE** 

If employees are required to wear uniforms in the performance of this contract 
(either by the terms of the Government contract, by the employer, by the state or 
local law, etc.), the cost of furnishing such uniforms and maintaining (by 
laundering or dry cleaning) such uniforms is an expense that may not be borne by an 
employee where such cost reduces the hourly rate below that required by the wage 
determination. The Department of Labor will accept payment in accordance with the 
following standards as compliance: 

The contractor or subcontractor is required to furnish all employees with an 
adequate number of uniforms without cost or to reimburse employees for the actual 

http://www.wdol.gov/wdol/scafiles/std/05-2115.txt?v= 14 I 0/10/2014 
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co-s-t- or tne uni:r:orms. In addition, where uniform cleaning and maintenance is made 
the responsibility of the employee, all contractors and subcontractors subject to 
this wage determination shall (in the absence of a bona fide collective bargaining 
agreement providing for a different amount, or the furnishing of contrary 
affirmative proof as to the actual cost), reimburse all employees for such cleaning 
and maintenance at a rate of·$3.35 per week (or $.67 cents per day). However, in 
those instances where the uniforms furnished are made of "wash and wear" 
materials, may be routinely washed and dried with other personal garments, and do 
not require any special treatment such as dry cleaning, daily washing, or commercial 
laundering in order to meet the cleanliness or appearance standards set by the terms 
of the Government contract, by the contractor, by law, or by the nature of the work, 
there is no requirement that employees be reimbursed for uniform maintenance costs. 

The duties of employees under job titles listed are those described in the 
"Service Contract Act Directory of Occupations", Fifth EditioR. c==~ ... ~ '"',-----------~ 
unless otherwise indicated. Copies of the Directory are available on the Internet. A 
links to the Directory may be found on the WHD home page at http://www.dol. 
gov/esa/whd/ or through the Wage Determinations On-Line (WDOL) Web site at 
http://wdol.gov/. 

REQUEST FOR AUTHORIZATION OF ADDITIONAL CLASSIFICATION AND WAGE RATE {Standard Form 
1444 (SF 1444)} 

Conformance Process: 

The contracting officer shall require that any class of service employee which is 
not listed herein and which is to be employed under the contract (i.e., the work to 
be performed is not performed by any classification listed in the wage 
determination) , be classified by the contr.~+-,R,:,:;. ~ , .n:::~ ':i-;: , ~;:;:;:r.r-:.,i.e .:;., :.i-~s~nx-~:::.:e 
relationship (i.e., appropriate level of skill comparison) between such unlisted 
classifications and the classifications listed in the wage determination. Such 
conformed classes of employees shall be paid the monetary wages and furnished the 
fringe benefits as are determined. Such conforming process shall be initiated by 
the contractor prior to the performance of contract work by such unlisted class(es) 
of employees. The conformed classification, wage rate, and/or fring& za~zi~s .st~a:::.::::.: 
be retroactive to the commencement date of the contract. {see Section 4.6 (C) (vi)} 
When multiple wage determinations are included in a contract, a separate SF 1444 
should be prepared for each wage determination to which a class(es) is....j;i,,8-_..,e,-__________ -:-

conformed. 

The process for preparing a conformance request is as follows: 

1) When preparing the bid, the contractor identifies the need for a conformed 
occupation(s) and computes a propoSW rcrce1's}. 

2) After contract award, the contractor prepares a written report listing in order 
proposed classification title(s), a Federal grade equivalency (FGE) for each 
proposed classification(s), job description(s), and rationale for proposed wage 
rate(s), including information regarding the agreement or disagreement of the 
authorized representative of the employees involved, or where there is no authorized 
representative, the employees themselves. This report should be submitted to the 
contracting officer no later than 30 days after such unlisted class(es) of employees 
performs any contract work. 

3) The contracting officer reviews the proposed action and promptly submits a report 
of the action, together with the agency's recommendations and pertinent 
ir:•:!'!~,_,.;111.r::Ci~;, .l:i"K":::.:.:..\i'.l:i~ cite pos-.i:'t-.i:orr or tne contractor and the employees, to the Wage 
and Hour Division, Employment Standards Administration, U.S. Departtffl=l.>'C ~~ ~ci)j\j'r, 
for review. (See section 4.6(b) (2) of Regulations 29 CFR Part 4). 

4) Within 30 days of receipt, the Wage and Hour Division approves, modifies..~v--------~:""'"" 

http://www.wdol.gov/wdo1/scafiles/std/05-2115.txt?v=14 10/10/2014 
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disapproves the action via transmittal to the agency contracting officer, or 
notifies the contracting officer that additional time will be required to process 
the request. 

5) The contracting officer transmits the Wage and Hour decision to the contractor. 

6) The contractor informs the affected employees. 

Information required by the Regulations must be submitted on SF 1444 or bond paper. 

When preparing a conformance request, the "Service Contract Act Directory of 
Occupations" (the Directory) should be used to compare job definitions to insure 
that duties requested are not performed by a classification already listed in the 
wage determination. Remember, it is not the job title, but the required tasks that 
determine whether a class is included in an established wage determination. 
Conformances may not be used to artificially split, combine, or subdivide 
classifications listed in the wage determination. 

http://www.wdol.gov/wdol/scafiles/std/05-2115.txt?v=l 4 10/10/2014 
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AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION/MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT
1. CONTRACT ID CODE

DJB1PC012

2. AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION NUMBER

0088

3. EFFECTIVE DATE

01/25/2018 32A
4. REQUISITION/PURCHASE REQUISITION NUMBER 5. PROJECT NUMBER (If

applicable)

BCOCODE

Federal Bureau of Prisons
Privatized Corrections Contracting
320 First Street, NW (5005)
WASHINGTON, DC 20534

6. ISSUED BY CODE7. ADMINISTERED BY (If other than Item 6)

9A. AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION NUMBER

CORNELL COMPANIES, INC.
621 NW 53RD STREET
SUITE 700
BOCA RATON, FL 33487-8235
DUNS: 797470549

CODE 760433642 FACILITY CODE 797470549

8. NAME AND ADDRESS OF CONTRACTOR (Number, street, country, state and ZIP Code) (X)

9B. DATED (SEE ITEM 11)

X

10A. MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT/ORDER
NUMBER

DJB1PC012
10B. DATED (SEE ITEM 13)

01/12/2010

11. THIS ITEM ONLY APPLIES TO AMENDMENTS OF SOLICITATIONS

The above numbered solicitation is amended as set forth in Item 14. The hour and date specified for receipt of Offers is extended, is not extended.

Offers must acknowledge receipt of this amendment prior to the hour and date specified in the solicitation or as amended, by one of the following methods: (a) By
completing items 8 and 15, and returning ________________ copies of the amendment; (b) By acknowledging receipt of this amendment on each copy of the offer
submitted; or (c) By separate letter or electronic communication which includes a reference to the solicitation and amendment numbers. FAILURE OF YOUR
ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO BE RECEIVED AT THE PLACE DESIGNATED FOR THE RECEIPT OF OFFERS PRIOR TO THE HOUR AND DATE SPECIFIED MAY
RESULT IN REJECTION OF YOUR OFFER. If by virtue of this amendment you desire to change an offer already submitted, such change may be made by letter or
electronic communication, provided each letter or electronic communication makes reference to the solicitation and this amendment, and is received prior to the opening
hour and date specified.

12. ACCOUNTING AND APPROPRIATION DATA (If required)

N/A
13. THIS ITEM APPLIES ONLY TO MODIFICATIONS OF CONTRACTS/ORDERS.
IT MODIFIES THE CONTRACT/ORDER NUMBER AS DESCRIBED IN ITEM 14.

CHECK ONE A. THIS CHANGE ORDER IS ISSUED PURSUANT TO: (Specify authority) THE CHANGES SET FORTH IN ITEM 14 ARE MADE IN THE CONTRACT
ORDER NUMBER IN ITEM 10A.

B. THE ABOVE NUMBERED CONTRACT/ORDER IS MODIFIED TO REFLECT THE ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES (such as changes in paying office,
appropriation date, etc.) SET FORTH IN ITEM 14, PURSUANT TO THE AUTHORITY OF FAR 43.103(b).

C. THIS SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT IS ENTERED INTO PURSUANT TO AUTHORITY OF:

X
D. OTHER (Specify type of modification and authority)

Unilateral - (FAR 52.222-41) - Service Contract Labor Standards

E. IMPORTANT: Contractor is not, is required to sign this document and return copies to the issuing office.X

14. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION (Organized by UCF section headings, including solicitation/contract subject matter where feasible.)

Contract DJB1PC012 is hereby modified to incorporate the attached Collective Bargaining Agreement, CBA-2018-10982, (SPFPA Local 469). 

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions of the document referenced in Item 9A or 10A, as heretofore changed, remains unchanged and in full force and effect.

15A. NAME AND TITLE OF SIGNER (Type or print) 16A. NAME AND TITLE OF CONTRACTING OFFICER (Type or print)

Mason Lacy

(Signature of person authorized to sign)

15B. CONTRACTOR/OFFEROR 15C. DATE SIGNED

By
(Signature of Contracting Officer)

16B. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 16C. DATE SIGNED

01/25/2018
Previous edition unusable STANDARD FORM 30 (REV. 11/2016)

Prescribed by GSA FAR (48 CFR) 53.243
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 REGISTER OF WAGE DETERMINATION UNDER  |  U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR     
   THE SERVICE CONTRACT ACT            |EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION 
   By direction of the Secretary       |  WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION 
          of Labor                     |         WASHINGTON D.C.  20210 
                                       | 
                                       | 
                                       | 
                                       | Wage Determination No.: CBA-2018-10982 
Diane Koplewski          Division of   |           Revision No.: 0 
Director            Wage Determinations|  Date Of Last Revision: 1/25/2018 
_______________________________________|_______________________________________ 
State: Georgia 

Area: Charlton 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Employed on Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) contract for Management and Operation of a Private 
Prison.

Collective Bargaining Agreement between contractor: The GEO Group, Inc., and union: SPFPA 
Local 469, effective 11/18/2017 through 11/17/2020.

In accordance with Section 2(a) and 4(c) of the Service Contract Act, as amended, employees 
employed by the contractor(s) in performing services covered by the Collective Bargaining 
Agreement(s) are to be paid wage rates and fringe benefits set forth in the current collective 
bargaining agreement and modified extension agreement(s). 

Page 1 of 1CBA WD
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The GEO Group, Inc. 

AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN 

GEO CORRECTIONS AND DETENTION, LLC 

(GEO) 

and the 

INTERNATIONAL UNION, SECURITY, POLICE 

AND FIRE PROFESSIONALS OF AMERICA 

(SPFPA) 

And its Amalgamated Local 469 

thereof representing the 

Correctional Employees 

Located at 

D RAY JAMES CORRECTIONAL FACILITY 

FOLKSTON, GEORGIA 
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PREAMBLE 

THIS AGREEMENT is entered into this 18111 day of November, 2017, by and between GEO 
Corrections and Detention, LLC (GEO), hereinafter referred to as the "Company," and the 
International Union, Security, Police and Fire Professionals of America (SPFPA), and its 
Amalgamated Local 469, hereinafter referred to as the "Union." 

GEO manages the D Ray James Correctional Facility in Folkston, Georgia, hereinafter referred 
to as the "Client". As the management agent for the Contract Agency (s), the tenns of this 
document are governed by Company's contract (s) and the standards established by the Client. 

WITNESS ETH 

WHEREAS, the parties have entered into collective bargaining negotiations, which negotiations 
have resulted in complete agreement between the Parties. NOW THEREFORE, it is agreed by 
and between the Company and the Union as follows: 

ARTICLE 1 

RECOGNITION AND PURPOSE 

1.1 The Company recognizes the International Union, Security, Police and Fire Professionals 
of America (SPFP A), and its Amalgamated Local 469 as the exclusive collective 
bargaining representative for all full-time and regular part-time Correctional Officers, 
performing guard duties as defined in section 9(b )(3) of the National Labor Relations 
Act, as amended, employed by the Company at the D. Ray James Correctional Facility, 
as listed in the NLRB Certification in Case Number 12-RC-097792 and excludes all other 
employees, including office clerical employees, professional employees, supervisors, and 
other employees as defined in the National Labor Relations ACT, as amended. 

1.2 For the purpose of this Agreement, the term "Officer" or "Officers" designates only such 
Officers as are covered by this Agreement. 

1.3 It is the purpose of this Agreement to promote and expand hannonious relationships 
between the Company and Officers represented by the Union to provide, where not 
inconsistent with Client rules and regulations, applicable state and federal laws and 
regulations required by any agency having jurisdiction over the Operations and 
Management Contract or Personnel Rules, for the salary structure, fringe benefits, and 
employment conditions of the Officers covered by this Agreement. It is recognized that a 
harmonious relationship can best be achieved by open dialogue, timely resolution of 
differences, and negotiating in good faith. Both parties agree that they share the 
responsibility to provide uninterrupted service to the Client. 

Page 3 of 31
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1.4 The parties acknowledge that during the negotiations, which resulted in the Agreement, 
each had the unlimited right and opportunity to make demands and proposals with respect 
to all proper subjects of collective bargaining; that all such subjects were discussed and 
negotiated upon; and that the agreements contained herein were arrived at after the free 

exercise of such rights and opportunities. 

1.5 It is understood that no provisions of this Agreement will apply to any temporary 
supplementary correctional force transferred to work at the facility to maintain 
contractual obligations to the Client or during emergency situations. Unless the Client 
exercises its contractual option to assume operation of the facility or Officers are engaged 
in an adverse job action against the Company, such supplementary force will not result in 
job loss, or in the loss of normal hours to permanent Officers coming under this 
Agreement while the supplementary force is being utilized. 

ARTICLE 2 

UNION SECURITY 

2.1 Officers may freely choose to exercise their right by becoming a member of the Union or 

refrain from doing so as established by the National Labor Relations Act, as amended, 

Federal or State law; and this Article. 

2.2 The Union agrees to indemnify and hold the Company hannless against any claim, suits, 

judgments, or liabilities of any sort whatsoever arising out of the Company's compliance 

with the provisions of this Union Security Article. 

ARTICLE 3 

NON-DISCRIMINATION 

3.1 The Company has the right to promulgate policies, reporting requirements and 
procedures regarding equal employment opportunity, discrimination and harassment. 
These policies, reporting requirements and procedures will, at a minimum, meet those 
required by the State of Georgia and Federal laws and regulations. 

3.2 Neither the Company nor the Union shall discriminate against any Officer by reason of 
the following status: age, sex "except where age or sex is a bona fide occupational 
qualification", race or ethnic origin, color, national origin, religion, genetic infonnation, 
disability, disabled or Vietnam. era veteran, political affiliation, marital status, sexual 
orientation or membership or non-membership in a union. 

3.3 The use of any male pronoun in this Agreement is a generic reference. 

Page 4 of 31
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ARTICLE4 

HOURS OF WORK AND OVERTIME 

4.1 For payroll purposes the normal work week shall commence at 12:00 AM on Sunday and 
ends at 11 :59 PM on Saturday. It is understood that the description of a "normal work 
week" does not describe a pay period or the number of annual pay periods. The 
Company, at its sole discretion, will determine the number of annual pay periods based 
on its payroll system. 

4.2 The Company shall pay overtime at the rate required by federal and state law. Overtime 
is based only on actual hours worked within the workweek. The payment of overtime for 
any hour excludes that hour from consideration for overtime payment on any other basis. 
There shall be no pyramiding or duplication of premium or overtime pay. In the event 
more than one premium seems to be due under this Agreement, only the higher premium 
shall apply. 

4.3 The parties agree that the ability to work overtime is an essential function of both full
time and regular part-time Officers. An Officer may signup to volunteer for advanced 
overtime in the Captain's office. If more than one (1) Officer signed up for the overtime 
opportunity the last date of overtime worked will determine who is awarded the 
assignment (i.e. if one Officer worked overtime on Monday and the other worked on 
Tuesday, the Officer who worked overtime on Monday would be awarded the 
assignment). In the event two or more Officers worked overtime on the same date, the 
most senior Officer will be awarded the assignment. Once an Officer works the overtime 
assignment, their name shall be moved to the bottom of the mandatory overtime list. 
Short notice overtime shall be first offered as voluntary overtime. The Shift Captain shall 
ask for volunteers; if no one volunteers the assignment shall be filed as mandatory 
overtime. Once an Officer works the assignment, their name shall be moved to the 
bottom of the mandatory overtime list. The mandatory overtime list will be maintained 
in front entry, and updated on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Mandatory overtime 
applies to all Correctional Officers, and will only move to the bottom of the list after 
working a minimum of four (4) hours. 

4.4 Officers shall remain on duty until properly relieved by another Officer. Refusal to 
remain on duty until properly relieved may result in disciplinary action. Refusal to obey 
an order, instruction, or request given by a security supervisor may result in disciplinary 
action. 

4.5 Supervisory and other employees shall not perform the duties of Officers covered by this 
Agreement except under the following conditions: 

a. When such work is necessary for instruction and/or training purposes without
relieving the Officer from duties.

b. To provide comfort, meal or emergency relief of Officers when other qualified
Officers are not readily available

Page 5 of 31
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ARTICLE 5 

CALL-IN AND REPORTING PAY 

5.1 Officers are required to report for work at their scheduled starting times. Because a 
failure to report on time can cause delays in filling the requirements for shift coverage, 
this may cause supervisors to attempt to find replacements and places a hardship on other 
Officers. Failing to report to work on time may result in progressive discipline as 
outlined in Article-I 5. 

5.2 Officers are required to call the on-site Shift Supervisor, a minimum of two (2) hours 
prior to the start of the scheduled shift, if they are unable to work their scheduled shift 
unless unable to do so due to a verifiable emergency situation. The failure to call a 
minimum of 2-hours prior to the start of the shift constitutes a violation and may result in 
progressive discipline as outlined in Article-I 5. 

5.3 Officers who fail to report for duty at least two (2) consecutively scheduled workdays 
without notifying the Shift Supervisor or higher authority will be considered as having 
voluntarily abandoned their position and their employment will be terminated. This is an 
administrative action and does not fall under the guidelines listed in Article-15. 

5.4 An officer who reports for work at his regular starting time or has been called in to work 
and has not been advised either orally or in writing not to report shall receive a minimum 
of four (4) hours work or four (4) hours pay at the appropriate hourly rate. 

5.5 The provisions of Section 5.4 above shall not apply if the Company is unable to advise 
the officer not to report or provide the work because of acts of God, fire, snowstorm, 
flood, power failure, or other conditions or causes beyond the control of the Company. 

ARTICLE 6 

LEAVES OF ABSENCE 

6.1 GEO provides leaves of absences in accordance with all applicable federal and state laws 
i.e., FMLA, Military leaves, etc. The protocol for such leaves can be found in the
Employee Handbook or by contacting the facility Human Resources Department.

6.2 The Company agrees to provide the Local Union President with unpaid Union Leave to 
take care of union business related to this Agreement. Requests for Union Leave must be 
made to the Warden and may not exceed 2 days per month. 
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ARTICLE7 

NO STRIKE/NO LOCKOUT 

7.1 The parties recognize the sensitive nature of the services provided by the Company to the 
Client and, therefore, agree that all operations of the Company shall, during the term of 
this Agreement, continue without interruption. 

7.2 Under the term of this Agreement, the Union, its members and employees within the 
bargaining unit represented by the Union, individually and collectively, will not advocate, 
encourage, condone, or take part in any strike, sympathy strike, walkout, picketing, stay
in, slowdown, concerted refusal to work, or other curtailment or restricting of the 
Company's operations or interference with operations in or about the Company's 
premises, or equipment. The Company and its representatives agree not to engage in a 
lockout during the term of this Agreement. 

7.3 The parties recognize the right of the Company to take such disciplinary action as the 
Company in its sole discretion determines appropriate, including dismissal, against any 
employee or employees who participate in violation of this Article, whether such action is 
taken against all of the participants or against only certain participants. It is understood 
and agreed by the parties that an Officer does have the right to file a grievance solely on 
the issue of whether he did, in fact, violate any provisions of this Article. Separate 
grievances may not be joined in arbitration. 

7.4 Any claim, action or suit for damages or injunctive relief resulting from the Union's 
violation of this Article shall not be subject to the grievance and arbitration provisions of 
this Agreement. 

ARTICLE 8 

COMPANY REGULATIONS 

8.1 The Union recognizes that it is the responsibility of Officers to familiarize themselves 
and learn all policies and rules established by the Company or its client, and faithfully 
report all violations thereof. The Union agrees that Officers shall discharge all duties as 
assigned to them impartially and without regard to any Union or non-union affiliation of 
any Officer of the Company or Client, and that failure to do so may be cause for 
discipline. 

8.2 Any rules, regulations or directives which are now in effect, or which may be later 
imposed upon the Company by its Client, or any other Governmental Agency having 
jurisdiction will apply with equal force and effect to the Officers hereunder. Officers are 
also required to adhere to Company Rules and Regulations. 

8.3 The Company reserves the right, from time to time, to amend, add to or delete from its 
Company Rules and Regulations and practices unless such amendment, addition or 
deletion would violate a specific provision of this Agreement. 
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8.4 Typically all work rules that could result in discipline are contained in the GEO Policies, 
Employee Handbook, the Collective Bargaining Agreement, Post Orders, internal 
memoranda or other means, i.e., posted notices, shift briefing information, etc. Should 
there be any work rules contained in facility policy, the Company wi11 provide Officers 
reasonable access to all facility policies for which they could be disciplined or that 
contain information related to their jobs or the Company, except those polices that are 
considered privileged, confidential or sensitive by the Company, its Client or the 
appropriate American Correctional Association standards. 

8.5 The Union recognizes the principle of management responsibility, and that the Company 
must furnish satisfactory service in accordance with the demands and directives of the 
Company's Client and the requirements of the particular job. 

ARTICLE 9 

UNION REPRESENTATIVES AND ACCESS TO FACILITY 

9.1 Duly authorized representatives of the Union shall have reasonable access to the facility 
to ascertain whether the Agreement is being properly observed, provided that no 
interview shall be held during rush hours or interrupt operations or disrupt or interfere 
with the duties of any Officer. Rush Hours include, but are not limited to, count times, 
meal periods, major turnouts, shift changes, or other times when there is major inmate or 
staff movement or during an emergency situation. Union representatives and Officers of 
the Local may contact Shift Stewards during working hours by telephone for the purpose 
of conducting Union business, provided that permission to do so has first been received 
from the Warden or his designee. 

9.2 Access to the facility after normal business hours (8:00 AM - 4:30 PM) will require prior 
approval from the Warden or his designee. 

9.3 It is mutually understood that access to the facility is governed by Client rules, and is 
subject to applicable Client restrictions, and these rules and restrictions must be followed. 
Any representative of the International Union ( or other Union representative) requesting 
access to the facility must obtain proper clearance from the Client through the Warden. 

9.4 The representative of the Union shall contact the Warden, or his designee, then present 
themselves at the facility and inform the Warden, or his designee, of the circumstances of 
the visit. To the extent practicable the Union will provide the Warden with a one (1) 
week advanced notice before any visit by a representative of the International Union. 
The Company and the Union representative sha11 conduct themselves in such a manner as 
to carry out the intent and spirit of this Article. 

9.5 The Union shall inform the Company in writing of the names of its Officers, Regional 
Director, International Representatives, Chief Steward and Shift Stewards who are 
accredited to represent it, which information shall be kept up to date at all times. Only 
persons so designated will be accepted by the Company as representatives of the Union. 
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9.6 The Company shall provide a Bulletin Board for use by the Union with the understanding 
the Union shall not post nor distribute any letters, handbills, or notices etc., elsewhere on 
the site. Bulletin Board postings shall not contain any partisan political literature, 
offensive or derogatory language, signs or symbols related to the Company, the Client, 
visitors, other staff or any other individual or organization. Bulletin Board postings will 
be limited to: 

a. Notices of Recreational-Social Events
b. Notice of Union Elections

c. Notice of Results of Union Elections
d. Notice of Union Meetings
e. Notices of Other "Official" Union Business

9.7 The Union may designate one (1) Officer as a Chief Steward. Additionally, the Union 
may designate two (2) Officers per shift to act as Shift Stewards. Each shift may have 
one (1) alternate, who shall function as the Shift Steward only when the regular Shift 
Steward is absent or unavailable. Shift Stewards and Alternates shall in each case be an 
Officer with Seniority and who regularly works the shift to which they are assigned. The 
local Union will keep the Company currently advised in writing of the identity of the 
Shift Stewards and their alternates, as well as the identity of the local Union officials. 
Only Officers named by the local Union as currently holding any of the above positions 
will be recognized by the Company as representing the Union. 

9.8 No Chief Steward, Shift Steward, alternate Shift Steward, or any other local Union 
Officer may leave an assigned duty post or work assignment to engage in representation 
of Officers during a pre-disciplinary investigatory interview or disciplinary proceeding 
without first notifying and receiving authorization from the Shift Supervisor. The 
Company shall not unreasonably withhold such authorization. 

9.9 No Chief Steward, Shift Steward, alternate Shift Steward or other Union Officer shall 
cause an Officer to leave their assigned post without first notifying the Shift Supervisor 
and receiving proper authorization. 

9.10 The Union recognizes that representation of Officers is not meant to circumvent the 
normal relationship between Supervisor and Officer as it pertains to discussions and 
counseling. The right to Union representation shall not apply to conversations between 
an Officer and the Supervisor for the purpose of giving instructions concerning work 
performance, providing training or retraining or non-disciplinary correction of work 
habits or techniques. 

9.11 The Union will be provided thirty (30) minutes to meet with new hires during new hire 
training. 

ARTICLE 10 

DUES CHECK OFF 
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10.1 Subject to the limitations of any state or federal law, the Company agrees to deduct from 
the first paycheck earned each calendar month by a member of the Union covered by this 
Agreement, the Union membership dues and initiation fees uniformly levied by the 
Union in accordance with said Union's constitution and by-laws, of each member of the 
Union who has in effect at that time a proper authorization card executed by the Officer, 
authorizing the Company to make such deductions. A minimum of fifteen (15) workdays 
prior to the first deduction, the Union will advise the Company of the exact dollar amount 
due from each Officer. 

10.2 All sums collected in accordance with such signed authorization cards shall be remitted 
by the Company to the Secretary-Treasurer of the International Union SPFP A no later 
than the fifteenth (15 1h) of the month subsequent to the month in which such sums were 
deducted by the Company. 

10.3 The check-off authorization card to be executed and furnished to the Company by the 
Union and the Officers shall be the official Union authorization for check-off of dues. 
The Company shall accept no other form, unless the substitute is mutually agreed upon 
by the parties. The form is attached as Appendix A of this Agreement. 

l 0.4 The Union accepts full responsibility for the authenticity of each check-off card 
submitted by it to the Company, and any authorizations, which are incomplete or in error 
shall be disregarded by the Company, and shall be returned to the Union for correction. 
The Union agrees that upon receipt of proper proof, it will refund to the Officer any 
deduction erroneously or illegally withheld from an Officer's earnings by the Company, 
which has been transmitted to the Union by the Company. 

10.5 No deduction of Union dues will be made from the wages of any Officer who has 
executed a check-off forn1 and has been transferred to a job not covered by this a 
Agreement or who is not in a pay status. 

10.6 Anytime there is a change in the deduction authorization the Company will have a 
minimum of fifteen (15) workdays to put the change into effect. 

10. 7 An Officer who has executed a check-off form and who resigns or is otherwise dismissed
from the employ of the Company shall be deemed to have automatically revoked his 
assignment, and if the Officer is recalled or re-employed, further deduction of Union dues 
will be made only upon execution and receipt of a new check-off form. 

10.8 Collection of back dues owed at the time of starting deductions of any Officer, and 
collection of dues missed because the Officer's earnings were not sufficient to cover 
payment for a particular pay period, will be the responsibility of the Union, and will not 
be the subject of payroll deductions. 

10.9 Deduction of membership dues shall be made, provided there is a balance in the 
paycheck sufficient to cover the amount after all other deductions authorized by the 
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Officer or required by Jaw have been satisfied. In the event of termination of 
employment, the obligation of the Company to collect dues shall not extend beyond the 
pay period in which the Officer's last day of work occurs. 

10.10 The Union agrees to indemnify the Company and hold it hannless against any and all 
claims, suits or other forms of liability which may be made against it by any party for 
amounts deducted from wages as herein provided. 

10.11 Solicitation of Union membership or collection or checking of dues will not be conducted 
during working time. The Company agrees not to discriminate in any way against any 
Officer for Union activity, but such activity shall not be carried out during working hours 
except as specifically allowed by the provisions of this Agreement. 

10.12 An Officer may terminate a Union dues allotment by following the procedures outlined 
on the official dues authorization form. 

ARTICLE 11 

SENIORITY 

11.1 For the first three (3) months worked following successful completion of facility pre
service training and orientation, an Officer shall be regarded as probationary and shall 
have no seniority. Probationary Officers may be disciplined or dismissed without 
recourse to the grievance procedure. Officers dismissed during their probation do not 
have any rights under this Agreement. However, Probationary Officers shall be 
represented by the Union concerning wages, hours and working conditions, but the 
Company reserves the right to decide questions relating to promotions, transfers, layoffs 
or dismissal. The Company may, upon written notification to the Union, at its discretion, 
extend an Officer's probation, for additional 30 days. One additional 30 day extension 
may be granted with written notice to and consent from the Union. 

11.2 Employees who have lost seniority as set forth in Section 11.6 of this Article, and 
employees who tenninate or leave the bargaining unit prior to completion of the 
probationary period shall be required, upon rehire or reentry into the bargaining unit, to 
serve the probationary period again. 

11.3 After completion of the probationary period an Officer's seniority under this Agreement 
shall revert to the Officer's date of hire at the D Ray James Correctional Facility. 
Seniority of Officers who start work on the same date shall be determined by the last four 
digits of the Officer's social security number. The lower number will be the most senior. 
Seniority is defined as the length of continuous service with the D Ray James 
Correctional Facility. 
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11.4 Seniority under this Agreement will have no influence on promotions or advancement 
within the Company. The benefits of seniority are limited to those specifically mentioned 
in this Agreement. 

11.5 The Company agrees to prepare an updated site seniority list of Officers covered by this 
Agreement quarterly, a copy of which will be furnished to the Union, if requested. 

11.6 Officers will lose their seniority, and shall be dismissed for any of the following: 

a. Is laid off for more than 12-months;
b. Absent due to illness or injury for more than six (6) months, or length of employment,

whichever is less. Absences taken pursuant to the applicable federal or state laws are
exempt under this provision;

c. Dismissed for Just Cause
d. Gives a false reason for a leave of absence or engages in other employment during

such leave;
e. Fails to meet qualification/re-qualification requirements in accordance with the

Company, the Client or other Governmental Agency's regulations having jurisdiction;
f. Fails to obtain or maintain a security clearance;
g. Fails to return from layoff upon recall as provided below;
h. If the Officer voluntarily resigns or retires; or
1. If the Officer is convicted of a felony or a misdemeanor that does not relate to a

traffic violation, with the exception of DUI.

11. 7 Layoff and recalls from layoff will be made on the basis of seniority. Officers acting as 
President or Vice President of the Local shall not be laid off provided that work, which 
they are qualified for and willing to perform is available in their present Classification. 
Stewards will be laid off and recalled from layoff on the same basis as provided for other 
Officers except that in the event a unit or shift is deactivated and is later reactivated, the 
Stewards shall be the first Officers to be recalled to that unit or shift, provided work 
which they are qualified and willing to perform is available. Positions requiring "special 
training or skills" will be exempt from the seniority process (Transportation Officers and 
Armory/Locksmith Officer). 

11.8 Laid-off Officers shall have callback rights for a period of twelve (12) months or length 
of employment whichever is less, and shall retain their accumulated seniority as of the 
date of layoff. 

11.9 In case of re-employment, Officers who have been laid off shall be notified to return to 
work, at their last known address, in reverse order of lay-off. The notice will be by 
certified mail return receipt. In the event a fonner Officer so notified fails to report for 
work within five (5) calendar days after receipt of such notice, his seniority shall be 
terminated. 

11.10 It will be the responsibility of the laid-off Officer to keep the Company notified of any 
change of address, and current phone number. 
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11.11 An Officer who is activated or drafted or who volunteers for military service in the anned 
forces of the United States, shall accumulate full seniority during the term of such 
service, provided such veterans are honorably discharged from active duty and apply for 
reemployment as an Officer within 90 days after such discharge from military service, 
provided the Officer still meets all eligibility requirements. The above is limited to a 6 
year period; however, in time of war there will be no limit. 

11.12 An Officer who is or has been transferred from the bargaining unit shall cease to 
accumulate seniority. If the Officer returns to the bargaining unit within six (6) months 
he shall retain the seniority he had at the time he transferred out of the bargaining unit. 

ARTICLE 12 

SHIFT BID 

12.1 There will be an annual shift bid for full time Officers in October each year, which shall 
take effect the first day of the first full pay period of the following month of January. 
Said annual shift bid shall take place prior to the annual vacation bid. The annual shift 
bid shall include hours of work and days off. The annual shift bid shall be awarded in 
accordance with union seniority. Officers with less than one (1) year of service shall be 
excluded from said shift bid. 

12.2 The Company shall not arbitrarily displace Officers from their awarded shifts. The 
Company may temporarily reassign an Officer's shift or days off to accommodate 
training needs or other foreseen business needs. 

12.3 In the event the Company declares a vacant shift after the annual shift bid, said vacancy 
shall be awarded in accordance with union seniority to those Officers on that shift (i.e. 
change of days off). In the event there are no or insufficient bidders for the vacancy, the 
Company may reassign an Officer who did not participate in the annual shift bid. In the 
event there were sufficient bidders, the resulting vacancy may be filled by a reassigned 
Officer who did not participate in the annual shift bid. 

12.4 In the event that the Company initiates its Emergency Contingency Plan, the provisions 
of this Article shall not apply for the duration of said emergency. 

ARTICLE 13 

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE AND ARBITRATION 

13 .1 The parties agree that all problems should be resolved, whenever possible, before the 
filing of a grievance but within the time limits for filing grievances stated elsewhere in 
this Article, and encourage open communications between the Company and Officers so 
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that resorting to the fonnal grievance procedure will not normally be necessary. The 
parties further encourage the infonnal resolution of grievances whenever possible. A 
grievance is defined as an alleged violation of a specific term or provision of this 
Agreement. At each step in the grievance process, participants are encouraged to pursue 
appropriate modes of conflict resolution. The purpose of this Article is to promote a 
prompt and efficient procedure for the investigation and resolution of grievances. This 
grievance procedure is not intended for complaints of harassment or discrimination as 
referenced in the Employment Handbook and Corporate Policy. 

13 .2 It is the intent of the parties to first provide a reasonable opportunity for resolution of a 
dispute through the grievance procedure and arbitration process. Except as noted below, 
if prior to seeking resolution of a dispute by filing a grievance hereunder, or while the 
grievance proceeding is in process, an Officer seeks resolution of the matter in any other 
forum, whether administrative or judicial, the Company shall have no obligation to 
entertain or proceed further with the matter pursuant to this grievance procedure. 

13 .3 An Officer who believes that any provision of this Agreement has not been properly 
applied or interpreted may present his grievance to be settled by the following 
procedures. During each step of the grievance procedure the Company has the right to 
perfonn a reasonable investigation into the complaint. The investigation may include but 
is not limited to: conducting interviews, having Officers prepare written statements, 
review records, etc. 

STEP 1 The grievant and/or grievant's Steward or Union representative shall meet with 
the grievant's Chief of Security or his designated representative within ten (10) 
business days (excluding weekends and holidays) after the actions giving rise 
to said grievance occurred, became known or should have become known to 
the Officer or Union. The Chief of Security or his designated representative 
shall render his response to the grievant or the grievant's Steward within ten 
(10) business days of this meeting.

STEP 2 If the grievance is not settled in STEP 1, then the Union shall reduce the 
grievance to writing, and submit it to the Assistant Warden or his designated 
representative within ten (I 0) business days after the STEP 1 answer was given 
or was due. The Assistant Warden or his designated representative shall meet 
within ten (10) business days with the grievant's Steward or Union 
representative in an attempt to resolve the grievance. Every written grievance 
shall be filed on an authorized SPFPA Grievance Form and specify: (a) the 
date of the alleged violation; (b) all relevant facts; ( c) the issue; ( d) the contract 
provision(s) allegedly violated; (e) witnesses to the alleged violation; and (f) 
the remedy or relief sought. The Assistant Warden shall render a written 
answer to the grievance within ten (10) business days of the STEP 2 meeting. 

STEP 3 If the grievance is not settled in STEP 2, then the Union shall appeal the 
grievance to the Warden or his designee, within ten (10) business days after 
the STEP 2 answer was given or due. The Warden or his designee shall meet 
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with the Union's designated representative within ten (10) business days in an 
attempt to resolve the grievance. The Warden shall render a written answer to 
the grievance within ten (10) business days following the STEP 3 meeting. 

STEP 4 If the grievance is not settled at STEP 3, then within ten (10) business days 
from the Company's Step 3 answer, the Union's Regional Vice President or 
his designated representative shall have the opportunity to discuss the merits 
of the grievance with the Company's Eastern Region Vice President or his 
representative. The Eastern Region Vice President or his representative shall 
render a written answer to the grievance within thirty (30) calendar days 
following this discussion. Nothing in this Article shall compel the Union's 
Regional Vice President or his designated representative to utilize the 

opportunity to discuss the grievance with the Company's Eastern Region Vice 
President. 

STEP 5 Arbitration: If the giievance is not settled at STEP 4, the party advancing the 

grievance may submit the matter for arbitration within thirty (30) calendar 
days after the Step 4 answer was given or was due. Before any issue is 

considered for arbitration, a grievance must be processed at each step of the 
grievance procedure. 

13 .4 Only those grievances which have been processed in strict accordance with the 
requirements of the above paragraphs and have gone through each Step of the grievance 
process shall be processed to arbitration in accordance with the procedures and 

limitations described herein. 

13.5 Officers have the right to have a Union representative present during each Step of the 
grievance process. It is understood between the parties that the local Union President, 
Vice President (or their designee), Shift Steward or alternate may act as the representative 
in question. 

13.6 As referenced in this Article, business days do not include Saturday, Sunday or Holidays. 

13.7 The Union shall have the power to determine whether or not a grievance filed by a 

member of the Union should be submitted at each Step of the grievance process or if 
unresolved grievances should be submitted for arbitration. The time limits set forth in 
each step of the grievance procedure may be extended by mutual agreement in writing 
and such extended time limits shall then be considered as applicable to the grievance 

involved for the purpose of this section. 

13.8 The Arbitrator shall be selected from a panel of seven (7) proposed arbitrators, submitted 

by the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Services. The party requesting arbitration 
shall be responsible for contacting the FMCS to obtain the list. If the two parties cannot 
agree on an Arbitrator during the review of the original list, a second list of prospective 

Arbitrators may be requested from the FMCS. If the parties still cannot agree on an 
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arbitrator then the strike method will be used on the second list. The party requesting 

arbitration will strike the list first. 

13 .9 Each dispute shall constitute a separate proceeding unless the question involved is 
common to more than one dispute, in which case the proceeding may be consolidated, but 
only with mutual consent of the parties. No grievance filed after the termination of this 
Agreement shall be arbitrable. 

13 .10 The Arbitrator shall be governed at all times wholly by the terms of this Agreement. The 
Arbitrator shall neither add to, subtract from, modify or alter the terms or provisions of 
this Agreement. Arbitration shall be confined solely to the application and/or 
interpretation of this Agreement and the precise issue(s) submitted for arbitration. The 
Arbitrator shall refrain from issuing any statements of opinion or conclusions not 
essential to the determination of the issues submitted and is prohibited from using any 
standard not specifically specified in this Agreement, including but not limited to notions 
of industrial standards. 

13 .11 No claim for back wages under this Agreement shall exceed the amount of earnings the 
Officer would have otherwise earned by working for the Company, less any and all 
compensation the Officer received from any other source, including unemployment 
compensation. Under no circumstances will interest charges be included in any award for 
back pay. In the event an Officer is awarded back pay as a result of an Arbitrator's 
ruling, deducted from the award will be any amounts received by the Officer for 
unemployment compensation and interim earnings, as well as any amounts which could 
have been earned through reasonable efforts by the Officer to mitigate. In no event may 
the Arbitrator enter a monetary award for any item other than lost wages. The Arbitrator 
shall not have the power to award punitive or exemplary damages, attorney's fees, or any 
other form of non-wage damages. 

13.12 Should either of the parties fail to attend the hearing as agreed, the Arbitrator shall be 
empowered to proceed with the hearing in the absence of either party, and shall be 
empowered to render a final decision, and award on the basis of only the evidence 
presented. 

13 .13 The compensation of the Arbitrator and his expenses incidental to the arbitration shall be 
borne equally by the parties. Each party shall bear the expense of preparing its case and 
shall make arrangements for and pay for the expenses of witnesses called by them. The 
party desiring a transcript of the arbitration proceedings shall provide written notice to 
the other party of its intention to have a transcript of the arbitration made at least one 
week prior to the date of the arbitration. The party desiring such transcript shall be 
responsible for scheduling a reporter to record the proceedings. The requesting party is 
responsible for the cost of the reporter and the transcript of the proceedings. If the 
opposite party timely requests a copy of the transcript at the hearing, the reporter and 
transcript costs will be equally split between the parties. If the opposite party does not 
request a copy of the transcript at the hearing they will be permitted an opportunity to 
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review the transcript at a mutually convenient time. The transcript will be the official and 
exclusive record of the hearing. 

13.14 The decision or award of the Arbitrator shall be final and binding upon the Company, the 
Union and the grievant, provided any party may appeal to an appropriate court of law a 
decision that was rendered by the Arbitrator acting outside of or beyond the arbitrator's 
jurisdiction, pursuant to applicable law. 

13.15 Any Officer or Union policy grievance not appealed or processed strictly within the time 
limits and in the manner set forth in each step of the grievance procedure shall be 
considered settled on the basis of the last answer by the Company. Any grievance Step 
not answered by the Company within the time limits and in the manner set forth in each s 
Step of the above procedure may be appealed directly to the next Step of the grievance 
process by the Union at any time within ten (I 0) business days of the Company's default. 

13 .16 No grievance shall be filed or processed if it concerns a matter occurring more than ten 
(10) business days before the Company or the affected Officer(s) knew or should have
reasonably known that the events could result in the filing of an official grievance.

13 .17 It is the specific intention of the parties that the grievance and arbitration procedures set 
forth herein are the exclusive and sole mechanism for the resolution of any grievances, 
disputes, disagreements or claims made under or related to this Agreement, with the 
exception of Company claims made as a result of a violation of Article 7 - No Strike/No 
Lockout. Each Step of the Grievance process must be followed unless there is written 
mutual consent of the parties. 

13.18 Nothing contained herein shall prohibit the Company's ability to file and process its own 
grievance under the procedure outlined above. 

13 .19 In the event the parties settle any grievance prior to a final and binding determination by 
an Arbitrator, such settlement shall be on a non-precedent setting basis unless the parties 
affirmatively state otherwise in writing signed by both parties. Evidence of any such 
non-precedent setting settlements shall not be admissible in any proceedings under this 
Article, including but not limited to, arbitration hearings. 

13 .20 The Company will provide copies of all disciplinary notices to the affected Officer and to 
the Union upon request. 

ARTICLE 14 

UNIFORMS 

14.1 Uniforms and equipment shall be supplied where required by the Company, and replaced 
as necessary such as if the uniform is faded, tom, patches are peeling or any condition 
detennined by management that would otherwise cause the Officer to appear 
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unprofessional. Unifonns or equipment worn or used by the Officers who are on duty 
shall be prescribed by the Company, and no deviation from the Company's requirements 
shall be practiced except with the consent of the Company. The Company will 
maintain/repair unifonns and equipment as detennined by management to include 
hemming, zipper repair and patch replacement. 

14.2 The Company will provide an annual boot allowance in the amount of one hundred 
dollars ($100.00) to be used for purchasing footwear meeting the Company's 
specifications. Footwear meeting the Company's specifications must be worn at all 
times. Said allowance shall be paid to Officers commensurate with their anniversary 
date. 

ARTICLE 15 

JUST CAUSE 

15 .1 Except where otherwise provided in this Agreement, where appropriate, the Company 
will adhere to concepts of Progressive Discipline, which it defines as the corrective 
process of applying penalties short of dismissal where conduct is of a less serious nature. 
The nature of discipline should be appropriate to the conduct and need not begin with the 
least serious disciplinary action. Acceptance of the principle of progressive discipline 
does not limit the Company's authority to immediately dismiss for serious offenses that 
cannot be condoned. 

15.2 No Officer shall be disciplined or dismissed without Just Cause. The Company shall 
notify the Union, that the services of an Officer are no longer desirable, and that he has 
been disciplined or dismissed. Any Officer not granted a required security clearance by 
the Client shall be dismissed without recourse to grievance or arbitration procedures. 

15.3 The following violations are representative only of the reasons that constitute Just Cause 
for immediate dismissal. The list of violations below is not an all-inclusive list: 

• Dishonesty
• The use, sale, possession or introduction into the facility of contraband
• Any type of theft
• Aiding or Abetting an escape
• Insubordination
• Fighting
• Being under the influence of illegal drugs or alcohol
• Leaving a duty post without being properly relieved
• Inattention to post (sleeping, etc.)
• Sexual and other forms of harassment, in conjunction with the Company's general

orders and regulations
• Unnecessary or Excessive Use of Force
• Failure to respond to an emergency
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• Failure to obey lawful orders
• Failure to fully and truthfully participate in any facility investigation or attempt to

obstruct a facility investigation
• Refusal to allow a search of themselves or their property
• Falsification of Company or Client records
• Unauthorized possession of Company, Client or other's property

15.4 The Company agrees to follow the guidelines for disciplinary offenses and penalties, as 
may be amended from time to time. These guidelines for progressive disciplinary are 
contained in GEO Corporate Policy 3.2.8, Progressive Discipline and include: 

a. Counseling
b. Written Reprimand
c. Final Reprimand
d. Dismissal

Note: To decide on the appropriate action the Company may consider: the seriousness of 
the Officer's conduct; employment record, ability to correct the conduct, actions taken 
for similar conduct by other Officers, how the conduct affects inmates, the Client, the 
public and other circumstances. At any step in the above process Officers may (at the 
discretion of the Company) be placed on a Work Improvement Plan (WIP) as a last 
attempt to assist the Officer to be successful. 

15.5 If an Officer believes he was dismissed without Just Cause, he should notify the Local 
Union of his desire to file a grievance. Should the Union decide to file a grievance on 
behalf of the Officer they must notify the Company within ten (10) business days of the 
Officer receiving the notice of termination. Such grievance shall be filed beginning at 
Step-3 of the grievance procedure as outlined in Article-13. 

15.6 Any Officer arrested for a felony or a misdemeanor that does not relate to a traffic 
violation, with the exception of DUI, will be placed on leave without pay pending 
resolution of any criminal prosecution stemming from the arrest. If the Officer enters a 
plea of guilty or nolo contendere to the criminal charges stemming from the arrest; or the 
Officer is found guilty of the charges stemming from the arrest, then the Officer will be 
terminated with no recourse to either the grievance or arbitration procedures set forth in 
Article 13 of this Agreement. If the Officer is found not guilty or the charges are 
dropped, the Officer will be reinstated with no back pay, but with no loss of seniority. 
The Company retains the prerogative to review the circumstances surrounding the arrest 
and based on its findings will take appropriate disciplinary action, if warranted. 

15.7 An Officer interviewed concerning his discipline may request a Union representative be 
present during such interview. Nothing herein shall be construed to compel an Officer to 
have Union representation present. If an Officer requests Union representation, the 
Officer will not be required to respond to questions until the representative is present. 
Once the Union representative is present, questioning may begin and the Officer may 
confer with the Union representative regarding his responses. Although the Officer may 
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consult with the Union representative related to the issue at hand, the Company requires 

all interview responses come from the Officer. 

15.8 Disciplinary actions, excluding statutory claims that have been upheld, will remain in an 
Officer's personnel file, but cannot be used against the Officer after the expiration of 
twelve (12) months from the date of the last violation. 

ARTICLE 16 

SA VIN GS CLAUSE 

16.1 Should any part of this Agreement, or any portion therein contained be rendered or 
declared illegal, invalid, or unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, inclusive 
of appeals, if any, or by the decision of any authorized governmental agency, such 
invalidation of such part of this Agreement shall not invalidate the remaining portions 
thereof. In the event of such occurrence, the parties agree to meet as soon as practical, 
and if possible, to negotiate substitute provisions for such parts or portions rendered or 
declared illegal or invalid. The remaining parts and provisions of the Agreement shall 
remain in full force and effect. 

ARTICLE 17 

MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 

17 .1 Subject to the express provisions of this Agreement, management's rights include those 
listed in this Article as well as any rights that are usual and customary. 

17.2 The management of the Company's operations and direction of the working forces, 
including, but not limited to: establish new jobs; abolish or change existing jobs; assign 
and change work duties and responsibilities; employ; promote; demote; train; transfer; 
lay off; recall; discipline, suspend or dismissal; determine the number of Officers 
necessary for any operation; determine the number of hours to be worked; schedule hours 
of work, including starting and quitting times and meal and break times; increase and 
decrease the work force; establish, change, and maintain perfonnance standards and 
methods; deploy the workforce within the facility in the manner it considers the most 
effective and efficient to meet the operational needs; determine the qualifications, 
efficiency and ability of Officers; maintain the efficiency of operations and Officers; 
determine services to be offered; detennine the source of supply for all services, goods, 
or materials; institute technological changes or improvements in operations; use 
temporary Officers from third party providers, as long as it does not result in layoff or 
reduction of hours of bargaining unit members; transfer operations; decide the number 
and location of facilities; close a facility or a portion thereof; acquire, sell to or merge 
with other companies; require the taking of physical, mental, drug, or alcohol tests; 
require Officers to consent to a background and credit checks; require Officer's complete 
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cooperation in investigation of potential theft or fraud; and make and revise such 
reasonable rules and regulations in connection with the Company's operations and the 
conduct and duties of its Officers in respect of such operations as are deemed advisable, 
will be vested exclusively in the Company, subject only to such limitations as are 
specifically set forth in this Agreement. 

17 .3 The Company need not necessarily exercise rights reserved to it, or if the Company does 
exercise its reserved rights in any particular way, such will not be deemed a waiver of its 
right to exercise them in other ways not in conflict with the express provisions of this 
Agreement. The Company maintains and retains all management rights and the 
enumeration of management's rights herein shall not be deemed to exclude any other 
management rights. 

ARTICLE 18 

NO FAULT ABSENTEEISM and LATE ARRIVAL 

18.1 The procedure stated herein establishes a "no fault" point system to monitor the 

attendance of the Officers covered by this Agreement. 

18.2 Prompt attendance on the job is an important part of the performance record each Officer 
builds from the day the Officer is hired. The success of an Officer depends in large 
measure on how well the Officer performs the job each day. The company is entitled to a 
reasonable degree ofregularity in the attendance by all Officers, and disciplinary action is 
proper for failure to adhere to a reasonable attendance standard. The Company will focus 
particular attention on clear patterns of abuse, such as an unscheduled leave or "calling
out" in conjunction with days off, holidays, or vacation. 

18.3 The Company recognizes there may be a reasonable absence due to a bona fide sickness 
or emergency situation, often beyond the control of the Officer, therefore this procedure 
allows for a number of "occurrences" before discipline is administered. For example, an 
"occurrence" is a single day of absence, or two or more consecutive days of absence. 

18.4 Designed to work as a "no fault" procedure with a point system of attendance monitoring, 
this procedure will be consistently administered. The Officer's immediate supervisor is 
responsible to coach, guide and/or discipline, as appropriate, Officers who are 
excessively absent or late to work. Within the procedures and limitations of the CBA, the 
Company reserves the right to impose discipline where there is a clear pattern of misuse 
or intentional abuse. 

18.5 A Rolling 6-month period is the applicable period of time within which occurrences are 
counted under the procedure. An Officer's record of points for absenteeism and late 
arrival occurrences will be tallied, tracked, trended and reported continuously through 
GEO's information systems. 
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The following accumulative total points received during the rolling 6-Month period are 
considered thresholds in terms of when disciplinary action may be taken: 

3 Points ----------- Coaching 
6 Points ----------- Counseling 
8 Points ----------- Written Reprimand 
10 Points ---------- Final Written Reprimand 
12 Points -----------Dismissal 

18.6 Absences for the following reasons will not add points to an Officer's record: 

a. Use of scheduled vacation time, sick leave or other scheduled leave time for
doctor office appointments or medical procedure, as well as scheduled Long Term
Illness time, which has been approved in advance by a supervisor. Note,
however, that supervisors will question an Officer's time off when there is an
apparent pattern of absences, i.e., going to the doctor every Monday or Friday, or
at the beginning or end of the Officer's scheduled work week.

b. Other authorized and approved leaves, including paid or unpaid Personal Leave,
Jury Duty, Bereavement Leave, Military Leave, Family Medical Leave, Union
Leave and any other form of leave required by law.

18. 7 Absences for the following reasons will add points to an Officer's record: 

Unexcused Absence: 6 Points: An Officer will have an unexcused absence when the 
Officer fails to call in an absence and show up for a scheduled shift (No Call No Show). 

Unscheduled Absence: 2 Points: An Officer who is absent from work and fails to 
notify their supervisor as soon as possible, less than two (2) hours before their scheduled 
reporting time is considered to have an unscheduled absence. Officers shall be 
responsible for providing their expected date of return to work during such notification. 
Each time an Officer is absent as an unscheduled absence the Officer will receive two (2) 
points for the unscheduled absence "occurrence". Multiple continuous days of absence 
for the same reason shall be considered one "occurrence". Officers will not be required 
to forfeit Vacation Time to compensate the Company for an unscheduled absence. 

LA TE ARRIVAL: An Officer who will be late to work must notify a supervisor as 
soon as possible. Officers shall be responsible for providing their expected arrival time 
during such notification. Late arrivals that were approved in advance by a supervisor, 
such as for a scheduled doctor office appointment, dental appointment or other scheduled 
and pre-approved reason will not add points to an Officer's record. 

Late Arrival: 1 Point: The following reasons will add points to an Officer's record: 
An Officer is considered a late arrival if the Officer arrives at work and clocks in more 
than seven (7) minutes after the Officer's scheduled reporting time. For example, given 
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the rounding in the timekeeping system, if an Officer is required to begin a shift at 6:00 
AM, they would be allowed to clock in no earlier than 5:53 AM and could clock in up to 
6:07 AM, and either punch time would be rounded to 6:00 AM. Those Officers clocking 
in more than seven (7) minutes after their scheduled reporting time will receive one (I) 
point. 

Exclusions: Late arrivals and absences that were the result of factors outside of the 
Officer's control will be handled by the Facility Administrator on a case by case basis. 
Examples of events outside of the Officer's control include, but are not limited to: 
medical emergencies, car accidents, unplanned highway closures and sudden severe 
weather such as a tornado. Examples of events that will not be considered outside of the 
Officer's control include, but are not limited to: heavy traffic, lack of transportation and 
weather such as heavy rain. In all cases, the Company will follow the requirements of the 
Family and Medical Leave Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act, as well as any 
other applicable law. 

Early Arrival: 1 Point: A non-exempt employee is considered an early arrival if the 
employee arrives at work and clocks-in more than seven (7) minutes before the 
employee's scheduled reporting time. 

18.8 As an incentive for perfect attendance, Officers have the opportunity to earn two Perfect 
Attendance Days per year. If an Officer does not accrue any points for a six (6) month 
period between January pt and June 3o t11, or between July pt and December 3 l 5\ they 
will receive one personal paid holiday for each period. The holiday must be taken within 
the six (6) month period following the award. Officers must notify their supervisor at 
least two (2) weeks in advance of taking any earned personal holiday. 

ARTICLE 19 

JURY DUTY 

19.1 GEO will pay the regular, full-time Officers their pay for the days that the Officer is 
subpoenaed for jury duty or otherwise required to testify or participate in any legal action 
related to Company business, as determined by GEO. This pay will be comparable to the 
Officer's normally scheduled shift (8, 10 or 12 hour shifts in the case of hourly 
employees). The Officer must furnish a written statement from the appropriate public 
official listing dates, hours of service and pay received. The Officer is expected to report 
to work if excused from jury duty if there is four (4) hours or more remaining in their 
shift. Time absent due to court leave when subpoenaed or otherwise required to testify 
or participate in any legal action related to Company business shall be counted as time 
worked for the purpose of computing overtime. 

19.2 Jury duty shall not be considered as time worked for the purpose of computing overtime. 
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19.3 Officers who are summoned for jury duty or required to testify in a legal action related to 
Company business, and who work morning watch (2200 hrs. - 0600 hrs.), will have their 
shift changed to 0900 hrs. - 1700 hrs. on the week they are required to attend the jury 
duty/legal proceeding. The Officer is expected to report to work if excused from jury 
duty/legal proceeding if there is four (4) hours or more remaining in their shift. 

ARTICLE20 

BEREAVEMENT LEA VE 

20.1 Upon the death of a full-time Officer's immediate family member, the Officer will be 
granted up to three (3) days leave with pay (five days leave with pay if the services are 
more than 300 miles away), not including the Officer's regular days off, in order for the 
Officer to make arrangements for and to attend the funeral. 

20.2 For the purposes of this Article immediate family member is defined as an Officer's 
spouse, child, step-child, parents (including current in-laws), siblings (including current 
in-laws), grandparents and grandchildren. 

20.3 Bereavement Leave shall not be considered as time worked for the purposes of 
computing overtime. 

20.4 Upon the death of a qualifying person under Section 20.2, the Warden, or his or her 
designee, will consider, on a case-by-case basis, requests to extend Bereavement Leave 
through the use of available vacation time. 

ARTICLE 21 

HOLIDAY PAY 

21.1 The Company will provide full-time Officers the following ten (10) paid holidays 
regardless of the day on which the holiday falls: 

New Year's Day 
Martin Luther King's Day 
Veterans Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Independence Day 

Labor Day 
Presidents' Day 
Memorial Day 
Day After Thanksgiving 
Christmas Day 

21.2 Officers who are required to work on the holiday will be paid for all hours worked on the 
holiday, plus holiday pay based on their regularly scheduled workday. Appropriate 
overtime rules apply to the actual number of hours worked on a holiday or during a week 
in which a holiday falls. Holiday Pay is not included as hours worked for the purpose of 
calculating overtime. 
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21.3 Officers will receive Holiday Pay even if they are on approved paid time off (vacation, 
jury duty, bereavement leave, etc.). 

21.4 Part-time Officers will receive holiday pay on a prorated basis, based on the number of 
hours worked in the pay period prior to the holiday occurring. 

ARTICLE 22 

VACATION 

22.1 During the tenn of this Agreement, the Company will grant paid vacation to all full-time 
Officers based on years of service. Years of Service is determined by the Officer's 
Anniversary Date. Part-time Officers receive vacation pay on a prorated basis as a part of 
their hourly rate. 

Years Service 

1. More than One ( 1) Year but less than 5 years
2. More than Five ( 5) Years but less than 10 years
3. More than Ten (10) Years but less than 15 years
4. Fifteen (15) Years and above

Annual Accrual 

80 Hours 
120 Hours 
160 Hours 
200 Hours 

22.2 Vacation shall be awarded on the anniversary of the Officer's date of hire, in one lump 
sum. Officers must take vacation time within the twelve (12) month period following 
each anniversary of their date of hire. Any unused vacation time not taken within the 
twelve month period will be paid out. Officers cannot carry over vacation time from one 
anniversary year to the next. 

22.3 Any unused vacation time that has been awarded shall be paid at the time of separation 
from employment with GEO. 

22.4 If a designated holiday named in this Agreement falls during an Officer's vacation 
period, such Officer shall be entitled to receive pay for such holiday. 

22.5 Vacation time shall not be considered as time worked for the purpose of computing 
overtime. 

22.6 Except as provided in sections 22.2 and 22.3, Officers entitled to vacation will not be 
given pay in lieu thereof. 

22.7 As noted in Article 12 (SHIFT BID), the parties agree to an annual vacation bid. Said bid 
will occur after the annual shift bid and will take effect on the same schedule as the 
annual shift bid. Officers shall be required to bid two (2) weeks of vacation (does not 
have to be two consecutive weeks) in union seniority order (Officers who have accrued 
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80 hours of vacation will only be required to bid 1 week). Once all Officers have had an 
opportunity to bid vacation, those Officers with additional vacation time (i.e. 160-200 
hours of accrued vacation), shall bid again in two week increments (1 week for those with 
160 hours). In all cases, Officers will be able to maintain one (1) week of unscheduled 
vacation. Scheduled vacation may be cancelled; however, the Officer shall immediately 
select an available alternative week. In the event there are no available weeks, the 
Officer must take his or her scheduled vacation or it shall be paid out in accordance with 
Article 22.2 (in other words, the cancelled vacation must be paid out and is not available 
for use). 

22.8 Officers may use their unscheduled vacation time to cover absences due to their own 
illness or injury, or any other absence covered under Article 25 (Paid Sick Leave) if they 
have insufficient hours of sick leave. 

22.9 Officers with serious illnesses or injuries ( or serious illnesses or injuries of immediate 
family members) may use scheduled vacation time after they exhaust all available sick 
leave and unscheduled vacation time with the Warden's approval. 

ARTICLE 23 

40l(k) PLAN 

23 .1 All Officers are eligible to participate in the Company 401 (k) and profit sharing savings 
plan as may be amended from time to time by the Company to ensure that the benefits are 
the same for all GEO Group Officers. 

23.2 The Company will match 50% of the Officer's salary deferrals up to the first 5% of salary 
deferred (maximum matching contribution is 2.5% of salary). 

ARTICLE 24 

WAGES 

24.1 Listed below are the Hourly Rates and the Health & Welfare Hourly Rate for covered 
Officers by this Agreement at the D Ray James Correctional Facility. 

A. The rates listed below are currently in effect.

Category Hourlv Rates 

Correctional Officers $15.87 
Health and Welfare $4.13 
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B. CERT Officers shall receive premium pay of $23.08 per pay period. Officers are
only eligible to receive one premium rate under this section.

C. Should the Wage Detennination Hourly Rate or the Health and Welfare rate change
during the term of this Agreement the Company and the Union agree to reopen
negotiations with regards to Wages or the Health & Welfare rate provided for in this
agreement. Should any revised wage determination hourly rate be less than the
hourly rates listed above, the hourly rates listed above shall prevail.

D. Any negotiated changes as a result of any revised Wage Determination will only
become effective on the Client Contract Date once each year of the Agreement as
incorporated by the Client into the Operations and Management Contract.

24.2 Officers shall receive the Health & Welfare hourly rate of $4.13 per hour (based on 2080 
hours per year) as a part of their wages. Officers may elect to voluntarily participate in 
the Company's benefits plans the costs of which will be explained in detail to each 
Officer. Should Officers elect not to participate in the company's benefit plans the 
amount of the Health and Welfare hourly rate will continue to be paid directly to the 
Officer in the fonn of wages and be reflected on their paychecks. Should an Officer 
choose to participate in the Company's benefit plans on a limited basis (for example 
taking dental or vision insurance only) any cost of the plans will be subtracted from the 
Health and Welfare hourly rate, with any remaining funds continuing to be paid in the 
fonn of wages. 

ARTICLE 25 

PAID SICK LEAVE 

25.1 Executive Order 13706, establishing Paid Sick Leave applies to this collective bargaining 
agreement subject to the Service Contract Act for which the client contract is awarded. 
As such, GEO shall provide Officers with one (1) hour of paid sick leave for every thirty 
(30) hours they work, up to fifty-six ( 56) hours of paid sick leave each year. Officers are
permitted to use paid sick leave for their own illness, injury or other health-related needs,
including preventative care; to assist a family member ( or person who is like family to
the Officer) who is ill, injured, or has other health related needs, including preventative
care; or for reasons resulting from, or to assist a family member ( or person who is like
family to the Officer) who is a victim of domestic violence, sexual assault, or stalking.
Additional infonnation regarding this Executive Order 1s available at

www.dol.gov/whd/govcontracts.

25.2 Effective November 18, 2017, the Company shall front load twenty-four (24) hours of 
paid sick leave. Officers shall continue to accrue the balance of fifty-six (56) hours of 
paid sick leave as defined in Article 25.1. The front loading of hours shall only occur on 
November 18, 2017. 
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25.3 The accrual year begins on November 18, 2017 and ends on November 17 each year. 

ARTICLE 26 

HEALTH INSURANCE AND BENEFITS 

26.1 Effective the first day of the month coincident with or following 30-days of employment, 

full-time Officers may elect to enroll in: 

a. The Company's Group Health Insurance Plans, plan with optional family coverage.

b. Flexible Spending Accounts

The Company has established and pays the administrative costs related to pre-taxed
Medical and Dependent Care Flexible Spending Accounts (FSA). Officers have the
opportunity, through pre-taxed payroll deductions, to participate in these FSA
programs up to the limits established by law. For additional information Officers
should contact their facility Human Resources Office. For decisions related to
income tax considerations, Officers should consult with the IRS or a personal
financial advisor.

26.2 Effective the first day of the month coincident with or following 90-days of employment 
full-time Officers may elect to participate in Company's dental, vision, group life 
insurance, disability, legal and voluntary benefit plans. Specific information related to 
these plans is available from the facility Human Resources Department. The terms and 
conditions of said plans are not subject to the grievance and arbitration procedures 
established herein. 

26.3 The Company reserves the exclusive right to make or modify HEALTH AND 
WELLNESS benefits at any time during the life of this Agreement. The Company also 
reserves the exclusive right to modify the choice of service providers. 

26.4 The Company shall discuss with the Union any changes or modifications to the Health 
and Wellness benefits prior to implementation or open enrollment. 

26.5 Health and Wellness Benefits shall not be subject to the grievance procedures set forth in 
this Agreement. 

26.6 Employee Assistance Program 

To assist Officers in both work related and non-work related issues, the Company 
provides an Employee Assistance Program (EAP). Program participation may be 
voluntary or in some instances required by the Company. The provisions of the EAP are 
not subject to the grievance and arbitration process. Specific information related to the 
EAP may be found in the facility Human Resource§ Office and/or GEO Corporate 
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Human Resources. The EAP is available for Officers and their families. All infonnation, 
whether voluntary or required by management, is strictly confidential. 

ARTICLE 27 

WAIVER OF BARGAINING RIGHTS AND AMENDMENTS TO AGREEMENT 

27.1 During the negotiations resulting in this Agreement, the Company and the Union each 
had the unlimited right and opportunity to make demands and proposals with respect to 
all proper subjects of collective bargaining; all such subjects were discussed and 
negotiated upon; and the agreements contained herein were arrived at after the free 
exercise of such rights and opportunity. 

27.2 This Agreement supersedes any previous agreements, rules, regulations or customs 
governing the Company, its employees and the Union. The parties agree that they will 
not be bound by any past understandings or practices adopted by them or by other 
companies in the Company's industry unless those understandings or practices are agreed 
to in writing or incorporated in writing in the terms of this Agreement. Arbitration 
decisions and grievance procedure settlements rendered or reached concerning any other 
companies in the Company's industry shall not be considered as precedent under this 
Agreement and cannot be introduced as evidence or received into the record of any 
grievance proceeding or arbitration conducted w1der this Agreement. 

27.3 Any changes in this Agreement, whether by addition, waiver, deletion, amendments or 
modifications, must be reduced to writing and executed by both the Company and the 
Union. 

ARTICLE 28 

OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT 

28.1 All Officers employed at the facility must obtain written approval from the Warden prior 
to becoming committed to Secondary Employment. Such approval will not be 
unreasonably withheld nor will it be arbitrary or capricious. Secondary Employment 
must not interfere with required duties or expectations, directly or indirectly create a 
conflict of interest or a situation that would be prohibited by State or Federal Law. 
Officers who are approved for Secondary Employment must advise their secondary 
employer that they (the Officer) are expected to respond without delay to emergency 
situations that occur at the Facility. 

28.2 Any Officer who violates any provision of this Article may be subject to discipline in 
accordance with Article 14. 
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ARTICLE 29 

DRUG AND ALCOHOL TESTING 

29.1 The Union collectively and its members individually recognize the sensitive nature of the 
Company's business. As such, each recognizes that maintaining a drug and alcohol-free 
work place is essential to the safety and security of all Officers, the general public, the 
inmates and the institution. 

29.2 The Union collectively and the members individually agree that the Company has the 
right to implement policies and procedures related to drug and alcohol testing and that 
these policies may include provisions for both cause and prevention testing. 

29.3 Drug testing includes provisions for testing for Cause and Prevention. Procedures are 
found in GEO Policy #3.2.6 and 3.2.6-A, Drug Free Workplace. The Company may 
amend this policy from time to time. 

29.4 When the Company has a "reasonable" suspicion to believe that an Officer is in violation 
of Company Rules of Conduct related to the use of alcohol or drugs, the Warden or his 
designee may require the Officer to submit to an alcohol and/or drug test. Procedures are 
established in GEO Policy #3.2.6 and 3.2.6-A, Drug Free Workplace. 

29.5 If an Officer refuses to submit to a drug screening or alcohol test, the Officer shall be 
warned that such refusal constitutes grounds for immediate dismissal and then be allowed 
an opportunity to submit to the testing as though the Officer had originally complied with 
the order. 

29.6 The Union collectively and the members individually agree that drug testing policies or 
regulations of the Company, Client or other regulating authority are subject to review and 
change. Changes made by the Company, Client or other regulating agencies will be 
binding on the parties to this Agreement. Changes will be communicated to the Union 
prior to implementation. 

ARTICLE 30 

DURATION 

Except as otherwise provided herein, this Agreement becomes effective on November 18, 2017, 
and shall continue in force and effect until midnight November 17, 2020, and from year to year 
thereafter, unless either party receives written notice from the other party, not less than sixty (60) 
days, nor more than ninety (90) days, immediately prior to the expiration date, of its intention to 
amend, modify or tenninate this Agreement, provided that if the Company shall cease to operate 
at this site, this Agreement shall automatically tenninate and the rights and obligations of both 
the Union and the Company hereunder, shall automatically cease except with reference to those 
Officers covered herein shall remain in the employment of the Company for the purpose of 
performing work arising from the termination provisions of the Company's agreement with the 
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Client, and as to such Officers, this Agreement shall continue in effect until tennination of 
employment of such Officers. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have hereunto set their respective hand and seals, 
and caused this instrument to be clearly executed this l 8rJi day of November 2017. 

GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC (GEO) 

Christopher D. Ryan 

ErveVice 

Tracy John 
Warden 

t , HR 

International Union, Security, Police and Fire 
Professionals of America (SPFPA) 
And its Amalgamated Local 69 

~ 

Rick uinn 

~ 
Pam Paolantonio 
Local 469, President 

~ /21m: og~illfs ' 
Local 469, Vice President 

U'-0-Y, ~~J 0 
Dawn Ulrich 
Local 469, F~ cial Secretary 

dn:t/~2~ 
Amber Carter 
Local 469, Chief Steward 
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Exhibit D 

Contract Modification 53, Incorporated Collective Bargaining Agreement 
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PREAMBLE 

 

THIS AGREEMENT is entered into this 30
th

 day of May, 2014, by and between The GEO 

Group, Inc. (GEO), hereinafter referred to as the “Company,” and the International Union, 

Security, Police and Fire Professionals of America (SPFPA), hereinafter referred to as the 

“Union.” 

 

The GEO Group, Inc. manages the D Ray James Correctional Facility in Folkston, Georgia, 

hereinafter referred to as the “Client”.  As the management agent for the Contract Agency (s), the 

terms of this document are governed by Company’s contract (s) and the standards established by 

the Client. 

 

WITNESSETH 

 

WHEREAS, the parties have entered into collective bargaining negotiations, which negotiations 

have resulted in complete agreement between the Parties.  NOW THEREFORE, it is agreed by 

and between the Company and the Union as follows: 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 1 

RECOGNITION AND PURPOSE 
 

1.1 The Company recognizes the International Union, Security, Police and Fire Professionals 

of America (S.P.F.P.A.) as the exclusive collective bargaining representative for all full-

time and regular part-time Correctional Officers, performing guard duties as defined in 

section 9(b)(3) of the National Labor Relations Act, as amended, employed by the 

Company at the D Ray James Correctional Facility, as listed in the NLRB Certification in 

Case Number 12-RC-097792 and excludes all other employees, including office clerical 

employees, professional employees, supervisors, and other employees as defined in the 

National Labor Relations ACT, as amended.   

 

1.2 For the purpose of this Agreement, the term “Officer” or “Officers” designates only such 

Officers as are covered by this Agreement.    

 

1.3 It is the purpose of this Agreement to promote and expand harmonious relationships 

between the Company and Officers represented by the Union to provide, where not 

inconsistent with Client rules and regulations, applicable state and federal laws and 

regulations required by any agency having jurisdiction over the Operations and 

Management Contract or Personnel Rules, for the salary structure, fringe benefits, and 

employment conditions of the Officers covered by this Agreement.  It is recognized that a 

harmonious relationship can best be achieved by open dialogue, timely resolution of 

differences, and negotiating in good faith. Both parties agree that they share the 

responsibility to provide uninterrupted service to the Client. 
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1.4 The parties acknowledge that during the negotiations, which resulted in the Agreement, 

each had the unlimited right and opportunity to make demands and proposals with respect 

to all proper subjects of collective bargaining; that all such subjects were discussed and 

negotiated upon; and that the agreements contained herein were arrived at after the free 

exercise of such rights and opportunities. 

 

1.5 It is understood that no provisions of this Agreement will apply to any temporary 

supplementary correctional force transferred to work at the facility to maintain 

contractual obligations to the Client or during emergency situations.  Unless the Client 

exercises its contractual option to assume operation of the facility or Officers are engaged 

in an adverse job action against the Company, such supplementary force will not result in 

job loss, or in the loss of normal hours to permanent Officers coming under this 

agreement while the supplementary force is being utilized. 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 2 

UNION SECURITY  

 

2.1  Officers may freely choose to exercise their right by becoming a member of the Union or 

refrain from doing so as established by the National Labor Relations Act, as amended, 

Federal or State law; and this article. 

 

2.2 The Union agrees to indemnify and hold the Company harmless against any claim, suits, 

judgments, or liabilities of any sort whatsoever arising out of the Company’s compliance 

with the provisions of this Union Security Article. 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 3 

NON-DISCRIMINATION 
 

3.1 The Company has the right to promulgate policies, reporting requirements and 

procedures regarding equal employment opportunity, discrimination and harassment.  

These policies, reporting requirements and procedures will, at a minimum, meet those 

required by the State of Georgia and Federal laws and regulations. 

 

3.2 Neither the Company nor the Union shall discriminate against any Officer by reason of 

the following status: age, sex “except where age or sex is a bona fide occupational 

qualification”, race or ethnic origin, color, national origin, religion, genetic information, 

disability, disabled or Vietnam era veteran, political affiliation, marital status, sexual 

orientation or membership or non-membership in a union. 
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3.3 The use of any male pronoun in this Agreement is a generic reference.  

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 4 

HOURS OF WORK AND OVERTIME 
 

4.1 For payroll purposes the normal work week shall commence at 12:01 AM on Monday 

and ends at 11:59 PM on Sunday.  It is understood that the description of a “normal work 

week” does not describe a pay period or the number of annual pay periods.  The 

Company, at its sole discretion, will determine the number of annual pay periods based 

on its payroll system.  

 

4.2 The Company shall pay overtime at the rate required by federal and state law.  Overtime 

is based only on actual hours worked within the workweek. The payment of overtime for 

any hour excludes that hour from consideration for overtime payment on any other basis.  

There shall be no pyramiding or duplication of premium or overtime pay.  In the event 

more than one premium seems to be due under this Agreement, only the higher premium 

shall apply.  

 

4.3.1 The parties agree that the ability to work overtime is an essential function of both full-

time and regular part-time Officers.  Officers will be required to work a reasonable 

amount of mandatory overtime.  An Officer may signup to volunteer for advanced 

overtime in the Captain’s office.  If more than one (1) Officer signed up for the overtime 

opportunity the Officer with least overtime worked will be awarded the assignment.  In 

the event two or more Officers worked the same amount of overtime, the most senior 

Officer will be awarded the assignment.  Once an Officer works the overtime assignment, 

their name shall be moved to the bottom of the mandatory overtime list.  Short notice 

overtime shall be first offered as voluntary overtime.  The Shift Captain shall ask for 

volunteers; if no one volunteers the assignment shall be filed as mandatory overtime.  

Once an Officer works the assignment, their name shall be moved to the bottom of the 

mandatory overtime list.  The mandatory overtime list will be maintained in front entry, 

and updated on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. An Officer may refuse one (1) 

mandatory overtime assignment per quarter without discipline but will remain at the top 

of the mandatory overtime list. Mandatory overtime applies to all correctional officers, 

and will only move to the bottom of the list after working a minimum of four (4) hours. 

 

4.4 Officers shall remain on duty until properly relieved by another Officer.  Refusal to 

remain on duty until properly relieved may result in disciplinary action.  Refusal to obey 

an order, instruction, or request given by a security supervisor may result in disciplinary 

action. 

 
4.5 Supervisory and other employees shall not perform the duties of Officers covered by this 

Agreement except under the following conditions:  
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a. When such work is necessary for instruction and/or training purposes without 

relieving the Officer from duties. 

 

b. To provide comfort, meal or emergency relief of Officers when other qualified 

Officers are not readily available 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 5 

CALL-IN AND REPORTING PAY 

5.1 Officers are required to report for work at their scheduled starting times.  Because a 

failure to report on time can cause delays in filling the requirements for shift coverage, 

this may cause supervisors to attempt to find replacements and places a hardship on other 

Officers.  Failing to report to work on time may result in progressive discipline as 

outlined in Article-14.   

5.2 Officers are required to call the on-site Shift Supervisor, a minimum of two (2) hours 

prior to the start of the scheduled shift, if they are unable to work their scheduled shift 

unless unable to do so due to a verifiable emergency situation.  The failure to call a 

minimum of 2-hours prior to the start of the shift constitutes a violation and may result in 

progressive discipline as outlined in Article-14.   

5.3 Officers who fail to report for duty at least two (2) consecutively scheduled workdays 

without notifying the Shift Supervisor or higher authority will be considered as having 

voluntarily abandoned their position and their employment will be terminated.  This is an 

administrative action and does not fall under the guidelines listed in Article-14. 

 

5.4 An officer who reports for work at his regular starting time or has been called in to work 

and has not been advised either orally or in writing not to report shall receive a minimum 

of four (4) hours work or four (4) hours pay at the appropriate hourly rate.  

 

5.5 The provisions of Section 5.4 above shall not apply if the Company is unable to advise 

the officer not to report or provide the work because of acts of God, fire, snowstorm, 

flood, power failure, or other conditions or causes beyond the control of the Company.   

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 6 

LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
 

6.1 GEO provides leaves of absences in accordance with all applicable federal and state laws 

i.e., FMLA, Military leaves, etc.  The protocol for such leaves can be found in the 

Employee Handbook or by contacting the facility Human Resources Department. 
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ARTICLE 7 

NO STRIKE/NO LOCKOUT 
 

7.1 The parties recognize the sensitive nature of the services provided by the Company to the 

Client and, therefore, agree that all operations of the Company shall, during the term of 

this Agreement, continue without interruption. 

 

7.2 Under the term of this Agreement, the Union, its members and employees within the 

bargaining unit represented by the Union, individually and collectively, will not advocate, 

encourage, condone, or take part in any strike, sympathy strike, walkout, picketing, stay-

in, slowdown, concerted refusal to work, or other curtailment or restricting of the 

Company’s operations or interference with operations in or about the Company’s 

premises, or equipment.  The Company and its representatives agree not to engage in a 

lockout during the term of this Agreement. 

 

7.3 The parties recognize the right of the Company to take such disciplinary action as the 

Company in its sole discretion determines appropriate, including dismissal, against any 

employee or employees who participate in violation of this Article, whether such action is 

taken against all of the participants or against only certain participants.  It is understood 

and agreed by the parties that an employee does have the right to file a grievance solely 

on the issue of whether he did, in fact, violate any provisions of this Article.  Separate 

grievances may not be joined in arbitration. 

 

7.4 Any claim, action or suit for damages or injunctive relief resulting from the Union’s 

violation of this Article shall not be subject to the grievance and arbitration provisions of 

this Agreement. 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 8 

COMPANY REGULATIONS 
 

8.1 The Union recognizes that it is the responsibility of Officers to familiarize themselves 

and learn all policies and rules established by the Company or its client, and faithfully 

report all violations thereof.  The Union agrees that Officers shall discharge all duties as 

assigned to them impartially and without regard to any Union or non-union affiliation of 

any Officer of the Company or Client, and that failure to do so may be cause for 

discipline. 

 

8.2 Any rules, regulations or directives which are now in effect, or which may be later 

imposed upon the Company by its Client, or any other Governmental Agency having 

jurisdiction will apply with equal force and effect to the Officers hereunder.  Officers are 

also required to adhere to Company Rules and Regulations.   
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8.3 The Company reserves the right, from time to time, to amend, add to or delete from its 

Company Rules and Regulations and practices unless such amendment, addition or 

deletion would violate a specific provision of this Agreement.     

 

8.4 Typically all work rules that could result in discipline are contained in the Employee 

Handbook, the Collective Bargaining Agreement, Post Orders, internal memoranda or 

other means, i.e., posted notices, shift briefing information, etc.   Should there be any 

work rules contained in facility policy, the Company will provide Officers reasonable 

access to all facility policies for which they could be disciplined or that contain 

information related to their jobs or the Company, except those polices that are considered 

privileged, confidential or sensitive by the Company, its client or the appropriate 

American Correctional Association standards. 

 

8.5 The Union recognizes the principle of management responsibility, and that the Company 

must furnish satisfactory service in accordance with the demands and directives of the 

Company’s Client and the requirements of the particular job.   

 

 

 

ARTICLE 9 

UNION REPRESENTATIVES AND ACCESS TO FACILITY 

 

9.1 Duly authorized representatives of the Union shall have reasonable access to the facility 

to ascertain whether the Agreement is being properly observed, provided that no 

interview shall be held during rush hours or interrupt operations or disrupt or interfere 

with the duties of any Officer.  Rush Hours include, but are not limited to, count times, 

meal periods, major turnouts, shift changes, or other times when there is major inmate or 

staff movement or during an emergency situation. Union representatives and Officers of 

the Local may contact Shift Stewards during working hours by telephone for the purpose 

of conducting Union business, provided that permission to do so has first been received 

from the Senior Warden or his designee. 

9.2 Access to the facility after normal business hours (8:00 AM – 4:30 PM) will require prior 

approval from the Senior Warden or his designee. 

9.3 It is mutually understood that access to the facility is governed by Client rules, and is 

subject to applicable Client restrictions, and these rules and restrictions must be followed.  

Any representative of the International Union (or other Union representative) requesting 

access to the facility must obtain proper clearance from the Client.  

9.4 The representative of the Union shall contact the Senior Warden, or his designee, then 

present themselves at the facility and inform the Senior Warden, or his designee, of the 

circumstances of the visit. To the extent practicable the Union will provide the Senior 

Warden with a one (1) week advanced notice before any visit by a representative of the 

International Union.  The Company and the Union representative shall conduct 

themselves in such a manner as to carry out the intent and spirit of this Article. 
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9.5 The Union shall inform the Company in writing of the names of its Officers, Regional 

Director, International Representatives, Chief Steward and Shift Stewards who are 

accredited to represent it, which information shall be kept up to date at all times.  Only 

persons so designated will be accepted by the Company as representatives of the Union. 

 

9.6 The Company shall provide a Bulletin Board for use by the Union with the understanding 

the Union shall not post nor distribute any letters, handbills, or notices etc., elsewhere on 

the site.  Bulletin Board postings shall not contain any partisan political literature, 

offensive or derogatory language, signs or symbols related to the Company, the Client, 

visitors, other staff or any other individual or organization.  Bulletin Board postings will 

be limited to: 

 

a. Notices of Recreational-Social Events 

b. Notice of Union Elections 

c. Notice of Results of Union Elections 

d. Notice of Union Meetings 

e. Notices of Other “Official” Union Business 

 

9.7 The Union may designate one (1) Officer as a Chief Steward.  Additionally, the Union 

may designate two (2) Officers per shift to act as Shift Stewards.  Each shift may have 

one (1) alternate, who shall function as the Shift Steward only when the regular Shift 

Steward is absent or unavailable.  Shift Stewards and Alternates shall in each case be an 

Officer with Seniority and who regularly works the shift to which they are assigned.  The 

local Union will keep the Company currently advised in writing of the identity of the 

Shift Stewards and their alternates, as well as the identity of the local Union officials. 

Only Officers named by the local Union as currently holding any of the above positions 

will be recognized by the Company as representing the Union. 

 

9.8 No Chief Steward, Shift Steward, alternate Shift Steward, or any other local Union 

Officer may leave an assigned duty post or work assignment to engage in representation 

of Officers during a pre-disciplinary investigatory interview or disciplinary proceeding 

without first notifying and receiving authorization from the Shift Supervisor.  The 

Company shall not unreasonably withhold such authorization. 

 

9.9 No Chief Steward, Shift Steward, alternate Shift Steward or other Union Officer shall 

cause an Officer to leave their assigned post without first notifying the Shift Supervisor 

and receiving proper authorization. 

 

9.10 The Union recognizes that representation of Officers is not meant to circumvent the 

normal relationship between Supervisor and Officer as it pertains to discussions and 

counseling.  The right to Union representation shall not apply to conversations between 

an Officer and the Supervisor for the purpose of giving instructions concerning work 

performance, providing training or retraining or non-disciplinary correction of work 

habits or techniques. 
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ARTICLE 10 

DUES CHECK OFF 
 

10.1 Subject to the limitations of any state or federal law, the Company agrees to deduct from 

the first paycheck earned each calendar month by a member of the Union covered by this 

Agreement, the Union membership dues and initiation fees uniformly levied by the 

Union in accordance with said Union’s constitution and by-laws, of each member of the 

Union who has in effect at that time a proper authorization card executed by the Officer, 

authorizing the Company to make such deductions.  A minimum of fifteen (15) workdays 

prior to the first deduction, the Union will advise the Company of the exact dollar amount 

due from each Officer. 

 

10.2 All sums collected in accordance with such signed authorization cards shall be remitted 

by the Company to the Secretary-Treasurer of the International Union SPFPA no later 

than the fifteenth (15
th

) of the month subsequent to the month in which such sums were 

deducted by the Company. 

 

10.3 The check-off authorization card to be executed and furnished to the Company by the 

Union and the Officers shall be the official Union authorization for check-off of dues.  

The Company shall accept no other form, unless the substitute is mutually agreed upon 

by the parties. 

 

10.4 The Union accepts full responsibility for the authenticity of each check-off card 

submitted by it to the Company, and any authorizations, which are incomplete or in error 

shall be disregarded by the Company, and shall be returned to the Union for correction.  

The Union agrees that upon receipt of proper proof, it will refund to the Officer any 

deduction erroneously or illegally withheld from an Officer’s earnings by the Company, 

which has been transmitted to the Union by the Company.   

 

10.5 No deduction of Union dues will be made from the wages of any Officer who has 

executed a check-off form and has been transferred to a job not covered by this 

agreement or who is not in a pay status.  

 

10.6 Anytime there is a change in the deduction authorization the Company will have a 

minimum of fifteen (15) workdays to put the change into effect.   

 

10.7 An Officer who has executed a check-off form and who resigns or is otherwise dismissed 

from the employ of the Company shall be deemed to have automatically revoked his 

assignment, and if the Officer is recalled or re-employed, further deduction of Union dues 

will be made only upon execution and receipt of a new check-off form. 

 

10.8 Collection of back dues owed at the time of starting deductions of any Officer, and 

collection of dues missed because the Officer’s earnings were not sufficient to cover 

payment for a particular pay period, will be the responsibility of the Union, and will not 

be the subject of payroll deductions. 
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10.9 Deduction of membership dues shall be made, provided there is a balance in the 

paycheck sufficient to cover the amount after all other deductions authorized by the 

Officer or required by law have been satisfied.  In the event of termination of 

employment, the obligation of the Company to collect dues shall not extend beyond the 

pay period in which the Officer’s last day of work occurs. 

 

10.10 The Union agrees to indemnify the Company and hold it harmless against any and all 

claims, suits or other forms of liability which may be made against it by any party for 

amounts deducted from wages as herein provided. 

 

10.11 Solicitation of Union membership or collection or checking of dues will not be conducted 

during working time.  The Company agrees not to discriminate in any way against any 

Officer for Union activity, but such activity shall not be carried out during working hours 

except as specifically allowed by the provisions of this Agreement. 

 

10.12 An Officer may terminate a Union dues allotment by following the procedures outlined 

on the official dues authorization form.  

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 11 

SENIORITY 
 

11.1 For the first three (3) months worked following successful completion of facility pre-

service training and orientation, an Officer shall be regarded as probationary and shall 

have no seniority. Probationary Officers may be disciplined or dismissed without 

recourse to the grievance procedure.  Officers dismissed during their probation do not 

have any rights under this Agreement.  However, Probationary Officers shall be 

represented by the Union concerning wages, hours and working conditions, but the 

Company reserves the right to decide questions relating to promotions, transfers, layoffs 

or dismissal. The Company may, upon written notification to the Union, at its discretion, 

extend an Officer’s probation, for additional 30 days.  One additional 30 day extension 

may be granted with written notice to and consent from the Union. 

 

11.2 Employees who have lost seniority as set forth in Section 11.6 of this Article, and 

employees who terminate or leave the bargaining unit prior to completion of the 

probationary period shall be required, upon rehire or reentry into the bargaining unit, to 

serve the probationary period again.  

 

11.3 After completion of the probationary period an Officer’s seniority under this Agreement 

shall revert to the Officer’s date of hire at the D Ray James Correctional Facility.  

Seniority of Officers who start work on the same date shall be determined by the last four 

digits of the Officer’s social security number.  The lower number will be the most senior.  

Seniority is defined as the length of continuous service with the D Ray James 

Correctional Facility. 
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11.4 Seniority under this Agreement will have no influence on promotions or advancement 

within the Company.  The benefits of seniority are limited to those specifically mentioned 

in this Agreement. 

 

11.5 The Company agrees to prepare an updated site seniority list of Officers covered by this 

Agreement quarterly, a copy of which will be furnished to the Union, if requested.  

 

11.6 Officers will lose their seniority, and shall be dismissed for any of the following: 

 

a. Is laid off for more than 12-months; 

b. Absent due to illness or injury for more than six (6) months, or length of employment, 

whichever is less.  Absences taken pursuant to the applicable federal or state laws are 

exempt under this provision; 

c.  Dismissed for Just Cause 

d. Gives a false reason for a leave of absence or engages in other employment during 

such leave; 

e. Fails to meet qualification/re-qualification requirements in accordance with the 

Company, the Client or other Governmental Agency’s regulations having jurisdiction; 

f. Fails to obtain or maintain a security clearance; 

g. Fails to return from layoff upon recall as provided below; 

h. If the Officer voluntarily resigns or retires; or 

i. If the Officer is convicted of a felony or a misdemeanor that does not relate to a 

traffic violation, with the exception of DUI. 

 

11.7 Layoff and recalls from layoff will be made on the basis of seniority.  Officers acting as 

President or Vice President of the Local shall not be laid off provided that work, which 

they are qualified for and willing to perform is available in their present Classification.  

Stewards will be laid off and recalled from layoff on the same basis as provided for other 

Officers except that in the event a unit or shift is deactivated and is later reactivated, the 

Stewards shall be the first Officers to be recalled to that unit or shift, provided work 

which they are qualified and willing to perform is available.  Positions requiring “special 

training or skills” will be exempt from the seniority process (Transportation Officers and 

Armory/Locksmith Officer).   

 

11.8 Laid-off Officers shall have callback rights for a period of twelve (12) months or length 

of employment whichever is less, and shall retain their accumulated seniority as of the 

date of layoff.  

 

11.9 In case of re-employment, Officers who have been laid off shall be notified to return to 

work, at their last known address, in reverse order of lay-off.  The notice will be by 

certified mail return receipt.  In the event a former Officer so notified fails to report for 

work within five (5) calendar days after receipt of such notice, his seniority shall be 

terminated. 
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11.10 It will be the responsibility of the laid-off Officer to keep the Company notified of any 

change of address, and current phone number. 

 

11.11 An Officer who is activated or drafted or who volunteers for military service in the armed 

forces of the United States, shall accumulate full seniority during the term of such 

service, provided such veterans are honorably discharged from active duty and apply for 

reemployment as an Officer within 90 days after such discharge from military service, 

provided the Officer still meets all eligibility requirements.  The above is limited to a 6 

year period; however, in time of war there will be no limit. 

 

11.12 An Officer who is or has been transferred from the bargaining unit shall cease to 

accumulate seniority.  If the Officer returns to the bargaining unit within six (6) months 

he shall retain the seniority he had at the time he transferred out of the bargaining unit. 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 12 

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE AND ARBITRATION 
 

12.1 The parties agree that all problems should be resolved, whenever possible, before the 

filing of a grievance but within the time limits for filing grievances stated elsewhere in 

this Article, and encourage open communications between the Company and Officers so 

that resorting to the formal grievance procedure will not normally be necessary.  The 

parties further encourage the informal resolution of grievances whenever possible.  A 

grievance is defined as an alleged violation of a specific term or provision of this 

Agreement.  At each step in the grievance process, participants are encouraged to pursue 

appropriate modes of conflict resolution.  The purpose of this Article is to promote a 

prompt and efficient procedure for the investigation and resolution of grievances.  This 

grievance procedure is not intended for complaints of harassment or discrimination as 

referenced in the Employment Handbook and Corporate Policy. 

 

12.2 It is the intent of the parties to first provide a reasonable opportunity for resolution of a 

dispute through the grievance procedure and arbitration process.  Except as noted below, 

if prior to seeking resolution of a dispute by filing a grievance hereunder, or while the 

grievance proceeding is in process, an Officer seeks resolution of the matter in any other 

forum, whether administrative or judicial, the Company shall have no obligation to 

entertain or proceed further with the matter pursuant to this grievance procedure.   

 

12.3 An Officer who believes that any provision of this Agreement has not been properly 

applied or interpreted may present his grievance to be settled by the following 

procedures.  During each step of the grievance procedure the Company has the right to 

perform a reasonable investigation into the complaint.  The investigation may include but 

is not limited to: conducting interviews, having Officers prepare written statements, 

review records, etc.   
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STEP 1   The grievant and/or grievant’s Steward or Union representative shall meet with 

the grievant’s Chief of Security or his designated representative within ten 

business days (excluding weekends and holidays) after the actions giving rise 

to said grievance occurred, became known or should have become known to 

the Officer or Union.  The Chief of Security or his designated representative 

shall render his response to the grievant or the grievant’s Steward within ten 

business days (excluding weekends and holidays) of this meeting. 

 

STEP 2  If the grievance is not settled in STEP 1, then the Union shall reduce the 

grievance to writing, and submit it to the Assistant Warden or his designated 

representative within ten business days (excluding weekends and holidays) 

after the STEP 1 answer was given or was due.  The Assistant Warden or his 

designated representative shall meet within ten business days with the 

grievant’s Steward or Union representative in an attempt to resolve the 

grievance.  Every written grievance shall be filed on an authorized SPFPA 

Grievance Form and specify: (a) the date of the alleged violation; (b) all 

relevant facts; (c) the issue; (d) the contract provision(s) allegedly violated; (e) 

witnesses to the alleged violation; and (f) the remedy or relief sought.  The 

Assistant Warden shall render a written answer to the grievance within ten 

business days (excluding weekends and holidays) of the STEP 2 meeting. 

 

STEP 3   If the grievance is not settled in STEP 2, then the Union shall appeal the 

grievance to the Warden or his designee, within ten business days (excluding 

weekends and holidays) after the STEP 2 answer was given or due.  The 

Warden or his designee shall meet with the Union’s designated representative 

within ten working days in an attempt to resolve the grievance.  The Warden 

shall render a written answer to the grievance within ten business days 

following the STEP 3 meeting.  

 

STEP 4   If the grievance is not settled at Step 3, then within ten business days 

(excluding weekends and holidays) from the Company’s Step 3 answer, the 

Union’s Regional Vice President or his designated representative shall have 

the opportunity to discuss the merits of the grievance with the Company’s 

Eastern Region Vice President or his representative.  The Eastern Region Vice 

President or his representative shall render a written answer to the grievance 

within 30 calendar days following this discussion.  Nothing in this Article 

shall compel the Union’s Regional Vice President or his designated 

representative to utilize the opportunity to discuss the grievance with the 

Company’s Eastern Region Vice President.  If Step 4 is not utilized by the 

Union’s Regional Vice President or his designated representative he may 

advance the grievance to arbitration within thirty (30) calendar days of the 

Company’s Step 3 answer.   
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STEP 5  Arbitration:  If the grievance is not settled at Step 3 or Step 4, the party 

advancing the grievance may submit the matter for arbitration within thirty 

(30) calendar days after the Step 3 or Step 4 answer was given or was due.  

Before any issue is considered for Arbitration, a grievance must be processed 

at each step of the grievance procedure 

 

12.4 Only those grievances which have been processed in strict accordance with the 

requirements of the above paragraphs and have gone through each Step of the grievance 

process shall be processed to arbitration in accordance with the procedures and 

limitations described herein.  

 

12.5 Officers have the right to have a Union representative present during each step of the 

grievance process.  It is understood between the parties that the local Union President, 

Vice President (or their designee), Shift Steward or alternate may act as the representative 

in question.   

 

12.6 As referenced in this Article, business days do not include Saturday, Sunday or Holidays.   

 

12.7 The Union shall have the power to determine whether or not a grievance filed by a 

member of the Union should be submitted at each step of the grievance process or if 

unresolved grievances should be submitted for arbitration.  The time limits set forth in 

each step of the grievance procedure may be extended by mutual agreement in writing 

and such extended time limits shall then be considered as applicable to the grievance 

involved for the purpose of this section.  

 

12.8 The Arbitrator shall be selected from a panel of seven (7) proposed arbitrators, submitted 

by the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Services.  The party requesting arbitration 

shall be responsible for contacting the FMCS to obtain the list.  If the two parties cannot 

agree on an arbitrator during the review of the original list, a second list of prospective 

arbitrators may be requested from the FMCS.  If the parties still cannot agree on an 

arbitrator then the strike method will be used on the second list.  The party requesting 

arbitration will strike the list first.   

 

12.9 Each dispute shall constitute a separate proceeding unless the question involved is 

common to more than one dispute, in which case the proceeding may be consolidated, but 

only with mutual consent of the parties. No grievance filed after the termination of this 

Agreement shall be arbitrable.   

 

12.10 The arbitrator shall be governed at all times wholly by the terms of this Agreement.  The 

arbitrator shall neither add to, subtract from, modify or alter the terms or provisions of 

this Agreement.  Arbitration shall be confined solely to the application and/or 

interpretation of this Agreement and the precise issue(s) submitted for arbitration.  The 

arbitrator shall refrain from issuing any statements of opinion or conclusions not essential 

to the determination of the issues submitted and is prohibited from using any standard not 

specifically specified in this Agreement, including but not limited to notions of industrial 

standards.  
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12.11 No claim for back wages under this Agreement shall exceed the amount of earnings the 

Officer would have otherwise earned by working for the Company, less any and all 

compensation the Officer received from any other source, including unemployment 

compensation.  Under no circumstances will interest charges be included in any award for 

back pay.  In the event an Officer is awarded back pay as a result of an arbitrator’s ruling, 

deducted from the award will be any amounts received by the Officer for unemployment 

compensation and interim earnings, as well as any amounts which could have been 

earned through reasonable efforts by the employee to mitigate.  In no event may the 

arbitrator enter a monetary award for any item other than lost wages.  The Arbitrator shall 

not have the power to award punitive or exemplary damages, attorney’s fees, or any other 

form of non wage damages. 

 

12.12 Should either of the parties fail to attend the hearing as agreed, the Arbitrator shall be 

empowered to proceed with the hearing in the absence of either party, and shall be 

empowered to render a final decision, and award on the basis of only the evidence 

presented.  

 

12.13 The compensation of the arbitrator and his expenses incidental to the arbitration shall be 

borne by the losing party.  If there is no prevailing party, the arbitration costs shall be 

borne equally by the parties.  Each party shall bear the expense of preparing its case and 

shall make arrangements for and pay for the expenses of witnesses called by them. The 

party desiring a transcript of the arbitration proceedings shall provide written notice to 

the other party of its intention to have a transcript of the arbitration made at least one 

week prior to the date of the arbitration.  The party desiring such transcript shall be 

responsible for scheduling a reporter to record the proceedings.  The requesting party is 

responsible for the cost of the reporter and the transcript of the proceedings.  If the 

opposite party timely requests a copy of the transcript at the hearing, the reporter and 

transcript costs will be equally split between the parties.  If the opposite party does not 

request a copy of the transcript at the hearing they will be permitted an opportunity to 

review the transcript at a mutually convenient time. The transcript will be the official and 

exclusive record of the hearing. 

 

12.14 The decision or award of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon the Company, the 

Union and the grievant, provided any party may appeal to an appropriate court of law a 

decision that was rendered by the arbitrator acting outside of or beyond the arbitrator’s 

jurisdiction, pursuant to applicable law. 

 

12.15 Any Officer or Union policy grievance not appealed or processed strictly within the time 

limits and in the manner set forth in each step of the grievance procedure shall be 

considered settled on the basis of the last answer by the Company.  Any grievance step 

not answered by the Company within the time limits and in the manner set forth in each 

step of the above procedure may be appealed directly to the next step of the grievance 

process by the Union at any time within ten (10) work days of the Company’s default.  
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12.16 No grievance shall be filed or processed if it concerns a matter occurring more than ten 

(10) work days before the Company or the affected Officer(s) knew or should have 

reasonably known that the events could result in the filing of an official grievance.  

 

12.17 It is the specific intention of the parties that the grievance and arbitration procedures set 

forth herein are the exclusive and sole mechanism for the resolution of any grievances, 

disputes, disagreements or claims made under or related to this Agreement, with the 

exception of Company claims made as a result of a violation of Article 7 – No Strike/No 

Lockout.  Each Step of the Grievance process must be followed unless there is written 

mutual consent of the parties. 

 

12.18 Nothing contained herein shall prohibit the Company’s ability to file and process its own 

grievance under the procedure outlined above. 

 

12.19 In the event the parties settle any grievance prior to a final and binding determination by 

an arbitrator, such settlement shall be on a non precedent setting basis unless the parties 

affirmatively state otherwise in writing signed by both parties.  Evidence of any such non 

precedent setting settlements shall not be admissible in any proceedings under this 

Article, including but not limited to, arbitration hearings. 

 

12.20 The Company will provide copies of all disciplinary notices to the affected Officer or 

upon request to the Union. 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 13 

UNIFORMS 
 

13.1 Uniforms and equipment shall be supplied where required by the Company, and replaced 

as necessary.  Uniforms or equipment worn or used by the Officers who are on duty shall 

be prescribed by the Company, and no deviation from the Company’s requirements shall 

be practiced except with the consent of the Company.   

 

13.2 Uniforms, equipment, and other Company issued items remain the property of the 

Company and must be returned upon separation, or instead the Officer must pay eighty 

percent (80%) replacement cost for uniform items and pay one hundred percent (100%) 

of replacement cost of unreturned equipment. 
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ARTICLE 14 

JUST CAUSE 
 

14.1 Except where otherwise provided in this Agreement, where appropriate, the Company 

will adhere to concepts of Progressive Discipline, which it defines as the corrective 

process of applying penalties short of dismissal where conduct is of a less serious nature.  

The nature of discipline should be appropriate to the conduct and need not begin with the 

least serious disciplinary action.  Acceptance of the principle of progressive discipline 

does not limit the Company’s authority to immediately dismiss for serious offenses that 

cannot be condoned.   

 

14.2 No Officer shall be disciplined or dismissed without just cause.  The Company shall 

notify the Union, that the services of an Officer are no longer desirable, and that he has 

been disciplined or dismissed.  Any Officer not granted a required security clearance by 

the Client shall be dismissed without recourse to grievance or arbitration procedures. 

 

14.3 The following violations are representative only of the reasons that constitute Just Cause 

for immediate dismissal.  The list of violations below is not an all inclusive list:   

 

 Dishonesty,  

 The use, sale, possession or introduction into the facility of contraband,  

 Any type of theft, 

 Aiding or Abetting an escape,  

 Insubordination,  

 Fighting,  

 Being under the influence of illegal drugs or alcohol,  

 Leaving a duty post without being properly relieved,  

 Inattention to post (sleeping, etc.),  

 Sexual and other forms of harassment, in conjunction with the Company’s general 

orders and regulations. 

 Unnecessary or Excessive Use of Force, 

 Failure to respond to an emergency, 

 Failure to obey lawful orders, 

 Failure to fully and truthfully participate in any facility investigation or attempt to 

obstruct a facility investigation, 

 Refusal to allow a search of themselves or their property. 

 Falsification of Company or Client records. 

 Unauthorized possession of Company, Client or other’s property. 

 

14.4 The Company agrees to follow the guidelines for disciplinary offenses and penalties, as 

may be amended from time to time.  These guidelines for progressive disciplinary are 

contained in GEO Corporate Police 3.2.8, Progressive Discipline and include:    

 

a. Counseling 

b. Written Reprimand 
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c. Final Reprimand 

d. Dismissal 

 

Note: To decide on the appropriate action the Company may consider: the seriousness of 

the Officer’s conduct, employment record, ability to correct the conduct, actions taken 

for similar conduct by other Officers, how the conduct affects prisoners, the client, the 

public and other circumstances.  At any step in the above process Officers may (at the 

discretion of the Company) be placed on a Work Improvement Plan (WIP) as a last 

attempt to assist the Officer to be successful.  

 

14.5 If an Officer believes he was dismissed without just cause, he should notify the Local 

Union of his desire to file a grievance.  Should the Union decide to file a grievance on 

behalf of the Officer they must notify the Company within ten (10) workdays of the 

Officer receiving the notice of termination. Such grievance shall be filed beginning at 

Step-3 of the grievance procedure as outlined in Article-12. 

 

14.6 Any Officer arrested for a felony or a misdemeanor that does not relate to a traffic 

violation, with the exception of DUI, will be placed on leave without pay pending 

resolution of any criminal prosecution stemming from the arrest.  If the Officer enters a 

plea of guilty or nolo contendere to the criminal charges stemming from the arrest; or the 

Officer is found guilty of the charges stemming from the arrest, then the Officer will be 

terminated with no recourse to either the grievance or arbitration procedures set forth in 

Article 12 of this agreement.  If the Officer is found not guilty or the charges are dropped, 

the Officer will be reinstated with no back pay, but with no loss of seniority.  The 

Company retains the prerogative to review the circumstances surrounding the arrest and 

based on its findings will take appropriate disciplinary action, if warranted.   

 

14.7 An Officer interviewed concerning his discipline may request a Union representative be 

present during such interview.  Nothing herein shall be construed to compel an Officer to 

have Union representation present.  If an Officer requests Union representation, the 

Officer will not be required to respond to questions until the representative is present.  

Once the Union representative is present, questioning may begin and the Officer may 

confer with the Union representative regarding his responses.  Although the Officer may 

consult with the Union representative related to the issue at hand, the Company requires 

all interview responses come from the Officer.   

 

14.8 Disciplinary actions, excluding statutory claims that have been upheld, will remain in an 

Officer’s personnel file, but cannot be used against the Officer after the expiration of 12 

months from the date of the last violation. 
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ARTICLE 15 

SAVINGS CLAUSE 
 

15.1 Should any part of this agreement, or any portion therein contained be rendered or 

declared illegal, invalid, or unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, inclusive 

of appeals, if any, or by the decision of any authorized governmental agency, such 

invalidation of such part of this agreement shall not invalidate the remaining portions 

thereof.  In the event of such occurrence, the parties agree to meet as soon as practical, 

and if possible, to negotiate substitute provisions for such parts or portions rendered or 

declared illegal or invalid.  The remaining parts and provisions of the agreement shall 

remain in full force and effect. 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 16 

MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 
 

16.1 Subject to the express provisions of this Agreement, management’s rights include those 

listed in this article as well as any rights that are usual and customary. 

 

16.2 The management of the Company’s operations and direction of the working forces, 

including, but not limited to: establish new jobs; abolish or change existing jobs; assign 

and change work duties and responsibilities; employ; promote; demote; train; transfer; 

lay off; recall; discipline, suspend or dismissal; determine the number of employees 

necessary for any operation; determine the number of hours to be worked; schedule hours 

of work, including starting and quitting times and meal and break times; increase and 

decrease the work force; establish, change, and maintain performance standards and 

methods; deploy the workforce within the facility in the manner it considers the most 

effective and efficient to meet the operational needs; determine the qualifications, 

efficiency and ability of employees; maintain the efficiency of operations and employees; 

determine services to be offered; determine the source of supply for all services, goods, 

or materials; institute technological changes or improvements in operations; use 

temporary employees from third party providers, as long as it does not result in layoff or 

reduction of hours of bargaining unit members; transfer operations; decide the number 

and location of facilities; close a facility or a portion thereof; acquire, sell to or merge 

with other companies; require the taking of physical, mental, drug, or alcohol tests; 

require Officers to consent to credit checks; require Officer’s complete cooperation in 

investigation of potential theft or fraud; and make and revise such reasonable rules and 

regulations in connection with the Company’s operations and the conduct and duties of 

its employees in respect of such operations as are deemed advisable, will be vested 

exclusively in the Company, subject only to such limitations as are specifically set forth 

in this Agreement.   

 

16.3 The Company need not necessarily exercise rights reserved to it, or if the Company does 

exercise its reserved rights in any particular way, such will not be deemed a waiver of its 
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right to exercise them in other ways not in conflict with the express provisions of this 

Agreement.  The Company maintains and retains all management rights and the 

enumeration of management’s rights herein shall not be deemed to exclude any other 

management rights.  

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 17 

NO FAULT ABSENTEEISM and TARDINESS 

 

17.1    The procedure stated herein establishes a “no fault” point system to monitor the 

attendance of the Officers covered by this Agreement.  

 

17.2    Prompt attendance on the job is an important part of the performance record each Officer 

builds from the day the Officer is hired.  The success of an Officer depends in large 

measure on how well the Officer performs the job each day.  The company is entitled to a 

reasonable degree of regularity in the attendance by all Officers, and disciplinary action is 

proper for failure to adhere to a reasonable attendance standard.  The Company will focus 

particular attention on clear patterns of abuse, such as an unscheduled leave or “calling-

out” in conjunction with days off, holidays, or vacation. 

 

17.3    The Company recognizes there may be a reasonable absence due to a bona fide sickness 

or emergency situation, often beyond the control of the Officer, therefore this procedure 

allows for a number of “occurrences” before discipline is administered.  For example, an 

“occurrence” is a single day of absence, or two or more consecutive days of absence. 

 

17.4     Designed to work as a “no fault” procedure with a point system of attendance monitoring, 

this procedure will be consistently administered.  The Officer’s immediate supervisor is 

responsible to coach, guide and/or discipline, as appropriate, Officers who are 

excessively absent or tardy.  Within the procedures and limitations of the CBA, the 

Company reserves the right to impose discipline where there is a clear pattern of misuse 

or intentional abuse. 

 

17.5 A Rolling 6-month period is the applicable period of time within which occurrences are 

counted under the procedure.  An Officer’s record of points for absenteeism and tardiness 

occurrences will be tallied, tracked, trended and reported continuously through GEO’s 

information systems. 

 

 

           The following accumulative total points received during the rolling 6-Month period are 

considered thresholds in terms of when disciplinary action may be taken: 

 

                       

                       3 Points ----------- Coaching 

                       6 Points ----------- Counseling 
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                       8 Points ----------- Written Reprimand 

                       10 Points ---------- Final Written Reprimand 

                       12 Points -----------Dismissal 

 

17.6    Absences for the following reasons will not add points to an Officer’s record: 

          

            a.  Use of scheduled vacation time, sick leave or other scheduled leave time for 

doctor office appointments or medical procedure, as well as scheduled Long Term 

Illness time, which has been approved in advance by a supervisor.  Note, 

however, that supervisors will question an Officer’s time off when there is an 

apparent pattern of absences, i.e., going to the doctor every Monday or Friday, or 

at the beginning or end of the Officer’s scheduled work week. 

 

            b.   Other authorized and approved leaves, including paid or unpaid Personal Leave, 

Jury Duty, Bereavement Leave, Military Leave, Family Medical Leave, Union 

Leave and any other form of leave required by law. 

 

17.7  Absences for the following reasons will add points to an Officer’s record: 

 

          Unexcused Absence:  6 Points:   An Officer will have an unexcused absence when the 

Officer fails to call in an absence and show up for a scheduled shift (No Call No Show). 

 

         Unscheduled Absence: 2 Points:    An Officer who is absent from work and fails to 

notify their supervisor as soon as possible, less than two (2) hours before their scheduled 

reporting time is considered to have an unscheduled absence.  Officers shall be 

responsible for providing their expected date of return to work during such notification.  

Each time an Officer is absent as an unscheduled absence the Officer will receive two (2) 

points for the unscheduled absence “occurrence”.  Multiple continuous days of absence 

for the same reason shall be considered one “occurrence”.  Officers will not be required 

to forfeit Vacation Time to compensate the Company for an unscheduled absence. 

 

 TARDINESS:    An Officer who will be late to work must notify a supervisor as soon as 

possible.  Officers shall be responsible for providing their expected arrival time during 

such notification.  Late arrivals that were approved in advance by a supervisor, such as 

for a scheduled doctor office appointment, dental appointment or other scheduled and 

pre-approved reason will not add points to an Officer’s record. 

 

 Late Arrival: 1 Point:   The following reasons will add points to an Officer’s record:   

An Officer is considered a late arrival if the Officer arrives at work and clocks in more 

than seven (7) minutes after the Officer’s scheduled reporting time.  For example, given 

the rounding in the timekeeping system, if an Officer is required to begin a shift at 6:00 

AM, they would be allowed to clock in no earlier than 5:53 AM and could clock in up to 

6:07 AM, and either punch time would be rounded to 6:00 AM.  Those Officers clocking 

in more than seven (7) minutes after their scheduled reporting time will receive one (1) 

point. 
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            Exclusions:   Late arrivals and absences that were the result of factors outside of the 

Officer’s control will be handled by the Facility Administrator on a case by case basis.  

Examples of events outside of the Officer’s control include, but are not limited to:  

medical emergencies, car accidents, unplanned highway closures and sudden severe 

weather such as a tornado.  Examples of events that will not be considered outside of the 

Officer’s control include, but are not limited to:  heavy traffic, lack of transportation and 

weather such as heavy rain.  In all cases, the Company will follow the requirements of the 

Family and Medical Leave Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act, as well as any 

other applicable law. 

 

 Early Arrival:  1 Point:    A non-exempt employee is considered an early arrival if the 

employee arrives at work and clocks-in more than seven (7) minutes before the 

employee’s scheduled reporting time.  

 

17.8 As an incentive for perfect attendance, Officers have the opportunity to earn two Perfect 

Attendance Days per year. If an Officer does not accrue any points for a six (6) month 

period between January 1
st
 and June 30

th
, or between July 1

st
 and December 31

st
, they 

will receive one personal paid holiday for each period. The holiday must be taken within 

the six (6) month period following the award. Officers must notify their supervisor at 

least two (2) weeks in advance of taking any earned personal holiday. 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 18 

JURY DUTY  
 

18.1 GEO will pay the regular, full-time employees their pay for the days that the employee is 

subpoenaed for jury duty or otherwise required to testify or participate in any legal action 

related to company business, as determined by GEO.  This pay will be comparable to the 

employee’s normally scheduled shift (8, 10 or 12 hour shifts in the case of hourly 

employees).  The employee must furnish written statement from the appropriate public 

official listing dates, hours of service and pay received.  The employee is expected to 

report to work if excused from jury duty in time to perform a substantial part of a regular 

workday.  (If any doubt exists, the employee should call his/her supervisor to determine if 

he should report to work.)  Time absent due to court leave when subpoenaed or otherwise 

required to testify or participate in any legal action related to company business shall be 

counted as time worked for the purpose of computing overtime. 

 

18.2 Jury duty shall not be considered as time worked for the purpose of computing overtime. 
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ARTICLE 19 

BEREAVEMENT LEAVE 
 

19.1 Upon the death of a full-time Officer’s immediate family member, the Officer will be 

granted up to three (3) days leave with pay, not including the Officer’s regular days off, 

in order for the Officer to make arrangements for and to attend the funeral. 

 

19.2 For the purposes of this Article immediate family member is defined as an Officer’s 

spouse, child, step-child, parents (including in-laws), siblings (including in-laws), 

grandparents and grandchildren to include the above family members of same sex 

couples. 

 

19.3 Bereavement Leave shall not be considered as time worked for the purposes of 

computing overtime.  

 

19.4 Upon the death of a qualifying person under Section 19.1, the Senior Warden, or his or 

her designee, will consider, on a case-by-case basis, requests to extend Bereavement 

Leave through the use of available vacation time. 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 20 

HOLIDAYS 

 

20.1 The Company will provide full-time Officers the following ten (10) paid holidays 

regardless of the day on which the holiday falls:  

 

New Year's Day  Labor Day   

Martin Luther King's Day Presidents’ Day 

Veterans Day   Memorial Day  

Thanksgiving Day  Day After Thanksgiving 

Independence Day  Christmas Day  

   

20.2 Officers who are required to work on the holiday will be paid for all hours worked on the 

holiday, plus holiday pay based on their regularly scheduled workday. Appropriate 

overtime rules apply to the actual number of hours worked on a holiday or during a week 

in which a holiday falls.  Holiday Pay is not included as hours worked for the purpose of 

calculating overtime. 

 

20.3 Officers will receive Holiday Pay even if they are on approved paid time off (vacation, 

jury duty, bereavement leave, etc.). 

 

20.3 Part-time Officers will receive holiday pay on a prorated basis, based on the number of 

hours worked in the pay period prior to the holiday occurring. 
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ARTICLE 21 

VACATION 
 

21.1 During the term of this Agreement, the Company will grant paid vacation to all full-time 

Officers based on years of service.  Years of Service is determined by the Officer’s 

Anniversary Date.  Part-time Officers receive vacation pay on a prorated basis as a part of 

their hourly rate.    

 

Years Service       Annual Accrual  

   

1.  More than One (1) Year but less than 5 years          80 Hours  

2.  More than Five (5) Years but less than 10 years        120 Hours  

3.  More than Ten (10) Years but less than 15 years        160 Hours 

4.  Fifteen (15) Years and above          200 Hours 

 

21.2 Vacation shall be awarded on the anniversary of the Officer’s date of hire, in one lump 

sum.  Officers must take vacation time within the twelve (12) month period following 

each anniversary of their date of hire.  Any unused vacation time not taken within the 

twelve month period will be paid out.   Officers cannot carry over vacation time from one 

anniversary year to the next. 

 

21.3 Any unused vacation time that has been awarded shall be paid at the time of separation 

from employment with GEO. 

 

21.4 If a designated holiday named in this Agreement falls during an Officer’s vacation 

period, such Officer shall be entitled to receive pay for such holiday.  

 

21.5 Vacation time shall not be considered as time worked for the purpose of computing 

overtime. 

 

21.6 Except as provided in sections 21.2 and 21.3, Officers entitled to vacation will not be 

given pay in lieu thereof. 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 22 

401(k) PLAN 
 

22.1 All Officers are eligible to participate in the Company 401(k) and profit sharing savings 

plan as may be amended from time to time by the Company to ensure that the benefits are 

the same for all GEO Group Officers. 

 

22.2 The Company will match 50% of the Officer’s salary deferrals up to the first 5% of salary 

deferred (maximum matching contribution is 2.5% of salary). 
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ARTICLE 23 

WAGES 

 

23.1 Listed below are the Hourly Rates and the Health & Welfare Hourly Rate for covered 

Officers by this Agreement at the D Ray James Correctional Facility.   

A. The rates listed below are currently in effect.  

 

 

Category Hourly Rates 

Correctional Officers $15.87 

Health and Welfare $3.81 

 

B. CERT Officers shall receive premium pay of $23.08 per pay period.  Officers are 

only eligible to receive one premium rate under this section.  

 

C. Should the Wage Determination Hourly Rate or the Health and Welfare rate change 

during the term of this Agreement the Company and the Union agree to reopen 

negotiations with regards to Wages or the Health & Welfare rate provided for in this 

agreement. 

 

D. Any negotiated changes as a result of any revised Wage Determination will only 

become effective on the Client Contract Date once each year of the Agreement as 

incorporated by the Client into the Operations and Management Contract. 

 

23.2 Officers shall receive the Health & Welfare hourly rate of $3.81 per hour (based on 2080 

hours per year) as a part of their wages.  Officers may elect to voluntarily participate in 

the Company’s benefits plans the costs of which will be explained in detail to each 

Officer.  Should Officers elect not to participate in the company’s benefit plans the 

amount of the Health and Welfare hourly rate will continue to be paid directly to the 

Officer in the form of wages and be reflected on their paychecks. Should an Officer 

choose to participate in the Company’s benefit plans on a limited basis (for example 

taking dental or vision insurance only) any cost of the plans will be subtracted from the 

Health and Welfare hourly rate, with any remaining funds continuing to be paid in the 

form of wages.  

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 24 

HEALTH INSURANCE AND BENEFITS 

 

24.1 Effective the first day of the month coincident with or following 30-days of employment, 

full-time Officers may elect to enroll in: 

a. The Company’s Group Health Insurance Plans, plan with optional family coverage. 
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b. Flexible Spending Accounts 

The company has established and pays the administrative costs related to pre-taxed 

Medical and Dependent Care Flexible Spending Accounts (FSA).  Officers have the 

opportunity, through pre-taxed payroll deductions, to participate in these FSA 

programs up to the limits established by law.  For additional information Officers 

should contact their Human Resources Office.  For decisions related to income tax 

considerations, Officers should consult with the IRS or a personal financial advisor. 

 

24.2 Effective the first day of the month coincident with or following 90-days of employment 

full-time Officers may elect to participate in Company’s dental, vision, group life 

insurance, disability, legal and voluntary benefit plans.  Specific information related to 

these plans is available from the facility Human Resources Department. The terms and 

conditions of said plans are not subject to the grievance and arbitration procedures 

established herein.   

24.3 The Company reserves the exclusive right to make or modify HEALTH AND 

WELLNESS benefits at any time during the life of this Agreement.  The Company also 

reserves the exclusive right to modify the choice of service providers. 

24.4 The Company shall discuss with the Union any changes or modifications to the Health 

and Wellness benefits prior to implementation or open enrollment. 

24.5 Health and Wellness Benefits shall not be subject to the grievance procedures set forth in 

this Agreement. 

 

24.6 Employee Assistance Program 

 

To assist Officers in both work related and non-work related issues, the Company 

provides an Employee Assistance Program.  Program participation may be voluntary or 

in some instances required by the Company.  The provisions of the Employee Assistance 

Program are not subject to the grievance and arbitration process.  Specific information 

related to the EAP may be found in the facility Human Resource Office and/or GEO 

Corporate Human Resources.  The EAP is available for Officers and their families. All 

information, whether voluntary or required by management, is strictly confidential. 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 25 

WAIVER OF BARGAINING RIGHTS AND AMENDMENTS TO AGREEMENT 
 

25.1 During the negotiations resulting in this Agreement, the Company and the Union each 

had the unlimited right and opportunity to make demands and proposals with respect to 

all proper subjects of collective bargaining; all such subjects were discussed and 
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negotiated upon; and the agreements contained herein were arrived at after the free 

exercise of such rights and opportunity.  

 

25.2 This Agreement supersedes any previous agreements, rules, regulations or customs 

governing the Company, its employees and the Union.  The parties agree that they will 

not be bound by any past understandings or practices adopted by them or by other 

companies in the Company’s industry unless those understandings or practices are agreed 

to in writing or incorporated in writing in the terms of this Agreement.  Arbitration 

decisions and grievance procedure settlements rendered or reached concerning any other 

companies in the Company’s industry shall not be considered as precedent under this 

Agreement and cannot be introduced as evidence or received into the record of any 

grievance proceeding or arbitration conducted under this Agreement. 

 

25.3 Any changes in this Agreement, whether by addition, waiver, deletion, amendments or 

modifications, must be reduced to writing and executed by both the Company and the 

Union. 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 26 

OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT 

 
26.1 All Officers employed at the facility must obtain written approval from the Senior 

Warden prior to becoming committed to Secondary Employment.  Such approval will not 

be unreasonably withheld nor will it be arbitrary or capricious.  Secondary Employment 

must not interfere with required duties or expectations, directly or indirectly create a 

conflict of interest or a situation that would be prohibited by State or Federal Law.  

Officers who are approved for Secondary Employment must advise their secondary 

employer that they (the Officer) are expected to respond without delay to emergency 

situations that occur at the Facility.   

 

26.2 Any Officer who violates any provision of this Article may be subject to discipline.  

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 27 

DRUG AND ALCOHOL TESTING 
 

27.1 The Union collectively and its members individually recognize the sensitive nature of the 

company’s business.  As such, each recognizes that maintaining a drug and alcohol free 

work place is essential to the safety and security of all Officers, the general public, the 

inmates and the institution.  
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27.2 The Union collectively and the members individually agree that the Company has the 

right to implement policies and procedures related to drug and alcohol testing and that 

these policies may include provisions for both cause and prevention testing. 

 

27.3 Drug testing includes provisions for testing for Cause and Prevention.  Procedures are 

found in GEO Policy #3.2.6 Personnel, Drug Free Workplace.  The Company may amend 

this policy from time to time.  

 

27.4 When the Company has a “reasonable” suspicion to believe that an Officer is in violation 

of Company Rules of Conduct related to the use of alcohol or drugs, the Senior Warden 

or his designee may require the Officer to submit to an alcohol and/or drug test.  

Procedures are established in GEO Policy #3.2.6. Personnel: Drug Free Workplace.  

 

27.5 If an Officer refuses to submit to a drug screening or alcohol test, the Officer shall be 

warned that such refusal constitutes grounds for immediate dismissal and then be allowed 

an opportunity to submit to the testing as though the Officer had originally complied with 

the order. 

 

27.6 The Union collectively and the members individually agree that drug testing policies or 

regulations of the Company, Client or other regulating authority are subject to review and 

change.  Changes made by the Company, Client or other regulating agencies will be 

binding on the parties to this Agreement.  Changes will be communicated to the Union 

prior to implementation. 

 

 

 

 

ARTICLE 28 

DURATION 
 

Except as otherwise provided herein, this Agreement becomes effective on May 30, 2014, and 

shall continue in force and effect until midnight July 30, 2017 and from year to year thereafter, 

unless either party receives written notice from the other party, not less than sixty (60) days, nor 

more than ninety (90) days, immediately prior to the expiration date, of its intention to amend, 

modify or terminate this Agreement, provided that if the Company shall cease to operate at this 

site, this Agreement shall automatically terminate and the rights and obligations of both the 

Union and the Company hereunder, shall automatically cease except with reference to those 

Officers covered herein shall remain in the employment of the Company for the purpose of 

performing work arising from the termination provisions of the Company’s agreement with the 

Client, and as to such Officers, this Agreement shall continue in effect until termination of 

employment of such Officers. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have hereunto set their respective hand and seals, 
and caused this instrument to be clearly executed. 

FOR THE COMPANY: 
The GEO Group, Inc. (GEO) 

NAME: Christopher D. Ryan 

TITLE: VP Employee & Labor Relations 

DATE: 0-1S--•1'-\ 

FOR THE UNION: 
International Union, Security, Police and Fire 
Professionals of America (SPFP A) 

NAME: Rick O'Quinn 

TITLE: lntemational VP Region 2 

DATE: -------------
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FEB-07-2013 09:53 NLRB REGION 12 TAMPA 813 228 2874 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD 

REGION 12 
201 E KENNEDY BLVD STE 530 
TAMPA, FL 33602-5824 

Agency Website: www.nlrb.gov 
Telephone: (813)228-2641 
Fax: (813)228-2874 

February 6, 2013 

STEPHEN V. FULLER 
GEO CORRECTIONS AND DETENTION, LLC 
ONE PARK PLACE 
621 NW 53RD ST, STE700 
BOCA RATON, FL 33487-8235 

Dear Mr. Fuller: 

Re: GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC 
Case 12-RC-097792 

P.02 

Enclosed is a copy of a petition that INTERNATIONAL UNION, SECUR1TY POLICE 
AND FIRE PROFESSIONALS OF AMERICA (SPFPA) filed with the National Labor Relations 
Board (NLRB) seeking to represent certain of your employees. This letter tells you how to 
contact the Board agent who will be handling this matter, explains your right to be represented, 
requests that you provide certain information, notifies you of a hearing, requests that you post 
notices, and discusses some of our procedures including how to submit documents to the NLRB. 

Investigator: This petition will be investigated by Field Examiner MARKT. HEATON 
whose telephone number is (813) 228-2670. The Board agent wil1 contact you shortly to discuss 
processing the petition. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call the Board agent. 
If the agent is not available, you may contact Supervisory Examiner DENISE C. MORRISON 
whose telephone number is (813) 228-2455. 

Immediately upon receipt of the petition, the NLRB conducts an impartial investigation 
to determine if the NLRB has jurisdiction, if the petition is timely and properly filed, if the 
showing of interest is adequate, and if there are any other interested parties to the proceeding or 
other circumstances bearing on the question concerning representation. If appropriate, the 
NLRB then attempts to schedule an election either by agreement of the parties or by holding a 
hearing and then directing an election. 
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FEB-07-2013 09:53 NLRB REGION 12 TAMPA 

GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC 
Case 12-RC-097792 

- 2 -

813 228 2874 

Febrnary 6, 2013 

Right to Representation: You have the right to be represented by an attorney or other 
representative in any proceeding before us. If you choose to be represented, your representative 
must notify us in writing of this fact as soon as possible by completing Form NLRB-4701, 
Notice of Appearance. This form is available on our website, www.nlrb.gov, or at the Regional 
office upon your request. 

P.03 

If someone contacts you about representing you in this case, please be assured that no 
organization or person seeking your business has any "inside knowledge" or favored relationship 
with the NLRB. Their knowledge regarding this matter was only obtained through access to 
information that must be made available to any member of the public under the Freedom of 
Information Act. 

Requested Information: 

1,,formation Needed Immediately: To process the petition in this matter, we need certain 
iuformation from you. Accordingly, please submit to this office, as soon as possible, the 
following information: 

(a) The correct name of your organization; 

(b) A copy of any existing or recent! y expired collective-bargaining agreements, and 
any addenda or extensions, or any recognition agreements covering any of your 
employees in the unit involved in the petition (the petitioned-for unit); 

(c) The name and contact information for any other labor organization (union) 
claiming to represent any of the employees in the petitioned-for unit; 

(d) Your position as to the appropriateness of the petitioned-for unit; 

(e) A completed commerce questionnaire (form enclosed) to enable tLC. to determine 
whether the NLRB has jurisdiction in this matter; 

(t) If potential voters will need notices or ballots translated into a language other than 
English, the names of those languages and dialects, if any; and 

(g) An alphabetized list of employees in the petitioned-for unit, with their job 
classifications, for the payroll period immediately before the date of this petition. 
This list will be used to resolve possible eligibility and unit questions as well as to 
determine the adequacy of the Petitioner's showing of interest. If such a list is not 
submitted promptly, any later submission and request for an evaluation of the 
Petitioner's showing of interest will be considered untimely and no check of the 
showing of interest wilJ be conducted absent unusual circumstances. 

Information Needed Later: If an election is agreed to or directed in this matter, the Employer 
must file with this office an alphabetized list of the full names and addresses of all eligible 
voters. We will then make the list available to all parties to the election. The list must be 
furnished within 7 days of the direction of, or agreement to, an election. I am advising you of 
this requirement now, so that you will have ample time to prepare this list. 
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FEB-07-2013 09:53 NLRB REGION 12 TAMPA 813 228 2874 P.04 

GEO Corrections and Detention, LLC 
Case 12-RC-097792 

- 3 - February 6, 2013 

Notice of Hearing: Enclosed is a Notice of Hearing to be conducted on 
February 15, 2013 if the parties do not voluntarily agree to an election. If a hearing is necessary, 
it is expected to run on consecutive days until concluded. The enclosed Fonn NLRB-4339 
provides information about rescheduling the hearing. Requests for postponement of the hewing 
to a date more than 14 days after the petition was filed will normally not be granted absent 
extraordinary circumstances. 

Posting Notices: The NLRB believes that employees should have infonnation about 
their rights while a representation petition is pending; and employers and labor organizations 
should be apprised of their responsibilities to refrain from conduct which could interf cre with 
employees' freedom of choice in an election. Accordingly, please immediately post the enclosed 
Notice to Employees (Fonn 5492) in conspicuous places in areas where employees in the 
petitioned-for unit work. Additional copies of the Notice to Employees are available for posting 
if you need them. 

frocedures: We strongly urge everyone to submit all documents and other materials 
(except unfair labor practice charges and representation petitions) by E-Filing (not e-mailing) 
through our website, www.nlrb.gov. However, the NLRB will continue to accept timely filed 
paper documents.· On all your correspondence regarding the petition, please include the case 
name and number indicated above. 

Information about the NLRB, the procedures we follow in representation cases, and our 
customer service standards is available on our website, www.nlrb.gov, or from an NLRB office 
upon your requel)i. 

We can provide assistance for persons with limited English proficiency or disability. 
Please Jet us know if you or any of your witnesses would like such assistance. 

Enclosures 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Notice of Hearing 

Very truly yours, 

~~-~ 
MARGARET J. DIAZ 
Regional Director 

Notice Regarding Representation Cases (Form 4339) 
Statement of Standard Procedures in Formal Hearings (Form 4669) 
Commerce Questionnaire 
Notice to Employees (Form 5492) 
Copy of Petition 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD 

REGION 12 

GEO CORRECTIONS AND DETENTION, LLC 

Employer 

and 

INTERNATIONAL UNION, SECURITY POLICE· 
AND FIRE PROFESSIONALS OF AMERICA 
(SPFPA) 

Petitioner 

Case 12-RC-097792 

NOTICE OF REPRESENTATION HEARING 

P.05 

The Petitioner filed the attached petition pursuant to Section 9(c) of the National Labor 
Relations Act. It appears that a question affecting commerce exists as to whether the employees 
in the unit described in the petition wish to be represe,1ted by a collective~hargaining 
representative as defined in Section 9(a) of the Act. 

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that, pursuant to Sections 3(b) and 9(c) of the Act, at 
10:00 AM on February 15, 2013 and on consecutive days thereafter until concluded, at the 
National Labor Relations Board offices located at 550 WATER STREET, STE 240, 
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32202-5177, a hearing will be conducted before a hearing officer of the 
National Labor Relations Board. At the hearing, the parties will have the right to appear in 
person or otherwise, and give testimony. Form NLRB-4669, Statement <~(Standard Procedures 
in Formal Hearings Held Before The National Labor Relations Board Pursuant to Petitions 
Filed Under Seclion 9 of The National Labor Relations Act, is attached. 

Dated: February 6, 2013 

• 

Terry D. C bs, Acting Regional Director 
National Labor Relations Board 
Region 12 
201 E Kennedy Blvd Ste 530 
Tampa, FL 33602-5824 
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FORM N~B-48119 
(1-92) 

SUMMARY OF STANDARD PROCEDURES IN FORMAL HEARINGS HELD BEFORE 
THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD PURSUANT TO PETITIONS FILED 

UNDER SECTION 9 OF THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT 

P . 06 

RCASES 

The hearing will be conducted before a Hearing Officer of the National Labor Relations Board. (R CASES) 

Parties may be represented by an attorney or other representative and present evidence relevant to the 
issues. All parties appearing before this hearing who have or whose witnesses have handicaps falling within the 
provisions of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, and 29 C.F.R. 100.603, and who in order 
to participate in this hearing need appropriate auxiliary aids, as defined in 29 C.F.R. 100.603, should notify the 
Regional Director as soon as possible and request the necessary assistance. 

An official reporter will make the only official transcript of the proceedings and all citations in briefs or 
arguments must refer to the official record. (Copies of exhibits should be supplied to the Hearing Officer and other 
parties at the time the exhibit is offered in evidence.) After the close of the hearing, one or more of the parties may 
wish to have corrections made in the record. All such proposed corrections, either by way of stipulation or motion, 
should be forwarded to the Regional Director or to the Board in Washington (if the case is transferred to the 
Board) instead of to the Hearing Officer, inasmuch as the Hearing Officer has no power to make any rulings in 
connection with the case after the hearing is closed. All matter that is spoken in the hearing room will be recorded 
by the official reporter while the hearing is in session. In the event that any party wishes to make off-the-record 
remarks, requests to make such remarks should be directed to the Hearing Officer and not to the official reporter. 

Statements of reasons in support of motions or objections should be as concise as possible. Objections and 
exceptions may, on appropriate request. be permitted to stand to an entire line of questioning. Automatic 
exceptions will be allowed to all adverse rulings. 

All motion~ shall be in writing or, if made at the hearing, may be stated orally on the record and shall briefly 
state the order of relief sought and the grounds for such motion. An original and two copies of written motions 
shall be filed with the Hearing Officer and a copy thereof immediately shall be served on the other parties to the 
proceeding. 

The sole objective of the Hearing Officer is to ascertain the respective positions of the parties and to obtain a 
full and complete factual record on which the duties under Section 9 of the National Labor Relations Act may be 
discharged by the Regional Director of the Board. It may become necessary for the Hearing Officer to ask 
questions. to call witnesses, and to explore avenues with respect to matters not raised by the parties. The 
services of the Hearing Officer are equally at the disposal of all parties to the proceedings in developing the 
material evidence. 

At the close of hearing, any party who desires to file a brief may do so in the appropriate manner described 
below. 

1 . Briefs filed with the Regional Director 

Unless transfer of the case to the Board is announced prior to close of hearing, the brief should be filed in 
duplicate with the Regional Director. A copy must also be served on each of the other parties and proof of such 
service must be filed with the Regional Director at the time the briefs are filed. Briefs submitted are to be.dou.b.~ 
§Jla9ed on B 112 by 11 incfLJW.RN.L. 

The briefs shall be filed within 7 days after the close of the hearing unless an extension of time, not to exceed 
an additional 14 days on request made for good cause, before the hearing closes, is granted by the Hearing 
Officer. Briefs must be filed in accordance with the provisions of Section 102.111 (b) of the Board's Rules. 
Facsimile transmission of briefs is not permitted. 

A request for an extension of time made after the close of the hearing must be received by the Regional 
Director. in writing, as much in advance of the date the briefs are due as possible and copies thereof must be 
served on the other parties by the same or faster method as used to file with the Regional Director (see 102.114 
of Board's Rules). 
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2. Briefs filed with the Board in Washington, 0 .C. 

a, If transfer of case to the Board is • .announced at the hearing 

Should any party desire to file a brief with the Board, eight copies thereof shall be filed with the Board in 
Washington, O.C. Immediately on such filing, a copy shall be served on each of the other parties. Proof of such 
service must be filed with the Board simultaneously with the briefs. Such brief shall be printed on otherwise legibly 
duplicated: Provided, however, that carbon copies of typewritten matter shall not be filed and if submitted will not 
be accepted. No reply brief may be filed except on special leave of the Board. Any brief filed after transfer of the 
case to the Board shall be double-sp~<i...Qtl.B. 112 by 11 inch paper. 

The briefs shall be filed within 7 days after the close of hearing unless an extension of time, not to exceed an 
additional 14 days on request made for good cause, before the hearing closes, is granted by the Hearing Officer. 
Briefs must be filed in accordance with the provisions of Section 102.111 (b) of the Board's Rules. Facsimile 
transmission of briefs is not permitted. 

b. Transfer of cases to the ~Q.@.td~cted after dose of hearing 

Pursuant to Section 102.67 of the Board's Rules, the Regional Director may, at any time after the close of 
hearing and before decision, transfer a case to the Board for decision. The order transferring the case will fix a 
date for filing briefs in Washington, O.C. 

If a brief has already been filed with the Regional Director, the parties may file eight copies of the same brief 
with the Board in the same manner as set forth in "a," above, except that service on other parties is not required. 
No further briefs shall be submitted except by special permission of the Board. 

If the case is transferred to the Board before the time expires for filing of briefs with the Regional Director and 
before the parties have filed briefs, such briefs shall be filed as set forth in "a," above . 

. c. Request for extension of time to file briefs with the Boar<.t 

A request for an extension of time to file briefs with the Board in Washington, D.C. , made after the close of 
hearing must be received by the Executive Secretary's Office in Washington as much in advance of the date the 
briefs are due as possible but in any event no later than the close of business on the due date. Such request must 
be in writing and a copy shall be served immediately on each of the other parties and the Regional Director and 
shall contain a statement that such service has been made. 

As provided in Section 1 02.114(a) and (e) of the Board's Rules and Regulations, service on all parties of a 
request for an extension of time shall be made in the same or faster manner as that utilized in filing the paper with 
the Board; however, when filing with the Board is accomplished by facsimile transmission or by personal service, 
the other parties shall be promptly notified of such action by facsimile transmission or by telephone, followed by 
service of a copy personally or by overnight delivery service. 
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NLRB REGION 12 TAMPA 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD 

813 228 2874 

NOTICE REGARDING REPRESENTATION CASE HEARINGS 

Case 12-RC-097792 

P.08 

Hearing Cancellation Based on Agreement of Parties: The issuance of the Notice of Hearing 
in this case does not mean that the matter cannot be resolved by agreement of the parties. On the 
contrary, the NLRB encourages prompt voluntary adjustments. The Board agent assigned to the case will 
be pleased to receive and to act promptly upon your suggestions or comments to this end. An agreement 
between the parties, approved by me, will cancel the hearing. 

Postponement of the Hearing: Postponement of the hearing will not he granted unless good 
and sufficient grounds are shown and the following requirements are met: 

(1) The request must be in writing and be filed with the Regional Director; 
(2) Copies of the request must be simultaneously served on all other parties, and that fact must be 

noted on the request; 
(3) Absent extraordinary circumstances, the request must be received no later than 24 hours 

before the hearing is scheduled to begin; 
(4) Requests for postponement of the hearing to a date more than 14 days after the petition was 

filed will normally not be granted absent extraordinary circumstances; 
(5) Grounds must be set forth in detail, e.g., the unavailability of counsel and all other counsel in 

the law firm due to previously scheduled federal court or other U.S. Agency hearings 01· 

trials; 
(6) Alternative dates for any rescheduled hearing must be given; and 
(7) The positions of all other parties regarding the postponement and alternative hearing dates 

must be ascertained in advance by the requesting party and set forth in the request. · 

Approval of a postponement request may be conditioned upon one or more of the fol lowing: 

(I) The agreement of all parties to participate at a conference to be held at the Regional Office 
at least one full day before the rescheduled hearing date; 

(2) Agreement by the requester that extensions of time for filing of briefs will not be sought or 
granted; and/or 

(3) The requestor's execution of stipulations on matters not in dispute, e.g., jurisdiction, labor 
organization status, appropriate unit. 

Consecutive Days of Hearing: Once opened, it is expected the hearing will continue on 
consecutive business days until concluded. 

STEPHEN V. FULLER 
GEO CORRECTIONS AND DETENTION, 
LLC 
ONE PARK PLACE 
621 NW 53RD ST, STE700 
BOCA RATON, FL 33487~8235 

DAVID HICKEY, INTERNATIONAL 
PRESIDENT 
INTERNATIONAL UNION, SECURITY 
POLICE AND FIRE PROFESSIONALS OF 
AMERICA (SPFP A) 
25510 KELLY RD 
ROSEVILLE, MI 48066-4932 
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Please read caret llcable it1m1 and return to the NLRB Office. If additional , m number ..... -----~ 
CASE NAME ER . . 

A. Did you provide urvices valued in excess ofSS0,000 directly to customers outside your State·r Jfno, indicate actual value. 
$ 

n. If you answered no to 9A, did you provide services valued in excess of SS0,000 to cu.~tomers in your State who purchased goods 
valued in excess of $50,000 from directly outside your State? If no, indicll.tc the value of any such services you provided. 
$ 

c. If you answered no to 9A um! QB, did you provide services valued in excess of $50,000 to public utilities, transit ~ystems, 
newspapers, health care institutions, broadcasting stations, commercial buildings, educational institutions, or retail concerns? If 
less than $50,000, indicate amount. $ 

D. Did you sell goods valued in excess ofSS0,000 directly to customers located outside your Staie'? If less than $50,000, indicate 
amount. $ 

E. If you answered no to 9D, did you sell goods valued in excess of $.50,000 directly to customerS locnted inside your State who 
purchased other goods valued in excess of $50,000 from directly outside your State? If h.'1is thlin $50,000, indicate amount. 
$ 

F. Did you purchase and receive goods valued in excess of$50,000 from directly outside your State:? lfless lhan $SO,OOO, indicate 
amount. $ 

G. Did you purchase and receive goods valued in excess of$50,000 from enterprises who received the goods directly from points 
outside ur State? Ifless than $50,000, indiC1J.tc amount $ 

H. Gross Revenues from all sales or performance ol' services (Chi!ck thi! largest amount): 
$100,000 $250 000 SS00,000 $1,000,000 or more If less thlin $100,000, indicate amount 

I. Did you begin operations within the last 12 months? If yes, specify date: 
i . : ' · -iN!inRi , · · .·• llW ,ER-;GRO.UP.ilf.lll.' :ENGA'GES.'Illf€01UlilOO'f.I\1; ilJ'ARC.)(INfNGi;,!V:: ~:-:' :':·:,! .. 

(I/yes, name and addrl!ss of association or group). 

. m~FUB,11HE 
TIT!,F. TEL. NUMBER 

·~ "'i· .. :10J.t!fiXl&lJ.ITT}qRm#~ti!~~;~t+~::~;,;~(~;~1~• i·.: 

NAME AND TITLE (Type or Print) DATE 

PRIVACV At,· S'l'ATf:MfN'f 
Soicitalion of the inlOtl'nalion on this form Is authorized by the National Labor Relati0n$ Act (NI.AA), 29 U.S.C. § 151 et seq. The principal use of the information iS to assist tile National Labor Relations 
BOilld (NLRB) in pl'OC$$sing represenlallon and/or unfair labor practice proeeecli',gs and related proceedings or liligation, The routine Use5 for 111, information ate fully set forth kl the Federal Register, 
71 ~ed. Reg. 74942-43 (Dec. 13, 2006). The NLRB will further explart these uses upon request DiSCIO$Ure 01 this informallon to Ille NLRB is vohnnaiy. However, failur, to wppty tt1e .,rormauon may 
caU5e the NLRB to refuse to s lur1her a re en · or unfair labor ractica case. or cause the NLRB to issue ou asub na ani;I seekenforcement of lhesub a in federc!l court. 
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NOTICE TO 
EMPLOYEES 

FROM THE 
National Labor Relations Board 

A PETITION has been filed with this Federal agency seeking an election to determine 
whether certain employees want to be represented by a union. 
The case is being invtJStigated and NO DETERMINATION HAS BEEN MADE AT THIS TIME 
by the National La6or Relations Board. IF an eleetion is held Notices of Election will be posted 
giving complete details for voting. 
It was suggested that your employer post this notice so the National Labor Relations Board 
could lnfonn you of your basic rights under the National Labor Relations Act 

YOU HAVE 
THE RIGHT 

under 
Federal Law 

• To self-organiiation 

• To form, join, or assist labor organi.11:ations 

• To bargain colleetlvely through representatives of your own 
choosing 

• To act together for the purposes of collective 
other mutual aid or protection 

bargaining or 

• To refuse to do any or all of these things unless the union and 
employer, in a state where such agreements are permitted, 
enter into a lawful union-security agreement requiring 
employees to pay periodic dues and Initiation fees. 
Nonmembers who inform the union that they object to the use 
of their payments for nonrepresentational purposes may be 
required to pay only their share of the union's cosls of 
representational activities (such as collective bargaining, 
contract administration, and grievance adjustments). 

It is possible that some of you will be voting in an employee re~resentation election as a result of the 
request for an election having been filed. While NO DETERMINATION HAS BEEN MADE AT THIS TIME, 
in the even! an election is held, the NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD wants all eligible voters to be 
familiar with their rights under the law IF it holds an election. 

The Soard applies rules that are intended to keep its elections fair and honest and that result in a free 
choice. If agents of either unions or employers act in such a way as to Interfere with your right to a free election, 
the election can be set aside by the Board. Where appropriate the Board provides other remedies, such as 
reinstatement for employees fired for exereising their nghts, including backpay from the party responsibla for 
their discharge. 

NOTE: 

The following are 
examples of conduct 
which interfere with 

the rights of 
employees and may 
rHult in the setting 
aside of the election. 

• Threatening loss of jobs or benefits by an employer or a union 

• Promising or granting promotlOf!S, pay raises, or other 
benefits, lo influence an f:!mployee s vote t,;y a party capable of 
carrying out such promises 

• An employer firing employees to discourage or encourage 
unjon actJvjey or a union causing them to be fired to encourage 
union activity 

• Making camP,aign s~ches to assembled groups of employees 
on company time within the 24-hour perioabefore the election 

• Incitement by either an employer or a union of racial or 
religious preJUdice by inflammatory appeals 

• Threatening physical f~rce or vlole11ce to employees by a 
union or an empJoyer to influence their votes 

Please be assured that IF AN ELECTION IS HELD every effort will be made to protect your 
right to a free choice under the law. Improper conduct wlll not be permitted. All parties are 
expected to cooperate fully with this agency in maintaining basic principles of a fair election as 
required by law. The National Labor Relations Board as an agency of the United States 
Government does not endorse any choice in the election. 

NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD 
an agency of the 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

THIS IS AN OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT NOTICE AND MUST NOT BE DEFACED BY ANYONE 
FOR.M Nl.~0•5.11111 (1•11) 

P.10 
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FORM NLR8-5492(SPI 
(&•95) AVISO a 
los Empleados 

DE PARTE DE 
La Junta Nacional de Relaciones del Trabajo 

UNA PETICION ha sido radicada ante esta agencia Federal solicitando una elecci6n para determinar si ciertos 
empleados desean ser representados por una union. 

El caso esta siendo inve5tigado y la Junia Naclonal de Relaciones del Trabajo NO HA HECHO DETERMINACION 
ALGUNA HASTA AHORA. Sise celebra una eleccion, se fijaran Avi505 de Eleccion dando detaiJe:. cornplatos acerca 
de la votaci6n, 

Se sugiri6 a su patrono que fijara este aviso para que la Junta Naeional de Relaoionas dC!I Trabajo pudiara informaries 
aoerca de sus derechos basicos bajo la Ley Naoional de Relaciones del Trabajo. 

BAJO LA LEY 

FEDERAL 

USTEDES 

TIENEN EL 

OERECHOA: 

• Organlzarsc 

• Constltuir, lngre,;ar en, o ayudar a organizacionas obraras 

• Negoc;Jar coleclivamente pot conjucto de representantas selecc:ionados 
por ellos mlsmos 

• Actuar c;oncertadamente con el fin de negoci~r cioleclivamemle u otro fin 
de ayuda o protaccl6n mutua 

• Negarff a tomar todas estas accionas o cualquiera de ellas a menos qua, 
en aquellos estados en que se pennitan tales acuerdo5, I• union y el 
patrono ll•guen a un acuen:lo legal para que los empleados satisfagan 
cuotas periodicas dlspu6s de hacer un PIEfO lnlclal. Sc puede exlglr 
a aquello5 que, no siendo miambros de la union, lnformen a la unl6n que 
se oponen al U5o de 5US cuotas para fines qua no sean de rept11santaci6n, 
a quo paguen su parte de los gaslos heciho5 Plltll realizar fas actividades 
do representaclon (&ales como las negocfaciones cofe,;tivas, e/ control 
contractual y la rosoluc/on de las reclamaclones obreras). 

Es po.$ible qua algunos de ustedes voten en una elecci6n para designar el repre:.entanle de loi. emplaados como 
resultado de haber sldo radicad.a la solicitud de eleccl6n. Alln cuando NO SE HA HECHO OETERMINACION ALGUNA 
HASTA AHORA, en caso de celebrarse una elec:Cion, la JUNTA NACIONAL OE RELACIONES DEL TRABAJO desea 
que todos los votantes elegibl&s asten familiarizados con sus derechos bajo la ley SI celebre una elecci6n. 

la Junta SP.lies r~l11s qua tienan por objeto mantener sus elecciones imparciales y honradas y ql)e resulten en una 
libre se1aec16n. S1 agentes, bien sea de las uniQnes o de 10$ patronos, aetuan de tal manera que interfiera con su 
derecho a una eleccion libre, la elecci6n puede ser anulada por la Junta. Cuando es af)fopiado, la Junia provee otros 
emedios. tales como reinstalaci6n para los emple.id0$ despadidos por ejercer sus derechos. incluyendo paga atrasada 
de parte del respon&able por su dcspldo. 

NOTA: 

Los slguientes son 
ejemplos de conducta 
que interfiere con los 
derechos de los 
empleados y puede 
resultar en la anulacion 
de la elecci6n. 

• Amenazas do pcrdlcla de empleos o benerlcilos hec;ha, por un patrono 
o un;i union 

• Promesas o conc;e,;iones de ascenso,, aumentos d6 suoldo, u otros 
beneflclos para lnfluenclar el voto de un empleado hachas pot una do las 
partcs capacltada para cumpllr tales promesas 

• El desph:lo de ompleados por un patrono para desalentar o alentar 
actlvldades unionales o una union que cause qua sean despodldos 
para alentar actlvldadcs unlonaln 

• Hac:ar dlscursos de campana a grupos de emple.idos raunidos en tiempo 
pago por la campallla dontro def perlodo de 24 horas ante:. de la eleccion 

• La lnciil•ciion, bien se.a por el patrono o la unl6n, al preJulclo racial o 
rellgloso por medio de llamamientor; tendlentas a enardecer las anlmos 

• Ameno1za,; de fuerza o violencla ffslca hechas a empleados por una union 
o un patrono para influenciar sus votos 

Tengan la seguridad de que SI SE CELEBRA UNA ELeCCION se hatan lodos Joi. ei.luerzos par.a protGger su 
dereChO a una ilbre selecci6n de conformidad con la iey. La conducta impropia no ,era permitida. Esperamos de 
todas las partes que presten su complete cooper11cion a e&ta agencia en el mantenimiento de los principioll basicos de 
una eleoci6n imp11rci11I segun 10 requ,ere la ley, La Junta Nacional de Relacione5 del Trabajo eomo una agcncia del 
Gobiemo de los Estados Unidos r1Q endoso nunguna de las selecciones en la elecci6n. 

· JUNTA NACIONAL DE RELACIONES DEL TRABAJO 

una agencia de/ 

G081ERNO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS 

ESTE ES UN AVISO OFICIAL DEL GOBIERNO Y NO DEBE SER MUTILADO POR NINGUNA PERSONA 

P.11 
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F0!!M EXEMl'T UNDER ll't IJ.S.C 

INTPNET 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE 

CQllM NlAl-!02 NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD C•!MI No. I 081e Filed 
12-MJ PETITION 12-RC-097792 2-6-13 

INSTRUCTIONS: Submit an original of thie Pl!llllon 10 the NLRB Fleglonal Oflica In the Region In wtlich the empkly81' toncernad Is loeat@d. 

Tha l'8tilionel' alleges tll8t '!he folbNing clralmstances a1isl and requests that the NLR8 procaed under Is propet authority l)\OUS11l lo Section 9 rJ the NLRA. 
1. PURPOSE OF TMIS PETITION (II~ AC. RM, DI' RD hi-~ and a ct1•ive u"dflf S~ 8(l>l(7) rt/ Iha Act nM been 1-, imlolvlng lht llnP(oye< nam,:111 t.er.ln. tlle 

11talllmel'II fCIIIIIVllng thO deta4pllarl C1f 111e ~or,...,., shel n,;,1 lie "-"ad moae.l (Clltdc 0~) 
@ 

RC-4E«Tlf!CA T10N Of' REPRESPff,11.11\IE • A ,1111.i.i IIUlllber fl employee$ wl!lh lo bt rap,,!!lllntoc1 for purpo- DI ~hi• two41lllli'l(J by P.iaio,_, and 
MtiDnerdaelr9c IO l:IC! l:lll'AldN ~ of.,_ effi9IO~s. 

D 
flM,REPRaa(T,t.110N ~" Pf.TT1'10NI • 01111 et,_,. ,ncthlldtlllS or lllbor ~nlzaUom !Klve Pf'H~ ;I ei.lm ID ~ 10 bll 16COG~ ae tne 
~ ot...,~ dPet111DMt. 

□ 
RIM>E:CER11FICAT10,C 1"91101VAS. ~ llEPRUEtlTATIIIE) , A 1...-tanllel n111ft19w ol tmOI~ ... tit ttlel the ctlUlltd or c:untntty recognlt;ed bllrg11lnlfl$ 
lff'N~ .. IIO .,..,...,,..,._.--. 

□ 
UD-wn'MDRAW.l-01 UNl0fl SHOP .\Ull40Rff'Y (fmMO\/AL OF 081.ICA'nON TO f>AV DU65. • 1hlrty pa1C8111 C,o,!,► or rll019 i,f i,mplc>yeN in ll bergelnin1111IIII 
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ATTACHMENT TO PETrTION: 

813 228 2874 

ALL FULL TIME ANO/ OR REGULAR PART TIME CORR~CTION AND SECURllY OFFICERS PERFORMING 

GUARD DUTIES AS DEFINED IN SECTION g (b) (3) Of:THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT, AS 

AMENDED EMPLOYED BV.GEO CORRECTIONS AND DETENTION, UC @DRAY J.AMES CORRECTIONAL 
FACIUlV LOCATED 3.262 HIGHWAY 252, FOLIGTON, GA 31537. 

P.13 

TOTAL P.13 
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 

VIA ELECTRONIC AND FIRST CLASS MAIL 
Jason Torchinsky, Esq. 
Michael Bayes, Esq. 
Holtzman Vogel Josefiak Torchinsky, PLLC 
45 North Hill Drive, Suite 100 
Warrenton, VA 20186 
jtorchinsky@hvjt.law 
mbayes@hvjt.law 

Dear Messrs. Torchinsky and Bayes: 

May 1, 2018 

RE: MUR 7180 
GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 

We are in receipt of your letter dated March 5, 2018 responding to the Commission's 
reason to believe finding and providing further information related to this matter. In order to 
further inform the Commission's evaluation of the matter, we ask that you please provide the 
following information: 

1. In the Factual & Legal Analysis sent to your clients on January 31, 2018, footnote 40 
references three matters before the National Labor Relations Board ("NLRB") in which 
GEO Corrections Holdings, LLC ("GC Holdings") appears to be the employer. 1 Please 
explain GC Holdings' role in these matters and its role in any federal contract relating to 
these matters. Please include copies of: all contracts related to the facilities at which the 
employees in these NLRB matters are employed, including but not limited to collective 
bargaining agreements and contracts with the federal, state, or local government, or any 
agency thereof. Please also include copies of any document filed with the NLRB by your 
clients or any other party in relation to these cases. 

2. In your March 5, 2018 letter you note that GC Holdings had two external contracts, 
collective bargaining agreements with United Government Security Officers of America 
International Union ("UGSOA") and its Locals# 840 and# 880 at U.S. Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement ("ICE") facilities in Aurora, Colorado and Adelanto, California, 

1 Factual & Legal Analysis at 9, n.40 (referencing GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. v. SPFPA Local 126, 
Case No. 12-CA-118124; GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., Case No. 12-CA-115020; GEO Corrections Holdings, 
Inc. v. SPFPA Local 445, Case No. 19-RC-099484). 
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Jason Torchinsky, Esq. 
Michael Bayes, Esq. 
MUR 7180 (GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc.) 
Page2 

during the 2015-2016 period. Please provide copies of those collective bargaining 
agreements, any contracts or agreements that those collective bargaining agreements 
were incorporated into, any documents or communications discussing such incorporation, 
and any contracts between any GEO entity2 and the federal government or any agency 
thereof relating to the above referenced ICE facilities. Finally, please provide any 
contracts or agreements between GC Holdings and any other GEO entity relating to these 
ICE facilities or the operation of the contracts with the federal government relating to 
these ICE facilities. 

3. Your March 5, 2618 letter further states that GC Holdings "maintains a series of 
'inter-company' employee sharing and service agreements" and "provides corporate 
administrative and employee-related services to various subsidiaries and affiliates." 
Please provide copies of these "employee sharing" agreements and any other contracts, 
agreements, documents, or communications outlining the "corporate administrative and 
employee-related services" that GC Holdings provides or provided to any other GEO 
entity. Please also include information regarding the responsibilities that any 
GC Holdings employees have: negotiating federal contracts for other GEO entities; and 
overseeing, managing or providing administrative support for any GEO entity ( or its 
employees) holding or doing work related to federal contracts or otherwise located at or 
associated with a federal facility. 3 

4. Please state how GEO Reentry Services, LLC is taxed, as a corporation or partnership, 
and provide any documents necessary to substantiate your statement. 

For purposes of requests for contracts between GC Holdings and any other GEO entity, please 
include not only formal contracts but also memorandums of understanding and any other 
document or communication that constitutes a formal or informal agreement relating to the scope 
of the particular request. 

2 For purposes of these requests, the term "GEO entity" is intended to include GC Holdings, as well as any 
parent company, subsidiary company, sister company, or other related entity, including but not limited to: The GEO 
Group, Inc., GEO Reentry Services, LLC, Cornell Companies, Inc. , CCG I, LLC, and GEO Corrections and 
Detention, LLC. 

The term federal facility here is intended to include not only facilities owned by the federal government or 
any agency thereof, but also private facilities where a federal contract is performed such as a privately owned prison 
operated pursuant to a federal contract. 
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We ask that you provide your response no later than May 31, 2018. If you have any 
questions, please let me know. I can be reached at (202) 694-1577 or nmueller@fec.gov. Thank 
you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

;#J,tl';y6;;#'~ 
Nicholas Mueller 
Attorney 
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 

VIA ELECTRONIC AND FIRST CLASS MAIL 
Jason T orchinsky, Esq. 
Michael Bayes, Esq. 
Holtzman Vogel Josefiak Torchinsky, PLLC 
45 North Hill Drive, Suite 100 
Warrenton, VA 20186 
jtorchinsky@hvjt.law 
mbayes@hvjt.law 

August 6, 2018 

RE: MUR 7180 
GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 

Dear Messrs. Torchinsky and Bayes: 

Thank you for your cooperation with our investigation into this matter. We have 
reviewed your response from June 22, 2018 and the documents you provided and we have a few 
follow up questions and requests. In order to further inform the Commission's evaluation of the 
matter, we ask that you please provide the following information: 

1. In your June 22, 2018 letter you explain that "personnel employed by GEO Corrections 
Holdings, Inc. negotiated those contracts on behalf of other entities within The GEO 
Group Structure as part of the Employee Sharing Agreement." Please list all federal 
contracts that were being negotiated or performed in 2015 or 2016 that were negotiated 
by employees of GEO Corrections Holdings. 1 For each such negotiated contract, please 
also include the date on which negotiation began and concluded;2 the dates on which 
performance of the contract began and concluded; the name of the GEO entity that 
performed the contract; and the contract number. Please also provide any employee 
sharing agreement under which the GEO Correction Holdings employees were "leased" 
to another GEO entity in order to negotiate one of these contracts. 

2. On page 4 of your March 5, 2018 letter you explain that "GCH entered into both 
collective bargaining agreements as the nominal employer of unionized personnel at U.S. 

This request :includes any federal contract wbich employees of GEO Corrections Holdings employees 
negotiated even if the contract was not awarded to GEO Corrections Holdings or any other GEO entity. 
2 The date on which negotiati.ons began should be determined as the earlier of the commencement of 
negotiations or when the relevant request for proposal was sent out. 
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Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) facilities." Please explain your use of the 
term "nominal employer." In what ways was GEO Corrections Holdings the employer 
and in what ways were they not the employer? Please explain any legal distinction you 
believe exists between a "nominal employer" and an ordinary employer that would be 
relevant to the matter hand. 

We ask that you provide your response no later than September 6, 2018. If you have any 
questions, please let me know. I can be reached at (202) 694-1577 or nmueller@fec.gov. Thank 
you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

##PO~ 
Nicholas Mueller 
Attorney 
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 

CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

Jason T orchinsky, Esq. 
Michael Bayes, Esq. 
Holtzman Vogel Josefiak Torchinsky, PLLC 
45 North Hill Drive, Suite 100 
Warrenton, VA 20186 
jtorchinsky@hvjt.law 
mbayes@hvjt.law 

Dear Messrs. Torchinsky and Bayes: 

MAY - 3 2019 

RE: MUR 7180 
GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 

On March 31, 2018, your client, GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., was notified that the 
Federal Election Commission found reason to believe that it violated provisions of the Federal 
Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. 

Pursuant to its investigation of this matter, the Commission has issued the attached 
subpoena requiring a representative of the GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. to appear on May 20, 
2019, or another date mutually agreed upon, and give sworn testimony on which will assist the 
Commission in carrying out its statutory duty of supervising compliance with the Act. You are 
requested to provide the name(s) of the chosen representative or representatives no later than 7 
days prior to the deposition. 

Pursuant to 11 C.F .R. § 111.14, a witness summoned by the Commission shall be paid 
$40, plus mileage. Subsequent to the deposition, your client will be sent a check for the witness 
fee and mileage. 

Within two business days of your receipt of this notification, please confirm the 
scheduled appearance with me at (202) 694-1577. 

Sincerely, 

~/t/& 4~ 
Nicholas Mueller 
Attorney 

Enclosure 
Subpoena 
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BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 

In the Matter of 

GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 

) 
) 
) 
) 

MUR 7180 

DEPOSITION SUBPOENA 

TO: GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 
c/o Jason Torchinsky, Esq. 
Holtzman Vogel Josefiak Torchinsky, PLLC 
45 North Hill Drive, Suite 100 
Warrenton, VA 20186 

Pursuant to 52 U.S.C. § 30107(a)(3), and in furtherance of its investigation in the 
above-captioned matter, the Federal Election Commission hereby subpoenas you to 
produce one or more designated representatives for deposition in a manner akin to 
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 30(b )(6) to address the topics identified in the attached 
addendum. Notice is hereby given that the deposition is to be taken on May 20, 2019, or 
another mutually agreeable date, at the offices of the Federal Election Commission, 1050 
First Street, NE, Washington, DC, beginning at 10:00 a.m. and continuing each day 
thereafter as necessary. 

WHEREFORE, the Chair of the Federal Election Commission has hereunto set 
her hand in Washington, DC, on this~O~day of April, 2019. 

ATTEST: 

£)~Ci3D 
Dayna C. Brown 
Secretary of the Commission 

For the Commission, 

Ellen L. Weintraub 
Chair 
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MUR 7180 
Addendum 
GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 

ADDENDUM TO SUBPOENA 

The topics to be addressed at the deposition are set forth below: 

(1) The management structure and creation of internal company policies at GEO 
entities, including but not limited to GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., The GEO 
Group, Inc. and GEO Reentry Services, LLC; this topic includes the composition, 
function, and practices of the corporate boards at GEO entities; 

(2) The corporate structure and tax structure of GEO entities, including but not 
limited to GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc., The GEO Group, Inc. and GEO 
Reentry Services, LLC; this topic includes how these entities fit into GEO's Real 
Estate Investment Trust ("REIT") structure; 

(3) The formation and practical application of employee-sharing agreements between 
GEO entities and particularly those involving GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 
including the work done by employees pursuant to these agreements; this topic 
includes the negotiation and substance of contracts negotiated by GEO 
Corrections Holdings, Inc. ( or its employees) on its own behalf or on behalf of 
other GEO entities including but not limited to The GEO Group, Inc., Cornell 
Companies, GEO Reentry, Inc., and GEO Reentry Services, LLC; 

(4) The joint credit agreements between GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. and The 
GEO Group, Inc. as referenced in The GEO Group, Inc.'s filings with the 
Securities and Exchange Commission as well as any other debts of GEO 
Corrections Holdings, Inc. incurred jointly with or otherwise in connection with 
any other GEO entity; 

( 5) The sources of GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc.' s revenues and distributions of its 
profits; and 

(6) Political contributions made by GEO entities, including but not limited to GEO 
Corrections Holdings, Inc., The GEO Group, Inc., and GEO Group, Inc. PAC. 

Questions on these topics will focus on, though not be limited to, the 2015-2016 time 
frame. 
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
WASHIN GTON, D.C. 20463 

VIA ELECTRONIC AND FIRST CLASS MAIL 
Jason T orchinsky, Esq. 
Michael Bayes, Esq. 
Holtzman Vogel Josefiak Torchinsky, PLLC 
45 North Hill Drive, Suite 100 
Warrenton, VA 20186 
jtorchinsky@hvjt.law 
mbayes@hvjt.la w 

Dear Messrs. Torchinsky and Bayes: 

December 3, 2019 

RE: MUR 7180 
GEO Corrections Holdings, Inc. 

- 8n-March-3-1-;--20-1-8-;-your-client-;-6E0-eorrecti-ons Ho Id ings;-Inc-:-;-was-notified thatth-e 
Federal Election Commission found reason to believe that it violated provisions of the Federal 
Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended, and the Commission' s regulations. Pursuant to the 
Commission's reason to believe findings, the Commission initiated an investigation in this 
matter. 

The Office of General Counsel ("OGC") is nearing the conclusion of the investigation 
and considering potential recommendations to the Commission. Accordingly, we write to 
inquire whether your client is interested in resolving this matter through pre-probable cause 
conciliation. Consistent with usual practice in similar cases, we expect that a request to resolve 
this case through early conciliation would be accompanied by an appropriate tolling agreement. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. I can be reached at (202) 694-1577 or 
nmueller@fec.gov. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

~cY~ 
Nicholas Mueller 
Attorney 
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PUBLICCITIZEN 
March 5, 2013 

Federal Election Commission 
999 E Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20463 

. u.t..\l C£'4"'(t.l' 
rEC \':1" 

RE: Request for investigation of Chevron USA, Inc., and the Congressional 
Leadership Fund, for violadon of 2 USC 441c 

I'll Dear Commissioners: 
L(l 

I'll 
q Please consider the enclosed complaint against Chevron USA, Inc., and the Congressional 
q Leadership Fund, for investigation into violations of 2 USC 441 c, the prohibition on Federal 
O contractors making campaign contributions to parties, candidates and political committees. q 
.... 

Sincerely, 

h~~ 
Craig Holman, Ph.D. 
Government affairs lobbyist 
Public Citizen 
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BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 

Public Citizen, 
Friends of the Earth, 
Greenpeace, 
Oil Change International 

Craig Holman 
Public Citizen 
21 S Pennsylvania Avenue SE 
Washington; D.C. 20003 
202-4S4-S 182 

Erich Pica 
Friends of the Earth - US 
2150 Allston Way, Suite 240 
Berkeley, CA 94704 
(510) 900-3141. 

Charlie Cray 
Greenpeace OSA 
701 H Street~ N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
(202) 462-1177: 

Stephen Kretzmann · . 
Oil Change International 
236 Massachusetts Avenue, NE 
Suite 203 
Washington, D.C. 20002 
(202) 518-9029 

v. 

Chevron USA, Inc. 
Chevron Products Company 
P .0. Box 9034 
Concord, CA 94524 
(925) 827-7741 

and 

Congressional Leadership Fund 
555 13th Street NW, Sui.te SI0W 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

p ~-- ('\ r f \I:•••, 
....... ,_, -·: i .... • 

2013MAR-S Pi~ 12: r1 
Fe.,-,.., I~,~ ., IL.(" j.' -.: - ".:" -~· 

.., ..... "' ... I I ~- I' 

MURNo. 
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COMPLAINT 

1. Public Citizen requests that the Federal Election Commission undertake an 
investigatio11 into, and enforcement action against Chevro~ USA, Inc., a Federal 
government oorttraetor, for making a $2.5 million contlribution to the Congressional 
Leadership Fund, a sapar PAC, for the parpose of itrf11nmcing the 2012 fedoral 
elections, in violation of 2 U.S.C. 44 lc . 

.. 
2. Public Citiieri a-isoTequ~sts. th~t t™ .Fj~eral Election Commission undertake an 

investigation into whether the Congressional Leadership Fund, a super PAC, 
knowingly and willfully solicited and accepted_the above-mentioned contribution 
from a Federal government contractor in violation of 2 U.S.C. 441c. 

BACKGRDUl'Uli, 
Prohibition on Campaip Contributions by Federal Government Contractors 

3. In addition to regulations and disclosure requirements imposed by the Federal 
Election Campaign Act (FECA), the campaign finance law imposes additional 
restrictions agai.nst campaign contributions by Federal government qmtractQrs . 
2 U.S.C. 441c, labeled "Contributions by government contractors," prohibits any 
entity or individual who contracts with the Federal government from making 
campaign contributions, directly or indirectly, to any candidate, politital party or 
political committee for the purpo-ses of influencing federal elections, or to any such 
person For any political purpose or use. Nor may a candidate, po~ltical patty or 
committee knowihgly solicit such a contribution from a government contr:actori. 

4. 2 U.S.C. 441c reads in part: 

(a) Ptohibition 
It shall be unlawful for any person-

2 

(1) who enters into any contract with the United States or any department or 
agency thereof either for the rendition of personal services or-furnishing any 
material, supplies, nr equipment to the United States or any department or 
agency thereof or for selling any land or building to the United States or any 
department or agency thereof, if payment for the performance of such 
contract or payment for such material, supplies, equipment, land, or building 
is to be made in whole or in part from funds appropriated by the Congress, at 
any time between the commencement of negotiations for and the later of 
(A) the completion of performance under; or 
(B) the termination of negotiations for, such contract or furnishing of 
material, supplies, equipment, land, or buiU:lhigs, directly ·or indirectly to 
make any contribution of money or other things of vale,~, or to promise 
expressly or impliecliy ta makD any sach con~cibutipn to any political party, 
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committee, or candidate for public office or to any person for any political 
purpose or use: or 
(2) knowingly to solicit any such contribution from any such person for any 
such purpose durl'ng any such period. 

3 

5. Under federal law, "person" is defined quite broadly to include any individual, 
corporation or any other organization, except the Federal government. [2 U.S.C. 
431(11)]. The ban on contributions from Federal government contractors applies 
only in connection with ·Federal elections [11 C.F.R. 115.2(a)], and does not apply to 
contributions from separate segregated funds (popularly known as a political action 

6. 

7. 

committees) of Federal contractors [2 U.S.C. 441c(b)]. · 

The ban oia campaign contributions from government contractors in connection 
with Federal elections applies to candidates, political parties ·and political 
committees, inr:ludlng super PACs. Tb1~ Federal-Election Commission hns 
appropriately int6ipi"eted the pnahibition against contractor eontributioos to "any 
political ·pnrty committee, or candidate for public office or to any person for any 
political purpose or·use" to include politic.al committees and super PACs involved in 
·Federal elections. The FEC has made this position-clear, in testimony before 
Congress,1 and in a press release following the 2011 Carey v. FEC decision.2 

Most super PACs recognize the prohibition cm accepting contributions from Federal 
contractors, lncludii,g the--Congressionol Leadership Fund,: explicitly warning 
potential contributors of the ban on their Web pages. The warning on the donation 
page of the Congressional beadership 'Fund is typic:~I for other supec PAGs: 
"Contributions-ta the Congressional Leadership Fund a,re not deductible as 
charitable co·nrlibutions for fedoral incom·e t~x _purposes. Cnntii.mttions from foreign 
nationals, :Federal· government ·contractors, natianal banks, o,r corporations 
organized by act of Congress are prohibited. "3 American Crossroads, the super PAC 
organized by Republica_n operative Karl Rove, requires contributors to certify that 
the donatfdns do riot c<>me "from the treasury of an entity or person who is a 
Federal contractor." The same requirement and warnings al'e made by the super 
·PACs that supported Pre•lden·t Obama~ Rick Sar~torum, Newt Gingrich and Ron 
Paal.4 · · · • ·. ·· · · i 

1 Holtzman Vogel Josefiak. Blog: Federal caurracton donate to super· PAC backing Romney (Mar. 19, 2012), 
available at: httJ>;l/www hvilaw.com/blog/Read,aspx7ID=1997 [noting that FEC commissioner Cynthia 
Bauerly, in testimony before a 2011 House oversight hearing, reiterated ·that the prohibition still holds• 
against contractor contributions to independent-expenditure-only committees]. 
2 Federal Election Commission, FEC statement on·:carey \f. FEC (Oct 5, 2011) [stating that "Foreign nationals, 
government contractors, national banks and corporations organized by authority of any law of Congress 
cannot contribute to such separate accounts"). 
3 Congressional Leadership Fund, donation web page, available at: 
https; //secure.pinpc.com /donate/fYKsA54i /Congressional-Leadership-fund/ 
4 Editorial, 1he waJI between contractors and politics," New York Times (Mar. 25, 2012) [noting that 
Romney's super PAC offered no such warning]. 
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8. Despite the 2010 Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission decision by the U.S. 
Supreme Court - which allows direct corporate and union independent spending in 
Feder:al, staie and Judicial elections - government contractors renudn outside the 
bound6 of thst ruling. In a recont court challenge tc1 the Fede11al government 
contractor ban on camJ>aign cm1tributinns - Wagner v. FEC - thr. foderal district 
cpur.t uphehi t~e law nnd ~id not rule on the issue of whether independmit
expenditure-anly PACs were suh.i.ect to the prohihition.s 

4 

9. The FederaJ.g~v~rnment contractor contribution ban, which was originally passed 
by Congress i~.1940, is based on a long history of corr~ption and the appearance of 
corruption due to the unique-"circumstances of private businesses bidding for 
lucrative go·vernment contracts. It is designed to address two separate forms of 
corruption: companies using campaign donations to bribe their way into lucrative 
government contnri:ts; and lawmukers aK1:orting m11ney from c:ompanies saeldng 
government contracts. The federal prohibition has become knewn as "pay-to-play" 
reform and has promulgated similar leg.islatien in 15 states and rule G-37 by the 
Securities and Exchange Commission in response to their own records of corruption 
scandals.6 For a case record of pay-to-play corruption scandals that have given rise 
to these reforms around the nation, go to: http://www.citizen,qrg/documents{wagner
case-record,pdf 

. CHE\IRONISAFEDE'3,ALCQNTRAcroR 
SUJU~CT IP THE FEDERAL PAY-TO-PLAY LAW 

10. Chevron USA, Inc., is a major Federal contractor, and has been a Federal contractor 
at least si~ce the year 2000, holding several current government contracts. Chevron 
has received -hundreds of Federal contracts since the year 2000 through today 
valuec;l in excess ofSl,447,643,590 (see Appendix A, Federal Contracts Received by 
Chevron USA, Inc.). 

11. "Chevron Products Company," a division of Chevron USA, lnc.,7 made a $2.S million 
contribution to the Congressional Leadership Fund, a super PAC exclusively 
involved in1 federal elections, on October 7, 2012 (see Appendix B, Congressional 
Leadership Fund, Pre-General Election Report to the Federal EIE!ction Commission, 
"Receipts and Dishursmnents"). Chevron's contribution accounted for about 22 
percent afthe $11.3 million in contributions the super PAC receh,erl for the 2012 
eler.tion.s. The· sheer size of the donation raises questions whether the Congressional 
Leadership Fund solicited the support from Chevron or, at the very least, raises 

5 Wagnerv. Federal Election Commission, DDC No.11-1841 (Nov. 2, 2012). 
6 For a listing of states with pay-rD-play laws desigeed ta prohibit or restrict campaign cono·ib,nions fram 
government cnntrar.tors. see Public Citizen's web pa1e at: bttp;//www.citi1e11nrg/rlocuments/pay-to-P1u:, 
chart-2012,pdf 
7 Review of records of the Secretary of State of Pennsylvania, where Chevron, U.S.A., Inc., is incorporated, 
indicates that "Chevron Products Company" is not a separately incorporated entity, but a name under which 
Chevron, U.S.A., Inc., does business. 
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questions why the Congressional Leadership Fund did not check to see if Chevron is 
a government contractor and return the donation in compliance with the Jaw as 
required and noted on the Fund's owP. web site.8 

CONGRESSIONAL LEADERSHIP FUND -
SUPER-CQNNECTED SUPER PAC 

.. 
12. Founded in October 2011, the Congressional.Leadership Fund, a super PAC, caHs 

itself as "an independent expenditure fund fac,.ised solely and exclusivoly on 
maintaining the Republican majority in the House of Representatives."9 News 
reports often characterize the fund as being liQked to Speaker of the House John 
Boehner (R-Ohio). The super PAC's Web s·ite reports.that its inaugural event 
featured a bevy of House Republican luminaries, including: Boehner, House Majority 
Leader Eric Cantor (R-Ohio), House Majority Whip Kevin M·ccarthy (R-Calif.), and · 
National Republican Congressional Committee Cbainnan Pete Sessions (R-Texas). 
More than 80 RepubUcan other House-members also attended the event according 
to the super PA~'s·acco~mt.io·the Crmgressiona~ Leade~s-hip Fond shares offices and 
leadership personnel with the American Action Network. It ·is chaired by former Sen. 
N~rm. :Co.leman (R-~i~n.)~ who also cha_lrs the Ame~ican Action Nettvork. Former 
Reps. Tom Reynolds (R:-N_Y), a form~r:-,chairrn.an of the -N~tional Republican . 
Congressional Gommittee; and -Vin Weber (-R-Minn.) serve.on the boards of.both 
groups. Brian Walsh, former politicai director for the Nationai Republican 
Congressional Committee, serves as president of both groups.~1 · 

13. The Congressional Leadership Fumi' s11ent $9,450,237 ·in.the 201'2 federal elections, 
all of-Its expe.nditures··firiincing·negative attack ads against 14· Democratic House 
candidates.12 The Center for Responsive Politics13 provides ·a .graphic of the 
~xp_eo_ditures by thn ~nngresshmal Lea~eishlp F,and which i~ pruv~de~ below: 

8 Chevron appears to be quite aware of the potentiai for ·com:ii,ti~11 ·or the a~·pearance of ~o-rnrptlon that may 
arise from very large campaign coatri~utions,-On ~.everuber 20, 2012, Chevron filed-an ethics complaint 
against New York State Comptroller Thomas DiNapoli. The complaint, which.was made to the Joint 
Commission on Public Ethics, claims that Di Napoli received tens of thousands of dollars in campaign 
contributions from lawyers representing Ecuadoreap villagers, w.-.o have sued Chevron in court over 
enviu,nmenial damages. The coriiplaint asserts die.lawyers had'•zn illicit und unethical quid pro quo 
arrangement"' in which the comptroller received campaign donations and other benefits in exr.hange for 
pressuring Chevron in the case. Danny Hakim, •chevron 'accuses state comptroller of ethics violation.. New 
York Times (Nov. 20, 2012). 
9 Congressional Leadership Fund, About (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), hnltllhiUulhfil!Xl. 
lO Con1ressional Leader.ship Fund About (viewed nn Nov. 20, 2012), bttn;L.!hif.lyl.lkSBXl. 
11 Congre.'isional Lcademhip Fund, Abaett (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), ~Llx/lh58Xt_ and American 
Action Network, ,1baut (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), http;J/bJt,ly/nCGkZJ.. 
12 The 14 Democratic House Eandidates targeted by the Congressional Leadership Fund attack ads were: 
Betty Sutton (OH), Pete Callego (TX), Kathy Hochul (NY), Brad Schneider' (IL). Patrick Krietlow (WI), Shelley 
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14. Funded significantly by Chevron, the Congressional Leadership Fund ran thousands 
of television ads bashing these 14 candidates for everything from allegedly swearing 
in public and calling stay-at-home mothers "leeches" (Kyrsten Sinema) to enriching 
themselves with business trade deals in China (Kathy Hochul). In the last few weeks 
of the congressional race in Illinois, the group spent $900,000 on a tidal wave of 
television ads in an effort to paint Democratic candidate Brad Schneider as 

. supporting "extreme" tax hikes on middle-income families~ Orie such ad ran as 
follows: 

•income. · ·· · 

You work SO hard for i~. And it's never enough. 

But Br~d Schneider supports an extreme tax _hike on the middle class ... · 

Hurting families who can least afford it. 

And while politician Brad Schneider would force you to pay more, he won't come 
clean about what he pays. 

~e's re_~~g to .~leme his~ -~etums. 

Brad Schneider: Hiding his. taxes, w~ trying to raise yours. 

The wPr&t kind of politician." 

Many of the TV ads sponsored by the Congressional Leadership Fund and financed 
in part by Chevron can be view~d at: · 
http: //www.congressionalleadershipfund.org/ads/ 

Adler (NJ), Kyrsten Sinema (AZ), Mike McIntyre (NC), Lois Capps (CA), Leonard Boswell (IA), Gary McDowell 
(Ml), John Barrow (GA), Val Demings (FL) and David Gill (IL). 
13 http://www.opensecrets.org/outsidespending/detail.php?cmte=C00504530&cycle=2012 
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15. Super PACs are a special category of so-called "independent-spending" groups. They 
register with the Federal Election Commission and generally disclose their funding 
sources. What is troubling, however, is they show a strong propensity for not being 
independent from candidates or political parties in staffing, funding and behavior. 
An analysis by Public Citizen reveals that, unlike regular PACs that tend to suppQlt 
multiple candidates and often cross party lines, more than 52 percent of super PACs 
active in the 2012 etections were devoted to aiding a single candidate. Of 143 super 
PACs that reported spendi"ng more than $100,000 to influence the elections, 75 
advocated the election of just one candidate. These single-candidate super PACs 
spent about $288 million advocating the election of their favored candidate or, more 
accurately, the defeat of that candidate's opponent (see Appendix C, "Super 
Connected") . 

16. An atlt.i'itionei six super PACs, like the Congressional Leadership Fund, were closely 
allied with one national political party committee. Such alliances were Illustrated by 
the super PACs' mission statements end the backgrounrls of their personnel, as well 
as their spending decisions. Altogether, 81 of 143 {56.4 percent) active·super PACs 
were single-candidate or party-allied electioneering entities, spending mare than 
$476 million in the 2012 elections. In terms of overall expenditures, the picture of 
these super PACs being closely connected to a single candidate or single party 
committee is stark, accouiltin•g for almost three-quarters of all super- PAC spending. 
Below are the spending totals by active super PACs: 

Dedi~ated 'to a· single 
candidate 

Determined by Public 
Citizen to be alMed with a 
national party 

Subtotal: Single 
candldat1t ar party 
dediated 

Aided multiple candidates 
and not designated as party 
dedicated 

Total 

'• . 

75 

·6 

· 81 

62 

143 

52.4" $288,472,195 

4.4" $187,581,876 · 

56.4" $476,054,071 

43.6K $163,946,537 

100.0% $640,000,608 

Source: Taylor Lincoln, SUPER CONNECTED (Public Citi~~n, 2013) 

45.1" 

74.4" 

100.0" 

17. Furthermore, single-candidate and single-party super PACs are likely to have been 
established and controlled by former staff or friends of the same candidate or 
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political party each super PAC supported, and they often share the same campaign 
ver~dors with the specific candidate or party supported - all of which casts grave 
doubts on the adequacy of the FEC's current coordination rules. The Congression<al 
Leadershill Fuod is no exception, which is closely aligned with the former chairman 
and peliti 1cel director of the Repubiiran Coegressiona.i Cam11aign Committee. 

8 

18. These single-candidate and single-party super PACs are in essence surrogates of the 
candidates and party committees they support, with friends and former staff of the 
candidates and party committees drawn to creating super PACs because of the fact 
they have no limits on contributions received. The si"mple objective offederal 
camp.11ign finance law to prevent such large contributions to candidates and party 
committees that may be corrupting is being undermined by super PACs. As U.S. 
Court of Appeals Judge Richard Pusner wrote: "[It] is difficult to see whclt practical 
difference there Is between super PAC d11n.u:iens and direct campaign donations, 
from a corruption standpoint. A super PAC is evaluable weapon fori a t:ampoign ... ; 
the d1mors to it ere known; and it is undear why they should expect less quid pro 
quo from their favored candidate ifhe~s successfuhhan a direct.donor to-the 
candidate's campaign would be."14 

CONCLUSION: 
Chevron's Contribution to the Cogressional Leadership Fund Violated 2 u,s.c. 441c 

19. 2 U.S.C. 44 lc, labeled "Contributions by government contractors," prohibits any 
entity or individual wtm t:ontracts with tee federal government from making 
campaign contributions, directly or indirectly, to any candidate, political party or 
political connnittee for the purposes crf influencing federal etections, 011 to any sueh 
person for any political purpose or use. Nor maor a candidate, political pai-ty or 
committee knowingly solicit sur.h a contribution from a government contractor. 

20. The federal pay-to-play law has been appropriately interpreted by the Federal 
Election Commission to ban donations from Federal contractors to political 
committees. including s1rper !IACs. ~rhe simpl£ language of the law leav~s no room 
for any other interpretation. 

21. The federal pay-to-11lay law is quite hroad ber.ause of the untque and 11roncmnced 
opportunities for corrui1tion and the appearanc,1~ of cnrruptian when it c1unes to 
government contractnrs making contributions in support of those responsible· for 
awarding the government contracts. There is an extensive case record showing that 
government contractors at both the federal and state levels are particularly inclined 

14 Richard Posner. Unlimited Campaign Spemllng-A Gootl Thing? THE BECHER-POSNER BLOC (Apr. 0, 2012), es 
quoted in Brief Of Amici Curiae Former Federal Election Commission Officials and Former State and Local 
Election And Campaign Finance Officials in Opposition to Petition for a Writ of Certiorari at 25-26, American 
Tradition Partnership Inc., eta/. v. Steve Bullock, Attorney General of Montana, etal .• in the Supreme Court of 
the United States (May 2012), available at: http;//bit.lv/Ofl"uta. 
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to use campaign contributions as either leverage to win a lucrative contract or 
extortion payment to remain in consideration for a contract. 

22. Additionally, the fact that super PACs strongly tend to support a single candidate or 
a single political party, and are often created end controJJed by'friends or former 
staff of that candidate ar party, and whose finanr.ial activity and donors are well 
known to the candidato or party leaders, warrants keeping super PACs 11,dtbin the 
boundaries of the pay-to-play law, as the law intended. 

9 

23. Chevron USA, Inc., a Federal contractor, made a substantial contribution to the 
Congressional Leadership Fund, a super PAC, to be used to promote the election and 
defeat offederal candidates in the 2012 elections, and thus should be found in 
violation of2 U.S.C. 441c. · 

24. The Congressional Leadership Fund was aware that contributions to it from Federal 
contractors are ilJegal, and should have reasonably known that Chevron is a Federal 
contractor, and thus should be found in violatianof 2 U.S.C. ,1-41c for soliciting or 
accepting the $2.S million donation. 
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VERIFICATION 

The complainants listed below hereby verify that the statements made in the 
atta~hed Complaint are, upon their information and beliefs, true. 

Sworn pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 1001. 

For Complainant: 

Craig Holman, Ph.D. 
Government affairs lobbyist 
Public Citizen 
215 Pennsylvania Avenue SE
Washington, D.C. 20003 z:;s;2µ__ 

" 'J) l .f 1" ~ a...cp Q f, e_d ·L tu "'--0 / f\ 

Sworn and subscribed before me 
This .5 day of ~',i.~~2013 

~ ~ i1--, v~wq 
Notary Puhl 

MARY F. VINCENT 
No1arY Publlc, Dfslrlctof COlllnbla 
M, OlfllnVlllln .,.Mln:rl31, 2013 
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VERIFICATION 

The complainants listed below hereby verify that the statements made in the 
attached Complaint are, upon their information and beliefs, true. 

Sworn pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 1001. 

For Complainant: 

Stephen Kretzmann 
Executive Director 
Oil Change International 
236 Massachusetts Avenue, NE 
Suite 203 
Washington, D.C. 20002 
tel: +1 202.518.9029 

Sworn and subscribed before me 
This / day of l+eb, uil, 2013 

i 
KRISTAL WIGGINS . 

District o1 Columbia Notary Public 
. E · ,..___.._r 14, 2016 1 My Comm1sslon xp1re1 rau•v....... , 
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VERIFICATION 

The complainants listed below hereby verify that the statements made in the 
attached Complaint are, upon their information and beliefs, true. 

~ . 

,~worri-pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 1001. 

· :fo'.t~~plainant: ~. e ~-
·,._ -_·._ -: Charli·~---Ci~y - / 

·- 'ltes~arch Specialist 
Greenpeace USA 
701 H Street, N.W . . 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
tel: +120i.462.1177 

ubscribed before me 
--"-~~_,_ay of February, 2013 

Notary Public 
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VERIFICATION 

The complainants listed below hereby verify that the statements made in the 
~ttached Complaint are, upon their information and beliefs, true. 

Sworn pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 1001. 

For Co~lainant: 

rk ·ca "-
President 
1100 15th Street, NW 
11th Floor 
Washington, DC! 20005 
Tel: 202-222-0739 

Sworn and subscribed- before me 
This ·· o?-=t-·: ~ay of Feb~uary, 2013 

.My Ccimmlslion··Expire1 
.October14,201B 
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APPENDIX A: 

Federal Government Contracts Received by Chevron USA, Inc. 

USASpending.Gov - "Prime Award Spending Data" 
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U:)l\:)pc.:nmng.gov 1111p:11usaspc11u111g.guw;i;t:an.:11!IUIIII_IUi:IUS-\ ,u;.-11,;u_LCIIII • \.,IICVIUIITUlld / 

I of 5 

- An OJlldlll av.,a Sitr o{lltr U11ild s,.,,, Go"'1rn•er<1 Manday. March 04, 2013 Ted At A". A ! 

Home News Summaries Trends Dala Feeds Opporlunilies Sub-award Documanls FAQs -----=--- I FNdb■c:lc Help ro SH/!ISeePMB ) ! 

····-. ... .. . . . .. . . . ·-· ·····-······-----J 
Prime Award Advanced Search Sub-award Advanced Search 

-----------·-··-----------···-···························-················ ......... . 
....•...•.••.••.• NOTE: You must.click.!!!t!.for very importa_n_I_D&_B_ln_fo_rm_aI_1o_n_. _______ _. 

I Prime Award Spending Data ["-·-··· ·v~:.Vs~~~·~~~~.: :.· ... 
FIiiers: :.~~~ T~:. ~'!~~~~ ~a .•.• :l£~~' .. ~i 

: -·········· i 
Map ·1 Tlfflellne Adwinc11d Snrch i 

................ .,·••••-•-••••••·I, 

Sort by: Dolars Obligated ! Tranuc:tionstpage: ~--1- ■ Export ■ Summary View 

.1. z .. 3. [4 ·5: .el !1. Lal ie: rNeat] jLast. 
r· ···-·--··- ···-···· · · · ······--·· r···- ·· ••·· · -· · ··· · · 
! Total Dollars: I Transac:tians: 

I S1,350,872,630 ! 1 ID 25 of 398 
! ---·-- - -· ................ ·----·-· -----■ t --- - ........ ■ ••••• -· • • ..... • 

Transaction • t (Dellwery Order) 
IDVPIIDIPIIDIMOD: SP060011D0452 I B00110 

CHEVRON U.SA INC. 
6001 BOWNGER CANYON RD. SAN RAMON, Cllifornie 

Recipient 

Program Source: 97-4930 

DepaitmenllAgency: Departmenl d Defense 
Praduimt'Savlm: 9130: LIQUID PROPELLANTS ·PETROLEUM BASE 

Descrlpllcn: T\JR81NE PUEL, AVIATION, GRADE JP,8 

Signed Dale: 
12-17-2010 
Obllgatlon Amount: 
S395.880.658 

i----------------------------------i T,._dllwl I 2 (Delivery Order) 

DVPIIDIPIIDIMOD: SP060012D0478/B001 IO 

Recipient: 
CHEVRON U.SA INC. 
6001 BOLLINGER CAN'f"ON Rt> D1248, SAN RAMON, California 

Program Scuel: 97-4930 Signed Data: 

Departm111tl/Agency: Department af Defense 

Prodtlil/Smvicle: 
9130: LIQUID PROPEUANTS AND FUELS, PETROLEUM 

MSE 
Descriplion: AVIATION FUEL. TURBINE, GRADE JP-8 

: Transaction t 3 (Deliwry Order) 

: IDVPIIDIPIIDIMOD: SP060008D0505 I 8001 I 0 

: Recipillll: 

: PiagrNII Scuroa: 
Depa,tmenl/Agancy: 

ProcbtctlS1tlviC!a: 

Oescriplion: 

CHEVRON U.SA. INC. 

6001 BOLLINGER CANYON RD, SAN RAMON, C.lifomia 
Not reparted 

Departmenl or Defense 
9130: LIQUID PROPELLANTS ·PeTROLEUM BASE 

TURBINE FUEL, AVIATION, JP8 

05-2S.2012 
Obligallon Amounl: 
S284.378.685 

Signed Data: 
09-18·2008 
Obllgalion Amaunl: 

S87 ,998.492 

-----------------------·-·---···-----

. .... ··············-··········-··----------. 

By Type of Spending 

IS Conlnlds 379 

■ Gtanls .19 

Mora/Fews By T~ of Spadi.-

By Agency 

II Department Clf Defense •• 

II Enargy, Daparlmenl 0 .. 

IJ Homeland Security, D .. 

■ G.,..I Senriclts Adm .• 

IJ lnlllrior, Deparlmenl.. 

More/Fe- By Agrrcy 

By Extent Competed 

IJ Full and Open Cempd.. 

II Nol Campeted.. 

• Clln1)aled ~ Sap .. 

• Nol Available far Co .• 

II Non-Compelilhe Del .. 
More/Fewer By Exlanl Compelad 

By Recipient 

275 

44 

24 

20 

19 

233 

78 

18 

10 

9 

■ aievron Corporalian_ 338 

■ aievron Corparalan .. 11 

II Eiwgy MasCe1s Inter.. 11 

■ Chevron Usa, INC... 6 

■ Chevron Uu le;.. 5 

MorelfltWIII' By Redolent 

By Product/Service Code 

II Uquid Prapelanls ·- 61 

II Mainl-Rep of Rllfriga .. 51 

IJ Uquid Prqiellanls A.. 41 

II 0lhltr Prafessional S .. 29 

Ill Other OdTeslllnspec.. 21 

More/Fewer By~ Coda 

By Principal NAICS Description 

11!1 Engineering Services .. 

a Commeraal and Indus.. 

B Plllraleum Ref"imrias .. 

18 

68 

66 

a Pllfnlleum and Petrol.. 39 

ti Commercial 1• lnsli.. 31 

Mora/Fewer By Principal NAICS Description 

By Fiscal Year 

.• , 2012 105 

3/4/2013 5:28 PM 
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Transaclion I 4 (Delivery Order) 

IDVPIID/PIIDIMOD: SP06001100529 I BOll1 I P4 

· Recipienl: 

Reason for Modificalion: 

. Pragna, !lfturce: 
' DeparlrnanUAganey: 

Prooucl/Sen,ice: 

: Descrtplion: 

CHEVRON U.S.A. INC. 
6001 BOLLINGER CANYON-RD D1248, SAN RAMON, Celifomia 

SUPPLIMENTAL AGREEMENT FOR WOIVC WITHIN SCOPE 

97-4930 

Departtant olOefense 
9130: LIQUID PROPELLANTS AND FUELS, PETROI.EUM 
BASE 
THE PUROPOSE OF THIS MODIFICATION WAS TO 
ESTABLISH ... (More) 

; Transaction I 5 (Delivery Order) 

· DVPIID/PIID/MOD: SP060009D0133 I B001I0 

Recipient: 

Program Sourat: 
DepartrnenUAgency: 

Pnllt.1£1/Sanrimli: 

Decc:riolion: 

CHEVRON U.SA. INC. 
11101 B8lllNGER 01\NWllll RD. SAN RAMON, Califomia 

Notrepadad 

Depa,tlSlll'II II( Deftllle 

9130: LIQUID PROPELLANTS -PETROLEUM BASE 

JETAWIOFSII 

Transa::licn , e (D11D11ery Order) 
1 DVPIIOl'IIDIMOD: SPD60012D0553/B001 /0 

Racipienl: 

Plll!!l,_ lkurcai 
0epa11manUAgancy: 

Produc:t/SelYlce: 

CHEVRON U.SA INC. 
0001 BOUJNGER CANYON RD D1248, SAN RAMON, California 

97.AaJO 

Depa,tlllQal afiDulianse 

9130: LIQUID PRDPELUltfTBAND FUELS. PETROLEUM 
BASE 
TliE PUROPOSE OF THIS AWARD IS TO SUPPLY JAA TO DFS 
••. (More) 

Sigr-=d Date: 
03-20-2012 
Obligation A1r1ount: 
$84,137,740 

Signed Data: 
08-21-2009 
Obligation Amount: 
S70,895,913 

Slgnad Dale: 
01-26-2012 
ObliJlatlan Amount: 
S65.921,150 

·----------------------------------! Tranuclion I 7 (Dellvery Order) 

! IDVPIIDIPIIDIMOD: SP060009D04,S / lil001 t 0 

I . . CHEVRON ,U.SA. INC. 
j Reapent 6001 BOLLINGER CANYON RD, SAN RAMON, Califomia 

I Progain Siiwue: Nol ~ 
' De1111ll•IIAIAgl!lq: tl18p11UIMI ol---• 

Produc:IIServlc:a: 9130: UQUi8 PROIIELLANTS -PETROLEUM BASE 

Dasc:rlplan: TURBINE FUEL A"lATIOf~ JP& 

I TransacUan # 8 (Delivery Order) 

I 11M1IDPIIDIMOe: .-e&OOf0DOW3 / 8001 / 0 
I . . CHEVRONU.S.A. IIAIC. 

Reapent 6001 Ba..UNGER ~ON RD, SAN RAMON, Ca&fomla 

Program Soun=-: 97-493D 

Deparllnlll!Mgency: Depa$lllinl al Dafanse 
. PnlladflllllMIIII: BUiie. LIQUID PAOPELUIINTS -PETROLEUM BASE ! Dasafplion: TURBIMi FUEL. AVIATION, GRADE JP.a 

I Transacllon # I (Delivery Onler) 
DW'IIDlfllDIMDD: SP0&0011D0521 I 8001 / D 

CHEYAON U.S.A. INC. 

Sign.cl Dala: 
08-12-2009 

Obligation Amounl: 
S53,589,360 

Signed Data: 
09-30-2010 
Obllgallon Amounl: 

$43,197.568 

Rec:ipiant 
6001 BOU.INGER CAIIYONI RD D1248, SAN IU8AON, calliamia Signed Data: 

Prca,am SaullCe: 97-4830 09-30-2011 
Depar1men11Agency: Depai1ment ol Defense Obligation Amounl: 

Praducllllil.i•: 1130: LIO.HD PROPEUANTS-PETROLEUM BASE S32,758,841 
DN!n,lllan: ~JUlmCJN FUEL, TU181NE, GRADE JP.a 

. Tnmndian I 1 D (Delvery Onlar) 
; IDVPIIDIPIIDIMOD: SPO&OOOOD0536 / 8068 / 0 

! R~t CHEVRON USA INC 
575 LENNON LANE, \'!111..JCU! CREEK, Cailomia 

: Prt.151r■'" &u.nnei: 
; De1111rtn1111111!Ag!f1C: 

: Producl/SeMCe: 

: Dauipel'3n: 

Nol .-..,t,111i 

Deparlmilld al n.re,aie 
9130: Ll~UID PROPELLANTS-PETROLEUM BASE 

. Transaclion • 11 (Delvery Oder) 
: IDVPHQIPll'OIMOD: SPD60002DOS40 I 8Cl80 ID 

. Recipient: 

Prc;ra111.S~: 

Depatmllllll~y: 

Praia,tdlSln•i!a!: 

CHEVRON LI.SA. INC 
575 MARKET ST, SAN FRANCISCO. Califomia 

Not re;,;=ted 
Deparllnenr of Defa&a 

9130: LIQUID PROPELLANTS -PETROLEUM BASE 

Signed Date: 
09-11-2000 
Obligation Amount: 
S29,437 .750 

Signed Dale: 
09-06,2002 

Obligation Amaunt: 

S28,398,82S 

n 2011 

lJ 2010 

!J 2008 

!3 2009 

~r By f"isc:al Yaor 

11 

62 

37 

37 

3/4/2013 5:28 PM 
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Descriplian: 

Transaction II 12 (Delivery Order) 
IOVPIIDIPDOP.i!OD: SP00000600493-I B00110 

Recipient: 

: Program Source: 
· DeparlmnnllAgqncy: 

'Pradud/SeMce: 
: Dflc:riplion: 

OHEVl'!ON\J.S.A. INC. 
6001 BOLLINGER CAMVON BO, SAN RAMON, California 

No1~1d 

Deparlrmnt-pf Defense 

9130: LlOIJID PROPELLANTS -PETROLEUM BASE 

JPS 

· Trlll8Ddlan # 1:1 (Delivery Order) 
: IDVPIIDIPHDIMOD: SPO&OOII D0529 I 8001 / P3 

; Recipient 
I 

! Reason for Modification: 
; Program Source: 

~ DepalttmPIIAflency: 

· Pmdudl!!iervicw. 

CHEY"ON U.SA. INC. 
nu EDLli.lNGER OIOIVOPI RD D1248, SAN RAMON, Califomia 

EXERCISE AN OPTIOI• 
97-4930 
Dilpanmer,1t d Ditiense 

9130: LIQUI8 PROPELLANTS AND FUELS, PETROLEUM 
BASE 

i Descrfpllon: EXTEND THE ORDERING PERIOD FOR ALL CLINS TO MAV 30 

Signed D111: 
06-13-2008 
Obllgatlon Amounl: 
S16,015, 180 

Sl11111d Dalll: 
02-29-2012 
Obligation Amount: 
$14,9C2,000 

. .. (More) !---------------------------------: Tranuclian # 14 (Delinilive CanlracO 
: PIIDIMUO: QS03P10DXC0045 / 0 

Recipient 

Pn,gnia..-a: 
Department/Agency: 

Praducl/Servlce: 

Descripu.n: 

. CHEVRON U.SA. INC. 
:MIS Ctt.lFOFINIA ST, 18TH FLR, SAN FRANCISCO, Ca&fomia 

41-481i3 
General Saniln■ Adnfflislralian: Public Buildings Sen,ice 

zm: MAINT-REP-ALTIC::FICE BLDGS 

APPLICAeLE FUNDING AGENCY: TAS::47 ~543::TAS RECOV 
... (Mora) 

T...,.._iaa # 1.5, (Dolvary Order) 
l>VPIIDIPHDIMOD: SP06001000015 / B001 / 0 

Recipient 

PfOlijram Soun:a: 

DapaMallAtllncY: 
Produc:IISeMca: 

Demiplicr.: 

CHEVRON U.S.A. INC. 
6001 BOLLINGER CANYON RD, SAN RAMON, Calfomia 

. Nd .,..._..d 

illpNIWIIII .. Daf.-
9130: LIQUID PROl'e..l.ANTS -PETROLEUM BASE 

JET A I W/0 FSII ANO JET PETRQLEW 8 

1 Tr811S8d11111 # 11 (Dfivery an.) 
! ID\IRIIDIPIIOOIIOD: DPfJ60009D0133 / BODI I Pl 

I Recipient: CHEVRON U.G.A. lililC. 
6001 BOWNGER CANYON RD, SAN RAMON, Califomla 

Reasan ro, Mocf"dicalion: 

PflllPW"Soura: 
DeinrlfflllllllAu■III 

ProductlSenric:e: 
Desc:riplion; 

FUNDING ONLY ACTION 
illalr■palllad 

D.....-,-t 1111 Defarnn 
9130: IJQulD PROPEUANTS -PETROLEUM BASE 

JET A-1 'iW0 FSII 

I Trarullldkln # 1'7 (Delwtry Order) 

CMl111':111'!1WMOO: DP060009D0133 / 11!1131 / Pl.2 

Recipient 

Reesan for Modification: 

PragramSaurce: 
Daparl~-'i,nc:y. 

Pn.-...-&,•vlno: 
Desc:riplion: 

CHEVRON U.S.A. lliiiC. 
6001 BOLLINGER CANYON RO, SAtl RMION, Colifallle 

FUNDING ONLY ACTION 
Nol reported ._.,rmnt: ol Defense 

813a: LIQI.IID PAOP.El:I.ANTS -PETROLEUM DASE 

JET A·I WIO FSII 

Transaction# 18 (Delivery Order) 
. IDV!IIO!Mll!IDIMOO; SPO&Oll1D0752 18001 / 0 

; Recipient 

Pqram5-ce: 
DeparlmenUAgency: 

Produc:IIService: 

D~tnn: 

· Transaclion # 19 

CHEVR<»:! LISA INCORPORATED (7925) 
6465 DPe&SAC"di CAOHING. CUMMING, Georgia 

Nol report~ 

DeparlnHM1l of Def._ 

9130: LIQUID PROPELLANTS -PETROLEUM BASE 

I.QI 

Federal -ard ID: FC26-01NT 41330: A017 (Granl) 

Recipient 
CHEVRl3N USA IIIIC 
1301 flieldnney SI FL 6, Hc.wion. Texas 

Signed Date: 
03-15-2010 
Obligation Amount: 
SH,913,721 

Signed Date: 
08-20-2010 
Obllgallon Amount: 
$9,862,264 

Signed Date: 
09-21-2009 
Obllgallon Amount: 
S7,389.274 

Slgnld Date: 
0&-30-2009 
Obligation Amount: 
$5,388.657 

Signed Date: 
02-13-2Cl07 
Obligation Amount: 
$5,252,000 

Obligation DIii■ : 

09-26-2007 

3/4/2013 S:28 PM 

MUR718000936
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Program Source: 

DepaitmenUAgency: 

. CFC7A Program: 

8~0213 "Fossil Energy Research and Development" 

DepaltmantofEnergy 
B 1.089: 'fossil Energy Research and Development Obligation Amount: 

ss.011.•21 
"CHARAefERIZING NICTURAL G,,.9 HYDRATES IN THE 9E!EP 

: Descriplian: 
W ... IMaAI) 

Transaction # 20 (Delivery Order) 

IDVPIID/PIID/MOD: WI 50KN08D0457 I 0030 I 0 

Recipir.it: 

Progswn Saurce: 

: DepartmanUAgancy: 

: ProducltServlce; 

; Des::tlpdon: 

·Transaction# 21 

CHEVRON U.S.A. INC.. 
345 CALIFORNIA ST, 18TH FLR, SAN FRANCISCO, California 

21-~0 

Depar1ment of Defense 

J041: MAINT-REP OF REFRIGERATION· AC EQ 

YEAR FOUR TASK OIU:Jl:R 0030, 10 SEPARATE ACTIONS 

'Federal Awanl ID: FC26,01 NT• 1330: A007 (Grant) 

Reapialll: 

Program Source: 
O.,itr1at1/Agency: 

CFDA Program: 

De=:::riplian: 

. Transaction # 22 

CHeVRON l'S4 INC 
Texas 

Nol reported 

Department ol Eneigy 
81.089: Fos11l Energy Researth and Development 

"CHARACTE1'mNG NATURAL. GAS HYDRATES IN THE DEEP 
w ... , ... , 

'Fedllrfll lw,atd ID: FC26-01NT4133ii: 11018 (Grant) 

Reciplssat 

Program Source: 

Department/Agency: 

C~Pa:,gram: 

Deu:rtplion: 

CHEVRON USA INC 
1301 Mclcinney SI FL6, Houstan, Texas 

6"lM>213 "Fossil Energy Resean:h and Development" 

Department of Energy 
81.089: fGul1 Eneqw Rew.-c:11 and Develapmenl 
"CHARACTERIZING NATURAL GAS tffDRATES IN THE DEEP 
w ... (More) 

, Transaction # 23 (Dalvery Order) i IDVP1IDIPIIDltJ!oD: SP06001200533 I B001 I P4 

; Reci • CHEVRON U.S.A. Irle. 
i jllertt 6001 BOWNOER CANYON RD D1248, SAN RAMON, cali.lomia 

I Reason for Modification: CHANGE ORDER 

l Program SCIIRII: 97-4930 

I DIPlll1menl/Agancy: Department of Defense 

!. Pradud/Sefflce: 9130: LIQUID PROPELLANTS AND FUELS, PETROLEUM 
BASE 

I 'A-IE PURFIOSE OF THIS MODIFICATION IS TO EXERCISE 18 

Signed Data: 
09-26-2011 
Obllgatron Am-,t: 
s-.•68.5&1 

Obllgallon Data: 
04-23-2004 
Obllgatlon Amount: 
5'.030,000 

Obligation Dato: 
10-31-2007 
Obligation Amount: 
$4,000,000 

Signed Date: 
01-26-2012 
Obligation Amount: 
S3,732,360 

I Descrlplion: ... (Mora) 

1-----------------------------------1 Transaction # 24 (Dllvary Order) 
DVPIIDIPIIDIMOD: SP060012D0763 I BODI I 0 

Recipient 

PlqjNm Saurce: 
Deparlfflltll/Agency: 

Prccluc:llSetvice: 

D8"'ripiian: 

CHEVRON U.S.A. INC. 
100 CHEVRON Wltll, RICHMOND, Cllllllllmla 

97-4930 

Dapar1manl of DelenN 

9150: OILS AND GREASES: CUTTING, LUBRICATING, AND 
HYDKAULIC 

LUBRICATING OIL, ENGINE, LOB AND LUBRICATING OIL, •.. 
(More) 

. Transaction • 25 (Delvery Order) 
j IDVPIIOAIDAlttOD: SP0600120.013I B001 /0 

! CHEVRON U.S.A. INO. 
· Recipient: 6001 IOLLINGER CANYON RD D1248, SAN RAMON, California 

! P,ogram Sowce: 97-4930 

i DeparlmenUAgency: Department of Defense 

: Producl/Service: 

. Description: 

9130: LIOUID PROPELLANTS AND FUELS, PETROLEUM 
MSE 
CONll'RACT MEETS REQUIREMENTS REQUESTED UNDER 
SOLICJ ••. (Moral 

Signed Date: 
03-26-2012 
Obligation Amount: 
S3,235,150 

Sig-Date: 
09-19-2012 
Obligation Amount: 
S3, 181.915 

All prim1 awaNIH d,11,111 r1poned by q,91~i11. Thi n1it-• ll'l'ilftl awaNIH dlll■ lncludn agency 111bmi11l11•1 H Ill OJ/OJ/2013 and lhe coniracu prime aw■NIH da1a lnclude1 procuremenl 
da1,1 do-loaded f,0111 ll'PDS H of 03/03/2013. PIHH IIOll lhal avallablily of DOD conir■cll prilM awardH da1a ii d1lay1d by 90 day1 10 prOltCI optralion, llmpo. All S11b-awardH da1a is bHed 
on prime awaidH '1ulimi11ion, from FSRS,'foi 1ub-con1ruu .. 'ofo3iOJiZiif3 and'for iub~g;ani1 •• of o,;01,2oi i. Fa .. mor• ir1fo~ma1i~~ ~b~;.i ih;·d~1.: ci.i1.i '1o~rce.-. ~nil da1iii-11n11i •. 

pl111e Me learn. 

3/4n0l3 5:28 PM 
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Th1 11u1li1y procur1men1 d,111 i1 main1ained by 1h1 federal 19encie1 bw annual v11ifica1iDn and v11id11ion ol 1h1ir da11 in FPDS. for more 1nform111on on h- lhl qual11y i1 main11in1d and wh11 1h1 

9ov,rnm1n1 I• doing In 1n1urln9 1h1 11uali1y plHH 111 ll'DFJ. 

Aboul I Opponunilies I FAQs I Feedllacll Accessibilily I Privacy Palicy I Disdaimer 
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Image# 12961211185 

r 
FEC 

FORM 3X 

REPORT OF RECEIPTS 
AND DISBURSEMENTS 
For Other Than An Authorized Committee 

10/2512012 23: 07 

PAGE 1 / 17 

7 

Olfice use Only 

1. NAME OF 
COMMITTEE (in full) 

ADDRESS (number and street) ... 

TYPE OR PRINT T Example: It typing, type 
over the lines. 

I I I I I 

I I I I I I I I I I 

) 555 13TH STREET NW SUITE 510W 
I I I t I I t I I t ! I I I 

I I I I I I 

I I I I 

I ! I I 

I I I I 

I ' I I 

□ 
Check if different 
than previously 
repor1ed. (ACC) I WASHINGTON 

• 1 I ! I I I I ..__.,_200 .... , _04 ... , ........... 1- ... I-----~ ... 

2. FEC IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 'Y CITYA STATE A 

4. TYPE OF REPORT 
(Choose One) 

(a) Ouar1erly Repans: 

□ 
April 15 
Quarterly Report (01 ) 

□ 
July 15 
Quarterly Repor1 (02) 

□ 
October 1.li 
QuartlldJ lieport (03) 

□ 
Janu:ry 31 
Year-End ~Oft (YE) 

□ 
July 31 Mid-Year 
Report (Non-election 
Year Only) (MY) 

□ 
Termination Repor1 
(TER) 

5. Covering Period 

(b) Monthly 

□ Report 
Due On: 

□ 
□ 

3. IS THIS 
REPORT 

Feb 20 (M2) 

Mar 20 (M3) 

Apr 20 (M4) 

0 

□ 
□ 
□ 

NEW 

□ 
AMENDED 

(N) OR (A) 

May 20 (MS) □ Aug 20 (MB) 

Jun 20 (M6) □ Sep 20 (M9) 

Jul 20 (M7) □ Oct 20 (Mt0) 

(c) 12-Day 

PRE-Election 

Report for the: 

D Primary (12P) 

D Convention (12C) 

(3 General (12G) 

□ Special (12$) 

Election on 

(d) 30-Day 

POST •Election 

Report for the: □ 
Election on 

r:.;:] 1 rL1 1

,. ::0;2': f I 
General (30G) □ Runoff (30R) 

□ ' □ I ,: : : :: : ' I 
through 

ZIP CODE A 

□ Nov 20 (M11) 
CNan-Elec:tiOn 
VIiar Only) 

□ 
Dec 20 (M12) 
CNan-Elacdan 
Ve■r 0nlyJ 

□ Jan 31 (YE) 

□ Runcff (12R) 

in the [iJ State of 

□ Special (30S) 

□ 
in the 
State of 

I certify that I have examined this Report and to the best of my knowledge and belief it Is true, correct and complete. 

Type or Print Name of Treasurer _C_ha_rt_e_s_M_e_achu_m ____ ..,.._ ______________________ _ 

Signature of Treasurer Charles Meachum /Elet:tronicali)' Filed/ 

NOTE: Submission of false, erroneous. or incompL"tte information may subject the person signing this Report to the penahies of 2 U.S.C. §437g. 

L ,~:, I I I FE~!.?~! 3X _J 
FE6AN026 

MUR718000940
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Image# 12961211186 

r 

6. 

FEC Form 3X (Rev. 0212003) 

Write or Type Comminee Name 

Congressional Leadership Fund 

Report Covering the Period: From: 

(a) Cash on Hand I' : ·~,~ : , I January 1, 

(b) Cash on Hand at 
Beginning of Reporting Period ............ 

(C) Total Receipts (from Line 19) ............. 

(d) Subtotal (add Lines 6(b) and 

SUMMARY PAGE 
OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

I : 
I : 

: : : .. 

COLUMN A 
This Period 

: : :ss:54i10: 

: : : : : :31~57i-1~ 

To: 

I 
I 
I I 

: 

Page 2 

COLUMN B 
Calendar Vear-to-Date 

7 

: :. : : ==-~~11:] 

: . : :. : : : 1:063:13!87: 

6(c) fer Column A and Lines 
G(a) and 6(c) for Column B) ......•••...•.• 1 ; ; : ; : : :9➔31iso; 1 1 : : : : : : 1:12:oe£98: 1 

7. Total Disbursements (from Line 31) ........... ' I : : : : : :· : 3➔04145: I I : : : : : : :03~2!63: I 
8. Cash on Hand at Close of 

Reporting Period •----•--------•- .--.~.--.-..-..--.-.--.----
(subtract Line 7 from Line 6(d)) ................. I : : ~ : : ~ :ss:2s!35: I I : : : : : ~ :s➔26i3( I 

9. Debts and Obligatim,s 0w'ed TO 

the Committee (Itemize all on .. -.---•--------•-
Schedule C and/or Schedule 0) ................ I : : ~ : : ~ : : ~oo: I 

1 O. Debts and ObHgationa Owed BY 
the Committae (Itemize all on .... ___ ,. _________ _ 

Schedule C and/or Schedule D) ................ I : : ~ : : ~ : : g:oo: I 

0 This comrn!ltee has qualified as a multicandidate committee. (see FEC FORM 1 M) 

L 

For further Information contact: 

Federal Election Commission 
999 E Street, NW 

Washington. DC 20463 

Toll Free 800-424-9530 
Local 202-694-1100 

_J 

MUR718000941
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Image# 12!161211117 

r 
FEC Form 3X (Rev. 06/2004) 

Write or Type Committee Name 

Congressional Leadership Fund 

Report Covering the Period: From: 

I. Receipts 

11. Contributions (other than loans) From: 

(a) Individuals/Persons Other 
Than Political Committees 
(i) ltelftlzed (use Schedule A) ............ 

(ii) Unitnmi1ed ..................................... 
(iii) TOTAL (add 

Lines 11 (a)(I) and (ii) ................. ► 

(b) Political Party Committees .................. 
(c) Other Political Committees 

(such as PACs) .................................... 
(d) Total Contributions (add Lines 

11 (a)(iii), (b), and (c)) (Carry 

Totms to Line 33, page 5) .............. ► 
12 . Transfers From Affiliated/Other 

Party Cnmmittues .................................... , ..• 

13. All Loans Rer.aived ..................................... 

14. Loan Repayments Received ..................... .. 
15. Offsets To Operating Expenditures 

DETAILED SUMMARY PAGE 
of Receipts 

COLUMN A 
Total This Period 

(Refunds, Rebates, etc.) •--•~.-•--•-•---.. -
(Carry Totals to Line 37, page 5)............... I : : ~ : : ~ : : ~oo: I 

16. Refunds of Contributions Made 
to Fedaral Candidates and Other 

Political Committees_.................................... I : : : : : : : : ioo: I 
17. Other Federal Receipts 

(Dividends, Interest, etc.) ................... _......... I : : : ; : : : : iPo : I 
18. Transfers from Non-Federal and LeV1n Funds 

(a) Non•Federal Account 
(from Schedule HS) ............................ . 

(b) Levin Funds (from Schedule HS) ......... 

(c) Total Trarisfers (add 18(a) and 18(b)) .. 

19. Total Receipts (add Lines 11 (d), 
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18(c)) ......... ► 

20. Total Federal Receipts 
(subtract Line 1 B(c) from Line 19) ......... ► 

L 
FE6AN026 

r .... .,.. .... 

t ...... ..... .•I .· ... . , . 
. .. .,. .......... •:·~--; 
3105763.10 

. .............. . 

To: 

Page 3 

COLUMN B 
Calendar Year-to-Date 

7 

1 : : : : : : 1~3:1318< 

I : : : : : : : : ioo: 
I : : : : : : : : ioo: 
1 : ·: : : : : : : £00: 

I : : : : : : : : £00: 1 

I : : : : : : : : £00: I 
1: ::: ::: :i00: 1 
1 : : :. : : : : : ; 00

: 1 
I:::.::::: .g.oo: I· 
1 : : :, : : : : : i00

: 1 

~--··.-···· _ •• ...,--.-·.-- ... ·•-·.,.. J ,,_...,._... 

10633132.87 j 
..... ...... : . ... l· .•• .4 ... ;. ... ,;1.-.-..A--L-.•~~ •. ~i.- • .1 

_J 

MUR718000942
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Image# 12961211188 

r 
FEC Form 3X (Rev. 02/2003J 

II. Disbursements 
21. Operating Expenditures: 

(aJ Allocated Federal/Nan-Federal 
Activity (from Schedule H4J 
(iJ Federal Share ............................ . 

(ii) Non-Federal Share ..................... . 
(b) Other Federal Operating 

Expenditures ...................................... . 
(c) Total Operating Expenditures 

(add 21 (a)(I), (a)(ii), and (b)) ............. ► 

22. Transfers to AffiliatodfOther Party 
Committees ................................................ . 

23. Contributions to 
Federal Candidates/COfflmiHees 
and Other Political Committees ................ . 

24. lndependenl Expenditures 

25. ~::rl~~fu~u~a~> ··e•pendiiu·res··--··--········ 
l~s~·~ciel~~, i~.~~·-·································· 

26. Loan Repayments Made ........................... . 

27. Loans Made ............................................... . 
28. Refunds of Contributions To: 

(a) lndividuatS/Persons Other 
Than Political Committees ................ . 

(b) Pnlilleal P,arty Committees ...........•..... 
(c) Other PeliOcal Commil\ees 

(such as PACs) .................................. . 

(d) Total Contribution Refunds 
(add Lines 21(aJ, (b), and (c)) ........... ► 

29. Other Disbursements ................................ . 

DETAILED SUMMARY PAGE 
of Disbursements 

COLUMN A 
Total This Period 

30. Federal Election Activity (2 U.S.C. §431 (20)) 
(a) Allocated Federal Election Activity 

(from Schedule H6) 
(iJ Federal Share .............................. .. 

(ii) •Levin• Share ................................ . 
(b) FedeI·al Electiorl Aetivlty Paid Entiroly 

With Federal Funds ................ . 
(c) Tot,al Federal Election Activity (add .. 

Lines 30(a)(i), 30(a)(ii) and 30(b)) .... ► 

31. Total Disbursements (add Lines 21(c), 22, 
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28(d), 29 and 30(c)) .• 

32. Total Federal Disbursements 
(subtract Line 21 (a)(ii) and Line 30(a)(ii) •·-· . .•. . _ . .. •. , •• .. . . ,.. . . . , . 
from Line 31) .............................................. ► I · · ·· · 306047.45 

;,,..,.,..,_.. •• :I ... , , .r••1111·, •• I. 1,1• • •• • • • •.•• 

L 
FE&AN026 

Page 4 

COLUMN B 
Calendar Year-lo-Date 

7 

• • • ;•-■ ,. ' • I • • • •• • •)''•-- :-• U·-~~•••Wf4 .. 'll,ali 
2032828.63 i 

·. •1•,,: • ....... , .............. ,,. ... , ....... ~.,....;...,. •• , 

_J 

MUR718000943
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Image# 12961211119 

r 
FEC Form 3X (Rev. 02/2003) 

Ill. Net Contributions/Operating Ex
penditures 

.33. Total Contributions (other than loans} 
(from Line 11 (d), page 3) ................•........• 

34. Total ConlributioEI Refunds 
(from Line 28.(d)) ....................................... . 

35. Nel Contributions (other than loans) 
(subtract Line 34 from Line 33) ............... . 

36. Total Federal Operating Expenditures 
(add Line 21 (a)(i) and Line 2, (b)) ......... ► 

37. Offsets to Operating 1Expendilures 
(from Una 15, page 3) .............................. . 

38. Net Operating Expenditures 
(subtract Line 37 from line 36) .............. ~ 

L 
FE6AN026 

DETAILED SUMMARY PAGE 
of Disbursements 

COLUMN A 
Total This Period 

Page 5 

COLUMN B 
Calendar Year-to-Date 

7 

_J 

MUR718000944
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Image# 129612111911 

SCHEDULE A (FEC Form 3X) 

ITEMIZED RECEIPTS 
Use separate schedule(s) 
for each catego,y of tl'le 
Detailed Summary Page 

FOR LINE NUMBER: I PAGE 6 OF 17 
(check only one) 

fxl 11a R11b Rnc R12 
□13 14 1s 1a n11 

Any information copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soliciting contributions 
or for commercl.al purpo.us, other than using the name and addrass ol any pelitical committee to soliGit mntributions fram such commiltne. 

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full) 

Congressional Leadership Fund 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
A. AUGUST A. BUSCH Ill 

Mailing Aadress 1 MID RIVERS MALL DR. #210 

City 

ST. PETERS 

FEC ID number of contributing 
federal politicdl eommittee. 

Name or t::mpIoyer 

REil~D 

Receipt For: 

B Primary D General 

Olher (specify) ,.. 

Full Name (Lasr, First, Middle Initial) 

B. STEPHEN I. CHA.ZEN 
Mailing Address PO BOX 427 

City 

PACIFIC PALISADES 

FEC ID number of contributing 
federal poUtical committee. 

State 

MO 
Zip Code 

63376 

1c1 : : : : : : : 1 
I 

uccupat,on 

RETIRED 

Aggregate Ve•r-to-&late T 

State 

CA 
Zip Code 

90272 

1c1 : ; : : : .:...:.J 
Name 01 cmproyer I occupa1Ion 
OCCIDENTAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION PRESIDENT & CEO 

Receipt For: 

0 Primary O General 

D 0Y1ar (specify) ,.. 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 

c~ RICHARD H. COLLINS 

Aggregate Vear-to-Date T 

Mailing Address 8150 N CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY, SUITE 1 

City 

DALLAS 

FEC 1c· number of contributing 
fedeNll political mnnmittee. 

Name o, t:.mpioyer 

!STATION 
Receipt For: 

8 Primary D General 

Other (1,pnailyl ,.. 

State 
TX 

Zip Code 

75206 

ICI : : : : : = : ] 

I 
uccupat,on 

CHAIRMAN AND CEO 

Aggregate Vear-to-Date T 

Date of Receipt 

r.;:J ' r.;:J , 1 • : :;: : ' 1 
Transaction ID : SA 11.101 

Amount of Each Receipl this Period 

I : : : : 
CONTRIBUTION 

Date of Receipt 

G"] 1 

~ 
1 I ' :;0;2' : ♦ I 

Transaction ID: ~11.106 

Amount of Each Receipt this Period 

I : : : : : : : s~oi;oo: J 
CONTRIBUTION 

Date of Receipt 

Li:1 ' Lil ' 1 ' : :Oi2' : ' 1 
Transaction ID : SA 11.99 

Amount ot Each Receipt this Period 

r:::-:-: :: 2:oo£00: 1 
CONTRIBUTION 

_, ____ , __________ __,1, ________________ ..,__ _____ -,-.. -, -,ft-.-~----.. -.-.-.. -.. -.. -,.-.. -.. -.,..-.-•• ---... -,::=::,:-.-:-,-

• . ... ,-__ ,,~2~~00 .J SUBTOTAL of Receipls This Page (optional)............................................................................ ► 

TOTAL This Period (last· page this linl!f number only) ............................................................... ► 

. , .. ( •... ~ .. ·.. - -- . ---
=··· .• •. ··.••-•.· ..... , ...... _ ..... ,,._ .... ~~ . 

' .. , .... ,!,,, ' .. .: ' •• ~.: ••• _,.__; 
____ , __ , _________________________________________ _ 
FE6AN026 FEC Schedule A (Form 3X) Rev. 02/2003 

MUR718000945
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Image# 129612111111 

SCHEDULE A (FEC Form 3X) 

ITEMIZED RECEIPTS 
Use separate schedule(s) 
for each categorI vf the· 
Detailed Suffl!'!1Bry Par-, 

FOR LINE NUMBER: I PAGE 7 OF 17 
(check only one) 

rxl 11a R11b Rnc R12 
M13 14 1s 16 n11 

Any information copied lrom such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soliciting contributions 
or for commeroial purpos.s, olher than using the nome end aGldrass of any poli&ical commil1ee to sofiait contrillulipns fram such, committae. 

I\" NAME OF COM~ITTEE (1h Fu'-' 

:/ Congressional Leadership Fund 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
A. RONALD H. FIELDING 

Mailing Address 42 SURFSONG RD. 

City 

KIAWAH ISLAND 

FEC ID number of contributing 
federal pofitical committee. 

Name o, Employer 

RETIRED 
Receipt For: 
D Primary O General 
D Other (specify) ,.. 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
B. WILLIAM C. KlJNKLER 

Slate 
SC 

lcl : 
I occupa11on 

RETIRED 

: 
Zip Code 

29455 

I I I 

I I I 

Aggregate V•r-to-Oate T 

II C 

l I I 

Malling Address 1500 NORTH LAKE SHORE DRIVE 

City 

CHICAGO 

FEC ID number of contributing 
fedaral Political committee. 

Naaae a1 Employer 
CC INDUSTRIES, INC. 

Receipt For: 

8 Primary O General 

0111, ... (specify) 'f 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
C. ANDREW M. SAUL 

Mailing Address 300 MAPLE AVENUE 

City 
KATONAM 

FEC ID number of contributing 
fede•I political commlnae. 

Name or Employer 

SELF 
Receipt For: 

8 Primary O Gen,eral 

Olher (ssiecifyl ,,,. 

State 

fl 

Zip Code 

60610 

1c1 : ~: : : : : 1 
I uccupa11on 

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 

Aggregate Year-to-Date T 

State Zip Code 
NY 10536 

I Cl : : : : : : : I 
I 

uccupat10n 

PRIVATE INVESTOR 

Aggregate Year-to-Date T 

Date of Receipt 

c;:J ' C:;:J , 1 ' : ; 1: : ' 1 
Transaction ID: SA11.104 

Amount of Each Receipt this Period 

CONTRIBUTION 

Date of Receipt 

c:;J ' ~ ' 1 ' :;0;2' : ' 1 
Transaction ID ! SA 11 Q,; 

Amount of Each Receipt this Period 

CONTRIBUTION 

Dale of Receipt 

G1 ' Lil , 1' ::0;2':' 1 
Transaction ID: SA11.102 

Amount of Each Receipt this Period 

I : : :. : -:-:,-:,-,~-oc:-.00--~ ... , 
CONTRIBUTION 

----------·---------------·-·-----------1---------:::::::::::::::::-
SUBTOTAL ol Receipts This Page (optional)............................................................................ ► 

TOTAL This Period (last page lhis 11nw number only) ............................................................... ► 

.... ~- . .. -~• .... -,_,-.. ,--... -.-•.-1 
I'• ,., Ii•-~ .......... ,., • .....,._ .... , 

FE&AN026 FEC Schedule A (Form 3X) Rev. 02'2003 

MUR718000946
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Image# 1296121119:.1 

SCH~DULE A (FEC Form 3X) 

ITEMIZED RECEIPTS 
Use separate schedule(s) 
for each categol'J of ll're 
Detailed Sunwnary Page 

FOR LINE NUMBER: l PAGE 8 OF 17 
(check only one) 

fxl na R11b R11c R12 n,3 14 15 16 n11 

Any information copied from such Repons and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soliciting contributions 
or for ,aoinmercial purpoGes, othar lh111 using the nnme al'¥t. address of any pal:itic;nl commir.oe to 'SOliait contrihuliG111s from su~ c:omminae. 

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full) 

Congressional Leadership Fund 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle ·Inilial) 
A. EDMUND 0. SCHWEITZER Ill 

Mailing Addre.c;s 330 NW BRANDON DR. 

City 

PULLMAN 

FEC ID number of contributing 
federal political committee. 

Name or EmpKJY&r 

SCHWEITZER ENGINEERING LABS 
Receipt For: n Primary □ General 
□ Other (specify) T 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle tniliaf) 
B. ALEXANDER D. STUART 

Mailing Address 506 N WASHINGTON RD. 

City 

LAKE FOREST 

FEC ID number of contributing 
fedaral political comminee. 

Name or Employer 
NORTH STAR INVESTMENTS 

Receipt For: 

D Primary O General 
D aher (spellify) T 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
c. ROBERT D. STUART JR. 

State 
WA 

Zip Code 

99163 

1c1 : :· : : : : : 1 
I 

uccupallon 

PRESIDENT AND CEO 

Aggregate Yaar.fo•Date T 

State Zip Code 

IL 60045 

lcl : : I I I 

. I I I 

l
uccupalion 

INVESTMENT MANAGER 

Aggregate YeaMO•Date T 

I 

J • 

Mailing Address 150 FIELD DRIVE, SUITE 100 

City 

LAKEE FOREST 

FEC ID number of contributing 
federal political committee. 

Name of Employer 

NORTH STAR INVESTMENTS 
Receipt For: 

0 Primary D Ganeral 
D OIAer (specify) T 

State 
IL 

Zip Code 
60045 

1c1 : : : : : : : ] 
I 

uccupatIon 

PRESIDENJ 

Aggregate Year•to•Date 'f" 

SUBTOTAL of Ree1tipts This Page (eptional) ............................................................................ ► 

TOTAL This Period (iast page this· line number only)............................................................... ► 

Date of Receipt 

CJ , i:;:J ' 1 • : :0:1; : ' 1 
Transaction ID: SA11.100 

Amount of Each Receipt this Period 

CONTRIBUTION 

Date of Receipt 

r:;:J ' [:;;:] ' 1 • :~;2' : ' 1 
Transaction ID! SA 11 u 

Amount of Each Receipt this Period 

CONTRIBUTION 

Date of Receipt 

c:;:r, ~, 1 '::oj2': '1 
Transaction ID: SA11.105 

Amount of Each Receipt this Period 

c=-':'· : : : ~~00
: 1 

CONTRIBUTION 

":9• •-;T.•t1-.•1• ........... "'I,, 

I ··•··'••· .• • ,,, •••. \ 
. - . . . .... -~--•.... . - . . . . I . I I . 
•I O ·•• " ' '• ••• o .:1; ... -.,.,., .... Iii -~~...,,....1 ___________________________________ , ______________ _ 

FE6AN026 FE~ Schedule A (Form 3X) Rev. 02/2003 

MUR718000947
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Image# 12961211191 

SCHEDULE A (FEC Form 3X) 

ITEMIZED RECEIPTS 
Use separate schedule(s) 
for each categu,y af the 
Detailed Summary !llage 

FOR LINE NUMBER: I PAGE 9 OF 17 
(check only one) 

rxJ 11a R11b R11c R12 
1113 14 1s 16 n11 

Any information copied lrom such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soliciting contributions 
or for commercial purpor .. s, a&her than using the name and ,address of any political committoo to soliGil o:mtributians from SL:ch oommittee. 

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full) 

Congressional Leadership Fund 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
A. AMERICAN ACTION NETWORK 

Mailing Aadress 555 13TH STREET NW 

SUITE510W 
City 

WASHINGTON 

FEC ID number of contributing 
federal political committee. 

Name Of Employer 

Receipt For: a Primary O General 

Other (specify) y 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 

Slate Zip Code 

DC 20004-1164 

lcl : : I I I a ~] I I I I 

( uccupat,on 

Aggregate Year-to-Date T 

B. BULKMATIC TRANSPORT COMPANY 
Mailing Address 2001 N. CLINE AVENUE 

City 

GRIFFITH 

FEC ID number of contributing 
federal political committee. 

Name of Employer 

Receipt For: 

8 Primary O General 

Oth1w (speaify) "' 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 

C. CHEVRON 
Mailing Address PO BOX 9034 

City 

CONCORD 

FEC ID number of contributing 
federal political cammit1ee. 

Name or Employer 

Receipt F"or: lB Primary □ G■neral 
L.. Olher (sp91:ify) •~ 

State Zip Code 

IN 46319 

1c1 : : : : : : : 1 
I uccupat1on 

Aggregate Vear-to-Date 'Y 

Slate Zip Code 

CA 94524 

1c1 : : : : : : : 1 
I uccupat10n 

Aggregate Year-to-Date 'Y 

Date of Receipt 

[:;:] ' ~ , 1 ' : ;:,; : ' 1 
Transaction ID: SA11.107 

Amount of Each Receipt this Period 

1 : : ; : : :. : 2~66i,D 
CONTRIBUTION IN KIND-PAVROLUOFFICE SPACE 

Date of Receipt 

Amount of Each Receipt this Period 

I : : : : : : : 2i~oo: I 
CONTRIBUTION 

Date of Receipt 

Li] ' [iJ ' I ' : ;oi2' : 
1 I 

Transaction ID: SA11.103 
Amount or Each Receipt this Period 

[-: : ; : -: ::soHoo J 
CONTRIBUTION 

------------------------·----------ii...----------::::::;::.-
c· .. :~_-_:.~~:· ··:··· .. · .. ~~~:7;~~~0 : I SUBTOTAL of Receipts This Page (optional) ............................................................................ ► 

TOTAL This Period (last page this line number only) ............................................................... ► 

... ... .. • ...... ait .. ..a.s"'•• -,, 1 
·. . ·' 1·... . . •'·•-=- .4'i·•· .( • .,. , ... 

FE6AN026 . FEC Schedule A (Form 3X) Rev. 02/2003 

MUR718000948
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Image# 12961211194 

SCHEDULE A (FEC Form 3X) FOR LINE NUMBER: !PAGE 10 OF 17 

ITEMIZED RECEIPTS 
Use separate schedule(s) (check only one) 
for each category of the 

~118 R11b R11C R12 Detailed Summary Pane n11 13 14 15 16 

Any informalion copied from such Reports and Stalements may nol be sold or used by any person for the purpose ol soliciting conlributicms 
or for commercial purposas, ether than using the name &nd address of any political comrnil1oe to solic:it contributinns from sr.:ich c,mmittr.e. 

) NAME OF COMMITTEE {In F~ 

Congressional Leadership Fund 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 

A. CONTINENTAL INVESTORS LLC Date of Receipt 

Mailing Addre'ss 6300 N SAGEWOOO OR., SUITE H-110 r;J , [:;] , 1 • : ;~1; : ' 1 
City State Zip Code Transactlor: ID : SA 11.96 
PARK CITY UT 84098 Amount of Each Receipt this Period 

FEC ID number of contributing lcl : e I I I C I 

l I : : :. : : :: : +o:oo: I federal political committee. I I I I I I 

Name or Employer I uccupat1on 
CONTRIBUTION 

Receipt For: Aggregate Yeer-to-Oate 'f' El Primary O General 

I : : : : : : : sHoo: I Other (specify) .,. 

Full Name (Las,, First, Middle lnitiaQ 

B. Date of Receipt 

Mailing Address 

□·□·r:·:·:·1 
City Stale Zip Code 

Amount of Each Receipt this Period 

: : : : : : : I FEC ID number of contributing lcl : : I I I 
I I 1 I : : : federal political committee. I I I ..._._II 

Name or Employer I uccupa11on 

Receipl For: Aggregate Year-to-Dale 'f' El Primary D General 

I : : ~ : : ; : : ; : I Other (specify) .,. 

Full Nama (l.&st, First, Middle Initial) 

C. Date of Receipt 

Mailing Address 

□'□,r:·:·:·, 
City State Zip Code 

Amount of Each Receipt this Period r .. •---.-...-··•-•9 ........ : : : I FEC ID number of contributing lcl : : : : : : : I federal political committee. :..,.__.,_...,., ..... ll,mJ I A I 

Name 01 Employer I occupation 

Receipt For: Aggregate Year-to-Date 'f' B Primary D Gerwral 

I : ::. I u I .. .,.__....,....,.. .. -~ 
l Other (spacilyJ ,,. 

• I ·•~ .... ~ .. :.;..... ..... --. 
-

SUBTOTAL of Receipts This Page (optional) ............................................................................ ► 

; .. ' .. ·- .. ·- .... , .. ·····-~7oo~~ 
I . • ' .•.. -~ ,- ./· .... -4-~.:..,..J 

TOTAL This Period (last page this line number only)............................................................... ► 

............................ --·--~~~ . 
3105663.10 I 

.. , , .• : .•. , ...... :9·,.,?,,..,..I 

FE&AN026 FEC Schedule A (Form 3X) Rev. 0212003 

MUR718000949
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Image# 12961211195 

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X) FOR LINE NUMBER: IPAGE 11 OF 17 

ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS 
Use separate schedule(s) (check only one) 
for each categary c,J the 

~21b R22 R23 R 24 R25 R26 Detailed Sum11r1ary Page 
27 28a 28b 28c 29 30b 

Any information copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soliciting contributions 
or far commarcial purpCYs, ottulr than using the name 1,-t a.Sress of any political col'Mlittne to solicit cc:,tributions ham su::h commillH. 

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full) 

Congressional Leadership Fund 

Full Name (tast, Fin;r, Middle-Initial) 

A. MICHAEL BYRD Date of Disbursement 

Mailing Address 400 TREAT AVENUE, SUITE E ~, ~, r :~i2': • 1 
City State Zip Code 

Transaction ID: SB.9 
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94110 
Purpose of Disbursement 

[ :002: I TRAVEL Amount of Each Oiseul'Se"'9nt this Period 
t,;ana1aate Name 

Category/ I : : :: I I I 'i§:] Type I = I I 
Office sought: House Disbursement For: - Senate 8 Primary D General - President Other (specify) y 
State: District: 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 

B. CHARLES MEACHUM Date of Disbursement 

Mailing Addrass &aO WATER ST. SW 13-14 l:iJ ' (:i1 ' I' : :o;; : ' I-
City State Zip Code 

Transaction ID: S8.6 
WASHINGTON DC 20024 
Purpose or u1s0ursement 

t :oo~ I TRAVEL Amount of Each Disbursement this Period 

t,;ana1aate Name Category/ I : : : : : : : Fl-~ I Type 

Office Sought: House Disbursement For: - Senate El Primary D General - President Other (specify) y 

State: District: -
Full Name (Last, First, Middle lnilial) 

C. BRIAN WALSH Date of Disbursement 

Mailing Address 624 EUEN WILSON PLACE SE r:;:J, ~, I' ::oi2':' I 
City Stale Zip Code 

Transaction ID: SB.4 
WASHINGTON DC 20003 
t"urpose 01 u,soursement 

I :002: I TRAVEL 
Amount of Each Disbursement this Period 

Candidate Name Category/ r i ;, • : :: : : 1~~86: I Type I ; I •• Office Sought: House Disbursement For: - Senate B Primary D General - President Other (specify) y 
Stale: District: 

SUBTOTAL of Disbursements This Page (optional) .................................................................. ► 
•. ·-:,.- ··:·-·=--..,N,•'-ia.• .. ., .... ....., 

TOTAL This Period (lasl page this liAe number only) ............................................................... ► ····· , .. •. I •.• :-. ..,.. •• ..;.:":..-..:-J 

FE6AN026 FEC Schedule B (Farm 3X) Rev. 0212003 

MUR718000950
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Image# 1296121'196 

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X) 
ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS Use separate schedule(s) 

for each categary ol l!'le 
Detailed Summary Page 

FOR LINE NUMBER: I PAGE 12 OF 17 
(check only one) 

~:~b R::a R:b Fl ::c R:: R::b 
Any information copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person tor the purpose of soliciting contributions 
or for commercial purpoains, othftr than using Iha .name 11nd address of any polilical comminae to solicit contrinulions frcm lil1CII committee. 

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full) 

Congressional Leaeership Fund 

Full Name (La!SI, Fil'st; MiddIe-Inilial) 

A. ADVANTAGE INC. 

Mailing Address 2300 CLARENDON BLVD., SUITE 1004 

City 

ARLINGTON 
Purpose 01 Disbursemenl 
MESSAGE PHONE CALLS 

candidate 111eme 

Office Sought: House 

Stale 
VA 

Disbursement For: 

Zip Code 

22201 

- Senate 

- President 

Stam: District: 
B Primary O General 

Other (specify) y 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 

B. AMERICAN ACTION NETWORK 

Mailing Address 555 13TH ST NW SUITE 510W 

City 

WASHINGTON 
State 
DC 

Zip Code 
20004 

r:003: 1 
Category/ 

Type 

t"'Urpose 01 DiSDUP.18ffl8AI 

~c~o~~=R~1e~u~T~1o~N-1N_K_1_N_o_-_P_A_v_R_o_L_u_o_F_F_1c_E_sP_A_c_E _______ ~I ~~ I 
cana,aale Name Category/ 

Office sought: House 
,__ Senate 

i-- President 

Slate: District: 

Full Name (1.asl, First, Middle Initial) 

Disbursement For: 

D PrimaTY D General 
□ Olher (specify) y 

C. CAPITOL COMPUTER EXCHANGE 

Mailing Address 4487 FORBES BOULEVARD 

Cily 

LANHAM 
Purpose 01 0Is0ursemen1 
COMPUTER SERVICES 

Candidate Name 

Office :sought: 

Slate: 

I House 

~- Senate 

1 ·- President 

District: 

Slate 
MO 

Disbursement For: 

Zip Code 
20706 

B Primary D General 

Other (specify) y 

Type 

I :001: I 
Category/ 

Type 

SUBTOTAL of Disbursements This Page (optional) .......................... :....................................... ► 

TOTAL This Period (last page this line number only) ............................................................... ► 

FE6AN026 

Dale ol Disbursement 

Transaction ID : SB.1 

Amount of Each Diseu,senIent this Period 

Date of Disbursement 

Transaction ID: SB.17 

Amount of Each Disbursement lhis Period 

Data of Disbursement 

Transaction ID : SB.5 

Amount of Each Disbursement this Period r . . ; ··-.·-···~- 1 1 1sioo' I 
L._.....,...., __ -1,:.....!. -•.,_ .-1 • _:.., ... ..:. e·a I I 

: ·······•-•o.• ..... _, .. •-. . ■ • 

• . · .... • .... 
; 
, .. 

, .. , ... 

..•. ' 
•:: 

FEC Schedule B (Form 3X) Rev. 0212003 
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Image# 12961211197 

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X) FOR LINE NUMBER: TPAGE 13 OF 17 

ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS Use separate schedule(s) (check only one) 
for each calegary of l11e ~21b R22 R23 R 24 R25 R26 Detailed Sul'!'!M!lry Pa1e 

27 28a 28b 28c 29 30b 

Any information copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soliciting contributions 
or for comme~::ial purpm-,as, olhor than using the name and address of any political commillee to soliGit contributions from sucb GOmmi!tee. 

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full) 

Congressional Leaeership Fund 

Full Name (tasr, -Fitst, MiddIe-IMtiaIJ 

A. CMDI Date of Disbursement 

Mailing Address 7704 LEESBURG PIKE Lil' Lin, I' ::0;::' I 
City State Zip Code 

Transaction ro: SB.7 
FALLS CHURCH VA 22043 
Purpase of Disbursement 

t:001: I DATABASE MANAGEMENT FEE Amount of Each OisBul'!!iement this Period 

Canau;uue Name 
Category/ I : : : : : :, : ~.:.J Type 

Office Sought: House Disbursement For: - Senate B Primary O General - President Other (specify) .,, 
State: District: 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 

B. LINDEN MEDIA LLC Date of Disbursement 

Mailing Md;ass 6Q9 N. WEST STREET CiJ, ~, I' ::a;::, I 
City State Zip Code 

Transaction ID : SB.I 
ALEXANDRIA VA 22314 
Purpose of DrsbUrsement 

i :001: I RESEARCH SERVICES Amount of Each Disbursement this Period 

Candidate Name Category/ I : : : : : : : :14;.~ I Type 
Office sought: House Disbursement For: - Senate B Primary D General ·- President Other (specify) .,, 

State: District: 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 

C. PIRYX, INC Date ~f- Disbursement 

Mailing Address 144 2ND ST., 1ST FLOOR Lil' ~' 1 ·-::0i2':' I 
City State Zip Code 

Transaction ID: SB.16 
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94105 
Purpose of Drsoursement 

I ~03: I MERCHANT PROCESSING FEE 
Amount of Each Disbursement this Period 

CanaIaate Name Category/ I : : : ~· : : !oo: I Type -~"'......,. 
OHice 5ought: r House Disbursement For: 

·····/ Senate R Primary O General 
--1 President , Other (specify) .,, 

oi"sirict: 
L-.1 

State: 

SUBTOTAL of Disbursements This Page (optional) .................................................................. ► 

l-.• ·•-;•••"\-··•-·•• • a-·• ••~ •--;~~~-

1 ...... J. •.• .;; .... ,1;, •.•. ' . .,·.. ., •• .s.. .• ~ ... 
~ ••• -I_ .... "' •••••• ■ . •' .' ~. -~-~,~·:··-~7 

TOTAL This Period (last page this lin.t number only) ............................................................... ► ' ~--: .. , ... , ......... . ' ._ . ....,_.,...,._.,_ .. ~ -- -
FE&AND20 FEC Schedule B (Form 3X) Rev. 02/2003 
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Image# 12961211198 

SCHEDULE B (FEC Form 3X) FOR LINE NUMBER: !PAGE 14 OF 17 

ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS 
Use separate schedule(s) (check only one) 
for each call!glWy of me 

~21b R22 R29 R24 R25 R26 Detailed Surninary P11.ge 
27 2Ba 28b 28c 29 30b 

Any information copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose of soliciting contributions 
or for commercial purposas, Olhar than using the name and addraas of any political convninee to solicit CG111tr.lautians from such commilleH. 

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full) 

Congressional Leadership Fund 

Full Name (lasl, Fi'rsr, Middle IMlial) 

A. THE KOZLOW GROUP Date of Disbursement 

Mailing Addreas 412 .. GUINNESS WAY ~, r::;:r r :~2' :· 1 
City State Zip Code 

LEESBURG VA 20175 
TransacUon ID : SB.12 

Purpose 01 u,saursement 

' 
:oo,: I STRATEGY CONSUL TING Amounl ol Each Dlll9u1"!.e1Mnt this Puiod · 

Cana,ame Name 
Category/ I : : : : : I I ~o~.oo: J Type -~ 

Office Sought: House Disbursement For: ·- Senate E3 Primary D General - President Other (specify) y 
State: District: 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle lnitlal) 

B. THE OORBEEK GROUP Date of Disbursement 

Mailing Address 5614 GARNETTS FARM DRIVE ~ I LiI] I I' : :o;; : ' I 
City State Zip Code 

Transaction ID: SB.13 
HAYMARKET VA 20169 
n1rpose 01 D1sou,sement 

I :om: I FUNDRAISING CONSULTING Amount ol Each Disbursement this Period 

cana,aate Name 
Categ~I I : :- : :- : : : :,oo,g.~ I Type 

umce Sought: House Disbursement For: - Ser.ate B Primary O General - President Other (specify) y 
State: District: -
Full Name (Last, First, Middle lnitill) 

C. THE TARRANCE GROUP Date ol Disbursement 

Mailing Address 201 N. UNION ST, SUITE 410 m I [i] I I' ::0i::' I 
City State Zip Code 

Transaction ID : SB. 1 • 
ALEXANDRIA VA 22314 
Purpose or o,soursement 

I :oos: l POLLING 
Amount ol Each Disbursement this Period 

Cana1aate Name 
Category/ r ' a I' --...-...--.- ' I I I 13100.00 

Type f .. 3-fl~-- tL -,.cJ.L--ac-11 •. wi .,., ... ,. ,,J 
umce ~ught: House Disbursement For: - Senate B Primary D General - President Other (specify) y 
State: District: 

..... ... _,:, .............. : ......• ,,. .. •.· .... ' ......... : .... , 
SUBTOTAL of Disbursements This Page (optional).................................................................. ► i ™00~ I r •. .,.A,. .... ,._.-tla.-.-. t ... ,.• ...... 11~, . " .. , •.• ,'!'If.,.,.,••- : . 

-··-~- __ ...,_ ... .1.-,,~-·-··· .; .• -..... ··-· ··--· ....• . . . - . .. .. - . . . . - .. . .. - .. - ... - .. 
TOTAL This Period (last page this line number only) ........................ _ ..................................... ► . . . ::. ., ' .... • ... 1. . . . 

FE6AN026 FEC Schedule B ~Form 3X) Rev. 02/2003 

MUR718000953



Image# 11,961211199 

SCHEDULE B ( FEC Form 3X) FOR LINE NUMBER: I PAGE 15 OF 17 

ITEMIZED DISBURSEMENTS 
Use separate schedule(s) (check only one) 
lor each category of 111e 

~21b R22 R23 Fl 24 R25 R26 Detailed Sum~ry Page 
27 28a 28b 2Bc 29 30b 

Any information copied from such Reports and Statements may not be sold or used by any person for the purpose 01 soliciting contributions 
or for commercial pwpnsas, ather than usinq tho noma and ,address of any polilical convnittP.e to solioit r.ontribHliPns from such commilleia. 

) NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full) 
Congressional Leadership Fund 

Full Name (Last, Fi'rst,- Middle- lnilialJ 

A. TRINITY FINANCIAL REPORTING & COMPLIANCE Date of Disbursement 

Mailing Address 13051 FARTHlf~GALE OR. [i]' Lil' I' ::0i2' : 'I 
City State Zip Code 

Transaction ID : SB.15 
OAKHILL VA 20171 
Purpose or uIst>ursement 

I :oo,: I ACCOUNTING AND COMPLIANCE Amount of Each DisbuFGement this Period 

~arwlW!!a Name 
Category/ I : : : :· : : : j4i.oo: ] Type 

Office Sought: House Disbursement For: - Senate B Primary D General ,_ 
President Other (specify) y 

State: District: 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 

B. Dale of Disbursement 

Mailillg AGldrass □ ,' □ I I ' : ' : ' : ' I 
City State Zip Code 

l"'urpose or uIsoursement 

I : : I Amount of Each Disbursement this Period 

~idate Name category/ 

' : : : : : : : : : : I Type 
Office sought~ House Disbursement For: 

>--
Senate B Primary D General 

>--
PreSident Olher (specify) y 

State: District: 

Fun Name (Lssl, First, Middle Initial) 
c .. - .. · Date- of Disbursement 

Mailing Address Cl' r::1' I':·:·:• I 
City State Zip Code 

Purpose or u1st>ursemen1 

I : : I Amount of Each Disbursement this Period 
t;anaIaate Name Category/ l : : : I I I : : : : I Type 

~--•I.!, 
Office Sought: House Disbursement For: 

o-
Senate r7 Primary □ General - President tj Olher (specify) y 

State: District: 

SUBTOTAL of Disbursements This Page (optional) .................................................................. ► 

~---•·;,--~··1•··--:--~ ....... , ....... ,. ... ._____, .•.•. ....., ... 

L .. ~- .... :...:II .• -',.~-,, .. ,· .. ,;, --~42:.-00,_J ,.,. ·~ ............. ··- ......... ··. ........ -... -:' ... ,,._., 
TOTAL This Period (last page this line number only) ............................................................... ; 53956.25 i 

► :. ... . • ..• .. . I~- . : . I ... · •.. :;.~.•--..-...! 

FE&AN02& FEC Schedule B (Farm JX) Rev. 02/2003 

MUR718000954



lmageM 12961211200 

SCHEDULE E (FEC Form 3X) 
ITEMIZED INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURES IPAGE 16 OF 17 

I FOR LINE 24 OF FORM 3X 

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full) FEC IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 'Y 

Congressional Leadership Fund lcl c~o5~5:~ : •: ~:J 
Check if O 24-hour repo;t 0 48-hour report 0 New report D Amends report filed on D ' □· ' I ' : ' : ' : ' I 

-- -Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) of Payee 
Date AMERICAN MEDIA & ADVOCACY GROUP 

Mailing Address 815 SLATERS LANE 
m , m, , . >'0~2• : • , 

Amount 

City Slate Zip Code L;~;,;n.: : : 17!59r20: I ALEXANDRIA VA 22314 

Purpose of Expenditure I : : I Office Sought: ~- State: IA 
1\f#MEDIA PLACEMENT - DISSEMINATED ON 10/15, PAID 

category/ ---
10/11. 48 HR REPORT FILED 10/17 

Type Senale District: 03 

Name of Federal candidate Supported or Opposed by Expenditure: President ---
Leonard Boswell Check One: D Support ~Oppose 

calendar Year-To-Date Per Eleelion r• • ;=: : ; >5:si20: I 
Disbursement For: 0 Primary ~General 

2012 for Office Sought 
1 I D Other (specify) ► 

Full Name (La.,;t, First, Misadle Initial) ~f Payee Date 
ANGLER, LLC 

(:!]'(:!]'I' >b~2' :· I Mailing Address 1100 G STREET NW, SUITE 805 

Amount 

City State Zip Code J .. ~.~,;~: : 6~~0: I WASHINGTON DC 20005 

Pumose of Expenditure category/ I : :.] Office Sought: ~- State: IA 
W BVIDEO Senate ---Type District: 03 

President ---
Name ol Federal candidate Supported or Opposed by Expenditure: 

Leonard Boswell Check One: O support ~Oppose 

I I I I I I 
I I I i ~ I 

Disbursement For: D Primary ~General Calendar Year-To-Date Per Election 
2012 · for Office Sought .~59:20 D Other (specify) ► __ ........... _ , 

' 
(a) SUBTOTAL of Itemized Independent Expenditures ............................. .. .............. ► I : : : : : :. :36~1~: I 
(b) SUBTOTAL of Unitemized Independent Expenditures ......... 

► I : : : : : : ': :·: : 1 
(c) TOTAL lnde,endlrlt Expenditures ... ,-... -··-·-··--·············-··--··""""'"""""""''''"""'"""'"''"''"'"""'"" ► I : : : : ·:-.: : : : : I 
Under penalty of perjury I certify mat l'fte maependenc expenditures reported herein were not made in cooperation, consultation, or concert 
with, or al the requesl or suggestion of, any candidate or authorized committee or agent of either, or (if the reporting entity is not a political 
party committee) any political party committee or its agent 

Charles Meachum r·~1, l~~, l: :~~, /Eltttro11ical/y Filed/ Date 
Signature 

__ ._. ...,. .c,,..J 
. . -· .. .. . , .. ... . . ..... . .. . . 

FEC Scheclule E (Fe,_ 3X) Reo!o. 07/2011 

MUR718000955
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Image# 12961211201 

SCHEDULE E (FEC Form 3X) 
ITEMIZED INDEPENDENT EXPENDITURES !PAGE 17 OF 17 

I FOR LINE 24 OF FORM 3X 

NAME OF COMMITTEE (In Full) FEC IDENTIFICATION NUMBER T 
Congressional Leadership Fund lcl ~~o+s:o :~·- ' I 

0 48-hour report ) 0 Now '":" 0 Amends reporl filed on D ' D ' I '.: ' : ' :
1 

' I Check if D 24-hour report 
_, 

Full Name (Last, Firs!, Middle Initial) of Payee 
Dale SOMETHING ELSE STRATEGIES, LLC 

Mailing Address 112 LANTERN RIDGE DRIVE 
m I IT] I I' : ioi2' : ' I 

Amount 

City Slate Zip Code J .. ~.~;,~_;,: : 1~~00: I EASLEY SC 29642 

Purpose of Expenditure 

I : : I Office Sought: ~-- Slate: IA 
TV/MEDIA PRODUCTION Category/ ---Type Senate District: 03 

President ---
Name ol Federal Q..•~•lidate Supported or Opposed by Expenditure: 

Leonard Boswell Check Ona: □ Suppo,t ~Oppaa~ 

Calendar Year-To-Date Per Election r:-......-• I I :~s1sgi20: I 
Disbursement For: D Primary ~General 2012 . for Office Sought I • I I • D Other (specify) ► 

Full Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) of Payee Date 
TARGETED VICTORY 

IT]'(:!]' I' >bt2' :· I 
Malling Address 1033 NORTH FAIRFAX STREET, SJ.UTE 4 

Amount 

City Stale ZJp Code I:;~~;: : :sio: I ALEXANDRIA VA 22314 T.....acl:..,:: :._:I 
Pu~ of Expenditure Category/ c:..:J Office Sought: ~- State: IL 
01 ITAL VIDEO Type Senate ---

District: 13 
President ---

Name of Federal Candidate Supported or Opposed by Expenditure: 

David Gill Check One: □ Support 18JOppose 

I , , a , , , , a sioo' J Disbursement For: D Primary ~General calendar Year-To-Date Per Election 2012 for Office Sought O Other (specify) ► -&■..a-6..,_........,....._~ I 

(a) SUBTOTAL of Itemized Independent Expenditures............................................................. ► I : : : : : : : 15~0!°: I 
(b) SUBTOTAL of Unitemized Independent Expenditures .................. _ ............... .. ... ► I : : : : : : : : : : I 
(c) TOTAL lndependlllt 6xpendilu,........................................................................................... ► I : : : : : : :25~9~0: I 
Under penalty of perjury I ~rtily that tMt ft'l~del'd apenditures reported herein were not made in cooperation, consultation, or concert 
wilh, or at the request or suggestion of, any candidate or authorized committee or agent of either, or (if the reporting entity is nOI a political 
party committee) any political party committee or its agent. 

Clrarl~s M8Ch11n, r,;,.,., ... , ~--·i;:r1 , ~ 
/Eltttro11ic11lly Fil~d/ Date I 10 I t 24 , ~012 

Signature ..__._,_, "-· ..... -J 

--
FEC Scl'ledule E (f'O!ffl 3X) RIV. 07/20\'1 

MUR718000956
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Super Conn·,ected 

l-■-~l 
PUBLICCITIZEN 

Outside Grou·ps' Devotion to Individual Candidates and . 
Political Parties Disproves the Supreme Court's Key 
Assumption in Citizens United That Unregulated Outs~de 
Spenders Would Be 'Independent' 

(UPDATED VERSION OF OCTOBER 2012 REPORT, WITH REVISED DATA AND DISCUSSION OF THE 

'SOFT MONEY' IMPLICATIONS OF CITIZENS UNITED) 

MUR718000958
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Public Citizen Super Connected 

Methodology and Definitions 

• This report represents a substantial° update of a report published in October 2012, available 
at http://www.citizen.org/documen ts /super-connected-candidate-super-pacs-not
inciependent-report.pdf. 

• Most of the data used in this report was drawn from the Center for Responsive Politics 
(~secrets.org) or the Sunlight Foundation (http://sunlightfound~ion.com). 

• Unregulated outside groups are defined as those permitted to accept unlimited 
contributions. These include super PACs, which are required to re_port their donors, and 
S0l(c) groups, which are net. URregulated groups exclude conventional political action 
committees (PACs) and the official committees of the national political parties. 

• CalcuJatiDns of expendit11res by outside .groups consist nf independent eapen~it~res and 
electioneering communication expenditures reported to the Federal Election Commission. 
Calculntinns do not include communications costs, which represent expenditures by an 
organization to disseminate messages to its members. Calculations also do not include 
expenditures that may serve electioneering purposes but are not required to be reported. 

• The data analyzed in this report regard gr~ups that teported spending at least $100,000 on 
the 2U12 elections. Such groups accounted for 99 percent of total spending by unregulated 
outside groups. 

• Filings on indepet1dent expenditures disclose amounts of money spant to "suppo.rt" or 
"opposo" siven candidates. For the data component of this report, these totals are summed 
to yield a cumulative totaJ spent to assist candidates, either by supporting the group's 
favored candidate or op1msing the cand1date's opponent or opponents. 

• All groups reported as opposing President Obama are treated as supporting Republican 
presidential nominee Mitt Romney. Some anti-Obama messages, especially before the 
Republican primaries were concluded, likely were motivated by a desire to defeat Obama. 
regardless of his opponent. Thus, this report may slightly overstate· spending intended to 
aid Romney. 

• Many outside groups censist of informally affiliated entities. Calculations in this ani11lysiG 
treat each legal entity distin.ctly. 

• This analysis deemed groups that spent at least 99 percent of their resources aiding one 
candidate as "single-candidate" groups. Seven groups categorized as devoted to a single
candidate spent less than 1 percent of their money on other contests. 

• Determinations of which groups operated in service of a national party are based on the 
g~oups' mission 9\a•ements, ana.lysls of I.heir personnel and their spending practltes. 
Groups thad acted both io sen,ice of a single-candidate and a pa1rty are categnrizadl as 
single-cundidato entiEias. 

March 2012 3 
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Public Citizen Super Connected 
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I. Introduction and Top Level Data Findings 

Nearly half of the unregulated outside groups that sought to influence the 2012 
elections spent their money to aid Just one candidate. These single-candidate groups 

accounted for more than eue-third of spending by unregulated greups in 2010. [See Figur·e 
1) Many pf these groups were operated by individuals with close ties to the candidate they 
assisted. 

Ten additional groups, which accounted for nearly 30 percent of spending by unregulated 
entities in the 2012 elections, existed to aid either the official Democratic or Republican 
parties. Their personnel largely hailed from the national parties' hierarchies or the staffs of 
lawmakers in the congressional leadership. In most cases, these groups declared missions 
of helping to _elect Democra~s or Republfcans. As such, these groups were much more 
closely tied n> the parties than longstanding interest groups that p~ovided exclusive 
support a single party. 

In total, candidate-specific and party-allied groups accounted for more than 65 percent of 
all spending by unregulated outside groups in the 2012 elections. Such groups made up 
seven of the top eight unregulated outside spenders in 2012. [See Figure 2] 

Figure 1: Electionee-ring Spending by All Unregulated Groups (2012 Election Cycle) 
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Dedicated to a single 
112 49.3% $353,686,625 36.5% 

candidate 

Determined by Public 
Citizen to be allied with a 10 4.4" $280,566,533 29.0% 
national party 

Subtotal: Single 
122 53.7% $634,253,158 65.5% 

candidate or party allied 

Aided multiple candidates 
_and not designated as party 105 46.3% $333,582,201 34.5% 
allied 

All Unregulated Outside 
227 100.0% $967,835,359 100.0% 

Groups 

Source: eublic Citizen a1111alysis of data provided by the Center for Responsive Politics (www.opensetrets.org1. 
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Figure 2: Top 10 Spending Unregulated Groups (2012 Election Cycle) 
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Restore Our Future $142,655,218 Super PAC Singie-candidate Mitt Romney 

American Crossroads $104,7Tl,098 Super PAC Party-allied Republicans 

Priorities USA Action $66,182,126 Super PAC Single-candidate Barack Obama 

Crossroads GPS $70,940,377 S0l(c) Party-allied Republicans 

Americans fat Prosperity $39,448,456 S0l(c) Single-candidate Mitt Romney 

Majority PAC $37,536,489 Super PAC Party-allied nemocrats 

U.S. Chamber of 
$36,177,665 SOl(c) Other Republicans Commerco 

House Majority PAC, $30,761,234 Super PAC Party-allied Democrats 
·-

American Future Fund $25,587,431 SOl(c) Other Republicans 
r 

Club for Growth Action $20,382,571 Supe~ Pac Other Republicans 

Source: Public Otize~ analysis of data provided by the Center for Responsive Politics rwww.opensecrets.org). 

These findings unden:ut the key premise relied upon by the Supreme Court in its 2010 
decision in Citizens United v. Federal ElectifJn CommltiSion, which pa.ved the way for outside 
groups to use unlimited contributions from indi~iduals, corporat~ons or unions to influence 
elections.1 

The ,court based its Citiae,ns United decision on its assumption that the new electioneering 
spending it permitted would be by organizations that acted independently of candidates 
and parties. The court concluded that independent expenditures do not threaten to 
engender corruptio~ which is the basis on w~ich the court has traditionally permitted 
regulation of campaign expenditures. Thus, t~e court ruled. independent expenditures 
cannot be regulated without violating the First Amendment. 

1 Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission, 130 S.Ct. 876 (2010). http;//1.usa,gov/9Hn7y5. [Hereinafter 
Citizens United] Citizens United outlawed restrictions on the ability or oucside entities, including corporations 
and unicns, to spend mor1ey fmm their treasuries to make imlependentexpend,tures (expenditures expressly 
intended to inHuence the outcomes of elections). A subsequent decision by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia determined that limitations on the size of contributions to groups engaging in 
independent expenditures could not be justified in the wake or Citizens United. See SpeechNow.org v. Federal 
Election Commission, 599 F.3d 686 (D.C. Cir. 2010), http;//1 usa.gov/sPC9tl. The Federal Election Commission 
then ruled that independent expenditure groups may accept unlimited contributions from corporations·and 
unions, as well as in0ividuals. S~ Federal etectian Commission, Advisory Opinion 2010Ll 1 EJuly 22, 2610), 
http· //bjtJv/lK6LUX. The cumtliotive effect or Ulese decisi1>11s wBii to permit outside entities to use unlimited 
contributieos from corpuratie■s, unions and individuals ID inHmmce the outcomes or electiom;. Entil:ies that: 
aclmowledge a pliimary purpose or using unlimited contrihotinns to intlue11ce elections are known as 
independent expenditure-only coramittees, or super PACs. 
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"Limits on independent expenditures have a chilling effect extending well beyond the 
Government's interest in preventing quid pro quo corruption,"2 the court wrote in Citizens 
United. "We now conclude that independent expenditures, including those made by 
corporations, do not give ~ise to corrup1lion or the appearanci~ of corruption.''3 

But reality has not comported with the court's vision. Many of the outside groups that have 
availed themselves of permissions flowing irom Citizens United cannot plausibly be deemed 
independent. In the 2012 elections, many groups' absence nf independence was shown by a 
variety of factors besides their decisions to devote their resources to aiding a single 
candidate or party. 

Other factor,s, depending on the group, included the existence of close professional 
relationships between the groups' principals and the candidates or parties th~y aided; 
statements by the group!i iAdicating a mission to aid a specific candidate, party, or subset of 
a party; the transfer of personnel from campaigns to outside groups aiding the same 
canqtsigns; the provisioe of f1mdraising assistance by candidates, canrp:idgn efficials or 
party leaders to outside groups sorving their agendas; high-ranking party official~ making 
themselves available to donors in exchange for large 1contributions to their allied outside 
groups; endorsements by candidates or their campaigns of nutside groups aiding them; and 
acknowledgements by candidates or party leaders that they countenanced the 
establishment of unregulated groups aiding them. 

Th~ emergence of entities using unlimited contributions ta aid candidates and parties witi1 
which they have dose relatim,ships threatens to gut the anticorruption policy underlying 
campaign finance laws, which the court claimed it did not intend to weaken. 

The Citizens United decision left intact-and even appE-.ared to endorsed the thrust· of-the 
court's precedents of upholdi.ng laws that limit direct contributions to candidates and the 
national parties. The court has long permitted such limits on the basis that unlimited direct 
contributions pose an unacceptable risk of causing corruption. 

But in cases In which clese relationships exist between the leader'S of ur.regulated groups 
and the candidates or pal'ties they serve, the unregulated groups essentially constitute 
extemtions e1f efficial candidate and party committe«1s. lhribnlted contributions to such 
groups are tantamount to direct contributions, thereby evading contribution limit laws. 

z Id., at .908. 
l /d., at 909. 
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Synopsis of Activities by Single-Candidate Groups 

Nearly half ( 49.3 percent) of the unregulated outside groups operating in the 2012 
elections devoted themselves entirely or virtually erttirely tu aiding a single candidote.4 

Single-candidate groups accounted for more than one-third (36.5 percent) of the total 
dollars spErDt by tmregulat:ed graups. Beyond their sp·andina: decisions, m,my single
candidate gronps; were founded, funded or managed hy friends, family membnr:E, 1,r recent 
campaign aides of the candidate they supported. 

Contributions to these groups are akin to direct contributions to the candidates they aided. 
Section V of this report provides profiles of several of these groups . 

Synopsis of ActiviUes by Party-A!lied Groups 

Ten groups that were unambiguously allied and intertwined with one of the major parties 
accounted for 29 percent of total spending by unregulated groups. These groups did not 
spend any money supp1orting a candidate from the ••other" p,arty.5 Most of these groups 
explicit!ly expressed a goal pf electing Democrats or Republicans (omt sometfnras only 
Demnerats or Republicans running for a cortain house of Congliess). Further, nearly all of 
these groups were led by individuals who recently held important positions in the national 
Democratic or Republican hierarchies or who recently worked for elected officials who 
hold leadership posts in the House or Senate. 

Contributllms to these entities dosely parallel "soft"money," the unlimited contrlbutions to 
that naticmal parties that Congress banned; witi1 the Supreme Court's subsequent assent, in 
2002.6 Section VII of this report includes profiles of these new soft money groups. 

Nearly 75 Percent of Super ~Ats' Spending W~s. by Si~gle"."Candidate or Party-Allied Groups 

Super PACs, which arose in the ~ake of the Citizens United deGisiqn. are permitted.to accept 
unlimited contributions and spend unlimited sums to influence eJections.7 Analysis·of their 
activitf es is particularly important becaose these are the committE~e~ .. al'ising fiom fritizens 
United that expressly exist to influence elections. More than half (56.4 percent) of the super 
PACs operating in 2012 were either devoted to a single candidate or closely allied with a 

4 Se~rora grouJtS categorized horn as serving a single carcdidete devotDd up to 1 perc:ent of thciir a1tendinu oo an 
additional race or races. The rest ccncentrated their spending entirely on a single race. . . 
5 A Republican group, YG Action Fund, reported spending $22,100 in support of Rep. Mark Critz (D-Pa.), but 
this filing was aln1ost certainly in error. Tlle aroug reported :1~ending $239,000 for tnessages D!Jposiug Critz 
that were disseminated on the same day as the reported pro-Critz expenditure. YG Action Fund and its 
affiliated YG Network Inc. cumulatively reported spending $958,505 opposing Critz. See Sunlight Foundation, 
Critz, Marie D. (viewed on Dec. 5, 2012), http· J/bjt ly/TFRQhB and Sunlight Foundallon, YG Action Fund 
(viewed on Dec. 5, 2012), http·J/bit,ly/VPgtKa. 
6 See McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93, http://l.usa,gov/WXx9nb. 
7 Supor PACs are u type or political cammittee that was permitted by the Citizens United decision ano a 
subsequent 201.0 decision by the H.S. Ca11rt or Appeals f1lf the District of Cohanbia that was based on the 
Citizen, United precedent. See Speechm,w.org v. FEC 5.99 F.3d 686 (D.C. Cir. 2010). 
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national party. These single-candidate and party-allied super PACs accounted for nearly 
three-quarters (74.4 percent) of all dollars spent by super PACs in 2012. [See Figure 3] 

Figure 3: Election.eering Spending by Super PACs (2012 Election Cycle) 

Dedicated to a single 
candidate 

Determined hy Public 
Citizen to be allied with a 
national party 

Subtotal: Single 
candidate or party allied 

Aided multiple candidates 
and not designated as party 
allied 

Total 

75 

6 

81 

62 

143 

52.4% $288,472,195 

4.2% $187,581,876 

56.6% $476,054,071 

43.4% $163,946,537 

100.0% $640,000,608 

Source: Public Otizen analysis of data provided by the Center for Responsive Politics (www.opensecrets.org). 

45.1% 

29.3% 

74.4" 

25.6% 

100.0% 

Nearly Half of Non-Super PACs Were Single-Candidate or Party-Allied Groups 

The share of outside groups that were devoted to single candidates or allied with a pnrty 
was not as great for non-super PACs as for super PACs. This would be expected because 
more than 98 percent of outside spending by non-super PACs was by ol'ganizations that 
operate under sec:tion SOl(o) of th.e tax cede, which is rese.rved for socia! we.lfare groups, 
uniens and business trade associaliinns. Such organizations are prohibited from devoting 
the majority of their efforts to influencing eiections,8 Therefore, one would assume that 
they would be less likely to show overt loyalty to a single candidate or party. 

Nonetheless, nearly hair [48.8 percent) of the non-super PACs involved in the 2012 
elections either devoted themselves to aiding a single candidate or were1 clearly allied with 
one the major pertiies. Non-sup,er PACs that wsre ·devoted to e single-candicintE! or were 
party-allied accounted for 48.3 percent of all election spending by non-super PACs. [See 
Figure 4) 

8 See, e.g., Internal Revenue Service, Tax Exempt Organizations (la~'l reviewed Aug. 8, 2012) (viewed on Uec. 
17, 2012). http·//1 usa goy/T4ipgB. Although not the subject of this report. there is an abundance of evidence 
that many SOl(c) entities have involved themselves in election spending to a degree that violates the terms of 
their tax exempt status. 
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Figure 4: Electioneering Spending by Unregulated Groups Besides Super PACs 

(2012 Election Cycle) 
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Dedicated to a single 
37 44.0% $65,214,430 19.9" 

candidate 

Determined by Public 
Citizen to be allied with a 4 4.8% $92,984,657 28.4% 

national party 

Subtotal: Single 
41 48.8" $158,199,087 48.3" 

candidate or party allied 

Aided multiple candidates 
and not designated as 43 51.2% $169,635,664 51.7% 
party allied 

Total 84 100.0" $327,834,751 100.0% 

Source: Public Citizen analysis of data provided by the Center for Responsive Politics (www.opensecrets.org). 
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· 11. The Supreme Court Continues to Endorse Laws Limiting the 
Size of Contributions to Candidates 

Since 1976, the Supreme Court has held that placing limits on campaign contributions is 
constimtionally acceptablo on the basis that unregulated contributions threaten to cause 
corruption and undermine the integrity of m1r democratic systnrn. 

"To the extent that large contributions are given to secure a political quid pro quo from 
current and potential office holders, the integrity of our system of representative 
democracy is undermined," the court wrote in Buckley v. Valeo (1976), which upheld 
contribution limits that Congress imposed in the wake of the Watergate scandal.9 "Although 
the scope of such pernicious practices [from large contributions] can never be reliably 
ascertained, the-deeply disturbing examples surfacing after the 1972 election demonstrate 
thut the preblem is not an illusory one."10 

The Citizens Uaited court appeared to endorse the thrust of the court's 1976 conclusion. "If 
elected officials succumb to improper influences from independent expenditures; if they 
surrender their best judgment; and if they put expedienoy. before principle, then surely 
there is cause for concern," the court wrote in Citizens United.11 "We must give weight to 
attempts by Congress to seek to dispel either the appearance or the reality of these 
influences. "12 

Thui;, tthe Citizens United court did not conclmi~ thnc the threat of corruptim1 was an invalid 
justification for restricting the size of contributions in general. It simply found that 
independent expenditures, specifically, do not pose a sufficient risk of engendering 
corruption to warrartt regulating them. 

9 Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, at 26-27 (1976). 
,o Id. 
11 Citizens United, supra note 1, at 911. 
12 Id. 
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1_11. The Supreme Court's Logic in Lifting Regulations Covering 
'Independent Expenditures' Relied on an Assumption That 

Such Expenditures Would Truly be Independent 
Statements concerning "independent expenditures," whether by the Supreme Court or 
others, can be ambiguous because the phrase is both a legal term13 and a common sense 
expression based on the words' meanings in English. Although the legal definition is 
intended to ensure that actual praotu:es bear some resemblance to the common sense 
definition, there are limitations in the ability of laws to bring about desired results. There is 
a possibility (as was shown in the 2012 elections) for expenditures that are legally 
categorized as "independent" to be other than independent in practice. · 

The cltsparity in these interpretations leaves open a slight po,sibility th~t the court in 
Citizens United was referring only to the legal definition in its determination that 
independent e:rpenditnres do nnc pose a risk of dausing corruption. Under this reading, tht? 
court would have found spnndi.ng in 2012 by ontities that clearly were not in11iepend;ent of 
candidates or parties to be. benign so long as the spending met the legal criteria for 
"independent expenditures." 

But the weight of evidence st,ongly su~gests that the cou~ di~ not take this view. Instead, 
the court almost certainly belleved that the new independent expenditures it permitted in 
Citizens United would truly be independent, not just as a matter of law. 

The ,Citizens United dedsien relied ou lang1:1age ip the court's 1976 Bucldey ~ocisi1>n (which 
struck down restrictions on the amounts that inrl1ependent expenditure groups could 
spend, but not on the size of contributions they c·ould receive) to characte~ize the nature of 
independent expendituros.14 Quoting from Buckley, -the Gitizens United court declared that 
in independent expenditures, "[t]he ab~fmce of prearrangement and coordinatioi:i. of an 
expenditure with .the candidate or his agent not only undermines the value of the 
expenditure to the candidate, but also alleviates the danger that expenditures will be given 

13 An independent expenditure is legally defined as '"an expenditure by a person expressly advocating the 
election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate; and that Is not made in concert or cooperation with or at 
the request or suggestion of such candidate, the candidate's authorized political committee, its agents, or a 
political party committee or its agents."ll See 2 U.S.C. § 431 (17). Legally defined independent expenditures 
may not be made in '"coordination" with the candidate or political party they concern. The Federal Election 
Commission summarizes the legal definition ofa coordinated expenditure as one "made in cooperation, 
consultation or concert with, or at the request or suggestion of, a candidate, a candidate's audn,rized 
committee or aR agent or the candidale, or a political patty temmittee or its agents." See Federal Election 
Commission, Coordinated Comm11nications and Jndepertdent Expendftures (June 2807; updated Februuy 
2011), pttp://1 usa.gov/mz;Qj2m summarizing 11 CFR 109.21, http://l.usa.gov/Wiliby6, 
14 Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, at 26-27 (1976). 
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as a quid pro quo for improper commitments from the candidate."15 This phrasing indicates 
that the Citizens United court did not expect candidates to have influence over independent 
expenditures or for the expen~itures to_ be administered by individuals with dose 
relationshi'ps to the candidates. Otherwise, the court's belinf that the value of the 
expenditures would be undermined would not npply wonld net rnake sense. 

An additional sentence in the Buckley decision reinforces this conclusion. The Buckley 

decision ·includes an understanding that independent expenditures are made "totally 
independentlJ' of the candidate and his campaign" [emphasis added] such that they "may 
well provide little assistance to the candidate's campaign, and indeed may prove 
counterproductive."16 These words reflect an ironclad understanding that candidates or 
their allies do not influence independent expenditures. Although the Citizens United court 
did.not quote this passage, its reliance on Buckley to characterize the nature of independent 
expenditures suggests that It is fail, to assume that it embedded the earlier court's 
expectntitm of "'l-otal" independence into its calculus. 

Beyond the language used to deseribe independent expenditures, the court must have 
expected the new spending it permitted to be truly independent for its decision to make 
logical sense. If the new spending it permitted were ocly "independent" as a matter of 
legalisms, its conclusion that such spending would not pose a risk of fomenting quid pro 

quo corruption· would not be justified. The court's conclusion relies on the existence of 
actual independence. 

It is possible that most independent expenditures at the 1time of Buckley-and even iR the 
years leading up to Citizens United-truly were independent. 

Prior to Citizens IJnited, most independent expenditures could only be made by individuals 
or by regulated political action committees, which are prohibited from accepting 
contributions of more than $5,000 year and may not accept any contributions from 
corporations or unions. Thus, a political action committee that was set up with the intent of 
aiding a single candidate or party would have been subject to contribution limits similar to 
those covering the campaigns or parties themselves. This would have been impractical. 
Under the old rules, such a committee's ability to raise substantial sums wouid have been 
frustrated by the necessity of luring massive numbers of relatively small contributions 
without being permitted to ·pertray itself as being associated with the candidate. 

15 Citizer,s United, supra note 1, quoting from Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, at 47 (1976). 
16 Buctrley v. ValB4J, 424 U.S. 1, at 47 See also Brief or Amici Curiae Former Federal Election Connai5sion 
Officials and Former State and Local Election And Campaign Finance Officials in Opposition to Petition for a 
Writ of Certiorari, at 25•26, American Tradition Partnership Inc., et al. v. Bullock., in the Supreme Court of the 
United States, at 5-6 (May 2012), http://bitJy/OFTuta. [Hereinafter Amicus Brie/] 
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Most independent expenditure groups prior to Citizens United likely were PACs affiliated 
with ideological, business or labor entities. They likely chose which candidates to aid based 
on their polic-y objectives, not because of personal connections. As such, they would have 
been far less likely to devote themselves solely to helping a single candidate or to serving a 
party's agenda. 

This conclusion is buttressed by an examination of the activities of the relatively few 
independent expenditure groups that have continued to operate as regulated political 
action committees, subject to contribution limits. Of 37 regulated PAf.s that spent more 
than $100,000 on independent expenditures in the 2012 elections, only 7 devoted 
thems_elves to a single candidate.17 This 18. 9 percent ratio for regulated PACs is dwarfed by 
the 49.3 percent of unregulated groups that were devot~d to a single candidate. Of 
·regulated PACs that worked only on congressional races, only 3 out of 16 (18.6 percent) 
were devoted m a single candidate, lh contrast to 52.8 percent of uflregul~ted groups.18 

[S■e Figure 5] This disparity stands to re■son. Greups that. derive their funds from a 
broader base are mdre likely to spend their resources an a slate of candidates who comport 
with their obi~ctives rather than focusina their efforts en a single candidate. 

Figur.e 5: Single Versus Multi-Candidate Focus of Regulated PACs (2012 Election Cycle) 

Dedicated to a single 
candidate• 

Dedicated to Multiple 
Candidates 

Total 

3 

13 

16 

4 0 7 

1 16 30 

5 16 37 

Source: Public Citizen Analysis of data provided by the Center for Responsive Politics (www.opensecrets.org1 · 
• One PAC spent less than 1 percent of its money on a second contest. In keeping with the methodology employed 
in this report, it is categorized as a single-candidate PAC. · 

17 Public Citizen analysis of data provided by the Center for Responsive Politics (www opensecrets.org). 
(viewed on Jan. 2, 2013). 
ia Id. 
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The comparison of behaviors by unregulated groups and regulated PACs in 2012 suggests 
that the ability to accept unlimited contributions that emerged as a result of Citizens United 

created new incentives to evade rule~ against coordination. In essence, the decision had the 
effect of invalidating assumptions that were based on past independmn expenditure 
practices. 

Inveterate defenders of the -Citizens United decision who accept that spending in 2012 
conflicted with the court's visien minht attempt to shift blame to inadequate rules to police 
coordination. James Bopp, a campaign finance lawyer who advised the plaintiff in the 
Citizens United case, suggested such an argument during a debate in November 2012. "If 
[independence] is your complaint, it has nothing to do with super PACs, it has to do with 
the coordinated spending regulations that have applied for decades, so talk about those," 
Bopp said.l9 

Indeed, the 2012 elections exposed numerous areas in which coordination rules are far too 
porous. The Federal Election Commission's decision to permit candidates to raise money 
for super PACs, referred to in Section VI of this report, is n glaring example. 

But better coordination rules cannot reasonably be expec-te~ to ensure that outside groups 
will truly act independently. The field of campaign finance has long been a breeding ground 
for methods to comply with the letter of laws while trampling on their intent. A topic as 
subtle as coordination would likely prove no match for creative campaign finance lawyers. 

19 Campaign Finance and the Citizens United Decision, American University, Washington College or Law, 
starting at 22:30 (Nov. 14, 2012). http·//hit ly/TKOwgV (video) and http·//bit.ly/ZQSBCW (announcement). 
It is doubtful that Bopp would support coordination rules aimed at ensuring actual independence. In June 
2012, Bopp said he was •thrilled" about a Federal Election Commission decision that permitted candidates to 
raise money for super PACs as long as they refrained from asking for more than $5,000. The limitation on 
solicitations was "meaningless," Bopp said, because "candidates will be able to endorse [outside groups] and 
ask donors n, contribute to them." Sec Brody Mullins and Katie Glueck. FEC lets Candidates Solicit Funds for 
Outside Groups, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL (June 30, 2011). http· /Jon;wsi.com/leLpS3. Any sL1per PAC and 
candldace oclting on die pol'missions iiopp celebrated cnuJd not redsonaaly be deemed independent oi one 
another. 
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IV. The Phenomenon of Unregulated Groups Serving Single 
Candidates Disprov~s the Supreme Court's Assumption of 

Independence and Undermines Campaign Contributions Limits 
Legally, outside groups differ from official campaign committees because outside groups 
are not pel".mitted to coordinate their activities with candidates.20 But the 2012 elections 
showed that such rules do not necessarily mean much in the real world. liven if they did not 
cross legal lines of coordination, nearly half of all ostensibly outside groups active in the 
2012 elections spent their resources to aid fust one candidate, and many of these groups 
were operated by people with close ties to the candidate. 

T~~se facts lead to a concl~sioH! that many u_nrogulated outside groups active in the 2012 
election cycle were essentially extensions of candidates' official campaign committees. 
Contributions to these groups were tantamoant to contributions to the candidates they 
aided. 

Spending Practices Point to Ties Between Groups and Candidates 

The percentage of single-candidate groups in the 2012 cycle·might have been somewhat 
inflated because 2012 was a presiflential cycle. A group that solely sought to influence the 
presidential election ( especially at the general election stage of the campaign) could be 
expected ·to devote its resources to assisting just one candidate. But dedication to 
singlecandidates also was common among those groups that were involved solely in 
congressional contests. More than half (52.8 percent) of groups that worked only on 
congressional conteists made expenditares in just oP.e race. [See Figure 6) 

Figure 6: Single v. Multi-Candidate Focus of Groups According to Types of Race.s Groups They 
Sought to Influence (2012 Election Cycle) 

-

"·,,,_ ,,, ;~ l• ,-,- '}•~1•J:,,t, :~,!J~f_..i_jl' ,, \'\lf11j•.--1• •I .. tr,11]1-- I I J ; ~· J I I I .,J • 1..
1 ~ j I I I\ 4: ~' f 1 ::1 •.II j I - l{ll ,',(ljtc_ 

h1•!•1 J\r - r 1,1,I ;r 1, ,. i 11ol , ~ 11 :_ t' H, .. _ 

Worked Solely on Congressiona, S7 groups (52.8" ~f solely ·51 groups (47.2% of solely 

Races (108 groups total} tunaressional gl"O'..ll'S) congreJSional groups) 

Worked Solely on Presidential 55 groups (98.1% of solely 1 group (1.8% of solely presidential 
Race (56 groups total) presidential groups) groups)) 

Worked ,,n Botll Congressional and 0 groups (0% of congressianal aod 63 groups (100% of congressional 

Presidential Races (63 groups total) presidential gropps) and presidential groups) 

Total 112 groups (49.3% of all groups) 115 groups (50.7% of all groups) . 

Source: Public Citizen analysis of data provided by the Center for Responsive Politics (www.opensecrets.org>. 

zo See Section rr of this report for elaboration. 
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The Backgrounds of Many Groups' Principals Reinforce the Conclusion That They Did Not 
Operate Independently 

A group that devoted all of its resources to aiding a single candidate could conceivably have 
truly actefJ independently. It is piausible that some grreups that !pent on lrehalf of only ·one 
candldaw spranu up without the r:andidcue's prior knowledge:, had n10 pr1evious connection 
to tho cmutida1~e·s campaign and hsd no interaction with the candidate ali the candidate's 
staff during the election season. (Conver;rnly, many groups that aided mere thim one 
candidate likety could not pass a common sense test of independence, although they are 
not covered in this report.21) Still, a group's practice of aiding just one candidate should 
raise suspicions that it was not truly independent. 

Ample additional evidence confirms that many single-candidate groups that were active in 
the 2012· elections were not plausibly independent, as most people would define the word. 
All of the major presidential caudidates, fer example, were assisred by a 1.fuasi-oflicial super 
PACs that were devoted exclu&ively to furthering ti1eir candidacies. Most ef the marquee 
super PACs for the presidential t:andidates were opersted by the candidetes' political allies, 
who wero typicallJ former staffers. Some presidential campai.gns, including those oi 
President Obama ~nd Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney, endorsed and raised 
money for the super PACs supporting them. Many single-candidate groups that operated 
solely in congressional races also had demonstrably close relationships with their 
candidate. For instance, many were run by former campaign aides of the candidate they 
assisted. 

Spending by Lhue.,.dated Groups Serving Single Candidates Underrnines Laws Limiting 
Campaign Contributions 

It stands to reason that contributions to groups that are devoted to a single candidate (and 
especially tlmse managed by pe,:,ple with close relationships to the candbhlte) are virtuaiiy 
equivalent to contributions made to directly t,n the candidate. And because some donors in 
2012 made massive· contributions to single-candidate groups (in one case S30 million from 

21 For instance, Republican congressional candi~ate Shmuley Boteach (R-N.J.) referred to Patriot Prosperity 
PAC as "my super PAC" and praised casino magnate Sheldon Adelson and his wife as "heroes of our 
community." The Adelsons gave $500,000 to the committee. Boteach said he had no involvement with the 
super PAC, as it was 0 set up by the professionals who run my campaign.N Although Patriot Prosperity PAC 
spent $918,789 assisting Boteach and Boteach acknowledged that the committee was established by his 
campaign employees, it is not categorized in this analysis as a candidate-specific super PAC because it also 
spent $478,745 aJd ing a separelE candidate. See Web site or Center for Respoesive Politics (viewed on Nov. 
27, 2012), http://bit l3//UGT1Kk and Michael lsikoff, GOP Rabbi Calls Ade/sons 'Heroes ro Our Community' After 
Getting $500,000 for Super PAC, NBC POLITICS,(Aug. 30, 2012), ~uH-

. . 
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Public Citizen Super Connected 

a single family), 22 their contributions closely paralleled those that the Supreme Court has 
long recognized as posing a risk of engendering quid pro quo corruption. 

U.S. Court of Appeals Judge Richard Posner, widely regarded as a conservative jurist, 
appears to share this view. It "is difficult to see what practical difference there is between 
super PAC donations and direct campaign donations, ftom a corruption standpoint," Posner 
wrote in April 2012. "A super PAC is a valuable weapon for a campaign ... ; the donors to it 
are known; and it is unclear why they should expect less quid pro quo from their favored 
candidate if he's successful than a direct donor to the candidate"s campaign would be."23 

22 Public Citizen analysis of Federal Election Commission data downloaded from the Sunlight Foundation (Jan. 
3. 2013). www sunlight[oundation com. 
ZJ Richard Posner. Unlimited Campaign Spending-A Good Thing?THE BECKER-POSNER BLOG (April 8, 2012), 
http; //bit.ly/SlcBxU. as quoted in Amicus Brief. supra note 16. at 25-26. 
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V. Profiles of Groups Devoted to Individual Candidates 
This section provides brief profiles of groups that were devoted to individual candidates. 
These groups are broken into four categories. Discussed first are super PACs that were 
devoted to the campaigns of President Oborne and Repubiican presidentinl nominee Mitt 
Romney. Ensuing discussions concern groups devoted to single congressional candidates. 
They include those founded. funded Oi operated by individuals with personal or political 
ties to the candidate they supported; those financod by major donors to the political 
parties; and those financed by the candidates' friends and family members. 

These categories are imprecise, as some groups i~d by individuals with long-standing ties 
to a candidate may, for instance, also have received contributions from major party donors. 

Groupr; Devnted to Presidential Candida1tes 

According to reports filed with the Federal Election Commission, 56 outside groups 
devoted their spending entirely to aiding a single presidential candidate. While it is 
possible that mony of thsse groups rinuld meet a reasonable test of indepnndence, se~eral 
high profile super PACs clearly could not hecause they were formed and managed by allies 
or former campaign aides of the candidate they assisted. 

The super PACs most closely associated with President Obama and presidential candidates 
. Mitt Romney,24 Newt Gingrich,25 Rldi: Sa,ntorurn,26 Rick Petry,27 and Jon Huntsman,28 spent 
$240.1 million in the 2012 elections.29 This section discusses the ~o that spent the most: 
those aiding Obama and Romney. 

Priorities USA Action: President Obama 

Priorities USA Action spent $66.2 million in the 2012 election cycle, entirely for messages 
opposing Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney.lo The group was founded by Bill 
Burton and Sean Sweeney. Burton setvad as press secreta1y for Obama's 2008 campaign 

24 Nicholas Confessore, lines Blur Between Candidates and PACs with Unlimited Cash, THE NEW YORK TIMES 
(Aug. 27, 2011). http;/(nvti ms/Ty{hn. 
25 Jeff Zeleny, Staying Competitive: Gingrich Aide Joins 'Super PAC', THE NEW YORK TIMES (Dec. 21, 2011), 
http;//bit ly/OV7Unf. 
26 Nicholas Confessore and Jim Rutenberg. PACs' Aid Allows Romney's Rivals to Extend Race, THE NEW YORK 

TIMES (Jan. 13, 2012). bttp·//nytj ms/zNiZ13. 
27 Richanl A. Oppel Jr., As Palls Slip, Perry Ge-ts First Bounty a/ 'Sup~T PAC' Ads, THE NEW YORK TIMES (Nov. 2, 
2011}. http://nvti ms/vkgAd4. 
28 Jim Rutenberg and Nicholas Confessore, Major Ad Blitz/or Huntsman in New Hampshire, by Group Backed by 
His Father, THE NEW YORK TIMES (Nov.15, 2011), bttp·//gyti.ms/w364NU. 
29 Public Ci:lizen aaalysis or data provided by The Center for Responsive Poiitics (viewed on Dec. 30, ~12). 
30 The Center for Responsive Politics (viewed 011 Dec. 30, 2012). http· //bit ly/HKM4v7. 
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Public Citizen Super Connected 

and as deputy press secretary in the Obama White House.31 Sweeney was chief of staff to 
Rahm Emanuel while Emanuel served as the White House chief of staff under Obama.32 

The Obama campaign signaled the president's support for Priorities USA's efforts in an e
mail sent to supporters on Feb. 6, 2012, hecrrs afler Obama blasted super PACs during a 
Today Show interview.33 

"The campaign has decided to do what we can, consistent with the law, to support 
Priorities USA in its effort to counter the weight of the GOP super PAC(s]," Ob2ma campaign 
manager Jim Messina said in the e-mail. "Senior campaign officials as well as some White 
House and Cabinet officials will attend and speak at Priorities USA fundraising events."34 

That ev~ning, in a conference call with top Demo~ratic donors, Obatria campaign manager 
Jim Messina expressed support for the Priorities USA's efforts.35 Priorities USA saw its 
receipts soar from $58,000 in January to $2 milliCln in February.36 

In September 2012, Emanuel stepped down as Obama's national campaign co-chairman to 
raise money for Priorities USA.37 "We're not going to bring a butter knife to a gun fight," 
Obama campaign spokeswoman Jen Psaki said of the move.38 

During the course of th~ campaign, top Obama aide Bavid Plouffe appeared a~ Priorities 
USA events.39 

Speaking at a fu11draiser for bis campaign in September 2012, Olrama tiptoed up to the line· 
of soliciting money for Prioriti_es USA, although in a jesting tone. He lamented that his 
opponents "have super PACs that are writing $10 million checks and have the capacity to 
just biiry us under the kind of adve1tising that we've never seen before ... If s_omebody here 

31 PAC Profile: Priorities USA Action, THE CENTER FOR PUBLIC INTEGRITY Qan. 30, 2012: updated Ian. 17, 2012), 
http://bit,lv/OBWS P2. 
12 fd. 
n Obama Super PAC Decision: President Blesses Fundraisingfor Priorities USA Action, POLITICO (Feb. 6, 2012), 
http· //politi.co/wKvVRM. 
34 lim Messina, We wm Not Play by Two Sets of Rules, BarackObama.com (blog) (Feb. 6, 2012), 
http://bitly/y0WH1f as quoted inAmicus Brief. supra note 16. 
3s Democratic Operatives Seeking Million-Dollar Checks for Super PACs, THE CENTER FOR PUBLIC INTEGRITY (Feb. 8, 
2012), http:1/bitlv/XXticc. 
36 PAC Profile: Priorities USA Action, THE CENTER FOR PUBLlt INTE"GRlTY Qan. 30, 2012; updated Nov.14, 2012), 
http·//bjt ly/08WSP2. 
37 lack Gillum, Rahm Emanuel Leaving Obama Campaign to Raise Money for Priorities USA Action, HUFFINGTON 

PosT (Sept. 5, 2012). http://huff tof07HnrB. 
38 fd. 
39 Paul Blumenthal, Barack Obama's Super PAC Comments at}ay-Z Fundraiser Sidle Up to Red Line, HUFFINGTON 

POST (Sept 19, 2012), http·//huf(to/AtV98k. 
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Public Citizen, Super Connected 

has a $10 million check-(laughter)-1 can't solicit it from you, but feel free to use it 
wisely."40 

Top donors to Priorities USA were hedge fund managers James Simons ($5 million) and 
Chicago modia emrepren·eur Fred Eychaner ($4 milHon).41 

Restore Our Future: Mitt Romney 

Restore Our Future spent $142.7 miHian, sr>lely to pay for messages supporting Romney _or 
opposing his rivals. The group was co-founded by Carl Forti, who served as political 
director of Romney's 2008 presidential campaign.42 Forti also served as the political 
director of American Crossroads and as advocacy director for Crossroads GPS during the 
2012 elections.43 The Crossroads groups spent Sl 13.5 million in messages to aid Romney.44 

Restore Our Future's treasurer was Charles Spios, who was f:hief financial oftleer and 
counsel for Romney's 2008 presidential campaign. Spies' wife, Lisa, ran "PAC fundraising 
anil Jewish outreach for the (2012] Remney campaign." the Cunter for Public Integrity 
reported.45 

The group was clear in its mission of supporting Romney. NWhile there are multiple other 
groups doing important work to assist Republicans up and down the ticket, ROF is the only 
group dedicated solely to electing Mitt Romney, and targeting every dollar that we raise 
towards supporting him," Spies said in May 2012.46 

A fundrai!ler fen'" the RJ~store Onr Future was Steve Roche, who served as tbe top fundraiser 
both for the 2008 Romney campaign and thro1:1gh Augus~ of 2011 for the 2012 Romney 
campaign. Other personnel included Larry McCarthy, who developed ads for Romney's 
2008 campaign.4"' 

40 President Obama, Remarks at the Waldorf Astoria, White House Transcript (Sept. 18, 2012), 
http: 111,usa.gov/PSVvn0. 

. 41 Public Citizen analysis or Federal Election Commission data downloaded .from the Sunlight Foundation Oan. 
3, 2013), www sunHghtfoundation com. 
42 Andy Kroll, Mitt Romney's $12 Million Mystery Man, MOTHER JONES Oanuary .. February 2012) 
htm: //h;t ~y/zLZNic. 
43 /d. 
44 Web site of the Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Dec. 30, 2012), http://bit.ly/OWBCOH. 
45 Peter H. Stone, Loophole Lets Big Political Donors Wear Multiple Fundraising Hats, THE CENTER FOR PUBLIC 
INTEGRITY (Aug. 9, 2011). http://bitly/NLIDTj. 
46 Mike Allen and Jim VandeHei, GOP Groups Plan Record SJ Billion Blitz, POLITICO (May 30, 2012), 
http; /lbjtly/LedsgA. 
47 PAC Profile, Restore Our Future, THE CENTER FOR PUBLIC INTEGRITY Oan. 30, 2012; revised Nov.14, 2012). 
http://bitlytyxaRh and Nicholas Confossere, At Co,wentian, Lines Blur for Paro, and 'Super PACs, 'THE NEW 
YORK TIMES (Aug. 30, 2012). htlp·//n,ti ms/PUJhlF. 

. . . 
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Romney attended several Restore Our Future fundraisers.48 Jn at least one instance, 
Romney characterized a contribution to Restore Our Future as being "to me."49 

In a January 2012 debate in South Carolina, Romney referred to Restore Our Future as his 
own committee: "'I haven't spoken to any of the people involved in my. super PAC in 
months," Rnroney said.so 

Restore Our Future and the Romney campaign used the same company, Tiger Point 
Consulting, for dir~..ct mail work.51 Alexander Gage, the founder of Tiger Point Consulting, 
conceded that his firm's performance of service for the two purportedly independent 
entities looked "ridiculous."52 Gage said his firm had constructed a fire wall between 
employees working on the two accounts to avoid violating coordination laws.53 

Gage's wife, Katie Packor Gage, was a senior strategist for Remney's 2008 c:ampaign.54 Katie 
Packer Gage also is the co-founder of WWP Strategies, a consulting firm that operates from 
the same offices as Tiger Point Consulting and received $335,000 friom the Re1mney 
campaign through February 2012.55 

Restore Our Future received $30 million from casino magnate Sheldon Adelson and his 
wife and $9 million from Texas developer Bob Perry.56 

Groups Run by friends or Political AHJes of Congressional Candidates 

Connecticut's Future PAC: Christopher Murphy {D-Ct.) 

Connecticut's Future PAC was formed in July 2012 to assist Rep. Christopher.Murphy (D
Ct) in his race against Republican Linda McMahon to represent Connecticut in the U.S. 
Senate.s1 The group eventually spent $495,734 for messages supporting Murphy, who 
ended up winning thn election.Se 

41/d. 
49 Ron:rney Sl Million Mystery Corporate Donation (You Tube video, uploaded Aug. 2S, 2011), 
http;flbit,ly/UmOyWC as quoted in Amicus Brief. supra note 16~ at 20. 
so Fax. News Channel & Wall Street Journal Debate in South Carolina, Fox NEWS (Jan. 17, 2012), 
http:flbitly/zmi70V. 
51 Mike McIntire and Michael Luo, Fine Line Between 'Super PACs' and Campaigns, THE NEW YORK TIMES (Feb. 
25, 2012).. http·//nvU,ms/XiNbRz. 
52/d. 
53/d. 
54 Id. 
55 /d. 
56 Public Citizen analysis of Federal Election Commission data downloaded from the Sunlight Foundation (Jan. 
3, 2012), www sunlightfoundatiot1.com. (Itemized reports of Perry's contributions add up to $10 million-but 
the most recent contribution record indicates that Perry's total contributions at that time equaled $9 million.) 
57 Susan Haigh, Pro-Murphy Super PAC Created in Conn. Senate Race, ASSOCIATED PRESS (July 16, 2012), 
htt;p://bo.st/1079hrV. 
58 Web site of the Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Dec. 30, 2012). http·//bjt.ly/13zKNr2. 
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The chairman of Connecticut's Future PAC was Chris VanDeHoef, a state lobbyist who was a 
groomsman in Murphy's wedding.59 Other principals in the group included Kevin Graff, 
who had previously served as chief of staff to. the Democratic caucus in the Connecticut 
Senate, as Joseph Taborsak, a DemllJcratic representative in the Connecticut General 
Assombly.60 

The Committee to Elect an Effective Valley Congressman: Howard Berman (D-Calif.) 

The Commiuee to Elect en Effective Valley Congressman, a seper PAC, spent $1.S miilion to 
aid Berman against Sherman.61 The super PAC was created by Berman's friend Marc 
Nathanson, who contributed $100,000 to it.62 Nathanson also contributed $5,000 to 
Berman's campaign committee.63 

ffHoward and I have been friends fer 30 years/' Nathanson said. "It's a friendship beyond 
what I call political friendships-it's a personal relationship. When it was clear he needed 
help, I figured out a way to do that."64 

The super PAC and Berman's campaign committee used the same consultant, Jerry 
Seedborg.65 The Los Angeles Times reported that Seedborg has a long association with 
Berman's brother and campaign overseer, Michael, and with Carl D'Agostino, Michael 
Berman's business partner.66 

Freedom Fund for America's Future: Steve Welch (R-Pa.) 

Freedom Fund for America's ll'uture reported spending $175,145 in opposition to Tom 
Smith in Pennsylvania's Republican Senate primary.67 Its efforts were apparently aimed at 
aiding Steve Welch, who enjoyed the endorsement of Pennsylvania Gov. Top Corbett (R).68 

The super PAC failed in its efforit to derail Smith, but did succeed in masking the source o:f 
most of itG contributions. 

St Neil Vigdor, Pac-Man, C1' POLITICS (Oct. 15, 2012), hmzr(/bit,ly/13zL9ho. 
60 Susan Haigh Pro-Murphy Super PAC Created in Cann. Senate Race, ASSOCIATED PRESS Quly 16, 2012), 
http;//bo,st/1079hrVand Graff Public Solutions LLC, About Us (viewed on Jan.15, 2013), 
hnp;llbitJv/1 txiKNM 
61_ Web site of the Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Jan. 3, 2013), http·//bitly/TtLiOT. 
62 Dan Egge11, Friends and Family Pla11: Super PA Cs Often Personal CamJraign Fundraising Affairs, THE 
WASHINGTON PeST (Jono 10, 2012) and Public Citizen analysis sf Federal Election Commission data 
downloaded from the Sunlight Foundation (Jan. 3, 2013), www,sunlightfoundation.cmn. 
63 The Center for Responsive Politics, Donor Lookup, www,opensecrer.s,oce;/indiys/index,php. 
64 Dan Eggen, Friends and Family Plan: Super PACs Often Personal Campaign Fundraising Affairs, THE 
WASHINGTON POST (June 10, 2012) 
65 Jean Merl, Sherman Campaign Seeks Review of Hire by Rival Berman's 'Super PAC', LOS ANGELES TIMES (May 7, 
2012), http; JDat,ms/QqdtMt. 
66 /d. 
67 Web site ofthe Center for Responsive Politics (\llewed on Dec. 30, 2012J, http;//hit,lyD2DgFz. 
68 Gov. Corbett Endorses Pa. Sen. Candidate Welch, The Mo~ning Call (Jan. 21, 2012):, http·//bidv/V7jdMT. 
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At the time of the primary election, the super PAC had only been required to disclose 
$5,000 in contributions because of widely spaced reporting deadlines.69 When the 
committee finally disclosed the bulk of lts contributions, it reported that 92 percent of its 
money came froA1 Fight for the Dream, another super PAC. Erut, up to that point, Fight for 
the Dream had diselosed litUe information except that it aperated out o, a OPS mailbox 
registered to a man named Wayne Woodman. Woodman was the former finance co
chnirman af Steve Wel~h. one of the main contenders in the GOP primary.70 Woodman also 
contributed $2,500 to Welch's campaign committee.71 

Fight for the Dream was required to disclose the sources of its contributions in a report 
that was due in July 2012. But that report either was not.filed or, a representative of the 
group suggested, failed to appear on the Federal Election Commission's Web site due to an 
error.72 After Center for Responsive Politic-l blogger Dan Glaun inquired to the group, Its 
report was posted to the FEC's Web site. But the uewly posted report merely revealed that 
most of Fight for the D11eam's money came from anothor group, called Restore the Dream, 

· which shared a nmtlbox with Fight for tho Dream. Restore the Dream is a 501(1;){4) 
organizatien and keeps its donors secret, thereby stifling any ·ability for the public to learn 
the root source of most of Freedom Funds' money. 73 

Asked if the 561(c)-to-super PAC-to-super PAC transfer scheme was intended to evade 
disclosure, Fight for the ·Dream's lawyer told CRP's Claun: ''This was set up within federal 
election laws ... I would disagree that there's anything to question about transfers between 
super FACs. ln fact, the Democrats are coordinating between their super PACs."74 

Two Freedom Fund officials said the su1aer PAC would· centinue to engage, in politicaJ ·races 
after the Pennsylvania primary. But it made no further expendit1:1res in the 2012 
elections.75 

Congressional Elections PAC and Citizens 4 Ethics in Government: Lou Ann Zelenik (R-Tenn.) 

Congressional Elections PAC devoted all of its spending ($127,300} to opposing Rep. Diane 
Black (R-Tenn.) in her primary against Lou Ann Zelenik, whom Black·had defeated by fewer 

69 Dan Glaun, S&ealthy Super J1ACs Influenced Primaries Without Discla•lng Donors, OPEN SECRETS BLOG (July 2, 
2012). hnp://bit,luJiWillfg. 
70 Dan Glaun, Mystery Super PAC and Nonprofit Network Spent Big in PA Senate Race. OPEN SECRE1S BLOG (July 
18, 2012), http://bitJy/piSICH and Sean Sullivan, Tom Smith Sporting Double-Digit Lead In Own Poll~ THE 
HOTLINE (April 18, 2012). http://bit,ly/JQPmEF. 
71 The Center For Responsive Politics, Donor Lookup, www.opensecrets,org/indivs/index php. 
72 Dan Glaun, Mystery Super PAC and Nonprofit Network Spent Big in PA Senate Rare, OPEN SECRETS-BLOG (July 
18, 2012). http·llbitly/PiSICH, 
73 Id. 
74 /d. 
75 Web site ofthe Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Nov. 27, 2012). http://bit.ly/l2DgFz. 
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than 400 votes in 2010.76 The group received $51,000 from Andrew Miller, who had served 
as finance chair of Zelenik's campaign earlier in the year. Miller also had previously worked 
with Zelenik- on the Tennessee Freedom Coalitiori, an issue-advocacy group.77 The group 
also received $130,000 from the Campaign for Primary Accountability. The Campaign for 
Primary Aeconntability, in turn, reeeiv.ed $60,000 from Miller. Miller also gave the 
maximum $2,500 to Zelenlk's camµaign cammittee.78 

A separate group, Citizens 4 Ethics in Government, devoted all of its primary season 
spending ($196,815) opposing Black. Citizens 4 Ethics in Government received $180,100 
from Miller during the primary season.79 Black won the Au.gust primary by about a two-to
one margin over Zelenik.Bo 

(~_ot~: Citizens 4 Et~aicc in government is not categorized as a single-candidate group in this 
report's quantitative analysis because it spent $10,000 to influence a separate contest late 
in the general election campaign. However, its efforts dm~ing the pr,imaDy support the thesis 
of this report thet many singie-candidute groups essentially acted as unregulated campaign 
committees far the candidate in question.) 

Conservatives Acting Together: Michael Williams (R-Texas) 

Conservatives Acting Together reported spending $172,720 to support Michael Williams in 
the Republican primary for Texas's 25th congressional district seat but had not disclosed 
the sources of its money when the primary election was held.81 

More than n rnonth after the eler.tion, the super PAC revealed that two-thirds of its mnney 
came from nne individual, Richard Collins, a Dallas businessman and former finance 
chairman for Williams' campaign.82 Collins also contributed $5,000 to Williams' campaign 
committee.83 

76 Lucas L Johnson II, Black. Zelenik Battle for 6th District Again, ASSOCIATED PRESS Ouly 29, 2012) and Web site 
ofthe Center ror Responsive Politics (viewed on Dec. 30, 2012). http://bit.ly/Qnl6Uy mnk to Citizens For 
Ethic;s in Government) and http;//bit,ly/SZ36RY (link to Congressional Elections PAC). 
77 Public Citizen analysis or Federal Election Commission data ·downloaded from the Sunlight Foundation (Jan. 
3, 2013), www suolightfoundation.com. 
78 The Center for Responsive Politics, Donor Lookup, www 9P'"Necrer.s.om/indivs/index php. 
79 Public Citizen analysis or Federal Election Commission data downloaded from the Sunlight Foundation (Jan. 
3, 2012), www.sunHghtfoundation com. 
80 Diane Black, Bob Carlcer Win, TENNESSEAN (Aug. 2, 2012). 
81 Dan Glaun, Stealthy Super PACs Influenced Primaries Without Disclosing Donors, OPEN SECRETS BLOG (July 2, 
2012). hnp;//bit,ly/NWiDfg and Public Citizen analysis orFederal Election Commission data downloaded 
from the Sunlight Foundation Oan. 3, 2013), www.sunlightfoundation,cpm. 
az Dan ulaun, Sunlight/or Ste'Dlth PACS: Late-Disclosing Groups Report Donors, OPEn SECRETS BLOG (Juty 17, 
2012). http://bit.ly/MAdB6. 
83 The Center for Responsive Politics, Donor l.ookup. www.opeesecrets org/indivs/index.pbp. 
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Public Citizen Super Connected 

Indiana Values: Richard Lugar (R-lnd.) 

Indiana Values reported spending $459,606 to aid Sen. Richard Lugar (R-lnd.) in his 
unsuccessful effort to repel a primary challenge from Richard Mourdock.e~ Longtime Lugar 
aides Chip Andreee and Androw Klingenstein helped found and operate Indiana Values, 
accc,rding to news reports.85 Additionally, Andreae gave $500 to Lugar's campaign 
committeit?.86 Kiingenstain gave $25,395 te Indiana Values.87 

The largest contributions reported by Indiana Values (totaling $137,000) were from 
Indiana Values Inc.,ee which the Center for Response Politics concluded was likely a non
disclosing 501(c)(4) organization.89 Indiana Values' address is on K Street in Washington, 
D.C.90 

Groups Funded by Party Mega-Donors That Aided Single Congressional candidates 

Conservative Renewal and Texas Conservatives Fund: David Dewhurst (R-Texas) 

Conservative Renewal and Texas Conservatives Fund, both super PACs, reported spending 
$6.8 million combined to further the prospects of Republican Texas Lt Gov. David 
Dewhurst, who .unsuccessfully sought his party's nomination for the_ U.S. Senate.91 

Dewhurst's former chief of staff, Rab Johnson, served as the executive director of the Texas 
Conservatives Fund, which spent $5.9 million.92 

The Texas Conservative Fund received $1.1 million from 1:-farold Sim~ons, sontelirrres 
described as a nuclear waste management entrepreneur,93 and $500,000 from Texas 

84 Web site of the Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Dec. 30, 2012), http://bit,ly/RAhgfX. 
85 Luke Rosiak, Voters Vs. Cash: Races Could Be Turned by Out-Of State Money Ad Surges Give Warped Reflection 
o/True Support, WASHINGTON TIMES (Aug. 9, 2012) and Kate Ackley, Lugar Leaves Behind 'Kitchen Cabinet' on K 
Street Serving the Longtime Senator Has Made Careers for Many Lobbyists .Who Call Experience, ROLL CALL (May 
9, 2012) . 
. 86 The Center for Responsive Polities, Donor Lookup. www.nneosecrets;arg/indiys/inde;v,php. 
87 Public Citizer:i analysis of Federal Ele:ctinn Commission data downloaded fran1 the Sunlight Foundation (Ian. 
3, 2013), www.sy"light[oundatigp com. 
88/d. 
89 New FEC Filings Show Super PAC Strength Can Be Relative, and Pro-Lugar Super PAC Takes Shadow Money, 
OPENSECRETS BLOG (July 17, 2012). 
,o Id. 
91 Web site of the Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Jan. 3, 2013). http://bitly/Wwyl%B (link to Texas 
Conservatives Fund) and http://bit.lv/TtMoWX (link to Conservative Renewal). 
92 David Tonyan, Dewhurst No. 1 in Single-Candidate Super PAC Donations, TEXAS TRIBUNE (Oct 25, 2012), 
bttP: //bit ly[XpszWp. 
93 Robert T. Garrett, Third-Party Groups Ramp Up Spending in U.S. Senate Race, DALLAS MORNING NEWS (May 20, 
2012). http;//dallasne,ws/K2afv5. 
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Public Citizen Super Connected 

developer Bob Perry.94 Conservative Renewal received $500,000 from Simmons and 
$250,000 from casino mogul Sheldon Adelson.95 

Simmons and his wife gave $26.9 million to Repubiican sµper PACs in the 2012 election 
cycle; Perry gave $23.5 million: and Adelson and his wife gave $92.8 million. (Figures 
reflect reported contributions only.96 (These figures do not include possible contributions 
to 501(c) groups that engaged in electioneering activities.) Perry and Simn1ons both gave 
$5,000 to Dewhurst's campaign committee.97 Dewhurst advanced to a run-off election, but 
lost his bid for the nomination to Ted Cruz. 

Hoosiers for Jobs: Richard Lugar (R-lnd.) 

Hoosiers for Jobs, a super PAC based in Sacramento, Calif.,98 spent $175,185 to aid Lugar in 
his primary against Mourdock. It received $50,000 from Roy Pfautch and $25,00.0 from Sam 
Fox. Including his contribution to Hoosiers for Jobs, Pfautch gave more than $300,000 to 
GOP causes IR the 2012 election cycle.99 

Fox and his wife also gave $100,000 to Indiana Values, the super PAC founded by Lugar 
associates to aid him.10° Fox was a fundraising "bundler" for President George W. Bush in 
2000 and 2004 and helped fund the Swiftboat Veterans for Truth attacks on Democratic 
presidential nominee John Kerry in 2004. 101 Fox contributed at least $364,000 to 
Republican causes in the 2012 election cycle, including his gifts to the pro-Lugar super 
PACs.102 Both Pfautch aod Fox were maximum donors to·Lugar·s campaign committee.103 

lndependenae Va.: George ltllen (R-Va.) 

Independence Va., a super PAC, spent $4.9 million attacking former Virginia Gov. Tim Kaine 
(D) in the Virginia U.S. Senate contest in which Kaine narrowly defeated former Virginia 
Gov. and Sen. George Allen (R).104 

94 Public Citizen analysis of Federal Election Commission data downloaded from the Sunlight Foundation Oan. 
3, 2013). w,vw,sunlightfQyndat;on mm · · 
"M . 
96 2012 Top Donors to Outside Spending Groups, the Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Nov. 28, 2012), 
bttP;llbit ly/SfZVVo. 
97 The Center for Responsive Politi~. Doraor Lookup, ~nsecrets,,nm/indivs:/inder,ghg. 
98 Brian Francisco, Senate Campaigns Decry, Defend PACs Filings Show Depth of Non- Hoosier Money, FORT 
WAYNE JOURNAL-GAZETl'E (April 19, 2012). 
99 The Center for Responsive Politics, Donor Lookup, www,opensecrets,org/indivs/index,php. 
100 Public Citizen analysis of Federal Election Commission data downloaded from the Sunlight Foundation 
(Jan. 3, 2013), www.sunlightfoundatioo com. 
101 New FEC Filings Show Supe:- PAC Strength Can be Relative, and Pro-Lugar Super PAC Takes Shadow Money, 
OPENSECRETS BLOG (luly 17, 2012). http://bit.ly/Ozxd,sy. 
102 The Center for Responsive PoJitics, Donor Lookup. www opeosecrc:ts org/jndivs/index,pbp. 
103 /d. 
104 Web site orthe Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Dec. 30, 2012), htq,://bit ly/OVjdgl. 
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Public Citizen Super Connected 

Top contributors to the super PAC were Adelson ($4 million) and Perry ($1 million).1os 
Independence Va. was rounded by Paul Bennecke, former political director of the 
Republican Governors Association.106 

USA Super PAC: Richard Mourdock (R-lnd.J 

USA Super PAC spent $190,085 to aid Mourdock against Lugar. It was formed just over a 
month before the Indiana primary election by James Bopp, an •Indiana lawyer who advised 
the plaintiff in the Citizens United case. Reporting timelines did not require the group to 
disclose the sources of any of its money before the primary election. which Mourdock 
won.101 

Eventual filings revealed that the group received $100,000 from prominent GOP donor 
Richard Uihlein, $50,000 from Steven Chazen and $35,000 from Foster Friess.108 Uihlein 
and His wife gave $1.8 million to Republican causes in the 2012 cycle;109 Chazen gave mere 
than $500,000;110 and Friess gav.e $2.S million, including $1.8 mllllon to Red White and 
Blue Fund, which supported Republican presidential candidate Rick Santormm.111 

Maine Freedom: Charles Summers (R-Maine} 

An observer of ads by super PAC Maine Freedom in the 2012 election cycle would lik_ely 
have assumed that its backers were committed to furthering the electoral prospects of 
Cynthia Dill, the D~mocratic nominee to represent Maine in the U.S. Senate. The super 
PAC's initial m·essages praised Dill. It eventually spent $359,000, evenly split between 
messages that either supporte_d Dill or opposed Independent candidate Angus Ring, a 
former Maine governor and eventual winner of the three-way race.112 

But the makeup of ·the group's donors and personnel strongly sugge..sts that the actu.al 
ol:tjective of Maine Freedom was to boost the chances of Republican nominee Charles 
Summers by shifting votes from King to Dill. 

105 Public Citizen analysis of Federal Elecsion Commission data downloaded from the Sunlight Foundation 
(Jan. 3, 2013), www.suo1i1bt{oundation com. 
106 Wesley Hester, Super PAC to Help GOP's Allen in Senate Bid in Virginia, RICHMOND TIMES DISPATCH (March 13, 
2012). · . 
107 Dan Glaun, Stealthy Super PA Cs Influenced Primaries Without Disclosing Donors, OPEN SECRETS BLOG (July 2, 
2012), hW>;//bit,lv/NWiQ(& and Public Citizen analysis of Federal Blection Commission data downloaded 
from the Sunlight Foundation (Ian. 3, 2013), www.sunUghtfoundation,com. 
108 Public Citizen analysis of Federal Election Commission data downloaded from the Sunlight Foundation 
(Jan. 3, 2013), www sunHghtfoundation.com. 
109 The Center for Responsive Politics, Donor Lookup, www.opeosecrets.or1/indivs/index.php. 
no Id. 
111 Id. and Public Citizen analysis of Federal Election Commission data downloaded from the Sunlight 
Foundation (Jan. 3, 2013), www.sunlightfoundation.com. 
112 Web site of the Center ror Responsive Politics (viewed on Oct. 27, 202.2), htt;p:1/bit ly/OVtOzV. 
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Public Citizen Super Connected 

. . 
The group's treasurer, Michael Adams, is general counsel of the Republican Governors 
Association and a member of .the Republican National Lawyers Association. Its assistant 
treasurer, Erin Berry, is also a former lawyer for the RGA and previously worked for the 
Republican State Leadership Committee, according to her Linkedln profile, the Center for 
Public Integrity reported.ll3 

RGA spokesman Mike Schrimpf denied that the RGA had involvement with the group. "We 
are not funding it. helping with strategy, anything," Schrimpf wrote in an e-mail tn a 
reporter. "The only connection is the RGA's counsel, Mike Adams."114 

The super PAC received $100,000 each from four donors, including telecommunications 
mogul John Malone, White Rock Distilleries CEO Paul Coulombe and an entity called the G 
Coulombe Trust.115 Mal~ne gave $183,009 in the 2612 election cycle tu Repubhcan 
causes.116 Paul Coulombe gave $2,500 to Sunm1ers and $10,000 to the Maine Republican 
Party.111 

Treasure Coast Jobs Coalition: Allen West (R-Fla.J 

Treasure Coast Jobs Coalition spent $2.4 million to pay for messages attacking Democrat 
Patrick Murphy in Florida's 18th district cangressional race, in which Murphy narrowly 
defeated Rep. Allen West (R-Fla.) 

Treasure Coast received $1 million from Richard Roberts, who recently sold his family's 
pharmaceutical business, Mutual Pharmaceutical Co., to a Japanese company for $800 
million.118 Roberts separately gave $2,500 to West's campaign committee.119 

Roberts also gave $750,000 to Restore Our Future, the pro-Romney super PAC, and 
$2501000 to American Cra..uroads, a super PAC that spearheaded efforts among pro
Republican groups in 2012 ( discussed in the next section).120 Treasure Coast also received 
$1 million from Adelson and his wife.121 

113 Rachel Marcus, GDP Not Giving Up on Maine Senace Race, THE CENTER R>R PUBLIC lNTECRl'fV (Aug. 27, 2812), 
http: //bitlv/ReA,iiO. . 
114 /d. 
115 Public Citizen analysis of Federal Election Commission data downloaded from the Sunlight Foundation 
Oan. 3, 2013), www.sunlightfoundation com. 
116 The Center for Responsive Politics, Donor Lookup. www opensecrets org/indiysfindex phtt. 
117 Jd. 
118 Public Citizen analysis of Federal Election Commission data downloaded from the Sunlight Foundation 
(Ian. 3, 2013), www,sunlightfoundation,cqm and George Bennett, Pharmaceutical Exec Gives S1 Million to Pro• 
West Super PAC, PALM BEACH POST (Oct 16, 2012),tittp·/(bit.ly/PtcaWy. 
119 The Center for Responsive Politics, Donor Lookup, www.opensecrets.org/indivs/index.php. 
120 Public Citizen analysis of Federal Election CorniiliSsion data downloaded from the SunHght Foundation 
(Jan. 3, 2013), www,sunlight[oundation.com 
m1d. 
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Public Citizen Super Connected 

Family-Funded Groups Devoted to a Single Congressional Candidate 

American Sunrise: Patrick Murphy (D-Flo.) 

American Sunrise spent $118,578 for messages aidlng Murphy in his effort to unseat West 
in Florida's 18th district congressional rrace.122 The super PAC reported contribul'ions of 
$350,000, $250,000 of which came from the candidate's father, Thomas Morphy.123 Aside 
from Its payments for advertisements, which are reported to the Federal Election 
Commission as independent expenditures, the group reported $231,467 in other operating 
expenditures, much of which were for consulting services.124 

America Shining: Joy Chen {D-CoFif.} 

America Shining is a "Bi-partisan civic organization focused on reinvigorating America," the 
group's Web site said during the 2012 elections. "We sponsor and support policies and 
candidates for federal office."12s 

In practice. the group supported just one candidate in any significant measure: Democrat 
Jay Chen, who unsuccessfully sought to defeat Republican incumbent Rep. Ed Royce in 
California's 39th congressional district race. (America Shining also devoted less than 1 
percent of its budget to two other U.S. House contests.)126 

One America Shining advertisement attracted press coverage for its depiction of •a 
detached monster hand grabbing the neck of a woman who lets out a blood-curdling 
scream."127 The ad ended by showing 11a ghostly looking portrait of Royce floating over the 
Capitol dome.''128 Chen said he had no knowledge of the comrttercial until he saw it on You 
Tube.129 

For months, voters had no idea who was behind the ads. But an Oct. 15, 2012, the super 
PAC disclosed that all of its contributions ($565,000) had come from a single donor, Shaw 
Chen, the candidate's brother.no Eventually, the group reported receiving $765,000 from 

122 Web site ofthe Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Jan. 3, 2013), http· //bjtlv/OVRZ4D. 
m Keven Cirilli, Allen West Punches Back over Attack Ad, POLITICO (Aug. 10, 2012), http;//politi.co/RiHOrv. 
•2• 2012 Committee Information, American Sunrise, Federal Election Commission (viewed on Jan. 3, 2013). 
125 Facebook page of America Shining. hnp;//www facebook com/AmericaShining/info (viewed in October 
2012). 
126 Web site of the Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Jan. 3, 2013), http://bit1v/S1SnWe. 
127 Steve ScauziJlo, Super PAC Calls Rep. Ed Royce 'Monster from Washington' in Ad for Challenger Jay Chen, SAN 
GABRIEL VALLEY NEWS (Oct.10, 2012). http:/JbjtJy/Rl9C5a. 
12a Id. 
n, Id. 
no Steve Scauzillo, Ad That Calls Rep. Ed Royce A Monster Paid for by Challenger Jay Chen's Brother, INLAND 

VALLEY DAILY BULLETIN (Oct.11.2012), http;//bjtjy/llbBQ3o. 
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Public Citizen, Super Connected 

Shaw Chen and $350,000 from Nain Lai Chen, the candidate's mother.131 Shaw and Nain Lai 
Chen each separately contributed $5,000 to Jay Chen's campaign committee.132 

American Foundations: George Holding (R-N.C.) 

American Foundations spent $535,082 supporting the successful effort of George Holding 
in the Republican primarily for Morth Carolina's 13th oongressional seat.133 

American Foundations might more accurately be described as a family enterprise than a 
super PAC. "The group was funded almost entirely by members of Holding's wealthy 
banking family, including $100,000 each from an aunt and uncle and $250,000 from a 
group of cousins," The Washington Post reported.134 

Holding. who initiated the_ campnign finance corruption case against former Democratic 
presidential candidate John Edwards, won the primary and subsequent general election.135 

Progress for Washington: Laura Rude,man (D-Wash.} 

In July 2012, residents of Washington's 1st congressional district were flooded with 
mailings from anonymous super PAC Priearess for Washington assailing congressional 
candidate Suzan DelBene (D). 

Controversy over the _mailings quickly grew. Sen. Patty Murray [D-Wash.), for instance, 
called on the super PAC to cease its attacks. "The shadowy super PAC attacks in the 1st 
District congressional race represent an unfortunate, ugly, apparently Democrat vs. 
Democrat assault, and I hope they stop," Murray said in a statement136 

Lau~a Ruderman, one of DelBene's challengers in the Democratic primary, professed 
having no k.11owledge of the super PAC's origins.137 Federal Election Commission filings 
soon revealed that the sole source of Progress for Washington's money was Margaret 
Rothschild, Ruderman's mother. Filings .also revealed that vendors· in charge of producing 

131 Public Citi:r._en analysis of Federal Election Commission data downleaded from the Sunlight Poundation 
(Jan. 3, 2013), www.sun)ightfoundation com. 
132 The Center for Responsive Politics, Donor Lookup, www opeosecrets org/indiys/index,php 
133 Web site of the Center for Responsive Politics {viewed on Dec. 30, 2012), http'{lbit)y/R,yT32u. 
134 Dan Eggen, Friends and Family Plan: Super PACs Often Personal Campaign Fundraising Affairs, THE 
WASHINGTON POST (June 10, 2012), http://wapo.st/LSp1EI and Laura Oleniacz, Republican Holding Takes 13th 
District Congressional Seat, THE HERALD-SUN (Nov. 7, 2012). 
135 Dan Eggen, Friends and Family Pla11: Super PACs Often Personal Campaign Fundraising Affairs, THE 
WASHINGTON Posr(June 10, 2012), http·//w;apo.st/L5ptEI. 
136 Murray to Anonymous PAC: Stop the Smears, SEATTLE POST~INTELLIGEN~ER (July 15, 2012), 
http: //hitly/SsMwbs. 
137 Joel Conrtelly, Ruderman and Mom: High Road and low Road, SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER-(luly 16, 2012), 
htrn:{lbit.ly/TdxRTf. . 
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Public Citizen Super Connected 

the mailing had past political ties to Ruderman.138 The super PAC was dubbed the "mama 
PAC" in the press and Ruderman soon denounced its activities.139 

"I am calling on Progress for Washington to immediately take down the television ad that 
began airing today," Ruderman said. "I would encourage vottn's to visit my website and see 
the positive messages about my positions on issues that our campaign is talking about."140 

Ruderman's mother contributed $355,000 to the super PAC, which devoted all of its 
resources to Ruderman's race.141 Ruderman finished third in the August primary, which 
DelBene won.142 

131 Id. 
139 Id. 
140 Jonathan Martin. Ruderman Denounces Attack Ad Paid by Her Mom. SEATTLE TIMES (July 18, 2012). 
141 Public Citizen analysis of Federal Election Commission data downloaded from the Sunlight Foundation 
(Jan.3.2013), www.sunli1:htfoyndation.com. 
142 Suzan DelBene Wins Big in WA-01, Will Face john Koster in November. NORTHWEST PROGRESSIVE INSTITUTE 

ADVOCATE (Aug. 7, 2012). http://bit.ly/0Nxa0H. 
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Public Citizen Super Connected 

VI. Activities of Unregulated Party-Allied Groups Mark the 
Return of 'Soft Money' 

Mo.st of the unregulated outside groups that spent money to influence the 2012 elections 
invested their, morlt!y exclusively. or nearly exolusivoly. in support of Democratic or 
Republicaa candidates. This, in itself. does not nean th■t all of these groups were captives 
of the national parties, given that the partisan .outlines of our politics tend to pur.h all but 
the most determinedly bipartisan politic.a.I actors in the direction of one party or another. 

But several groups that were active in the 2012 elections-Including some of the biggest 
spenders-essentially were of. for. and by one of the two major parties. As such. these 
groups• spending can fairly be characterized as a new form of "soft money." Soft money was 
the term-used to describe unregulated contributions-predominantly from corporations or 
unions--to the-national parties in the 1990s and early 2000s. Congress banned soft money 
contributions tu thie parties in 2002 and the Supreme Cour~ upheld the bnn in 2003. 143 The 
prpllibition remains in place. 

This report singles out 10 ,groups that cannot be deemed anything other than party 
instruments. [See Figure 7] 

Pig-\lre 7: Party-Connected Electioneering Groups (2012 Election 0/cle) 

Group 

Crossroads GPS 

House Majority PAC 

Congressional Leadership Fund 

VG ActiM Fund 

American Bridge :21st Century 

Group's Legal 
Status 

SuperPAC 

Super PAC 

Super PAC 

Super PAC 

Amount Spent Party Supported• 

$70,940,377 Republican 

$30,761,234 Democratic 

$9,450,236 Democratic 

$4,722,335 Republican 

-~q 
$339,484 Democratic 

Source: Public Otizen analysis of data provided by the Center for Responsive Politics (www.opensecrets.org1. 
• For the purposes of this report, Patriot Majority's companion organization, a super PAC, is categorized as a single
candidate group because it spent solely on the presidential race. 

Much reportihg has SUMested that the network of electioneering groups that are 
intertwined with the national parties is far more extensivo that the list presented here, and 

143 McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. CJ3. (2063). 
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Public Citizen Super Connected 

that may be the case.144 This study applies the soft money label only to the most blatant and 
indisputable cases of groups that acted in service of a national party's agenda . 

. Most of the groups included here declared an explicit mission of helping elect candidates 
from a single party. A leader of one super PAC, fori instance, said her group was "a great 
complement" to the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee and would become "a 
permanent part of th.&1 Democratic infrastructure."145 

The groups' loyalties to their parties also are illustrated by their leaders' backgrounds. The 
groups were primarily led by individuals who recently served as staffers for House or 
Senate leadership fig1:1res or who previously occupied prominent positions _in o~e of the 
national political parties. 

Former staffers who ser¥ed as principals for the groups include former top aides to Senate 
Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.), Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) and 
Hause Majority Loader Erie Centor (R-Vll.). Former party ·officials include two former 
chairman of the R.epublican National Committee, and former executive directors af the 
National Republioan Senatorial Committee anc! the Democratic Senatorial Campaign 
Committee. Other principals in the groups include a former chairman of the National 
Republican Congressional Committee and a former chairman of the Republican Governors 
Association. 

'Soft Money• Era Illustrated the Corrupting Effects of Uhre1ulated Contributians to the Parties 
. . . 

In 199-'.i, the Federal Election Commission ruled that the national parties could use money 
not subject to contribution and source limits (that is, so~ money) to pay for advocacy 
advertisements that referred to candidates but stopped short of advocating for the victoiY 
or defeat of a candidote.146 The FEC's ruling ushered in an ere of electioneering messag1e1; 
that dodged being regulated under election laws because they did not inahide certain 
"magic" words, such as. "vote for." These messages were sometimes referred to as sham 
issue ads ~ecause they made a pretense of attempting to influence their audiences' views 
on issues rather than candidates. The parties paid for the ads with massive amounts of soft 
money. 

144 See, e.g., Kenneth P. Vogel and Tarini Parti, Democratic Super PACs Get jump on 2014, 2016, POLITICO (Nov. 
16, 2012). http://bit.ly/TuOVOd; Kenneth P. Vogel, Crossroads: The ATM of the Right, POLITICO, April 18, 2012, 
http·J/noJiti.co/lkZzgy: Mike Allen, Sheldon Adelson: Inside the Mind of the Mega-donor, POLITICO (Sept. 23, 
2012), http://poljti.co/Ok(9FE: Karen Tumulty, Karl Rove and His Super PAC Vow to Press On, THE WASHINGTON 
POST (Nov.10, 2012). http·//wapo st/WOlfgp: Mike Allen and Jim VandeHei, GOP Groups Plan Record Sl 
Billion Blitz, PouT1co (May 30, 2012). htm;//bit.ly/LedsgA. 
145 SO Pu/it;cas ta Watch: Political Operatives, PoLmm (Inly 2012}. http://politi co/NkXZla. 
146 McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93, 123 (2003), citing FEC Advisory Opinion 1995-25 (Aug. 24, 1995), 
http·//bit ly/WulMGz. 
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Combined soft money fundraising by the Democratic and Republican parties rose from 
$88.1 million in 1992 to $243.6 million in 1996, and to $456.9 million in 2000. In 2002, 
receipts continued to rise, to $457.6 million, even though it was.just a mid-term cycle.147 

There was little dispute that soft money was being used to dodge restrictions in campaign 
finance laws. Lawmalmrs and donC1rs alihe saw •s,oft money contributiom as proxies for 
contributions directly to the parties. 

A six-volume 1998 report by the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs reached a 
bipartisan consensus that "the 'soft money loophole' had led to a 'meltdown' of the 
campaign finance system that had been intended 'to keep corporate, union and large 
individual contributions from influencing the electoral process,'·" the Supreme Court later 
recounted.148 

Sen. Susan Collins (R-Maine) said that hearings held by the Senate "provided overwhelming 
evidence that the twin loopholes of soft money and bogus issue advertising have virtually 
destroyed our campaign finance laws_ leaving us with little more than a pile of legal 
rubb;e,"149 

In 2002, Congress passed the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act (BCRA), commonly known 
as the McCain-Feingold law. BCRA prohibited the national parties from soliciting or 
spending soft money. In 2003, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the soft money ban.150 

The Cinzens United Decision Undermined the Ban on Soft Money Contributitms to Pnrties 

In Citize11s United, the !!Ourt acknowledged that the record in the legal challenge to BCRA 
"establishes that certain donations to political parties, called 'soft money,' were made to 
gain access to elect~d officials."151 But, here, the court made a key distinction: "This case, 
however, is about independent expenditures, not soft money."152 

Although the questions at hand in Citizens United may not have concerned soft mo~ey, the 
decision in the case had profound soft-money implkations. The contril>utions received by 
many party-allied groups that have arisen from Citizens Unir:ed have at a minimum closely 
paralleled to soft money. By a definition implicitly put forth by the Supreme Court in its 

147 The Center for Responsive Politics, Soft Mor1ey Backgrounder (viewed en Jan. 3, 2013). 
bm,;llhit,Jy/clhL4k. 
148 McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93, 129 (2003), citing FEC Advisory Opinion 1995-25. 
149 Id. 
150"/d., at 123 (2003). 
m Citizens United, supra note 1, at 910. The description in the Citizen United decision understated the findings 
in the judicial recerd on the corrupting. power of soft money. The McConnell decision is replete with evidence 

. that. soft money contributions shaped policy, in addition to facilitating access to lawmakers. See, e.g., 
McConnell P. FliC, 540 U.S. 93, at 147-154 (2003). 
1s2 Id., at 910-911. 
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Public Citizen Super Connected 

2003 decision that upheld the soft money ban, many contributions in 2012 literally 
constituted soft money. 

"Candidates often directed potential donors to party committees and tax-exempt 

organizo.tions that could Jegeily accept soft money,N the Supreme CoUlrt recounted ih its 
2003 McCtmne/1 decision. 163 [Emphasi1i added] Unlimited cuntributions to tax-exarnpt 
organizations that engage in electioneering epitomize the activities that Citizens United 

ended up permitting. 

There are differences between the new groups' activities and the old soft money regime. 
For . instance, the new groups may not legally coordinate with the parties. But, by all 
appearances, the new soft money groups have largely managed to replicate the parties. In 
this way, the unregulated groups essentially are becoming the parties. The new groups are 
led by individuals with roots in the parties' leadership structures, and many of the groups 
worked closely amung themselves during the 2012 election cycle. 

Republican groups gloated during the 2012 campaign about their success in coordinating 
their spending-with chief funder Sheldon Adelson policing their discipline. "If word got 
back to (Adelson] that a group wasn't cooperating, he'd cut them off," Politico reported· a 
top official at one of the Republican groups saying. "It's to maximize the dollars. You don't 
want repetition. You don't people doubling up. He doesn't want to feel like his money is 
wasted.'' 154 Many of the most prominent Democratic groups, meanwhile, aligned 
themselves under an umbrella "joint"fundraising committee."iss 

The groups also appear t11 be reconstitating the1 national parties' programs of selling access 
for large soft money contributions. Dmin5 the old ,seift money days "the six national party 
committees actually furnish[ed] their own menus of opportunities for access to would-be 
soft-money donors, with increased prices reflecting an increased ievel nf ar.cess," the 
Supreme Court wrote in 2003.156 Fast forward to 2012. During the Democratic convention, 
the joint fundraising committee consisting of Democratic super PACs published a menu of 
rewards for would-be donors, with $100,000 donors receiving "an intimate gathering of 
Senior Democratic policy leaders from Capitol Hill and Democratic institutions."157 

Republican electiea lawyer Robert Kelnor smnmarized the outside groups' access-selling 
polir.ies to the New York Times: "Super PACs on bnth sides of the aisle are mom 

153 McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93, 125 (2003). 
154 Mike Allen, inside the Mind of the Mega-Donor, POLlTICO (Sept. 23, 2012]. h'Up;//politi co/Qk[9FE. 
155 See, e.g., Super O Rama, Unity Convention 2012, Official Calendar of Events (promoting events on Sept. 4, 
2012-Sept. 6, 2012). Publishud by POLITICO. http://hiLly/MZPwgG, . 
156 McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93, S 1 (2003). 
157 Super O Rama, UniO, Convention 2012, Official Calendar of Events. (promoting events on Sept. 4, 2012-Sept. 
6, 2012). Published by POLITICO, htt;p· llbit ly[MEPwgG. 
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aggressively exercising the latitude that they already had under existing law but had not· 
yet fully exploited, .. Ketner said. "If there's been any shift, I would say it is more with 
respect to providing policy briefings either to members or to major donors."158 

The ban· on groups coordinating with candidates and party leaders proved ineffective in 
2012. "The intermingling of outside groups and politicians has bocome so routine-that evf!D 
a meeting in the Capitol lod by a party's tQp outside operative barely raises an eyebrow. 
The rules governing their inten1Gtions are in their infancy. so it's all but pointless for either 
side to cry foul," Politico wrote in August.159 

The Federal Election Commission helped erode the wall between super PACs and elected 
officials in 2011, when it ruled that candidates could attend super PAC fundraisers and 
r~ise money for super PACs as lo~g as the)' did not personally request contributio~s in 
excess of $5,000 (the maximum donation to a conventional PAC) or ask for contributions 
from soorces tha-t may not give money tD conventional1 PACs, such as unions or 
contrib111tions.l6D 

Campaign finance lawyer James Bopp, who aided the plaintiff in the Citizens United case, 
deemed the restrictions imposed by the FEC "meaningless" because "candidates will be 
able to endorse [outside groups] and ask donors to contribute to them.."161 

In sum, the party-allied groups' co1nnections and objectives render them almost indistinct 
from thn nntiomd party operations, excnpt that ·the groups are _not boond by the 
contribution limits of the campaign finance system. As such, contributions to them pose 
much the same threat of' causing corruption, thereby undermining Congress's action to ban 
soft money nnd the Supreme Court's decision to uphold that ban. 

158 Nicholas Confessore, At Con11ention, Lines Blur for Part;y and 'Super PACs, 'THE NEW YORK TIMES (Aug. 30, 
20121, bttp·//nyti ms/PUthlf. 
159 Jake Sherman, John Bresnahan and Kenneth P. Vogel, A Super PAC-Politician Firewall? Not Quite, POLITICO 
(Aug. 23, 2012), bttp·(/politi,co/PxgaKg. . 
160 Brody Mullins and Katie Glueck, FEC Lets Candidates Solicit Funds for Outside Groups, THE WALL STREET 
JOURNAL (June 30, 2011). htt;p·//blogs ws; com/washwire/2011/Q6/3Q/fec-lets-c;andidates-soUciHunds-for
outsjde-aroups/. 
1,1 Id. 
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VII. Profiles of 'Soft Money' Groups 
This section provide profiles of groups operating in the 2012 ~lection cycle that existed for 
clea~ purpO'.;e ef aiding the national parties or elected leaders within thv parties.162 

Democratic Soft Money Groups 

Majority PAC, Patriot Majority, American Bridge 21st Century 

Majority PAC (a super PAC), Patriot Majority (consisting ef a 501 (c)(4) entity and a super 
PAC) and American Bridge (a super PAC) were three interconnected groups that devoted 
themselves entirely to electing Democrats in the 2012 election cycle. They revealed· their 
loyalties to the Democratic party in overt statements and in their staff members' 
connec~ons to Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) 

Majority PAC was founded by Susan McCn~. a former chief of staff for Reid.163 Other leaders 
of Majority PAC included Rebecca Lambe, described by Politico as a longtime strategist for 
Reid, and Craig Varoga, a prominent Democratic strategist with ties to Reid. The Center for 
Public Integrity reported that Jim Jordan, manager for a portion of the 2004 presi~ential 
campaigu of Sen. John Kerry (D-Mass.) and a former executive director of the, DSCC, 9erved . 
as a strategist for the _grou.p.164 Harold Ickes, a deputy chief of staff in the Clinton White 
House and president of super PAC Priorities USA Action (which championed President 
Obama's reelection), was an advisor to Majority PAC.165 

Majority PAC_ ad~ertised ~n its Web site that it was "fightins to protect the Demo~ratic 
majority in the u.S. Senate in 2012."166 The group promised t_o run "a transparen"t, low
overhead, take-no-prisoners Independent Expenditure campaign" to "'aggres~lvely contest 
critiral open seats, e>1ploit apperttmities to take over Republican seats end expand our 
firewall. "167 

Democratic leaders· raised money for Majority PAC. Early in the spring of 2012~ for 
instance, Reid and Sen. Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.) "made a pitch to billionaire hedge fund . . 

1,z The choice or groups included in this section should not be taken as a suggestion that other groups did not 
have close ties to one or the national parties or even work primarily in service or one or them. The groups 
selected simply represent the most clear-cut cases or those that rundamentally exist to further a party's 
efforts. 
163 Manu Raju, Senate Dems Launch 'Super PAC,' POLITICO (Feb. 22, 2011), http· //politi.co/gX3XlB. 
164 Profile: Majority PAC, THE CENTER FOR PUBLIC INTEGRITY (Feb. 16, 2012). http:J/bit.lynWB7AN. 
165 Id. 
166 Majority PAC, Home: Our Mission [viewed on Nov. 20, 2012). http;/lbiLly/RRTIIO. 
1,1 Id. 
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manager James Simons, who quickly turned around and cut a check on March 29 to 
Majority PAC for $1 million,'• Politco reported.168 

During the summer of 2008, Reid, Schumer and Senate Majority Whip Richard Durbin (D
Iii.) attended Majority PAC fundraisers in New York, Chicago, Phoenix, Los Angeles, 
Washingtea and Dallas, Politico reported.169 

Sen. Al Franken (D-Minn.) and Sen. John Kerry (D-Mass.) each sent out e-mails to financial 
supporters urging them tc back Majority PAC. They restricted their requests to asking for 
$5,000, the maximum annual contribution to a regulated PAC, according to Majority PAC's 
executive director,170 

Reid and Durbin essentially acknowledged that Majority PAC was serving as an unofficial 
party committee. "The whole situation· is too bad," Reid said in May 2012. Citizens United "is 
a terriblo decision. But we can't disarm unilaterally, so we're going to do whatever we can 
to be competitive:~111 

Durbin spoke in similar terms. "What are you going to do ... when the other side has a 
nuclear bomb and you're fighting with rifles?" Durbin asked. "What the president has said 
is, 'I have no choice,' and the Democrats in the Senate have reached the same conclusion if 
we don't have a super PAC fund. We are just going to be steamrolled in some of these 
states. "172 

MajCJrity PAC reported spending $37i5 million to influence elections in 2()12. With the 
exception of $282,500 dedicated to the presidential election, all of its work went toward 
aiding Democrats in U.S. Senate contests.173 

Patriot Majority, which consisted of both a super PAC and SOl(c) entity, was less overt than 
Majority PAC about its partisan underpinnings. The super PAC's Web site says it was 
founded to "work independently to elect Senate and congressional candidates in targeted 
races who support these patriotic policies."174 The groups' 5O1(c)(4) arm, which accounted 
for the bulk of expenditures by the Patriot Majority entities, portrays itself as an issue
advocacy group aimi~g to advance such goals as protecting voter rights, investing in 

168 John Bresnahan, Manu Raju and Jake Sherman, Democrats Rush into Arms a/Super PA Cs, POLITICO (May 16, 
2012). htt;p;//poHti m/L4kpc9. 
10 Jd. 
170 Peter H. Stone, Democrats and Republicans Alilce Are Exploiting New Fundraising L.aaphale, CENTER FOR 
Pueuc INTEGRITY (July 27, 2011), http;//bitlx/YBQCzp. 
171 John Bresnahan, Manu Raju and Jake Sherman, Democrats Rush into Arms a/Super PACs, POLITICO (May 16, 
2012), httn:/Jpoliti.co/L4kpc9. 
1121d. 
173 Web site of the Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Dec. 30, 2012), http://bit.ly/UTS2s7. 
174 Patrio~~jo~ity ~AC, About page (viewed on Nev. 20, 2~12). ~ttp_:/Jbit.~v(~Rz~~7 ... 
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education and improving the infrastructure of the United States.175 The 501(c)(4) also 
claims to advocate ''comprehensive campaign finance reform that increases transparency," 
although it did not dlsclose its donors in 2012.176 

But the groups' intentions were clear despite their vague statements of purpose. The 
president of the Patriot Majority groups is Varoga, a leader of Majority PAC.177 The Web site 
for V2raga's consulting firm credits Patriot Majority with running "th.e successful 
independent-expenditure campaign to re-elect Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid~' in 
2010.178 Varoga's Web site also lists myriad other Democratic candidates he has assisted.179 

Majority PAC an~ Patriot Majority were often reported as being afflliated,1eo and they 
clearly worked together. For instance, in July 2012, Majority PAC and Patriot Majority 
issued a press release touting a coordinated advertising campaign aiding Democratic 
senatorial candidates in North Dakota and Nevada.181 

Patriot Majority's 501(c)(4) arm spent $7.5 million in the 2012 election cycle for messages 
supporting Democrats or opposing Republicans.182 Its super PAC spent $404,975, all in 
opposition to Republican president!al nominee Mitt RQmney.183 

American Bridge, the logo of which resembles the red, white and blue swoop of the Obama 
campaig11 insignia, describes itself as ·a progressive research and communications 
organization committed to holding Republicans accountable for their words and actions 
and helping you ascertain when Republican candidates are pretending to be something 
thetre not."184 

American Bridge lists Majority PAC founder McC:ue as a director, along with Chairman 
Kathleen Kennedy Townsend (a former Democratic Maryland Lt Governor and eldest 
daughter of Robert·· F. Kennedy) and David Brock (a Republican operative turned 

175 Web site ef Patriot Majority [(501)(c)(4) entity), Patriot Majority Action Plan (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), 
http://bit.ly/QXpzcw. 
176 /d. and Russ Choma. Liberal Group with Ties to Unions Ends Donor Disclosure, OPEN SECRETS BLOG (Aug. 23, 
2012). http;//blt.lyfQYMLg). 
177 Manu Raju, Senate Dems Launch 'Super PAC,' POLITICO (Feb. 22. 2011). htt;p;//poJiti co/gX3XlB 
178 Varoga & Associates, About Us (viewed on Jan. 3, 2013). bttp;l/big,ly/U&l.mdf.. n, 1d. . 
180 See, e.g., Russ Choma, Liberal Group with Ties to Unions Ends Donor Disclosure, OPEN SECRETS BLOG (Aug. 23, 
2012). http·//bit ly/QYML,gJ. 
181 Press Release, Majority PAC, Majority PAC and Patriot Majority Launch New TV Ads: North Dakota, Nevada 
Ads Part a/Sustained Nationwide Campaign to Fight Back Agai,rst Right Wing Attaclcs (July 10, 2012), 
http: //bit.lv/RXpgcB. 
182 Web site of the Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Dec. 30, 2012), bnp;//bjt,ly/UTS978. 
183 Web site of the Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Dec. 30, 2012). http://bit,)y/TagHn6. 
184 American Bridge, Who We Are (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012). http://bit.ly/UVBBpZ. 
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Democratic advocate who founded the group Media Matters).185 American Bridge spent 
$339,484, all to oppose Republicans. Two-.thirds of its spending served to oppose 
Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney. 

House Majority PAC 

House Majority PAC describes itself "an independent-oxpenditure only committee ... that is 
designed to hold Republicans accountable anrl help win back the Honse Majority far 
Democrats. House Majority PAC is committed ta building a long-term organization that can 
take on the Republican outside groups in the battle for the House Majority."186 

I~ 2012, the super PAC spent $30.8 milHon, exclusively to either oppose Republicans or 
support Democrats, almost entirely in House races.187 

House Majority PAC was run by Ali Lapp, described by Politico as a "top aide at the 
Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee (DCCC) under then-Chairman Rahm 
Emanuel in 20tl6, when Demecrats r.egained the majority."188 

"I do see House Majority PAC as a great complement to the DCCC," Lapp said. "We have set 
up House Majority PAC to become a permanent part of the Democratic infrastructure. It is 
not going away anytime soon."189 

The Sunlight Foundation reported that Hoose Majority P.AC distributed invitations for an 
Oct 23, 2012, fandraiser dubbed a "Special Reception with Nancy Pelosi and Steve 
lsrael."190 Pelosi is the House Minority Leader. Israel is the chairman of the Democratic 
Congressional Campaign Committee. Ali Lapp's husband, John, is a "top ad\liser" to fsrael, 
Politico reported,191 

Separately, House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) participated in event~ for House 
Majority PAC in New York, California and Texas, Politico reported.192 

During the Democratic convention, a joint fundraising committee calling itself "Unity 
Convention 2012," which described itself as a Joint Fundraising Comrnitteo established by 

ies Press Release, American Bridge 21~t Century, American Bridge 21st Century Names McCue to Board (April 
21, 2011), btm;llbitlyfScJNms. 
186 House Majority PAC, About Us (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), http· /Jbitly/MdPrE7. 
187 Web site of the Center for Responsive Pulitics (viewed on Dec. 30, 2012), http;l/blt ly/Spc830. 
188 SO Politicos to Watch. Political Operatives, POLITICO (July 12, 2012). http://politi.co/NkXZla. 
189 Id. 
190 Special Reception with Nancy Pelosi and Steve Israel far House Majori'l;y PAC. Political Party Time Project, 
Sunlight Foundation (Oct 23, 2012) (date reflects expected date offundraising event, as disclosed on 
invitation), http://bit.ly/YleZlC. 
191 SO PoliticaJ to Watch: Political Operatives. PoLmCO (luly 2012), http:/Jpoliti.co/NkXZJa. 
m John Bre~inuhap, Manu Raju ;rnd Joke Sherman, Democrats Rush into Arms of Super PACs, POLITICO (May 16, 
2012), http;l/politi,co/L4kpc9. 
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House Majority PAC, Majority PAC, and Priorities USA. held a fundraising event it dubbed 
"Super O Rama.''193 

The invit~tion for the event sought contributions ranging from $25,000 to $100,000, with 
various rewards for eaeh. For tnstance, $100,000 contribut1ors were promised six tickets to 
a "Brunch with Demnnratic Leadecrs," which the solicitation described as "an intimate 
gathering .of Senior Democratic policy leaders from Capitol Hill and Dttmocratio 
institutions."194 

"Contributions to Unity Convention 2012 are unlimited and do not count against an 
individual or group's federal limit," the invitation said.195 

. . 

Ropub~ican Soft Monoy Groups 

The Crossroads Groups 

The seed for what became American Crossroads was planted in a 2008 Wall Street journal 
op-ed by Karl Rove, the chief strategist for George W. Bush's presidential campaigns. The 
op-ad lamen_ted what Rove perceived as a shortage of Republican outside groups to counter 
Democratic-leaning labor and advocacy groups. "GOP fund-raisers and allies must create 
cost-effec~ive independent expenditure groups for House and Senate races, or Republicans 
will sink under the weight of negative ads, mail, calls and canvassing," Rove wrote.196 

American Crossroads creators were Rove and Ed Gillespie, a longtime Republican operative 
. ' 

and loebfist wha ·served ns chainmm of the Republican National Committee from 2003 to 
2005197 and as a White House strategist during the second term of George W. Bush's 
presidency.198 

In 2010, following the Citizens United decision, representatives of 18 conservative groups 
met at Rove's Washington, D.C., house to discuss a budget for American Crossroads, which 
became a super_PAC.199 Shortly after American Crossroads was formed, its lea~ers ~r~ate~ 
an offshoot, Crossroads GPS, which operates under Section 501(c)(4) of the tax code and, 
thus, may keep its donors secret. The Crossroads groups reported spending a combined 

193 Supur O Rama, Unity Con~antio11 2012, Official Calendar of Events. Published by POLITICO, 
http;J/bit ly/MZPw&G, 
194 /d. 
t9S /d. 
196 Karl Rove, How the GOP Should Prepare for a Comeback, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL (Dec. 11, 2008), 
http;//on,wsi,com/YHOCSP. See also, Karen Tumulty. Karl Rove and His Super PAC Vow to Press On, THE 
WASHINGTON POST (Nov. IQ, 2012). http;//wapo st/WOlfgp. 
197 RNC Chairman: Democrats Increasingly 'Liberal, Elitist, Angry.' CNN (Dec. 4, 2003), http;//bit.ly/ScKiNl. 
198 Michael A. Fletcher, As Rave Departs, President Again Turns to Gillespie, THE WASHINGTON POST (Aug. 16, 
2007), http;//wapo st/UgrblW. 
199 Id. 
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$38.2 million to influence the 2010 elections.200 In 2012, they reported spending $175.7 
million combined, about 60 percent of which was by the super PAC.201 All of the groups' 
spending in lioth elections was to aid Republicans. 

The groups' pr·esident is Steven Law, a former executive director of the National 
Republican Senatorial Cammittee.202 Law also pr.eviously served as a campaign manager 
and chief of staff for Senate Minnrity Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.}203 The chairman of 
the. board of American Crossroads is Mike Duncan, a former chairman, treasurer and 
general counsel of the Republican National Committee.204 

American Crossroads' political director during the 2012 election cycle was Carl Forti. In 
2006, Forti managed the $82 million independent expenditure campaign of the National 
Republican Congressional Committee.205 f'Je also served as political director for Mitt 
Romney's 2008 presidential campaign, and as vice president of Freedom's Wateh, a group 
that spent $17.5 million to aid Republicans in the 2008 elections.206 During the 2012 
election cycle, Forti co-finmded Restore Q.ur Future,297 the Rnnmey super PAC .. 

Jo Ann Davidson, a director of American Crossroads, is a former co-chair of the Republican 
National Committee.208 Haley Barbour, a former governor of Mississippi and recent 
chairman of the Republican Governors Association, was reportedly a fundraiser for 
American Crossroads209 as was former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush (R).210 

Jonathan Collegio, who pteviously served as pness secretary for ttm National Republican 
Congrassional Committee, acted as commtmicaUons director for bath groups.211 

zoo Public Citizen, Stealth PACs Project (2010). http;//bit,ly/a67DvV. 
201 Web site of the Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Nov. 20, 20'12), http;//bit.fy/OWBC0H 
202 American Crossroads, Leadership Team (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012). http;J/bitlv/RemaZS and Crossroads 
CPS Leadership Team (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), http·l[bit.lv/PESxOh. 
203 Karen Tumulty, Karl Rove and His Super PAC Vow to Press On, THE WASHINGTON POST (Nov. 10, 2012), 
htt;p;//wapo st/WQlfgp. · 
zo4 Amerttan Crossroads, Leadership Team (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012). http://hit.ly/RemaZ5. 
zos Andy Kroll, Mitt Romney~ $12 Millian Mystery Man: Meet Carl Forti. The Super-PAC Whiz Helping the GOP 
Frant-Ru11aerand Conservative Gr_aups Rake in Piles a/Dark Money, MOTHER JONES {January-February 2012), 
btt.P://hit.lv/:zJ.ZNk-
206 Web site of the Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), http://bit,lyGepBTB 
zo7 Andy Kroll, Mitt Romney's $12 Million Mystery Man: Meet Carl Forti, The Super-PAC Whiz Helping the GOP 
Front-Runner and Conservative Groups Rake in Piles of Dark Money, MOTHER )ONES (fanuary-February 2012), 
htm://bit.lyhLZNic. 
zoe American Crossroads, Leadership Team (viewed on Nov. 20, 20121 http;l/bjt lv{RemaZS. 
209 PAC Profile: American Crossroads, THE CENTER FOR PUBLIC INTEGRITY (updated Nov. 14, 2012),' 
http://bit.ly/RIOP2R. 
210 Sheelah Kolhatkar. Exclusive: Inside Karl Rove's Billionaire Fundrraiser, BUSINESS WEEK (Aug. 31, 2012), 
http://huswk.C1JIOAXDff. 
w American Crossroad~ Leadership Team (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), http://bit ly/RemaZS and Crossroads 
GPS_, L~~dership Tea~ (vie~ed ~" Nov. ?O, ~-0~2), IU.~H://~_i_t ~¥/P.~SxOh. 
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Rob Collins was a director of Crossroads GPS during the 2012 election cycle. Collins is a 
former president of. the American Action· Network (another pro-Republican outside 
spending group, discussed later), a former chief of staff to House Majority Leader EriC' 
Cantor (R-Va.) and a former staffer for both the Republican National Ccrnmittee and 
Nationnl Repubtican Sen<tto,rial Committee.212 Americci1n Crossroads reporte,lly shared 
offices with the American Actinn Network at one time, although official filings of the groups 
disclose separate addresses.213 

Befitting its name, American Crossroads was often reported as being at the nexus of an 
effort by Republican outside groups to coordinate their messages. For instance, Politico 
reported that Forti "helps lead a monthly meeting known as the Weaver Terrace Group, 
where officials from a variety of conservative groups, like the, American Action Network, 
gather at the Crossroads offices to plan their political spending."214 The Weaver ·rerrdce 
Group was named after Rove's house, where American Crossruads was born.215 

YG (Young Guns} Groups 

A trio of groups including the initials VG (after Young Guns) was created in 2011 to "build 
off the Young Guns movement"216 of House Majority Leader Eric Cantor (R-Va.), House 
Majority Whip Kevin McCarthy (R-Calif.] and House Budget Committee Chairman (and 
eventual vice presidential nominee) Paul Ryan (R-Wis.) 

The groups were the VG Action Fund, a super PAC that promised to "play offer~se using a 
muscular commur1[catians and advocacy ap1mratus ta positively define Republicans,"217 the 
VG Action Network, a 5O1(c)(4) group ·purporting to be "dedicated to supporting 
conservative center .. right policie~"21:B and the VG Polity Center, which was t~ "commission 
studies anri run educatl.011al prbgrams.''219 

Cantor, McCarthy and Ryan adopted the "Y~ung Guns" label after they were bilJed as such 
on the cover of the. Week(,, Standard in ~eptember 2007.220 The trio supported other 
"Young Guns" in the 2008 elections, according to a timeline published on the VG Action 
Fund Web site.221 Subsequently, "the National Republican Congressional Committee 

212 Crossroads CPS, Leadership Team (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), http·//bjt,ly/PESxOh. 
213 Michael Crowley, The New GOP Money Stampede, TIME (Sept. 16, 2Ctl.0), htt,p;//ti me/Pok9bb. 
214 Nicholas Confessore, Ex-Romney Aide Steers Vast Machine of G.O.P. Money, THE NEW YORK TIMES (luly 21, 
2012). http·//nytj ms/QQKwVR. 
Z15 Karen Tumulty, Karl Ro11e and His Super PAC Vow to Press On, THE WASHINGTON POST (Nov. 10, 2012), 
http· flwapo st/WQlfgp 
216 YG Action.About YG (Timeline) (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012). http;//bit.JylSPaFOI. 
217 YC Action.About n; (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), http·l/bit,ly/OWCPVM. 
z1a VG Network, About YG (viewed en Nov. 20, 2012), bttp;//bit.ly/T2a1Csm. 
219 YC Action, About YG (Timeline) (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), http://bit lyjSPgFOI. 
220 Id. 
Z2I Id. 
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adopted the Young Guns program as the candidate recruitment and training program," 
according to YG Action's account.222 In 2010, the three congressmen published a book titled 
Young Guns: A New Generation a/Conservative leaders.223 

YG Action spent $4.7 million aiding Republican House candidates in 2012.224 The YG 
Network, the purported lobbying group, spent $2.9 million on the elections, almost entirely 
in support of Republicans Hcmse candidat.es.225 The Web site 11f the YG Policy Center, the 
groups' charitable arm, provides a link to "research materials." But the only material 
presented is a survey concerning Americans' view on government health care reform. YG 
Policy Center also took credit for the survey in a press release, which said the survey's 
results_ demonstrated Americans' disapproval with the Affordabie Healthcare Act, the 
health care reform law championed by President Obama.226 

The groups nre led by John Murray and Brad Dayspring, both for.mer deputy chiefs of staff 
for Cantor.227 YG Network Vice President Nick Bouknight previously served as deputy chief 
of staff to McCacthy.221 

' Murray acknowledge~ that he frequently talks to Cantor in service of his responsibilities 
for the YG groups. •1 see Eric as a function of me raising money, and in the course . of 
conversation, does he ask me about my thoughts on communications things? Sure," Murray 
told Politico in August 2012. "I've talked to Eric because I have a relationship with him 
through YG Action Fund ~nd furidraising just like the rest of the folks who do what I do for a 
living."229 Dayspring also continued to .advise Cantor on communications strategy while 
wo·rking for the VG groups, Politico reported.230 

Cantor himself "made phone caUs and attended several events to raise money on behalf of 
the YG Action Fund,U Politico reported.231 

YG Action reported $5.9 million in contributions. Of that $5 million came from casino mogul 
Sheldon Adelson and his wife, Miriam. The affiliated YG Network which does not disciose 
donors, ran an initiative ·called 'Woman Up" during the 2012 campaign to "research, 

222 Id. 
m 1d. 
224 Web site of the Cerlter for Responsive Politics (viewed 011 Nov. 20, 2012), http://bit.ly/ScMWfk. 
225 Web site of the Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), http://bjt.ly/10pavw8. 
226 YC Policy Center, Research Materials. http://bitly/AENOG5. · 
227 YC Action.About YG (Timeline) (viewed on Nov.20.2012). bttp://bit,ly/SPgFQI. 
22a 1d. 
229 Jake Sherman. John Bresnahan and Kenneth ·P. Vogel, A Super PAC-Politician Firewall? Not Quite, POLITICO 
(Aug. 23, 2012), http://politi.co/PxgaKg. 
230 Id. 
m John Bresrrahan, Manu Raju and Jake Sherman, Oerrrocrars Rush into Arms of Super PA Cs, POLITICO (May 16, 
2012), b..tmiLJpoliti cp/L4kpc9. 
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communicate and prioritize the issues most important to women."232 During the 2012 
Republican convention, Woman Up operated· a pavilion named in honor of Miriam 
AdeJson.233 

American Action Network and Congressional Leadership Fund 

These two groups, which share office !lpace and personnel, are run by Individuals with 
backgrounds in the upper echelons afthe Republican Party leadership structure. 

The American Action Network, a S0l(c)( 4) organization, reported to the Federal Election 
Commission that it made $11.7 million in independent expenditures to influence the 2012 
ele~tions.234 The group's efforts were entirely devot~d to furthering the prospects of 
Republican candidates or hurting Democrats' chances.23S 

The group was fol:lnded in 2010 by former Sen. Norm Coleman (R-Minn.) and Fred Malek, a 
former official in the Nixon administration and longtime GOP fundraiser.236 Brian Walsh, 
former political diEector for the Natianm Republican Congressional Committee, is the 
group's president.237 Walsh succeerlad Rob Callins, a former top aide to Cantor, who moved 
to Crossroads GPS. 

The American Action Network was conceived in 2010 as a suc~essor to tHe National 
Council for a New America. The National Council was a project spearheaded by Republican 
Hto help redefine the tarnished (GOP] party brand after the 2008 elections," the Wall Street 
Journal reported.238 

Ameliican Action Network's rlirftctors include former, Rep. and National Republican 
Congressional Committee Chairman Tom Reynolds (R-N.Y.)239; Boyden Gray, former 
coun~el to President George H.W. Bush and a longtime Republican fundraiser; former Sen. 
George Allen (R-Va.): and.former Rep. and lon5time iohbyist Vin Weber (R-Miun.).240 

The American Action Network reported to the Federal Election Commission 2010 that it 
spent $4 mlmon on independ~nt expenditures {which expressly advocate for the election 
or defeat of a candidate) aud $15.4 million 01-1 electioneering communications (which cover 

232 YG Networlt 'Woman Up!' Pavilion co be Named in Hazror of Mfriam Adelson, M.D., YG NatlW'ork (blog) (Aug. 
24, 2012), hnp:J/bitly/NP07Hi\. 
233/d. 
234 Web site ofthe Center (ef Responsive Politics (viewed.en Dec. 30, 2012), htW;//bit,lv/UH402P. 
235 Web site ofthe Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Dec. 30, 2012), http://bitlv/OtaYwK. 
236 American Action Network/ American Action Forum, FACTCHECK.0RG (Sept. 18, 2011). http://bit,ly/L2yjcl 
237 American Action Network, President (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), http:/Jbit,ly/T2frSt. 
238 Susan Davis, Republican Leaders Forming New Political Group, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL (Jan. 29, 2010), 
http· //on wsj,com/9oOJSM. 
239 American Action Network, ,tbeut (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), httn;/lbit.ly/nCCk7J and Celesta Katz, 
Reynolds Out, NEWYOIH<DAILYNEWS (March 1.9, 2000),h.ftp;l/nvrla,us/8ep4T. 
240 American Action Network, About (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), http·/{bjt; ly/nCGk73. 
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messages broadcast in the run-up to elections that refer to a candidate but do not include 
express advocacy).241 The combined total of $19.8 million represented the vast majority of 
the $25.7 million in overall spending for 2910 that the group reported to the_lRS.242 This 
creates a strong impr~ssion that the group violated rules prohlblting e 501(c) grou·p from 
.devoting the majnrity of its effcirts to iufluencing elections. 

But the American Action Network reported to the IRS that it made only $5.5 million in 
"political expenditures" in 2010.243 The IRS defines political expenditures as those 
financing .. all functions that influence or attempt to influence the selection, nomination, 
election, or appointment of any individual to any federal, state, or local public office ... "244 

For the g~oup's representation of its political expenditures in its filing with the IRS to be 
accurate, on1y $1.5 million of the $15.4 million it spent on advertisements mentioning 
candidates in the run-up to the 2010 electians could have been inter1ded to lnftbence the 
outcomes of eloctions. 

The Congressional Leadership Fund, a super PAC, bills itself as "an independent 
expenditure fund focused solely and exclusively on maintaining the Republican majority in 
the House of ReprP..sentative.s."245 ft spent $9.5 million in the 2012 election cycle, entirely 
for messages opposing Democratic House candidate.246 

News reports often characterize the fund as being linked to Speaker of the House John 
Boehner (R-Ohio)}47 The super PAC's Web site reports chat its inaugural event featured 
House Republican luminaries including Boehner, Cantor, McCarthy and National 
Republican Congressional Committee Chairman Pete Sessions (R-Te,cas). More than 80 
Repnblican House members alse attended thr. event, according to the super PAC's 
account.248 

Boehner attended at least one Congressional Leadership Fund fundraiser, according to 
Politico.z•9 Barry Jackson, chief of staff to Boehner, appeared at an event with Pete Mech um, 
chief fund raiser for the group.2so 

m Kim Barker, How Nonprofits s,-nd Millions on Biections and CaH it Public IVelfare, PR0PUBLICA (Aug. 24, 
.2012). http://bit.ly/PgfNid. . 
z4z American Action Network Fonn 990 (2010). 
Z4l /d. 
244 Internal Revenue Service, Instructions/or Schedule C (Form 990 or 990-EZ) (2010), 
http;/11.usa.gov /USDEv8. 
245 Congressional Leadership Fund, About (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), http·/Jbit,ly/lh58Xl. 
246 Web site of the Center for Responsive Politics (viewed on Dec. 30, 2012), http;/(bit,ly/TOKC2B. 
247 See, e.g., David M. Drucker, Congressional Leadership Fund Reports SB. 7M on Hand, ROLL CALL [Oct 25, 
2012), http://bitly/WuVIRd. 
248 Congressional Leadership F11nd, About (viewed on NGY. 20; 2012), http://bitlyflh58X1 
249 John Bresnahan, Manu Raju and Jake Sherman, Democrats Rush into Arms of Super PACs, POLITICO [May 16, 
2012). _bt~p:_ll~~liti,€Q!.k~~p~9.. . . .. . . 
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Public Citizen Super Connected 

The Congressional Leadership Fund reported receiving a $~.5 million contribution from oil 
giant Chevron in October 2012.251 That was the largest reported contribution from a 
publicly traded corporation to a super PAC.252 The contribution also violated a federal law 
prohibiting government contractors from contributing money to federal porltical 
co01mittee, Publie Citizen charged in a complaint filed with the Federal Election 
Commission in January 2012.2s3 

The Congressional Leadership Fund is chaired by Coleman, who serves the same function 
for the American Action Network. Malek, Reynolds, and Weber serve on the boards of the 
Congressional Leadership Fund and American Action Network. Brian Walsh, former 
political director for the NRCC, serves as president of both groups.254 

"Tbe Congresllinnal Leadership Fund is an opportunity for .E:enter-ri@ht voices throughout 
America to support our House Republican majority," Malek said in a statement announcing 
the group's fonnation in 2011.2ss 

Terry Holt, a former spokesman for Boehner (R-Ohio), served as a spokesman for the 
Congressional Leadership Fund. "The idea here is to leverage the political and fundraising 
support that there is for the Republican majority fn the House and to get the resources it's 
going to take to defend against the other outside special interests that are intent on 
wresting control from the Republican majority and putting the House back in the hands·or 
Nancy Pelosi," Holt told the Huflington Post.256 

2so Jd. 
2s1 Public Citizen analysis of Federal Election Commission data downloaded from the Sunlight Foundation 
Uan. 3, 2013), www.sunlightfoundation.com. 
252 Dan Eggen, Chevron Donates $2.5 Millian ta GOP Super PAC, THE WASHINGTON POST (blog) (Oct 26, 2012), 
http://wapo st/P8SzmM · 
m Public Citizen v. Chevron USA Inc. and Congressional Leadership Fund, Complaint filed with the Federal 
Election Commission (March 2013), http;//bit,ly/14NazlY. 
254 Congressional Leadership Fund,About (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), http;//bit,ly/lhSBXt and American 
Action Network, About (viewed on Nov. 20, 2012), http://bit.ly/nCGk73. 
255 Paul Blumenthal, House Republican Super PAC Ready to Raise Unlimited Funds ta Retain GOP Majority, THE 

HUFFINGTON PosT (Dec.13, 2012), http·//hu[fto/qwoefS. 
256 Jd. 
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VIII. Conclusion: Citizens United Has Failed on Its Own Terms 
The Citizens United decision relied on the· assumptio~ that the new expenditures it 
permitted wuold be independe11t. The facts In this repert demonstrate that much of the 
spending in 2012 that 'flowed from the decisior1 was by groups that ptairrly were not 
independent of the candidates or partieis they aided. 

The manifest absence of independence leaves little room to avoid concluding that the 
Citizens United decision has failed on its own terms. 

One possible defense ofthe decision in light of the events of the 2012 elections would be to 
argue that the justices who signed it believed that any expenditure that passed legal muster 
as an "independent expenditure" must not threaten to cause corruption. Therefore, if the 
outside spending in 2012 cumplied with the law (meaning it dld not run afoul with 
coordination laws), It must not have threatened ta cause corruption even If much of the 
spending violated the intent of anti-ooordination laws. 

But such a rationalization would invalidate the court's logic in concluding that spending by 
independent entities is not potentially corrupting. That logic relied on the assumption that 
outside groups' spending would be "independent" as the word is defined in reality, no~ just 
in law. 

Another possible way to exonerate the decision would be to place the blnrae fnr the 
absence of independence on overly permissive rules governing coordination. 

Indeed, the 20.12 elections showed coordination rules to be far too porous. Rut it is 
doubtful that tighter rules could guarantee truly independent behavior by outside spending 
groups. Coordination finance lawyers have long shown themselves to be masters at 
devising methods to comply with the letter of laws while trampling on their intent. It is 
doubtful they would be stymied by laws governing behavior as subtle as coordination. 

There are plenty of reasons to dispute the court's core assumption that truly inUependent 
expenditures financed with large contrittutions (or funded from the treasuries of 
established businesses) do not poStt'a risk of causing corruption. 

But ene does not need eo pmve the danger of truly independent activities to conclud~ that 
the theory put forth in the Citizens United decision is fatally flawed. The inability to ensure 
that outside groups will truly act independently renders the Citizens United experiment 
unsalvageable. 
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Appendix 
Independent Expenditur~s by Single Candidate Sup~r PACs 

SecureAmerica Now .org 501(c) $670,660 Mitt Romney 
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Public Citizen 

Group 

Central Valley Independent PAC 

Group's Legal 
Status 

Super PAC 

Sup~r Connected 

Amount Spent Candidate Supported 

$210,929 Brian Whelan 

Source: The Center for Responsive Politics (www.opensecrets.orgl. Figures as of Dec. 30, 2012. 
• Group spent less than 1 percent of its resources on race(s) involving other candidates. 
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215 Pennsy1lQ.Jj ~ , !E •Wlsfl'i~,tron, D.C. 20003 • 202/~6-4996 • ~-~iti;en.org 

PUBLICCITIZEN 

March 11, 2013 

Federal Election Commission 
999 E Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20463 

~' r• I I• : 

saTIVE 
RE: Addendum to MUR 6726 - Request for investigation of Chevron and the 

Congressional Leadership Fund for violation of 2 USC 441c, the prohibition against 
campaign contributions by Federal goverlllment cont110ctors 

Based on the address indicated in the FE.C's database, our complaint filed on March 5, 2013, stated that 
Chevron Products Company, which is listed at that address, was the donor of Chevron's $2.5 million 
contribution to the Congressional Leadership Fund. Chevron Products Company is a name under which 
Chevron USA, Inc., which has a great many Federal contracts, does business, and is not a separate 
company. 

Chevron has responded in the media on March 5, 2013, that it does not believe it violated the law 
against Federal contractors making campaign contributions because it contributed through a corporation 
(Chevron Corporation) different from Chevron USA, Inc., which has most of the government contracts. 
Even if that is the,case, it appeoni based on data ftom SpendingUSA.gov that Chewon Corporation itsieif 
had government contracts in 2012, and a contribution would br. illegal if any of those contracts was 
either in force or being negotiated when the contribution was made. 

In light of Chevron's public statements, we request that the FEC investigate which Chevron entity made 
the contribution and, regardless of whether it was Chevron Corporation or Chevron USA, determine 
whether the contributor had outstanding federal contracts ( Oi negotiations for them) at the time of the 
contribution. 

1lre original complaint filed by Public Citizen, FritJ:nda of the Earth, Greenpeace a11d Oil Change 
Intemational pr0\1ided a list of Federal contracts received by Chevron USA, I11c. A list of Federal 
contraets received by Chevron Corporation is hereby attached. 

Sincerely, 

h~µ_ __ 
Craig Holman, Ph.D. 
Government affairs lobbyist 
Public Citizen 
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VERIFICATION 

The complainants listed below hereby verify that the statements made in the 
attached Complaint are, upon their information and beliefs, true. 

Sworn pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 1001. 

For Complainant: 

Craig Holman, Ph.D. 
Government affairs lobbyist 
Public Citizen 
215 Pennsylvania Avenue SE 
Washington, D.C. 20003 20~18~u_ 

Sworn and subscribed before me 
This { I day of March, 2013 

MARYF. VINCENT 
Nolaty PubflC, DlstJlct of Columbia 
MJ UWMllliDll ll(plnll M&rm31,2013 
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Total Dollars: 
191,770,960 · 

Transac:tians: 

1 to 25 of 118 

Transaclion II r (Delivery Order) 
IDVPIID/PIIOIMOD: SP060007D0510 I B00110 

Recipient: 

Program Sau'ce: 
· DepartmenUAgency: 

Pnxluc:IIService: 

Description: 

CHEVRON CORPORATION (7925) 

6001 BOLLINGER CANYON RD, SAN RAMON, Califonia 

Nol reported 

Department of Defense 

9130: LIQUID PROPELLANTS •PETROLEUM BASE 

TURBINE FUEL, AVIATION (JPB) 

Transaclian # 2 (Definitive Contract) 
PIIDIMOD: SP080095C5541 I POOOB3 

Recipianl: 
CHEVRON CORPORATION 
6001 Bm.LINGl!A CANYON RO, SAN RAMON, California 

Reasan for Madilicalion: EXERCISE AN OPTION 

Program Source: Not reported 

Depar1menUAgenc:y: Departmenl of Defense 

PnxludlService: XI 73: LEASE-RENT OF FUEL STORAGE BLDGS 

Desc:riplion: 
CONTRACTOR OWNED CONTRACTOR OPERATED (COCO) 
STORAG ... (More) 

· Transaction # 3 (Deruiilive Contract) 
PIIDIMOD: SP060095C5541 / P00065 

Racii=enl: 

Reasun for ~ficallon: 
Program Soun:e: 
DepartmenUAgency: 

Producl/Senlice: 

CHEVRON CORPORATION 
6001 B81...LINGER CAN¥0N Rb, SAN RAMON, California 

FUNDING ONLY ACTION 

Nol reported 

Depar1merll of Defense 

X173: LEASE-RENT OF FUEL STORAGE BLDGS 

Signed Date: 
08-30-2007 
Obllgatlon Amount: 
$37,552,215 

Signed Date: 
08-23-2010 
Obllgatlon Amount: 
$16,360,034 

Signed Dala: 
08-24-2007 

Obligation Amount: 
$13,088,027 

By Type of Spending 

~ Conlracls 

!:': Loans 

More/Fewer By Type of Spending 

By Agency 

r.l Department of Defense .. 

•• Valer .. Affairs. De .. 

!! Homeland Security, 0 .. 

!:i lnlerior, Department.. 

ll Agricullure, Depar1m .. 

More/Fewer By Agency 

By Extent Com"peted 

t'I Ful and Open Com1)111 .. 

~ Coff1Mlled Undar sap .. 

ti Full and Open Compel .. 

!3 Nol Competed Under S .. 

!3 NotCompeled .. 

More/Fewer By Extenl Competed 

By Recipient 

El Chevfan Corporatio11 .. 

El Parman Energy CorPOr .. 

ti Saic INC ... 

1!1 Chevnin Corporation .• 

n Aramark Holdings Col.. 

More/Fewer By Redpient 

By ProductJServJce Code 

1:1 Lease-Rent of Fuel S .• 

E! OA & Gtease-cut.lub .• 
,., 

Uquid Prq,eUants ••· 

El Fuel Oils .. 

ti Other Professional S .• 

More/Fewer By ProducliSenaice c.ia 

117 

102 

5 

4 

3 

84 

13 

7 

7 

4 

85 

11 

4 

3 

3 

31 

27 

14 

11 

9 

By Principal NAICS Description 

n Pewteum Rerineries .. 32 

El on. Warehousing An .. 31 

!I Pelraleum and Petrol .. 12 

rJ Al Other Spec:ial Tr .. 5 

~ Petroleum Lubricatin .. 5 

More/Fewer By Principal NAICS Desaiplion 

By Fiscal Year 

r.1 2011 30 

316120 I J 9:05 AM 
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Description· COCO STORAGE 

Transaclion • 4 (Delivery Order) 
IDVP-l!D/fllllDfMDD: SPOtlOOOBD0lSJ 18001 /0 

Recipient 

Program Source: 

DetNirtlnllll/Agen:y: 

Praducl/Se,viclt: 

Desr.riplian: 

CHEVJION CORPORATION (7925) 
6465 DRESSAOE CROSSING, CUMMIIIG, Georgia 

Not reparled 

Departmanl of Defense 

9130: LIQUID PROPELLANTS -PETROLEUM BASE 

LUBES 

Transai:tion I 5 (Deli1111ry Order) 
IDVPIIDIPIIDIMOD: SP060011D0753 / BODI /0 

CHeVRON CORPORATION 

Signed Dale: 
02-08-2008 
Obligation Aa'lounl: 
55,760,950 

Recipil!l'II: 
6101 BOLLINGErt CANYON RD BR I, SAN RAMON. California Signed Data: 

Program Source: 97-4930 03-31-2011 
DepartmanllAgency: 

Pnn,c:IIService: 

Deu:riDliCln: 

Deparlfnanl IN Def11A&e 
9150: OIL & GREASE-CUT.LUBR & HYDRAULIC 

CONTRACT AWARD FOR LO& AND LTL LUBES. 

Tral"lSl!!Ctictt # ·e (Deli1111ry Order) 
IDVPIID/PIIO/MOD: SPO&O0 I 1 D0757 I IRI01 I 0 

CHEVRON CORPORATION 

OIIU111t1Dn Amount: 
54.842,240 

0101 BOLLINGER CANYON RD BR1, SAN RAMON, California Signed Date: 
Pl"G!"am Source: 87-t8:!0 06-17-2011 
DepartmenUAgency: 

ProducllService: 

DelcriPliwl: 

Departmenl of Defense 

9150: OIL & G~&JlSE-CUT,LUBR & HYDRAULIC 

LUBRICATICIG OILS. 

Transaction # 7 (Deiivery Order) 
IDYPIIDIPIID/MOD: SP060010D0757 / B001 /0 

CHEVRONI CORPORATION 

Obligallon AITIOunt: 
54,375,all 

Recipient: 
6101 BOLLINGER CANYON RD BR1, SAN RAMON, California Signed Date: 

Prcgn.-m Sour;a: Not ,epo'led 03-25-2010 

DepartmenUAg81icy: 

• Product/Service: 

Desc:ripfion: 

DePlll'ilmant of Ddfense 

91 SO: Oil & GREASE-GUT,LUBR & HYDRAULIC 

LUBRICATING OLS 

: Transaction# 8 (Definitive Conltac:IJ 
; PHO/MOD: Sf'060G95C5541 / P00054 

'Recipient: 

. ReaSOII for Madificalion: 
' Pragnm, SOuRlll: 

DaparanendAg&tq: 
. Produc:UService: 

Descriplion: 

CHEVROl1 COIIIPORATION 
6001 90lllttQBR CANY8N RO, SAN RAMON, California 

FUNDING ONLY ACTION 

No. repartrJ 

Department of Defense 

X173: LEASE-RENT 'OF FUEL STORAGE BLDGS 

Transaclion # 9 (Definitive Conlracl) 
PHO/MOD: SP060095C5541 / POOOS& 

: Recipiecat: 

. RHIIDII for llilldificallon: 

'. Program Source: 

; Depr.lmenllA{janc.'Y: 
Pradua/Service: 
Description: 

CHEVRON CORPONA'l'ION 
6001 BOLLINGER CANYON RD, SAN RAMON, California 

FUNDING ONLY ACTION 

Nol reported 

Depanment di Defense 
X173: LEASE-RENT OF FUEL STORAGE BLDGS 

· Transaction # 10 (Definitive Contract) 
. PIID/MOD: SPO&OIJ95CS541 / 0 

: Recipient 

: Prog111111 Soun:11: 
: DapartmenUApncy: 

ProduCI/SeMce: 
DescripUan: 

CHEVRON CORPORATION 
6001 BOLLINGER CANYON RD, SAN RAMON, California 

Not repcll'lld . 
Department of Defense 

X173: LEASE-RENT OF FUEL STORAGE SLOGS 

: Transac:lion # 11 (DetlnlUw Contract) 

PIIDNIOD: 8P060095C5541 / POQQ50 

Reci11i111nl: 

Reason for Modillcalion: 

Program Saurce: 

Depo11111en1t•.11•ncy: 
Product/Sen,lce: 

CHEVRON CORPORATION 
6001 BOLLINGER CANYON RD, SAN RAMON, California 

FUNDING fJNL't' ACTION 

Notrepcrted 

Department of Defense 

X173: LEASE-RENT OF FUEL STORAGE BLDGS 

Obliptlon Amount: 
54,170,720 

Signed Dale: 
03-23-2006 
Obligation Amount: 
$3,272,007 

Signed Date: 
07-28-2006 
Obllgatlon Amount: 
$3,272,007 

Signed Dale: 
08-02-2004 
Obligation Amount: 
$2,811,000 

Signed Date: 
08-15-2005 
Obligation Amount: 
$1,961,876 

: 2009 

2012 
., 2010 

·- 2007 

More/Fewer By Fiscal Year 

18 

13 

12 

II 
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Descriplion: 

Transaclian # 12 (Definitive Conlracl) 
PIIDIMOD: N0803300C5139 I I! 

Recipient: 

Program Source: 

DepacimenUAgency: 

Proclucl/SeNica: 
Description: 

CHEVRON T~NSPORT CORPO~TION 
11 CHURCH STREET, HAMILTON. Unlnlwn 

Nol repoiUtd 

Depanmer.l of Defense 

Vf24: MARJNE CHARTER FOR THINGS 

Tranaclan 1113 (Delinilive Conlracl) 
PIIO/MOD; N4740800C7146 / 0 

Recipiltnt: 

Program Source: 

Departmanl/Agency: 

Pmdi1CI/Setvice: 

Dctcrlpllon: 

Ct-lEVRCJilf CORPORATION 
576 MARKET ST, SAN FRANCISCO. Catilomia 

Nol rtllfOlhld 
Depanmanl of Defense 
R499: OTHER PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

Transaction# 1111 (OElivery Order) 
IDVPl!D/PIIWUOD: N4740800D8126 / 0006 /0 

Recipient: 

Prag~m source: 
Departmenl/Agency: 
Proclucl/Service: 

~din: 

CHEVRON CORPORATION 
57,!I ~ET ST, SAN FRANCISCO, Calilomia 

Not reported 

Deparuaent al Defense 

R499: OTHER PROFESSl8NAL SERVICES 

Transaction# 15 (Definitive ConlraclJ 
PIIDIMOD: SflOQXJOIC5100 I P00004 

Rec:ipienl: 

Reason Mr Moclif'icalion: 

Pn:igr:::n Sourcei 
DepartmenUAgency: 

Proclucl/Servlce: 

De&c: ••plilln: 

CHEVRON CORPORATION 
575 MARKET ST, SAN FRANCISCO, Calilamia 

FUHOING OII.Y ACTION 

Nol rup:,rted 

Depart,nent al Defense 
X173: LEASE-RENT OF FUEL STORAGE BLDGS • 

Transaction # 16 (DetlnlUve Conlracl) 
PIID/MOD: SPC60DOTC5100 I P00002 

Recipient: 

Reason for Modificallan: 

Pnlgram Source: 
DepanmanUAgenc.y: 

Procluel/Service: 

Descrtplion: 

CHEVRON CORPORATION 
575 MARKET ST, SAN FRANCISCO, C8lifomia 

FUNDING ONLY ACTION 

Not rep.,ned 
Dep;;rtmenl al Oelense 
X173: LEASE-RENT'OP FUEL STORAGE BLDGS 

Transaction# 17 (Delivery Order) 

IDVPIIDlll'IIDIMOD: N4 74080008\"2U I 0005 I 0 

· Redpienl: 

. PnlglJlffl Bowce: 
· Departrnenl/Agency: 

PnxMII/IINia: 
0-.n,alan: 

CHEW!ON CORPOPtATtON 
575 MARKET ST, SAN FRAND1ISCO, Califamllr 

Not reported 
Oepartmenl or Defense 

R4!19: OTHER PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

Tl'llnl.iallon # 18 (Delvery Order) 
. IDVPilDIPIIDIMOD: N474080008126 I HH20 / POOOOI 

Reaiglsal: 

Program Soc,1-. 

Depa1...UAgmcy: 
PRldud/SelVice: 

DescrlplGn; 

CHEVRON CORPORATION 
575 MA}ll(ET ST, SM FRI.NCISCO, Caifomia 

NOlreP4-'!1C!d 

Depa,tment of Defense 

R499: OTHER PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

Transaction# 19 (Delivery Order) 
IDVPIIDIPH!!IMOD: SP06000700510 I 8001 / 4 

Reci!fflVII: 

Re■sD!'I for Madll"icatian: 
Prq;ram 91Jurot: 
Departr..UAl,tncy: 

Produd/Setvice: 

CHEVRON CORPORATION (7925) 
6001 BOLLINGER CANYON RO, SAN RAMON, Cllilomia 

OTHER AOMINtSl'ltl\'FIYE ACTION 

Not repa,tdd 

Department al Defense 

9130: LIQUID PROPELLANTS -PETROLEUM BASE 

hllp:11usaspcnctmg.goV/scarch "!I orm _ I u:::tas= (""search_ term··: ""l.ncvron+l. ... 

Signed Date: 
06-06-2000 
Obligation All'loulll: 
S815,000 

Signed Date: 
06-23-2000 
Obligation Amount: 
$694,819 

SlgnadDate: 
09-26-2001 
Obligation Amount: 
S623.274 

Signed Date: 
02-0>2004 
Obligation Amount: 
5383,064 

Signed Date: 
01-13-2003 
Obligation Amount: 
5383.064 

Signed Date: 
08-23-2001 
Obllgallon Amounl: 
$174,132 

SlgnedDafa: 
08-25-2000 
Obligation Amount: 
S180,505 

Signed Date: 
07-16-2008 
Olllivalfon Amount: 
S143.348 

3/6/2013 9:05 AM 
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Description: JP8 

Transaction II 20 (Delivery Order) 
IOVl111DIPUDIIIIIOD: N474Dll00D8126 / 0002 I 0 

Recipienl: 

Program Source: 

Den,il!menUAgency: 

Praducl/Sarvice: 

Description: 

CH!!VPION CORPORATION 
575 MARKET ST. SAN FRMICISCO. California 

Nol reponad 

Oapartfflftnl of Dal1nsa 

R499: OTHER PROFSSSIONAL SERVICES 

Tra111111etion II 21 (Dafinilive Conlract) 
PIIDIMOD: SP060095C5541 / P00043 

Recil)ient: 

Reason for Modificalion: 
Program Source: 
Oapa,t1119nl/A&ency: 

Pradu.-:1/ServiM: 
Deas:riplion: 

CHEVltON eoRPORATION 
6001 BOLLINGER CANYON RD. SAN RAMON, California 

FUNDING ONLY ACTION 

Nol reparted 

Bepartme.nt c,f OefenSlt 

X173: LEA.«.E.RENT OF FUEL STORAGE BLDGS 

... (Morel 

Trans111:tior1 II 22 (Dufivery Order) 

IDVPilDIPIIDBt.10D: SP06001100757 I !DI I / P3 

Recipient: 

Reason 11,r Modi&calicm: 

Program Soun:e: 
Departmllnl/Agenc:y: 

Produd/Sei'vicc: 

Deaafption: 

CHEVRON CORPORATION 
6101 BOLLINGER CANYON RO BR1, SAN RAMON, Calilomia 

OTHER 'IDMINISTRATIVE ACTION 

97-4930 

Oepallll'IIIM11 of Dldonse 

9150: OILS l■"ilD GR6A&ES: .CUTTING, LUBRICATING, ANO 
HYDRAULIC 

THIS MODIFICATION INCREASES CLINS ON THE SUBJECT C 
... (More) 

Transaction II 23 (Definitive Contract) 
PIID/MOD: SP060095C5541 / P00078 

: Recipient: 
CHEVRON CORPORATION 
6001 BOLLINGER CANYON RD, SAN RAMON, Califomia 

Rea1ca for Modification: FUNDING ONLY ACTION 

Prog1111'1 Saar0111: Nol reparlad 

Departmenl/Agency: Department of 08'ense 

. Prod11dl8ervice: X173: LEASE-RENT OF FU6L STORA.GE Bl:.DGS 

D•criplian: 
COCO STORAGE SERVICES· SUPPORT FUNDING FOR A 
300 ... (Mora) 

. Traasac::Jon # ~• (Dal'ivi,,y Order) 
IDVPIIDIPIIOIMOD: F33657990002B / 0048 / 0 

Recipient 

: Program Sounlll: 

· Departmenl/Agency: 

~s.vice: 

Descriplion: 

NORTHROP GRUMMAN CORPORATION 
8900 WASHINGTON BLVD, PICO RIVERA. CaBromia 

Nolreparled 
Department of Defense 

1560: A!RFR.IME STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS 

ADDITIONAL 2GAD CHEVRON IML KITS ACQ 

PlANNINGIPROP ... (More). 

TfW1UC1icwl I 25 (llllllvay Order) 
IDVPll~IIDIMOD: N4740800D8126/CI004 /0 

Reci111i1nt: 

Pragram Souraa: 

Department/Agency: 

Praduc:tlSenrice: 
. Description: 

CHEVRON CORPORATION 
575 MARKET ST, SAN FRANCISCO, California 

Net reported 

Department of Defense 

R499: OTHER PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

Signed Date: 
12-28-2000 
Obligation Amount: 
$124.563 

Signed Data: 
08-02-2004 
Obligation Amount: 
$101,343 

Signed Date: 
03-15-2012 
Obligation Amount: 
5100,985 

Signed Date: 
12-04-2009 
Obllgatlon Amount: 
S100,000 

Signed Date: 
06-04-2010 
Obllgallon Amount: 
$86,575 

Signed Date: 
08-22-2001 
Obligation Amount: 
$84,979 

All prl- -rel-■ d&la •• IIIPOned by ._ndaa. The at••cana -,t111e umrdee data lndudea agencv 1ub111l11ion1 a1 ol OJ/OS /20 I J and the ,_,act, prt,_ -nl• data lndudn proc:ureMent 
dna downloaded fl'OIII Fl'DS a• llif 03f0StZ0l 3, Pleue rmte lilal avall .. lly •f 008 cocdrad1 prime awardee dau. 11 dea.y.d by 90 d~ to protta operuion, tcMpo, All 5ub~H dua 11 ba1ed 

on prime~-■ 1ubnd11lon1 "°"' FSltS, for 1ub-can1racra •• of OJ/OS /201 J and for 1ub-granu u of 03/DS,ZOIJ. For more Information about rha cla"-, data soun:n, ■nd dau. dmellneu, 

plHH .... Leam. 

The aiOGlilY 1,ocw■Mnl data i1 malnt■ined by lh1 f,nterll a1■nti111 by annual 111riltati11n 1111d validation of lheir d~a In Fl'DS. For rnort1 lnfonnadon on hDW the 111u■ll1Y la maintained and whal die 

govwmment 11 doing In ensuring th■ 111uality pleqe IN (PDF). 

----·-----·-···-········· ............... - ............. -- ----·. -- .. ---·-·····--------------· ................ . 
About I Oppartunities I FAQ1 I Feudback I Ac:cauibility I Privacy Policy I Disclairnar 

IT DASHBOARD 8 RECOVERY.c<,,· W\'\: W. WI-I 1 TEl·IOUSE.GOV -~ 

3/6/2013 9:05 AM 
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COVINGTON 
BEIJING SAN FRANCISCO 

COVINOTON & BURLING LLP 
BRUSSELS SEOUL 
LONDON 6HAN6HAI 
NEW YORK SILICON VALLEY 
SAN DIEGO WASHINGTON 

BY HAND DELIVERY 

Jeff S. Jordan 
Supervisory Attorney 
Complaints Examination & 

Legal Administration 
Federal Election Commission 
999 E Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20004 

RoaEAT K. Ki!:L~ER 
1201 PENNSYLVA1111A AVENUE, NW 
WASHINGTON, DC 20004•2401 

T 202.682.5503 
F 202.778.5!503 
rkelnarGcov,com 

May 1, 2013 

N 
C:) -(.u 

:Jr 

n :J;la 
--c ..,, I ,-

:t> ::2 -
~ 
&-
\0 

Re: MUR 6726 (Chevron Corporation, Chevron U.S.A. Inc.) 

Dear Mr. Jordan: 

.,, 
rrw 
0 

C"') rr, ...,_ 
0:::::0 .... 1 
:Xl>r.·, 
:xr-f:'. 
-.. I• i 
(/) ,,, •... CJ),.,,.._. 
---rr;J~ -On .... , 
:Z:-; 

C 
::-.:.: 

We write on behalf of our clients, Chevron Corporation and Chevron U.S.A. Inc., in 
respoase to the ooniplaint filed by Public Citizen, Friends of the Earth, Oil Change Intematiomd, 
and Greenpeace USA. The complaint alleges that Chevron Corporation and/or Chevron U.S.A. 
Inc. violated section44lc of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 ("FECA'') by making a 
contribution to the Congresaional Leadership Fund as a federal contractor. 

The complaint lacks factual and legal support to meet the minimum thresholds necessary 
to allege a violation of the law. Chevron Corporation was not a federal contractor at the time it 
made a contribution to the Congressioeal Leadership Fund. Even if it had been, it could not 
constitutionally have been prohibited from contributing to a Super PAC. For these reasons, the 
Commission should find these is no rc:ason to believe that a violation of tlre law has ocoorred and 
should dismiss tho complaint with no further action. 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

In October of 2012, Chevron Corporation made a $2,500,000 contribution-to the 
Congressional Leadership Fund. The Congressional Leadership Fund is an independent 
expenditure-only federal political committee registered with the Federal Election Commission 
("FEC") (Committee ID No. C00504530), a type of entity often referred to as a "Super PAC." In 
light of the United States Supreme Court's decision in Citizens United v. FEC, the United States 
Court of Appeals for Iha District of Cob1111bia Circuit1 s deciaion in SpeechNow v. FEC, and the 
FEC Advisory Opinions in Commonsense Ten and Club far Gro:wth, it is well settled that a 
corporatiou may make a contribution to a Supei PAC without limii.atioo as to amount. 

DC: 4804022-1 

MUR718001017
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Chevron Corporation is a Delaware corporation publicly traded on the New York Stock 
Exchange. As a general ma.ttcr, Chevron Corporation docs not sell ·any goods nr s~rvioes to 
anyone. Instead, it owns shares in, allocates capital to .. reviows financial and perfotmm1ee goals 
for, monitors the performance of, and provides general policy gujdelioes tl> numerous global 
subsidiaries and affiliates, which are separate boldieg or operating companies, under the 
direction and control of their own management, engaged in all aspects of worldwide energy 
operations. As a consequence, Chevron Corporation's primary assets consist of the stock of 
other companies, and its income is primarily derived from the dividends of tbose companies. 

Chevron Corporation holds 100% of the stock of Chevron Invcsn11e1tts Inc. Chevron 
Investments Inc. in tum owns the stock of other companies, including Texaco Inc. Texaco Inc., 
in tum, owns the stock of othm companies, including Chevron U.S.A. Holdings Inc. Chevron 
U.S.A. Holdings lnc.1 in tum, owns 100% of the sh2res of Chevrion U.S.A. Inc. 

Chevron U.S.A. Inc. is actively engaged in virtually all branches of the petroleum 
industry as well as mineral, geothermal, and other activities, and derives a relatively insignificant 
amount of its revenue from contracts it either directly has with the federal governnient, or that 
one of its subsidiaries, or a subsidiary of a subsidiary, may have from time to time with the 
fetleral governmet1t. Chevron Corporation derives dividend revenues from subsidbuy companie! 
other than Chevron U.S.A. Inc. in e~cess of the sum it contributed to the Congressiorull 
Lc1adership Fund. h1 sddition, Cbevion Corp1oratinn's :revenues gcm~r.ated by its subsidiary 
entities in 2012 fn>m private sector sources (i.e., so11rces other than fe.dnral comraots) dwalfod 
the amount contributed to the Congres1ional Leadership Fund. 

As detailed below, while the USASpending.gov website is the sole basis for the 
complainants' allegation that Chevron Corporation was a federal contractor, that database does 
not always provide an accurate record of the specific corporate entity with which the federal 
government has entered into an agreement. For example, if the operator of a mini.:mart and gas 
station that has been licensed to sell gas under the name "Chevron Mini-Mart" sells prodbcts to 
the federui government, th~ USASpending.gov database may ,~cord umt as a connct between 
"Chavron Corpmation" nnd the fude:ml govC11oment, ova.a though th:n agreemm.ot in fact is aot 
with Cbevraa1 Ctrrpomtinn or any of its snhudimy entities. 

Nor are the "contracts" listed on the USASpending.gov database limited to what would 
generally be considered contracts. For example, if a business enters into a contract with the 
federal government for the delivery of a product over time, such as lubrication fluids, and the 
government places three delivery orders under that agreement, the database may record there 
being four contracts: the original agreement and the three requests for delivery. 

Bused upon a review of the information provided with the cumpiai11t Wld amended· 
coreplaint, info1matien on ihe USASpe:nding.gev website, and nn inciepnndent search aii Chevmn 
Cnrpomtion's n:,cords, Chevron Corporation bas found no evidence th:it it had any ccmtrar.tu.al 

MUR718001018
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agreement with the federal government in October of 2012 when it contributed to the 
Congressional Lcedemhip Eunci, nor that it was seeking to become a federal cont1·aotor. 

Lastly, even if Chevron Corporation had been or was seeking to become a federal 
contractor at the time it contributed to the Congressional Leadership Fund, the United States 
Supreme Court's decision in Citizens United and subsequent decisional law makes clear that the 
courts have narrowed the legitimate state interest here to one of preventing quid pro quo-type 
corruption, or the appearance thereof, and concluded that such corruption is not present in the 
context of independent expenditures. The facts here highlight the attenuated nature of any claim 
of quid pro quo corruption. Few would argue that a Democratic l>resideut' s administration 
would· uward goverrum:nt cot1tractn in ret1nn for a contracltat' conbibuting to a St11>er PAC that 
supports House Rep.ublicam1. The Commission should avoid this oonstitutional oonoem by 
interpreting section 441 c' s prohibition cm federal contractors making contributions to various 
entities-such as a "committee" or other "person" --to exclude contributions to Super PACs. 

For all of these reasons, no violation of law occuaed here, a.'ld we ~espectfully request 
that the agency dismiss this matter without further action. 

ARGUMENT 

I. No Violation of Law Occurred Because Chevron Corporation Was Not a Federal 
Contractor at the Time it Contributed to the Congressional Leadership Fund 

Chevron Corporation was the corporate entity that made the contribution to the 
Congressional Leadership Fund that is the subject of the complaint. Because Chevron 
Corporation was not a federal contractor when itmade the contribution, there was no violation. 

A. Tire Prohibition on Federal Contractor Contributions is Limited in Scope 

1. The Statute llllld Regullation1 Limit tlte PrCJlhibitlon In Scope and Time 

Section 441c of PECA prohibits, among other things, ony person "whn enters into any 
contract" with the federal government that is to be paid with appropriated funds from "directly or 
indirectly" making "any contribution ... to any political party, committee, or candidate for 
public office or to any person for any political purpose or use."1 The only person subject to · 
section 441c is a "federal contractor," defined as a non-federal party who enters into a contract 
with the federal government for the "rendition of personal services," to "[f]umish[] any material, 

1 2 U.S.C. § 44lc(a)(l); see also 11 C.F.R. § 115.2. 

MUR718001019
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supplies or equipment," or to "[s]ell any land or buildings" if appropriated funds are used to pay 
for performanco of the contract. 2 

The prohibition of section 441c is also limited in time, and only applies between the 
"earlier of the commencement of negotiations .or when requests for proposals [("RFP")) are sent 
out," and "the later or' either the "completion of performance" or the "termination of 
negotiations. "3 It does not apply to a person just because the person has in the past been, or may 
in the future be, a party to a contract with the federal govemme-at. Consequently, even a person 
who togulady contracts with the federal government would not be covered ·by section 441c if 
that person were to nrake a contribation after the completion of a oontraet or befo~ the 
commenoemcnt of nogotiatiom m an RFP for a m::w contract. 

By its terms, section 441c also does not apply to many categories of individuals and 
entities, notwithstanding the control they may have over, the potential benefit they-may derive 
from, or their interest in pursuing federal contracts. Persons expressly exempted ftom the 
prohibition of section 441c by the statute or Commission 1·eg1.1latio.ns include: (.1) third part/ 
beneficiaries of a federal contract;4 (2) the separate segregated fund ·of a federal contractor; 0) 
shareholders of a federal contractor;6 (4) officers ~d employees of a fedel'al contractor;7 and (5) 
padners, if the federal contractor is a partnership. 8 These persons couhl derive much, if opt, all, 
of their inceme or revenue from an cnttty that is a fmeral oontractor, but by statute and 
regulation, they at:e uot themrelves fedaral contractorJ subject to sectiou 441c's contributioa 
prohibition. 

2 See 2 U.S.C. §44lc(a); id. § 431(11) (defining "person"); 11 C.F.R. § 115.l(a) (defining 
"federal contractor"). 
3 2 U.S.C. § 441c; 11 C.F.R. § 115.l(b)(modifying the statutory provision by adding the claus~ 
"when the requests for proposals are sent out" as a trigger condition for the beginning of the 
period of section 441c applicability). 
4 11 C.F.R. § H5.l(d) ("The third party beneficiary of a Federal contract is not subject to the 
prohibitions of this part."). 
5 2 U.S.C. § 441c(b); 11 C.F.R. § 115.3. 
6 11 C.F.R. § 115.6. 
1 Id.; id. § 115.4(c). 
8 Id. §115.4(b). 
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2. The FEC's Application of the Federal Contractor Ban 

Although there are few instances where section 44 lc has been applied to specific facts, 
the FEC generally holds that it is the ent.ity that contracts with the federal government that is 
barred, and not a parent entity that is a separate and distinct legal entity from the federar 
contractor subsidiary if it had sufficient funds from a source other than the federal contractor 
subsidiary to make the contribution in question. This distinction between a parent entity that 
could give and a subsidiary that could not has also been followed when a federal contractor is 
owned and controlled by an l..LC9 or an Indian tribe, even when the tribe's federal .contracting 
entity could have been organized es, but wam '1not a e<nJK>ration and thus [was] not fonmdly 
separmn frcm the .N11tion." 10 

B. The Complaint Lacks Sufficient Factual Support to Allege that the 
Contribution Was Made by a Federal Contractor 

The complaint lacks a foundation in fact. The original complaint alleges that Chevron 
U.S.A. Inc. made a contribution to the Congressional Leadership Fund in October 2012 in 
violation of section 441 c. Recognizing that the original premise of the complaint that Chevron 
U.S.A. Inc. was the mJnlributlng entity may heve been wrong, the complainants filed an 
addendum ID the cmn11lai.11t on Marchi 11, 2013, inciuded dnta ftnm the USASpmding.nov 
webi1ilc, nnd stared dun "it appears based on data from [USASpemlillg.gov] that Chevron 
Corporation ,itself had government contrac:t:s in 2012," noting that "a contribution v-roul-d he 
illegai if any of thuse contracts was either in force OI'I being negotiated when tlm contrihutiQR was 
made." As will be s.hown below, these allegations do not have a sufficient basis in fact to 
support a finding that there is a reason to believe a violation of section 441c bas occurred. 

9 See, e.g., FEC, Advisory Op. No. 1998-11, at 5 (Sept. 3, 1998) ("Patriot Holdings") (stating 
that "the prohibitions of 2 U.S.C. § 441c do not apply" to an LLC parent of two federal 
contractor subsidiaries because the LLC was a "separate and distinct legal entity from its Federal 
contractor subsidiaries"); see also MUR 6403 ("Alaskans Standing Together"), First General 
Counsel's Report, at 15 (stating that "[i]n the case of a parent company contributor, if it can 
demonstrate that it is, in fact, a separate and distinct legal em:ity from its goverrun~nt contracting 
subsidiaries, and that it had sufficient funds to make the ccmtribotlon from non-subsidiary 
in°'1mc:, than the: prohibition c.m oe111tributions by govormnmtt controcton would not extm1d to the 
parent compony."). 
10 See FEC, Advisery Op. No. 19·99-32 (Jan. 28, 2000) ("Tohono O'odham Nation"). 
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1. The Contribution to the Congressional Leadership Fund Was Made 
By Chevron Col!'porntion, Not CheYron U.S.A. Inc. 

The making of an impermissible contribution is an absolute prerequisite to establishing a 
violation of section 441 c. The 1sole basis for the complainants' allegation is a contribution to the 
Congressional Leadership Fund in October 2012. Chevron Corporation was the donor, not 
Chevron U.S.A. Inc. Consequently, although Chevron_U.S.A. Inc. or its subsidiaries may have 
at times engaged in contracts with the federal government, it cannot have violated section 441c 
because' it made no contribution. 

In October 2012, Chevron Corporation executives decided to contribute to the 
Congressional Leadership Fund. 11 The Policy, Government and Public Affairs ("POPA") 
Corporate Department of Chevron Corporatfon instructed Filiance Shared Services to prepare ~ 
check on behPJf of Chevron Corporation to the Congressional Leadership Fund. 12 Finance 
Shared Services did so and charged that payment to Chevron Corporation. 13 

Chevron Corporation, and not Chevron U.S.A. Inc., made the contribution ~d the 
complainants' allegation as to Chevron U.S.A. Inc. therefore lacks the support necessary to 
justify further review by the Commission. n.e complaint as to Chevron Corporation must also 
be dismissed, for the reasons doseribed below. 

2. The Complainants Faffed to Slrmv that Chevmn Corporation W• a 
Federal Ceatractor at the Time of the Contribution 

Section 441c only applies to those who are federal contractors under the law at the time 
of the contribution. The complaint fails to provide facts demonstrating that Chevron Corporation 
was a federal contractor at the time of its contribution ln October 2012. 

The sore basis the complainant! provide for the assertion that Chevron Corporation may 
have been ■ federal contractor is a printout of the USASpending.gov database. Yet the databas,e 
uporrwhicllt the complainants rely provides at timus c:onfusiog aad h1accurate information 
regarding federal contracts. 

While querying the USASpending.gov databnse for "Chevron Corporation" results in 
multiple entries, a closer review shows that: (a) many of the entries in the database involve 

11 Declaration of Kari H. Endries, CJ[ 8. 
12 Jd. 
13 Declaration of Thomas G. Hoffman, <JI 3 & Ex. A. 
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companies other than Chevron Corporation: (b) of the remaining entries, most are agreements
such as pu11c:hase orders ot delivery orders-to implement sixteen underlying cantracts; (c) many 
of these sixteen underlying ooat.raets are dJlted well beyond the temporal fanits of ihe law, with 
some over a decade old, and none are still active; and (d) many of the contracts do not list the 
true vendor. 14 Chevron has located nine of the underlying contracts, of which five name a 
Chevron subsidiary rather than Chevron Corporation as the contracting party. 15 The oth"er four 
erroneously name Chevron Corporation, when the goods or services were acrually supplied by a 
subsidiary of Chevron Corporation under contracts which were fully performed prior to the 
October 2012 contributiou.16 

· 

The final seven are older and could not be located, but the database contains enough 
information about the company, product, service, or other information that it can be reasonably 
ascertained that, if these contracts listed Chevron Corporation, it would ha,,e been by mistue 
because the goods and .services described in the database are provided by Chevron Corporation 
subsidiaries, and not by Chevron Corporation itself. 17 Moreover, the database contains enough 
information about the period of perfonnance under these seven contracts that it can be 
reasonably ascertained that performance had been completed prior to October 2012. 18 

a) Unrelated ooinpanios aucoulllt for numerous antrie1 

Searching the database for "Chevron Corporation" results in numerous entries associated 
with companies other than Chevron Corporation. A recent search resulted in over fifty-one such 
entries. 19 For example, one of the entries that appears when querying the databa$e for "Chevron 
Corporation" i.'l a contract with Panrum Energy Corporation, not' Chevron Corporatimi. 20 Parman 
Energy is a reseller of various Chevron products such as lubricants and fuel oils, but is not a 
subsidiary of Chevron Corporation. 21 

14 Declaration of Kari H. Endries, Cfl[ 11, 17. 
15 Id. at Cf)[ 16, 18-22. 
16 Id. at Tl 16, 23-24. 
17 Id. at ft 16, 2S-31. 
18 Id. at CJ( 17. 
19 Id. at ft 11, 13-14. 
20 Id. atC)[ 13 & Ex. A. 
21 /d. 
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A number of the entries appear solely because the word "Chevron" is listed somewhere in 
the entry description. For example, two supposedly responsive results include entries assaciated 
with a loan from the Small Business Administration to "TSV Corp dba Vick's Chevron Food 
Mart" and a conuact with "Aramark Uniform amt Career Apparel Incorporated."22 It appears 
that the former was listed because "Chevron" appears in the doing-business-as name of TSV 
Corp; the latter apparently involves a contract for the suppl! of military badges and insignia, 
including "Corporal Chevrons - Navy with Black TRIM."2 Such entries artificially inflate the 
number of entries apparently associated with a co11ttact with a Chevron entity. These entrie, do 
not relate to a contract with a Chevron entity, let alone Chevron Corporation, and obviously 
cannot suppcrt a violation of section 441 c. 

b) The database is inflated with purchase and delivery orders 

The database is also misleading because once entries in which a company other than 
Chevron Corporation was listed as the vendor have been eliminated, almost all of the remaining 
entries (73 out of the remaining 89) are no more than execution documents (such as purchase 
orders, delivery orders, or modifications to the terms of the agreement) for the 16 underlying 
contracts. 24 The inclusion of such documents also artificially iIJflates the 11umber of entries that 
purpert to list a contract .between the federal go'Vemment and Chevron Corporation. 

c) TIie databaae lists cilh.1tracds dktJn1 back lto 2000, well beyond 
th1 temporal limits of the law 

As noted, the database includes entries for expired cont.racts dating back to 2000.25 

Because the database provides limited information and includes entries for contracts that are over 
a decade old, it proved difficult and resource intensive to attempt to locate the underlying 
contracts, and some of the older contracts could not be located. Further, some of the entries 
describe transactio11s for which no formal contract was likely ever entered (e.g.l a $13 fuel 
purchase made-on a government-issued purchase card in 2007).26 Nonetheless, we have 
attempted to identify every entry listed in the database to provide the Commission wi1h a full 
record that demonstrates that no further action· is warranted. 

22 Id. at~[ [4 & Ex. B. 
23 /d. 
24 Id. at CJ( 15. 

'"Id. 
26 See, e.g., id. at 127. 
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d) Many of the entries do not 11st the true vendor 

Even more troubling than the fact that a search for "Chevron Corporation" results in 
entries in which the listed. recipieru is a r..ompany et.lter tha.'1 Chevron Corporation, or that many 
of the entries list contract execution documents rather than the contracts themselves, is the fact 
that many of the database entries list the wrong vendor. 

Out of all the items listed in the database as responsive to "Chevron Corporation," there 
are only sixteen entries that represent an underlying agreement-as opposed to an executing 
document such as ~ delivery orde,~-in \lihlch Chevron Co1poratibn is li!tted as the rec~picnt. 27 

Due to tbe passage of time and the limitod lnfonnation pmvided in the database, we hBYe not 
been able to locate some oi the oldest .contracts d11tting back to between 2000 1111d 2008. We 
have, however, located many of the underlying em1tracts and. every one either correctly identified 
a Chevron Corporation subsidiary as the party, but incorrectly listed Chevron Corp.orntion in the 
database, or erroneously listed Chevron Corporation in place of the subsidiary performing under 
the contract in .contract documentation. 28 The following discussion summarizes these sixteen 
entries. 

Five of the contraots that were !located were agroemertts in whtcll the party was expressly 
listed as one of Chevron Corporation's subsidiaries: Chevron U.S.A. Inc.; Chevron Products 
Company (a division of Chevron U.S.A. Inc.); Chevron U.S.A. Products Company (the former 
name of Chevron Pr.oduets Company); or Chevron Global Avintion (formerly e division of 
Chevr<m U.S.A. Inc., but which has since been dilsoh,ed).29 

One of these five contracts was a contract with Chevron Products Company to provide 
lubricants to the Department of Defen'le ("DoD"). 30 We also located documentation for three 
subsequent DoD lubricants contracts, which were the subject of extended efforts by Chevron 
Products Company employees to correct the erroneous use of "Chevron Corporation" in contract 
documentation.11 This error was ultimately corrected with the issuance of a contract in effect 
beginning April 1, 2012, is whi8h ihe contracting entity was agttin. 1pmperly listed as Chevron 
Products Company. 32 

· 

27 /tL at Cf[ 15. 
28 Id. at CJ[ 15-16. 
29 Id at Tl[ 18-22. 
30 Id. at CJ( 22. 
31 Id. at 'J[ 23 & Exs. C, D, E. 
32 /d. 
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The last of the nine contracts that were located was not a traditional contract but rather an 
"Order for Suppli.es or Services" in the mno11nt of $4,040 iswed by a government agoncy for 
geophysical data used by Union Oil Company ofCalifonlia, a subsidiary of Unocal 
Corporation,33 in preparing a bid to submit to the agency.34 This "Or~t for-Supplies or 
Services': did not contain a signature U~e fo~ the _c~ntractor to s~ and no one from Ch~vron . 
Corporation or any other Chevron affiliate signed the "Order."3 Although-the Bureau issued its 
request for the data using the name of Chevron Corporation, rather than Union Oil Company, it 
sought information from Unocal Corporation's subsidiary, Union Oil Company, performance 
was completed by providing the requested data on February 14, 2012, and the govenunent 
ultimately was not invoiced for the data. 36 

Of lhe seven underlyln:g contracts we were not able to locate, the limited information 
available in the database is inconsistent with Chevron Corporation having been the true 
contracting party. The following provides summarized discussion of the remaining underlying 
contracts that date to 2008 or earlier: 

• Two "contracts"' appear to have been fuel purchases with a government purchase card for 
which no fonnal contract was likely entered.37 In light of the nature of the transactions, the 
transactions were likely with a division ·of Chevron U.S.A. Inc., or with an independently-
owned Chevron-branded gasoline station. 38 

_ 

• One contract appears to hove been related to two pw1:hase orders for fuel oil by the U.S. 
Coast Guard in May 2008 in El Salvador.39 While this contract could not be located, two 
invoices for fuel sold to the U.S. Coast Guard in May 2008 in El Salvador were located.40 

Both invoices are in the name of Chevron Caribbean Inc., which is not a division of Chevron 
Corporation. 41 

33 Unocal Corpomtion is a subsidiary of Chevron Corporation. 
34 Declaration of Kari H. Endries, 1 24. 
35 Id. 

36 Id. & Ex. 'F. 
37 Id. at Tl 25. 27. 
38 Id. 
39 Id. at 'J[ 26. 
40 Id. & Ex. G. 

4' Id. 
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• For two additional contracts, the contract abstracts posted in the USASpending·.gov database 
include infonnatinn indi(Ultiug that the vonclor \ltas not actually Chevron Corporation hot was 
instead Chevron U.S.A. Inc. (the abstraot1 for one shows a division of Chevron U.S.A. L-ic., 
and the abstract for the other lists a DUNS mm1ber that corresponds to Chevron U.S.A. 
lnc.).42 

• The final two contracts are dated from 2000 and 2001 and appear to have been for 
professional services. 43 Based on a reading of the contract abstracts posted to the 
USASi:ending.gov website, tlicse mey have been for engineering services provided to the 
Navy. Sueh services could have benn pro~icmd by multiple upstream or de'6,astream 
subsidiaricis, but wouid not have beett provided by Chevron Ccrpomtinn. 45 

. 

e) Chevron Corporation's search did not reveal any federal 
contracts or contract negotiations at the time of the October 
2012 contribution 

Chevron Corporation is not in the business of _federal contractinf and consequently does 
not have a division, unit, or person responsible, for federal contracting.4 The organizational 
structure of all the Chevron entities and their subsidiaries includes over 1,600 separate 
subsidiaries; Chevron U.S.A. Inc. itself has over 360 subsidiaries.47 There is no single database 
across aii Chr:vmn. ontities in. which all contracts .for all tthesc entities ate stored. 48 

Chevron Corporation personnel, with tile assistance of employees of Chevron U.S.A. 
Inc., conducted a.TJ. internal review undertaken over tbe course of six weeks in an effort to identify 
any contract Chevron co1oration may have had or sought with the federal government during 
the relevant time period.4 These individuals contacted numerous contract administrators and 
individuals in multiple business units across multiple Chevron entities in an attempt to locate or 

42 Id. at ft 28-29. 
43 Id. at TI 30-31. 

44 Id. 

45 Id 
46 Id at CJ[ 5. 
47 Id. at'I[ 6. 
48 /d 
49 Id. at Cj( 10. Because Chevron U.S.A. Inc. was not the donor, a similar search wa,s not 
undertaken as to that entity. 
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otherwise identify any such contracts including the contracts identified in the USASpending.gov 
dautbnne. so 

Based upon the internal review, Chevron Corporation and Chevron U.S.A. Inc. were able 
to associate the vast majority of the entries in the database with a more limited number of 
underlying contracts. A number of the underlying contracts were located. They demonstrate that 
Chevron Corporation was either not the party listed on the contract documentation or that such 
listing was erroneous and did not reflect the real arrangement between the parties. Further, even 
if the Commission were to give undae weight to data entry ct scrivenc-r' s errors, there is no 
reason to believe that any of the contmcts listing Che-vron Corporation as the vendp.r were still 
active in October 200 2, when Chevron Corporation 1tume a eantribution to tile Congmssionai 
Leadership Fund. 

Nor did the internal review reveal any evidence that Chevron Corporation was in the 
process of negotiating, or responding to a request for proposal for, or undertaking performance 
pursuant to, a contract with the federal government in October 2012.51 The results of the internal 
review are not surprising. Although Chevron Corporation has subsidiary entities that may enter 
into an agreement with the federal government that involve~ the sale of some good or servioe, 
Chevron Corporation is not, and wa, not in October 2012, in the businoss of federal contracting. 

f) Claevrc1a Corporation reneived sll1fficient ran,ls from 
suboidiarles nthet'. t.han Clmvron U.S.A. Inc. to have ■aade tbe 
contribution to the Congressional Leadership Fund 

Chevron Corporation owns 100% of the stock in Chevron Investments Inc .. , which itself 
owns stock in subsidiary entities, which themselves have subsidiaries.112 Chevron Corporation 
derived revenue in 2012 from subsidiaries other than Chevron U.S.A. Inc. substantially greater 
than the sum it contributed to the Congressional Leadership Fund.53 Based upon a review of the 
USASpendlng.gov database, Chevron Corporation believes these non-Chevron U.S.A. Inc. 
subsidimi.es are not themselves fede:ud co9JriJ1etors~ 54 Th111, Cheivron Coqxn1t1ion, a sepamIB ami 
distinct legal !entity tiiam Chevmn U.S.A. h:lic., deri~ed snfficient funds from subsidiaries ofther 
than Chevron U.S.A. Inc. to heve made the contrihutio:m. to the Congressional Leadership Fund. 55 

so Id. 
51 Id. at CJ[ 17. 
52 /d. atCJ[6. 
53 Jd. at'J[9. 
s4 Id. 

55 See, e.g., supra notes 9-10. 
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II. A Federal Contractor Cannot Constitutionally Be Prohibited From Contributing to 
a Super PAC 

Even if Chevron Corporation had been a federal contractor for purposes of section 441c, 
or if Chevron U.S.A. Inc. had made the contribution to the Congressional Leadership Fund, the 
First Amendment protects their right to make a contribution to a Super PAC. The only 
legitimate state interest for the type of prohibition found in set..wiion 441c is the prevention of quid 
pro quo corruption or the appearance thereof. Since Buckley v. Valeo, independent political 
speeell has tmd heightened coostttutienal pretection precisely because it lacks this risk of quid 
pro quo com:iptioa. 

Section 441c can be read in a manner consistent with the First Amendment only if the 
statutory reference to "contribution to any ... committee ... or to any person" is read to exclude 
contributions to independent expenditure-only committees. 

A. The Sole Legitimate State Interest in Restricting Political Speech is 
Preventing Quid Pro Quo Corruption 

The First Amemlme1rt directs that, "Congress shaH make nn taw ... abridgirig the 
freedom of speech."56 Tha First Amendment protects speech to allow for an '"open 
marketplace' of ideas,"57 and political speech is at the core of this protection.58 The Supreme 
Court has made clear that when a corporation engages in political speech, it receives the full 
measure of constitutional protection, just the same as any otlwr per.son. 59 

In Citizens United, the Supreme Court expiained that the government has a sufficiently 
important interest in preventing quid pro quo corruption to support restrictions on direct 
contributions to candidates.60 The Court held that other governmental inttrests once deemed a 
possible basis for limiting political spending, such as the "antidistortion interest" and 
"shareholder-protection interest,•' were no longer valid, however.61 

56 U.S. Const. amend. I. 
57 Citizens United, 130 S. Ct. 876,906 (2010) (quoting New York State Bd. of Elections v. Lopez 
Torres, 552 U.S. 196,208 (2008)). 
58 See id. at 898 (quoting Eu v. San Francisco Cnty. Democratic Cent. Comm., 489 U.S. 214,223 
(1989) (quoting Monitor Patriot Co. v. Roy, 401 U.S. 265,272 (1971))). 
59 See id. at 900 (cit.ations omitted). 
60 Id at 901-13. 
61 See id. at 906, 911. 
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B. Independent Expenditures Do· Not Present a Risk of Quid Pro Quo 
Corruption 

For nearly forty years, the Supreme Court has held that independent expenditures, by 
definition, lack the "prearrangement and coordination" that is characteristic of direct 
contributions, and consequently, the government's otherwise valid interest in preventing quid 
pro quo com.iption is insufficient to justify restrictions on independent expenditures.62 Put 
simply: "independent expenditures, includinf those made by eotporations, do not give rise to 
corruption or the appearance of corruption. "6 The Court has not qualified tliis position with 
respect to any category of speaker. 

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit extended the logic of 
Citizens United when it held in SpeechNow that a group of individuals who sought to associate 
together to express their shared political views solely through independent expenditures r.ould 
not constitutionally be restricted as to the amount of donated funds they were pennitted to 
receive: 

[B]ecause Citizens United holds that independent expenditures do not corrupt or 
give the appearance of corruption as a matter of law, then the government can 
have no anti-corruption interest in limiting contributions to independent 
expenditure-only arganizatinn.s.64 

Following SpeechNow, the Commission establishad a process by which an independent 
expenditure-only committee could be fonned, ·acknowledging that "corporations may make 
unlimited independent expenditures using corporate treasury funds" and that "corporations, labor 
organizations and political committees also may make unlimited contributions to 
organizations ... that make only independent expenditures. ,t65 The Commission also recognized 
that since case law establishes that independent expcnditur~ do not give rise to quid pro quo 
conuption, "there is no basis to limit the amount of contributions to the [independent 

62 Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 47 (1976); see also Citizens United, 130 S. Ct. at 908-10. 
63 Citizens United, 130 S. Ct. at 909. 
64 SpeechNow v. FEC, 599 F.3d 686, 696 (D.C. Cir. 2010). 
65 FEC, Advisory Op. No. 2010-11, at 3 (July 22, 2010) ("Commonsense Ten"); see also FEC, 
Advisory Op. No. 2010-09 (July 22, 2010) ("Club for Growth'1

'). 
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expenditure-only] Committee from individuals, political committees, corporations, ·and labor 
organizati<1 1ns. "66 

C. A Corporation's Status as a Federal Contractor Does Not Alter the Principle 
Established in Citizens United 

Chevrpn Corporatim1 must be accorded the sarrie First Amendment rights as a natural 
person without regard to its corporate status.67 lildeed, the-Supreme Court has clarified that 
"[ q]uite apart from the pmpose or effect of regulating. content,,, the government mt,y not "tak[ e] 
the rigl,t to speak from s"Ome a.11d giv[e] It tu others," as the "First Amendmect proteots speech 
and speaker, ahd the ideas that flow from ea1:h."68 

In the context of independen.t expenditures, the Supreme Court has finnly rejected a 
reading of FECA that advantages or disadvantages a particular kind of speaker. Specifically, in 
Citiz.ens United, the Court rejected a distinction between media corporations and other 
corporations on the basis that none exists under the First Amendment.69 Treating federal 
contractors as occupying a disadvantaged position in the exercise of First Amendment rights 
would dlrectly contradict this bedrock principle. 

Moat lower courts that have considered: the validity of contraetoi: contribution bans and 
simiim: restttctions have hot dona so in ilte context uf giving to an independent expenditure-only 
group. 7° For example, in Wagner v. FEC, the United States District Court for the District of 

66 FEC, AO 2010-11, at 3. Herc, as was often the case in the first election cycle ih whi~h Super 
PACs operatad, the requester voluatadly restricted itself from soliciting federal ccmttaotors. See 
id. at 2. 
61 See Citizens United, 130 S. Ct. at 900 ( citations omitted). The same would be true if the FEC 
were to focus its review on Chevron U.S.A. Inc. on the basis that, contrary to the evidence, 
Chevron U.S.A. Inc. made the contribution to the Congi-cssional Leadership Fund. 
68 Id. at 899. The Court has upheld a narrow class of restrictions for speech related to 
govennnental functions~ none of which are applicable here. Sf.le id. 
69 Id. at 905-06 (citing Austin v. Michigan Chamber of Commerce, 494 U.S. 652, 691 (1990) 
(Scalia, J., dissenting)). 
70 See Ogr:ibene v. Parkn, 671 F.3d 174 (2d Cir. 2012) (upholding a limit in New York City on 
contributions by persons 'tdoing business with the city" to candidalts for certain city offices); 
Green Party of Connecticut v. Garfield, 616 F.3d 189 (2d Cir. 2010) (upholding a limit on 
contributions to officials and political party committees by contractors, but striking down other 
limits, including the ban on lobbyists contributions and a ban on solicitation by contractors and 
lobbyists, on First Amendment grounds); Preston v. Leake, 660 F.3d 726 (4th Cir. 2011) 
(upholding a North Carolina ban on lobbyists m.aking direct contributions to c.andidales); 
( continued ... ) 
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Columbia upheld section 441c's contribution limits as to contributions "to candidates, parties, 
and iheir committees," but did not decide the issue as to independent expenditures.71 

The Court in Wagner did, however, warn that "SpeechNow creates substantial doubt 
about the constitutionality of any limits on Super PAC contributions-including§ 44lc's ban on 
contributions by federal contractors." 72 A recent Ninth Circuit decision reinforces this view by 
upholding the trial court's judgment rejecting a request for an injunction against the ban on 
federal contractors makin; direct contrlliutions, whlle granting the injunction as to independent 
fundraising and spending. 3 

To the degree the FEC has considered the issue, it has- been in only a cursory fashion. As 
complainants note, a former Commission Chair is. reported to have stated in Congressional 
testimony that the statutorr Qan in 441c had survi~ed,74· several ~gcmcJ dec~inns note that Super 
PACs have often volUJ1tanly chosen. to operate as 1f the ban survives, s ~nd m .one enforcement 
matter, the agency concluded 441c applied to conttibutions to an independent expenditure 
committee, then exercised its discretion not to pursue the matter further.76 

Dallman v. Ritter, 225 P.3d 610 (Colo. 2010) (striking down a ban on contractor contributions to 
elected officials and political parties as vague and overbroad). 
71 Wagner v. FEC, No. 11-1841 (JEB), 2012 WL 5378224, *l, *5, *11 (D.D.C. Nov. 2, 2012); 
see also Wagner v. F.EC, 854 F. Supp.2d 83 (D.D.C. 2012) (denying a motion for a preliminary 
injunction as to the same issue). 
72 Wagner, 2012 WL 5378224 at *5 (emphasis added). 
73 See Thalheimer v. City of San Diego, 645 F.3d 1109 (9th Cir. 2011). 
14 See Ian Duncan & Matea Gold, Federal Contractors Donate to Super PAC backing Romney, 
L.A. Times (Mar. 18, 2012), http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/nation/la-na-contractor
politics-20120318,0,5184326.story?page= l. This, however, was not included in the 
Commissionel''s prepared teatimony. See Opening Statement Before the Subcomm. on Elections 
of the Comm. on House Administration, U.S. House of Representatives, 112th Cong. (2011) 
(statement of Cynthia L. Bauerly, Chair, FEC), available at 
http://cha.house.go9/sites/republicam.cha.house.gov/files/documents/hearing_docs/l l l l03_testi 

. mony_ballerly.pdf. 
15 See, e.g., FEC, AO 2010-11, Request by Commonsense Ten, at 3; FEC Advisory Op. No. 
2010-20 (Sept. 24, 2010) ("National Defense PAC"), Request by National Defense PAC, at 2. 
76 See MUR 6403 ("Alaskans Standing Together"), Factual &Bd Legal Analysis, ar9. 
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Even if there could be a legitimate concern that a direct contribution by a federal 
contractor to a fedc:ral official w,ould raise the spectar of quid pro q110 corrupc:im1,77 thnt is not 
this case. This case ao11£cms independent expenditures and contributions to support inru~cndent 
e:x,penditures. 

D. Chevron Corporation's Contribution to the Congressional Leadership Fund 
Does Not Raise the Threat of Quid Pro Quo Corruption 

Even if one wanted to, argue that the prohibition in 441c should apply to contributions to 
an independent expenditure-only committee, the facts in this matter provide a particularly poor 
context in which to advance the ac1,rument. The.re ore four fleaturus to this contribution: that mnk.c 
the risk of quid pro quo corruption here particularly low: (a) the Congressional Leudership Fund 
supports an array of candidates, making any 0i-ie legislator potentially less beholato to donots 
than if the contribution were to a single-candidate &UJ>fll' PAC; 78 (b) this Super PAC supports 
candidates in congressional races, rather than the election of an individual to an office that 
controls federal contracting; ( c) this contribution supported the political party that competes with 
the party that currently controls federal contracting; and (d) federal contracts make up a 
minuscule portion of the revenue of Chevron entities. 

Pot simply, aicy argummtt that Chwran Om·pmation cauld somehrJW influence speaific 
fede1ul cont.meta ·nlllflB!!Cd by speeific federal agency officials through a defined contracting 
process within the Executive Branch by making a contribution to an independent expenditure
only committee lhat supports a broad group of House Republicans would- be strai11t1d and 
speculative, to say the least. 

11 See, e.g., Wagner, 854 F. Supp. 2d 83 {providing historical context for the federal contractor 
prohibition and examining the risk of corruption in contracting). 
78 See Congressional Leadership Fund, About, available at 
http://www.congressionalleadershipfund.org/about/ (last visited Apr. 17, 2013). Even the 
complainants argue there is a reduced risk of quid pro quo corruption when the Super PAC 
advocates for many candidates as opposed to a single candidate. See Public Citizen, Super 
Connected, at 18, 34 (2012) (arguing that groups focused on a single candidate are "virtually 
equivalent" to a direct ca:ndidale coutribution, while acknowledging that groups supporting only 
party might be expected due ta the "partisan outlines of our politics") (a1ttached to complaint). 
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E. Section 441c's Prohibition on Contributions is Unconstitutional Unless it is 
Read to Exempt Super PACs 

The Commission has the discretion to read section 441c in a manner that is consistent 
with the Constitution by exempting contributions to independent expenditure-only committees. 79 

For example, the words "committee" and "person" in section 441c can be read to include only 
candidate committees, party committees, leadership PACs, and political committees that 
contribute to those entities. This would preserve the meaning of t&e statutory text as it was 
understood befo~ Sui:1" PACs existed. Moreove1·, it would not render any of the statutory 
language superfl11ous. The Commission can and should exercise it& discretion m con1tr1..1e 
section 44 lc to exclnde independent expenditure-only cen1mittees. 

III. Conclusion 

Chevron Corporation made a contribution in October 2012 to the Congressional 
Leadership Fund, an independent expenditure-only commi~tee that supports House Republican 
candidates. It was not a federal contractor at the time nor was it seeking to become one. The 
database upon which complainants rely to suggest that Chevron Cot'poration was~ contractor 
contains and reflects numerous errors. It dae1 not, however, provide a basis upon which to 
conclude ti~at Chevron Corporation was a federal contntctor when it made the contribution. As 
such, there is no factual support fo.r thc,1 allegation that either Chevron Ccrpo1atim or Chevron 
U.S.A. Inc. vidlated section 441c. 

Even if the Commission WP,re to determine that either Chevron Corporation or Chevron 
U.S.A. Inc. was a federal contractor at the time of the contribution, neither can be 
constitutionally prohibited from expending funds to support independent expenditures. Like 
section 441b, which "banned [corporations] from making independent expenditures,"81 section 
441c purports to ban corporations that are federal contrac.1ors from making independent 

79 See, e.g., National Cable & Telecomm .. Ass'n v. Brand. X Internet Servs., 545 U.S. 967, 981-82 
(2005) (holding that an agency has the authority to interpret the statute it administers, and 
explaining that, "'[a]n initial agency interpretation is riot instantly carved in stone. On the 
contrary, the agency ... must consider varying interpretations ~md the wisdom of 'its policy on a 
continuing basis"' (quoting Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. NRDC, 467 u~s-. 837, 863-64 (1984))). 
80 See, e.g., Stop This Insanity, Inc. Employee Leader-ship Fund-v. FEC, No. ll2-ll40(.BAH), 
2012 WL 5383581, *14 (D.D.C. Nov. 5, 2012) ("[T.]he govemment's interest in -~deal[ing] with 
the reality or appearance of corruption inherent in ij s-ystem permitting unlimited financial 
contributions,' is directly implicated when contributions are_rnad~ to gr0l1ps that ~n tum make 
direct contributions to candidates or political parties." (citations omitted)). 
81 Citi1.ens United, 130 S. Ct. at 913. 
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expenditures. 82 Independent expenditures and contributions to independent expenditure-only 
committues, by definitio,n, do notigive rise to a threat of qui!d pro qu.o corruption,83 which is the 
only remaining legitimate govencmentnl interest that might s.upport a ban on a domestic 
corporation such as Chevron Corporation from ex.pending funds to support indepe~dent 
expenditures. This constitutional issue can be avoided if the Commission reads the prohibition 
in section 441c in light of case law and history to exclude its application to the s·pecialized 
entities commonly referred to as "Super PACs." 

For all of the foregoing reasons, Chevron Cori>oration and Chevron U.S.A. Inc. 
respectfully request that the Commission conclude there is no reason to believe that a violation 
of the FECA has occurred and dismiss this matter under review. 

82 See 2 U.S.C. § 441c; 11 C.F.R. § 115.2(a). 

Robert K. Kelner 
Robert D. Lenhard 
Kevin-R. Glandon 
COVINGTON & BURLING LLP 
1201 Pennsylyania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20004 
(202) 662-6000 

83 Citizens United, 130 S. Ct. at 909 (holding that independent expenditures do not give rise to 
the threat of quid pro quo corruption); SpeechNow, 599 F.3d at 696 (extending this reasoning to 
contributions to independent expenditure-only committees). 
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COMPLAINANT: 

RESPONDENTS: 

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
999 E Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20463 

FIRST GENERAL COUNSEL'S REPORT 

MUR: 6726 
DATE COMPLAINT FILED: March 5, 2013 
DATE OF NOTIFICATION: March 12, 2013 
DATE OF LAST RESPONSE: May 1, 2013 
DATE ACTIVATED: June 13, 2013 

EXPIRATION OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS: 
October 7, 2017 
ELECTION CYCLE: 2012 

Craig Holmm, 
Public Citizen 

Erich Pica, 
Friends of the Earth- U.S. 

Charlie Cray, 
Greenpeace USA 

Stephen Kretzmann 
Oil Chan~ International 

Chevron Corporation 

Chevron U.S.A., Inc. 

Congressional Leadership Fund and Caleb Crosby 
in his official capacity as treasurer 

RELEVANT STATUTES: 2 U.S.C. § 44lc(a) 

INTERNAL REPORTS CHECKED: 

FEDERAL AGENCIES CHECKED: 

I. .INTRODUCTION 

11 C.F.R. § 115.2 

Disclosure Reports; Commission Indices 

None 

This matter involves allegations that Chevron Corporation ("Chevron") or its subsidiary 

Chevron U.S.A., Inc. ("Chevron U.S.A.") made a contribution as a federal contractor in violation 
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of the Federal Election Campaign Act, as amended (the "Act").1 Relying upon a government 

website, www.usaspending.gov, which tracks contracts awarded by the federal government, 

Complainants allege that Chevron was a federal contractor in October 2012 when it made a 

contribution to the Congressional Leadership Fund_ ("CLF"), an independent expenditure-only 

political committee. Chevron acknowledges that, on October 7, 2012, it made a $2.5 million 

contribution to CLF but denies that it is a government contractor subject to the provisions of the 

Act bited by the Complainant. In contrast, Chevron U.S.A. acknowledges that it is a government 

contractcr but d1c:nies that it made any federal political contribution in violation of the Act. 

Finally, CLF states that Chevron represented that it was not a federal contractor when it .made the 

contribution and denies that CLF knowingly solicited a prohibited contribution from a federal 

contractor. 

As discussed below, the available information indicates that Chevron was the entity that 

made the contribution to CLF, Chevron was not a federal contractor at the time it made the 

contribution, and Chevron and Chevron U.S.A. appear to be separate and distinct legal entities. 

It therefore does not appear that Chevron was subject to the Act's ban on contributions. by .federal 

contractors at the time of the contribution or that Chevron's contribution should be attributed to 

Chevron U.S.A. Accordingly, w0 recommend that the Commission find no reason to believe that 

Chevron or Chevron U.S.A. violated 2 U.S.C. § 441c(a). In addition, because there is no 

information indicating that CLF knowingly solicited a connibution from a federal contractor, we 

recommend that the Commission find no reason to -believe that CLF violated 2 U.S.C. § 44 lc(a). 

On March 51 2012, the Complainants filed the original Complaint alleging that Chevron U.S.A., lnc. made 
the contribution at issue in this matter. Based on Chevron's subsequent comments to the press that it~ not Chevron 
U.S.A., made the contribution, the Complainants filed an Addendum to the Complaint, requesting that the 
Commission also conduct an investigation of Chevron. Addendum to Campi. at l (Mar. 221 2012). 
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II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

A. Corporate Structure of Chevron and Its Subsidiaries 

1. Chevron Corporation 

Chevron is a Delaware corporation with headquarters in San Ramon, California. See 

Chevron Resp. at 2; Chevron Corp. 2012 Annual Report, 

htlp://www .chevro n.comh.\11m1alreport/20 l 2/documents/pdf/Chevron20 .I. 2Annua.l Report.pdf 

("Chevron Ann·ual Report"). Chevl'On describes itself and its numerous subsidiaries as "one of 

the world's leading integrated energy companies." Chevron Resp., Declaration of Kari H. 

Endries 1 9 ('~Endries Deel.")~ Chevron Ann. Rept. at 6. Chevron reports that its combined sales 

and other revenue exceeded $230 billion in 2012 and its combined income from its sub.sidiaries 

exceeded $26.2 billion. Endries Deel. 19. 

Chevron holds 100% of the stock of Chevron Investments, Inc., which in turn owns the 

stock of other companies, including l 00% of the stock of Texaco, Inc. Endries Deel. 1 2. 

Texaco, Inc. owns the stock of other companies, including 100% of Chevron U.S.A. Holdings, 

Inc., which in turn owns 100% of the shares of Chevron U.S.A. Id. 

Although Chevron's Annual Report portrays Chevron and its subsidiaries as an integrated 

organization, the Response distinguishes Chevron from its subsidiaries, stating that its 

subsidiaries are separate legal entities. Chevron Resp. at 2. The Response· indicates that 

Chevron, "[a]s a general matter ... does net sell any goods or serviees." Id. Rather, Chevrorr: 

owns shares in, allocates capital to, reviews financial and performance goals for, 
monitors the performance of, and provides general policy guidelines to numerous 
global subsidiaries and affiliates,·which are the separate holding or operating 
companies, under the direction and control of their own management, engaged in 
all aspects of worldwide energy operations. 
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Id. Consequently, Chevron's primary assets consist of stock of other companies, and Chevron 

derives most of its income from the dividends of those companies. Id. 

Contrary to the Complaint's assertions, Chevron claims that it was neither a federal 

contractor nor seeking to become one in October 2012 and that it has no division, unit, or person 

responsible for federal contracting. Id; Endries Deel. 1 5. Although publicly available 

information available on www.usaspending.gov identifies "Chevron Corporation" as a federal 

contractor during the relevant time period, Chevron argues that this infurmation is in error. 

Chevron Resp. at 6-7. Chevron states that many of the entries in the database involve .companies 

other than Chevron or one of its subsidimies and do not list the true vendor. Id at 7 (citing 

Endries Deel. 11 16, 18-22). Moreover, many of the entries a.re. dated outside the relevant time 

period. Id. at 7-8. 

2. Chevron U.S.A., Inc. 

Chevron U.S.A. is a Pennsylvania corporation with headquarters also located in San 

Ramon, California.2 According to its Response, Chevron U.S.A. is engaged in all branches of 

the petroleum industry as well as mineral, geothermal, and other activities but derives a relatively 

insignificant amount from contracts with the federal government. Chevron Resp. at 2; Endries 

Deel. ,i 7. Chevron U.S.A. not only explores for and produces crude oil and natural gas but also 

refines orude oil into petroleum products and marketu such products. Endries Deel. 1 7. 

Chevron U.S.A.'s salos and other eperating revenues exceeded $183 billion in 2012, which was 

2 According to Dun & Bradstreet, both Chevron and Chevron USA are located at the same street address, 
6001 Bollinger Canyon Road, San Ramon, California. See D&B Business Information Report for Chevron 
Corporation (accessed July 25, 2013), Attach. A; D&B Business Information Report for Chevrou U.S.A. Inc. 
(accessed July 25, 2013), Attach. B (hereinafter "D&B Report for Chevron U.S.A."). Chevron's 2012 Annual 
Report indicates that Chevron is located at this address. Further, according to publicly available information, 
Chevron's Chief Executive Officer ("CEO"), John S. Watson, is also the CEO of Chevron U.S.A. Compare D& B 
Report for Chevron U.S.A., with PeMsylvanta Department of State, Business Search, 
ht'tp:/lwww.corporatic:ms.slnte.pa.us!co1·1)/so1;kbfCom,asp?l&1 l.52~ (iast visited Aug. 6, 2013), Attach. C. 
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approximately 79% of the revenue generated by Chevron and its subsidiaries, see Chevron Ann. 

Report at 40, and publicly available information indicates that Chevron U.S.A. 's net worth is 

approximately $36.8 billion. See D&.B Report for Chevron U.S.A. Chevron U.S.A. 

acknowledges that it is a federal contractor, but derives "a relatively insignificant amount of 

revenue" from federal contracts. Resp. at 2.3 

B. Contribution to the Congressional Leadership Fund 

CLF is an independent expenditure-only political committee registered with the FEC. 

CLF Resp. at t; CLF Statenrent of Organization (filed Oct. 24, 20 l i ). According ta its 

Response, CLF does not accept contributions from federal contractors and does not solicit such 

contributions. CLF Resp. at 1, citing Affidavit of Trent T. Edwards , 4 ("Edwards Aff."). CLF 

claims that its fundraising materials, including its website, have stated its policy against 

accepting contributions from federal contractors. CLF Resp. at 1, citing Edwards Aff. rd 2, 4. 

According to CLF, in late September 2012, Trent T. Edwards, Director of Development 

for CLF, met with representatives of Chevron to explore the possibility of Chevron's making a 

contribution to CLF. Edwards Aff., 5. Soon after that meeting, a representative of Chevron 

indicated that Chevron was considering a contribution to CLF and that Chevron was not a federal 

contractor. Id. According to a sworn statement provided by the Chevron Response, Chevron's 

Policy, Government and Public Affairs Corporate Department requested the $2.S million 

contribution to CLF, and the payment was "charged to Chevron." See Chevron Resp., 

Based upon a search we conducted on www.usaspendingjobs.gov, the federa1 government appears to have 
awarded Chevron U.S.A. over $1.9 billion in federal contracts since 200 I. Seehttp://www.usaspending.gov (last 
visited Aug. 19, 2013), Search Results for "Chevron U.S.A., Inc.,. This amount, howover, includes conuacts that 
fall outside the relevant time period. Based upon a search for contracts awarded to Chevron U.S.A. during fiscal 
year 2012, Chevron U.S.A. appears to have been a federal contractor during the relevant time period, with 
approximately $307 million in obligated funds. See http://www.usaspending.gov (last visited Aug.19.2013). 
Search Results fnr "Chevron U.S.A., inc. FY 2012,U Attach. D; .Yee nlso Federal Government Contracts Received by 
Chevron U.S.A., Inci. 1 Compl. 1 App. A. 
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1 Declaration of Thomas G. Hoffman 13 ("Hoffman Deel."). On October 7, 2012, CLF .received a 

2 check from Chevron in the amount of$2.5 million. See id; Check No. 0024282612, Chevron 

3 Resp., Ex. A.; CLF Amended 2012 12 Day Pre-Election Report (filed Oct. 26, 2012). 

4 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

A. The Act's Prohibition of Contributions Made By Federal Contractors 

The Act prohibits any person who is negotiating or performing a contract with the United 

States government or any of its agencies or departments from. making a contribution to any 

political party, political committee, federal candidate, or "any person for any potitical purpose o~ 

use." 2 U.S.C. § 44lc(a)(l); 11 C.F.R. § l 15.2{a). In addition, the Act prohibits any person 

from knowingly soliaiting a contribution from any person who is negotiating or performing a 

contract with the United States government. 2 U.S.C § 441c(a)(2); 11 C.F.R. § 115.2(c).4 "When 

determining whether an entity has made a contribution in violation of 2 U.S.C. § 441c, the 

Commission first looks to whether the entity met the statutory and regulatory definition of 

government contractor at the time the contribution was made." Factual and Legal Analysis at 5, 

MUR 6403 (Aleut Corp., et al). 

The available information indicates that Chevron made the contribution to CLF and that 

Chevron was not a federal contractor when it made that contribution. The Chevron Response 

includes sworn testimony and documentation that Chevron, not Chevron U.S.A., made the 

4 In Advisory Opinion 2010-11 (Commonsense Ten), the Commission determined that corporations may 
make contributions to independent expenditure-only political committees without violating 2 U.S.C. § 441b as a 
consequence of the Supreme Court•s decision in Citizens Unitedv. FEC, 130 S. Ct. 876,913 (2010) and the D.C. 
Circuit's decision in SpeechNow.org v. FEC, 599 F.3d 686, 696 (D.C. Cir. 20 I 0) (en bane). which found that 
"independent expenditures do not corrupt or give the appearance of corruption as a matter of law. 11 The 
Commission, however, has determined federal contractors remain prohibited from making contributions to any 
political committee, including independent expenditure-only political committees. See Factual and Legal Analysis, 
MUR 6403 (Ahtna, Inc.). 
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·1 contribution to CLF in October 2012. See Thomas Deel. 13. We are aware ofno information 

2 that would contradict this evidence. 
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Chevron also asserts that "Chevron Corporation is not, and was not in October 2012, in 

the business of federal contracting." Chevron Resp. at 12. It supports this assertion with 

testimony from staff responsible for Chevron's corporate governance and the results of an 

internal review initiated in response to the Complaint. See Endries Deel. ,r,r 1-5, l 0-31. Chevron 

dech.n-es that, upon reviewing www.usaspending.gov and the Complaint, it identified 140 results 

for "Chevron Corporation." Id. ,r 11. Fifty-one of those entri1s pertained to agreements by 

companies other than Che~ron. Id. 11 13-14 ( explaining that the website retumad entries for a 

corporation that makes insignia shaped as "chevrons"). The remaining 89 entries, which include 

purchase or delivery orders and contract modifications, reflect a total of only 16 underlying 

contracts. Id. ,i 15. Chevron was able to locate nine of these contracts. Id. Of these nine 

contracts, five were "issued in the names of Chevron affiliates and not Chevron Corporation." 

Id Four of the nine located contracts "had erroneously been issued in the name of Chevron," 

and performance was complete on all before October 2012. Id at ,r1 15, 17-24. 

Chevron was unable to locate the remaining 7 of the 16 contracts. Id. 11 15-16; Chevron 

provides testimony, however, that "the database contains sufficient information about the 

contracting company, the produet, or scrvite to be delivered ... that it can be reaaonably 

ascertained that, if these contracts listed Chevmn Corporation ar, the contraating party, it wnuld 

have been in error." Id ,r 16. These contracts included, for example, providing fuel to the U.S. 

Coast Guard in El Salvador, a service Chevron Corporation does not provide. Id. 126. 

Finally, we conducted a search for contracts awarded to "Chevron Corporation" on 

www.usapending.gov. Consistent with Chevron's sworn testimony, most of the contracts 
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appeared to have been completed prior to October 2012 and awarded to a Chevron subsidiary. 

See http://www.usaspend.ing.gov (last visited Sept. 26, 2013), Search Results for "Chevron 

Corporation," Attach. E. Although we found one contract that could arguably be attributed to 

Chevron during the relevant time period (Contract No. SP0600095CS541), Chevron states that 

the true vendor for this contract was its subsidiary, Chevron U.S.A. Product Company. -See 

Endries Deel. 1 21. 

Accordingly, Chevron does not appear to have been a federal contractor during the 

relevant timCI periodl 

B. Chevron Appears to Have Been Separate and Distinct from Chevron U.S.A. 
With Sufficient Revenue to Make the Contribution from Non .. Federal 
Contractor Funds · 

Even if Chevron did not enter into its own contracts with the federal government, because 

Chevron U.S.A. appears to have been a federal contTactor during the relevant time period, 

Chevron could make a contribution to CLF only if Chevron was separate and distinct from 

Chevron U.S.A and had sufficient revenue not derived from Chevron U.S.A. to make the 

contribution. The Commission has recognized that if a parent company has an ownership 

interest in a subsidiary that is a federal contractor, the parent company may make a contribution 

without violating sectio.n 441c if it is a "separate and distinct legal entity" from its federal 

contractor subsidiary and has sufficient revenue not ciotived from its contractor subsidiary to 

make a contribution. See, e.g. MUR 6403 (Aleut Corp. et al.); Advisory Op. 2005-01 · 

(Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians); Advisory Op. 1998-11 (Patriot Holdings LLC) 

(superseded on other grounds). If, however, the subsidiary is merely an agent, instrumentality, 

or alter ego of the holding company, then the parent company is prohibited from making a 

contribution. Advisory Op. 1998 .. J l at 5. 
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In determining whether a parent company is "separate and distinct" from its sub~idiary, 

the Commission has not articulated a specific test but has instead made determinations based on 

the facts and circumstances presented in each matter. 5 Here, the record supports the conclusion 

that Chevron and Chevron U.S.A. are separate and distinct entities. Chevron and Chevron 

U.S.A. are separately incorporated: Chevron.is a registered corporation in Delaware, and 

Chevron U.S.A. is registered as a Pennsylvania corporation. The companies are under the 

direction and control of separate management. See Chevron Resp. at 2. Although publicly 

available information indicates that Chevron and Chevron U.S.A. may share the same CEO, the 

public record also indicates most of the companies' directors and officers do not overlap. See 

Advisory Op. 1998-11 at 5, n. 3 (determining that overlapping officers and directors between a 

parent company and its subsidiaries was insufficient to establish that the subsidiaries were alter 

egos of the parent company). 

Finally, Chevron appears to have had sufficient funds not derived from revenue of 

subsidiaries with federal contracts to make the $2.5 million contribution to CLF. Chev~on's 

combined sales and operating revenues in 2012 exceeded $230 billion, and it has provided sworn 

testimony that significantly more than $2.5 million was derived from dividend revenues from 

domestic subsidiaries that were not federal contractors. See .Endries Deel. 19.6 

' See Advisory Op. 1998-1 1 (holding company was separate and distinct fl-om its contractor subsjdiaries 
where holding company did not pay salary or expenses of its subsidiaries and would not be held liable if.its 
subsidiaries breached contracts with federal government); Advisory Op. 2005-0 l (Indian tribe and its subsidiary 
corporation were separate and distinct from each other where subsidiary was separately incorporated, owned 
separate property, maintained separate management, and did not intermingle contractor funds with other.tribal 
funds); Advisory Op. 1999-32 {Tohono O'odham Nation) (Indian tribe and its subordinate entity were separate and 
distinct from each other where the subordinate had its own bank account, employees, personnel policies,:employee 
benefits and legal counsel). 
6 Indeed, that Chevron U.S.A. is well capitalized and maintains its own assets exceeding $36 billi.on may 
alone suffice to establish that Chevron U.S.A. constitutes.a sepanit~ legal entity from Chevron. See Doe v. Unocal 
Corp., 248 F.3d 915,927 (9th Cir. 2001) (per curiam) (inadequate capit·al.ization.of subsidiol'y alone may be 
sufficient to hold parent corporation liable for acts of su.bsidiary under California law); Ct Commodity Futures 
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Accordingly, we conclude that Chevro~ and Chevron U.S.A. have sufficiently 

demonstrated that they are separate and distinct legal entities and that Chevron made its 

contribution to CLF with revenue from sources other than subsidiaries holding federal contracts. 

C. Conclusion 

Because Chevron was not a federal contractor and has sufficiently demonstrated that it is 

a separate and distinct entity from Chevron U.S.A, we recommend that the Commission find no 

reason to believe that Chevron or Chevron U.S.A. violated 2 U.S.C. § 441c(a) by making a 

contribution as a federal contractor.7 Further, given our determination as to Chevron and CLF's 

sworn tf,stimony that Chevron represented to CLF that Chevron was not a federal contractor, we 

also recommend that the Commission find no reason to believe that CLF violated 2 U.~.C. 

§ 44 lc(a) by knowingly soliciting a contribution made by a federal contractor. 

Trading Comm 'n v. Tropworth Int'/, Ltd, 205 F.3d 1107, 1112-13 (9th Cir. 2000) (finding alter ego liability based 
upon undercapitalization of subsidiary). 
7 Chevron argues also that Section 441 c 's prohibition on contributions is unconstitutional with respect to 
contributions to independent expenditure-only political committees under Citizens United, 130 S. Ct. at ~76. 
Chevron Resp. at 13-18. Because we do not recommend proceeding, we do not address Chevron• s constitutional 
challenge. · 
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IV. .RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Find no reason to believe that Chevron Corporation or Chevron U.S.A., lnci violated 
2 U.S.C. § 441.c(a); 

2. Find no reason to believe that the Congressional Leadership Fund and Caleb Crosby 
in his official capacity as treasurer violated 2 U.S.C. § 44lc{a); 

3. Approve the attached Factual and Legal Analyses; 

4. Approve the appropriate letters~ and 

5. Close the file. 

Attachment 

C. Pennsylvania Dept. of State, Business Search 

Dam l A. .. etalas 
Associate General Counsel 

·M~ 1 )UL-----._ 
Marfawile1~ : 
Assistant Gene.ra Counsel: 

Attorney 
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• By ·susine·s·s· r~fame 
• By Busines.;; J,1.lty ID 

:·_ ~-L .. _-" ~~\J: ry. -: - .. 
•-v1 ref) rertit:~:1tlor -_-.. 

. · Online Cri~s ·: 
•~ep-i'(f?r :.,r=~?r-'i.q~ ~ -

Orders :- J IL -en 
• Order 

1
ffi!nq~tc=irid1n-9 

• Or~l i..:.bHit1ed uocuments 
• On:i~rl:hlsiness List 

· -I, I ,IJ1y T(, ,agt:s · I LJ " 

• S~I ..;,11 ;i._,/ 1,:.{::1g6-S 

Corporations 
Online Services I Corporations I Forms I Contact Corporations I Business Services . ______ ...;._____ . . 

Business Entity Filing 
Date: 8/6/2013 History 

(Select the llnk above to view the 
Business Entity's Flllng History) 

Business Name History 

Name Name Type 

Chevron U.S.A. Inc. Current Name 

Gulf Oil Corporation Prior Name 

Gulf Oil Corporation of Pennsylvania Prior Name 

Business Corporation - Domestic - Information 
Entity Number: 149371 

Status: 

Entity Creation Oate: 

State of Business.: 
Registered Office Address: 

Mailing Address: 

Officers 
Name: 

Title: 
Address: 

Name: 

Title: 
Address: 

Active 

8/9/1922 

PA 
% PRENTICE-HALL CORPORATION 
SYSTEM,INC. 

PA 0-0 
Dauphin 

No Address 

W J PRICE 

President 

PO BOX 6028 
SAN RAMON CA 94ij83-0728 

__ , ... _____ ..... _ ................ .:,_ -··-···-· .. ····-· ... •-·· --· ...... --.--•· . 

K ENDRIES 

Secretary 

PO BOX 6028 
SAN RAMON CA 94583-0728 

......... --·-··· ... ----- -- ·-- -··-...... •-< ---------•-·-----v-_....,...__:-.-__ 
Name: 

Tltle: 
Address: 

AD CORNWELL 

Treasurer 

PO BOX 6028 
SAN RAMON CA 94583-0728 

___ .., _ __.,., .. •Hr••-■-• •••• ...... - ... ,11,,•&& ..... •II•'" ••••-•- •••• .. •••-••• .,._..,.,._.,_.. __ #'111'Y"-•------ ___ ..... •-•- ■ 

https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/Corp.asp? 14152S[8/6fl013 3:44:57 PM] 
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Name: 

Title: 

Address: 

WE CRAIN 
Vice President 

PO BOX 6028 
SAN RAMON CA 94583-0728 

Copyright O 2002 Pennsylvanla Department of State. All Rights Reserved. 
Privacy Policy I Security Polley 

https://www.corporations.state.pa.us/corp/soskb/Corp.asp? 141525(8/6/2013 3:44:57 PM] 
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 

Robert K. Ketner, Esq. 
Robert D. Lenhard, Esq. 
Kevin R. Glandon, Esq. 
Covington & Burling LLP 
1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Messrs. Kelner, Lenhard, and Glandon: 

NAR-1.1 •. , 

RE: MUR6726 
Chevron Corporation 
Chevron U.S.A., Inc. 

On March 12, 2013, the Federal Election Commission notified your clients, C~evron 
Corporation ("Chevron") and Chevron U.S.A., Inc. ("Chevron U.S.A.") of a complaint alleging 
violations of certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amen4ed. On 
February 25, 2014, the Commission found, on the basis ofthe information in the complaint and 
information provided by you that there is no reason to believe that Chevron or Chevron U.S.A. 
violated 2 U.S.C. § 44 lc(a). Accordingly, ihe Commission closed its file in this matt~r. 

I 

Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 39 d~ys. See 
Statement of Policy Regarding Disclosure of Closed Enforcement and Related Files, ~8 Fed. 
Reg. 70,426 (Dec. 18, 2003) and Statement of Policy Regarding Placing First General Counsel's 
Reports on the Public Record, 74 Fed. Reg. 66,132 (Dec. 14, 2009). The Factual and ;Legal· 
Analysis, which explains the Commission's findings, is enclosed for your informatioq. 

! 

If you have any questions, please contact Jin Lee, the attorney assigned to thisl matter at 
(202) 694-1650. 

Enclosure 
Factual and Legal Analysis 

Si°lJJLiJ--+ 
Mark Shonkwiler 
Assistant General Counsel 
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RESPONDENT: 

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 

FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS 

Chevron Corporation 
Chevron U.S.A., Inc. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

MlJR6726 

This matter involves allegations that Chevron Corporation ("Chevron") or its ~ubsidiary 

I 

Chevron U.S.A., Inc. ("Chevron U.S.A.") made a contribution as a federal contractor in violation 
I 
! 

ofth~ Federal Election Campaign Act, as am.ended (the ''Aet").1 Relying upon a gov~rnme:nt 
I 

website, www.usaspendi11g.gov, which tracks contr~ts awarded by the federal gove~ent, 
i • 
I 

I 

Complainants allege that Chevron was a. federal contractor in October 2012 when it 11\ade a 
i 

contribution to the Congressional Leadership FWld ("CLF"), an independe~t expenditpre-only 
I 

political committee. Chevron acknowledges that, on October 7, 2012, it made a $2.5 ~llion 
' I 

contribution to CLF but denies that it is a government contractor subject to the provis•ons of the 
i 
i 

Act cited by the Complainant. In contrast, Chevron U.S.A. acknowledges that it is a $overnment 
I 

contractor but denies that it made any federal political contribution in violation of the !Act. 
I 
I 

As discussed below, the available information indicates that Chevron was the ~ntity th.at 
I 

I 

made the contribution to CLF, Chevron was not a federal contractor at the time it ma4e the 

contribution, and Chevron and Chevron U.S.A. appear to be separate and distinct leg~l entities. 
I 
I 

It therefore does not appear that Chevron was subject to the Act's ban on contribution~ by federal 
! 
I 

contractors at the time of the contribution or that Chevron's carJ.ribution should be attributed to 

On March 5, 2012, the Complainants filed the original Complaint alleging that Chevron U.S.~ .• Inc. made 
the contribution at issue in this matter. Based on Chevron's subsequent comments to the press that it, qot Chevron 
U.S.A., made the contribution, the Complainants flied an Addendum to the Complaint, requesting that ~e 
Commission also conduct _an investigation of Chevron. Addendum to Compl. at 1 (Mar. 22, 2012). 

Page I of7 
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MUR 6726 (Chevron Corp. el al.) 
Factual and Legal Analysis 

Chevron U.S.A. Accordingly, the Commission finds no reason to believe that Chevron or 

2 Chevron U.S.A. violated 2 U.S.C. § 441c(a). 

3 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

4 

5 

A. Corporate Structure of Chevron and Its Subsidiaries 

Chevron Corporation 

6 Chevron is a Delaware corporation with headquarters in San Ramon, California; See 

7 Chevron Resp. at 2. Chevron describes itself and its numerous subsidiaries as "one of ~e 

8 world's leading integrated energy companies." Chevron Resp., Declaration ei"Kari H. Endries if 

9 9 ("Endries Deel.,,). Chevron reports that its combined sales and other revenue exceeded $230 

10 billion in 2012 and its combined income from its subsidiaries exceeded $26.2 billion. Endries 

11 Deel. 19. 

12 Chevron holds 100% ofthe stock of Chevron Investments, Inc., which in turn O)lVllS the 

13 stock of other companies, including l 00% of the stock of Texaco, Inc. Endries Deel. 1 6. 

14 Texaco, Inc. owns the stock of other companies, including 100% of Chevron U.S.A. Holdings, 

15 Inc., which in tum owns 100% of the shares of Chevron U.S.A. Id 

16 The Response distinguishes Chevron from its subsidiaries, stating that its subsid;iaries are 

17 separate legal entities. Chevron Resp. at 2. The Response indicates that Chevron, "[a]s; a general 

18 matter ... does net sell any goads or services." Id. Rather, Chewon: 

19 owns shares in, allocates capital to, reviews financial and performance goals for~ 
20 monitors the performance of, and provides general policy guidelines to numero~ 
21 global subsidiaries and affiliates, which are the separate holding or operating · 
22 companies, under the direction and control of their own management, engaged ii:i 
23 all aspects of worldwide energy operations. · 
24 
2S Id. Consequently, Chevron's primary assets oonsist of stock of oth~r companies, and O~evron 

26 derives most of its ineome from the dividends of these companies. Id 

-Page2 of7 
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MUR 6726 (Chevron Corp. et al.) 
Factual and Legal Analysis 

Contrary to the Complaint's assertions, Chevron claims that it was neither a fe~er~l 

contractor nor seeking to become one in October 2012 and that it has no division, unit~ or person 

responsible for federal contracting. Id; Endries Deel. 15. Although publicly availabl'e 

information identified in the Complaint and Response available on www.usaspending.gov 

identifies "Chevron Corporation" as a federal contractor during the relevant time period, 

Chevron argues that this information is in error. Chevron Resp. at 6-7. Chevron state~ that many 
; 

of the entries in the database involve companies other than Chevron or one of its subsidiaries and 

do not list the true vendor. Id at 7 (citing Endries Deel. 11 t6, 18-22). Moreover, maf1y of the 

entries are dated outside the relevant time period. Id at 7-8. 

2. Chevron U.S.A., Inc. 

Chevron U.S.A. is a Pennsylvania corporation with headquarters also located i~ San 

Ramon, California. 2 According to its Response, Chevron U.S.A. is engaged in all branches of 

the petroleum industry as well as mineral, geothermal, and other activities but derives ·a relatively 
I 

insignificant amount from contracts with the federal government. Chevron Resp. at 2;: Endries 

Deel. ,r 7. Chevron U.S.A. not only explores for and produces crude oil and natural g£\S but also 

reflnes crude oil into petroleum products and markets such products. Endries Deel. 1 7. 
Chevron U.S.A. acknowledges that it is a federal contractor, but asserts that it derives ~~a 

relatively insignificant amount of revenue" from federal contracts. Resp. at 2. 

B. Contribution to the Congressional Leadership Fund 

CLF is an independent expenditure-only political committee registered with th~ FEC. 
I 

CLF Resp. at l; CLF Statement of Organization (filed Oct. 24, 2011). According to it~ 

Response, CLF does not accept contributions from federal contractors and does not so1icit such 

2 According to www.usaspending.gov, both Chevron and Chevron USA are located at the same street address, 6001 
Bollinger Canyon Road, San Ramon, California. Compl.1 Appendix A; Addendum to Campi., Attachment. 

!" 
I 
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MUR 6726 (Chevron Corp. et al.) 
Factual and Legal Analysis 

contributions. CLF Resp. at 1, citing Affidavit of Trent T. Edwards 14 ("Edwards Aff."). CLF 
i 
! 

claims that its fundraising materials, including its website, have stated its policy again~t 
I 
I 

accepting contributions from federal contractors. CLF Resp. at 1, citing Edwards Aff.;112, 4. 
I 

According to CLF, in late September 2012, Trent T. Edwards, Director ofDev~lopment 

for CLF, met with representatives of Chevron to explore the possibility of Chevron's 1ru1king a 
I 

contribution to CLF. Ed wards Aff. 1 5. Soon after that meeting, a representative of Chevron 

indicated that Chevron was considering a contribution to CLF and that Chevron was npt a federal 

contractor. Id. According to a sworn statement provided by the Chevron Response, Cb.evnm's 

I 
Policy, Government and Public Affairs Corporate Department requested the $2.5 mill~on 

I 

I 
contribution to CLF, and the payment was "charged to Chevron." See Ch~vron R,esp.,; 

Declaration of Thomas G. Hoffman 13 ("Hoffman Deel."). On October 7, 2012, CL~ received a 

check from Chevron in the amount of$2.5 million. See id; Check No. 0024282612, (Chevron 

Resp., Ex. A.; CLF Amended 2012 12 Day Pre-Election Report (filed Oct. 26, 2012). 

14 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 

15 A. The Act's Prohibition of Contri~utions Made By Federal Contract~rs 
; 

16 The Act prohibits any person who is negotiating or performing a contract with;the United 
I 
! 

17 States government or any of its agencies or departments from making a contribution t~ any 
I 
I 

18 political party, political committee, federal candidate, or "m>y person for any political p:Dq,ose or 
I 

I 

19 use." 2 U.S.C. § 441c(a)(l); 11 C.F.R. § l 15.2(a). In addition, the Act prohibits any person 

20 from knowingly soliciting a contribution from any person who is negotiating or perfotpting a 
I 

21 contract with the United States government. 2 U.S.C § 441c(a)(2); 11 C.F.R. § l 15.2~c). 
I 

22 The available information indicates that Chevron made the contribution to CLt and that 
• I 

23 Chevron was not a federal contractor when it made that contribution. The Chevron Rtsponse 
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Factual and Legal Analysis 

i 
includes sworn testimony and documentation that Chevron, not Chevron U.S.A., made the 

I 
! 

2 contribution to CLF in October 2012. See Thomas Deel. 13. There is no available information 

3 to contradict this evidence. 

4 

s 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Chevron asserts that "Chevron Corporation is not, and was not in October 201!2, in the 
! 
! 

business of federal contracting." Chevron Resp. at 12. It supports this assertion with: testimony 
I 

! 

from staff responsible for Chevron's corporate governance and the results of an interqal review 
I 

initiated in response to the Complaint. See Endries Deel. 11 1-5, l 0-31. Chevron de~lares that, 

upon reviewing www.usaspending.gov end the Complaint, it identified 140 results rot "Chevron 
I 

Corporation." Id 1 11. Fifty-one of :those entries pertained to agreements by companies other . I 
i 

than Chevron. Id. ~113-14 (explaining that the website returned entries for a corporafion that 

I 
makes insignia shaped as "chevrons''). The remaining 89 entries, which include purchase or 

I 

delivery orders and contract modifications, reflect a total of only 16 underlying contr4cts. Id 
! 

,r 15. Chevron was able to locate nine of these contracts. Id Of these nine contracts~ five were 

"issued in the names of Chevron affiliates and not Chevron Corporation." Id Four of the nine 
I 

located contracts "had erroneously been issued in the name of Chevron," and perfomi:ance was 
I 

complete on all before October 2012. Id at 1115, 17-24. 

Chevron was unable to locate the remaining 7 of the 16 contracts. Id 11 1 S-i ~- Chevron 

provides testimony, however, that "the .database eontains sufficfent inf~nnation abou~the 
i 

~ntracting company, the product, or service to be delivered ... that it can be reasona~ly 
I 
i 

ascertained that, if these contracts listed Chevron Corporation as the contracting party, it would 
i 

have been in error." Id. 1 16. These contracts included, for example, providing fuel tp the U.S. 

Coast Guard in El Salvador, a service Chevron Corporation does not provide. Id 1 26. 
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Consistent with Chevron's sworn testimony, most of the contracts listed on 
. i 

2 www.usaspending.gov appeared to have been completed prior to October 2012 and awarded to a 
! 
I 

3 Chevron subsidiary. See http://www.usaspending.gov (last visited Sept. 26, 2013), S~arch 

4 Results for "Chevron Corporation." Although OGC found one contract that could arguably be 
. . ! 

I 

s attributed to Chevron during the relevant time period (Contract No. SP0600095C554\), Chevron 

6 

7 

8 

9 

IO 
11 
12 

states that the true vendor for thfs contract was its subsidiary, Chevron U.S.A. Product Company. 
! 
I 

·see Endries Deel. 1 21. 1 

Accordingly~ Chevron does not appear to have been a federal contractor during the 

relevant time period. 

B. Chevron Appears to Have Been Separate and Distinct from Chevrpn U.S.A. 
! 

The Commission has recognized a parent company may make a contribution to an 
! 

13 independent-expenditure-only political committee if it has an ownership interest in a ~ederal-
1 

14 contractor subsidiary when (1) the subsidiary is a "separate and distinct legal entity" and (2) the 
! 

1 s parent company has sufficient revenue derived from sources other than its contractor ~ubsidiary 
i 

16 to make the contribution. See, e.g. MUR 6403 (Alaskans Standing Together. et al.). ijere, the 
I 

17 available infonnation indicates that Chevron and Chevron U.S.A. appear fo be separatp and 

18 distinct entities. Chevron and Chevron U.S.A. are separately incorporated: Chevron i~ a 
i 

19 registered corporation in Delaware, and Chevron U.S.A. is registered as a Pennsylv~a 

20 corporation. Although both Chevron and Chevron U.S.A. are locaied at the same stre~t address. 
I 

21 Compl., Appendix A; Addendum to Campi., Attachmen·t, the companies are under th~ direction 
I 
I 

! 
22 and control of separate management. See Chevron Resp. at 2. Although publicly avai1able 

I 
I 

23 information indicates that Chevron and Chevron U.S.A. may share the same CEO, the!public 
! 
I 

24 record also indicates most of the companies' directors and officers do not overlap. Se~ 
I 

i 

i 
! Page6 of7 
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generally Advisory Op. 1998-11 at 5, n. 3 (determining that overlapping officers and ~irectors 

2 between a parent company and its subsidiaries was insufficient to establish that the subsidiaries 

3 were alter egos of the parent company). In addition, Chevron appears to have had sufficient 

4 funds not derived from revenue of subsidiaries with federal contracts to make the $2.5 :million 

s contribution to CLF. Chevron's combined sales and operating revenues in 2012 excee~ed $230 

6 billion, and it has provided sworn testimony that significantly more than $2.5 minion ~as 

7 derived from dividend revenues from domestic subsidiaries that were not federal contractors. 

8 See Endries Deel. ,r 9. 

9 Accordingly, the available information indicates that Chevron and Chevron U.S.A. 

10 appear to be separate and distinct legal entities and that Chevron made its contribution.to CLF 

11 with revenue from sources other than subsidiaries holding federal contracts. 

12 IV. CONCLUSION 

13 Accordingly, the Commission finds no reason to believe that Chevron or Chevi:on U.S.A. 

14 violated 2 U.S.C. § 441c(a) by making a contribution as a federal contractor.3 

JS 

3 Because the Commission is not proceeding in this matter, we do not address the constitutional ~hallenges to 
441 c(a) raised by the respondents. See Chevron Resp. at 13-18. 
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FEDERAL ELECTION 
BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION COMMISSION 

In the Matter of ) 201~ FEB 28 PM 3: 50 

Chevron Corporation; Chevron U.S.A., 
Inc.; Congressional Leadership Fuud 
and Caleb Crosby in his official 
capacity as treasurer 

) MUR6726 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CERTIFICATION 

CELA 

I, Shawn Woodhead Werth, recording secretary for the Federal Election Commission 

executive session on February 25, 2014, do hereby certify tliat the Commission decided by a vote 

of S-1 to take the following actio:os: 

1. Find no reason to believe that Chevron Corporation or Chevron 
U.S.A., Inc., violated 2 U.S.C. § 44lc(a). 

2. Find no reason to believe that the Congressional Leadership Fund and , 
Caleb Crosby in his official capacity as treasurer violated 
2 U.S.C. § 44lc(a). 

3. °Approve the Factual and Legal Analyses, as recommended in the First : 
General Counsel's Report date stamped November 14, 2013 subject to -
the edits circulated prior to the meeting and as discussed at the meeting, 
and authorize technical atrd confirming edits by the Office of General C~unsel. 

4. Approve the appropriate letters. 

5. Close the file. 

Commissione:rs Goodman, Hunter, Petersen, Ravel, and Weintraub voted affirn;iatively 

for the decision. Commissioner Walther dissented. 

Attest: 

· l.m.tti. 
Shawn Woodhead Werth 
Secretary and Clerk of the Commission 
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1111:1.1 !Dl I 
~lnclr \ltmhrr I.I. ( I 

(F.,d T•~ Dkrttndtd f: nlit~J I ._.,_._,.__.._ __ _ 

GEORJl\'enhall 
Holdings Pty Ltd 

(Hold Co) 

G[O Raven hall 
Finance Holdings 

Pty Ltd 
, •. , ... .. Holding 

Trustee) 

~
.---- .....J, ..... _ - -

Publlt 1•n~n in I 
, .,,kipmt•1 & 1. .. ,1n~. 1.1.d 

t 
IOfl l(DI I 

Sln111< " ' ""'" I I ( I 
(hd h • lll'<t1• rdtd t.,~~ I I 

80% Nott I 

... 
I \ 

I \ 
I GEO\ 

/ Ravenball \ 

20% 

I Finance \ 
/ Holding Trust \ \ 

;,/ (Flnanco Holding Trust) , 

GEO Ravenhall 
P~· Ltd 

(Projecl Trustee) 

GF.O Ra,·eohall 
Finance Pry Lid 
(Finance Trustee) 

1' 
/ \ 

No1e 1: 

I \ 
I \ 

I ' / GEO \. 
/ Ra,·enh1II , 

/ Trust \ 
IJ / (Project Trust) \. 

Ownership will change once 
equity is contributed in 2017. 
GIH LLC ownership will be 
nominal. 

/ GEO \ 
/ RavenhaU \ 

1
1 Finance Trust \ 

/ (Finance Trust) \ 
I/ \ 

t----1----1 
I Rnenhall FlnanreCo. I 
t 

Pry Ltd (Finance vehicle I 
lo borro>1· debl) 

I (Ftd Tn Dimaardrd Entity) : t ________ _ 

,___ 

,__ 

,__ 

25% 

-

-

-

- ~11ntrnm , 
De,elupment, I.Ul: (P EI.II 

!ilaMlf ~I- Ul 

1 FN1 l a• llk•t1••dt<I Eo1n,) I 
J 

I 

I C SC of Taco-. LU:. I 
IDl::l l 

!llnalt """"" t.U I 
lfNITa, lllv ... rdt<I E■lll) l l 

------~---' GJ:O Aft•at~. lac. 
1DEl.1 

1,lila G E!}/D£W111t•. t• .J I 
,~ ...,..,,. rNt Ta, t 
Olffl;ardt<I Eolll'!__J 

Gt:G ~ ILIR/62, IIIC. I 
y ._EO RE Haldlltp, t 

L U 1D£ llJ t 
\ 1todatinll t 

tSt< t ~I), FNl 1 a• t 
Ph ......... d F.1111111 

~ I 
tJ)EI )IS) I 

1s«.a.~,,. FttH11\- ) 
Ohr,prdtd t nthJ '..._._J 

I 
I I I t,F.O l••~••alfon■I I 

I 
\\(t. 7 

I 

l 
lloklhlR$. LU" Ill I (DU.) t 

,1toj:1t \1,-r 1 1 l 
cFNI 1 1\ llllrrandNI Enl it~) : 

1Rrand t l IPI I 
l frd 1 •• Diurp•tltd l:nl~ I I 

I 
The GEO Group 

Australasia Pl)·. Ltd. 
(GGA) 

(ff) 

I 

G[O Australasia 
Pl)·. Ltd. (I ) 

(GA)(Hi 

I 

The GEO Group 
Austnlia Pl)·. Lid. 

L...21% 

I 

____ l ___ , 
I t 
J GEO CuSlodial Ltd. t 
I (Mauritius) (H) I 
I (rod Tu Dimgardtd Entily) I 
L ___ T ___ _, 

Suall1 Afrk-.a 
l"11SWdl1I Hoillhtils 

Ply.Lid. 
(If/KIA we Soulb 

Afrln ..., l..td.) 
(H) 

I 

l lh• GEO Group VK 
Lid. 

I 
The GEO Gro~p 

Lid. (UK) 
(HI 

I 
-.-.-I ,---------' 

S.ntendni C ont<pll. I 
lac. (( A 11111 I 

~Kl GI'. I .I <:: 
(Dt:1.l(fll 

I 
I GEOCC2 lnr . 

(DEL) 

r ,I WRI' I eosinJ. I.I.(, ' t <.:or nt ll <.:orrttll~n• 
or'hm , lllr. !DEi ) I - (DEi :.:::~:.::~:;:-2• t ISrc.1.<ll!i)- FNI 111 I 

Ofu,prclff [ 1111•~ ) Siftclt \1- LU I 
, . NI T .. llht-...,rdt<I lfttbq I 

,---
,~re~I► fNI 1 u I (Str.R!'611► I NI i 

GEO Corrections Holdings 
Inc. (FL) 

(f/k/a CCG I Corporation) 

,_ BI Pueno Rico, Joe. 
(Puerto Rico) 

(S) 

Wackenhut Correction, 
Corpontion N.V. 

"- (Netherlands Antilles) 
(D ) 

- Canadian Correctional 
Management, Joe. 

(Canada) 

,--------
1 

!Cornell Abran, Group I 
t OS. LLC (FL) 

nr/k/a GEO Youth Servi<t>, I 
LLC, Sl"l!l• Munbtr I.LC t 

J(Ftd Tn Dis,·rprdrd Cnttty)I 

L-- - -----' ..--------, 
! Cornell lnt,rvenlions I 

L... 
(S) ,__n-1u_t11_••-drd_,_:._._,,_, _ I Ill Dl,r,prdttl [ lltlt)I t 

GEOCC3 lnr . 
(DELI 

(S) W 6 oroell -..~] 
l•l•f\·entlou,, lac. (II. I 

[ CS,._1!1611)- Ffll Ta, 

' " u:r~•rdtd t .ftlih J 

,--~ .._......,__,., 
[ Coro• l~Ab,.., 11 I 

~ 
<,roup, '""· <Dt t.1 I 
l!\tt.l!'OII)- FNI T•• I 
m .. .,,,rckd hill) 1 I 

I 
G[OCaroLLC 

(DEL) 

r--------. 
I GEO Corrections and I 
I Intention. LLC I 

(S) 

Bil Holding Corp. 
(DEL) 

(ff) ~I (l'L) I 
Singlt Mrmbr,- LLC I ----,----

) (Frd Tu Dilr<a••-d•d Enti~•)I 
) ________ ~--...... -----, 

Bil Holding I ,-------1 Corp . 
• (DEL) 

GEO CCI Inc. 
(DEL) 

... 

-

(S) 

GEO Tnnspon, 
Inc. 

(FL) 

Cornell Con·ecnons 
or Rhode Island, 

Inc. 

Ciornell <. on-ttllttns I 
of C.:allforala, lac I Al I 

(!loc.ll'6(1► FNI Ta" I 
OkreJ:•rdfd tnlir,.1 J 

Coroell f orNCtilt~ I 
of AIUka, htl'. tAt.) j 

IStt .8'6(1)- FNI Ta• I 
m,,...,ofd Flllil) 1 

I 
GEO Reentry s,,,,ices 

of Aluka, Inc. 
(AK ) 

,_ 

.... 

(S) 

WCC Financial, 
Inc. 

(DEL) 

WCC Developmenl, 
Inc . 
(FL) 

A usrn lasla n 
Corrt<tlonal 

lnveslmfnt Limited 

1% Ken11111i 
'-- ¢ ormtl&n1, Pq 

Lid 

50% 1 

S011tlMnicf111 

SO¾ ~ MiramichiYoutb 

/4 Ame~~cs - Man•~=:~:,, Inc. 
Lid. (UK) (Canada) 

(Fed Tu P111unhip) ,_ ______ __, 

~ OS, LI.C (DE i.) I 
I Slnglt Mtmbtr LLC I 
IIFtd Ta, Dh;rtgardtd End~•) I 
L _______ J 

r-------, 
I Cornell Companies I LJ of C11iforai1 OS. LLC I 
I (DEL) t 

I GEO Reenl')' Servk..-, I (H ) 
I LLC (FL) I ~---,,---~ n s, .... M• .. brr LLC 

1 
l(Ftd Tu DlsrtprdNI Eottly) ,---~----, 

I B•havionl 
L _______ _, Holdln(! Corp. 

--------, (DEi.) 
(H) 

LJI CCG I, LLC I 
(DEL) I ___ ,.___---, 

(DEL) 

GEO Intemallonal 
Sen•ice,\ Inc. 

(DEL) 
(f/ll.la GEO/DEi.iT/ti, 

Inc.) 

'-
GEO /FU0IJnc. 

(Fl.) 

Pacific Rim 
Emplo~·menr 

Pl)', I.Id. 

G[O Australia 
l\t■nagement 

Sen·ices Pl)'. Ltd. 
(Ykivt Padfi.c Rim 
Ernplo,-mtnt (So. l) 

Pn'. LTD.) 

Au,-rralasla■ 

Correctional Seni<H 
Pl)·. Ltd. -25'/4 b)· GGA. 

7~•1. bv GA 

lso¾ 
'--

'-

CliitodlaJI 
S-lffl~.ll.ld. 

(SA€S) 

S.tlllt·Aft:ku 

c,:-illldl"'J'&"~ 
,u-a1q111ty 

111-ni-1. oi.11111111 
IIJtlli. 

Note: 

(H) • Holding Company 
(D) • Dormant (Formerly Active) 
(S) • Shelf (Never Active) 
(F ) - O" u e r sh ip ro be C o n fi rmed an d Lpda ted 

j Sinai< Membtr LLC I 
(Fed 1·u DisTtglrMCI £ntitv) L ______ ..:_t 

--------, 
j CorneD Companlel 
I of Texas OS, LLC 1

1 (DEL) 
I Sinai• M<ml>tr LL(" t 
(Ftd Ta. Dlsrrprtltd Ellllly) I l _______ _ 

I Sblgk Mtabtr ll.C I Bebnioral 
ICFtd Tn Dwnpnltcl Ellf11)>) 1 Acquisition 
L _______ J Corpontio■ '-

(DEL) (ff) GEO/DELff/02, Inc. --------, • w 
: GEO Operations, LI.C I ..----'----, '"" (S) 

(FL ) (S) t Bl IDcorponted ._ _____ _, 

)(FNlsi:::D=~L~Dtl~I: (CO) ~-
L _______ ..J ~-----• 

•) L -

- ---_,_ - --- -
I I 

: Bl Jatorponted : 
1 Puerto Rl<:o I 

: (Bnn<h) : 

L-----------' 

Protocol Crinlilall 
Justlte, lftc. 

(FL) 

I 

BI Mob~ Breath, lac. 
(DE) 

GEO /FLJ02, Inc. 
(FL) 

GEO /Fll03, Inc. 
(Fl.) 

GEO Design 
Strvicel, l■c. (FL) 

(D) 

MUR718001059




